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PREFACE

The ideal which Indian polity has set before itself is to establish a
society free from distinctions on the grounds of caste, colour, creed
religion etc. In this background the publication of a book like present
one appears to be a retrogressive step. But A Glossary of the Tribes and
Castes of the Punjab and North West Frontier Provinces provides such a
smalarly study of the subject that no researcher on the topic can do
without it.

The book

was compiled by H. A. Rose and is based on

Census Report for Punjab 1883 and till today it continues to be an
authority.

As such, there cannot be any doubt about its utility for the

scholars.

At the same time it makes such an interesting reading of a

highly delicate subject that common readers also find it very useful.

The

reprint of the book was first brought out by the Language Department in
the year 1970 and the same had gone out of stock in a very short span
of time Taking into consideration the consistent demand of the general
readers as well as the scholars, we have decided

to bring out yet

another reprint of this monumental work.
I do hope that as a book of knowledge this Glossary w i l l add to
the treasure of reference books.

Rajinder Singh
Director
Language Department, Punjab

PEEFACE TO VOLUME II.
This Glossary of the Tribes and Castes found in the Punjab,
the North-West Frontier Province and the Protected Territories
on the North-West Frontier of India, is based upon the works of
the late Sir Denzii Charles Jelf Ibbetson, K.C.S.L, LieutenantGovernor of the Punjab and its Dependencies, and of the
Hon'ble Mr. Edward Douglas Maclagan, C.S.I., now Secretary
to the Government of India in the Revenue Department. Sir
Denzii Ibbetson's Report on the Punjab Census of 1881 was
reprinted as Punjab Ethnography. Volume I I I of the present compilation will include the rest of this Glossary, and Volume I will
comprise the valuable chapters of Sir Denzii Ibbetson's Report
which deal with the Physical Description of the Punjab, its Religions and other subjects, supplemented by the matter contained
in the Hon'ble Mr. Maclagan's Report on the Punjab Census of
1891, and from other sources.
This Glossary embodies some of the materials collected in
the Ethnographic Survey of India which was begun in 1900,
under the scheme initiated by Sir Herbert Risley, K.C.I.B.,
C.S.I., but it has no pretensions to finality. The compiler's aim
has been to collect facts and record them in the fullest possible
detail without formulating theories as to the racial elements which
have made the population of the modern Punjab, the growth of
its tribes or the evolution of caste. For information regarding the various theories which have been suggested on those
1
topics the reader may be referred to the works of Sir Alexande *
Cunningham,* Bellewf and Nesfield.J
•

The Census Report for India, 1903, and The Races of India
may also be referred to as standard works on these subjects.
It is in contemplation to add to Volume III, or to publish as
Volume IV, a subject-index to the whole of the present work
^ * ^ ^ ^ ™ * " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ *
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* Archaeological Survey Reports: more especially Vol*. II, V and XIV for the Punjab.
Alio hu Ancient Geography of India, The BuidKst Periol, 1871,
t face* of Afghanistan and Tnsaftai.
t Brbfview of tht Oast* System of th* North-Western Provinces and Oudh : Allahabad, 1885,
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together with appendices containing exhaustive lists of the
numerous sections, septs and clans into which the tribes and
castes of these Provinces are divided.
A few words are necessary to explain certain points in the
Glossary. To ensure brevity the compiler has avoided constant
repetition of the word " District " e. g., by " Lahore " the District
of that name must be understood thus " in Lahore " is equivalent
to the " in the District of Lahore," but by " at Lahore " is
meant " in the city of Lahore."
The printing of the name of a caste or tribe in capitals in
f
the text indicates hat a reference to the article on that caste
References to District
or tribe is invited
or State Gazetteers should be taken to indicate the latest editio n
of the Gazetteer unless the contrary is stated. References to a
Settlement llefjort indicate the standard Report on the Regular
Settlement of the District in the absence of any express -reference to an earlier or later report.
Certain recognised abbreviations have also been used, e.g.,
J.R.A.S., for the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
J.A.S.B., for the Journal of the (Royal) Asiatic Society
of Bengal.
P.N.Q., for Punjab Notes and Queries, 1883-85.
I.N.Q., for Indian Notes and Queries, 1880.
N.I.N.Q., for North Indian Notes and Queries, 1891-96.
E.H.I., for Elliot's History of India.
T.N., for Raverty's Translation of the TabaqaUi-Nariri.
In certain districts of the Punjab lists of agricultural tribes
have been compiled by District Officers for administrative purposes in connection with the working of the Punjab Alienation
of Land Act (Punjab Act XIII of 1900), and these lists have been
incorporated in the present Glossary for facility of reference.
The two following extracts from an Address delivered by the
late Sir Denzil Ibbetson on the Study of Anthropology in India to

iii

the Anthropological Society of Bombay in 1890 are re-printed
I I I value:
here
11

Another scheme which suggested itself to me some years ago, and
met with the approval of Sir Charles Elliot, would, I think, greatly simplify
and lighten the labour of recording customs, but which I unfortunately
never found leisure to carry out. It was to publish typical custom-sheets
printed with a wide margin.* The printed portion would give a typical
set of, say, marriage ceremonies, divided into short paragraphs, one for
each stage. The inquirer would note opposite each paragraph the departures from the typical Ceremonial which he found to obtain among the
people and in the locality under inquiry. The main lines of these and
similar ceremonies are common to many tribes over a considerable area,
and the system, which is of course capable of indefinite expansion, would
save a deal of writing, would suggest inquiry, would be a safeguard against
omissions, and above all, would bring differences of custom into prominence,
#

#

*

#

#

*

»v I have come to the fourth and last head of my discourse,
will I am sure, be relieved to know that I shall be brief. What
true student ever asks himself
such a question. To some of you, I fear, I shall appear profane, but I take
it that the spirit which animates the true scholar is the same in essence as
that which possesses the coin-collector or the postage stamp maniac. He
yearns for more knowledge, not because he proposes to put i^ to any
definite use when he has possessed himself of it, but because he has not
got it, and hates to be without it. Nevertheless, it is a question which, if
we do not ask ourselves, others will ask for us, and it behoves us to have
our answer ready. In the first place, it is impossible to assert of any
addition, however ammrcntlv insignificant, to the sum of human knowladcrf^
will
The whole fabric
of the universe is so closely interwoven, mesh by mesh, that at whatever
out-of-the-way corner we may begin unravelling, we may presently assist
in the loosening of some knot which has barred the progress of science.
What Philistine would look with other than contempt upon the study of
pigeons, of the markings of caterpillars and butterflies
respect
birds. Yet from these
wn
theory the epoch-making nature of which we are hard
able to appreciate, because it has already become an integral part
intellectual equipment of every thinking man. But we need not trust to
the vagueness of the future for evidence of the value of our studies in
India. They have already cast a flood of light upon the origin and nature
of European tenures, ana they have even modified the course of British
legislation. I do not think it is too much to say that, had we known
nothing of land tenures in India, the recognition of tenant right in Ulster
would have been indefinitely postponed."
The scientific spirit which inspired the above remarks laid
the foundations of all anthropological research in the P u n j a b and
BAB

method was

0
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canying out the Ethnographic Survey in theae
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North-West Frontier Province. The practical importance of an
intensive study of the minutest data in the popular religionf
folk-lore, traditions, survivals and superstitions cannot be easily
exaggerated, and the present writer is convinced that nothing but
a closer study of them will, for example, reconcile the apparently
hopeless inconsistencies of the Punjab customary law.

GLOSSARY
*

PUNJAB TRIBES AND CASTES.
e

ABAZAC,

a section of the Yusufzai Pathans, found in Buner.

one of the six septs of the Baizai clan of the Akozai Yusufzai
PathAns, found in Pesh&war.

ABBA KHEL,

the \ name of the ruling family of the DAudpotr&s who are
Naw&bs of Bah&walpur and claim descent from the Abbaaside dynasty
of Egypt: see D&udpotra and KalhorA.

ABBASSI,

a small caste of Muhammadans found in K&ngra and the
Jasw&n Dun of Hoshifirpur. The Abd&ls are divided into 12 folia
or septs. The Abdils of KSngfa do not associate with those of
Sukh&r and Nurpur. The Abd&ls are beggars and wandering
singers, performing especially at R&jput funerals, at which they
precede the body singing and playing dirges, ban or birldp. In
the time of the R6j&s when any R&jput was killed in battle and
the news reached his home, they got his clothe3 and used to
wear them while singing his dirge. Thus they sang dirges for
lUm Singh, wazir of Nurpur, and Sh6m Singh, Atdriwdld, who had
fought against the British, and for R&j& Rai Singh of Chamba.
The Abddls now sing various songs and attend Rdjput weddings.
1
1
They ere endogamous. Abdal means 'lieutenant (see Platts
Hiiid. Dxty<9 8. v.) and is the name of a class of wandering
Muhammadan saints.* Whether there is any connection between
the name and the Chihil Abd&l of Islamic mythology does not
appear. For the Abd&ls in Bengal see Risley, People of India,
pp. 76 and 119.
ABDAL, an Ar&in clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.
ABDAL,

(1) a term once applied generally to all Afghdns (q. v.), but
now apparently obsolete: (2) the name of a famous family of the
Saddozai Path&na which gave Afghanistan its first Afghan dynasty:
Now known as Durrani, this family belonged to the Sarbatii branch
of the Afgb&ns, and is believed by them to derive its name from Abd&i
or Avd&l bin Tarfn bin Sharkhabfin 6. Sarban 6. Qaie, who received
this name from Kwh&ja Ab6 Ahmad, an abddlf or saint of the Ckishtia

ABDALI,

* It is the plur. of badal, • substitute,' and the Abdal, 40 in number, take thefifthplace
in
the
Sufi
hierarchical
order
of
saints
issuing
from
the
great
Qutb,
Also
called
'Rukab*,'
4

guardians/ they reside in Syria, bring rain and viotory and avert calamity; Encyclopedia

oj UUm, *. v. p. 69.
t Bee Abdal tupra.

2

<?

Abddli—Adam Khel.

order. Driven from their hinds near Qandahfir by the Ghalzai, the
Abddli had long been settled near Herdt, but were restored by N&dir
Sb6h to their old home, and when Ahmad Sh&h became king at
Qandab&r his tribe served as a nucleus for the new empire. Influenced
*by afaqir named Sdbar Shdh he took the title of Durr-i-durr&n,
1
pearl of pearls/ The two principal Abdali clans are the Popalzai,
(to which belonged the royal section, the Sadozai) and the Bfirakzai:
M. Longworth Dames in JEncycl. of Islam, p. 67.
ABDALKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.
ABDHUT (avadhuta) * a degree or class of the celibate Gosains who live by
begging. They are wanderers, as opposed to tho matddri or dsanddri
class. See Gosain.
ABHIEA, the modern Ahfr (q. r#).
ABHAPANTH/, one c* *he 12 orders or schools of the Jogis (q. *.)•
ABKAL, a aept of R&jputs, descended from Wahgal, a son of Sangar Chand,
16th K6j6 of Kahlfir.
ABLANA, (1) a Jat clan (agricultural), found in Multan : (2) a branch of the
Kbarrals, found in Montgomery and the Minchin&lxid nizdmat of i
Bah&walpur.
AB^A, an ancient tribe of J&t status found in Sindh and the Bahawalpur
State. It is credited with having introduced the arte of agriculture
into the soiith-west Punjab and Sindh in the proverb :—
Karn bakhshe kiror.
Abra bakhshe hal di or.
€
Let R£j& Karn give away crore of rupees, the Abra will give what
be earns by the plough/
The tribe is also said to be an offshoot of the Sammas and is
numerous in Bahawalpur.
ABUI, a J&\ clan (agricultural), found in Multan.
ABWANI, a Path&n clan (agricultural), found in Amritsar.
Ac HA KHEL, an important clan of the Marwat Path&ns, found in
Bannu.
ACHI-LAMO (Tibetan), a group of aotors, singers and dancers found
in Kan&war. They wear masks of skin with conch shells for
eyes and a dress to which woollen nords are so attached that in
dancing they spread out. The women play a large tambourine, and
the men a small drum shaped like an hour-glass. Parties of five,
—two men, two women and a boy—perform their dance.
ACHRAN, an agricultural clan, found in Sh&hpur.
ACHABJ(A) , see

under Brahman: syn. Mabfibrahman

one of the eight principal clans of the Afrfdi Pathrfns:
said to be neither Gar nor Sdmil in politics. They have four
septs—Hassan Khel, Jaw&ki, Galli and Ashu Khel.

ADAM KHEL,
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* A vadhuta is also the name of a Vaishnava sect. Ramanand founded the Rimawat sect
whom he called Avadhuta, because his followers had • shaken off' the bounds of narrow*
mindednes^. To this sect belonged Tulsi Dig. one of whose works was the Vairagva-Sandipani or ' kindling of continence.' (Notts on Tulti Das, by Dr. Q. A. Grierson. Indian
Antiquary, 1893, p. 227),

Adan Bhdhv^Ahangar.

3

SffABf, a Sikh sect or, more correctly, order, founded by Adan
Sh&h, a disciple of Kanby£ L£l, the founder of the Sewfipanthis
(q. v.).
ADH-NATH, one of the 12 orders or schools of the Jogis (q< v.).
ADAN

a sept of the Gakkhars {q. v.).
ADPANTHI possibly a title of those Sikhs who adhere to the original
;/. Census Report, 1891, § 88,
but see Adh-n&th.
God
ADVAIT, a Hindu secth which maintains the
after death.
AFGHAN, pi. AfSghina: syn. Rohilla or Rohela and Path£n (q. t?.). The
earliest historical mention of the Afghans occurs under the year
1024 A. D. (414-15 Hijri) when Mahmrid of Ghazni made a raid
into the mountains inhabited by the Afghani&n—after his return
from India to Ghazni—plundered them and carried off much booty.*
Afghan tradition makes Kashighar or Shaw&l their earliest seat,
and the term Afghanistan or land of the Afghans is said to bo,
strictly speaking, applicable to the mountainous* country between
Qandah&r and the Deraj£t, end between Jalaldbad and the
Khaibar valley on the north and Siwi and Dadar on the south,
but it is now generally used to denote the kingdom of Afghanistan. The Afghans used to be termed Abdalis or Awdalis from
Malik Abdal under whom they first emerged from the SulaimSn
Range and drove the K&firs or infidels out of the K&bul valley.
(See also s. v. Pafchan, Bangash, Dil&z&k). By religion the
Afghans are wholly Muhammadan and claim as their peculiar
saint the 'Afghan Qutb/ Khwdjah Qutb-ud-din, Bakhtidr, Kaki
of Ush (near Baghdad) who probably gave his name to the Qutb
Minfir at Delhi.

ADMAL,

Agri or Agaria "a worker in salt," from dgara, salt-pan. The Agaris
are the salt-makers of R^jputana and of the east and south-east Punjab,
and would appear to be a true caste.t In Gurgaon they are said to
claim descent from the R6jputs of Chittaur. All are Hindus, and
found especially in the Sultdnpur tract on the common borders of Delhi,
Rohtak and Gurgaon, where they make salt by evaporating the brackish
water of the wells. Socially they rank below the J£ts, but above Loh£rs.
A proverb says : " Theafe, the jawdsa, the Agari and the cartman—when
the lightning flashes these give up the ghost," apparently because the rain
which is likely to follow would dissolve their salt. Cf. NUNGAB.

AGARI,

AaoARwiL, a sub-caste of the B£ni£s (q v.).
AofR, a doubtful synonym of Agari (q. v.).
AGWANA, a J£t clan (agricultural), found in Mult&n.
AHANGAE, a blacksmith.
r detaila 8ee tlie

'

A kL •
&dmmrt>le articles by Mr^Longworth Dames on Afghanistan
and Afrfdi in the Encyclopaedia of Isl&m (London: Luzac & Co.) now in course of publication.
*
t But the Agarfa are also said to be a mere sub-caste of the Kumh£rs. In Kumaon dgaH
means an " irofc-smelter ": N. I. N. Q. L, §§ 214, 217. It is doubtful whether Agra derives
its name from the Agaris, as there is an Agra in the Peshawar valley. For an account of the
•alt-industry in Gurgaon, see Qurgaon Gazetteer% 1884. pace 67.

Ahdrv—Ahir,
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A.HABf, a doubtful synonym of Aheri (q. v.).
AHisf (A), Herf, AhAri (?), au out-caste and often vagrant tribe, found in the
south-east Punjab, and originally immigrant from RAjputdna, especially Jodhpur and BikAner. The name is said to be derived from
her, a herd of cattle, but the Aheri, who appears to be usually
called Heri in the Punjab, is by heredity a hunter and fowler. He
is however ordinarily a labourer, especially a reaper, and even cultivates land in HissAr, while in Karnfil he makes saltpetre.* In appearance and physique Aheris resemble Baurias, but they have no
dialect of their own, and are no^as a body, addicted to crime.
Of their numerous gots the following are found m the BAwal
nizdmat of NAbha :
PanwAl.
Gahchand.
Bhata.
Rathor.
Ghaman.
CbAhurwAl.
SAgaria.
Charan.
Gogal.
Sailingia.
C handAlia.
Go til*.
Samel wAl.
HAjipuria.
Dekhta.
Sand las.
Jhindia.
DahinwAI.
SArsut.
DahmiwAL
Junbal.
Sendhi.
Dharoria.
Mahta.
Dharuheria.
MewAl.
The Aherfs are almost all Hindus, but in the PhulkiAn States a few
are Sikhs. Besides the other village deities they worship the goddess
MasAni and specially affect BAbAji of Kohmand in Jodhpur and
KhetrpAl. In marriage four gots are avoided, and widow re-marriage
is permitted. AH tbeir rites' resemble those of the DhAnaks,f and
ChamarwA Brahmans officiate at their weddings and like occasions.
The NAiks, who form a superior class among the Heris, resemble
them in all respects, having the same gots and following the same
pursuits, but the two groups do not intermarry or even take water
from each other's bauds. On the other hand the Aheri is said to
be dubbed Thori as a term of contempt, aud possibly the two tribes
are really the same.
For accounts of the Aherfs in the United Provinces, see Elliot's
Glossary.
AHIE. The name Ahir is doubtless derived from the Sanskrit abhira, a
milkman, but various other folk etymologies are current. J
9
The Ahirs own tradition as to their origin is, that a Brahman once
took a Vaisya girl to wife and her offspring were pronounced amat*
m
sangyd or outcast; that again a daughter of the amat sa/ngyoLs married
a Brahman, and that her offspring were called abhirs (i.e., GopAs or
herdsmen), a word corrupted into Ahfr.
They are chiefly found in the south i
, GurgAon, and Rohtak
and the PhulkiAn States bordering upon
districts, and in this
• Aheris also work in reeds and grass, especially at making winnowing-baskets and
stools of reed.
t The Aherfa claim that they will not take water from a Dhinak, as the Chuhras do.
Tet they rank no higher than the latter, since they eat dead animals, although they will
not remove filth.
X One of these is ah(-dr9 " snake-killer," due to the fact that Sri Krishna had once killed
a snake* Bat according to the Mad-Bhagwat, Aakand 10, Addhiyae 17, 8ri Krishna did'joq
kill the snake, but brought it out of the Jumna.
/

Ahir groups,

5

limited traot they form a considerable proportion of the whole population.
The first historical mention of the Abhfras occurs in the confused
statements of the Vishnu, Purdna concerning them and the Sakas,
Yavanas, B&hlik&s and other outlandish dynastiea which succeeded
the Andhra9 in the 3rd century A. D.
In the 4th century the AbMras, Arjun&yanas and M&lavas are described as republican tribes settled in eastern R&jput£na and M61wa.*
They are divided into three khdnps or sub-castes :
(1) the Nandbansi, who call themselves the offspring of Nand£, the
foster-father of Sri Krishna.t
(2) the Jddubansi, who claim to be descendants of the Yfidfi, a
nomadic race.
Oudlbansi
1
or
daman dynasty and the Gopis, who danced with the
god Krishna in the woods of Bindraban and Gokal.
The Jadubansi Ahfrs are mostly found in the Ahfrwatf J and Harifina,
while the Nandbansis and Gufilbansis are found in Mathura and
Bindraban.
All three sub-castes are endogamous and avoid four gots in marriage.
The gots of the JAdubansis are:
1. AbhiryA.
21. Jharudby^.
39. Lanba.
22. Kakr%».
40. Lodijii.
2. BachhwalyA
23. Kakudhya.
41. MahlA.
3.
24. Kalalyd.
4. Bhankary&
42. Mandh^r.
43. Mitha.
25. Kalgin.
5. Bhogwary&.
44. Mohal.
26. K£nkas.
6. Bhunkalin.
27. Karera.
45. Nagarya.
7. Bhusary&.
28. £h*lod.
46. N-irbdn.
8. BhusU.
29. Kharotya.
9. Chatasya.
47.' Notiwfil.
30. Kbarpar*.
10. Chura;
48. Pacharya.
11. D&bar.
81. Khitodhy* from
49. S&np.
Khatode inPati£la. 50. SonfiryiS.
12. DahiyA.
32. Khiswfi.
13. Datarli.
51. Sult&nyi.
33. Kholtf.
14. Dholiw&l.
52. Thokartin.
34. Khorry&.
15. DhundaU.
58. Tohdnid.
35. Khos£,
16. Dumdoly*.
54. Tundak.
36. Khnrmya.
17. HarbaU.
55. Solangia, original18. Jadam.
87. Kinw&l.
ly Solankf Bdjpfits.
89. Kosalyii from Koslf
19. J6n jajy 6.
in Bohtak.
20. Jarwal.
* V. A. Smith, Ancient History of India; pp. 240 and 250.
t8ri Krishna^ through fear of Riji Kans, was changed for NandV daughter and so
brought up by him. Nand was an Ahfr , Krishna, a Kshatrya. Jidu was the son of J«at
from whom Krishna was descended, and the Jidubansf also claim descent from him
'
J Another account says that the Ahfrwatf is held by the Jidubansf and Nandbanaf
6
Wherem§
Qu41bans( win not Bmoke
th
fa
I^rJTilfSriSS ^
^
""* — ( *Pto of the
It is not easy to define the boundaries of Ahfrwatf. It includes Rewirf and the oonntr*
8 t 0 i l ; R i 0 B i a u U lyin t0 the
^u^
^
^ / ^
«
«>uth.west of that town and apparent?
orerlapping u since Iflmaul appears to lie in the Bith as well as in the Ahfrwatf

Ahir origins.
t

56; Bhanotra, originally Nathawat R&jputs, from Amla Bhanera
in Jaipur: their ancestor committed murder and fled, finding a refuge
with the Ahirs : and
57. Dfiyar, originally Tunwar Rajputs till 995 Sambat: the legend
is that Anangpal had given his daughter in marriage to Kfilu R£j6 of
Dh&rinagar, but her husband gave her vessels for her separate use, and
she complained to her father. Anangpal would have attacked his
son-in-law but his nobles dissuaded him, and so he treacherously invited
K£lu to his second daughter's wedding. K£lu came with his four
brothers, Par mar, Nil, Bhawan and JagpAl, but" they learnt of the plot
and fled to the Ahirs, from whom Kfilu took a bride and thus founded
the D&yar got.
Some of the Nandbansf gots are :—
1. Bachhwdl.
4. Khatban.
2. Harba.nw&l.
5. PacharyS.
3. Kaholi.
6. R6bar.
7. Sanwary&.
The Ahirs again give their name to the Ahirwati dialect, which is
spoken in the tract round N&rnaul, Kanaudh and Rewdri. It differs
little, if at all, from the ordinary Hindi of the south-east Punjab ; * for
a full account of it and its local varieties the reader must be referred to
the Linguistic Surrey of India, Vol. IX, pp. 49—51 and 233—241.
The Ahirs are all Hindus, but in spite of their traditional connection with Sri Krishna,t they affect Shivaji, Devi and Th&karji. They
also worship Bandeo, whose shrine is at Raipur in the Bawal nizamat
of N&bha and who is said to be a black snake: hence no Ahir will kill
a black snake. In Saharanpur their marriage deities are Braha and
Bar deotas, but no traces of these cults are noted in the Punjab. J
Ahir women dress differently to those of the J£t tribes, wearing
red and yellow striped gowns, with a shawl of red muslin. But in
Jind they are said to wear a gown (lenghd) of blue cloth.
The Ahirs were probably by origin a pastoral caste, but in the
Punjab they are now almost exclusively agricultural, and stand in
quite the first rank as husbandmen, being as good as the Kamboh
and somewhat superior to the Jat. They aire of the same social
standing as the J&t and Gujar, who will eat and smoke with them;
but they have not been, at any rate within recent times, the dominant
race in any considerable tract. Perhaps their nearest approach to
such a position was in the State of Rampur near Rewdri, whose last
chief, R6o Tula R&m, mutinied in 1857 and lost his state. His family
still holds &jdgir and its members are addressed as R&o, a title which
is indeed grateful to every Ahir.
They are industrious, patient, and orderly; and though they
are ill spoken of in the proverbs of the country side, yet that is probably only because the.J£t is jealous of them as being even better
cultivators than himself. Thus they say in Rohtak : " Kosli (the head
:

* C. R. 1891, p. 263,
~~~
t Still, according to Mr. fttaclagan, Krishna is their patron, C. R. 1891, p. 120. Moreover,
they adopt Brahman or Bairagi gurus, receiving from them a kanthi (necklace) and. the
Krishna-mantra in return for a bhet or pujd of Rs, 2 or 3.
IN.I.N-.Q. IV §460.

*

*

AMf—AMdwat.
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village of the Ahirs) has fifty brick houses and several thousand
swaggerers." So in Delhi: " Rather be kicked by a R&jput or stumble
uphill, than hope anything from a jackal, spear grass, or an Ahir" ;
and again: " All castes are God's creatures, but three castes are
ruthless, when they get a chance they have no shame: the whore,
the B&aya, and the Ahir." The phrase Ahir be-pir refers to their supday
posed f aithk
undeserved.
Their birth, death and marriage ceremonies are like those of the
Mdlis, Gujars and Jets. Karewa is permissible, but in Jind, it is said,
a widow may not marry her husband's elder brother and this is also
the case in Gurg£on, where some of the higher Ahir families disallow
widow re-marriage in toto* and hold aloof from other Ahirs. Like
the Rajputs the Ahirs recognise concubinage, and a father has a right
to the guardianship of a concubine's son (suretwdl), but he does not
inherit. The Ahirs who disallow widow re-marriage also follow the
rule
with all Brahmans
latter do not eat kachchi from them. They will eat kachchi with Rajputs, Jdts, Hindu Gujars, Rors, Sun6rs and Tarkhans, while the latter
eat also with the former. They do not eat flesh. J
•

In and around Delhi city the Alur is also known as Ghosi and
claims descent from Nandii. adopted father of Krishna (Kanhyfiji).
called
called ghosi
Isl£m§

The
Mukhia|| which ranks highest of all the got*.
Charia (graziers).
Ghuf-chafhd (cavalry men) and K&sab.
The Hindu Ghosi customs resemble those of the Hindu R&jputsr. A
Gaur Brahman officiates at the phera rite in marriage. The Ghosi
have a system of panches and hereditary chaudhris. If one of the
latter's line fail, his widow may adopt a son to succeed him, or, failing
such adoption, the panch elects a fit person.
A very full description of the Ahirs will be found in Elliott's Races of the North-Wsst
Provinces, and also in Sherring, I, 332 ff.
iwAT, a J&\ tribe, said to be descended from a Chauhin R6jp<it who
came from S&mbhar in Jaipur some 30 generations ago. From him
sprang the Ahl&wat, Olifo, Birma, M6re, and Jfin H%B who do not
intermarry. The tribe is found in Rohtak, Delhi, and Karn&l. Ite
members worship a common ancestor called Sadu Deb.
* P. C. L. II., p, 132.
t Ibid. p. 137.
t Ibid. p. 138.
§ The
meaning
appears
to
be
that
any
Muhammadan
who
became
a
cowman
by
trade
wai
G
8i a n d t h a t
n a m e tten
£ j ? v e •i n' d u
^
became, applied to any Ahir or Gwila, so that we now
M S t?
Ahir as well as his Muhammadan competitor commonly called Ghoai.
II Mukh<at spokesman/ is also a title given to a leading member ol the caste! but it "
not appear to be eqmalent to chaudhri.

8

Ahl-i-B[adi3*—Ahfnadza%.

or " People of the Tradition/' formerly styled Wah&bfs
from the name of their founder. The Ahl-i-Hadis are MusalmAn
purists. *' They accept the six books of traditions as collected by the
Sunnis, but reject the subsequent glosses of the fathers and the voice
of the church, and claim liberty of conscience and the right of private
interpretation. They insist strongly upon the unity of God, which
doctrine they say has been endangered by the reverence paid by the
ordinary Musalm&n to Muhammad, to tho Im&ns and to saints; and
forbid the offering of prayer to any prophet, priest or saint, even as a
mediator with the Almighty. They condemn the sepulchral honours
paid to holy men, and illumination of, visits to, and prostration before,
their shrines, and even go so far as to destroy the domes erected over
their remains. They call the rest of the Muhammadana " Mushrik,"
or those who associate another \vith God, and strenuously proclaim that
Muhammad was a mere mortal man. Tfiey disallow the smoking of
tobacco as unlawful, and discountenance the use of rosaries or beads.
Apparently they insist much upon the approaching appearance of the
last Im&m Mahdi preparatory to the dissolution of the world. Politically
their most important and obnoxious opinion is that they are bound
to wage war against all infidels. The orthodox deny them the title of
Musalmdns."
u
M
A full history of the Ahl-i-Hadis is beyond the scope of this
article. Its founder, Abdul-Wahh&b, was born in Nejd in 1691 A. D.,
and his successors reduced the whole of Nejd and then overran the
Hijaz. In 1809 their piracifes compelled the Government of Bombay
to capture their stronghold on the coast of Earmdn, and in 1811-18 the
Sultan of Turkey beheaded their chief and reduced them to political
insignificance. Their doctrines were introduced into India by Sayyid
Ahmad Shah of Rai Bareli, originally a free-booter who, after a visit
to Arabia, proceeded to the North-West Frontier, and there, in 182(£
proclaimed a jihad or religious war against the Sikhs. His extraordinary ascendency over the tribes of the Pesh&war Border and his
four years' struggle, not wholly unsuccessful, with the Durr&nis on the
one hand and on the other with the Sikhs, and his ultimate defeat and
death are described in James* Settlement Report" of Peshawar (pp.
43-44) and more fully in Bellew's History of Yusufzai (pp. 83—102).
Patna is the head-quarters of the sect in India, but it has also colonies
at Polosi on the Indus and at Sittana and Malka in Yusufzai beyond
Buner.
[For a general history of ' The WahAbis in India ' see three articles in
Selections from the Calcutta Review, by E. J. O'Kinealy].
f
A.HL-1-HONDD, (t) Indians: lit. people of the Indians' (Hunfid, pi. of Hindi,
Catafago's Arabic Dicty. s. v% Hun6d); (n) Hindus, as opposed to
Muhammadans.
AHLUWALU, one of the Sikh misls founded by Jassa Singh of Ahifi, a
village in Lahore* and now represented by the ruling family of
Kapurtbala.
AHL-I-HADIS,

/

tribes found in (Ha lowlands
Dera
AHMADZAJ,

one of the two main divisions of the Darwesh Khel Waafxfc

*

Ahmadzair—Akdli.
AHMADZAI, AMAZAIJ one of

&

the two principal clans of the Ushtarfaa Pathtoi.

AirtfjA (1) a 36\ clan (agricultural), found in Mult&n. (2) Also a section of
the Pahra Aroras.
AH t/L AN A, one of the two great dharras or factions of the Jtys found in
Rohtak, etc. Sea Dahiya*
AIBAK:, a small sept fonnd at Wahind Sara&na near Kahror in MultAn
District which, despite its Turkish name, claims to belong to the
Joiya tribe.
AINOKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
/
AiPANTHf, a follower of the Aipanth, one of the Jogi orders. It is fonpd
in Hiss£r and Mast N6th, founder of the Bohar monastery in the JRohtak
District, originally belonged to it.
AITLB; a sept or clan of Kanets found in the Kaljun pargand (P; tiaU
State territory). Simla Hills.

ajjsn, ary&li, ay&lf, aj&ri fr. ajjar, herd, a goat-herd—in Rawalpindi,
Jbelum, etc. In Jhelum, it is the name of a sept of turbulent Awins
found in the village of Bhuchhal Kal&n.
AJUDHiA-PANTHf, (i) a Hindu Vaishnava sect, so called because R£m Chandar
lived in Ajudhia (Oudb); (ft) a Vaishnava. The latter is probably the
only correct meaning.
AKA KHXL, one of the eight principal clans of the Afridis.
differs
AKALI.
organization, corresponding
or Gosains among the Hindus. Their foundation is ascribed to Guru
Govind* himself, and they steadfastly opposed Baoda's attempted
innovations. The term t is sometimes said to be derived from akalU
purusha * worshipper of the Eternal/ But akdl means ' deathless/ i.e.,
' God/ and Akali is simply < God's worshipper.' The Ak&is wear blu«
chequered dresses, J and bangles or bracelets of steel round their wrists,
and quoits of steel in their lofty conical blue turbans, together with
miniature daggers, knives, and an iron chain.§
In their military capacity the Akalis were called Nihang, || or reckless,
and played a considerable part in the Sikh history, forming the Shahids
AJABI,

* Govind Singh, the tenth and last Gurd of the Sikhs, 1675—1708.
T-Murray's flto. of the Panjah, i., p. 130; Cunningham's But. of the Bikhe.p. 117.
% IWooto points out that Krishna's elder brother, Bal Him, wore blue clothes, whence he
is called Nilimban, or 'clad in dark blue,' andffitiras,or • the blue clad• {Atiatick Re•earchee xi, p. 221).
§8trict Akilfs do not wear the jatd or top.knot, but some do. Those who do not only
use dur and lota water and alio smoke, which the jatd wearers may not do. Others,
again, wear a yellow turban beneath the blue one, so as to show a yellow band across the
forehead. The story goes that a Khatri* of Delhi (Nand HI, author of the Zindagindma)
desired to see the Guru in yellow, and Govind Singh gratified his wish. Many Sikhs wear the
yellow turban at the Basaat Paaehm*. Ajouplet erroneously ascribed to Bhai Gurdis says :
• rrv

B%dht $trfedt jo fahne,
8*rkh> *ar*4*9 B9i Gurbhdi.

t.

wbito (th8Ninnali8> red <the UdifsNoryeUow

u^SSSS SS^Ss ^£**•
bflt

i,S
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'

«.I? ?? t. ; C*?""* * "" <P- > "«V» nihang.' naked' or • pure' and it has that
meaning lxiera lly (c/. Platts s. *.), bat in Sikh parlance the word undoubtedly means
Gee from care, 'careless, and so ' reckless.' In Hinduism it bears its original meaning.

(
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Akdli—Akezai.
or first of the four dehfas. At the siege of Molten in 1818 a few
Akdli fanatics* carried the faussebraye by surprise, and precipitated
the fall of that fortress. The career of PhfilA Singh illustrates
both their defects and their qualities. This great AkAlifirstcame into
notice as the leader of the attack on Metcalfe's escort at Amritsar in
1809. He was then employed by Raojit Singh, who stood in considerable awe of him, as a leader in the Indus valley! where he was guilty
of atrocious cruelty towards the Muhammad an population, and in
Kashmir. Finally, Phul£ Singh and his Ak&lis contributed to, or
rather virtually won for Ranjit Singh, the great Sikh victory over the
Yuaaf zais at Ten in 1823. In this battle Pbtitt Singh met with a
heroic death, and his tomb at Naushahra is now an object of pilgrimage
to Hindus and Muhsmmadans alike.
Under Phuki "ingh'a earlier leadership, and perhaps befoi
>e. the Ak&lis had become a terror to friends and foes alike
levied
the
contributions by force.t Ranjit Singh, after 182i
to reduce their power, and the order lost its importance.
The Ak&li headquarters were the Ak£l Btinga % at Amritsar, where
they assumed the direction of religious ceremonies and the duty of
convoking the Gurumat4; indeed, they laid claim to exercise a
general leadership of the KMls6. Since Ranjit Singh's time Anandpur
has been their real headquarters, but their influence has to a large extent passed away, and some of them have degenerated into mere
buffoons.
As an order the Ak£lfs are celibate. They have, says Trumpp, no
regular chief or disciple, yet one bears of their Gurus, whose leavings
are eaten by their disciples (sewak or chela). They do not eat meat
or drink spirits, as other Sikhs do, but consume inordinate quantities
of bhang.
• 141
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{%) one of the principal branches of the UTXANZAI Pa(h£ns, (it) a
Black Mountain tribe, a section of the Ie&zai clan of the Yusufzai
Path&D8, whose modern history is described in the Eazira Gazetteer,
1907, pp. 164—182.

AXAZAT,

AKEBE,

an agricultural clan, found in ShAhpur.

AKEZAI,

a Path/in clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.

ere headed by one Jassa Singh, called Jiil* ('rosary') Singh, from his pietj
himself the use of bhang, the only intoxicating drug in use among lbs
see uamucnaei sraym s Reigning Family of Lahore, p. iSS. Prinsep, On the Bikh Power in
the Punjab, p. Ill, and Phoola Singh, the AJkalf, in Carmichael Smyth, op. cit., pp. 135—132.
t Contemporaiy writers had alow opinion of their character, #. g.9 Osbcrne describes
their insolence
and
violence
(Court
and
Camp
of
Ranjit
Bingh,
pp.
143—146,
1S1>.
the takhie or thrones, of the Sikhs, M'Gregor, His/, of the Bikh$, i. 238,
5 the temple (sic) of the AUli* at Amritsar, the stranger pieseni
• ill ts a few
rupees
return receives some sugsr, while a small mirror is heJd before his f * . so
r

his image. Thus practice, if it erer existed, is now obsolete

Akhund Khel—AU Sher Khel
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AlStriD KBEL, the section of the Painda Khel sept of the Malfcai Yusufzai
Path^ns to which the Kh4n of Dfr belongs. It occupies the lower part
of the Kashkar (Dir) valley, io which lies the village of Drr. It owes
its name to the fact that it waa founded by Mulla Iliis or Akhund
B&bi who acquired a saintly reputation. [This Akhund Bab£ is
not to be confused with the Akhund of Sw6t, who was born in 1784
of Gtfjar parents in Boner or Upper Swat and as Abd-ul-Ghafur
began life as a herd boy, but acquired the titles of Akhund and Buzurg
(saint) by his sanctity. He-married a woman of the Nikbi Khel.]
ou PIBZADA, a descendant of a saint of merely local or
tribal reputation (as opposed to a Midn) among the Path^ns of Swifc
and Dir. The descendants of Mull& Mushki Alam rank as Akbdndzadas
because he held that rank, otherwise tbey would only be S£hibz£das

AKHUNDZADI,

AKKUKS, a

Kharral clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery. Cf. Akuk.
Aco KH*L, sept of the Eazzar clan of the Razzar Pajhfins, found in
Peshawar.
ArotA, the branch of the Khattaks descended from Malik Akor, who founded A kora on the Kibul river in the Peshiwar District in the time of
Akbar. The A kora or eastern faction of the Kbattaks is opposed to
the western or Teri party.
Arsi, a tribe (agricultural) found in Jhelum [Gr., p. 126J.
ARMAS YiJsAfZAT, the tribe of Yfisafeai Pathans which now holds Upper
and Lower Sw4t. Their septs hold this territory as follows, working
upwards along the left bank of the Svr£t river: the Rdnizai and Khan
Khel hold Lower Swfii: while the Kuz-Sulizai (or lower Sulfzai) comprising the Ala Khol, Musi Khel and Babuzai; and the Bar-Sulizai, comprising the Matorizai, Azzi and Jinkx Khels hold Upper Swit: Baizai
is a generic term for all these septs except theR&nizai. Working downwards on the right bank of the Swdt are the Shamizai, Sebujni, Nikbi
Khel and Shamozai in Upper, and the Adinzai, Abazai and Khadakzai,
all, except the two last*n*tried, known collectively as Khw&zozai, in
Lower Sw6t. The Akosai also hold most of Dfr, the Painda Khel
holding the left bank and the Sultdn Khel the right below Chutiatanr,
while lower down the Sultin Khel holds both banks ; and below them
again lie the Nasrudf n Khel and the Ansa Khel.
AK^KB, a great

sept of the Joiyas found in Montgomeiy and Malfciin, and
also in Bahiwalpur State, in large numbers.
AipANO, A sept of Kanets fonnd in the village of Labrang in Kan£war
(in the Basbahr State).
Auiaf, one of tbe four clam of the Lagharf tribe of the Balooh. The chief
of the Lagharfs belongs to it.
Axi KBANANA, a clan of the Sials : Chenab Colon/ Gazetteer, p. 54.
an affiliated hanudya or client clan of the Orakzai Pafhans.
AM SHKB KHKL, one of the four main clans of the Sbinwarf Pagans, when
eastern sections are the Khuja or Khwaja, Shekhmal, Ash», Pimal
and Piaat, Other sections are the Aotar or Watw and the Pakhel.
ALI KHBL,

•
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Alizai—Afuari.

(1) one of the five great clans of the Orakzai Patbdns. The
name its now practically obsolete and the clansmen are known by the
names of their septs, e, g.f Sturi, And and Tazi. The two fest-named
are Shiaa, (2) a distinguished family in Multan (see Gazetteer 1902,
p. 163).
ALLAZAT, one of the principal branches of the Utm£nzai Path£ns. Of' the
three UtmAuzfti branches (Akazai, Allazai and Kanazai)the Allazai are
most numerous in Haz&ra and comprise three clans, KhashMl-kh&ni,
Safd-khdni and TAKKHRLI. The leading families are by clan Saidkh&ni, the mvat important being that of Khal&bat, of which Mirzamin
Khin, Sir James Abbott's bravest, and most loyal follower, was a
member.
ALrAsr, a Mubammadan J&\ clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery and
Multdn.
ALLABDADI, a Baloch clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.

ALIZAI, ALEIBAJ,

i

a tribe of Muhammadan Rdjputs found in Rawalpindi where they
hold the southern cornerTOthe Fatah Jang tahsil. Their marriage
ceremonies still bear traces of their Hindu origin, and they seem to
have wandered through the Khush&b and Talagang country before
settling in their present abodes. They are "a bold lawless set of men
of fine physique and much given to violent crime."
AL6AJIA, a synonym for KahU {q. v.).

ALPIAL,

\

*

Kvtinkii,
AXWEB,

ALLUWALIA,

Xivwkfti (see Ahluwdlid).

a Kharral clan (agricultural), found in Montgomery.

(1) a Jdt clan (agricultural), found in Multan. (2)—or Alvi, a
branch of the Khok bars which claimed descent from the Khalifa Ali
and i& found in Bahdwalpur, Mult£u, Muzaffargarh and Ludhi£na.

'ALW!,

a section of the Utmdnzai Yusufzai Pathans, lying north of the
Utm&nzais. Their territory marches with the trans-Indus territory of
the Tanawali Kh&n of Amb.
AMLAWAT, a tribe of Jits claiming descent from Amla, a R£jput: found in
Jind.
AHBITSABIA, a Sikh, especially one who worships at the Golden Temple
in Amritsar.
ANAMDf, a title found among Sanni£sis.

AXAZAI,

a Phtfb&a sepV which occupies most of the district south of Gbazni
in Afgh£nfet6n and is associated with the Mu*£ Khel KAkar who are
descended from an Andar woman. Probably Ghilzais.
AVDAB, a J&t clan (agricultural), found in Mult&n.

ANDAB,

i

AHDWAL,
ABOAB,

a sept of the Dhfind tribe, found in Haz&ra.

Angra, an agricultural clan found in SMhpur.

ANSARi (pi. of nit&r, a helper),* lit. auxiliaries, was the title given to the
b e l i e v e r s Of M a d i n a Who

Welcomed Mnfcfi.mma.ri

after

fcia

InUrt appeare to be really'an adjectiral form from aator. pi. of wUir

flirrfcf.

frnm

Ana&rt—.drain*
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Mecca,* and them who claim descent from these men style themselves
Ans&ri. One of the most interesting Ane£ri families iu the Punjabis
that of the Ans&rf "Shaikhs of Jullundur. I t claims descent from
Kbalfd 'Ans&r' (Abu Ayrib), who received Muhammad in his house at
Madina, through Shaikhs Tusaf and Sir6j-ud-din (Shaikh Darwesh).
From the latter was descended the Pir Roshan, founder of the Boshanias.
These Ansirfs are said by Raverty to be of T&iik extraction. They intermarry with the Barkis or Barikkis of Jullunaur who are PathAns.
ANSAB/,

a Jat clan (agricultural), found in Multin.

ANUJA,

a JS( clan (agricultural), found in Multin.

ANWAL,

a 3&\ clan (agricultural), found in Multin.

AOE-MA?,

a tribe of Afghans: see Urmur,

^PA-PANTHf, possibly a follower of Padmakar Bhdt of Banda, a courtier of
the Mahratta chief, the Apa Sihib, and a worshipper of the Ganges.
The sect is mainly found in Rohtak and Biss&r.
a Jst clan (agricultural), found iu Mulfcfin. [It is very doubtful if the
Arabs of the Census returns are true Arabs, though there may be a few
Ar&b merchants, etc., found occasionally at'such centres as Peshfiwar
and Multin. I t is possible that a certain number of Qureshis, Shaikhs
and others return themselves as Arabs.]

'ARAB,

&.BAIH, RAIN (the latter form prevails in the Jumna valley), is a term which
has at least two distinct meanings: in the Sutlej valley and throughout
the eastern plains the Arains form a true caste, but in all the rest of
the two Provinces the term is applied to any market-gardener and is
synonymous with B6ghbfin, M£lf, Malitfr, and oven J&t in the SouthWest Punjab. "We are now concerned with the Arains as a caste.
Almost to a man Muhammadansand strongly inclined to orthodoxy, t
the Arains claim to be immigrants from Uch and have some affinities with
the Kambohs. On the other hand somo of the Arain and Hindu Saini
clan names are identical, and those not always merely names of other
and dominant tribes. From Uch they migrated to Sirsa and thence into
the Punjab.
*

In Sirsa the Sutlej Arains meet those of the Ghaggar. The two do
not intertnarry, but the Arains of the Ghaggar valley say they were
Rajputs living on the Panjnad near Mult&n who were ejected som«
four centuries ago by Saiyad JalAl-ul-dfn of Uch. They claim some
sort of connection with Jaisalmer. Till the great famines of 1759
and 1783 A. D. they are said to have held all the lower valleys of the
Choya and Ghaggar, but after the latter date the Bhatfis harassed the
Sumr&9, the country because disturbed, and many of the Arains emigrated across the Ganges and settled near Bareli 2nd Rdmpur. They
marry only with the Ghaggar and Bareli Arains. The Sutlej Arains
.9 See Muir's Life of Muhammad, p. 188-30 (abridged edition). The muhdjarin were the
refugee* who accompanied Muhammad,, but the two names are sometime* confused. For
further details see Temple's Legende of the Punjab, III. The Saints of Jdlandhar and
D O. Barkley, in P. N. Q., II.
t So much so that in Ambite the Shaikhs, though really often identical with the Bains,
arrogate to ihemselrea a much higher place in the social scale.
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Aravn groups.
in Sirsa say that they are, like the Arains of Lahore and Montgomery
connected by origin with the Hindu Kambohs. Mr. Wilson thinks i\
probable that both classes are really Kambohs who have become
Musalm&ns, and that the Ghaggar Arains emigrated in a body
Multan, while the others moved gradually up the Sutlej into their
present place. He describes the Arains of the Ghaggar as the most
advanced and civilised tribe in the Sirsa district, even surpassing the
Sikh J&(s from Pat&la; and he considers them at least equal in social
status with the J&ts, over whom they themselves claim superiority.
The Arains of Ferozepore, Ludhi&na, Ambila and Hiss&r also trace
their origin from Uch* or its neighbourhood, though the Hissar Arains
are said to be merely Muhammadan M&lis.
On the whole it would appear probable that the Arains originally
came from the lower Indus and spread up the five rivers of the Punjab;
and that at an early stage in their history a section of 'them moved
up the Ghaggar, perhaps then a permanent river flowing into the
Indus, and there gained for themselves a position of some importance.
As the Ghaggar dried up and the neighbouring country became more
arid, they moved on into the Jumna districts and cis-Sutlej tract
generally, and perhaps spread along the foot of the hills across the
line of movement of their brethren who where moving up the valleys
of the larger rivers. Their alleged connection with the Mali's is probably
based only upon common occupation; but there does seem some reason
to think that they may perhaps be akin to the Kambohs, though the
difference must be more than one of religion only, as many of the
Kambohs are Musalm&n.
In Amb&la the Rains are divided into two territorial groups, Mult&nf
and Sirsaw£l£. The former regard themselves as Shaikhs and will not
interraarrv with the latter,
Th<* sections of the Rains in Jullundur, in which District they form
more than 19 per cent, of the population, and in Kapurfchala are :
Brahmin.
AdAn, Shihpur.
Arki, Sialkot
Burjf.
Ch&cbar.
Bagg6, GujrAt.
ChAbe, Sttikot.
Baghban, Bah&walpur
Chandor, Siilkot and M&ler Kotla.
Barfir.
Chanidl, Si&lkot.
Bet or Bhat.
Chandp&l, M&ler Kotla.
Bhaddfi, claiming to be Hindu
Chhanni.
Rajputs from the Deccan.
Chaughatta, Shfihpur and 3ah£Bhohar.
walpur.
Bhambhani, Dera Ghfizi Kh6n.
Dabrf.
Bhatti, Dera GMzi KMn and
Dhanjfin, Bah&walpor.
Bahfiwalpnr.
Dhenga, Miier Kotla*
Bhutta, Bab&walpur.
Dhing6,t SiAlkot.
t.t
* • *

* Possibly the persistence of the Uch tradition points rather to religious influence than to
the place of origin.
t The Bot or Bat claim descent froa Maluk (tutor of Jahlngir!), who received a grant
of land when Nurmahal was founded.
$ The Dhing* claim to be descendants of Fattu, son ofMitha, a Dbiriwii Jit of Dhola
Kingar. Fattu was converted to Islim in Akbar's reign.
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Dbot, Bahawalpur.
Dole.
Gailana, claiming Hindu-Rajput
origin.
Garhi, Gadhi
G&udar.
Gbabar, Babdwalpur.
Gher, Shtlkot.
Ghilu, Sidlkot.
Gilan, M£ler Kotla.
Gilio, Darb&h.
Had wan i, in Dera Ghazi Kh£n.
•

•

IndrSi.
Jan&la.
Ja(n) jua,* Gujrat.
Jhanjhuna, in Shdhpur.
Jindran, Bab&walpur.
Jiya, Bah&walpur.f
Jut&la, Si&lkot.
Kamboh, Bahawalpur.
Khatura, (Katuri in Babdwalpur).
Khohara, Gnjr&t.
Khokhar, Gujrat, Sh&hpur and
Bahiwalpur.
Kir, Si&lkot.
Mahmania, Si&lkot.
Maqsudpuria.
Mandu.
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Metla, in Dera Gh&zi Kb&n.
Mirok, Bahawalpur.
Nadhi, Bahawalpur.
Nain, M&ler Kotla.
Nani (Gujrat).
Padu.
Parji.
Pa^han, al*o a Kamboh section,
Bahawalpur.
Quraishi.
IWhla.
Rai or Rami.
Ranbi.
Sonkal, in Dera Gluizi Khan.
Sahja, Bahawalpur.
Saki.
Salota.
Sapdl, in Sialkot.
Sindhi, Bah&walpur.
Sindhfi.
Sohad.
Sohani.
T&rar, in Gujrtifc.
Thinda, Bahawalpur.
Tind.
Thanow, in Si61kot.
Thekri, Bab&walpur.
W&hand in Gujrat and K&walpindi

In Gujr&t the Wahand, Khokhar, Baggd and Nain do not intermarry
with the Kamboh and Khohara aectiona—whom they regard as
inferior.
The nucleus of this caste was probably a body of Hindu Saini or
Kamboh cultivators who were couverted to Isl&in at an early period.
Thus in Jullundur the Arains say they came from Sirsa, Rania and
Dehli and claim descent from Rai Jaj (grandson of Lau, founder of
Lahore), who ruled Sirsa: that they were converted in the 12th
century and migrated to the Jullundur Doab about 300 years ago.
But the Bhuttas claim descent from Raja Bhuta, fifth in descent from
Rdja Karn and say they were forcibly converted even earlier—by
Mahintid of Ghazni—and driven from Uch :—
Uchh na dxte Bhulidn chatd Rasanti ndr,
Dana, pdni, chukgyd, chaban moti har.
1

The Bbiitas neither surrendered Uch, nor the lady BaeanK,
Food and water failed, and they had to eat pearls/
a claims to be descended from a Hindu BAjput of Pindi Bhattian. Mihr
ancestors, is said to have laid out thefchalimirGarden near Lahore
7 be really Kamboh*, not Arains.
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Araw—Arora.

Tho Arains, apart from their orthodoxy, differ little in their customs
and dress from the Muhammadans generally. In Mult&n they prefer the
blue majhld or waistcloth to the white and those of one village (Jalla in
Lodhr&n tahefl) are in consequence known as the nili paltan or * blue
regiment/
AKA$, AR$, a tribe of Muhammadans of J at status found in Dipllpur tahsi),
Montgomery District, where they are settled along the Lahore border on
the upper course of the Khfinw£h canal. They claim Mughal descent,
yet say they came from Arabia, and are fairly good cultivators. Their
ancestor came from Delhi, where he was in service 500 years ago, and
settled in their present seat. By contracting marriages with J&ts they
have sunk to J&t status. In the Minchin&b&d nizamat of Bahdwalpur
they are to be found intermarrying with, or giving daughters to, the
Wattus. Also found in Sh&bpur, and classed as agricultural in both
districts.
•

a Muhammadan clan, said GO be of Arabian origin, which was, in
Mughal times, given several villages round Multdn, but it has now to a
large extent lost its hold of them. It is classed as J&t (agricultural)
both in Multfin and Montgomery and is also found in the Ahmadpar
East tahsil of Bah&walpur.

AEBI,

ABK, a tribe of Muhammadan Jfi$s, found in Jind, whose members are
said to still revere their jathera Sain D&s* shrine, and to give their
dhidnia Re. 1 at weddings in his name.
an Arfiin clan (agricultural), found in Amritsar.
ABO&A, or Rof6 as it is often pronounced, is the leading caste par
excellence of the Ja^ki-speaking, or south-western part of the Punjab,
i.e., of the lofaer reaches of the five rivers and, below their junction, of
the Panjnad, extending through Bah&walpur into Sirid. Higher up
the courses of the five rivers the Arorfi shares that position with the
Khattri. The caste is wider spread and far more numerous than the
Bhdtia, but fully half the Aror&s of the Punjab dwell in the Mult&n
division and the Derajdt y though the caste is found, like the Khattri,
throughout Afgb&nisWn and even Turkest&n. Like the Khattrf again,
but unlike the B&uii, the Arofi is no mere trader, but will turn his
hand to anything. He is an admirable cultivator, and a largo
proportion of the Aror&s on the lower Chenab are purely agricultural,
while in the Western Punjab he will sew fclothes, weave matting and
baskets, make vessels of brass and copper/ and do goldsmith's work.
Despite his inferior physique, he is active and enterprising, industrious
and thrifty. " When an Aror6 girds up his loins (says a Jhang
proverb), ho makes it only two miles to Lahore
In Bah&walpur the Aror&6 are very numerous and have the whole
of its trade in their. hands, dealing in every commodity, and -even
selling shoes and vegetables. Some are contractors, bankers or money*
lenders, and in the latter capacity they have now* acquired a considerable
amount of land by mortgage or purchase from Muhammadan owners,
A$KE,

»

*

—

* A Variant of this proverb current in GujrinWala is Lak badha Arorian, te mun
koh Lahor—* i£ the Aroras gird up their loins, they make it only thxee-fourths of a ko$
Lahore.'
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though 40 or 50 yeara ago they did not own an acre of cultivated land.
In the service of the State more Aror&s ihau Muhammadans are
employed, though the latter are nearly six times as numerous as the
former. As several land-owning families have been ruined in their
dealings with Aror&s such sayings* as Kirdr howi ydr, dushman dhdr
na dhdr, " he who has a Kirar for a friend, needs not an enemy," are
current in the State.t
By religion the great majority of the Aroras are Hindus, but a good
many are Sikhs.
As a body the Aror&s claim to be Khattns and say that like thenT
they were dispersed by Paras R&m. Folk etymology indeed avers that
when so persecuted they denied their ca9te and described it us aur
r
or 'other/ whence Arora '; but another tradition, current in Gujr&t,
saye they were driven by Paras R&m towards MuMn near which they
founded Arorkot. Cursed by a faqir the town became desolate and
the Aror&s fled by its three gates, on the North, South and West,
whence the three main groups into which they are now divided. But
certain sections claim a different origin. The ruiri9 of Arorkot are
said to be near Bohri in Sindh.J
The Arora caste is organised in a very similar way to t h e K h a t t r i s .
Its primary divisions are the genealogical sections, as in all Hindu
castes, but it has three or four territorial groups :—
1. Uttarddhi, Northern.
2. Dakhana or Dakhanadhain, Southern. 1 Sometimes classed as
3. Dahr&, Western.
J one group.

4. Sindhi, of Sindh,
*

m

Numbers 2 and 3 intermarry in some parts, but not in others. In
Jhang they do not, but in F&zilka they are said to have begun to
do so. The probability is; that the Dakhand still take wives from the
Pahrit group, as they used to do.§
The Uttaradhi sub-caste appears to be absolutely endogamous ea9t
of the Indus, except in Bahiwalpur where it takes wives from the
other three groups : in Hazfira where it occasionally takes them from
• Kirar, a term applied by Muhammadans to any Hindu shop-keeper or trader, is by no
means equivalent to Arora, see *. v. Kirar,
t The justice of the above quotation from the draft Gazetteer of the Bahiwalpur State
is disputed, and it is pointed out that the earlier Daudpotra rulers of Bah4walpur employed
Aroras in positions of trust, and even appointed them to semi-military office as Bakhshis or
paymasters. At present the Aroras are losing ground, especially in the higher grades of the
State service.
% A correspondent,-referring to the Arorbans Aoli, an Urdu pamphlet published by the
Khatri Samachar Pre83, Lahore, edds some interesting details. The pamphlet appears to be
based in a History of the Arorbans in Napri and the Bhu Sutr (Oriein of the World) Purdn.
In the latter is given a dialogue between Parasu R4ma and Art, a Khatri, in which the latter
stoutly refuses to oppose the Brahmans and wins Parasu Raima's respect, being advised by him
to settle in Sindh. The pamphlet also ascribes a sectarian origin to the Arora groups, and
declares that in 195 Vikrami social dissensions arose at Arorkot among the Aroras,-so their
purohit Gosain 8idh Bhoj convened a meeting at which the upholders of the old customs sat
to the north, the reformers to the sooth and the moderates or neutrals to the west.
Accordingly the North of Arorkot was assigned to the conservatives and the 8outh to
both the other parties, a fact which explains why the Dakhan*s and Dahras are sometimes
regarded as one and the same.
§ Punjab Census Report, 1883, § 644.
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the Dahr&s or DakhanAs on payment but not by exohange; and in
Ferozepore where it takes fror» the Pahr&s.*
The Uttaradhi alone seem, as a rule, to have the Bdri-Bunj£hf
sections
divisions.
Sub-group (»}•
4. Baz£z.
1. Ghumai
5. Shikri.
2. N.arule.
3. Monge.
Sub-group (it)
7. Pasrfche.
6. Manchande
i
<*

Sub-group (Hi)
11. Wadhwe

8. Kantor.
12; Sethi.
9. MAnak Table.
10. Guruwdre
And of these numbers 1-7 intermarry, but will only take wives from
numbers 8-12, and there is a further tendency on the part of numbers
1-6 to discontinue giving daughters to numbers 6 and 7. In the
south-east of the Punjab the BArf and Bunjahi groups exist both
among the Northern and Southern Aror&s.t
A list of the ArorA gots or sections will be found in Appendix I to this
Volume.
There are a few sections, e.g., Sachdeo, Lund, Bazaz and others,
which are found in more than one of the territorial groups. The Sethi
section may possibly be the same n« the Seth or Sethi Section of the
Khattris. The Rassewn^ of ropemakers are clear!v bv origin an occupa*
tional section like the Bazdz or clothiers.
The names ending in jd are beyond all question patronymics. Others
such as Budhrajd or Bodhr£ji suggest a religious origin.
The Gosain Mule-santie claim to be descendants of a Gaur Brahman
who came to the Jhang District and assumed the name of the Guruw£r&
section, but became a devote* or gosain who made converts.
Other sections have various traditions ns to their origins : Thus the
N&rangs say they were originally Raghbansfs who denied their race
when Paras RAm destroyed the Khattris, with the words nd rag, * No
Raghbansf.' N&'rag became Narang. The Chikur, a sub-section of the
Sachdeos are so called because on a marriage in that section sweetmeats were as plentiful as mud (chikur). Naruli is derived from nirdld,
* unique/ because once a snake got into the churn when a woman was
making butter, so the men of this section never churn, though its
women may.
The Gogias or Gogas have a saying:
Khat khuh, bhar pdni, Tin tani parsing GogidnV
t.a., they say to a would-be son-in-law :
' Dig a well and fill it with water, Then marry a Gogteni.
_

_

•

• Trans-Indus Captain O'Brien notes a solitary case of a girl of the Jam section (Utt&ridbO being given to a Kumbhar (Dakhani).
t Sirsa Settlement Report, 1884, p. 114.

Id

Arora totem sections.

As in other castes some sections of the Aroras are credited wit a
inherited carative powers. Thus the Dalew&ois of J&mpur can cpre
hydrophobia by spitting on a little earth and applying it to the bite.
This power was conferred on their forbears by the blessing of their
fir, the saint of Daira Din Panfik, The Du£s* have an inherited power
of curing a sprain in the back or bbw by tonching the part affected.
The pain called chuh may also be eared by this section which uses the
following charm: —'Dud sith baft* phulon bhdri dari, bhanne chil
(waist) karendd sari.* The charm it read over a cloth and this is then
applied thrice to the part, a pnsh being finally given to it to expel
the pain. The power was conferred on S^th Bari, the ancestor^ of
the section, by faqirs. It is also said to bo essential that the patient
should go straight home without looking back. The power is exextttsed
gratis*
A man of the Chugh got can cure chuh or pain in tjie loinst by
pushing the sufferer from behind. If a Chugh is not on hand, it i*
sufficient to go to bis house and rub one's back against the wall.
Chugh may be derived from chuh, because the tribe has this power,
but perhaps the idea is simply that a Chugh has power over chuh. It
can also be cured by a family of Dhingni Aror&s of B&janpur who
apply a part of their clothing to the part affected and posh the
_A
ttear houae-WftttkM
efficacious as a Chugh.
Several Arori sections are named after animals such aft i
Babbar (? 1) in Montgomery.
Lumar, fox, Montgomery.
Chut&ni,$ bat.
Machhar, mosquito, Gujrat.
Gaba, calf.
Makkar, locust, Gnjr&t.
Mend& (?) ram or Mindhd, longGhfr&, dove, Montgomery and
haired, Montgomery.
MuMn.
Nangi&l, snake, Dera* Ismail
Giddar, jackal.
Kh&n.
Gbor&, horse, Dera Ismail Khfin.
Hans, goose, Montgomery.
HAg-p&l, Nang.p«l.l|
Kukar,§ Kukkaf, cock, MontNangru.
gomery, Mult&n And Hiss&r.
(?) Sipr6, a serpent.
Kukreja, cockerell, Dera Ismail
Kh4n.
•

Other sections are named from plants, etc., and are perhaps more
likely to be totemistic. Such are:
ObAwald, rice.
Jandw&ni, named af tar the jand
Ger6, said to avoid the use of
tree in Dera Ismail Kh&n.
ochre, geru, (in Dera Ismail
Kasturis, said to avoid the use of
Kh&n).
musk, kasturi, (Dera Ismail
Ghti*, ft. ghi, clarified butter.
Khan).
r

• la His*ar this section of the ArorAs may not wear blue Unghd (trousers).
*
t A child bom feet foremost can cure pain in the loins by kicking the part affected.
JOhutini, bat: a child was once attacked by bats, which, however, left him uninjured.
The section worship bats' nests (eharuehitti) at marriages.
§ The Etflftr will not eat fowls, but most Hindus have a prejudice against them as food
and in this very caste the Mehndiratta have for the last 12 or 14 years refused to eat them
too.
|| Kangptt does not appear to mean ' snake/ but protector or raiser of snakes.
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wood or timber

Mungi, a kind of tree (Hissar).
Pabreja, a kind of plant (Maltin)
Rih&ni,§ basil.
S&wi-buti, green-herb.
Sel£ni(?), ptpal tree, DeraIsmail
Kh4n.
Taneja,|| a kind of grass, titan
(Multan and Montgomery).

gomery).
Kat6ria,* dagger (Multdn).
Khani-jau, barley-eater.
Lot£, a vessel.t
Minak-tAhlia: said, in HissAr, to
reverence the tdhli or shisham
tree.
MehndiraU^J h e n n a : (Montgomery and Mult&n)*
Tarejs, tarri, ' a g o u r d ' : their ancestor once had to conceal himself
among gourds, and they do not eat gourds.
Veh-khnni, Vid-kh&nf poison-eater: fr. veh or viu, 'poison', in the
Sindhi dialect as spoken in Bah&walpur. Possibly arsenic is meant.
"With regard to the sections mentioned as existing in Dera Ismail
Kh&n, it is distinctly said. that each sbqws reverence to the animal
or plant after which it is named, thinking it sacred. The animal is
fed, and the plant not cut or injured. The Ch6wal£s, however, do not
res
(and
red border, in Ferozepo
group is styled Ldlchuriw6U
The Dakhau£ women wear white ivory bracelets (and also affect
(
red petticoats, the lower part laced' with black*b).
By gotra the Aroris, in Gujrfit at least, are said to be Kushal, but
their real gotra appears to be K&sib, ? Kishab or Keshav.
At weddings tho Ut*ar£dbis in Ferozepore §re said to have a distinctive custom in the do rate phere, i.e., the boy's party must reach the
bride's Jiouse on the afternoon of the 5th if the date fixed be the 6th
and
Dakhnds
and Dahrd.3 must on the other hand arrive before or on the afternoon
of the 6th and if the logan be fixed for an early hour on the 6th the
bridegroom and a Brahman go in advance for that ceremony, the
wedding-party following so as to arrive io the afternoon.
Widow marriage** is in theory reprobated, but in practice tolerated
among the Aroris, and in the south-west of the Punjab it is often
I

* This section has a legend that a dagger fell from a wall amongst a number of children
who were playing beneath it, but did not hurt them. Hence the section became known as
Kateria, and worships the dagger, puttingflowersbefore it at marriages,
^ Declare they milked a cow into a lota and presented it to their gur&.
The MehndfratU in Multan abstain from the use of henna, but so do other Hindus.
_ Because one of its members once received a faqir cordially, and the faqir blessed him
saying he should prosper like basil (rihdnf).
|| In Mult£n the Tanejas abstain from eating tarli (gourd): or at least their women do, in
Montgomery. The Tanvjis of Jhang say they are Khattris and that their ancestor instead
of employing his own purohit called in some other Brahman and seated him on a kind of
grass called titan, whence came the name Taneja.
fl Dahr£ women are said to have red petticoats with a green border. These refined distinctions may possihjy be observed in Ferozepore, but they are not general. It is also said
hat in some places Dahr4 women alone wear white, and Dakhanis spotted bracelets of both
colours.
** In Muzafiargarh widow re-marriage is not approved, and a couple who marry in
defiance of the prejudice against it are called kuchchrd, i. #., mulish or wicked.
f
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solemnised by the couple going out and circumambulating burning
reeds. The Brahmans recognise widow marriage and assist at it, in
fact if it is solemnised without a Brahman, people refrain from eating
or drinking, with the ooujle for a short time.
The customary law of the Arorfis differs both from Hindu Law and
the ordinary Punjab Custom. In its main features it resembles that
of the Hindus generally in the south-west Punjab, and one of its
distinctive features is the tawdi, an extra quarter share which goes to
the eldest son. Many Arofd sections allow sons by the wife of
another caste provided she was married as a virgin, not as a widow,
one-third of tneir father's property, two-thirds going to the sons by
the other (Arojd) wife. The position of daughters and sisters is more
favourable than it usually is among Hindus under the Punjab Custom.*
a J&\ tribe, found in the Sangarh tahsil of Dera Gh&zi Kh£n District* Fake the Manjothas and S&nghis it follows the Baloch customs
in all matters connected with marriage, etc., thus differing from nearly
all the other J&\ tribes of that tahsil. Also found in Mult&o, where it
is classed as agricultural.

ABWAL,

ARYA,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

far the most important modern Hindu sect in the Punjab,
the Arya Samdj was founded about 1847. by Paudit Day&uand SarasWati, a Brahman of Kathi&w&r. Born in 1824, "Day&nand had on
equal aversion to idolatry and marriage, and after profound researches
in Sanskritic lore he founded a samaj or union a t . Lahore soon after
1847—and subsequently in the rest of the Punjab. The latter
part of his life was spent in travels in. the United Provinces add
EAjputdna. His attacks on existing Hinduism roused great antagonism.
He insisted on a special interpretation of the Vedas and left behind him
several works such as the Vede Bhdshya, or translation of the Vedas,
the Salydrth Pr&k&sh in which the Arya religion is contrasted with
others, and the Bhumka, an introduction to the study of the Vedas.

ARYA SAMAJ.—By

€

" The Arya or Vedic* religion", writes Mr. Maclagan," is primarily
the outcome of the solvent action of natural science on modem
Hinduism. The members of the Arys Samaj find the fantastical
representations of thq world aod of man which are put forward in the
eighteen Pur&nas to tfe inconsistent with natural science, and so reject
their authority, looking on them as the outcome of the ignorance and
craft of comparatively recent generations of Brahmans. The original
and only authoritative scriptures in the eyes of the Arya Samaj are
the four Vedas, and its professed aim is to restore the paramount
authority of the Vedas by purging away subsequent accretions. Scriptures more recent than the Vedas and anterior to the Purdnas (such
as the Brahmanns, the six philosophic Darshanas, the ten Upanishads,
etc-.), are regarded ns explanatory of the Vedas and authoritative only
where they are not contradictory thereto. The Vedas themselves constitute the only infallible revelation.—' The Vedas', wrote Day&nand,
1
are revealed by God. I regard them as self-evident truth, admitting
of no doubt and depending on the authority of no other book, being
• Put jab GuttomQry ha\o% XVUI, pp. vii, ix, xvii, c/. also Introd;, p. 8.
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represented in nature, the kingdom of God/ The bases of the Aryan
faith are the revelation of God in the Vedas and in Nature, and the first
practical element in this belief is the interpretation of the Vedas in
conformity with the proved results of natural science.
In the interpretation of the Vedas the Arya Sam&j finds itself at
issue with the Sanskritists of Europe, whose translations represent
the Vedas as the religious literature of a primitive people and, like the
literature of other primitive peoples, quite regardless of, and inconsistent with, scientific accuracy. The Aryas contend that such a view
arises from a mistaken literal translation of their scriptures, and that
the earlier, and consequently more trustworthy, commentators having
always refused to construe the Vedas iu their literal sense, it is a
mistaken view to suppose that they were originally composed with
any meaning other than a metaphorical or derived one. Following
these principles, the Sam&j not only defends the Vedic rishie from all
imputations of pantheism and polytheism, bat finds in their writings
numerous indications of an accurate acquaintance with the facts of
science. It holds that cremation, vegetarianism, and abstinence from
spirituous liquors are inculcated by the Vedas, and inculcated to a
large extent on purely scientific grounds. It holds that the great
religious rite of Vedic times, tha agnihotra or homa sacrifice, is instituted
with a view to rendering air and water wholesome and subservient to
i
health, and because it plays a prominent part in putting a stop to
the prevalence of epidemics and the scarcity of rainfall/ It is convinced that the latest discoveiies of science, such as those of electricity
and evolution, were perfectly well known to the seers who were inspired to write the Vedas.
While conceding this much to modern natural science, the Aryas
refuse to &ee in it anything tending to materialism or atheism. Retaining their confidence in the Vedas, they have avoided the radical
materialism of some of the earlier opponents of popular Hinduism.
The Arya philosophy is orthodox, and based mainly on the Upanishads.
The tenets of Daydnand, though leaning rather to the Shankya doctrine, do not fit in precisely with any one of the six orthodox systems;
but these systems are all regarded by the Aryas as true and as different aspects of the same principles. The threft entities of Day&nand's
philosophy are God, the Soul and prakriti or Matter. Soul he regarded
as physically distinct froto God, but related to Him aa the contained
to tho container, the contemplated to the contemplator, the son to the
father. Soul enters into all animals and there are indications of soul
in the vegetable kingdom also. In most of its details the Aryan system
retains the terminology of the traditional philosophy of jlioduism.
It maintains above all things the law of metempsychosis and places
the aim of virtue in escape from the law ; but this moksh or beatitude
is for an era (fraZp) only, alter the termination of which the soul
resumes its wanderings. The localization of the Hindu paradises,
Parlok and Sw&rg, is rejected : heaven and hell lie in the pleasures and
sorrows oi the BOUI, whether these be in this life or in the life to come.
As a consequence of this doctrine it holds the futility of rites op
behalf of the dead, and by this cuts at the root of that great Hindu
institution, the erdddh. Like other Hindus the Aryas burn the dead,
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but for alleged sanitary reasons they employ spices for the burning.
At first they took the phul to the Ganges, but now they cast it into
the nearest stream : they do not call in the Achlraj, and they omit all
the cereraooies of the kiryakarm. At marriage they go round the
sacred fire and walk the seven steps like the Hindus, but omit the
worship of Ganesh. They generally employ Brahmans at weddings,
but in several known instances these have been dispensed with. The
Sam&j finds an efficacy in prayer (prdrthana) and worship (updsnd) ;
but it greatly limits the number of ceremonies to which it accedes any
meritorious powers. It discourages entirely the practice of bathing in
sacred streams, pilgrimages, the use of beads, and 6andal-wood marks,
gifts to worthless mendicants,, and all the thousand rites of popular
Hinduism. Only those rites ($an%karas) are to bo observed which
find authority in the Vedas, and these are 16 in number only. Idolatry and all its attendant ceremonies have,/according to the Aryas, no
basis in the Vedas and no place in true religion, ll&m, Krishna and
other objects of popular adbration are treated euhepieristically as pious
or powerful princes of the olden tim*; and in their salutation to each
1
other the Aryas substitute the word 'Namaste* for the'fi£m Ram
of the vulgar.
Social and political aims of the Saww/.—The Aryas are careful to
defend their religion from a charge of novelty : they regard it as a revival
of an old and forgotten faith, the_decay of which was due mainly to the
Brahmans. T^e Arya theory of to-day is that the real Brahman is one
who is a Brahman in the heart; that the Vedas are not confined to .one
class ; and that all castes are equal before God. It is careful, however, to
accept the existence of the four castes of ancient Hinduism : it retains the
sacred thread for the three superior castes, and by implication debars
the Sudras from some of the privileges of the twice-bornt In practice
no Arya will marry with another caste or eat with men of another caste.
The sect being almost entirely composed 6f; educated men and being
based on theories unfitted to the understanding of the lower castes, the
right of Chfihras and the like to join its ranks has not, I understand,
been put to the test. But the Sam&j is said to have been successful in
receiving back into Hinduism persons converted to Christianity or
Muhammadanism and in reinstating such persons in caste. The Aryas
do not regard the cow as a sacred animal, but follow Hindu prejudice
in considering the slaughter of a cow more heinous than that of other
animals: and in the anti-cow-killing movement the Sam&j was to som9
extent identified with the movement, though less so in the Punjab than
in the United Provinces. In other respects the social programme of the
Samfrj is liberal and anti-popular in the extreme. It sets its face
against child-jnarriage and it encourages the remarriage of widows. I t
busies itself with female education, with' orphanages and schools, dispensaries and public libraries*, and philanthropic institutions of all sorts.
•
*
*
#
*
*
#
# *
The Arya doctrines have been formulated in a series of ten somewhat
wide propositions, and any person professing belief in the fundamental principles of the Sam£j is eligible for membership, and may,
after probation, be admitted as a full member and obtain a vote in the
affairs of the society. Weekly meetings are held—generally on Sundays, so as to admit of the presence of Government servants and
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Arya Samaj—Aujla*
pleaders—with prayers, lectures on the Vedas and other subjeots,
hymns sung on the S&ma Veda system, and other miscellaneous proceedings. At an annual meeting, a report is read and an Executive
Committee with office-bearers appointed. Bach local Sam&j is inde«
pendent of the others : but a considerable number of the local Samijes
have voluntarily submitted to the Paropakirini Sabha or Provincia
Committee, which in a general way supervises the local centres and
arranges for the dae provision of Upadeshaks or missionaries. The Arys
Sam&j, though paying extreme reverence to the memory of Swfim
Dayinand, refuses to look on him or any one else as an infallible
Guru; and in the absence of any central control exercised by ar
individual, the organization above described has been very instrumental in keeping the society together and preventing so far any
1
serious schism in its ranks. A still more marked influence is undoubtedly exercised by the Day&nand Anglo-Vedic College, which
was founded in Lahore some time ago and has been conducted entirely
on Aryan lines. The College, while preparing students in the ordinary
subjects with considerable success for the university examinations, pays
special attention to instruction in Sanskrit; and Hindi, and imparts a
certain amount of religious training by the institutions of morning and
evening prayer in the boarding houses, and by the reading of extracts
from the Satydrth Prakdsh."
inadequately
described as a sect. Since they were penned, in 1891, the Samij has
been divided on the question of the lawfulness or otherwise of
animal foods and two parties haye been formed, one the vegetarian
or Mali&traa, the other the flesh-eating or ' cultured.' The former is,
however, by no means narrow in its views, for it favours female education. The latter holds possession of the Dayinand College and is
thence also called the Anarkalli or College party as opposed to the
vegetarian or City party.
syn. matdari, a degree or order of the Gosains.
applied to those settled in mats, as opposed to abdkut.

ASANDARI,

The term is

Asra, J&t clans (agricultural) found in Mult6n*
ASIAL, a clan of the Man] Rajputs
ASRA, soe Asar.
ASKAM, a title found among SanniAsfs.
ASTAWAB, a title found among Sanniisis.
ATHANGAL, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in the south of Mult&n tahsil,
where it settled from Jammu in Mughal times.
ATTAR, a.dispensing druggist. " You get the drugs from Che pansdri, ana
take them to the attar to make up. He also make* arak and sherbets.
He no longer makes itr (otto) which is only made by the gdndi or
perfumer." [D. C* J. / . ] .
ASAK,

AUGHAN,

Aghwin, synonyms for Afghan, (q. v.).
heir eponym a Hajual R&jput
tgomery where thny are Mohan*
agricultural

I

Auldkh-~Awan.
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Aurak, a J£t tribe, whose head-quarters would appear to be in the
Amritsar district, where they own a bdrah of, originally, 12 villages, but
they are found in the northern M&lwa, as well as in the Minjha.
They are said to be of Solar descent, and their ancestor Aulakh lived
in the M&njha. But another story makes their ancestor one Raja Lfii
L£k, a Lunar R&jput. They are related to the Sekhu and Deo tribes
with whom they will not intermarry.

AULAKH,

In Amritsar they give the following pedigree:—
i

,

Ram Chandar
I
Kasab

i
Dhaul

I
Raghupat
I
Ude Rfip
I
Pura

I

Maiang
Markhanb
I
Goe

I
Mandal
I
Dhanich
I
Aulakh.

This would make them akin to the Punnun. They are also found as
a J£t (agricultural) tribe west of the R£vi as far as Leiah. In Montgomery they are both Hindu and Muhauimadan. The Muhauimadan
Aulakh of Leiah have a curious tale. Complaint was made to Humfiyun
that Pir Muhammad Rajan drank bhang, in defiance of the Quranic
prohibition. So the emperor summoned the saint to Delhi and made
him walk along a narrow path beset with poifeoned swords, while a
ferocious elephant pursued him. But as he walked the steel turned to
water and one of his disciples killed the elephant with a single blow of
his staff. Among the courtiers was R£ja Aulakh, a Punwar Rdjput,
who at once embraced Islam. The saint returned to Rijanpur, and
Aulakh followed him, conquered the country from the Baluu tribe and
gave it to the Pirs, on whom the emperor also conferred it in jdgvr,
though the Aulakh continued to administer it until about 175 years
ago, when their power declined.
AURAK, see Aulakh.
Ac BE, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
\ORAKZAI, a branch of the Afridis in Tirdh. See Orakzai.
AWAN.—The Aw6ns are an important tribe, exclusively Muhammadan,
chiefly found in the Salt Range, where they possess an Awinkfirf,* but
also widely spread to the east, south and west of that tract. , Extend* There is also an Awank«ri in Jullundur : Purser's S. R., § 42. And in Hoshiarpur
the Aw&ns hold a bdra in the Dasuya pargana on the high level plain near Mukerian
P. N. Q. L, § 465.

r

Atodn origins.
ing along the whole length of the Range from Jhelnm to the Indus,
they are found in great numbers throughout the whole country beyond it up to the foot of the Sulemins and the Safed K o h * ; though
in trans-Indus Bannu they partly, and in Dera Ismail Kh&n wholly,
merge in the J&ts, a term which in those part* means little more
than a nondescript peasant. In Peshdwar the Aw£ns are included
in the hamsdya or faqir class. In Kohit towards Khushalgarh they
resemble the Awans of the Salt Range, but elsewhere in that District
are hardly distinguishable from the fiangash and Niizais among
whom they live.
The independent possessions of the Awdns in the Salt Range
were once very considerable, and in its western and central portion
they are still the dominant race.- As a dominant tribe the eastern
limits of their position conicide approximately with the western
border of the Chakw&l and Pind D&dan Khin tahftils, but they have
also spread eastwards along the foot of the hills as far as the
Sutlej, and southwards down that river valley into Mult£n and J h a n g .
They formerly held all the plain country at the foot of the western
Salt Range, but have been gradually driven up into the hills by
Pa^hins advancing from the Indus, and Tiw&nas from the Jhelum.
f

The word Awin is not unplausibly derived from Ahwan, h e l p e r / t
but various explanations of its origin are given. According to one
tradition &he Aw&ns, who claim Arab origin, are descendants of Qutb
Sh&h, himself descended from Ali, and were attached to the Muhamtnadan armies which invaded India as ', auxiliaries/J whence their
name. In Kapurthali a more precise version of their legend makes
them Alwi Sayyids, who oppressed by the Abbas sides, sought refuge
in Sindh; and eventually allied themselves with Sabuktagin, who
bestowed on them the title of Awin. But in the best available account
of the tribe§ the A wins are indeed said to be of Arabian origin and
descendants of Qutb Sh&h, but he is said to have ruled Her&t and
to have joined Mahmud of Ghazni when he invaded India. W i t h
him came six of his many sons : Gauhar Sb£h or Gorrara, who settled
near Sakesar; Kal&n Sh£h or Kalgan who settled at Dhankot
(K&l&b£gh): Chauh&n who colonised the hills near the Indus|| : Khokhar
or Muhammad Shah who settled on the Chenab: Tori^[ and Jhajh
whose descendants are said to be still found in Tir&h and elsewhere.
• Raverty says 'Awan-kars' held the Karw&n darra in Kurram, but none appear to be
found now in the Kurram Valley : Notes, p. 82.
| Another tradition is that when Znhair went forth to fight with Hasan, he left his wife,
then pregnant, with Zain-ul-abidain in amdn or ' trust/ whence her son's descendants are
called A wan. A curious variant of this appears in Talagang where it is said that Qutb
Shah's descendant having lost all his sons was bidden by a saint to place his next born son
in a potter*s kiln 'on trust*. He did so, and after the kiln had been burnt the child was
taken out alive.
J For Aw4n as equivalent to Auxiliary we may compare euergetai: McCrindle's Ancient
Indii, p. 38
§ By Mr. W. S. Talbot in the Jhelum Gazetteer, 1905, pp. 102—104. He disposes of
Cunningham's theory that Janju&s and A.wins were within historical times one race : (Arch.
Survey Reports, II 17 ff) : and of Brandreth's theory that the Awans, though recent immigrants into the Punjab, are descended from Bactriah Greeks. Mr. Talbot also mentions the
Gangs and Munds who are generally reckoned as Awans. but who are probably only
initiated indigenous clans.
|| One of his descendants was Khattar, founder of the Khattars of Attocfc.
% Possibly Turi is meant, and the Kurram Valley is referred to as their locality

Avcan groups.
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The originally Hindu character of these named is patent, and not
explained away by the tradition that Chauhan and Khokhar took their
mother's name.
In Gujr&fc tradition gives Qatb Sh&h three wives, from whom sprang
the Khokhars and the four muhins or clans of the Aw&ns. By Bartb,
his first wife, he had a son named Khokhar: by Sahd, he had Khurara
or Garara : and by Fateh Khafcun, three sons—Kalgdn, Chauhin and
Kundan.
These four clans are again divided into numerous septs, often bearing eponymous names, but sometimes the names of Gujar, 3&\ and
other tribal septs appear. Thus in Si&lkot* the Awans are said to
be divided into 24 muhins. But in Gujrdt the Khurara clan comprises
21 sub-divisions, including such names as J&lap and Bhakri : the
Kalg&n comprise 43 cub-divisions, including Dudial, Andar, Papin
and others : the Chauh&ns have* three septs, Ludain, Bhusin and
Ghuttar : and the Kundan Chechi, Mahr, Halkay May&n, Puchal and
Saroia. Few of these look like Muhammadan patronymics.
NOTE.—The Awans in Kapurthala are said to have the following gots :—Kalgan (really a

muhin\ Rai Dul, Ghalli, Jand, Bagewali, Jaspal, Khokhar, Gobu or Gulistan, Harpil
and Khor Joti.

The A wan septs give their names to several places-names, such as
Golera in Rawalpindi, Khiora (Khewra) in Jhelum, Bajara in Sialkot,
Jand, etc.
As claiming descent from Qutb Sb£h the A wins are often' called
Qutb-shahi, and sometimes style themselves Ulami. In Gujr&t they
only marry inter se, refusing to give daughters even to the Chibbs,
and not inter-marrying with the Khokhars. In Jbelum too "Aw&ns
give their daughters in marriage to Aw£ns only as a rule, thongh
there seems to be some instances of marriages with leading men of the
Chakw41 tribes : it is said, however, that the Kalab&gh Mallik refused
to betroth his daughter to Sard&r Mubammd Ali, chief of the Rawalpindi Ghebas. In some families at least, prominent Aw£ns not infrequently take to wife women of low tribes (usually having an Aw&n
wife also), and this practice does not seem to meet with as much
disapproval as in mosfc other tribes of equal social standing : but
ordinarily A wan wives alone are taken.t Certain families marry with
certain other families only : and in all cases marriage is generally but
not necessarily within the muhi."
* The Customary Law of this District (Volume XIV) p. 3, gives the following
ib-clans:—
1
2
3
4
6

Bagwal
Bajra
Biddar
Chandhar
Ghhaila

9 Harpal
10 Jalklrfh
11 Jand
12 Jhan
13 Khambre
6
Dhinqle
14 K harana
7 Ghulle
15 Malka
16 Mandu
• 8 Gorare ^
Those in italics are returned as Khurara in Gujrat. Nos.
re classed as Kalgan.
Awirm

17 Hangar
18 Mirza
19 Pappan
20 Ropar
21 Salhf
22 Sangwal
23 Saroya
44 Wadhal
1,2,3, 9,11,14, 22 and 24

true

Au)dn—At&d.
This passage is entirely consistent with the popular classification
of the Awans as zaminddr or yeomen, in contradistinction to the sahu
or gentry (Janjuas and Ghakkare), but on a level with the Mairs and
other leading tribes of Chakw&l.
The leading family among the Aw&ns is that of the Malik of K&ldbagh, and throughout the Jhelum Salt Range they have numerous
maliks,* notably L i l K h i n of Nurpur in Pind Dadan Kb&n, head
of the- Shidl (descendants of Shih&n, a great malik in the latter
part of the eightet ^th century).
Like the Kassars, Janjuas and Khokhars, but unlike the Ghakkars,
the Aw6ns have the institution of sirddriT whereby the eldest son
of a chief gets an extra share. In other respects their customs of
inheritance are closely alike those of the other Muhammadan tribes
among whom they live.
In Shdhpur and Jhelum, however, the
A wins recognize a daughter's right to succeed.
In the A win villages of Talagang . tahsil all the graves have a
vertical slab at either end, while a woman's grave can be at once
distinguished by a smaller slab in the centre.t
An Aw£n girl plaits her hair on the forehead and wears only
ear-drops, this style being given up after marriage.^ Betrothal is
effected by the girl's father sending a bard or barber to the boy's
home with a few rupees and some sweets : or no ceremony at all
is observed.
I

Avisi, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Multfii.
AYESH£

legend of it:

for the
>

/

"free", a term applied to the le-shara or irregular orders of Isldni
also called majzub; opposed to sdlik. Also used as a synonym for
Qalandar. Xz&ds hold that the shard or ritual law is only for the
masses, not for those who have attained marifat or full comprehension
of the Godhead.

AZAD,

• But Brandreth says the chief is called • Rai/ and his younger brothers and sons • Malik.
Settlement Report, § 49, p. 23.
t P. N. Q. L, § 694.
J Ibid, n, § 352. There is a history of the Awfas in Urdu, published by Dr. Ghulim
Nabi of Lahore.
'

APPENDIX.
M. Amin Chanel's History of Sidlkot gives a carious pedigree
Awans which is tabulated below | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
MUHAMMAD
Zahfr Qisim*
Ausl SMh—15th in descent

I

r
QutbSMh

•

Wirj
BaiBakh

r
Khokhar

r
Jahan

Golera Kulugan
I (16 families.)
Bind*

f
Mirza

I

1

Malik

"i
Samba.
(? Saroia.)

I

I

1

(

Hamfr
Progenitors of the JuMns of
Siilkctf

ur

P<J8U

I
Dengla

~n
Mandu

• Another account makes Ausl Shih descended
eon, by a woman of Janfr.
ilk 0t

*J* i>? i . ^PrP**?*
,atnCt
SlJb aadMaSwP

are kno

*

n

8fclH C a U e d

Banjor

t

1

1

Bharahwin Samduh Singi
Kahambira.
tin

ammad Khaifa, the Prophet'

under

toese 4 branches :-Gohera Tthere is a tract i:
Guhera> <0r G o h c r a )
t h i s fcbe
***
l KahamWrt

» *
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B
BAB —A Muhammadan J£( clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and
Mult an.
BABA LAL DARYAI, a sect, followers of a iddhu whose shrine is on the Chendb
in the Wazirab&d tahsfl of Gujrfinw61& and who miraculously turned
water into food.
BABA Lkii, a follower of one of several B&b& Lois. B&ba h&\ Tahliwdli waa
a Bair£gi of Pind Didan KMn who could turn dry sticks into thifiham
(tahli) trees. Another B£b6 L&l had a famous controversy with D&r£
Shikoh.* Another B£b£ L41 had his headquarters at Bhera, and yet
another has a shrine in Gurd&spur.
BifiAB.—A small tribe allied to the Sheriinis—indeed said to be descended
from a son of Dom, a grandson of Sher4»ai. They are divided into
two main branches, Mahsand and Ghora Khel. The former are subdivided into four and the latter into eight sub-divisions.
The B6bars are a civilised tribe and most of khem can read and
write.t They are devoted to commerce and are the wealthiest, quietest
and most bonesfc tribe of the sub-Snlaim&n plains. Edwardes called
them the most superior race in the whole of the trans-Indas districts,
and the proverb says: 'ABdbar fool is a Gandapur sage.' Intensely
democratic, they have never had a recognised chief, and the tribe is
indeed a scattered one, many residing in Kandahar and other parts of
Khor&s&n as traders. A few are still engaged in the powinda traffic.
The Bdbars appear to have occupied their present seats early in the
14tb century, driving out the J i t s and Baloch (?) population from the
plains and then being pushed northward, by the Ushtarani proper.
Their centre is Chaudwao and their outlying villages are held by J&t
and Baloch tenants, as they cultivate little themselves.
a J^t tribe in Dera GhSzi Khin—probably immigrants from the east
or aboriginal —and in Btth&walpur, where they give the following
genealogy j ^ ^ ^ ^

BABBAB,

i

RAJA KABAN.
Kamdo.
I
Pargo.
I
Janjuhan.

I

Khakh.

r

—

Babbar.

T
Gebbar.

'

1

1

Eabbar,

Jhaggtr.

a section of the BhStias, to which belong the chaudhria of Shu jab ad.
Mult&n Gr., 1902, p. 166.
BACHRAL, a tribe of J&ts, found in pargana Bhirug, Nardingarh tahsfl,
Ambdla: descended from a Taoni Rdjpjit by his J&t wife.
BADAH.—A J4t clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.
BABLA,

* This sect is noticed in Wilson's sects of the Hindus.
t A B4bar, the Arafn-ul-Mulk Nur Muhammad Kh£n, was Diw4n-i.Kul-Mamlak<t to
Taimyr Shah and gave a daughter to Shah Zamin Abdili. Four B4bar families are alio
settled in Multan : Uaxetteer. 1901-02, p. 161*

*

Badcmah—Badu.
BADANAH,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.

BADDUN, see BADU.

BADBceH, a tribe of Ja^s, claiming to be Saroa RSjpfits by descent through
its eponym and his descendant Kura Pal whose sons settled in Siilkot
under Shah Jah&n : also found in Amritaar.
BADER,

a J&X clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

a class (or possibly rank) found among the Brahmans,
Rajputs, Meos and possibly other tribes, as well as often along with
Gfijars. Thus the Bafgujar Rijputs about Bhundsi in Gurgfcm border
on villages held by Gtijars, and in one village there Gujars hold most of
the village and Bargujar Rijputs the rest. Similarly in B&sdalla near
PunaMna in Gurg£on Meos hold most of the village and Gujars the
rest. (Sir J. Wilson, K.CS.L, in P. N. Q. I., § 130). But according
to Ibbetson, the Bargujar are one of the 86 royal R&jput families, and
ims descent from L&wa
Rim unanara. ineir connection witn tne Mandahar is noticed
under Mandahar. They are of course of Solar race. Their old capital
was Rijor, the ruins of which are still to be seen in the south of Alwar,
and they held much of Alwar and the neighbouring parts of Jaipur till
dipossessed by the Kachw&ha. Their head-quarters are now at
Anupshahr on the Ganges, but there is still a colony of them in
Gurgion on the Alwar border. Curiously enough, the Gurgdon
Bargtijar say that they came from Jcllundur about the middle of the
15th century; and it is certain that they are not very old holders of
their present capital of Sohna, as the buildings of the Kambohs who
held it before them are still to be seen there and are of comparatively
recent date.

BADGDJAE, BA$-,

BADHAN OB PAKHAF, a

tri • i .

descended from an <
Found in Si&lkot.
BADHAB,

a R&jpfit origin ai
resident of Jamm

a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BADHADB,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

a sept of Kpnets found in Bashahr. They also own pargana Qh&r
in Kuth£r.
BADHI, the carpenter who makes ploughs and other rude wood-work among
the Gaddis: (fr. badhnd, to cut with an axe or saw). See Ba{h&i.
BADHI,

a gipsy tribe which does not prostitute its women.
to be a corruption of B^zi-(gar) g. v. Cf. Wadia.

BIDI,

The word is said

a tribe of Jfits who offer food to their sati, at her shrine in Jasr£n
in N£bha, at weddings; also milk on the 9th sudi in each month.
Found in Jind.

BADOHAL,

a Pathdn family, found in Mult&n the Derajat and Bah&walpur
State.

BADOZAI,
BADRO,

a Jit clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

a gipsy tribe of Muhammadans, found in the Central Punjab,
chieay in the upper valleys of the Sutlei and Be6s. Like the Kehals

BADU, BAD DUN,

Badtt—BAhmofh.

S3

they are followers of Imiin Shaft* and by his teaching justify their
habit of eating crocodiles, tortoises and frogs. They are conflidered
outcast by other Muhammadans. They work in straw, make
bowls, their womm bleed by cupping and they are also said to load
about bears and occasionally travel as pedlars. Apparently divided
into three clans, Wahid, Dhar£ and Balara. They claim Arab origin.
First cousins cannot intermarry. See Kehal.
B§DIV*AL, a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BADTA, a J£ v clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAOOWfc a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BUGHBM, BAGHWAN, the Persian equivalent of the Hindi word Mdli,
meaning a 'gardener/ and commonly used as equivalent to Ar&in
in the Western Punjab, and even as far east as Lahore and Jullundur. The B6ghb£ns do not form a caste and the term is merely
equivalent to M&li, Mali&r, etc.
BAOHKLA, lit. "tiger's whelp," one of the main division of the K£thi£s, whose
retainer* or dependents they probably were originnl'y, Coafined fro
the neighbourhood of Kam&lia in Montgomery, and classed a* Rdjput
agricultural.
BAQHDE, an agricultural clan found in Shshpur.
BAGIYANA, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BAGBAH, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
BAGRANA, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BAG?i,t (1) a term applied to any Hindu Rajput or Jat from the Bd£ar
or prairies of Bikaner, which lie to the south and west of Hissdr
in
contradistinction to Desw&la. The B£gris are most numerous
in the sout^h of that District, but are also found in some numbers under
the heading of Jat in Sialkot and Pati&la. In Gurdaspur the Bigri
are Salahria who describe themselves as B£gar or Bhagar by clan
and probably have no connection with the B&gri of Hiss&r and its
neighbourhood. (2) a J4( clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAH A DARKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgora^rv - n.lao a
Joiya sept.
•

a RAjput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAHA$, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAHI, a tribe of P a g a n s which holds a bdra of 12 villages near Hoshiir*
pur, (should be verified ?).
BAHMAN, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAHALI,

Azain
Imam Hamil, Im4m Shafi, an£ Imam Naik, and Shaikh Dbatnar, ancestor of
the Badus, was a follower of this Im4m Shafi. Once Shaikh Ohamar killed a tortoise an
act which was reprobated by three of the brothers, but Imam Shafi, approving bis cou
duct, the Shaikh ate the animal whereupon the three Imams called bim bad and hence his
descendants are called Badti ! Such is the Badu logond, but the four Imams were not
brothers nor were they COD temporaries of the Prophet, and Hamflis a corruption of Hain&a/
f It is doubtful whether Ba«ri is not applicable to any> Hindu from the Bigar nod
not merely to Rajputs and «ttts. It is, however, specially applied to Jdts (rj. 7;.). In W^,,
Hindu or Muhammadan from Jaisalmcr or Bikuc- sris
!»'J

Bigri
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BahtUtoalr-Bahti.

a Ji% tribe, found chiefly in Hi&<mr and Pati&la. They are alto
fonrd on the lower Sutlej in Montgomery, wherein 1S81 they probably
returned themselves as Bhatti Rdjputs, which they claim to be by descent. In His»&r they appear to he a B&gri tribe, though they claim to
be Deswali, and to hnve been Chauh&os of bambhar in KajpuMna whence
tbey spread into Bik&ner and Sirsa. Mr. Purser says of tbetn:—"In
number* they are weak; but in love of robbery they yield to none of
the tribes/' They gave mueh trouble in 1857. In the 15th century
the Bahuiwal held one of the six cantons into which Bfk&ner was then
divided.
BAHOKB, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BAHOWANA, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
BAHRUPIA.—Bahrupia is in its origin a purely occupational term derived
€
from the Sanskrit bahu many ' and rupa 'form/ and denotes an
actor, a mimic, one who assumes many forms or characters, or engages
in many occupations. One of the favourite devices of the Bahrupias
is to ask for vr ley, and when it is refused, to ask that it may be
given on condition of the Bahrupia succeeding in deceiving the
person who refuses it. Some days later the Bahrupia will again visit
the house in the disguise of a pedlar, a milkman, or what not, sell
his goods without being detected, throw off his disguise, and claim the
stipulated reward. They may be drawn from any caste, and in
Rohtak there are Chubra Bahrupias. But in some districts a family
or colony of Bahrfipias has obtained land and settled down on it, and
so become a caste as much as any other. Thus there is a Bahrupia
family in P&nipat which holds a village revenue-free, though it now
professes to be Shaikh. In Sialkot and Gujr6t Mahtarns are commonly
known as Bahrfipias. In the latter District the Bahrupias claim connection with the Rij&s of Chittaur and say they accompanied Akbar in
an expedition against the Path£ns. After that they settled down to
cultivation* on the banks of the Chen 6b. They have four clans—
Rathaur, Chauhdn, Punw6r and Sapawat—which are said not to intermarry. All are Sikhs in this District. Elsewhere they are Hindus or
Muhammadans, actors, mountebanks and sometimes cheats. The
Bahrfipias of Gurddspur are said to work in cane and bamboo.
The Bahrupia is distinct from the Bhand, and the Bahrfipia villages
on the Sutlej in Phillaur tahsil have no connection with the Mahtons
of Hosb&rpur.f Bahrfipias are often found in wandering gangs.
BAHNJWJU,

a term used in the eastern, as Chang is used in the western, portion
of the lower ranges of the K&ngra Hills and Hoshi&rpur as equivalent
to Qhirth. All of them intermarry.
BAHU, hill men of fairly good caste, who cultivate and own land largely;
and also work as labourers. They are said to be degraded Rdjputs.
In Hoshiarpur (except Dasuya) and Jullundur they are called B4hti •
in Daatiya and Nfirptir Chang; in K&ngra Ghirth; all intermarry freely.
In the census of 1881 all three were classed as B&hti. The Chlng are
also said to be a low caste of labourers in the hills who also ply as
muleteers.

BAHTI,

* Aecultlvatorethej are thrifty and ambitious. They aleo make backets, roper and
rope-sets— tranggarM, and chikkas in Gujrafc.
t P N. Q. I., f 1034.

I
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BUD, a got of the Oswal Bhdfariis, Mnhi41 Br&Imians and other castes : ?lso
a physician, a term applied generaly to all who practise Veflic tr>e.
dicine.
BAIDWAN,*

an important Hindu-S'kh fi% tribe in Ambila.

a J6t tribe, whose head-quarter* appear to be in Boshi&rpurt and
Jullundur, though they hare ipread westwards even as far as Rawalpindi, and eastwards into i h n W a and the adjoining Native States.
They say that they are by origin Janjun Tl&jputs, and that their ancestor Bains came eastwards in the time of Firoz Shdh. Bains is one of
the 36 royal families of Rdjputs, but Tod believes that it is merely a
sab-division of the Saryabansi section. They give their name to Bajfsw&ra, or the easternmost portion of the GangeB-Jamna dodh. The
Sard&rs of AUwalpur in Jullundur are Bains, whose ancestor came
gener*tions ago.

BAINS,

THB BAIBAGI.

BAIEAQI.*—The Bairdgi (Vairfigf, more correctly, from Sanskr.

vairdgya,
t
devoid of passion/) is a devotee of Vis tin. The Bairtfgis probably
represent a very old element in Indian religion, for those of the
who wear a leopard-skin doubtless do so as personating Nar Singh,
the leopard incarnation of Vishnuyjust as the Bhagautf faqir imitates
the dress,% dance, etc., of Krishna. The priest who personates the
god whom he worships is found in 'almost every rude religion: while
in later cults the old rite survives at least in the religious use of animal
a practice still to be found in Tibet. There is, moreover, an
undoubted pun on the word bhrdg, 'leopard', and Bair&gf, and this
possibly accounts for the wearing of the leopard skin. The feminine
form of Bair&gf, bairdgan, is the term applied to the fail-shaped crutch
on which a devotee leans, either sitting or r tan ding, to the small
enblematic crutch aboot a foot long, and to the crutch hilt of a sword
or dagger. In Jfnd tbe Bair&gi is said to be also called Sh&mL

The orders devoted to the cults of R&m and Krishn are known
genetically as Bair&gfs, and their history commences with R&m&nuja,
who taught in Southern India in the 11-12th centuries, and from his
name tbe designation Rtoidnuji may be derived.j| Bnt it is not until
che time of R&n&nand, i.e., until the end of the 14th century, that the
sect rose to power or importance in Northern India.
The Bairrigfs are divided into four main orders (sampardaa)9 viz.,
Rdm£nandf, Vishnusw&mi, Nimfinandi and M&dbavach&ri.
* Fancifully derived fit>m baid, a physician—who rescued a bride of the olan from
mtJbere and was rewarded by their adopting his name.
t The Bains hold a bdrah :>r groop of 12 (actually 15 or 16) Tillages near Mahilpur in
ibis District,
t Trumpp's Adi-Granth, p. 98.
§ Robertson Smith: Religion of the Semites, p. 437.
|| See Ibbetson, § 521: where the Raminujis are said to worship Mahadeo and thus ap*
pear to be Shaivas. Further the Bairagfe are there laid to have been founded by Srf
An&nd, the 12th disciple 61 Ramanand. The termination nandi appears to be connected
wro \m name.
B is only to the followers of Raminanri or his cos temporaries that the term Bairagf is
pwpriy applied.

•

'
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The Bairdgi caste.
Of these the first-named contains six of the 52 dwards* (schools) of
these Bairdgf orders, viz., the Anbhimandi, Dundaram, Agarji, Teldji,
Kubbdji, and Ramsaluji.
In the Punjab only two of the four sampardds are usually found.
Theee are (*') the Rdmdnandis, who like the Vishmisw&mis are devotees
of Rdnjchandr, and accordingly celebrate his birthd* , the Rdmnanmi,t
study the Rdmayand and make pilgrimages to Ajudbid: their insignia
being the tar pundri or trident, marked on the forehead in white, with
the central prong in red or white.
The only other group found in the Punjabis (ii) tbeNimanandi, who,
like the Mddhavachdris, are devotees of Krishna. They too celebrate
the 8th of Ohddon as the date of Krishna's incarnation, but they study
the Sri Mfcdh Bhagwat and the Gita, and regard Bindraban, Mathra
and DW.H) Landth as sacred places. On their foreheads they wear a two*
ptonged fork,J &il in white.
In the Punjab proper, however, even the distinction between Rdma
and Nimd-nandi is of no importance, and probably hardly known. In
parts of the country the Bairdgis form a veritable caste being allowed
to marry, and {e. g.) in Sirsa they are hardly to be distinguished from
ordinary peasants, while in Karndl many (excluding the sddhus or
monks of the monasteries, asthal, whose property descends to their
spiritual children§) marry and their hindu or natural children succeed
them.|| This latter class is mainly recruited from the J&t9, bat the
caste is also recruited from the three twire-born castes, the disciple
7
being received into his guru 8 sampardd afrd dwdra.^ In some tracts,
e. g, in Jind, the Bairdgis are mostly secular. They avoid in marriage
their own samparda aud their mother's dwdra. In theory any Bairdgi
may take food from any other Bairdgi, but in practice a Brahman
Bairdgi will only eat from the hands of another Brahman, and it is
only at the ghostl or place of religious assembly that recruits of all
castes can eat together. The restrictions regarding food and drink are
however lax throughout the order. Though the Bairdgis, as a rule,
abstain from flesh and spirits, the secular members of the caste certainly
do not. In the southern Punjab the Bairdgi is often addicted to bhang
To return to the Bairdgis as an order, it would appear that as a
body they keep the jata or long hair, wear coarse loiL'-cloths and
usually affect the suffix Dds. As opposed to the Sanidsis, or Ldl-pddrfs,
they style themselves Sitd-pddris, as worshippers of Sitd Rdm.
*It may be conjectured that the Vaiabhacharis, Biganandis, aud Nfmi-Kharak-swimfs are
three of these dw&rd*: or the latter term may be equivalents Nimfnandi. Possibly the
Siti-padri* are really a modem dwdra. Hie Ridha-balabhi, who affect Krishna's wife
iiAdha, can hardly be anything but a dtodra.
|The9thofBh£don.
J Its shape is said to be derived from the figure of the 2far Singh (man-lion) incarnation
which tore PrahUd to pieces.
§ Called nad<f is contradistinction to bindu children. Celibate BairAgfs are called Nlgas,
the secular ghar-bd»i or ghiristi, i.e., householders.
|| It is not cWar how property descends, e.g., it is said that if a gurt marry his property
descends on his death to his disciples, in Jind (just as it does in Karnal). But apparently
property inherited from the natural family devolves on the natural children, while that inherited from the gurti descends to the chela. In the Kaithal tahsil of Karnil the agricultural
Bairagis who own the tillage of Dig are purely secular.
H But men of any caste may become Bairagis and the order appears, as a role, to be recruited from the lower castes.
'
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As regards his tenets a Bair&gi is sometimes said to be subject to
five rules:—•(*) he must journey to Dwfirka and there be branded with
iron on the right arm :* [it) he must mark his forehead, as already
descnbed, with the gopi chandan clay : (m; he must invoke one of the
incarnations of Krishna: (iv) he must wear a rosary of tulsi: and (i?)
he should know and repeat some mantra relating to one of Vishnu's
incarnations. Probably these tenets vary in details, though not in
principle, for each samparda, and possibly for each dic&ra also.
The monastic communities of the Bairdgis are powerful and exceedingly well conducted, often very wealthy, and exercise much
hospitality. They are numerous in Hoshi6rpur. Some of their mahants
are well educated and even learned men, and a few possess a knowledge
of Sanskrit.
BAIBAGI DEVELOPMENTS.

The intense vitality of the Bairagi teachings may be gauged from the
number of snb-sects to which they havr given birth. Among these may
be noted the Hari-D&sis (inRohtak), the Kesho-panthist (in Multin),
the Tulsi-Dasis, GujrfinwaU, the Mur4r-panthisJ,the Babd-Ldlis.
The connection of the earliest form of Sikhism with the Bairagi
doctrines is obscure, but it is clear that it was a close one. Kaliadh&ri,
the ancestor of the Bedi family of Una, was also the predecessor of
the Brahman Kalladh&ri mahants of Dharms61 in the Una tahsil, who
are Bair&gis, as well as followers of N&nak, whence they are called
Vaishav-Nanak-panthi. This community was founded by one Nakodar
D6s who in his youth was absorbed in the deity while lying in the
shade of a banyan tree instead of tending his cattle, and at last,
after a prolonged period of adoration, disappeared into the unknown.
Another Bair&gi, R6m Thamman, was a cousin of Nanak and is sometimes claimed as his follower. His tank near Lahore is the scene of a
fair, held at the Bais&khi, and formerly notorious for disturbances
and, it is said, immoralities. I t is still a great meeting point for
Bair6gi ascetics. Further it will not be forgotten that Banda, the
successor of the Sikh gurus, was, originally, a Bair&gi, while two
Bair&gi sub-sects (the Sarnddsi and Simrand&si§) are sometimes classed
as Ud&sis.
A modern offshoot of the Bairdgis are the Charand&sfs, founded by
one Charan Das who was born at Dehra in Alwar State in 1703. jj His
father was a Dbnsar who died when his son, then named Ranjit Singh,
was ooly 5. Brought up by relations at Delhi the boy became a
* These brands include the conch shell (shank), discu? or chakltar, club or gada, and lotus.
Betides the iron brands (tapt mudra, lit. fire-marks) water-marks (sital mudra, lit. coldmarks) are also used. Further the initiatory rite, though often performed at Dwarka, may
be periajmed anywhere especially in the guru's house. Some Bairagfs even brand their
wow en's arms before they will oat or drink anything to.uched by them.
t Probably worshippers of a lead s»int or of Krishna himself.
J Possibly folio*e*8 of a Babe Murar whose shrine is in Lahore District, or worshippers
of Kriahn Muriri, i.e., the enemy of Mur, a demon.
§ Sometimes said to be one and the same. 8imran Die was a Brahman, who lived two
ago, and his followers are Gosains who wear the tulsi necklace and worship their
A
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disciple of Sukhdeo Dis, himself a spiritual descendant of Bi&sji, in
Muzaffarnagar, and assumed the name of Charan D6s. He taught
the unity of God, preached abolition of caste and inculcated purity of
life. His three principal disciples, Swdmi R4m-r6p, Jagtin Gos&in
and a woman named Shahgoleai e»ch founded a monastery in Delhi,
in which city there is also a temple dedicated to Charan D&s where the
impression of his foot (charan) is worshipped.* His initiates are celibate
and worship Krishna and his favourite queen R&dha above all gods and
u
goddesses. They wear oh the forehead the joti sarup or body of
flame," which consists of a single perpendicular line of white ; t and
dress in saffron clothes with a tulsi necklace. The chief scripture
of the sect is the Bhagat-sdgar, and the 11th day of each fortnight is
kept as a fast. Charan D&s is believed to have displayed miracles
before N&dir Shdh, on his conquest of Delhi, and however that may be,
his disciples obtained grants of land from the Mughal emperors which

they still hold.
a tribe of Ji%s who claim to be descendants of Birkhraan, a
Chauhin ft&jput, whose son married a J4( girl as his second wife and
so lost status. The name is eponymous, and they are found in the
B&wal Nizfimat of N&bha.
BAISTOLA, a Jain sect: see Jain.
BAXBWAL,

one of the two clans of the Akozai Yusafzai. It originally held
the Lundkhwar valley, in the centre of the northernmost part of
Pesh6war, and all the eastern hill country .between that and the Sw&t
river. It still holds the hills, but the Khattak now hold all the west of
the valley and the Utm£n Khel its north-east corner* so that the Baizai
only hold a small tract to the south of these last. Their six
septs are the Abba and Aziz Khels, the B4bozai, Mater^zai, Musa
and Zangi Khels. The last lies south of the Ham range which
divides Sw&t from Baner. Only the three first-named hold land in
British territory.
BAJA$, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BAIZAI,

oae of the 15 Awdn families descended from Kulugan f son of Qutb
Sh6h: see History of Si61kot, p. 87.

BAJARAH,

Bajju, a Rdjpfit tribe found in Si&lkot and allied to the Bajw4
J6ts.
BAJWA, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Si£lkof, Amritsar and Mult6n, and
as a Hindu 3&\ clan in Montgomery. The Bfijwa J&ts are of the same
kin as the Bajju Rajpfits.J In Si&lkot they have the customs of rusoa
or lagan and bhoja twixt betrothal and marriage.
The jathera of the Bfrjwi is B&b& Mdoga, and he is revered at
weddings, at which the rites of jandian and ehhatra are also
observed,
The B&jwa J4$s and Bajjfi Rijpfits have given their name to the Bajw4t
or country at the foot of the Jammu hills in the Si&lkot District.
They say that they are Solar Rdjputs and that their ancestor RAj4
BAJ0,

• Clearly there is some connection here
with
the
Visbnupad
or
foot-impression
of
Vishnu*
H
H
t It is aUo called limply ***?, or body of Bhagwin.
4 it might be fifgaeted that uxt i* a diminutive form.

*
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Shalip was driven out of Multin in the time of Sikandar Lodi. His
two sons Kala and Lis escaped in the ditflruisQ of falconers. Lis went
to Jaminu and there married a KAtil fUjput bride, while K«ls married
a J at girl in Pasrur. Th» descendants of both live in the Bajw6t, bat
are said tc be distinguished as Bajiu RAjputa and B6jwa J&(s.
Another story has it that their ancestor Jas or Kai Jaisan was driven
from Delhi by Rai Pitora and settled at KarbaU in Si&lkot. Yet
another tale is that Naru, BAjA of Jamrau, gave him 84 villages in
ildoa Ghol for killing Mir Jagwfi, a mighty Path6n. The Bajjfi
lUjputs admit their relationship with the B&jwa J&ts. Kals had a ,
son, D£wa, whose son Dewa had three sons, Muda, Wasr, and Nina
8urnamed Cbachrah. Nona's children having all died, he was told by
an astrologer that only those born under a chachri tree would live.
His advice was taken and N&na's next son founded the Cbachrah sept,
chieOy found near Narow&l. The Bajju B&jputs hfcve the custom
of chundavand and are said to marry their daughters to Chibfc
Bhau and Manh&s R&jputs, and their sons to Rajputs. The Bajjti
Rdjputa are said to have had till quite lately a custom by which a
Mussalman girl could be turned into a Hindu for purposes of
marriage, by temporarily burying her in an underground chamber and
ploughing the earth over her head. In the betrothals of this tribe
dates are used, a custom perhaps brought with them from Multfin, and
they have several other singular customs resembling those of the S6hi
Jfits. They are almost confined to Si&lkot, though they have spread
in small numbers eastwards as far as Patiala.
BAKARKI,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

BAKHAE,

a R&jput dan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BAKKHAR,

an agricultural clan found in Sh6bpur.

a clan found in the Shahr Farid ildqa of Bahawalpur. They claim
to be Sumr&s by origin, and have Chfiran bards, which points to a
Rajput origin. They migrated from Bhakhkhar to Multkn, v,here
they were converted to Islam by Gaus Bahd-ud-Din Zakaria, and ,
fearing to return to their Hindu kinsmen settled down in Multdn
as weavers. Thence they migrated to Nurpur, Pakpattan and other
places, and Farid Khdn I settled some of them in Shahr Farid from
Nurpur. They make lungis. (The correct form is probably Bhakhri).

BAKHRI,

a family of Wahora Khatris, settled at Bh&un in Jhelum, which
has a tradition of military service,
BAKHTIAR, a small Path&n tribe of Persian origin who are associated with the
Mian Khel Pa^hans of Dera Ismail Kh6n, and now form one of their*
principal sections.
Raverty however disputes this, and ascribes to the Bakhtiirs a
Sayyid origin. Shiran, the eponym of the Shirami Path&ns, gave a
daughter to a Sayyid Ish6q whose son by her was named Habib the
Abii-Sa'id, or 'Fortunate'
(Bakhtyar). This son was adopted by his
step-father Mi&uai, son of Dom, a son of Shir&z. The Bakhti6rs have
produced several saints, among them/ the Makhdum-i-'Alam, Khw&ja
Yahya-i-Kabir, son of Khw6ja lli&s, son of Sayyid Muhammad, and a
contemporary of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq Sh6h. Ho died in

BAKBSHIAL,

l
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1333 A. D., and his descendants are called Shaikhaais. Raverty bays
the Persian Bakhtiaris* are quite distinct from the Bakhti&rs.
ITMAL sddhs, a Sikh sect rounded by one Bakhtmal. When Guru Govind
Singh destroyed the masands or tax-gatherers one of them, by name
Bakhtmal, took refugo with M.-itd, a Gujar woman who disguised him
in woman's clothes, putting bangles on his wrists and a nath or nosering in his nose. This attire he adopted permanently and the mahant
of his gaddi still. wears bangles. His followers are said to be also
called Bakhshish sddhs, but this is opei
The head-quarters
of the sect appears to be unknown,
sr Sutlej, said to be a clan of the
a J6t tribe of the Bids and Upper
Sekhn tribe with whom they do not intermarry. Their ancestor is also
said to have been named Bay a Bal, a RAjput who came from
u
MAlwa. The name Bal, which means strength/' is a famous one in
ancient Indian history, and recurs in all sorts of forms and places.
In Amritsar they say they came from Ballamgarh, and do not intermarry with the Dhillon.

BAL, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
a tribe of Jats, claiming to be Jammu Rajputs by descent from
their eponyni. Found in Sidlkot.

BALAQAK,

in Gurgaon the baldhar (in Sirsahe -is called daurd) is a village
menial who shows travellers the way, carries messages and letters, and
summons people when wanted by the headmen. In Karndl he is calle. r
lehbart ; but is not a recognised menial and any one can perform his
duties on occasion. In Sirsa, Gurgaon and Karndl he is almost always
a Chuhra, c/. Bakodl.

BALAHAB,

cf. baldhar.—In Delhi and Hiss6r a chaukiddr or watchman:
in Sirsa a Cham6r employed to manure fields, or who takes to syce's
and general work, is so termed.
BALBIB, a sept of Kanets which migrated from Obittor in Rtfjpntdna
with the founders of Keonjhal and settled in the latter State. The
founders of Keon^hal were also accompanied by a Ohaik, aSalithiand
a Pakrot, all Brahmans, a Chhibar Kanet, a blacksmith and a turi
and the descendants of all these are still settled in the State or in its
employ.

BALAHI, BALAI,

•

a synonym for Bb£t (Rawalpindi).
BALHAM, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in MulWn.
BALI, an agricultural clan found ia Shrfhnur.
section of the Muhtels (Brahmans): oorr. to the Dhannapotras
> South-West Punjab.

BAMTAROSH,

BALKA

faqlt
* There is said to be a sept of the Baloch of this name in BaMwalpur aad Muzaffarcarh,
on both sides of the Panjnad.
f 0&rehbar, probably from rdhlnr, 'guide.* In Karaal is no Balihar caste, the
term being applied to A Bweeper who does this particular kind of COIY&—which no o&t but
a sweeper (or in default a Bhtaank) will perform.

\
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BALXflf, VALMili.—The sect of the Chfihras, synonymous with B*14sbAhi
sod Lilbegf, so called from Bftlmfk, Balrikh or Bate Sb6h, possibly the
same as the author of the R&m&yan*.* B&lmfk, the poet, was a mUn
of low extraction, snd legend represents him as a low-caste hunter
of the N&rdak in Karnal, or a Bhii highway-mam converted by a
saint* whom he was about to rob. One legend makes him a sweeper
in the heavenly courts, another as living in austerity at Ghazni.
See under L6lbegi.
BILO, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
BALOCH.
MEANING OP BALOCH.
^he term Baloch is used in several different ways. By travellers
and historians it is employed to denote (i) the race known to themselves
and their neighbours as the Baloch, and (ii) in an extended sense as
including all the race* inhabiting the great geographical area shown on
our maps as Baloch»stan. Iu the latter sense it comprises the Biahui*,
a tribe which is certainly not of Baloch origin. In the former sense it
includes all the Baloch tribes, whether found in Persia on the west or
the Punjab on the east, which can claim a descent, more or less pure,
from Bnloch ancestors. Two special usea of the term also require
notice. In the great jungles below Th&nesar in the Karnal district is
settled a criminal tribe, almost certainly of Baloch extraction, which
will be noticed below page 55.t Secondly, throughout the Punjab,
except in the extreme-west and the extreme east, the term Baloch
denotes any Muhammadan camel-man. Throughout the upper grazing
grounds of the Western Plains the Baloch settlers have taken to the grazing and breeding of camels rather than to husbandry; and thus the
word Baloch has become associated with the care of camels, insomuch
that in the greater part of the Punjab, the word Baloch is used for any
Musalm&n camel-man whatever be his caste, every Baloch being supposed
to be a camel-man and every Muhammadan camel-man to be a Baloch*
ORIGINS OP THE BALOCH.

Pottinger and Khanikoff claimed for the Balocn race a Turkoman
origin, and Sir T. Holdich and others an Arab descent. Bellew
assigned them Rajput descent on very inadequate philological grounds,
while Burton, Lassen and others have maintained that they are, at
least in the mass, of Iranian race. This last tbetfry is supported by
Mr. Longworth Dames who shows that the Baloch came into their
present locations in Mekran and on'the Indian border from parts of
the Iranian plateau further to the west and uorth, bringing with them
a language of the Old Persian stock, with many features derived from
the Zend or Old Bactrian rather than the Western Persian.
HISTORY OP THE BALOCH.

Dames nssigns the first mention of the Baloch in history
to the Arabic chronicles of the 10th century A. D., but Firdausi
(c. 400 A.H.) refera to a still earlier period, and in liis Shdh-ndmaX the
Baloches are described as forming part of the armies of Kai Kafis
• Temple (in Legends of the Puvjab, I, p. 529) accepts this tradition and says BalmfH
is the same AB Bala 8hab or Nuri >ba-h Bala, bnt asnigni to him • the place next to
Lai Beg/

t Thw group is also found in AmMla, and the Qiloi Baloch of Lyallpur are also said to be
an offshoot of it.
,f
18o Dames, but the text of the 8hdh-nima is very corrupt, and the reading Khoch "crest
cannot be relied upon implicit?

>
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and Kai Khnsrao. The poem says that the army of Ashkash waa
from the wanderers of the Koch and Baloch* intent on war, with
exalted oocksoornb crests, whose back none in the world ever saw.
Under Naushfrwfin, the Ohosroes who fought against Justinian, the
Baloch are again mentioned as mountaineers who raided his kingdom
and had to be exterminated, though later on we find them serving in
NausbfrwAn's own army. In these passages their association with the
Daila i ffche neonles of G-il&i and Adharbaiian) wonld
Baloch
Sea
However this may be, the commencement of th$ 4th century of the
Hijra and of the 10th AJ>. finds the Baias or Baloch established in
Karm&n, with, if Masndi can be trusted, the Qufs (Koch) and the
m
Zutt (Jatts). he Baloch are then described as holding the desert
plains south of the mountains aud towards Makrdn and the sea, bnt
they appear in reality to have infested the desert now known as the
Lut, which lies north and east of Karm£n and separates it from
Khor6s6n and Sfstan, Thence they crossed the desert into the two
last-named provinces, and two districts of Sfstan were in Istakhri's time
known as Baloch country.* Baloch raiders plundered Mahmfid of
Ghaznf's ambassador between Tabbas aud Khabis, and in revenge his
son Masfid defeated them at the latter place, which lies at the foot of
the Karm&n Mountains on the edge of the desert.
About this time Firdausi wrote and ^soon after it the Baloch must
have migrated bodily from Karm&n into Mekrau and the Sindh
frontier, after a partial and temporary halt in Sfstln. With great
probability Dames conjectures that at this period two movements of the
Baloch took place: the first, corresponding with the Saljuq invasion
and the overthrow of the Dailami and Ghaznawi power in Persia,
being their abandonment of Karmin and settlement in Sistan and
Western Makr&n ; while the second, towards Eastern Makrac and the
Sindh border, was contemporaneous with Changiz Khfin's invasion and
the wanderings of Jaltil-ud-Dfn in Makr£n.
To thi9 second movement the Baloch owed their opportunity of
invading the Indus valley; and thence, in their third and last
precipitated
plains.
It is now possible to connect the traditional history of the Baloch
themselves, as told in their ancient heroic ballads, with the above
account. Like Other Muharamadan races, the Baloch claim Arabian
extraction, asserting that they are descended from Mfr Hamza, an
uncle of the Prophet, and from a fairy (pari). They consistently
place their first Settlement in Halab (Aleppo), where they remained
until, siding with the sons of Ali and taking part in the battle of
polled
Karm&n
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ere hospitably received by Shams-nd-Din,*
SfstAn
succe&sor. 3adr-ud-Din. demanded, aocordincr
ruler
eastern
Baloch. But the Baloch race had nover yet paid tribute in this form
to any ruler, and they sent therefore 44 bovs dressed in girls' clothes
and fled before the deception could ba discovered. Badr-nd-Din sent
the boys back but pursued the Baloch, who had fled south-eastwards,
into Kech-Makrdn where ho was defeated at their hands.
At this period Mir Jal&l Khfin, Hon of Jiarid, was ruler of all the
Baloch. He left four sons, Rind, L&shir, Hot and Kor&i from whom
are descended the Rind, Lashari, Hot and Korai tribes ; and a son-inlaw, Mur6d, from whom are descended the Jatoit or children of Jato,
Jalil Kh&n's daughter. Unfortunately, however, certain tribes
cannot be brought into any of these five, and in order to provide
them with ancestors two more sons, All and Bulo, ancestor of the
Buledto, have had to be found for Jalal Kh£n. From All's two sons,
Ghazan and Umar, are descended the Ghazani Marris and the
scattered UmrAnie.
Tradition avers that Jal41 Kh£n had appointed Rind to the phdgh
or turban of chiefship, but that Hot refused to join hira in creating
the &8rokh or memorial canopy to their father. ' Thereupon each performed that ceremony separately and thus there were five dsrokha
in Koch.' But it is far more probable that five principal gatherings
of clans were formed under well-known leaders, each of whioh became
known by some nickname or epithet, such as rind " cheat/* hot,
"warrior," Lasbdri,- "menof L&shar" and, later, BuledM, " m e n of
Boleda." To these other clans became in the course of time affiliated,
A typical example of an affiliated clan is afforded by the Doddi, a
clan of J&t race whose origin is thus described :
Dod&J Sumra, expelled from Tha^ha by his brethren, escaped by
swimming his mare across the Indus, and, half frozen, reached the
hut of Sllhe, a Rind. To revive him Sdlhe placed him under the
blankets with his daughter MuaTio, whom he eventually married.
u
" For the woman's sake," says the proverb, the man became a Baloch
who had been a Jatt, a Jaghdal, a nobody; he dwelt at Harrand
under the hills, and fate made him chief of all." Thus Dod£ founded
the preat Dod6i tribe of the Baloch, and Gorish, his son, founded
the Gorsh&ni or Gurch&nr, now the principal tribe of Dodai origin.
The great Mirr&ni tribe, which *or 200 years gave chiefs to Dera
Gh&zi Khdn, was also of Doddi origin.
* According to Dames there was a Shams-ud-Din, independent malik of 8ist4n, who
claimed descent from the Safaris of Persia and who died in 1164 A.D. (559 H.) or nearly
500 years after the Baloch migration from Aleppo. Badr-ud-Dfn appears to be unknown
to history.
t It is suggested that Jatoi o r ' husband of a Jat woman/ just as bahnoi means ' husband
of a sister/ although in Jatoi the t is Boft.
i Doda, a common name among the 8umr4s whose dynasty ruled Sindh until it wla
overthrown by the Sammas. About 1250 A,D. or before that year wefindBaloch adventurera
first allied with the Sodh*s and Jbarejie, and then supporting Dodi IV, Sumra. Under
Umar, his successor, the Baloches are found combining with the 8amma8, Sodhas and
Jatts, (Jharejas), but were eventually forced back to the hills without effecting any permanent lodgment in the plains.

Baloch hi*torv.
After the overthrow of the Sumr6s of Siudh nothing is he**d of
the Baloch for 150 years and then in the reign of J Am Tuorhlaq, the
Sammi (1423—50), they are recorded as raiding near Bhakhar in
Sindh. Doubtless, as Dames holds, Tairaur's iuvasion of J399 led
indirectly to this new movement. The Delhi empire was at its weakest
and Taitnur's descendants claimed a vague suznreignty over it. Probably all the Western Puojab was effectively held by Mughal inteudants until the Lodi dynasty was established in 1451. Meanwhile
the Lang&h Rdjpute had established themselves on the throne of Multan
and 8b6h Husain Langih (1469— J502) called in Baloch mercenaries,
granting a jdgir, which extended from Kot Karor to Dhankot, to
Malik Sohrab Dod&f who came to Multfoi with his sons, Ghazi Khin,
Fath K h t o and Ismail Khin.*
But the Doddi were not the only mercenaries of the Lang&hs.
Sh&h Hussain had conferred the jdgirs of Uch and Shor(kot) on two
Samtnd; brothers, J i m Bayazid and Jam Ibrahim, between whom and
the Dod&ia a ieud arose on 8h&h Mahmud's accession. The J i m s
promptly allied themselves with Mir Ch&knr, a Rind Baloch of Sibf
who had also sought service and lands from the Langih ruler and
thereby roused the Doddis' jealousy. Mir Ohdkuria the greatest figure
in the heroic poetry of the Baloph, and his history is a,remarkable
one. The Rinds were at picture^fie but deadly feud with the Lash&rfa.
Gohar, the fair owner of vast herds of camels favoured Chakur, but
Gwahar6ra Lasb&ri also claimed her hand. The Tivals agreed to decide
their quarrel by a horse race, but thje Rindfrloosened the girths of
Gwaharttra's saddle and Ch£knr won. In revenge the LashAris killed
some of Gohav's camels, and this led to a desperate 30 years* war
which ended in Ch&kur's expulsion from Sfbi in spite of aid invoked
and received from the Arghun conquerors of Sindh. Mir Chikur was
accompanied by many Kinds and by his two sons, 8hdh«adt «*d
Shaihak, and received in jdgir lands near Uch from J i m Bayazid,
Sammd. Later, however, he is said in the legends to have accompanied
Hum&yun on his re-conquest of India. However this may have been,
he undoubtedly founded a military colony of Rinds at Satgafha, in
Montgomery, at which place his tomb still exists. Thenoe he wan
expelled by Sher Sh&h, a fact which would explain his joining
Hum&yun.
At this period the BalocV were in gieat force in the South-West
Punjab, probably as mercenaries of the Lang&h dynasty of Multdn,
but also as independent freebooters. The Rinds advanced up the
Chenab, R&vi and Sutlej valleys; tbe Dod&i and Hots up the Jhelum
and Indus. In 1519 B&bar found Dodais at Bhera and Rhush&b and
he confirmed Sohr&b Khan's three sons in their possession of the
country of Sindh. He also gave Ism&il Kh&n, one of Sohr&b's sons,
the ancient pargana of Ninduna in the Ghakhar country in exchange
f ot the lands of Shaikh B&yazid Sarwdni which he was obliged to
surrender. But in 1524 the Arghuns overthrew Sh&h Mahmdd Langih
•

• The founders of the three Dehras, which give its name to the Derajit. Dera Fath
Kh*n is now a mere village.
t 6htbz£d was or* of miraculous origin his mother having been overshadowed by soma
aaycUiious power, md a mystical poem in Balochi on the origins of Multiu is ascribed to
kirn. Firishta says he first introduced the Shfa creed into mltan, a curious statement,
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with bis motley host of Balocb, H\, Rind, Dodii and other tribes, and
the greatest confusion reigned.
The Arffhfins however submitted to the MugJbal emperors, and this
appears to nave thrown the bulk of the Baloch into opposition to the
empire. Thny rarely entered the imperial service—a fact which is
possibly explained by their dislike to serve at a distance from their
homes—and under Akbar we read of occasional expeditions against
the Baloch. But the Lashiris apparently took service with the
Argtifins and aided them against J6LU Firoz—indeed legend represents
the La*h&ri as invading G u t e r t t id on return to Kachhi as obtaining
a grant of Gundava From the king.* The Ji^tk&nis, a Lash6ri clan,
also established a principality at Mankera in the Sindh-Srigar Doab at
this time, but most of the Lash&ris remained in Makr&n or Kachhi.
Among the earliest to leave the barren hills of Balochistan were the
Chindias who settled in theCh&nHko or ChandukA tract along the Iudus,t
in Upper Siud on the Punjab boruer. The Hots pressed northwa da
and with the Dod&is settled at Dera Istn&il Kh£n which they held xor
200 years. CJose to it the Kul&chis founded the town which still bears
their name. Both Dera Isiniil Khfin and Kul&chi were eventually
conquered by Pathans, but the Kulachin still inhabit the country round
the latter town. South of the Jistkanis of Munkera lay the Doddis
of the once grent Mirrfini clsn which g»ve Nawjibs to Dera Ghazi
KhAn till Nadir Sh&h's time. Further still afield the Mazaris settled
in J hang and are still found at Chatta Bakhsha m that District. The
Rinds with some Jatois and Kordis are numerous in Multan, Jhang,
Montgomery, Sh&bpur and Muzaffargarh, and in the last-named
district the Gqp&ngs and Gurmanis are encountered. All these are
descendants of the tribes which followed Mir Ch6kur and have become
assimilated to the Jatt tribes with whom in many cases they intermarry.
West of the Indus only has the Baloch retained his own language and
tribal organization.
In the Deraj&t and Sulaixn&ns the Baloch are grouped into lumans
which cannot be regarded as mere tribes. The turn an is in fact a
political confederacy, ruled by a tumandar, and comprising men of
one tribe, with affiliated elements fiom other tribes not necessarily
Baloch. The tumans which now exist as organisations are the Marri,
Bughti, Mazari, Drishak, Tibbi Lund, Sori Lund, Leghfiri, Khosa,
Nutk£ni, BozdAr, Kasiini, Gurch4ni and Shambdni. Others, such as
the BuledAi, Hasani, Jakrdni, Kahiri, are found in the Kachhi territory
oi Kalat and in Upper Siud, with representatives in Babdwalpur
territory.
The Bozddr tuman is probably in part of Rind descent, but the
name means simply goatherd. They live in independent territory in
the Sulaimdns, almost entirely north-west of Dera Ghazi Khan
The Bughti or Zarkdni tuman is composed of several elements.
^Mainly of Rind origin it claims descent from Gy&nd&r, a cousin of
Mfr Chikur. The Raheja, a clan with an apparently Indian name,
is said to have been founded by Raheja, a son of Gyand&r. The NdtMni
Tte MaghasBis, a branch of the Ushtrfs, are atill foi
Ghsadiu *™ AIRO numerous in Muzaffawrh and Dera Iamiil KMn.
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The Bafoch tumftns.
clan holds the guardianship of T\T Sobri's shrine though tfiey heva
admitted Gurcbani to a share in that office, and before an expedition
each man passes upder a yoke of guns or shards held by men of the
clan. They can also charm guns so that the bullets shall be harmtos,*
and claim for these services a share of all crops grown W *&* Bughti
country.
The Shamb&nis, who form a Buh-tuman, h ;c are sometimes classed
as an independent tuman, trace their descent to Rihan, a cousin of Mir
Cbakur, and occupy the hill country adjacent, to the Bughti and
Maziri tumans. The Bughti occupy the auglo of the Bulaim&n
fountains between the Indus and Kachhi and have their head-quarters
at Syah6f (also called Dera Blbrak or Bughti Dera),
The BvAedhi or Burdi tuman derives its name from Bcleda in
Makr&n and was long the ruling race till ousted by the Gichki. I t is
also found in the Burdik& tract on the Indus, in Upper Sindh and in

Kachhi.
The Drishak tuman is said to be descended from one of Mir Chakur's
companions who was nicknamed Drishak or ' strong/ because he held
np a roof that threatened to crush some Lashdri women captives, but
it is possibly connected with Dizak in Makran. Its head-quarters are
at Asm in Dera (Jh&zi KMn.
The Gurchdni tuman is mainly Dodai by origin, but the Sy&hph&M
Durkdni are Rinds; ay are probably the Pitafi, Jog&ni,' and Chang
clans—at least in part. The Jistkanis and La.9h&i is (except the Gabolt
and Bhand sections) are Lashdris, while the Suhri&ni and Holawdni
are BuletAis. The Gurcbdni head-quarters are at LAlgarh near Harrand
in Dera Ghazi Khan.
KasrfiniJ (so pronounced, but sometimes written Qaisaritni as
descended from Qaisar) is a tuman of Rind descent and is the most
northerly of all the organised tumans, occupying part of the Sulaimans
and the adjacent plains in Deras Ghdzi Kh&n (and formerly, but not
now), Inm^il Kh&n.
The Khosas form two great tumans,§ one near Jacobdb&d in Upper
Sindh, the other with its head-quarters atB&til near Dera Ghdzi KhAn.
They are said to be mainly of Hot descent, but in Dera Gh6zi Khdn the
Isani clan is Khetran by origin, and the small Jajela clan are probably
aborigines of the Jaj valley which they inhabit.
The Legh&ri tuman derives its origin from Kohphrosh, a Rind,
nicknamed Legh&r or 'dirty.' But the tuman also includes a Chindia
clan and the Haddiani and Kaloi, the sub-lwnan of the mountains,
are said to be of Bozdar origin. Its head-quarters are at Choti in
Dera Ghazi Kh&n, but it is also found in Sindh.
* The following Baloch septa can stop bleeding by charms and touching the wounds, and
used also to have the power of hewitching the arms of their enemie.6 :—The Bajani sept of
iheDurkini, the Jabrani sept of the Lashari, and the Girani sept of the Jask&ni; among the
Gurchanis: the Shahmani sept of the Hadiani Legharis, and, among the Khosas, the
Chitar and Faqfrs.
t A servile tribe, now of small importance, found mainly in Muzaffargarh
J The Qasranis practise divination from the shoulder-blades of sheep (an old Mughal
custom) and also take auguries from the flight of birds.
§ The Khosas also form a mb-tuman of the Rinds of Shoran and a clan of the Lunds t>f
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The Lunda form two tumans, one of Sori, with its head-quarters at
Kot KandiwAla, the other at Tibbi, both in Dera Ghazi Khan. Both
claim descent from Ali, son of Rihin, Mir Chakur's cousin. The Sori
Lands include a GurchAni clan and form a large tuman, living in the
plains but the Tibbi Lunds are a small tuman to which are affiliated a
clan of'Khosas and one of Rinda—the latter of impure descent.
The Marri tuman, notorious for it* marauding habits which necessitated an-expedition against it only in,
1880, is of composite origin.
The Ghazani section claif. descent from Ghazan, eon of Ali, son of
Jal&l Kh&n and the Bijariinis from Bijar Phuzh* who revolted against
Mir Ch6kur. The latter probably includes some PatfuCn elements.
The Mazarauis are said'to be Khetrdns, and the Lohar&nis of mixed
blood, while Jatt, Kalmati, B\i\edhi and Hasani elements have
doubtless been also absorbed.
The Mazaris are an organised clan of importance, with head-quarters
at Rojhan in Dera Gh&zi Khan. Its ruling sept, the B£Uch6ni,is said
to be Hot by descent, but the rest of the tribe are Rinds. Th« name
ia derived apparently from mazdr, a tiger, like the Path&n 'Mzarai/
The Kirds or Kurds, a powerful Brahui tribe, also furnish a clan to
the Mazaris. The Maz&ris as a body (excluding the Baldchdnis) are
designated Sy£h-ldf, or 'Black-bellies.'
Other noteworthy tribes, not organized as tuman8, are
The Ahiud/inist of M&ni in Dera Gh&zi Kh£n. They claim descent
from Gy&nd&r and were formerly of importance.
The Gishkrturis, found scattered in Dera Ismiil Khan, Muzaffargarh
&nd Mekr&n, and claiming descent from one of Mir Chdkur's Rind
companions, nick-nam^d Gishkhaur. But the Gishkhaur is really a
torrent in the Boleda "Valley, Mekr&n, and possibly the clan is of
common descent with the BuledAi.J
Tdlpur or Talbur, a olan of the Legh&na, is, by some, derived from
its tpopym, a son of Bulo, and thus of Buledhi origin. Its principal
representatives are the Mirs of Kbairpur in Sind, but a few Talpurs are
still found in Dera Ghazi Kh&n. Talbur literally means ' wood-cutter '
(fr. tdl, branch, and buragh, to cut).
The Pit£fis, a clan found in considerable numbers in Dera Xsm&il
1
Khan and Muzaffargarh.§ Pit&fi would appear to mean 'Southern.
The Nutkini or NoiAakini, a compact tribe, organized till quite
recently as a tuman, and found in Sangarh, Dera Ghfizi Khfin District.
The Mashori, an impure clan, now found mainly in Muzaffn: srarh.fi
The Mastoi, probably a servile tribe, found principally in Dera Gb6zi
Kh&n where it has no social status.
The P h u h a r
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Baldeh tribe*.
The Dashti, another servile tribe, now found scattered in small
numbers in Deras Ismdil Kb£n and Gh&zi Khan, in Musaffargarh and
Bahiiwalpur.
The Gop&ng, or more correctly Gophfing (fr. gophank, ' cowherd '),
also a servile tribe, now scattered over Kaohhi, Dera Ismdil Kb£n f
MulUn and Muzaffargarh, especially the latter.
The Hot (Hut) once a very powerful tribe (still so in Mekrdo) and
widely spread wherever Balocnes are found, but most numerous" in Dera
Isindil Khan, Muzaffargarh, J h a n g and Mult&n.
The Jatoi, not now an organized tribe, but found wherever Baloches
have spread, i.e., in all the Districts of the South-West Punjab aud as
far as Jhang, Shdhpur and Lahore.
The Kordi or Kauddi, not now an organized tuman, but found
wherever Brioches have spread, especially in Dera lsindil Khdn, Multdn
and Muzaffargarh.
The history of the Baloch is an instructive illustration of the transformations to which tribes or tribal confederacies are prone. The
earliest record of their organisation represents them as divided into 44
bolafcs of which 4 were servile.
But aa soon as history begins we find the Baloch nation split up
into 5 main divisions, Rind, Lashdri, Hot, Korai (all of undoubted
Baloch descent) and Jatoi which tradition would appear to represent
as descended from a Baloch womnn (Jato) and her cousfn (Murdd).
Outside these groups are those formed or affiliated in Mekrdn, such
BB the BuledAis, Ghazanis and Umardnis. Then cornea the Doddi tribe,
frankly of non-Baloch descent in the male line. Lastly to all these must
be added the servile tribes, Gopdngs, Dashtis, Gholds and others. In
a fragment of an old ballnd is a list of servile tribes, said to have been
gifted by Mir Chdkur to Bdnan, his sister, as her dower and set free

by her:
' T h e Kirds, Gabols, Gadahis, Tdlbura and the Marris of Kdhan—all
were Chdkur's slaves/
Other versions add the Pachdlo (now unknown) and *the rotten-boned
Bozddrs.'
Other miscellaneous stocks have been fused with the
Baloch—such as Pathdns, Khetrdns, Jatts.
Not one single tribe of all those specified above now forms a tuman
or even gives its name to a tuman. We still find the five main divisions
existing and numerous, but not one forms an organised tuman. All
five are more or less scattered or at least broken up among the various
tumans. The very name of boUk is forgotten—except by a clan of the
Rind Baloch near Sibf which is still styled the Ghuldm (slave) holak.
Among the Marris the clans are now called fakar (cf. Sindhi takara,
mountain), the pepts phalli, and the smaller sub-divisions phdra.
The tuman (fr. Turkish tuman, 10,000) reminds us of the Mughal
hazara, or legion, and is H SI mi-political, semi-military confederacy.
Tribal nomenclature among the Baloch offers some points of interest.
As already mentioned the old main divisions each bore a significant
name. The more modern tribes have also names which occasionally
look like descriptive nick-names or titles. Thus Lund (Pers,) mean
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knave, debauchee or wanderer, just as Rind does; KL-.o^a (Sindhi) means
i
robber (and also fever'): Marri in Sindhi also chanc * to mean a plague
or epidemic Some of the clan-names also have a doubtfully totemistic
meaning: e.g., Syah-ph&dh, Black-feet : GixUphadh, Flower-feet (a
Drishak clan) : Ganda-gwalagh, small red ant (a Durkaui clan)
Kaiphur, au aromatic plaut, Glinus lotoides (a Bughti clan).
BALOCH CUSTOMARY LAW IN DERA GBAZI KHAN.*

Custom, not the Muhammadan Law prevails among the Baloch as
a body but the Nutkiinis profess to follow the latter and to a large
extent do in fact give effect to its provisions. Baloch often postpone
a girl's betrothal till she is 16 years of age, and have a distinctive
observance called the hiskitt which consists in casting a red clotb over
the girl's head, either at her own house or at some place agreed upon
by the kinsmen. Well-to-do people slaughter a sheep or goat for a
feast; the poorer Baloch simply distribute sweets to their guests.
B troth&l is considered almost as binding us marriage, especially in
Rajanpur tahsil, and only impotence, leprosy or apus»asy will justify
its breach. Baloch women are not given to any one outside the race,
save t6 Sayyids, but a man may marry .my Muhammadan woman,
Baloch, Jat or even Pathcin, but not of course Savvid. The usual
practice is to marry withiu ihe sept, women being sold out of it if they
go astray. Only some sections *fcifcj|Jjgfc.. Nutk&nis admit an adult
woman's right to arrange her own marriage; but such a marriage, if
effected without her guardian's consent, is considered ' b l a c k ' by all
other Baloch. Public feeling demands strong grounds for divorce,
and in the J&mpur tahsil it is not customary, while unchastity is
the only recognised ground in Ra/janpur. Marriage is nearly always
according to the orthodox Muhammadan ritual, but a form called
lan-bakhshi ('giving of the person') is also recognised. Jt consists
in the woman's mere declaration that she has given herself to her
husband, and is virtually only used in the case ot widows. The rule
of succession is equal division among the sons, except in the families
of the Mazdri and Drishak chiefs in which the eldest eon gets a somewhat larger share than his brothers. Usuallv a grandson got no
share in the presence of a father's brother, but the custom now universally recognised is that grandsons get their deceased fathers' shared
but even now in Sangarh the right of representation is not fully
recognised, for among the Baloch of that tahsil grandsons take per
capita, if there are no sons. As a rule a widow gets a life interest in her
husband's estate, but tbe Gurch&nis in J i m p u r refuse to allow a woman
to inherit under any circumstances. Daughters rarely succeed in the
presence of male descendants of the deceased's grandfather equally
remote, the Bafoch of Ravjanpur and Jdmpur excluding the daughter
by her father's cousin and nearer agnates; but in Sangarh tahsil
daughters #et a share according to Muhammadan Law, provided they
* From Mr. A. H Diack's Customary Law of the Dera Qhdzi Khan District Vol. xvi of the
Punjab Customary Law Series,
tThe/»wiWis failing into disuse in the northernmost tahsil of Dera Ghizi Kuan and
among the Gopang along the Indus in Jampur.
t A few Nutkini sections in Sangarh still say, that they only do so if it is formally bo«
quettned to them by will.
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do not make an unlawful marriage.* Where the daughter inherits
her right is not extinguished by her marriage, but the Baloch in
R&janpur tuhsil insist tnat if married she shall have married within
her father's phalli, or if unmarried bhall marry within it, as a coodition of h-r succession. The resident son-in-law acquires no special
rights, but the daughter's son in J&mpur and R&janpur succeeds where
his mother would succeed. No other Baloch appear to recognise bis
right. When brother succeeds brother the whole blood excludes the
half in Sangarh and Dera Gh&zi Kh&n tahsfls, but in Jim pur and
iUjanpur alt the brothers succeed equally. Similarly, in Snngarh, the
associated brothers take half and the others the remaining half.
Sisters never succeed (except in those few sections of the Nutk&ois of
Sangarh which follow Muhammadan law). A- step-sou has no rights
of succession, but may keep what his step-father gives htm during his
life-time, aud, in Sangarh and RdjanDur, may get one-third of a natural
son's share by will. Adoption is not recogms-d, except possibly
among the Balot of Sangarh, and those of Itejanpur expressly forbid
it. But adoption in the strict Hindu sen*e is quite unknown, since a
boy can be adopted even if the adaptor has a son of his own, and
any one can adopt or be ad pted. In Sangarh, again, a widow may
adopt, but only with tho consent of her husband's kinsmen. The
adopted son retains all his rights in his natural father's property, but
in Sangarh he does not succeed his adoptive father if the latier have
a son born to him after the adoption (a rule curiously inconsistent with
that which allow* a man to adopt a second son). Except in J&mpur
tahsil, a man may make a gift of the whole of his land to an heir to
the exclusion of the rest, and as a rule he may also gift to his daughter, her husband or son and to his sister and her children, but. the
Lund a and Legharis would limit the gift to a small part of the land.
Gifts to a non-relative are as a rule invalM, unless it be for religion, and
eyen then in Jimpur it should only be of pnrr. of the estate. Death-bed
gifts are invalid in Sangarh and J6mpur and only valid in the other
two trthsils of Dera OJh&zi Kh&n to the extent allowed by Muhammadan
Law. Sons cannot enforce a partition, but in Sangarh their consent
is necessary to it; yet in that and the Dera Ghizi KMn tahsils it is
averred that a father can make an unequal partition (and even exclude
a son from his share) to endure beyon 1 his life-time. But in J&mpur
and B&janpur the sons are entitled to equal shares, the Masdri and
Drfshak chiefs excepted. The sabsequant birth of a son necessitates
a fresh partition. Thus among the Bal<>eh tribes we find no system
of tribal law, but a mass of varying local usuage. Primitive custom
is ordinarily enforced, and though the semi-sacred Nutk&uis iu Sangarh
tahsil consider it incumbent upon them to follow Muhammadan Law,
evan they to do not give practical effect to all its niceties.
Birth customs. The usual Muhammadan observances at birth are
in vogoe. The bang is sounded into the child's ear by the mullah six
days after it* birth and on the 6th night a sheep or cattle are slaughtered and the brotherhood invited to a feast and dance. The child
? But the Khosas and Kaarfnis in this Uhsfl do not allow daughters to succeed at all,
untoas their father bequeath them a share, and that share must not exceed the share admissible under Muhammadan Law.
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Baloch mythology.
A namesake k amndm and a contemporary am$an. Equally simple
are the Baloch marriage customs. The youth gives shawls to his
betrothed's mother and her sisters, and supplies the girl herself
with clothes till the wedding*-- Before that occurs minstrels (doms)
are sent out to summon t^e guests, and when assembled they
make gifts of money or clothes -to the bridegroom. Characteristically
the hitter's hospitality takes the form of prizes—a camel for the best
horse, money to the best shot and a turban to the best runner. The
* actual weddiug takes place in the evening. Nendr* or wedding gifts,
the neota or tambol of the Punjab, aro only made in the plain*, but
among the hill Baloch a poor man goes the round of his section and
begs gifts, chiefly made in cash. Similarly the tribal chiefs and
headmen used to levy benevolences, a cow from every herd, a sheep
from every flock, or a rupee from a man who owned no cattle, when
celebrating a wedding. It is also customary to knock the heads of the
pair together t 30 and a relation of them ties together the corners of
their chddars (shawls).
A corpse is buried at once, with no formalities, save that a
mullah, if present, reads the jandza. Dry brushwood is heaped over
the grave.
Three or four days later the asrokhf or sehd takes place. This
appears to be a contiibution also cal ed pathar or mhanna, each
neighbour and clansman of the deceased's section visiting his relations
to condole with them and making theova present of four annas each
Jn the evening the relations provide them with food and they depart.
On a chiePs death the whole clan assembles to present gifts which
vary in amount from four annas to two rupees. Six months afterwards the people all re-assemble at the grave, the brushwood is removed
and the grave marked out with white stones.
Of the pre-lslamic faith of the Baloch hardly a trace remains.
Possibly in Nodfc-bandagh [lit. the cloud-binder), eumamed the Goldscatterer, who had vowed never to reject a request and never to touch
money with his hands, an echo of some old mythology survives,
but in Baloch legend he is the father of Qwaharim, Chikur's rival
for the hand of Gohar. Yet Ch&kur'the Riod when defeated by the
Lasbdris is saved by their own chief Nocft-bandagh, and mounted on
his marePhul ('Flower').
The Baloch is as simple in ins religion as in all else and fanaticism is
foreign to his nature. Among the hill Baloch mullahs are rarely found
and the Muhammadan fasts and prayers used to be hardly known.
Orthodox observances are now more usual and the Qur&n is held in
great respect. Faqirs also are seldom met with and Sayyids are
• Also called mhanna, lit. 'contributions.'
t 8ee Douie, Bilechtndma, pp t>4-65. But Dames (The Baloch Race, p. 37> translates
dszokh by memorial canopy, apparently with good reason. Capt. Cold stream says : * Asrokh
is a ceremony which takes place on a certain day after a death The friends of the deceased
assemble at his house and his heirs entertain them and prayers are repeated. The ceremony of daitarbandi or tying a pa>,ri on the head of the deceased's heir is then performed
by i)is leading relative in presence of the gue9ts. The date varies among the different
tmtnant. In Dera Ghazi Khin it is generally the 3rd day after the death: in BaleehUttn
there ia appearently no fixed day, but as a rule the period is longer.'

t
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unknown,* The Baloch of the plains are however much more religioua,
among them Sayyids possess considerable influence
v>outwardly, and
over their murids.
The Bugtis especially affect Pir Sohri ('the red saint') a Pirozini of
the Nod/iiinit section. This pir was a goatherd who gave his only
goat to the Four Frieuds of God and in return they miraculously filled
his fold wifch goats and gave him a staff wherewith if smitten the earth
would bring forth water. Most of the goats thus given were red
(i.e., brown), but some were white with red ears. Sohri was slain by
some Buled/iis who drove off his goats, but he came to life again
and pursued them. Even though they cutoff his head he demanded his
goats which they restored to him. Sohri returned home headless and
before he died bade bis *ons tie his body on a camel and make his tpmb
wherever it rested. At four different places where there were kahir
trees it halted, and these tree* are still there. Then it rested at the
spot where Sohri's tomb now is, and clos* by they buried his daughter
who had died that very day, but it moved itself in another direction.
Most Baloches offer a red goat at Sohri's tomb and it is slaughtered by
the attendants of the shrine, the flesh being distributed to all who are
present there.
Another curious legend is that of the. prophet Drfs (fr. Arab. Idris)
who by a faqir's sarcastic blessing obtained 40 sons at a birth. Of
these he exposed 39 in the wilderness aud the legend describes how
friiaTT
they survived kim, and 80 terrified the people that; public ooinion
compelled Dris to bring them back to his home. Bat the Angel w-.
Death bore them all away at one time. Dris, with his wife, then
migrates to a strange land but is falsely accused of slaying the 'king's
son. Mutilated and cast forth to die be is tended by a potter whose
slave he becomes. The king's daughter sees him, blind and without
feet or hands, yet she falls in love with him and insists on marrying
him. Dris is then healed by Health, Fortune and Wisdom and
returning home finds his 40 sons still alive I At last like Enoch he
attains to the presence of God without dying.!
It must not however be imagined
makes hun singularly credulous*
as to the presence of sprites and hobgoblins in desert piace, but he*
is on the whole singularly free from irrational beliefs. His Muhaminadanism is not at all bigoted and is strongly tinged with Shiaism, its
mysticism appealing vividly to his imagination. «• All the poets rive
vivid d e s e r t i o n s of the Day of Judgment, the terrors of H e l l l n d
the joys of Paradise, mentioning the classes of men who will receive
rewards or punishments. The greatest virtue is generosity, the crime
demanding moat severe punishment is avarice," a law in entire Hccord
with the Baloch code One of the most characteristic of Baloch
legends is the Prophet's Maraj or Ascension, a quaintly beautiful
narrative in anthropomorphic form § Some of the legends current
•There are a considerable number of Sayjid. among the Bo?dar8
correctl
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The Magaeei Batoch.
concerning Ali would appear to be Buddhist in origin, e.g., that of The
Pigeon and the Hawk.*
Music is popular among the Baloch, but singing to the dambiro, a
four-stringed guitar, and the sarindd, a five-stringed instrument like
banjo, is confined to the Dombs. The Baloch himself uses the nar,
wooden pipe about 80 inches in length, bound round with strips of
raw gut. Upon this is played the hung, a kind of droning accompaniment to the singing, the singer himself playing it with one corner of
his mouth. The effect is quaint but hardly pleasing, though Dames says
that the nar accompaniments are grace! ul and melodious.
THE MAGASSI BALOCH.
•

The Magassi Baloch who are found in MultAn, Muzaffargarh, Dera
Oh&zf, Midnw£li and Jhang,t appear to be a " peculiar people " rather
than a tribe.J As both Sunnis and Shfas are found among them
they do not form a sect. Most of them in the above Districts are
murids or disciples of Mian Nur Ahmad, Abb&ssi, of R&janpnr in Dera
Gh&zf Kb&n, whose grandfather Muhammad ifrif's shrine is in
Mi&nwdli. The Magassis in Balochistdn are, however, all disciples of
Hazrat Grhaus Bah4-ud~Din of Multin. Like all the murids of the
Mf&n, his Magassi disciples abstain from smoking and from shaving
the beard. Magassis will espouse any Muhammadan girl, but never
give daughters in marriage outside the group, and strictly abstain
from flny connection with a sweeper woman, even though she be a
convert to Isl&ru. At a wedding fill the Magassi who are murids of the
Mi4n assemble at the bride s home a d»y before the procession and are
feasted by her parents. The guests offer prayers §
for the welfare of the married pair.
dmdna\\
• Ibid. p. 161.
t The Baloch of Jhang merit some notice. They are divided into the following septa :
11 Gurmanf.
2t -Mirrinf.
1 Rind-Madarf-Gad f.
22 Mfrnani.
12 Hindranf.
2 Rfnd-LaghAri.
13 Hot.
23 Ntitkanf.
3 Rfnd-Chandii.
U Jamilf.
24 Paribar.
4 Rfnd.Kernf.
15 Jiskinf
25 Patafi.
5 Rind-Gadhi.
16 Jatof.
26 Sabqf.
6 Bhand.
17 Laghiri.
27 Shalobf.
7 Almani.
28 Gal kale.
IS Lfsharf.
8 Gishkaurf
29 K*rai.
19 l.ori.
9 Gopang.
20 Marath.
10 Gorih.
30 Mangesf, Ac.
The Madarf-Gadi Rfnds will not give brides to the Lagharf, Chandia, Kernf and Gadhf
Rind septs, from whom they receive them, but all these Baloch will take wives from other
Muhammadans except the Sayyids. The Mangesi only smoke with men of their own sept.
I In Balochist«n the Magassi are said to form a tuman under Nawab Qaisar Khan,
Magassi, of Jhal Magassi. They say that in the time of Ghizi Khan many of them migrated
into the present Sangarh tahsfl of Dera Ghizi Kha"n, but were defeated by LAI Khan,
tmmanddr of theQasrinis and driven across the Indus, where they settled in Naw.inkot, now
la Leiah tahsil Their settlement is now a ruin, as they were dispersed in the time of the
Sikhs, but a headman of Nawankot is still regarded as their sirdar or chief
| In Multan these prayers are called did and are said to be offered when the feast is half
eaten.
|| In Leiah a *hddmdna is said
to
be
observed
on
occasions
of
great
joy
or
sorrow
All
the
<4
members and followers of the Sarai' or Abbassi family assemble and first eat meat cooked
with salt only and bread containing sugar, the leavings being distributed among the
after prayers have been recited. Every care is taken to prevent a crow or a dog ir
touching this food, and those who prepare it often keep the mouth covered up. A shddmdna
is performed at the shrinei of ancettors. It is a solemn rite and prayers are said in
common. A boy is not accepted as a disciple by the Pir until he is circumcised, and until
he ia so accepted he cannot take part in a shddmdnu,
*
• : • : •

*
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precedes all the other rites and ceremonies. Contrary to Muhammadan
usage a Magassi bridegroom may consummate his marriage on the
very first night of the wedding procession and in the house of the
bride's father. At a funeral, whether of a male or female, the relatives repeat the four takbirs, if they are Sunnis, but disciples of the
Mfin recite fhe janaza of the Shias. Magassi*, when they meet one
another, or any other murid of tke Midn S&hib, shake and kiss each
ether's bands in token of their hearty love and union.
The Magassi in Leiah are Shias and like all Shias avoid eating the
hare. But the following customs appear to be peculiar to the Magabti
of this tahsil: When a child is born the water in a cup in stirred
with a knife, which is also touched with a bow smeared with horse-dung
and giveu to the child to drink. The sixth nighC after a male birth is
kept as a vigil by both men and women, the latter keeping apart and
singing sihra songs, while among the men a mirdsi beats his drum.
This is called the chhati. Ou the 14th day the whole brotherhood is
invited to assemble, women and all, and the boy is presented to them.
The doyen of the kinsmen is then asked to swing the child in his
cradle, and for this he is given a rupee or a tnrban From 14 paos to
as many sers of gur and salt are then distributed among the kinsmen,
and the boy is taken to the nearest well, the man who works it being
given a dole of sugar and bread or flour. This is the rite usually
called ghari gharoli, and it ought to be observed on the 14th day,
but poor people keep it on the day after the chhati. The tradition is
that the chhatti and ghari gharoli observances are kept because
Amir Hamza was borne by the fairies from Arabia to the Caucasus
when he was six days old5 and so every Baloch boy is carefulv guarded
on the sixth night after his birth. Amir Hamza was, indeed, brought
back on the 14th day, and so on that day the observances are kept
after a boy's birth. For this reason too, it is said, the bow is strung !
All wedding rites take place at night, and on the wedding night a
couch and. bedding supplied by the bridegroom are taken to the
bride's house by mirasis, who sing songs on the way, and get a rupee
as their fee. The members of the bridegroom's family accompany
them. This is called the sejband.
At a funeral five tahbirs are recited if the mullah happens to be
a 8Ma, but if he is a Sunni only four are read. The nimdz in use
are those of the Shias.
THK BALOCH AS A CBIMINAI TRIBE.
c

The Baloch of Karn&l and Ambila form a criminal community.
They say they were driven from their native land in the time of
Nadir Sh&h who adopted severe measures to check their criminal
tendencies, but they also say that they were once settled in the Qasur
tract near Lahore and were thence expelled owing to their marauding
habits. They give a long genealogy of their descent from Abraham
and derive it mote immediately from Rind, whose descendants, they
say, are followers of the ImAm Sh&fi and eat unclean things like the
Aw&ns, Qalandars, Mad&ris and the vagrant Baloch who are known as

i

i

r
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Baluch—Bang&li.
Hnburas. Gullu they insert in their genealogy as the ancestor of the
Giloi Baloch. Speaking an argot of their own called Balocbi F&rsi,
they are skilful burglars and wander great distances, disguised as
faqirs and butchers. When about to start on a plundering expedition
sardars or chiefs are appointed as l e x e r s , 4*nd on its termination they
divide the spoil, receiving a double portion for themselves. Widows
also receive their due share of the booty. The Giloi Baloch of Lyallpur,
u
however, claim descent from Sayyid Giloi," a nickname said to mean
u
freebooter." This tribe \ ? formerly settled in the Montgomery
District, but has been transplanted to two villages in Lyallpur and
is settling down to cultivation, thougli it still associates with criminals
in Ferozepur, Montgomery and Bah&walpur. I t now makes little use
of its peculiar patois.

BiLtJcH, BLtJCH, a Path&n sept, see Blficb.
#

—A small Bairfigi sub-sect. BMd Thappa or Bild Sdhib was
a Bair6gi sddhu of J&t birth who lived in the Daska tahsil of SiAlkof.

BAL<J-PANTHI
BALWATRAH,

a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult6nf

an important tribe ill Kashmir, and represented by two families in
Haz£ra: District Gazetteer, 1907, p 34.
BAM-MARGI, VAMACHABI, the ' left-handed' worshippers of K&li and the
most notorious division of the Sh&ktiks. . Said to have been founded by
the Jogi Kanipa, chiefly recruited from Sani£§fs and Jogi*, and to be
found chiefly in K6ngra and Kashmir. As a rule their rites are
kept secret and they are perhaps in consequence reputed to be chiefly
indulgence in meat, spirits and promiscuity. The Choli-md-rg and
Bfrajpfini are more disreputable groups or sub-sects of the Bainmirgi.
BIMOZAJ, an Afghan family, settled in Multdn, which came from Khor£s6n
in the time of Ahmad Sh&h'Abd&li: Multdn Gazetteer, 1901-02,
pp. 161—2.
BANAICH, a pogar clan (agricultural) found in Araritsar.
BAMBA,

BA-NAWA,
BA$*B,

? a synonym for be-naw4, g.v.

a J&( clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

B A ^ P , a J£$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
BANDAL,

a J6$ olan (agricultural) found in Molten.

i

BAFDICHH,

a J6t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BAH^RJAH,

a J6t dan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

BANDIAL,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

BANGAKH, see BAMOAS^.

(1) a native of Bengal: (2) a ragrant tribe, probably akin to the
S&nsis (with whom they certainly intermarry) and found chiefly in
Kangra, whither they were probably driven from Hoshidrpxtr by the
passing of the Criminal Tribes Act.

BANOALI,

• Thistitlesuggesta a Qurkba origin, as Thappa is a common titla antog the Onrkhaa.
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The Bangfilis are a small group, but are iu constant communication
with the Sapehras and other criminal tribes of the plains. They live
by begging, exhibiting snakes, hunting and pilfering, but are probably
not addicted to serious crime. Their camps are said to contain never
less than 7 or more than 15 male adults. They make reed huts and
can strike camp on the shortest notice, travelling with donkeys as
pack-animals. Dogs are kept for hunting, and the Bangdli will eat
any wild animal, even a hyaeua, but he eschews beef or pork according
to the prejudices of the people among whom he finds himaelf. There is
said to be a special Bangui! argot, known only to the tribe. Their women
are prostitutes, as well as dancers and singers. Besides propitiating
local deities the Bang&lis are said to specially affect Sakhi Sarwar as
1
9
Lakhd&t£ and occasionally visit his shrine at Dharmkot near Nasir£b£d.
(3) The term Bangali is applied to Kanjar in some districts and in
others to any Sapdda or snake-charmer in tho plains,* Thero is no
evidence that (2) or (3) have any connection with Bengal. In Panjabi
Bangdli means a braggart, as in hhukhkhd Bnngali, a bonstfnl person.
BANGAKB.f This is tho name given to a number of Path&n
tribes, formerly estimated to amount to some 100,000 families, as well
as to the tract of mountainous country which they held. This tract
was once divided into B&U (Upper) and Pdin (Lower) Bant/ash and
was thence called the Bangashat (in the plural) or 'the two Bangash.'
The first historical mention of the Bangashat occurs in Babar's TuzuJc,
bat the two tracts had long been under the control of the Turk and
Mughal rulers of the Ghazniwi empire as the most practicable routes from
Ghazni aud K&bnl into India lay through them. At a period when
the Khataks and Orakzais are barely referred to, we find constant
mention of the Afghans of Bangash. Roughly speaking, Upper
Bangash included Kurram and Lower Bangash tho country round
Koh&t, but it is difficult to define accurately the shifting boundaries of
the tuman as it was callod by the MughaK According to the Ain-iAkbari this *nman formed part of the sarkar and subah (province) of

BANGASH,

Kabul.
The Afghan tribes of Bangash were of Kurdni (Karldrni) origin and
the following table gives their traditional descent:—
KARLiRNAl.
i
K&h-ai (Hecond son>.
Sulaiman.
|
Wazir.

Bai.

Sharaf-ud-Din, (called Shitak D
. the Afghans).
Malik Kakhai Mir.

r

The Bannuchie.

Tho Baizai, descendants of Bai, and the Malik-Miris or Miranzais,
sprung from Malik Mir, were the parent tribes of the Afghans of Bangaah,
and to these were affiliated the KiVhzi, descended from Kiikhai or
K&ghai, daughter of Malik Mir, by ahu>band of an unknown tribe. The
Malik-Miris, as Ma!ik Mir'a descendants in the male line, held the
chieftainship, but it subsequently passed to the Baizais. The latter
* Because of the bolief that charming is most successfully pr-\ctispd at Dacca in Bengal.
There is or was a wild tribe in the rocks above Solon called F in gal is. Sapehra and Sapada
are doubtful forms of Sapela, snake-charmer.
t The Eastern (or rather Northern) Afghan form.

Bngash

history.

has several branches, the Mardo, Azu, Lodi and Sh&hu khels. The
Miranzai khels are the Hassanzai, with the Jtfadah, Kh&khA and Umar
khel*. A third t branch, the Shamilzai,* apparently identical with the
K&ghzi, produced the Landi, Hassan Khel, Musa Khel and Isa Khel.
Like the other Karlarni tribes the Afghans of Bangash were
disciples of the Pir-i-Roeh&n, and their attachment to that heresy
brought about their ruin, the Mughal government organizing
constant expeditions against them. After the Kha Y aks had moved
towards the north-east from the Shuw£l range (in Wazfrist£n),t the
Baizai, Malik-Miris and Kdghzis then settled in the Upper Bangash,
invaded the Lower (Koh£t) and, in alliance with the Kha y aks, drove
the Orakzai who then held the Lower Bangash westwards into Tirdh.
This movement continued till the reign of Akbar.J
The history of the Bangash tribes and the part they took
in the Mughal operations against the Roshdnias are obscure. Probably
they were divided among themselves,§ but those of them who had
remained in Kurrain appear to have adhered to the Roshdnia doctrines.
After Aurangzeb's accession in 1659, we find Sher Muhammad Kh£n,
of Kohdt, chief of the Malik-Miris, in revolt against the Mughals. He
was captured, but subsequently released and became an adherent of the
Mughals. Khushh&l Khan the Khatak gives a spirited account of his
little wars with Sher Muhammad Khan which ended in his own defeat
and the final establishment of the Bangash in their present seats.
Among the Bangash Pathdns of Kohat, betrothal (kwazda, ' asking')
is privately negotiated, the boy's father taking the initiative. Then a day
is fixed upon for the father and his friends to visit the girl's father. At
the latter^ house prayers are read and sweets distributed, the nikdh
being sometimes also read on this occasion. But as a rule the girl simply
puts on a gold or silver coin as the sign that she is betrothed. If the
wedding is to be celebrated at no distant date, the rarmdna or brideprice is paid at the betrothal—otherwise it is not paid till the wedding.
But a price is invariably expected, its amount varying from Rs. 100 to
1,000, and the boy's father also has to supply the funds for entertaining
the wedding party on he wedding day. The day following the
betrothal pitchers of milk are exchanged by the two parties and the
milk is drunk by their kinsfolk. The boy's father also sends the girl
a suit of clothes and some cooked food on each Id and the Shabrat.
•

On the day fixed for the commencement of the festivities sweets aro
distributed by the boy's father among his friends and kinsmen and music
is played. Three days before the wedding comes the Jcenawal, when the
boy's kinswomen visit the bride and observe this rite, which consists in
stripping the bride of all her ornaments and shutting her up in a room
by herself. The next night the women visit her again for the kdmsi
khlaswal or unplaiting of her hair. For this the barber's wife receives
a fee. On the third day the bridegroom gives a feast to all hia friends
• Also interesting *s having given birth to the Bangash Nawabs of .Farrukbib&d.
f The Miranzai give their name to the }lirar.zai lappa, Upper and Lower, which forma
the Hanga tabuil of Kohat.
X The Ain etill includes the Orakzai in the Baogaah tumdn, but its « « ] ? d«fin«d
boundaries may have been at that time deemed to include Tirti.

fc Some hundreds of theft were deported into Hindustan
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and fellow-villagers, and in the afternoon he and his friends don
garlands. The neundra is alsot presented on this day. Then the boy
and his wadding party go to the bride's house, returning that same
night if it is not too far away, or el Be remaining there for the night.
On the fourth day in the morning churi is given to the wedding party
and coloured water sprinkled on them, some money being placed on the
dish used for the churi as the perquisite of the bribe's barber. After a
meal the girls of the party, accotnpauied by the bridegroom's best man
(8aubhalnd), go to a spring or well to fetch water in which the brfde
bathes. This is called ghari gharol, as it often is in the Punjab.
Then the pair are dressed in new clothes and the nikdh is solemnized.
Some parents give their daughter a dowry of clothes and ornaments,
l
called plarganai mil or paternal wealth.' On the next day but one
after the wedding churl* is brought from the brid *s house to the bridegroom's—an observance called tirah. On the seventh day, uwamma wraj,
the bride is fetched to her house by her kinswom* n, but three or four
days later she returns to her husband, sometimes with more presents of
clothes and ornaments from her parents.
The Bangash of Koh&t are tall and good looking, they shave the
head and clip the beard like the people of Peshawar. Though neat in
dress which is generally white, they have not much courage. The
Shiah Bangasht are much braver. In Upper Miranzai the Bangash
still affect the dark blue turban and shirt, with a grey sheet for a lungi,
which were once common to the whole tribe—as Elphinstone noted.
They shave,the head and eradicate most of the hair on the chin and
cheeks, leaving little but the ends of the moustache and a Newgate
fringe. Young men often wear love locks and stick a rose in the
turban—when they feel themselves irresistible. The mull&s have not
yet succeeded in preaching down the custom of clipping the beard.
The Miranzai women wear the ordinary blue shift with a loose trousers
of susi and a shirt, but the shift is often studded with silver coins
and ugly silk work. Few other ornaments are worn.
BANHOR,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

BAN!, Bal, a female servant, a ddu
BANIA.—The word bdnid is derived from the Sanskrit b&nijya or trader •

and the B&ni& by caste, as his name implies, lives for and by commerce. He holds a considerable area of land in the east of the Province ; but it is very rarely indeed that he follows any other than
mercantile pursuits. The commercial enterprise
class is
be great Bania houses of
Dehli, 1
most extensive nature. But
B&ni& of the village, who represents the great
is a poor creature, notwithstanding the title of Mah&jan or " great
folk," which is confined by usage to the caste to which he belongs.
* Wheat flouf cooked with ghi and dry sugar.
t Those of 3amilzai dreas in white with a coloured lungi and turban of a peculiar
pattern woven locally. In Upper Miranzai a peculiar tunio is worn it is ctot very
long and about 18 inches below the collar is gathered into numerous pleate whioh di*.
languishes them from pardchas or Muhammad an shop-keepers,

i
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ferior physique and utter want of manliness. He is looked down upon
by the peasantry as a cowardly money-grubber ; but at the same
time his social standing is from one point of view curiously higher
than theirs, for he is what they are not, a strict Hindu; he is generally
adtrirted to be of pure Vaisya descent, he wears the janeo or sacred
thready his periods of purification are longer than theirs, he does not
practise wi<iow-marriage, and he will not eat or drink at their hands ;
and religious ceremonial and the degrees of caste proper are so
interwoven with the social fabric that the resulting position of the Bani&
in the grades of rustic society is of a curiously mixed nature. The Bdnia
u
is hardly used by the proverbial wisdom of the countryside :
He
who has a B&ni& for a friend is not in want of an enemy;" and,
f
" First beat a B&ni&, hen a thief." And indeed the B&ni£ has too
strong a hold over the husbandman for there to be much love lost
between them. Yet the money-lenders of the villages at least have
been branded with a far worse name than they deserve. They
perform functions of the most cardinal importance in the village
economy, and it is surprising how much reasonableness and honesty
there is in their dealings with the people so long as they can
their business transactions out of a court of justice.
The organisation of the Banids is exceedingly obscure.
They have certain territorial divisions, but there is also a true subcaste, called B&ra-Saini* in Gurgaon, which is said to be quite distinct
from the others.
Cham&ro
the boy wears a mukat or tiara of ddk leaves, shaped like a basket, into
which a piece of leather is fixed.
The territorial groups are at least three in number. Of these the
chief is the Aggarw&ls, and there is a curious legend about their origin.
B£shak N&g had 17 daughters, who were married to the 17 sons of
Ugar Sain, but these snake daughters of Bashak used to leave their
homes by night to visit their parents, and in their absence their hnsbanda lived with their handmaidens, and descendants of these are the
Dasa or Chhoti-sarn gots of the Bd,ni£s, each got taking its name from
that of the handmaiden from whom it is descended. The children of
Bdshak Nfig's daughters formed the 17 gots\ of the Aggarwal. Once
a boy and girl of the Goyal got were married by mistake and their

rrora

o«ra, it, ana *ent, an army (Urooke's Thbes and Castes of the Worth-Western
Provinces and Oudh /, p. 177.)
t Cf. Punjab Census Heporfc, 1883, § 533. The Aggnrwil gots include : 1. Jfridal.
8. Mangal.
2. Mindal.
9. Tahil.
3; Gar.
10. Kansal.
4. Eran.
11. Bansa).
5. Dhnran,
12. Man war.
6. Mital.
13. (JoyalorGoil.
7.
-- Mansal.•
14. Goud.
Of these Kansal and Bansal are named from leans, n grasa, and bdn*, bamboo, and
they do not dut or fnjure these plants. The Mahwar are Rnid to be descended from a son
of Agar Sam who married a low-caste wife, so other Banias will not amok© with them,
.•other account adds Sengal.
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descendants form the half-grot called Gond,* so that there are 17£ gets
in all. And again one of the sons of Ugar Sain married a low-caste
woman and his descendants are the Mahwar got which cannot smoke
with other B&ni&s. The Aggarw&l Mah&jans only avoid their own
section in marriage (Jind).
The second group is the Saralia, who are an off-shoot of the
Aggarw&l and appear to have the same gots.
The third group, the Osw&l, appears to form a true sub-casre.t They
atrenuously claim a Puuwar Kajput origin, but other Rajputs of
various tribes joined them. They followed one of their Brahmans in
becoming Jains, in Sambat 422.
Hence there are three territorial groups or sub-castes, aud a fourth
of lower status based on descent:
( Sub-groups:

Sab. M8te I. Ag^wfl

*«-

from A g K

^ ,„

w

ern lUj-

sarn.
ntfina
Sub-caste IL Saralia, from Sardla.
J P
Sub-caste III. Oswfil,—from Osianagri— in Eastern Rajputana.
Sub-caste IV. Bira-Saiui.
Apparently there are, besides these territorial groups, cross-divisions
of the caste based on religious differences. These seem to be Saraogi
or Jam, Maheshri or Shaiva, Aggarwai-Vishnoi or Vaislmavas.
But the Maheshri, who undoubtedly derive their name from Mahesh
or Shiva, are not now all Shaivas, for one of their number was in
consequence of a miracle converted to Jain ism- and so founded the
Tahtar got of the Oswal, among whom the Kam&wat got is also
Maheshri. It would appear that the Shaiva groups formed true subcastes, for the Maheshri certainly do not intermarry with the Apgarw&l
or Osw£l§ though Vaishn&va and Jain Aggarw^ls intermarry freely in
Grurgaon.

* Or Gand, cf. the Gaud or impure section of the Bhatias. Hissar Gazetter, 1892,
p. 137. In Jhelam the Goud and Billa section* do not intermarry, being said to be
descendants of a common ancestor.
| The original Oswal xjots are said to be :—
1. Thaker,
, 10. Bahidur, Punwar,
2. Baphna (Rajput, by origin),
11. Kan bat
„
3. Sankhli,
12. Baid,
4. Kamawat Pan war (Maheshri),
18. Tagu Srishtri, Sankla,
6. Mor Bakh Pokarna,SanklA Punwar,
14. Burugotra, Bhatti,
6. Kuladhar, Bri bat Pun wars,
15. D4du
7. Sri Sriro, SankU
„
16. Chorbheria, Raghubansi,
8. Srishtgota, Punwar,
17. Kanaojia, Rahtor,
9. Suobants, Punwar,
18. Chuichat.
19. Kotari, or keepers of the treasure-house,
but the last does not seem to be a true got, so that there were only 18 got$9 as there still
are among the Aggarwal.
The Baid are said to have been originally a branch of the Srishtgota and to have been
so called becanae Devi effected a miraouloas cure of the eyes of a girl belonging to that
section by causing a special kind of ah to grow, the jnice of which healed them.
t To which place the Aggarwals make annual pilgrimages, as it is the ancient city of
Agar or Ugar Sain. They also have a boy's haircut there for the first time.
§ An account from Jfnd divides the Bania* (like the Bhabras) into the Srimal and
Oswal groups, e*ch with different got$ :—
Srimal gots.
Oswal got*.
Ranke.
CbauaUa.
/
Bingaria.
1
Bambet.
Du*ar.
Bori.
Junfwal.
(
Bambh.
Kanodia.
|
Tank.
Gadia.
'
Nahar.
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The Bdnias in Bawal—Banjdra.
But from the extreme sooth-east of the Panjab comes the following account which
differs widely from those given above. The Bawal niz&mab borders on Rajpntana, and
forms part of Nabha, in which State he Baniaa are represented by four groups :—
(I) Aggprwil. (2) Rustagi, (3) Khandelwil, (4) Mahnr, who rank in this order, each
gronp being able to take water from the one above it, but not vice versd.
(»). The Aggarwala of Bawal nizdmat in Nahha perform all the ceremonies observed
by the Brah mans of that traot, bnt they have a special oastom of boring the ears and
noses of children, both male and female. This is called parojan. For this ceremony
they keep some of the rice used at the lagan preceding a wedding in another family; and
%
carry the deotas, which are usually kept in the parohit s charge to their own house.
The deotas are worshipped for seven days. The pandit fixes a mahurat or auspicious
time for the boring and the rite is then performed, a feast being given to Brahmans and
relatives. In the case of a boy, he is made to sit on a he-goat whioh is borrowed tor the
occasion and alms are given, a present being al<*o made to the boy. In Nabha town
some Aggarwal families perform this ceremony, bnt others do not.

(n). The Rustagi* gronp is f onnd only in the Bawal nizovmat^ in Ourgaon, Delhi,
Alwar, Budaon, Bulandshahr and Gwalior. They are most strongly represented in
Bawal, at Bhora in Rewari tahsil and at Barand in Alwar State, but probably do not
exceed 1,000 families in the whole of India. Though in marriage they only avoid one
got, yet owing to the paucity of the numbers the poorer members cannot get wives and
so die unmarried. They say that Rohtaagarh was their original home and that their
name Bustagi is derived from RobtsX They have 18 gots named afte" the villages whioh
they originally inhabited. They avoid widow re-marriage, but do not invariably wear
,the janeo, as the Aggarwals do. They perform the first hair-cutting of a boy at Nagar*
kot or Dahni in Alwar at the asthdn of Devi. They observe the milnif i.e. when the
parents of a betrothed couple meet the girl's father mast give the boy'R father from one
to twenty-one rupees, and the girl's father must not visit the village where his daughter
has been betrothed until after the marriage under the penalty of paying the milni,
but once paid it is not payable a second time. At the Dewa-li Rustagfs pay special
reverenoe to their sati. They are all Vaishnavas and also worship Gopi Nath. The
bar&t must arrive the day before the wedding, but they have no other special marriage
customs,
(m). The Khandelwals are few in number. They have 72 gots% the principal one in
Nabha State being the Bajolia. They claim to have come from Khatu Khandela in
Jaipur. The bardt in this group also arrives the day before the wedding but the boy's
father has to feed the bard himself on that day. Like the Ahirs the Khandelwals on
the uidai day have a special custom. The women of the bride's family cloth* the boy's
father in yellow clothes and put a pitcher of water on his head, with a necklace of
camel'H dung round his neck and compel him to go and worship the well just as the
women do. He only escapes after much teasing by paying them from 11 to 51 rupees.
They do not wear the janeo, and as they are devotees of iihagwan Das, Mahatma, of Tikha
in the Bawal Thana they do not smoke or sell tobacco.
(iv). The Mahur are few in number in Bawal. They have two gots Mawal and Kargaa.
They are Vaishnavss and specially reverence Hanuman.

BAMJARA.—This and the L<abana caste are generally said to be identical,t

being called Banj&ra in the eastern districts and Lab&na in the Punjab
proper. But Banj&ra, derived from banij> ' a t r a d e r \ or perhaps from
bdnji *a pedlar's pack/ is need in the west of the Punjab as a generic
term for ' pedlar/ Wanj&ra {q. v.) is doubtless only another form of
the name.
The Banj&ra* of the eaBtern districts are a well-marked class, of
whom a complete description ^ill be foond in Elliott's Races of the
N.-W. P., I, pp. 52—56. Thev were the great travelling traders and
carriers of Central India, the Deccan and R&jput&na ; and under the
* According to an account from Patandi State the groups are Aggarw&l, Rasaxiet,
Mabeeri, Baraogi and Kalal, and in Gurgaon it is *aid that the Saraogi and Vishnav (ttc)
Baniaa do not intermarry though they can eat Jcachehi and pakki with each other.
| In Southern India the Brinjara is also called Lawanah or Lumbina (fr, Itin, Sanskr
lavan, 'Bait*), SeealBOundorMultdni.

•
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Afgh&n and Mughal empires were the commissariat of the imperial
forces. A simile applied to a dying person id:
Banjara ban men phire Uye lakrid hath;
Tdnda wdhd lad gaya, hoi sangi nahin sath.
" T h e Banjara goes into the jungle with his stick in his hand.
He is ready for the journey, and there is nobody with him."
From Sir H, Elliott's description they seem to be a very composite
cla89, includiog sections of various origin. But the original Banjara caste
is said to have its habitat in the sub-montane tract from Gorakhpur to
Hard war. The Banj&ras of the United Provinces come annually into
the Jumna districts and Eastern States in the cold weather with letters
of credit on the local merchants, and buy up large numbers of cattle
which they take back again for sale as the summer approaches; and
these men and the Banjara carriers from R&jputana are principally
Hindus. The Musalman Banjaras are probably almost all pealars.
The headmen of the Banj&ra parties are called ndik (Sanskrit
ndyaka, "chief") and Banjaras in general are not uncommonly known
by that name.
The Railways are fast destroying the carrying
tiade of these people except in the mountain tracts. The word banjara
is apparently sometimes used for an oculist, and any Hindu pedlar is
so styled. Synonyms are bisdti or nnanidr in the central, and lanati
in the eastern districts, and, amongst Muhammadans, hhoja and pardcha.
In Amritsar their gots are said to include Manilas, Khckhar and
Bbatti septs, and they have a tradition that Akbar dismissed Ghaudhri
Shah Quli from his service whereupon he turned trader or banjdra.
BANNU»HI.—The hybrid branch of the Path&ns which holds the

central
portion of the Bannu tahsil, between the Kurram and Tochi rivers.
This tract they occupied towards the close of the J 4th century, aftor
being driven out of Shawdl by the Wazirs and in turn driving the
Mangal and Hanni tribes back iutoKoh&t and Kurram. The Bannuchis
have attracted to themselves* Sayyids and other doctors of Isldra in
great numbers, and have not hesitated to intermarry with these, with
the scattered representatives of the former inhabitants of their tract
who remained with them as hamsdya, and with the families of the
various adventurers who have at different times settled suuongst them;
r<
insomuch that Bannuchi in its broadest sense now mwans all Muhammadans, and by a stretch, even Hindus long domiciled within the limits
of the irrigated tract originally occupied by the tribe/* The descendants of Shitak, however, still preserve the memory of their separate
origin and distinguish themselves as Bannuchi proper. They are of
1
inferior physique, envious, secretive, cowardly, lying , great bigots,
inoffensive, and capital cultivators. Sir Herbert Edwardes says of
l
them: The Bannuchis are bad specimens of Afghans; can worse bo
said of any race ? They have all the vices of Pathans rankiy luxuriant,
their virtues stunted/ Their Isakhi clan, however* is famed for the
beauty of its women. * Who marries not an Isakhi woman deserves an
aes for a bride/
•

Shitak, a Kakai Karldari, by his wife Bannti had two sons, Kiwi and
Sfirfini. The former had also two sons, Mfri and Sami. To Miri's
sons fell the south, to Sanii'a the centre, and to S(h&ni's the north and
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west of Dand, the modern Bannu, which was named afte- Shi tak's wife.
When Bannu became a part of the kingdom of K&bul the BannuchiB
split into two factions, * black' and ' white/ which left them a prey to
the Wazirs.
BANOT, a sept of Hindu R£jputs, which holds a b&rah or group of 12 villages
near Garhshankar in Hoshi&rpur. The Banot say they are of the
€
origin as the Narus, and the name is 6aid to mean shadow of the
9
ban or forests of the Siwaliks in which they once dwelt.
BANSI, a class of musicians, players on the pipe {bans) at temples and
village shrines, but virtually employed in the same way as Halis or
Sipis, in Chamba.
BANWBA,

a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

BANYA-S,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BANYI, see BANYA.
BAORI,

a tribe of Muhammadans, of J&t status, fonndf in Montgomery.

BAPAB,

a 34>% clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult6n.
BAPP* % 3&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n: see BOSAN.
BAPHLA,

Muhammadan 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgo
BA& MOBMAND, see
BABAI,

MOHMAND.

a J6t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
0

(Sanskrit,-varajivi), an astrologer according to the Dharma Purdn,
begotten by a Brahman on a Sudri But under the same name the
Tantrd describes a caste sprung from a gopd (cowherd) and a
Tantravdya (weaver) and employed in cultivating betel (Colebrooke,
Essays, 272-3).
IUBAKZAI, a famous clan oi the Abd&li or Durrani Afghans which supplanted the Sadozai family of that branch earl£ in the 19th century.
Its most famous members were Fath KMn and Dost Muhammad his
Shute's failure
brother. The latter
Qandah6r in 1834 and founded
Afgh&nistfin: (for its history see M. Longworth Dames in The Ency
BABAIYA,

i

and
in which District it is both Hindu and Muhammadan ; (2) a Hindu
and Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BABAR,

an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

fern. Bar?i, alow caste given to begging and roguery. In Jullundur
the Barars make winnowing fans (chhaj), baskets, and sieves (chhanra)
of reed. They also hunt with dogs. Their observances resemble those of
At a wedding one of the caste is selected to officiate, and
kindles
go round it. The
parents keep the wedding party one or three days, feeding
rice, sugar
girl

BARA#,
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a (marriage portion) dower. The women t i n ; songs, and the
men chant a ballad called guga. The Bar£rs believe in LiX Beg and
every Rabi they offer him a rot o.f 2£ sera with a fowl, boiled and
smothered in ghi. This is either given to faqirs or eaten by themselves. Some of the caste are vagrants and form a link between tho
S&nsis and Chuhr£s.
BABA$, (1) The name of a caste of Jdts around Bhatindi; Barar bans, a
person belonging to, or descended from, the Bardr caste. See under
Sidhu Barar; (2) a Jii; clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
BA^A&A, also called Barar and Baniri, a basket-maker and bamboo-worker
in the Higher hills who has also spread into the sub-montane tracts.
He is not a scavenger by profession though he is said to worship
1
LAI Beg, the Chuhras deity. See Koli and Nirgilu.
BAKOHAT* a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amiitsar.
BA*BIAL, a sept descended from Andeo Chand, son of Udai Cband
fourteenth R^a of Kahlur. Another account makes them descendants
BAJ^RAI.—A wood-cutter or

fitihi).
In Kuuu the B a ^ s and Badhfs are^ the same but not fn
Kangra Proper. In Kullu they do not scruple to eat the flesh of dead
animals. The Barhafa are not a separate caste, but Kolis or Dim.,
that use the a X e, and one of the Koli groups ia returned as Barhti
lfaere is also a Barhai tribe or clan among the Rathis of Kangra. '
BA*HI.—The synonym
The Barhi
considers himself superior to hu wescern brother the Khati and t H i
not marry with him: his married women wear
th«
„««,
'
:t"
^
wear
the
nose-ring.
Cf.
Badhi
*

Bk%i, a oaste in Bawal who make patah and duneu* of leav«« »i,;i
are cooks to Hindu Hajputs They are Emigrants f C ^ ^ a n d
claim Rajput or*in to which their go, names point. These Ire c S i h a n
(who are Asawanast by persuasion), and others.
vnauuan
In marriage they avoid torn gob, and also fellow-worshippers of th«
devt Thus an Asawana may not marry an Asawaria Chauhao Ar
a wedding tho pheraa are not performed until the bride has n.if t ?
ivory bangles-like a Rajput bride. They affect Bhairon• ea? £ • £
and dr.uk liquor, but Hindu Rajputs will eat food cooked by them
vut,u and
though now rec*LrA*A
y
* »na
garded AA £nd»aa fU«„ ««^ «j_:i.__i , .
admitted to temples.
BAHri, VAEVA a Rajput trihe, said in JulLmdar to be Solar R 4 , W
3P ts
descended from Raja Karan of the Mahabharat
Tha£ „
?
Mai (I, came fro'm Jal Kahra in PatWU^ about 500
"
ago. Those of Sialkofc where they are found iu small ntiZV™
and rank as J . * , not Rajputs, say they are of L u t I - R
^
decent. The tnba is prac. ically confined J Patiala and N a h h a n l
the name o the ancestor M«l, if common to the tribe, looks » f '
thlt
w

e

W U

a t Rl1 An0ther form of fche

?'Warah.'
£ "<?. i?Iho* Warah
- are
w

descendants of

»"•
Warah,

^

P^tft
whoS g? ndso^

t Deyoteos of Aaiwari* Deri, whos.templeis at Samb'bar in Jainnr

a

*•

Bartin—Bariodld.
Raj« Banni P/J.
is
said
to
1
*&, is said to have founded Bhafiada, after con«u«rto„

(C/. Barian).

e n8 K

LakfcrfamnT«;r^riT^
^.°_
r
r
*JP«*«<*.
^
;«!*.
&*,
through its eponym whose descendant Tok i

Si&lkot. (c/. BariS).

1

(fBarakki), a clan of Path&ns, claiming Arab descent.
Anefin Shaikhs they came from the Logar valley betwe
Kabul
and Ghazni and settled at Jullundur. It includes the Guz/* Alifik and
Babikhel families and one branch of it is called Sudrikhel. Elphinstonet describes the Barakkis as a class, of Tajiks, mixed with the
Ghiljis (GhilW. or possibly KhiJchis). The Barakkis are al*o
described as a T/ijik people, speaking a lahgiiage of their own, and
Barerty notes that some Barakki Tstjiks also dwell among the
Urrnurs at Kanfgnram in tho Wazir country. For the connection
of the Bdrik Pathans with Shaikh Darwesh see the article on the
Rosbanias,

BABIK

(S. m.).

BABIKKA.

A low caste of Muhammadans.

f«. a4.).r Corrupted from the Arabic word Barqand^z.
man ; a constable • a village watrhmft/n

BARKAIVPAJ.
BAHKEZAI,

A police-

a Pachan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

BAaLAa, Barlasyi, a MUGHAL clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
BAauEZA! (? Barakzai), a Pathan clan (agricultural) foond in Montgomery
These two names, though DrormhW „f *•*
7
f
are used almost as synonyms, the former K
different origin,
D
C O D , n 0 B in t h e
tower hills and the latter to the moantoto » „ l ' 7 ^
f
B
Chamba the Ba, *ala is clearly ^ ™ ^ g & ? £ * W * '
**> l»
bem
a
of mats and winnowing fans, and the n 7m« I
J
S maker
7
fr
for* or baria, the kind^of grass used for them X t f
i*™?**
™
haUoir
the
other hand means a tax cXllector" « d ftSS if™ ^
°°
rd,nat
caste, even » Brahman, though of m « 7 \ Z l l u °
T P">» °*any
B
l
At the oap.tal, Chamba, *J^LZ™lo
be l t & T*" *
*™ t
tcbmen
and thus went up in the social scale as Batwal. l l A **
^
gT
h Wever
the Batwal form a troe caste, while Btamiw • ^ *
°
h
, e m o r e fh
the name of an occupation
Both v J ! ? f
" 'i
»"
C
n d Ver
c l 8
with the Lahbar or Balahar of the D E ? , ° T T
7
° ^
watchman or messenger. In V i £ ^ J ! ? & *
J g

BABWALA, BATWAL.

For th« Ghnzz Turks in Korram

Caubuk
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Battval customs*

M

confined to the Batwit&s, while in the lower hills it is performed by
men of various low castes who are all ioclnded nnder the generic term
of Barwala. These men arc also the coolies of the hills, and in fact
occupy much the «ame position there as is held by the Cham&rs in the
plains, save that they do not tan or work in leather. In Kdngra they
are also known as Kir6wj*k or Kirauk, a word which properly means a
man whose duty it is to assemble coolies and others for begat or forced
lt
labour, and they are also called Satw&g or bearers of burdens/' Liko
most hill meninls they often cultivate land, and are employed as
ploughmen and field labourers by the Rajputs and allied races of tho
hills who are too proud to cultivate with their own hands. They aro
true village menials, and attend upon village guests, fill pipes, bear
torches, and carry the bridegrosm's palanquin at weddings and the like,
and reoeive fixed fees for doing so. In the towns they appear to be
common servants. They are of the lowest or almost the lowest standing
as a caste, apparently hardly, if at all, above the Durnna or sweeper of
the hills ; but the Batwal has perhaps a slightly higher standing than
the Barwala. Indeed the name of Barwala is said -to be a corruption of
baharwald or "outsider," because, like all outcasts, they live in the
ontskirts of the village.
At Batwal weddings in Siilkot the learned among tho Me^hs officiate.
Tho Batwals have Brahman priests, but they do uo<> conduct their
marriage rites *. they also avoid contact with them. The Batwals
marry their girls at an early agt», but allow widow-remarriage, and that
too without r?gard to the husband'*; brother's cbioj$. Two gots only are
avoided. Batwals* are menials.
Birth oh'seruancc's.—Four or twelve inontud after tilt: birth.ot a boy
rltan are observed as follows •—Loaves or broad rued in oil are arranged
jn pile*, seven in VACU heap, arid the head *vf each family rakes a pile and
distribute* it among it- en* rubers. Only those who belong to the got in
which the oinh has taken place can rake part in this fea^t. Among tho
Jhanjotra the head ul a bey or girl is not shaved till the child begins
to talk. Sometime* :•:• bofli ifc retained, us Utno&tf Hint?.!*;.
i

Their wedding ceremonies are thus described :—
Four posts are fixed in the ground and four more placed over these.
On these four latter two turbans, supplied by the fathers cr guardians of
the bride or bridegroom, aro spread. Tncn the bride's father places
her hands in those of the bridegroom, saying : In God's name 1 give
you this girl (my daaghter or relation).' Then the pair, the bride's
hands clasped in the bridegrooms, walk round an earthen pitcher
placed insiae the four upright posts. This duly done, the marriage is
completed.t On his way home the bridegroom has to wind some raw
cottou seven times round a shrub.
*

way

*

Batwrils either born or bury their dead

In either case on the
of leavened barley
the feet, of the corpse. Thirteen
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donves their name from httvM, 'eon of a daughter' A
A ^ «. >
cncuiiue hy an illicit amour and wa*a cxpelkd her father's kino *Jf I
A Llmlirt took her to wifo, but her child founded the BatwaJ caste.
t At weddings food is thrown to the c/x>*s~~which bird* tho Batw£Lj are said to chiifly
worbhip—and until they Uke the food the Batwils themselves will not eat.

€9

Bary&r—Baihera.
/

(Jays after the death they t»ke to a Bralimnn a rupee and 4 $er* of
wheat flour, and these be carries to a tank, where he recites prayers.
As amongst Hindus bhajjan* is performed after a death. Two yards
of cotton cloth, knotted at ihe four comers, are hunr over Ihe left
shoulder, in token of mourning, by the kin.
The remains of a body are taken either to the Ganges or to Parmandal.
The Batwals are not allowed to sell ghi, and after a cow has calved
they do not eat ghx until some has been offered to a Brahman.
In Si£lkot. the Barfr&U gots are:
Dhaggi
Jhanjotra
Kaith

Lakhntra

Sangotra
Sargotra
Sindha

Moidn or Molin

Each of the Batw61 gots in Sialkot has its own temple, e. o.f the
tn
G
ln
^K *Z *«f*
Z a f a r ^ l tahsil: the Kaith at Amranwali in
biftlkot: and thoMolto atGiUanwfil* in Zafarw&l. The temple is simply a
mound ot earth before which they prostrate themselves, each head of a
ianwly sacrificing at it a goat in honour of his eldest son.
In Kapurthaia the BarwalA gots are;
ChJSak

I

Chandgirain

M .

I

Jhajriha

Phankrtto
Soner

,
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village watchmen and messengers.
BASYAR, a J a t c k n (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
v

BARYE,

.hal*

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar : Basan
gomery

BASAN,

BASATI,

Basdtia, a pedlar ; a petty merchant.
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Hakshbandi, who all uphold Sufi-ism. Opposed to Be-ehara\
BRA, a Kbarral cJan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
• worship.
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Bcuhgali—Rathmani.
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BisHoin, a tribe of the SiiSh-posh Kafirs : see under K&fir.
BASHKAR, a group of non-Pa$h&n tribes which need to« occupy the Panjkora
f n
KoM9 & °r KohistAn-i-Malfzai in Dir, the upper part of this KohistAn
being known a* Bashkir and the lower as Sheringal, but the Bashkir
are now chiefly oon6ned to the tract of that name. The Bashkari
language is s*id to be
terms them, have three
According to
clans; Mulanor, Kutchkor and Joghior. The Bashk&rik
month8 thus :—
Hassan Husain
6afar
Param Ishpo (first sister)
Dowim Ishpo (second sisl

TWi Ishpo (third sister)
Chot Ishpo (fourth sistei
Stiepi (great month)
Shokadr

Boz
Lokyiil (small festiv&l)
Miina (intervening)
Ginytil (great festival)

See under Torw&l.
BASI. A tribe of Ja$s, whose forebear Tulla has a mat at Gop61pur in
Ludhiaoa* At the birth of a son, and also at the Diw&lf, earth is dug
, there in his name.
BASRA/ a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Shahpur : Basrae, a 3i% clan (agricultural) found in Aturitsar.
BA?, a J£\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n. Also a sept of Kashmiri
Pandit, converted to Isl&m and found in the north-west submontane
Districts of the Punjab.
(cf Patdhar), a stone-mason, a carver or dresser of stone, in the
Kingra hills. In Kullu be is said to be a Koli who has taken to
slate quarrying. In Chamba, however, they appear to form a true caste,
working generally as stone-masons, but sometimes as carpenters or even
cultivators. In Gurd&spur and Kiogfa the word is synonymous with

BATAHRA,

RAJ.

a PathsSn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BATAR, a J6$ clan (agricultural) found in Mutt6n.
Bij, BATH, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Crowther gives the
following list of the Bdt septs : Bat, Dhol, Jhandol, Pophart, Khaire,
Jhandher, Desi, T&tla, Anjla, Ghuman, Ghuinan, Kbak, DhawaJ, Janua,*
Mpdri, Sadri, Hoti, Seti, and Kirbat, which may all inter*
marry
> that a Bat sometimes may marry a B&$. All these septs are
from the M6lwa 800
years ago. They first settled at Odhyara in Lahore. Khair(a)'*
descendants have two iatheras. RainSl and his urandflOTi Sb£hz*d»,
who fell in a tight with the Kang Jafs at Khadur S&lnb in Amritsar,
The Bd(h are also found as a Hindu and Muhammadan J4t elan ir
Montgomery.
Wattu Rajputs, found in Montgomery and Bah6walpur,
BATH MAN a, a Brah
one of the
chief tribes in that State. With the Jamogi Kanets it gives the
raj-titak to the Ran$, and like them belongs to the Garg gotta. Hie
uazir of the State usually belongs to one of these two septs.
BATAKZAI,

f

re is said to be a settlement of Januaa (? Janjtfaa) ' beyond Peshiwar who have
Muhanunadaus,
/
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The Banna tribal system.

BAT?,

a Ji\ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

JBATTAK,

a J&t sept.

a Hinda Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BAUJRIA, BAWAKIA. The following is Sir Denzil Jbbotson's account of the
H
B&u-ria groups :— They are said to be divided into three sections : the
Bid&wati of Bfk&ner who trace their origin to Bid&w-at in Jaipur, do
not eat carrion, disdain potty theft but delight in cri
of violence.
will not steal cows or oxen, and affect a superiority over the r e s t ;
the Jangali or KaJkamlia, also called Kdldhaballia—fr. dhabla, a skirt,
the blanket, tcamal, forming a petticoat,—generally found in the
Jangaldes of the Sikh States, Ferozepore, and Sirsa, and whose women
wear black blankets ; and the K&paria who arc ino.st numerous in the
neighbourhood of Dehli, and are notoriously a criminal tribe. The
three sections neither eat tog-ether nor intermarry. The Kdlkamlia
is the only section which are still hunters by profession, the other
sections looking down upon that calling. The K&paria are for ihe
most part vagrant; while the Bid&wali live generally in fixed abodes."

BATTI,

This account is amplified in an interesting account of the tribe by
Mr. H. L. Williams of the Pnniab Police. H e gives the following
table of their tribal system which is clearly based on the usual
principle of territorial and other groups which cros3-divide the natural
sections*:
- • AK regards the Banna* in Lyallpor Mr. J. M. Durmett writes :—
" There is a further and occupational division among the Baurias. Non-cultivators are
Kapria, Gumria, and Gadera, while Xaldhablia, Deswalia, Dewav/ate and Labana are cultivators. The division, I think, really means that some live by hunting pure and simple, the
others combining agriculture with it. At any rate the difference in izzat is so great that
intermarriage between two divisions is unknown. Why Gadera, which must mean a shep
herd, is classed as non-agriculturist, while Labanas, whe hunt pigs aro classed as cultivators
I do not know."

Group,

Occupation

Locality.

Section.
r

1.

2.

3.

<

5

6.

Deswili (territorial) or Gomaria
(contemptuous, because they take
food from the hands of Muhammadans)
Bidiwati (territorial), Bigoti (a
corruption).

Kildhablia,* or KilkaraHa

Ni*auri, Bagri.
Bsharla.

(territorial)

Oilliwal (territorial), or Bhatia

Gandbfla

...

•

•

•

or

a •

#

1

4.

2
3

8olkhi.
Makwina.
Pan war.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Choban.
Pan war.
Bhati.
Dhandal.

5 Manawat
6 Sunawat.
7, Rah tor.

I.
2.

3.
4.

Sobengre
Dhandal.
Cbaran.
Choban.

5.
6
7
8

Pan war.
Sunawat.
Solkhi.
Bbati.

1.
2.
3.

Choban.
Pan war.
Bbati.

4.
5
C

Solkhi.
Sankla,
Charan.

6.

Chiefly found in
Hariana.

Cultivator*.

9, Jalpawat.
10. Dbol Pachwaia.
U. Parhidr.

Chiefly found in
Rajputana.

Cultivators

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ferozepore

Breeders and herdsmen of goat
and sheep.

7. Manawat.
8. Ugawat.
9. Sadawat.

Dhandal,
7. Rahla^r.
Snnkhla.
8. 8adwa.
Bbati or Dabi. 9. Bargujar

Chiran,
Ugawat.
Rabtor.
Sadawat.
NathotH.
Dbol Pachwaia,

• • t

The Baharwalas live in huts like
the Kapriwals, and their women
too are mendicants.

I. Solkbi.
2. Hhnn",
3. Choban.
4. Dhauda!

Manawat
6. Sunawat,
7. Charan.
S. 8adawat>.

9. Parana!.
10. Dhamdhara
11. Dlbaa.
12. Panwar

Chiefly found in
districts on the
Jumna,

I.
3.
3,

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Chiefly found in
districts on the
Jumna.

Jatu.
Diblia.
Pan war

Rabtaur.
Chohnn.
Chanandia.

Bagr.
Pharra.
8onawat,
Dawawat.

:

-charmer)

Makers and fisfiers of leather
thongs : also trappers.

^

Section

Group.

t. PaundU

• • *

•

• •

• • •

1. Chohan.
2. Bargnjar.
I 3. Pan oar.

Ocoapation.

4. Bhati.
5. Maniwat.
6. Raghiwat.

7. Boikhi.
8. ChapUwat.

8. Kiprii, or Kapriwii (allied to the
Sin si).

1. Jatii.
2. Bimiwat,

fr Bira.
4. Agotia.

5# Rahtaur,
8. Chohan.
7. QAlri.

8. Jikhar

1. Bargujar,
2. Chohan.

3.
4.

Pnnwir.
Dhindal.

5.

1. Chohan.
2. Fanwir.

8.
4.

Bargdjar,
Parmar.

10, iOhandoti

• •

•

• •

• • *

* « •

•

• •

•

•

*

*

I

Parhiar.

Baid to be good oultiratora.

Vagrant

i

* ' r

•

•

•

Like the Kilkamliae. The Kip.
riwila lire in reed hnte in the
j angle like Si DM.
Their
women are also mendicanta.

/
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beliefs.

Besides the derivation from biwar, a snare, which is the one usually
given Mr, Williams records other traditions as to the origin of the
name ' Banna/ According to one the emperor Akbar demanded a
battle
dold

led
A third explanation is that, after the capture of Chi tor, a young man of
one of the tribes which had taken to the jungles saw aud loved a
R&jput naid of good lineage. They were married, bub the young man
returned f.o juugle life and was called Baola (imbecile) by the bride's
relations for doing so, or on account of his uncouth manner. Mr.
Williams^ account continues :
l
• Tradition says that the B&warias are descendants of Ch*tuda and
Jora, and when Fatta and Jaimal, R&jputs of the Surajbans or Solar
race, were joinfc R£j£j of Chitor, Shfth&b-ud-din of Gbor assailed the
fortress. It was defended by the R&jputs aud their feudal military
classes, of whom the Bhils were the professional bowmen ; the Aliens,
the skilled swordsmen ; and the Bawarias, the bandukchis* or musketeers. In this connection the B&warias, although claiming Rajput
origin, do not profess to have been the equals of the Hajput ruling
class, but rather their vassals or teudatories. Some few Bawarias
still wear the R&jput badge of metal kara, or ring, on the right ankle.
"Of the now outcaste tribes, whom the Bawarias recognize as having
shared with them the defence of Chitor, the G£di Loluirs, or wandering
cutlers, are not only distinguished by the R£iput clan designations aud
silver and metal haras, but openly proclaim that they are doomed to a
wandering existence till.tho Rajput power is again established in Chitor,
u

The Bid&wati Bdwarias and others, whose place of origin is said to bo
Chhauni BaMdur&n in Bf k&ner, claim to be descendants of Rjija Ras&iti.
"Religion.—The religion of the Bawarias is ancestor worship combined with allegiance to certain deities who are common to them and
other outcaste or fonl-feeding tribes." Mr. Williams then remarks that
several B&waria clans afFect Guga, many of heir members wearing
silver amulets with his image in relief. It would appear that the cult
of Giiga is specially affected by the. clans of Chauhdn descent, as Git"a
Mas a R&jpat of that tribe and is peculiarly the patron of all claas which
claim Chauh&n origin. Tho Bhatjs And other groups also affect Guga, and
such groups as worship him do not affect Devi. Mr. Williams adds :—
"Rdm Deo, supposed to have been an incernation of Krishna, was
the son of Ajtnal, a Rijputof Ranchhal. He is specially reverenced
by the Punwiir sept and several of the wandering tribes. Similarly
Kill, Laltii Mas&ni and other 4<titie3 have devotees among rhe
B£wari*a. But the criminal members of the tribe make a sperin! cult
of Narsingh and pay their devotions i» him in the following manner:
When planning a criminal expedition, a chiragh filled with t/hi is
ignited and a live coal placed beside it, yhi and halwi are added till
both are in flame ; on the smoke and fumes, called horn, arising, the
persons present fold their hands and make supplication, saying : JJr
•Sinai

Armies, c

Native Indian

The Baurias in Gurgaon.
Nar Singh, through thy blessing we shall succeed. Remember to protect
1
us. The remains of the halwd are given to black does and crows.
some septs. The cenotaph of
Worship of the I
i ancestor named
purposes."
In Gurgaon and the tracts round that District the Baurias are divided
into numerous groups. Of these the most important, locally, is the
Jarul£w£l£ or Laturifi,* so called because its members wear long hair,
like Sikhs, t This group is endogamous and includes 14 got8\
l
2
3
4

BADGU/AR.
CHAUHA.V.;
PANWAR.
RATHAUB.

5
6
7
8

Agotia.%
Baghotia.ii
Berara.*,"
Chaond.*•

9 Dabriatt

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

GangwalJJ
Jaghotia.§§
Katoria^_
Kotia.
Mewatia.
Bhatti
Parwar
J in Lahore.
Sangra
Jagonsa \ ^
Konja
)

x

These 14 gots are strictly exogamous. Widow re-marriage (karoo) is
permissible; but not marriage outside the Jarul&w&la group. Even
marriage with a R&jput woman, of a Jchanp from which the Baurias
are sprung, is looked down upon, and the offspring are called auretwdl, as anion}/ the R&jputs, or takuot. &uch children find it difficult
to obtain mates and, if boys, can <?nly do so by paying heavily for
their brides. Such men too are only allowed to smoke with pureBiurias
after the nari has been removed from the huqqa.
STOU

of occupational groups, as follows :
I. Seh&dari£,mi skilled in entering (sic) the burrows of the seh
(porcupiue) and found in Bhaw&ni, Hissar District.
* But gee ||l| below.
t The Baurias do not appear to become true Sikhs but, probably because many of them
Wear long hair, they are often said to be so. Regarding the Baurias of Lyallpur Mr. J
M. Bunnett writes :—
• i rp
They ure, I find, all Hindus, out-castes of course, bat still wearing the choti and
burning their dead. Iu one Police station in anticipation of registration (as members of
a Criminal Tribe) they had become Sikhs, but in no case had t h e pahul Jbe$u taken before
orders for registration had been issned. One man thus naively explained tbat he had all
the kakkas except the kachh, and I hud really come before he could get that made. In
their zeal they had even gone the length of wearing a sjx'h kakka, called kanpan, m small
spade, with which they said the patdsha used in the pahul is stirred."

X Sub-divided into 8 septs in Lahore, in which District they rank highesl.
§ Of Pan war origin.
,| ? Bighotia, from Bighoto, but they are said to be named from Baghot a village in Nibha
and to be descended from Jatu Rajputs.

5| Berara, so called from berar, a mixture of several kinds of grain ; the got is descended
from a Panwar who married a woman of his own got by kurewa.
• • From Chaond, a village.
ft From fiabt a grass found in the Jumna riverain lands whence they came; the got
claims Panwar or even Chauhan origin.
+t From beyond the Ganges: cf Gangwalia a group mentioned below.
§§ Of Badgujar origin.
iill
The
Katorias
claim
Raihaur
extraction.
But
it
is
also
said
that
the
Baurias
who
live
J
fi
Punjab are called JaruUwala or Katoria and wear long hair, like Sikhs. The Baurias
of the U ted Provinoes are styled Bidkias,
VI Or Sehodhari*.

%

The Bdurias in Gurgaon.
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2. Telbechd, dealers in the oil of the pelican and other birds,
and found east of the Ganges. These have an off-shoot in the
3.
stinffuished bv churis (or an iron ban ©
4. Ugarwa, an off-shoot of theBdgris who live by burglary.
5. Bhaurjalia (sic) who csethe baur (bdwar) or snare.
6. Badhak or Badhakia, hunters, found in Bharatpur State,
Mathra, etc*
*

7.

Ohirimirs, bird-snarers, found in the same tracts.

Other groups are territorial, such as the
eisrhbourhood.
1.
of this group is the N&riwal which bells ropes.
2. N&gauria, from N£gaur in Jodhpur State.
3. Bigri, from the Bagar of Bik£ner.
4. Mar us, from Md,rw£r.

An

off-shoot

Other groups of less obvious origin are also found. Such are th
1. Kdldhablia or Kaldhablia, who wear the black woollen cloak
(kamli) and are fonnd in the Patifila State and to the wesc of
Bhiwi-ni.
2. Grangw&lia,* found in Jaipur State.
3. H&burd, vagrants from the 6ast of the Jumna.
4. Gandhila, found on any riverain in the Punjab (? proper) and
also east of the Jumna.
5. Ahiria, fomid in and about Hodal and Palwal. According to a
Brahman parohit of the Ahirias at Hodal the B6unas and Ahirias
aete descended from Goha, a Bhil, one of whose descendants married
a Thakur.t Hdr children by him became Abirias (Heria or Heri,
lit. a hunter), while the Bdurias tire of pure Bhil blood. Closely
alMfd to the Ahiria are the Badhaks. The Ahiria and Bduria do
not intermarry.
The panch, who are chosen from the four hhdnps and the Mewitia
group, are regarded as leaders of the tribe. They form a panchdyat
(or ? a panchdyat for each^ hhdnp) for the whole group. Offences
are tried before the panchdyat which administers to the offender
an oath on tlie Ganges or the Jumira: or he i» made to advance
five paces towards the sun and invoke its curse if he is guilty : but
the most Ending oath is that taken while plucking the leaf of
a pip&l tree. Fines go towards theexpenses of the, panchdyat, and
any surplus to the panch. Panchdyats also solemnize the marriages of
widows and the fee then realised is paid to the widow's father-iu-law.
. The B&uria sehrhs.
Tradition avers that when a rani of Nimr&oa married die was
accompanied by five families of R6thatir Baurins from whom are
descended the present Kithaur (? Bdurias or) JRajputs. Hence the
• Not, apparently, the same as the Gangil got mentioned above.
t Apparently named Karaul, and founder of the State of Karauli.

The Bduria culls.
4

IWthaurs* regard Nimr&oa as their Sehrh and worship Devi at ber
temple thete. The Panwdrs have their sehrh at KaliAna near
Narnaul: the Badg6jar9 theirs at Kanaand: and the ChaubAns at
Ranmoth near Mandnau (?) in Alwar.
The Dabrias specially affect Masani Devi/I" but the B&urias as a
whole have MO distinctive cults and few special observances. Some
of them weai the hair long in honour of Masdni Devi, to whom a
childless man vows that if a child be vouchsafed to him its hair
shall remain uucut. Some Ban Has also wear the patri, an ornament
shaped like a jugni and made of gold ; in case of sickness prayer is
fc
offered through (hie) the patri to tKo pilars, ancestors/ and on
recovery the sufferer has a patri made and wears it round his neck.
At meal times it i<* touched and a loaf given in alms in the yitara
names. % Another chnrm is the decl hd ddnd, a few grains of corn,
which are carried on the person and which, like the patri, avert all
evil.
The Devi at Nagarkot, Z&hir Pir (Guga) and Thakurji ( ? Krishna)
are other favourite deities of the B&urias, but the Sun god is also
propitiated in times of calamity or sickness. Fasts (part) aro kept
on Sunday in honour of the Sun, and water thrown towards it. The
ianeo is never worn. Fur some reason not explained an oath on a
donkey is peculiarly binding. Mr. Williains notes that B&urias are said
not to ride the donkey and to regard it with peculiar aversion. Oaths
are also taken on the cow and the piped tree.
The Biiuria? are strict Hindus, refusing to eat anything, even
fjhi, which has been touched by a Muhatmnadan, though they will drink
water from a bhishtVs skin, but not that kept in his house. B&urias
will only eat meat procured by themselves or killed by jhatka.
Pork
they eschew, but not the ttesh of the wild pig.§ 'Ilia nilgai is regarded
as a cow and never eaten, nor is the flesh of a he-buffalo save by
the Baurias of Shaikh£wati in Jaipur.
As they are no longer per*
mitted to possess swords they slaughter goats with the chhuri.
In Lahore, where the Baurias aro said to be non-criminal, they have
a dialect of their own called Ladi, Elsewhere their patois is called
Ijijdi and is said to be understood by Bhils, Sansis, Kanjars and such
like tribes. The Bawariah dialect is called Ghirhar, and sometimes

Pashtu.
i

* And the Katorias, aa being of Rathaur descent.
t Mi\ Williams says :--'i*oats are offered to Devi and, at the time of oblation, water is
sprinkled on the animal's head ; if it shakes its ears the omen is propitious and Devi has
accepted the sacrifice.' And Mr. Dunnett writes :—"In Lyallpur the worship of a devi is
admitted by all but the Songira Dharmwat who revere Bhairkiya and Narswer (Nar Singh).
The devi is worshipped in jungles at tlie sacred tree. At its roots a square is marked
out with stone.-, and in the centre a hole is dug. A he-goat is then slain, and the blood
poured into the hole, the holy tree and the foreheads of the worshippers being also sprinkled. Over the hole a hearth is then constructed, on which the skull, the left fore-leg,
liver, kidneys and fat are burned. The remainder is then cooked on the same hearth, and
eaten by the worshippers. The ceremonial is of course based on the idea that the god is
of the brotherhood of the tribe."
X * When anyone is in trouble, the cause is ascribed to his having angered a departed
spirit, called patar, to appease which some crumbs are fried in oil and put in a braz'"
Leforc which all those pre tat fold their hands and beat their brows.' (Williams).
$ In some parts the Rwuria* will, it is said, eat the flesh of animals which haye died a
natural death,

B&wi* etuttoms.

''

Birth observances.—The child's name is chosen by a Brahman. On
the fifth day after birth the mother takes a lota full of water on her head
to the nearest well, a Brahmani and Nain, with other women, accompanying her and singing songs. She'iakes with her bhanjor (moistened grain)
of gram or bdjra and after worshipping the well throws some of the
bhanjori with a little water out of her lota and a makka broaght by
the Brahmani or Nain into the well. The rest of the bhanjor is
distributed among children. The mother is deemed purified on the
tenth day. RAthaur children are t«ken to the sehrh at Nimrana to
have their heads shaved, but the PanwArs, Cbauh&ns and Badgujars
ail take theirs to Masani Devi at Gurgaon.
Wedding rites.-— Betrothal is not specially initiated by either side,
but as soon as the negotiations have reached a certain stage the
girl's father, his Brahman or nai goes with the tika *ind even the
poorest man confirms the agreement by presenting a rupee to the boy.
Well-to-do people give him a camel or gold earrings.
BAuria men are, in their youth, sometimes branded. Most of their
women are tattooed in one or more places on the face, viz., near the
outer corners of the eyes, at the inner corner of the left eye, on the left
oheek and on the chin : hence B£uria women are easily recognizable.
BAurias do not marry within their own got, and it is said that the
bridegroom must not be younger than the bride, and that a blind or
one-eye'd man must espouse a blind or one-eye'd woman ! In some
tribes, adds Mr. Williams, fair women are only married to fair men,
and the blackskinned, which form the majority, mate with one another.
The girl's father intimates the date fixed for her wedding by
sending a sdha chitthi written in Sanskrit, and on the day fixed the
wedding party goes to the girl's house. The bridegroom wears the
tehra and his forehead is smeared with haldi. The ereroonies are
all in essence the same as those observed by the R&jputs,. except that
no khera is named, for the simple reason that the Bdurias have no
fixed abodes. Weddings are, however, not solemnised by sending the
patka or katdr in lieu of the bridegroom. Bduria brides wear a necklace
made of horse hair on which are threaded gold and silver beads. This
is called sohdg sutra and it is worn till the husband's death, when it
is burnt with his corpse.
On a man's death his elder and then his younger brother have the
first claim to his widow's hand. Failing such near kinsmen a stranger
may espouse her on payment of pichha, a sum assessed by the
panches and paid by the new husband to tht, nearest agnate of the
deceased's father.
Co-habitation with a woman of another caste is punished by not
allowing the offender to smoke with the brotherhood, and the woman is
regarded as a euret and her children as suretwal even though she
be a pure Rajput by caste. Infidelity oil a wife's part is purged away
by pressing a red hot iron into her tongue.*
* Mr, Williams' account of the Bfrpraria marriage customs is however different, anrt rjr.g
as Mfollows :—
4

Each tribal sub-division is endoganious,»and each gpt exo^amotis Mh • i IHCM
Ma.riage is permitted in the mothers got excluding near relation a «.»•- 0t *%t*iti ..

Bduria sport.
The observances at death differ in no way from those current
among orthodox Hindus. The bones of th,e dead are taken to Garh
Muketsar and there thrown into the Ganges, Mr. Williams however
writes :—"The dead over seven years of age are burnt among moat of
the tribes, though some, a9 the BidAwatr, practise burial. The corpse
of a young person is draped with fine white cloth, of an old man with
coarse clotb, and of a woman with turkey red. On the third day after
a funeral, boiled rice is distributed among young girls. When a
Biwaria wife is cremated her widower lights the pile. A father performs the same office for a son, a son for a father, on failing such
relationship, any near relative. On the third day following, the ashes
are collected and rice is laid on seven piped leaves and placed at the foot
of the tree, certain persons being told to watch from a distance. If a
crow eats the rice, it is a good omen ; but bad if a dog devours it. The
period of mounrnig lasts twelve days. The ceremony of shrddh is performed in Assu, when rice is given to crows, the idea being to supply
0
the necessities of the deceased in another world.
Sporting Propensities.—A distinguishing feature of this people is
their shikarring proclivities. In all parts of the Province they have
dogs, large meshed nets for catching jackals and other vermin, and
thong nooses for antelope. Where jungle is thick and game plentiful,
sport sometimes takes the form of slaughter.
Game is gradually
driven into an enclosure formed by two lines of stakes, several feet
apart, each tipped with a coloured rag and forming an angle at the
apex of which are planted in several parallel rows thj3 little bamboo
stakes with slip knot thongs, looking in the distance like a patch of dry
grass. The third side of the triangle is formed by the B&warias with
dog and torn toms. When the beat begins, the line of beaters advances
prohibited degrees of consanguinity is punished with excommunication up to a period of 12
years, as among the Kuchband and other cognate tribes. The higher gots in the social scale
are the bolkhi. or Sulankhi, Panwar, Chohin, Bhati, and Sankhla, and hence intermarriage
with them is sought after for the sake of their blue blood.
Marriage and betrothal occur when both sexes have arrived at adult age. Sons may
remain unmarried without incurring odium ; but, in the case of daughters, the panchdyat
interferes and penalties are inflicted if too much time is allowed to pass.
The ceremonies at betrothal—-$dk or wan^ani—are simple. An emissary of the suitor
meets, by appointment, the girl's relatives and hands a sum ranging from Rs. 5 to 9 to the
senior male relative present, who pays the amount to the girl's father. The suitor is then
invited, if acceptable, to the evening meal, when the contract is made. An interval then
parses before the dace of manage is fixed, previous to which the girl's paternal uncle visits
the suitor and gives liirn a rupee. Seven days before the wedding, the same relativo
presents himself and ties black cotton tags round the youth's ankles.
Marriage is always by phera, as among tribes of the same category. On •he day appointed, four wooden pegs, a span long, arc driven into the ground forming a square, a fire
lit in the centre and cotton seed steeped in oil placed over it. A square copper coin (mansuri
paiJta) . is put on the top of each peg. The couple circle seven times round the firo with a
knot tied in their garments, and the ceremony ends. A Brahman is usually present and
receives a donation of Rs. 2 to 5, Rs. 24 to 100, according to the status of the; parties, is
paid to the bride's parents, who prepare an outfit of cooking utensils and clothing, and
return some of the rupees in a thdli, or brass vessel. The home-coming, or mukldwa
ceremony comes last and consists in the bride's being sent'to her husband's house with a
gift of a chadnr from her parents.
Marriage by karexva is permitted and is the only form permissible to widows. It is
availed of when a woman is destitute, or has no parents. A surviving brother is required
to marry the widow, and, in default, she may claim compensation through a panchdyat.
When a widow marries, bracelets of lacquer are put on her and a line of Rs. 5 imposed. A
woman convicted of adultery is disgraced
and
her
chadar
torn,
tho
male
accomplice
being
1
fined from Rs. 2 to 4 by the panchdyat. '

Bdwd—Belddr.
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causing the game to gallop
line of stakes is reached, when scared by the coloured rags the animals
glance aside and speed towards the apex, where a clear space appears
with no risible obstacle but some tufts of familiar grass. In attempting
to clear these, some antelope are caught in the thongs and thrown
violently to the ground, when their throats are cut
BAWA, fem. BAwi (1), a title given to the male descendants of the first three
Gurus of the Sikhs; (2) a, fakir or sddhu; the head of an order of
monksBAWAH, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
BAWRE, a J&$ clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.
BAZAZ, (1) a cloth-dealer; (2) a section of the Aroras.
BAZID KHEL, a section of the Jawaki Afridis found in Baizai, Koh£t.
BAZIGAR, fr. Per3. bazi, ' play/ The B&zigar is usually a Muhammadan
the Nat a Hindu. Among the Bdzigar both sexes perform but
among Nats only the males. Some say the B&zigar is a tumbler and
the Nat a rope-dancer, others that the former is a juggler and also an
acrobat, the latter an acrobat only. In the Eastern Punjab the
Bdzigar is termed B&di. See Nat.
In Ferozepur the Bdzigars have a shrine at Sadhaiwala, built in
honour of an old woman who died not many years ago. Liquor is
poured into a cup-shaped hole in this tomb and drunk. Weddings
in families which affect this shrine are generally solemnised there.
Ifcij
Both settle disputes without
appeal and are almost worshipped, the latt'.r being attended by a
number of women who carry her long train. B&zigar camps consist
of reed huts pitched in regular lines. The • caste' is said to be
recruited from various castes, even Brahman? and Jats, but each
occu
a section of the Muhidls.
BfiDA,t (1) a musician caste in Ladakh : see Ind. Art. 1901, p. 3 3 0 ; (2) the
caste which supplies the potential victim who rides on the rope at
the Bihunda sacrifices in the Upper Sutlej valley ; see North Indian
Notes and Queries, IV, § 144,
BEDI, fem. Bedan [i.q., vedi), a section of the Khatrf caste to which Guru
Nlnak, the founder of Sikhism, belonged. It is divided into two subsections, which intermarry.
BEG EKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. BKQKK a sept
of the Joiysis in Bah&walpur.
BELDAB,/r. bel, mattock. One who works in mortar, etc., with a hoe or a
spade, a labourer whose work is to dig or delve. In the Western
Punjab the term is applied to the Od, q. v.
BED,*

* 'Die Sanskrit ambashthd or vaidyd 'vulg. baidya% bed), a professor of medicine •
by a Brahman on a Vaisya woman. (Colebrookes Essays, p. 272).
<*"^e . „
8tatistical
A
1
A *??*!!'"
^ount of Kumaon (repriuted from Aaiatich Researches Vol XVI
\n Official Report* on the Province of Kumaon, 1878) at p 51 an account i. 1\J1
c*i
propitiatory festivals held in villages dedicated to Mah J e v a .
1 ^ ^ £ ^ , 1 ^
dancers are engaged to perform on the tight-rope or alide down an inclined rone ntretch^
from the summit of a cliff to the volley btneatb. The badis do notippear £> be aSSfif*
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*

a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BB-NAWA (?BA-NAWA) (1) a doubtful syn. for bt-shara: (2)—or B6-naw&/*
according to Mr. Maclagan one of the most prominent of the
Be-shani or unorthodox orders of I shim, and said to be followers of one
Khwdja Hasan Basri. The term is sometimes apparently applied in
a loose manner to Q£diri and Chishti/ag:rs,but it is properly applicable
ouly to a very inferior set of beggars - men who wear patched garments
and live apart. They will beg for anything except food, and in
begging they will use the strongest language; and the stronger the
language, the more pleased are the persons from whom they beg. Many
of the offensive names borne by villages in the Gujrdnwala District
are attributed to mendicants of this order, who have been denied
an alms. The proper course is to meet a Be-nawd beggar with gibes
and put him on his mettle ; for he prides himself on his power of
repartee, and every Be-naw& wears a thong of leather which he has to
unloose when beaten in reply, and it is a source of great shame for him
to unloose this thong [tasma Tchol de,na). The Be-naw&s appear to be rare
in the wost of the Punjab, and those in our returns are mainly from
Karnal, Jullundur, Ludhidna and Roshi&rpur.
BSNACH,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
BB-SHARA, a term applied to the irregular or unorthodox orders of I shim
whose followers, while calling themselves Musalin&ns, do not accommodate their lives to the principles of any religious creed : cf. dzdd.
The Be-shara orders include the Be-naw£, Gurzmfir, Mad&ri and Rasulshahis.
BB8KU, s.m. (K.j, the watchman of harvested grain.
BETA (incorrectly BATiA),a small outcaste group found in Spiti, corresponding to the Hesfs of Kullu. They live by begging, making whips for
the men and bracelets of shell for the women, and attending weddings
as musicians along with the blacksmiths. Blacksmiths do not eat with
them or take their women as wives. Merely to drink water out of another man's vessel conveys no pollution in Spiti, and in the higher parts
of the Spiti valley the hookah is also common to a l l : while in the lower
parts Hesfs are merely required to smoke from the bowl of the common
pipe through a stem provided by themselves.
BBTU, the synonym for D&gi {q.v.) used in the Sard] tahsil of Kullu,
BBTHI, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
c an
BHABBA, a Jat ^
(agricultural) found in Mult&n : a sept of the Samwas in
Bah&walpur.
BHAB$A, fern. Bh&bri, a caste of the Jainis, chiefly engaged in trade. The term
Bb&br& appears to be of great antiquity, being found in an inscription of
c
Asoka. The name is now fancifully derived from Bh^obhala, one of
good intent/f but in Jullundur the Bhabr^s attribute their name to
their refusal to wear the janeo at the instance of one Bir Sw&mi, who
thereupon declared that their faith (bhu) was great. The term Bhdbra
however appears to be used by outsiders of any Bani&s, especially of
the Oswald and others whose home is in Rajputdna, whether they
BCRAG,

* Be-nawa can be the only correct form, meaning
a mendicant.
f Bhao, motive, hbala, good

u

without the necessaries
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The Bhdbra groups.

are Jains by religion or not. This would appear to be the case in
Rawalpindi, and in Sirsa the Sikh immigrants from Pati&la certainly
call the Oswal B&nias Bhabras.
The Bhdbrtb of Hoshi&rpur are an interesting community. A i
a caste they have two croups, each comprising various gots or dU9
viz.:
GROUP I.—OSWALS.

Gots.
Liga.
Lohra.
Seoni.
Tattar.
Barar.

Bhabhti.
Nahar,

Gadfria.
Mabnua.
Duggar.

I

Ranke.
Karnfi tak
Baid.
Bhanddri.
Chatar.

GROUP II.—KHANDERWALS

Oots.
Seoni.
Bbaursa.
Bhangeri.
Sethi,
*The OswAi came originally from Osia in Jaipur, the Khanderwdl from
Khandela in Jodhpur. As to the origin of the got names, Mahmia or
Maimia is derived from Mahm, the town in Rohtak, and was originally
filled Dhariwal. Seoni (which occurs in both the groups) is a Kbatri
ftlan. The Liga (who perform the first tonsure, or mundan, at home)
c?me from Sultdnpur, in Kapurthala: the Tandw&i, of Tanda (? in
Hoahi&rpur) are au al of the Bhabhus, formed only a 100 years ago and
not yet a got. The Nahar or 'lions' once drank the milk of a Hones*
and hail from Jaipur. The Gadhia are called Churria in RAjput&na.
Moat Bhabras cut their boys' hair for the first time at Dddi Kothi (now
called Kangar Kothi), their temple near Jaijon. Most of the Hoshi£rpur
Bh&brds are Oswals, of the Bhabhu and Nahar, those of BalAohaur being
Gadhia and Nahar by got. Some Bhabras respect Brahmans and employ
them on social occasions, at weddings and funerals, and for the shrddhs,
though the Jain tenets forbid the bhr&dh observances. The Khanderwals
alone appear to wear the janeo. In Jind the Jains are said to be
recruited from the Aggarw&l,* Oswdl, Srim&l, and Khandelw&l B&nias,
but the last three are also styled Bhibrds—whether Jains or not.
Jain AggarwAls are said to intermarry with the Yaishnava Aggarw&ls
in that State but not in Karn&l. Another account from Jind states
that the O3W&I are bisa, i. e., of pure descent, while the Srimal are only
dasa, i. e.,t of impure descent, and that these two groups do not intermarry. The Oswal are also stated to avoid only the paternal got
11

An
account
of
rather
doubtful
authority
makes
the
Oswals
and
Khandelwals
only
1
BhAos,' the Bagrl form of bhd<% ' brother '—and -derives Bhabri from bhdo—because
Paraan4th waa an Oswal of the ruling family of Osnagar. It makes the Aggarwalaa
Saraogfa. i.e., aikh$ or disciples. Each group is said to be endogamoua, ». t., Bhabras do
a*4 intermarry with Sariogfs.
t Another aoooant toys that both Oswal and Srimal contain U$* and daea classes, tha
da$a being in a minority in both groups.
*
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Bhachar—Bhagti.

in marriage, while the Srim&l observe the four-got rule. On the other
hand the Bh&br&s of Nabha are said to have two sub-castes: 0$w&\t who
observe the four-got rule, and Kundewal (? Khandelwdl), who avoid only
the paternal got in marriage.* And again in Maler Kotla the ' JBh&br&g
or Odwils * are said to avoid two gots. The Jain Bhdbrds are strictly
monogamous, a second wife not being permitted during the life-time of
the first under any circumstances.t For further information regarding
the AggarwAl, Oswal, etc., see BANIA, and for the Jain sectarian
divisions see JAIN.
BHACHAR, a Khokhar clan (agricultural) found in Shahpur.
BBADAH, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n,
BETADDAR, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
BHADIAR, a tribe of J6$s, in Si&lkot, which claims Solar Rajput origin and
is descended irom its eponym. Atu, 7th in descent from him,
came from Ajudhia and took service under the R6jas of Jammu.
BHADKO, an ARATN clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery.
BHAGAR, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.
BHAGAT BHAGWAN. See under UbASi.
BHAGAT, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
BHAGAT-PANTHI.—A sect of the N&nak-pantMs which appears to be quite
distinct from the Bhagtis or followers of B£b£ Suraj of Ch£ba Bhagtdi
in the Kahuta tahsil of Rawalpindi. It is found in the Baiinu District,
in Pah£rpur, and in tahsil Dera Ismail Khan. Though they reverence
the Granth, the Nanak-panthis observe the usual Hindu ceremonies at
marriage or death, but the Bhagat-panthis do not. They take the
Granth to their houses, and read certain portions of it at weddings.
Marriage and betrothal ceremonies may be performed at a dharmsala,
or the marriage may be celebrated by taking the Granth to the house
and there reciting portions of it. No funeral rites are performed and
the dead are buried, not burnt. Passages from the Granth are read
for a few days after the death. And on occasions of marriage or death
Tcardh parshdd is distributed. There is no rule of chhut or ' touch/
forbidding contact with other castes. The sect makes no pilgrimages,
avoids idolatry, and performs no shrddh for the dead. Daily worship
is an essential duty and consists in recitations of the Granth at six
stated hours of the day, viz., before sunrise, before noon, afternoon,
before sunset, in the evening and at night. At worship they sit down
eight times, rising eight times and making eight prostrations. This
pure Sikhi8in and freedom from Brahminical
supremacy.
B&AGGO, a sub-division of J&ts.
BHAGTI, a Gosain sub-sect or order, said to have been founded by Kanshi
R&in, a brother of Saindiis. The latter was a Brahman Bair«Vi whost
son Ram&nand ha,s a shrine, well-known in and about the Gujr&nw&la
f
District, at Baddoke. His sect has many followers among the more
respectable Khatria and Brahmans of Lahore and its neighbourhood.
* Till recently the Osw&l of the Punjab avoided two gots in marriage, aud the Phundias
among them still do so, but in 1906 a great assemblage of the Pujeras resolved that only
the paternal got need be avoided.
f This is however said to bo merely a counsel of perfection.

I
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BHAGTfA, a musician who accompanies dancing boys.
BHAINS, a J a t clan (agricultural) found ia Amritsar.
BHAINSYI, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHAJOFTA, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
BBAKHRT ; see BAKHRI.

one of the *roup of tribes wliich hold considerable areas in
the south-east of the Rawalpindi District. The Bhakral a r e also found
in some numbers in Jhelum and Gujrat.
Like tho Budhal they
probably came from the Jamniu territory across the Jhelum. They do
not approve of widow marriage. A large number of the tribe |also
return themselves as Pun war m Rawalpindi, and the tribe may $£
^ ^ H classed as RajputJ
BHAKIU; a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
B B ALAR, a Jdt claa (agricultural) found iii Multiin.
BHALERAH, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Mulrdn
BHALKA, a sept of tho Baloch in Shulh, Baluiwalpur, and Dera Ghdzi Khan
said to be addicted to robbery.
BHALLOWANA, an agricultural clan found in Sluibpur.
JJHAMAN, a Jj.it clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHAMRAI, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHAMYE, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHAND, BHAND.—-The Bliand or Naqqdl is the story-teller, joker, and
buffoon, atid is often also called Baj-ha. The name comes from the
Hindi bhdnda " buffooning." He is separate from, and of a lower
professional status than, the Bahrupia. Beth are commonly kept b y
Jtejds* and other wealthy men like the jester of the early English
noble, but both also wander about the country and perform to s t r e e t
audiences. The Bhand is not a true caste any more than the
Bahrupia, and is probably often a Mir&si by caste. Elliott seems to
imply that Bahrupia is a casie and Bhand an occupation; but the
former statement is certainly not true in the Punjab.
BHAKKAL,

BHANDAR,

a J£t clan (agricultural) fouud in Amritsar.

a minor caste found in Sirmur, a^d corresponding to the
Sikligar of the plaius. They appear to have come from Marw£r in the
Mughal times and retain their peculiar speech and intonation. Sikhs
by religion, they are dealers in arms, etc , by occupation, and are said
to be much given to crime.
BHANDER, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHANGGI; fern. BHAXGGAN (also a woman who drinks lhang).
A man of the
sweeper casie: also a man belonging to the Bhanggi misl.
BHANGGIA, fern, BUANGOERAN, a dealer in lhang.
UHANDELA,

a tribe of Jafs found in Sialkot which claims Solar Rdjput
ancestry aud is descended from its eponym, who enme from Nepal.
Also found in Amritsar (agricultural) ; and in Montgomery as a Hindu
Jdt clan (agricultural).

BETANGO,

* Kadeh Bhand, known aa Kidir Bakjifch, was a famons Bh$nd, ^vho uccd to RO ircia
one court to another. The Mahara> of Pati£la gave him a village.
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Bhangu—Bhardi.
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BHUKOtJ, Bhanggti,* a J£( tribe which does not claim Kftjput origin. The
Bhangu and Nol were among the earliest inhabitants of the Jhang
District and held the country about Shorkot, the Nol holding that
round Jhang itself before the advent of the Si&ls, by whom both tribes
were overthrown. Probably the same as the Bhango, supra.
a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BHANIWAL,

a synonym for DUMNA in the lower
Gurdaspur. Ho makes sieves, winnowing
of graSS &A bamboo. Like the Sansois,
Bhanjras may bo regarded as an occupational
V&W* <hej intermarry.

BHANJEA,

hills of Hoshi£rpur and
fans and other articles
Sarials and Daolis, the
group of the Dumn&s, witV

Pfi/$0tf* iUjpnt clan .Inch occupies a bdrah or 12 villages immediately
north of Garhshankar round Padrawa, Silempur and Posi. The
name is fancifully derived from bany because they once dwelt in the
hanol or shadow of th« ban or forests of the Siw&liks, and they are
said to have corns from Bhatpur, a village close to that range not
now held by them. They appear to have been an al of the N&rus.
flttAtfRANAYE, a Gujac clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BEANRABJ

a J&{ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

BHANWALA,

a small J i t clan in Jind, whose jathera is a Gosain,

a sept of Raphbansi RAjputs, found in Gujrat, immigrants from
Ajudhia into Jammu and thence into the Gujrdt sub-montane.
The name, which perhaps suggests a R&jputsina origin, is said to be
derived from the fear (bhao) which the tribe inspired: but others
say the Bhao were free-booters and lionce earned the title.
The Bhao rank high, and they, the Manhas and Jural, greet one
y
another * Jai deo.
They also intermarry with the Chibhs of Kadh&le
and Ambariala; but not with the rest of that tribe, owing to an
ancient feud. The first tonsure is performed at Kilit, a place in
Samr&la, in Jammu territory.
ABj-a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

BHAO,

AiiAH, BiiARAir, two J&t clans (agricultural) found in Multin : (possiMy
one and the same).
(ABAis—-The Bhar&is who are scattered throughout these Provinces are
also known as Pirhain,t a name which is explained t h u s : —
(i) One Bukan J&t was a devotee of S.-khi Sarwar who one day said
to him tujhe piri di, ' t h e saint's mouth has fallen on thee/ whence
the name Pirhai.
(ii) Another account says that after leaving Dhaqnkftl, Sakhi Sayyid
Ahmad went to Mnlt&n and rested for a while at Parahin, a place
south of Sh&hkok which was the home of his mother's ancestors,
Bihan Jfi^s by caste. At Multin an Afghan chief had a daughter to
whose hand many of the Sh&hkot youths aspired, but none were deemed
• The Panjabi Dicty. gives Bhangiis (sic) as ' an original tribe (M.).'
t The form Pirhain is said to be in use in Sahiranpur. The word pariah is also s*id to
nean drummer and is possibly connected with Bhardi.- Crooke: Things Indian

Bkardi tradMomt.
worthy. One day, however, the'Afghan invited Sayyid Ahmad to a
feast and begged him to accept his daughter in marriage. This offer
the saint accepted, and the sihra below, which was composed on this
occasion, is still sung with great reverence. The mirasi, however,
neglected to attend the wedding punctually, and when he did appear,
rejected the saint's present of a piece of blue cloth, \\ yards in
length, nt the instigation of the J&ts and Puth&ns, saying it was of no
use to him. Hearing this the Sayyid gave it to Shaikh Buddha, a
36% who had been brought up with him, saying : "This is a bindi
(badge), tie it round your head, and beat a drum. We need no
mir&ii, and when you are in any difficulty remember me in these
words:—Vaimji Rabdia sawdria, bohar Kali Kakki-udlia—Help me
in time of trouble, thou owner of Kdli Kakki! You and your
descendants have come under cnr protection, pandh, and you shall be
called pandhi"
This term became corrupted into Parahin in time.
Thus the account contradicts itself, as the name is said to be derived
from Parahin, a place.
The term Bhardi itself is usually derived from chauki bharnd, lit
' t o keep a vigil,' in which are sunpr praises of the Sakhi. But another
and less simple account say* that owing to his marriage Sayyid
Ahmad incurred the enmity of the J i t s and Pathdns of Sh£hko$ and
left that place for Afgb&nistdn, accompanied by Bibi Bai, R£n& Mian,
and his yonnger brother. Twenty-five miles from Dera Gh&zf Kh£n
they halted. No water was to be found, so the Sayyid mounted
his mare K&li Kakki and at every step she took water came up. His
partners, however, were close at hand, and when they overtook him
the Sakhi was slain, and buried where he fell. The spot is known as
Nig6h& and still abounds in springs.
Years after Is&, a merchant of Bokhara, and a devotee of Sakhi
Sarwar, was voyaging in the Indian Ocean when a storm arose. Is£
invoked the saint's aid and saved the ship. On landing he journeyed
to Mult&n where be learnt that the saint had been killed. On reaching
Nig£h6 be found no traces of his tomb, but no fire could be kindled
on the spot, and in the morning as they loaded the camels tbeir legs
broke. Sakhi Sarwar descended from the hill on his mare, holding
ear in his hand, and warned the merchant that he had desecrated
his tomb and must rebuild it at a cost of 1£ lakhs. He was then to
bring a blind man, a leper, and an eunuch* from Bokhara and
entrust its supervision to them. One day when the blind man stumbled
near the tomb he saved himself by clutching at some kahi grass whereupon his sight was restored and his descendants are still known as the
Kahi. The eunuch was also cured and his descendants are called
Shaikh. The leper too recovered, and his descendants, the Kalang, are
still found in Nig&h£. To commemorate their cures all three beat a
drum, and Sa^hi Sarwar appeared to them, saying : " He who is my
4
follower will ever beat the drum and remain barahi}t
sound/ nor
will he ever lack anything." Hence the pilgrims to Nig6h& became
known as Bhar&is.
* For eunuchs at attendants at shrines tee Burton's Pilgrimage to Medina and Mecca.
Vol, I, p. 871.
fCf. Bhara in the phrase raho hara bhara, < remain green and proepenraa or fruitful.
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Bhardi— Bharbhunja.
Strictly speaking the Bharais do not form a caste, bat an occupational group or spiritual brotherhood which comprises men of many
castes, Dogar, Uab.i, Rawat, Dum, Rajput, Mochi, Gujar, Tarkhan
and last, but. not least, Jat. They belong to the Muhammadan religion
but in marriage they, follow the Hindu customs. Thus a Jat Bharai
may only marry a Jat woman, and in Kangra, ft is said, she too
- must be a Bhardi
In Ambala, however, a Bharai may marry
any Jatm, and in Kapurthnla it is said that, being Muhammadans
marriage within the pot is permitted, and that Rajput Bharais
may take wives from Jat Bhaiais. There appears indeed to be no
absolute or even general rule, but the tendency apparently is for the
Bhardis recruited from any one caste to fond a separate caste of
Bharais, marrying only in that caste, e.g., in Ludhiana the J^t Bharai
only marries a Bharai Jatni, and the gots avoided are the same as
among the Jats. The Jat Bharais are numerous. They claim descent
from one Gdrba Jat, a Hindu attendant at Sakhi Sarwar's shrine, who
was in a dream bidden by the saint to embrace Islam. On conversion
he was called Shaikh Grirba. The Jat Bhaniis have several qots •—
Dhillon, J3co, Kowal Garewal, Man, Randhawa, Jbam, Karhi and
Badecha.
Marriage Dower.—The amount of mehr, given according to Muhammadan Law to the wife by the husband, never exceeds Hs. 32-6; while
the minimum dowry given to the bride by her father consists of R s . 21
in cash and 5 copper vessels.
Insignia.—The Bharai's iusignia are a drum {dhol), beaten with a
coriously-shaped stick, like a short crook ; a wallet (khallar) hung
round the nook by a string. The stick and khallar are peculiar to the
Boards. The standard of the Pirhais is a fringe (jogddhri) of tassels
on a long pole. These fringes are presented by women as thankofferings for the birth of sons and at weddings. They are supposed
to be tied round the forehead of the saint as they would be tied on a
bridegroom's forehead.
Food.—It is said that in many places Bharais eat only goat's flesh
and that leprosy would afflict him who ate any other kind of flesh'
But this restriction is certainly not universal. Beef is avoided? because
it is said, the Bharais have many Hindu votaries.
'
'

BHA*AL,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Anritsar.

BBABANOH,

(q. v.).

a small Jat clan in Jmd who have the same Sidh as the Kale

a tribe, which gives daughters to the Jalaps, found in Jbelum.
BHONCHI, a class of Jogfs who charm away scorpion stings.

BHABAT,
BHAB

BHARBHTJNJAS— Bharbhunja,

lit. one who roasts grain in an oven—^orm an
occupational caste comprising only 4 got', viz. :
1. Jadubansi
.. ( a n Ahfr got).
2. Bhatn&gar 1
two
3. Saksaini /
••• (
KSyath gots).
4. Basdeo*
( a Brahman got).
appears to have been worshipped by the AMrs

Bharbhunja groups.
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As the gots are so few, only one got is avoided in marriage, b a t the
caste is said to be strictly endogamous in Pati&la, and outsiders are
never admitted into the caste.
By religion Bharbhunjas are both Hindus and Muhammadans. Like
other Hindus the former invoke Sada Shiva when commencing work,
as the shop is regarded as his {hard (platform). Subhd.i, another
deota, is also worshipped at weddings, sherbet and some copper pice
being offered him, and cooked food distributed in his name.
A Bharbhunja wife may not wear glass) bangles or blue clothes or a
nose-ring (laung).
Bharbhunjas only make baris at weddings; and only eat food
cooked by Brahmans. They wear the janeo, but permit karewa, the
husband's brother's claims being recognised. They preserve an old
system of local panchayats, with hereditary chaudhris, in which all
caste disputes are settled. At weddings, etc., the chaudhri gives the
lag and receives 1£ shares in the bhdji. Bhajb lunjas mostly pursue
their creed and calling, but sou<o take to service. In appearance they
are d, rk and under-sized.
Iu the N&bha State the Bharbhunjas have two occupational groups,
the Dhfinkuta or " rice-huskers " (from dhdn, rio^, and kutnd) and
the Mallihs or boatmen. These two groups do not intermarry, or drink
together, but they smoke from the 3ame huqal) witl a different mouthpiece. The Mallfths use a large spoon, the Dhfinkut&s a sharp crooked
instrument, in parching gram. Both groups are found in the B&wal
Niz&mat of this State. In the Phul and Amloh Niz£mats the I&iy.tsths,
a sub-group of the former, claim origin from that caste, and it is saKl :—
Parhgiyajo Kdyastha, warnd, bhatti jhohan Id'iq : ' H e who acquires
knowledge is a K&yastha, otherwise he is only fit to parch grain.' Hence
many K&yasths have joined the Bharbhunja caste. Iu B&wal the
Bharbhunja gots are named from the place of origin, e.g., Mandauria,
from Mandaur in Alwar, and Chh&tagia from Chh&tag." Elsewhere their
gots are J&du-bansi, Chandar-bansi, (claiming Rajput origin) Bhatn&car
and Chandan Katar, and of these the Bhatnagar again suggests
Kdyasth affinities. The caste is endogamous, and four gots are
avoided in marriage, but widow marriage is said to be only allowed
in Bawal. J£ts, Gujars and Ahirs take water from a Bharbhunja's
hands, but B4nias, Khatris and Brahmans will only take fresh water
brought by him, not from one of his vessels. The gurus of the
Bharbhunjas are always Brahmans and perform the phera. Their
women wear no nose-ring, its use having been prohibited by a sati
in each group. The Bharbhunjas of B&wal affect the cult of Bhairon,
to whom the MalUlhs of Agra used to marry their daughters. Tradition
says that the pod once saved a boat from sinking and thenceforward
the family married one of their girls to the god and left her at his
shrine where she survived for less than a year. But now only a doll
of dough is formally married to the god. Other Bharbhunjas also
reverence Bhairon, and their guru is Subhdn Sahib, whose shrine is
in a town to the east, He is worshipped on the bhdi dftj day in Katik.
The Bharbhunjas of Phul and Amloh have a peculiar form of betrothal contract. The bride's father goes to the bridegroom's and
gives him 4 Maosuri pice, and the latter gives him twice as much in
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Jbharech—Bhargava Dhusar.

return. This is called pai*<~ batdnd or exchange of presents, and the
contract is then said to be irrevocable. If any one violates it without
reasonable cause he is excommunicated by the chaudhris, but may be
re-admitted on payment of a fine which is spent for the benfefit of the
brotherhood. All the Bharbhunjas, except those of B&wal, wear the
janeo. If a traveller or a wedding party of Bharbhunjas halts in any
village the Bhafbhunjas there are bound to entertain the whole party,
otherwise they are excommunicated.*
Rdjpufc
gots, Jaisw&l (the highest), Kherwi and T&jupuria, which all intermarry
and smoke and eat together. Le jh village has a chaudhri and of
two chaudhris one is called chaukrdt. The chaudhri can only act with
the advice of the panchdyat. Each chaukrdt has what is called the
1
half pagri' and each chaudhri the ' full pagfi.' The chaudhri has
jurisdiction over petty disputes within the caste. Fines ranging from
Re. 1 to Rs. 100 are levied and the smaller sums spent on feast,
while larger fines are expended ou such public objects as guest-houses.
Each chaudhri and chaukfdt gets double bhdji at weddings.
BHAEECH, (Barech more correctly), one of the branches of the PATHANS.
From it was descended the family of the Naw&bs of Jhajjar which was
called Bah&durwati after the name of Bah&dur KMn, one of its members.
The State of Bahddargarh
BHAREJIA, a terra said to mean silver-smith, in the Simla Hills. The
Bhareras intermarry with the Loh&rs.
BHARGAVA DerjSAR, DHUNSAR, a sub-division of the Gaur Brahmans, now
mainly employed in trade or as clerks. They give themselves the
following pedigree;
BRAHMA.

I

Bhrigu x Paloma Raja Sarjaiti, a Kehatriya.
Chiman ri&hi x Eukanya.

r
Pramata rishi x Ghartachi.
Ruru x Parmadabra.

»

Sonak.

!

-i
Aurab Raja Gadh, a Kshatriva.
Rachik X ?atwati Raja Parsainiat.

1

v

Jamdagr» a

I

x

Ranuka.

I
Parasuram*..
All the descendants of Bhrigu and Chiman were called Chimanbansi
Bhargavas, and as Chiman the rishi used to perform his devotions at
the hill of Arahak, near Rew&ri in Gurgaon, which is now called Dhosi,
. those of his descendants who settled in that locality became known as
Dhusars. Chiman rtshibas an ancient temple on this hill and a new
one was built in recent years. . Adjoining these temples is a tank, the
Chandrakup. The Dhusars have the following seven groups or gotras :
* Popular legend distorts this descent in a curious way. It says that onco Chaman,
Brahman of Narnaul, took as his mistress a woman of menial caste, who bore him 7 sons and
as many daughters. When asked to marry them he bad*3 them appear on an am&toas with
a cow and made each touch its different parts : so one touched its tail (ptchal) and founded
the Puchalar gotra; another its horns (ning) and founded tho Singlas gotra, and soon. Each
gotra has .five parwara*, except the Kishib which has three or occasionally seven. The Kashibs
are thus known as Lii?arwara8 or naptparwaris and the Other cotra$ as panchparwam «•
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Bhargava Dkusar hintory.
..
$5
•§
P
*

Name of the
Rishi after
Real gotra. Current gotra.
whom the
gotra was
named.

1

Batasus, Bats Bachehalas.. Bhargava, Chiwan, Apanwan Aurab, Jamdagan.
Bitsus
Bachehalas Bhargo, Chiwan, Apanwan Bachhal, Argan, BaBatai
Aurab Bansi.
tasth.
Bidsus
Bandlas ... Bhargo, Chiwan, ApanBidaa
wan Aurab, Baind.
Kilsus, Gir- Gaglash ... Bhargo, Chiwan, Apan- Kans, Aurab, Jamad,
Kaonai
wan Aurab, Jamdagan.
itismad.
Ganpat.
KangainPa- Uaagayaus, Kuchlas ... Bhargo, Chiwan, Apan- Gargil, Dhist, Mand,
garhiamad, Garnagus
wan Aurab, Jamdagan.
Chiwan, Vaisham,
Mapusat.
Km.
Oargal.
Golus en- Bhargo, Chiwan, Apan- Bhargo, Chiwan, JaOoshtain en- Qoshtains
mad, Ganpat.
titled Gala. entitled
I tailed Galus, wan Aurab, Jamdagan.
Golaah.
Galas.
Bhargo, Sait, Habia Sad- Kaghab, Rats, Bhar*
Kashab ... Kashipoh... Kaahib
tasya.
go, Chiwan Apanwan, Aurab, Jamad,
Ganpat.
Batus

•

•

•

8
4
6

6

7

•

Other parwars.

m • •

•

•

•

Parwurs.

•

•

• #

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• • •

The Dhusars affect the Yajur Veda, the Madyandani sakha and the Katyani sutraj and
invariably wear the sacred thread. Only the Brahma form of marriage is tolerated among
them and in the choice of a bride the gotra and worshippers of the same kulievi (family
goddess) are avoided. Widows never remarry.
The Bhargava Dhtisars claim to have given a long list of parohits and ministers to Hindu
kings, from Chanda Bhargava who officiated at the aarp yog or serpent sacrifice originated by
Raja JamaijayatoHemu Shah, the Baqqal of Rewari, who revolted against Akbar, as the
following table shows :—
BHARGAVA PAROHITS AND MINISTERS TO HINDU KINGS.

Name of parohit and
minister.

Christian
era.

Sanapat Bhargava

•

Mahipat Bhargava

• • •

i t

Siravidat Bhargava wad
their descendants.
Jag N a rain Bhargava and
His descendants
Samdat Bhargava and
his descendants
Jal N arain Bhargava and
his descendants
Sundarpal Bhargava ...
Indarpil Bhargava and
his descendants
Jaideva Bhargava and
his descendants
Indroman Bhargava and
his descendants
SheoNarain Bhargava and
his descendants

Sayanak

•

1429

•

to
Suraj Sain
Birshah to
Padhmal
Murar Singh to
Jit Mai
Pal Singh to
Bhagwant Kohi
RajaBir Bikramajit
Samandarpal Jogi to
Bikiampil
Tilok Chand to
Kuar Sain
Hari Sain to
Jnipal
Kaurpal to
Pirthwi Rnj
(Rai Pithora)

to
• •

•

« •

•

•

•

•

•a
•

•

t •

1800
1800 to
2251
2319 to
2503
2532 to
... 3097
... 3110
135to

• *

355

•

•

•

•

•

•

•»

• • •

•

•

i

•

•

298 A. D.
367 to
310 to
574
617
579 to
522 to
983
926
1000 to
943 to
1199

1141
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Bharhi—BM\ia.

BniBHr, a tribe whioh claims descent from Gaur Brfhmaiifl, and observes
the same ceremonies as they do, but at a wedding performs seven
pheraa instead of four. Work as sculptors, etc. (Found in Gurg£on).
BHABOI, fem. BHABOIA, S. m. one who attends travellers at a bharo.
BHABTH. an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
R&jput
gricultural)
BHABWANA, (1) a Muhammadan Jafc clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery; (2) a clan of the Si&ls, descended from Bhairo,
BHA^YAB, a J i t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BHATI Bee under BL ;t.
BOATS, an Ar£in and R£jput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
Bdhti
agricultural) found in Amritear
Rajput
BHATI, a tribe of Hindu Rdjputs, chiefly interesting as being the ancestors
of the BHATTI R£jputs and the SiDHtJ Barar J£ts, as the following table
i

shows • —•
BHATI, BROTHER

I

1
Dus<L

Jaisal.

I

|

Hindu Bh&tfs.

Junhir or 1
Batera.

Sidhu Barir

Achal

r

Barsi.

R*jpa).

Bhattf Rajputs.
Watt* B4jputs.
[Fagan—Hissar Gazetteer, pp, 124,127—129.]
BHATIA.—A caste originally from the country round Delhi but more recently
from Bhatner and the Rajputana desert, and claiming tobeRdjputa
of Yadubansi race, one branch of which became rulers of Jaisalmir
while the other took to commercial pursuits. The name would seem
to show that they were Bhfitis (Bhatti in the Punjab) ; but be that
as it may, their Rajput origin seems to be unquestioned. They a r e '
numerous in Sind and Guzerat where they appear to form the leading
mercantile element, and to hold the place which the Aroras occupy
higher up the Indus. They have spread into the Punjab along tho
lower valleys of the Indus and Sutlej, and up the whole length of the
most
9
numerous in Sialkot and Gujrfit. In these Provinces however they
occupy an interior position, both in a social and in a mercantile sense.
They stand distinctly below the Khatri and perhaps below the Arofa,
and are for the most part engaged in petty shop-keeping, though the
Bh&tias of DOTQ. fi **»-»»-'
•
-belonging
spread and enterprising mercantile community.' They are often
supposed to be Khatris, are very strict Hindus—iar more so than the
other trading classes of the Western Punjab—eschewing meat and
liquor. They do not practise widow-marriage.

01

The Bhdiia sections.

The BHtfa caste has 84* sections, called mukhe, div icted into two
groups fcho
GBOUP I.—-BABI

Sections.

Btattu

Sections.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Gandhi.
Chaohr$.
Chabak.
Kandal.
Ghanghal.
Eore.

I. Babla
Dhagga VDhdighar
Chdrghar.
Anda )
3,
4. BalAha
5. J&wa
6. Soui
Both Bal&ha and J£wa claim to be chdrghar. All the
sections
are of B6r&ghar status. It is hardly necessary to explain that
dhaighar may not give daughters to any but 4^dighar% though they may
take from chdrghar and so on. A breach of this rule involves degradation and hence the same section may be both 4hdighar and chdrghar.
GBOUP II.—BUN JAB I, which comprises the remaining sectionsf such
as Bails, Chot&k, Dholia and Naida.
There are no territorial groups, but the orthodox idea among the
old men is that daughters should be given to the Western Bh&(i6s
of Shihpur, Jhelum and Dera Isma'il Rh6n as they are of superior
status to those in Gujrdt, while the Eastern Bb&ti&s of Si&lkoJ and
Gujr&nw&la are considered inferior and wives are taken from them.
/

It should, however, be noted that in Bah&walpur these groups
appear to be unknown, but of the
Babla.
Bijwila.
sections given in the margin the
Wanjak.
Gandhi.
Sijwfila
is
the
highest
and
the
Billa
Ra-rakha.
(Sip.
.
Chachra (, An-Sip.
the lowest. The Bh&t&s have a
Challhar.
Wadoja.
Rilla.
proverb
dhan d% wadi
Dhagga.
Wattu.
' wealth is greatness.' In Bah6walpur, they live in large rectangular hawelis, each comprising 30 or 40
houses.
L Rai G4; aria, from
2. Rao Haria, from Rai Hari Singh, a
bhagat.
3. Rao Sapat, from S4pt4, a village of
Marwar, the home of BfmA, a BWtf. The
Bh&tfs of S4pt£ were great devotees of
Devi and as such held in great respect.
4. Rao Paral-sauria, ' the sept of the five
heroes,' Jasaji,^ Rawalji, Nawal Singh,
Jodhraj and Bfr Singh who fell bravely
fighting in Jaisalmir. Bahadur Singh
belonged to this -nakh. —All the above
nakhs affect Devf.
5. Rai Raraayi. Agai-raj, brother of
Ram Cbandar was a great bhagat who
*was ever repeating R4m's name.
8. Rai Padarasi, from Padamsi Bb&ti who
fell bravely fighting in battle. He had
a son Udhe Rai.

7. Rai Paleja, from Paleja a village, the
home of Parma Bh£tf, in Mirwir.
8. Rai Ved (Waid), from Man Singh, son
Me&h R4j Bhatf who was skilled in
ivaidak (physic); all the Bh&tis who
joined him became Rai by eept.
9. Rai Surya, from Sura Bhatf who fell
in battle.
10. Rai Ditya, from Duta a village, the
Jbome of Arjan Bhatf, a bhagat of Devi.
11. Rai Gokal Gindf, from Gokal Gindi
of Multin under whom served Nawal son
of Rawal Bhatf. Ra-wal fell in battle
12. Rai Uadi, from G4da Bhiti, a bhagat
of Hanuman.
13. Rai Nae Oindi. from AJegh R4j, son
of Jodh Raj. Megh Haj opened a shop
at Bahawalpur, and was known as Niya
Gindi.
*

An 86th is also named below
There is.also a lower jjrcup called Gand, the offspring of Bh&tfcs married to Arora

Jen or of widow remarriage* The Pushkarna Btafonanla their vtrohiL
**

1 •*

r
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The Bha\ia sections.
14. Rai Midia, from Medi a village, the
home of Kumbha Bhiti, who fell in
battle. He had a son Oga, who was a
servant of Bahidar Ali, Nawib.
)5. Rai Ghhachia, from rW»e(six). Six
families joined Desa Bhiti.
16. Rai fiablla, from Bablli, son of Jodha
Bhiti, of Nigu village.
If. Rai Pqachil, from Panchilpuri, the
home of Rai Bhim.
18. rRai GuJgula, from Gulzula Bhitiwho
was killed in battle. He had a son Min
fcingh.
19. Hai Subra. from ^ubra, the name of a
baithak* of Bhatfe.
20. Rai Nigra 'from Nigra, a village in
Mirwir.
21. Rai Sariki, from Nawal 8ar£ki, the
name of those who sided with Nawal
Singh| in a dispute about some custom
which the Qazi decided in his favour.
32. Rai Soni, from 8on a village, whose
spokesman was Ratan Rai Bhati
23. Rai Sopla, frqjn ^^opat Singh Bhati.
24. Rai Jia, frott Ji* Bhiti who displayed great courage in the army.
25. Rai MogLa, from Mogia Bhati who fell
fighting.
26. Rai Dhadha, from Dhadhalu, a village
of the Thati country.
27. Rai Rika, from Rika Bhiti, who fell
fighting. He had a son Gassa.
28. Rai Jidban, from Jidhan Bhati, who
was a great cultivator.
29. Rai Kothia, from Kothiar, a village.
30. Rai Kotha, from Kothapur, a village.
81. Rai Dhawan, from Dhawan Rai, who
was famed for his generosity. He had a
son Meghi.
82. Rai Devla, from a famous Deval Bhiti,
who lived in the village of Ganth.
33. Rai Jii, from Jia Chidak, a cultivator,
who lived in the Mirwir Thatf.
34. Rai Baura, from Baura, a village in
the Thatf.
35. Rai Dhage, from Dhaga Bhitf, who
fell bravely in battle.
36. Rai Kandhya, from Shuja Bhiti, who
though his forehead was split in the Jaisalrafr war, yet his trunk fought on for
a long while.
37. Bai Rithia, from Rithia Bhati, of
Ratnar, a village in the Thati of Mirwa*r.
He was famous for his hospitality.
38. Rai Kajrid, from Kajaryi, a village
towards Multin where Man Singh mukhia
lived. He had seven sons, all called
mukhias.
39. Rai Sijwili, who were proficient in
archery.
40. Rai Jabili, from Jabili, a village in
8indh.
41. Rai Malan, from Malan, a family of
Gogla village, whose members knew antidotes to poisons.
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Rai Dhaba, from Dhaba mukhia of
Ron village, who raised camel* there.
43. Rai Dhlran, from Dhiran Bhati, who
fell in battle. He had a son Udhe Rai.
44 Bai Bhagta, from Bhagtinand Bhiti,
who showed great valour in the Jaiaaliufr
war.
45. Rai Biri, from Biri Bhtfti, who sho-pred.
great valour in battle. He was a bhagai
of Deyi.
46. Rai Thuli, from Thuli, a village of the
Thati.
47. Rai Sodhayi, from Sodhi, a casta,
Singh Mai Bhiti having married the
daughter of a Sodhi Rijput.
48. Rai Buri, from B6ra Bhati of Bakhar
village.
49. Rai Muchha, from Arjan Bhiti, who
was nicknamed Arjan Muchha, as he bad
long moustaches. He was a bhagat of
Jasra Devi, and wore the 5 ken.
50. RaiTamboli, from Nanda and Niga,
tambolis (betelnut-sellers). They were
bhagats of Shiva.
61. RaiThikar.
62. Rai Bisnaw,. from Bisanwant Bhiti,
who was a man of great good furtune.
He had 4 sons. All the members of this
family specially worshipped Rim Chandr
and in one year 107 sons used to be born
to it.
53. Rai Bhudria, from Bhudar, a Bhiti.
64. Rai Indhar, from Indhar, a branch of
the Bhatis.
55. Rai Dhadhai, fr i Dhadhila village,
the home of Ran;* Bhati
66. Rai Beg Chandr, from Begi and Chandi, Bhatis, who were cusi * collectors.
67. Rai Bipal, from Bipai, the renidence of
Kunbha and Kina; Bhatis.
68. Rai Fotha, from the brothers Pothi,
Parmi and Nigi, Bhitis.
69. t Rai Premla, from Prema -»nd Parma,
Bhati Rajputs of Risi village.
60. Rai Pfadhagi, from Puradh, a yog,
performed by Kina and Kumbha, Bhitis,
who were followers of Gurii Ninak.
61. Rai Madhri, from Madhri Bhiti, &
servant of a Khin at Multin, who gave
much in alms.
62. Rai Pharis Gindi, from Pharas, the
name of Jfti Mai, Bhati, who had transactions with Maujad Khin in Multin. He
had perfumes, oil and altar
63. Rai Puri Gindf, from Fare, a Bhiti,
performer of Raipul.
64 Rai Jujar Gindi from Jujar village,
the residence of Aj ft Singh and Ranphi,
Bhitis, who sold perfumes.
65. Rai Panwir, from Panwar, a branch of
the Bhatf.
66. Rai Prema Saj, from Prema and Sfiji,
the aons of Gondha, Bhiti.
67. RHI Raji, from Biji, a village in
Mirv,ir.

• A room or building where male visitors are received.
tNot apparently the Nawal Singh of No. 11, This Nawal Sing** was in the employ of
i<* Outb Khin.
^
>

Bhatianir—Bha\rd.
68. BaiParjia, from Parja, a caste. Rfaan,
eon of Bhfm Singh, Bhati, in a fight with
robbers killed 100 of them, while on
his side only two of his 5 sons and 6
BhAtfs fell.
69. Rai Kupwsr, from Kapura, a BhAtf,
who attained a great age.
70. Rai Dhadar, from Dhrtdar, a village
in the PunjAb.
71. Rai Kartarya, from KartaryA, the
family name of one KAnA Bhati.
72. Rai Gogla.
73. Rai Kukar, from Kukar, a village in
the Punjab.
74. Rai MultAni, from MultAn where Jodu
Rai, a BhHf clothier and his family lived.
75. Rai Chamoja, from Chamuja, a village.
76. Rai Dhiya, from Dhiya, a village.
77. Rai Karan Gota, from Kama, Bhatf,
who was called Kama after his gotar.
Two of them, Mul Raj and Megh RAj,
served with distinction under the Nawab
of Bahawalpur.

to

78. Rai NisAt, from sat (juice) because
8amun and Ramun extracted juice fin
wheat and made hahud of it.
79. Rai Udesf, from Udhe Rai, the elder
son of Parma. Bhatf. He had a bitter
feud with his younger brother.
80. Rai BudhfyA, Bhoj KAj, Bhatf, did
Badh Pal's work, had camels and hired
them.
81. Rai Baiai, from Balaya-kar, a village
in the Punjab which was the home of
Bhan, son of Bhoj Raj.
82. Rai Pawar, from Pawri village, the
home of PremAn and Parman.
83. Rai Kfni, from Kfna (enmity). The
family of MtisA destroyed their enemy.
84. Rai KAziA, from KAzi. Ir Mai, Bhatf,
who worked as a clerk under a kdzi of
Bahawalpur.
85. Rai Mota, from Moti, daughter of NAru
Mai SohAnA, a resident of Multan.
•
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a donkey owuer in Dera Ghfizi Khan, who also bakes bread
while his womenfolk act as midwives. Said to be connected with the
Kahdrs and Kumh&rs.
BHAJI-DAR, one on whom land is bestowed as bhati, i.e., a rent-free grant of
land given to a Brahman or jdgir by a ruler,
BHATI WAD, a tribe of o'tys found in Si&lkot which claims Solar R&jpufc
descent and originated in Ajudhia whence its eponyrn migrated to
Amritsar, where it is also found as a 3&% (agricultural) clan.
BHAT&A.—Like the Mani£r, BanjAra and others the Bhdtr& is a pedlar.
He claims Brahman origin, and his traditions say that one Midho
Mai, a Brahman ri$hi, a singer and a poet, once loved and wedded
K£m Kiindala, a dancing girl. From this pair are descended the
M6dhwas or Bh£tr&s,* The latter word appears to be a diminutive
of the Sanskrit bha}taf a bard. However this may be, a curious
legend accounts for the B b ^ r ^ location in the Punjab and their
conversion to Sikhism. Madho was born and died in Ceylon,t bat
in the reign of Babar, Guru N£nak visited that island, and there
made a disciple of Changa Bhatra, a descendant of M&dho. The
Adi Granth records that 20 maunds of salt a day were required for
Changa's numerous followers, many of whom were converted to
Sikhism and followed Guru N&nak back to India.
The M£dhw&s, however, did not at first settle in the Punjab.
Originally they were to be found chiefly in the Dadra Des, along
the banks of the Ganges in the Bijnor District of the United
Provinces, where many of them are banjdras or pedlars by trade,
some hawking cheap ornaments for women, others so-called Vedic
medicines.J Thence they migrated into Hoshi&rpur and SiAlkot, but
BHATIANI,

* This tradition is said to be preserved in the MahAbhArata and Singh isan Batfsi. In a
parwdna of Maharnja Ranjft Singh of 7 th A sailj , 1866 Sambat, and now in the possession
of a Bhalra of DhariwAl, the Madhwas were exempted from the grazing tax.
• A Sikh temple, known as Dera Baba, was built in Ceylon to the Gurf's memory at the
Ma lhwAs original home.

1 Gullible patients are made to sigu oonds for R* 50 or so, as the BhAtjri's fee*
7i they recover.

*
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The Bhdt or Bhatt.
they are now to be found in the great towns and placet* of pilgrimage all over India. In Hoshiarpar theBh&tr&s are virtually all Kikhs
(though children under 12 have their heads shaved) and here they
pose as magicians, foretelling the future by gazing into a cup of oil.
Thence they mainly frequent the K&ugra District. In Sialkot a moiety
are true Sikhs, observing all the Sikh customs, and often posing as
gurus, Akfilis or Nihangs when on their wanderings.* They prey on the
credulity of the people by astrology. The other moiety are jatadharis,
but smoke, and generally assume the characteristic garb of the
Ud&sis, pretending to be emissaries of certain temples and collecting subscriptions for them. After the Diw&li the Bh&tr&s set
out on their tours, returning at the commencement of the rainy
season. They travel in gangs generally of half-a-dozen or so, and
the Sikhs are occasionally accompanied by their wives and
daughters, for whose marriages they collect subscriptions. Various
forms of swindling are practised by them and they earn large
sums which they promptly squander on drink and gambling.
Besides hawking small hardware for sale they pierce children's noses
and ears for rings,t like the Ramiiya of the eastern districts.
The Bh&fr&s' claim to Brahminical origin is borne out by the fact
that they wear the janeo and tilak, and even at eclipses receive
certain offerings, while standing in water, from each aud every caste.
They also practise palmistry [rekha). Other castes call them hararpopo or Thags,. and the higher Brahman groups disown them.
Probably they are a branch of the jpakauts.

The Bhdtras have 22 gots, of which 13 are found in Sialkot, viz. :—
Bhains.
i
Garni.
Kasba.
j Lohi.
Bhattf.
Gojra.
Lande.
|
R*thor.
Bhotiwal.
I Kag.
Lar.
Rod.
Digwi.
I
I
BHATT, fern. Bha v ten, Bhattni, Bh&tni, Bbatani: dim. Bhateti: fern.
-Bhatetij the son or daughter of a Bhatt: also, contemptuously, any
one of that caste. The Panj&bi form is Bhatt, but it is very commonly
pronounced Bhdt, especially in the Hills.
The organisation of the Hindu Bh^ts almost baffles description, so
fluid are its intricacies.
In Hiss&r are found two sub-castes, Brahm and a few R&j. The
former are clients of the MahdjansJ, performing certain fauctions for
them at weddings, &c.§ ; they wear the j'aneo, avoid widow marriage,
and only eat food cooked by a Gaur Brahman ||, while the R£j are landholders and cultivators, receiving dues at J&t weddings.
The Brahm, Br ah ma or Brahmf Bhdts are very widely spread, and
always appear to stand higher than the other sub-castes or groups,
which vary from place to place. Thus in Rohtak the other groups are
•

•Recently, however, some of them have taken to disguising themselves as Bairagi
t&dhfo. Others, of Daska, make an indelible mark on their nocks and call themselves
Hosaini Brahmans, collecting alms from Muhammadans.
18ee p. 268 of Punjab Manufactures for the implements Used.
X And also of the Brahmans in Rohtak.
§ They sing kabiu in -public whea the bridegroom first sets out for his father-in-law's
house, receiving a rupee as their fee on this occasion and also at the kdj of an old man.
|| Or Aggtrwil Vahajans in ftohtak.
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three

in number, wa.f Japrgft
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Solanki
•ga

classes §
Brahm Rai, Bbfits of the Brahmans.
T i 1.
\ 2. Bero ^Baro) Rai, of the R&jputs.
Rij Rai, who eat fresh and drink liquor.
TT f 3.
14. Jag&, or genealogists : of whom I is superior to II. jj
The Brahm group then extends right across the south of the Punjab
into Multdn, Dera Ghdzi Kh&n,Dera Isma'il, M&nw&lf and even Bannfi ;
the group below theui being called Kfitimar.^f
On the other hand in Multdn the Brahm Bhd^a are said to be divided
into four classes I
Chandi D&B.
I
Mahal.
Jangd Bhamba.
|
Sutrak.
This group is also called Vateshar and rega
superior, while the Bunjdhis, who are not recog
comprise the following gots:
Agan-hotrf.**
Lakhnauri.
j
Dehi Palsihar.
Chan dan.
Manjhor.
j
Shonor.
Dharor.
Palsihar.
I
Sipal.
Ghanghar.**
|
Pali Palsihar.
Sugerlu.
GuruDat.
j
# The real grouping in Mult£n however appears to be into four functional groups, viz. :—
1. Brahm, eulogists and genealogists.
2. Vartishar, who live upon does payable at weddings and funerals
for their services. At weddings they summon the brotherhood and so
on, At deaths they notify its members, and also procure certain
* Jaggi, so called because they rise early and seated on t h e i T ^ o nu ' s r roof
recite him
w i
genealogy. Tappawar is not explained.
^
'
recite nil
t Chsran, a wanderer, pilgrim : singer, dancer: Platts, sub voce
t But another account says the Bhats include the following classes •— Rrafcm /•*, 1
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and eulogists, aa v ell as genealogists. And yet another* account divides
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W Kathak3 or
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'
musicians,
1
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The Bhdt groups.
articles for the corpse. At funerals tbeir fen>ales take part in the
8tdpd (mourning), being paid annas 2 per day. At a girl's wedding they
get Re. 1-8, but at a boy's only Re. 1, the sum which they also get
at a funeral. Their perquisite on other occasions is called vel badhai.
3. The Chandisar live in the villages and live by begging* The
Kdtim&rs who used to be numerous in Mult&o, are an off-shoot of
this branch.
4. The Kutichar are vagrant beggars.
Accounts from Mf&nw&H, in which District the Bb£ts are very few
in number, give a threefold division of the caste, as follows :
• f i. Brahmi.
I
JT ( ii. K&tim&r or Sheni Khel.
(.ii. KhosU.
I
(iii. Baddu.
I performs ceremonies: II does not, though at weddings the K&tim&r
sing songs of congratulation. The Baddu is virtually an out-caste.*
A second account points to the fact that the Bh£ts derive their origin
from the Pushkarni Brahmans as well as from the Sdrsut, and eays the
PushkarnSL Bh&t are equal in status to the Sj£rsut,t though the status
of the sections varies, and a family whose widows marry outside the
brotherhood is looked down upon.
Lastly a third account give9 the old functional groups : the Sut who
;
sing so.ngs and recite chronicles ' in the afternoon J ; the Mdgadh, who
keep pedigrees of kings, and recount their deeds : the Windij&n, who
teach princes : and the Bh£t or Jagak§ who sang songs in the early
morning houns to awaken the kingr. Yet this same account divides the
Bh&ts into B ahms and Kitimdrs.
In Mult&n, tahsil Shuj£b&d, only the Brahm and K£t!m&r groups are
known. The former comprises 7 gots: Chandi D£s, Mabel, Sutrak,
Changar, Palsa, Chandaria, and Channan, all of which are said to be
S&rsut gots and intermarry. The K&tim^lrs, also said to be Sdrsuts,
form a distinct sub-caste. They have, as a rule, no clients, and live
by blackmail, but in Shuj&b£d itself they receive fixed dues (from one
to four anna9 a head at weddings). They still compose habits which
the Brahm Bh&ts do not.
I n the .accounts from Karnil, PatidU a n d Kapurthaldj] allusion is
*

* The Baddd takes alms from Muhammadans, which other Bhats will not do. No other
will eat with him, yet he wears the janeo. His corpse is not burnt like a Hindu's, but is cast
into a stream. It is to be regretted that no further particulars of thin interesting group are
given.
t It is said that the gots are:—
f Chandi D4s
I
/ Panian.
OSL
JGandhor.
PUSHKABNA
\{
SiasnT JHararBai.
I
*"*****» )Asur.
BAESUT < j H a t i i r a
/
CGhangar.
| Kdtimar P

I

^Thor, etc.
I
Just as the Jaggi have a stated time for their recitations: see above.
Not to be confused with the Jajik, who in Dera Gha-zi Khan is a sewer of shrouda:
infra.
|| In Kapurthala to the Sut is assigned the duty of reciting verses from the Purans: and
to the Magadh that of eulogising tht Surajbans, Chandrbans, etc., while to the Yandijan is
allotted the recitation of chronicles, and eulogising Deo, rikhi, pitar and Haii kinundan,
whence they are designated Kabishars or bards. The latter also announce betrothals, set
forth the dowry at weddings, and so on. ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ H
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made to an older ajnd apparc
into three main groups, viz.:
1. Sut, reciters of myths.
2. M&oadhs, chroniclers.
3. Vandfs, or Vandijan, who acted as advisers to Rdjds and as
poets laureate.
The Vandis alone are found in Patidld where they are known as
Brahmd Bh&ts or Brahma Kais. They wear the janeo and retain their
Brahminical gotras such as Konsal (in Kapurthald), Bbardwdj, etc.
In their internal grouping the Brahm Bh&ts imitate the Khatri
organisation, having two groups as follows :
I.—BARI, OR THE 12 QOTS.

1. Gun deo.
2. Kataria.
3. Pangan.

4. Lakh an Sain. 7. Bhir&mal
8. TAhu.
5. Dhur.
6. Bisbel or-wel. 9. Kalian.

10. Ph&g.
11. Chandi dds.
12. Dhiran.

anJ of these numbers 1—6 form a JDh&ighar group, which avoids only
one got in marriage, (as indeed doe3 the whole Bdri group, apparently)
whereas the Bunjdhis avoid four. This latter group includes the
following gots :
Manohia.
Bhul&dia.
Suridn.
Tuhinia, etc.
Saroha.
Malaunia.
Tetia.
On the other hand in Sh&hpur the Bh&t are divided into Bunjihfs
and Khokhars, the latter suggesting the Khokharain group of the
Khatrls, thus :
Section.
Gotra.
f Ayupotri,
Bhdrdw£j.
j Dherru.
Koshal.
I.—BuNJAflis. -{ Jandidis.
M£hal.
})
l^Rai P*l.
TSigarre.
Kushab.
J Nadhipotre
Bh&rdw&j.
li.—KHOKHARS.
I Apat.
Bsilash.
Vashist.
(^Jaii n .
Of these the Jain section will intermarry with any other, but
from the above notes it is abundantly clear that the Bh£ts are
simply an offshoot of the Brahmans, being differentiated from them
by function. And to explain their origin various legends have been
invented. 0
is that when Janmeja celebrated a sacrifice he sumr
moned the G<»ur Brahmans and tricked one of them into accepting an
offering of a diamond by concealing it in some pan. This Brahman
became a Bh&t. Another, to whom Janmeja offered a gift, refused it
and became a Tagg&, Another is that Shiva was celebrating the
marriage of his son, and giving alms to Jogis, Jangams, Sanidsis and
Suthrds, who received them with a good grace. Thereupon the god
asked if any would constrain him to give alms, and a drop of sweat
falling from his brows to the ground th« first Bh&t pprang from
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it, with a katdf in his hands, and uttered a habit whioh r u n s : — " 0
goddess K61ik&, give the Bh&t a ha tar whose sight will cause a closefisted man (shum) to flee. Let the Bhdt cleave him from head to foot
with his katdr." Shiva replied : — " 0 Betal Rai, Bhfij, I would have
given you the kingdom of the whole world had you not appeared thus.
Now I grant you great influence and ail will be terri6ed at your voice,
but you will get what you may/' This kubit, obtained from a Bh&t>
would make all the Bh&tS professional extortioners. A third tradition
is that BrahmA offered gifts to Brahmans, but they all refused it, until
one of their sisters' 6ons accepted it and thus became a Bh&t*
Two legends from the Simla hills aiso describe the origin of the
Bh£ty3. The first explains how they acquired the power of reading
men's thoughts. Under R&j& Bhoj,* it says, lived K&li D&s, a famous
Bhdt who held that a man could say anything he wished in poetry,
and so K&li, the goddess, pleased with his devotion, conferred on
him the power of thought-reading. The other legend goes further
back, and d e s c r i e s how R&]& J a s w a n t t had a wise counsellor in a
woman Khank&li. Once when he was holding his court at Srinagar
in Garhwdl the TA&\& of Mdrw&r, Jagdeo, came to see him and found
him and Khank&li in council. The lady veiled her face, explaining
that as a man had come to that cowardly court she could not show her
face before him. This reply naturally annoyed Jaswant who declared
he would give her 10 times as much as Jagdeo would bestow. j£hank&li
then went to Jagdeo's t e n t ; but as he was at his devotions his R&ni
gave her a dish full of gold coins and gems which Khank&li refused to
accept, as she could take no alms from a woman. When the R£j&
came she presented him with a rupee, as a natr} and said she was the
wife of a Bh&t and had come to demand dan (charity), which one of
Rajput blood could not refuse. He bade her ask a favour, and she demanded his head, which the R&j£ at once cut off, and she carried it in a
dish to R&]& Jaswant. Tauntingly Jaswant asked what she had got
from Jagdeo, who had fled from his own kingdom and sought a refuge
with himself. In reply Khankdli showed him the head and demanded
those of himself and his 9 tons in fulfilment of his vow, threatening him
with the ruin of his kingdom if he refused. The king's sons, his queen,
and he himself, however, all declined to sacrifice their lives in fulfilment
of the R&j&'s rash promise,
Kbank&li then returned to Jagdeo's tent. She had forbidden his
queen to burn his body till she returned, and when she found the R&ui
lamenting over his corpse she restored it to life and promised him the
empire of all India. This he soon achieved. In the first encounter
Jaswant was overthrown and Jagdeo seized his kingdom. Gradually
'he subdued all the petty chiefs in India, compelling them to pay
6 annas in the rupee as tribute. From Khankdli and K&li Das the
Bh&t chain descends.
I n Sirmur the Bh&ts are by origin Brahmans,J but having adopted
Jcarewa they lost status and are now by occupation genealogists.
Many, too, are cultivators and traiis-Giri mairy with Kanets. The
• Cf. Legends II, p. 1&3.
t Bee Legends of the Punjab III, pp. 242, 252.
J There i3 a Wateshar or iiateshar group among the Brabmans also.
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Bh&^3 of N.ihan retain Brahman customs,, but those of the interior have
adopted those of the Kanets. With the Kaneia the Bhats furnish the
Dewas or priests to the temples. Trans-Giri there is a sub-divisioD of
the Bh&ts called Deii, but the rest of the Bhdts do not intermarry with
them and they are inferior to the other groups.
THE MUHAUMADAN BJUTS.

The Muhammndan Bhdts are even fewer in numbers than the Hindu,
and far less elaborately organised, hi Eise&r they date their conversion to A'lamgir's reign, and still continue to minister to Mahdjans
and other Hindus as well as to Mughals and Pirzadas, but Shaikhs
only fee them at a daughter's wedding; as do also oilmen and weavers
who give them 3 annas. But they get fees on the birth of a son. In
Rohtak they have only th'ee sections, Bijbdn. Sil Saha and Gur Deva,
of whom the latter recite genealogies and compose songs.
Their patrons are Muhammadan R&jputs and Hindu Mahajans, and
they receivd
Ceremony.
Girl's betrothal
Boy's

Function.

• t •

•

»)

Girl's
Birth of a son

•

*

• t

t

f • •

Fee.

The Bhat women sing songs and chant i 8 Mansuvi takas.
habits.
The Bhat women sing songs and also the I Re. 1 or as. 8 with takas,
brotherhood.
8 iahas for each.
"Women skit! bandh&iva
Re. 1.
Sing conguUulaLory songs
• * •

» t •

i

* • •

•

t

At weddings when the dower arrives tho Bhats read out the list of articles and recite the
following habit .
Zar kisi sonc go(A vi/uin mw .i$.<a tnoti knnciian chhahbhari hai,
Kithlchdb atlas bdv:ohi jii>trm Idt mehndi motisut pds dhari hai.
Bhuhau nitub hird vannd ja-do jnvai gird men chhuhdre 6ab ndrkahin khari hai.
Sundar sohdy b<>d:/ bhari jo.isi khiili plml jhari hai.

In Shahpur the Muhammadan Bh&ts are divided t h u s :
Section.
fChfiril.

an

IJj ^Samit.
t
4

Gotra.
Koshal.
« >

^Gudr&L
II. Kaprai. which is said to bo purely endogamous and not to
marry with any other Bhdt under pain of excommunication. The
other four sections marry inter so.
TH)U BEAT'S FUNCTIONS.

The functions of the Bh&t differ in different parts of these Provinces.
In the soutli-eaatei'u districts ho is not entrusted with any religious
functions at all. Thus in Rohtak tho Brahrn Bhais merely get
annas 4 to 8 on the bridegroom's departure at a wedding : and tho
w
guests at a rich man** funeral are invited through a Bh&tj ho receives
Re. I in cash, and a turban when the pagri is tied round the heir's
head. A Bh'4 also summons tho kinsmen to witness an excoiumuni*

*
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cation or a re-admission into caste.* As we go westward, however, the
Bh&t's functions become more definite, assuming at times almost a
priestly colour, while his perquisites are correspondingly larger and more
certain. Thus in Kapiirthaki the Brahtn Bhiit sings congratulatory
songs at a betrothal, at the saia chitthi, at a chhotd tihd, or marking
of the bridegroom's forehead, the mi/nz,t or meeting of the bride and
bridegroom, at the lawdn or turina, the mittha bhd\ and the c/ur&ant,
receiving a fee of annas 2 or so, together with other rails.
After a death the Bh£v remains for 13 days in the deceased's house
and helps to procure what is required ; at a shant he gets a ru
and at a such he gets a similar fee with certain clothes :
Ceremony.

Fat,

fO) Marriage procession

3. (a;

(1)

(2)
•2

< (8)

*

(4)

I

(6)

Sing Manglachdr habits
Pilra
Ditto
Proclaim publicly the presents given
Dowry
as the dowry.
Wartsui ...
Carry baskets (chhdbds) of dried
fruits, etc., to the bridegroom's
father'8 house, and chant congratulations to the pair.
(i) Sew the hafan\ ...
Procession to the funeral
(it) Buy what is necessary for the
pyre.
deceased's relatives.
(Hi) 8ing in the procession.
Bidpd for 1st four days .. A. B hatnf leads the mourning of the
women of the brotherhood.
Dahdya ...
On the tenth day the Bh&tnf assembles the women in the house of
the deceased's heirs.
On the 13th day
A Bhat assembles the male members
of the brotherhood, and the deceas
ed's heir is proclaimed.
Dharm $hdnt ...
On the 17th day the shrddh is performed.
• •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• t •

• •

•

• •

•

• • t

•

•

• •

•

• •
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• % •

•

•

• •

•
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•
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1 or 2 annas.
1 anna.
4 annas.

• »

•

2£ annas.

8 annas or i rupee.
2 annas and l sera of
wheat flour.
1 anna.
A meal of cooked food.

In the western districts the Bb^tni fulfils the duties of a professional
mourner. Thus in Sh&hpur she leads the mourning by the women
of the deceased's brotherhood for a fee of Re. 1,
1. and m
in Dera Gh&zi
Kb£n she does this for a wage of 2$ annas a day, besides what the
relatives may give her.
In K£ngra§ the only relic of the Bhdt's former functions is the
making of habits, and a proverb runs :—Bhdt hi bhet habitf i.e., a B h ^
will always make a present of a habit. Like the parohit and the barber
+ This account comes from the Sampl? tahsil of Rohtak. Elsewhere the Bh&s merely
sine congratulatory songs on auspicious occasions for a fee of four double-pice, raised at
weddings to He. 1-4-0.
t They sprinkle the red coloured water on the white garment* of the wedding guests.
% But in Dera Ghazi Khan this is done by the Jajik.
§ This is the account from Hamirpur. In Nurpur tahsil Bhats merely visit the house of a
newly married couple and receive a small fee, earning their living by cultivation. In
Kingra tahsil they sometimes at a wedding get a fee called durbhia} which varies from
3 pies to 2 annas: they also get one at an investiture with the janeo, and at weddings the
girl's father gives his Bhat, aiuas 2 and some cloth, while the boy's hhit gets Be. 1*4.0, but
they perform no rites.

Bhattdhdr—Bhatti.
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they are looked upon as Idgis, but are virtually only employed as
messengers at weddings, being ptid a trifle by the recipient for the
message (neondar). In the Hill States, however, ten or twenty BhA^s
sometimes collect and recite habits, receiving a sum <of money, called
rinj, which is divided proportionately among them, the Bh&t of the
Y&]& who gives it getting the lion's share. In former times, it is said,
they were compelled to work, but this is not now the case. Elsewhere
peaking generally, a cultivator or a servant to a
Mah&jau.
The Bh&ts act as parohits to the Kbatris, while their Own parohit$
aad pddhas are S&rsut Brahmans.
fem.-h^ri, Bhattiar,-£r6, a person who takes food to
labourers in the field.

BHATTAHAR,-HARA,

The name Bhatti would appear to be unquestionably connected
with Bh&t, Bhatt, Bh^^i and Bha^ia, Bhatt bearing the same relation
t6 Bh&t as Jatt to J&\, kamm ia Punjabi to kdm, etc. As a tribe the
Bha^is are of som3 antiquity,' numerous and wide-spread. They give
their name to the Bhatti^na* aud to the Bhatti orat tracts, as well
$is to various places, such as Bhatinda, Bhafner, Pindi Bhattidn and
possibly the Bhatti&t in Chamba. Historically the Bhattis first appear
to be mentioned in the Tarikh-i-FiroZ'shdhi of Shaing-i-Siraj Afif, and
the following notes are culled from the translation of that work in
Elliott's Hist, of India :

BHATTI.

In the reign of Al&-ud-Dia, Tughlik of Khur&s&n obtained the
district of Dip&lpiir, of which Abohar was a dependency. To Abohar
were attached all the jungles belonging to the Mini (Mina ?) and
Sbatti tribes. Tughlik, anxious to ally his family with the native
hiefs, heard that tho daughters of R&na Mall Bhatti were beautiful
and accomplished, so he sent the amalddr of Abohar to negotiate the
alliance of one of them with his brother, Sipahs&l£r Rajab. In h;s
pn.de the R4na rejected these overtures, and so Tughlik proceeded to
levy the outstanding revenue from the talwandis of the Bhattis with
great severity. The R&na's daughter, Bibi Naila, hearing of this, urged
s
r
her own surrender. Consider/ she said, that the Mughals have carried
off one of your daughters/ She was accordingly married to Rajab,
assumed the name of Bibi Kadbanu, and became the mother of Firoz
Shah III in 1309 A. D.J
In 1394 Strang Khan was sent to Dip&lpur to suppress the
rebellion of Shaikha Khokhar. There he raised troops and, taking
with him Rai Khul Chain Bhatti and Rai D&ud Kam£l Main (? Mina),
he crossed the Sutlej near Tirhdrah (Tih&ra, in Ludh1ana).§
In 1389 we read of Rai Kam&l-ud-din Main (? Mina) and Rai Khul
Chand Bhatti whose fiefs lay near Simdna, being sent with Prince
Humdyun to raise troops at that fortress.||
* See the art. Bhattidna in the Imperial Gazetteer,
tx In the Chiniot uplands north of the Chenab.
E. H. I. Ill, pp. 271-2.
§ E. H. I. IV, p. 29.
E.H. I. IV, p. 22.

Tim6r found Bhatner under the rule of Rao Ddl Chain,* a R&jput,
and probably a Bhatti. Curiously enough ha is represented as having
a brother named Kaindl-ud-din, and in one history Khul Chain is said
to have been the Rai of Bhatner.t
Agnio in 1527 we read of Mirza K£mran's coming from Lahore, with
many horses and much wealth taken from the Bhattis and Khokhars.J
The legends of the Bhattis are, however, silent on these events and
ascribe the origin of the tribe to Achal through Barsi, who extended
his dominions from the south to Bhatner, which they held until expelled
from it by the R£j&of Bikaner early in the 19th century. Then they
spread over Bhattiana, which comprised the modern tahsil of Sirsa
and the northern part of Fateh&bad. The tribe is now found principally along the Ghaggar valley as far as Bhatner.
Various other traditions are, however, current in different localities
and of these the most probable is that which connects the Bhattis
with Jaisalmir. The story current in HiasAr is that they were in very
early times driven across rhe Indus, but returned and some 700 years
ago dispossessed the Langih, Joiya and other tribes of the country
to the south of the lower Sutlej. and founded Jaisalmir, whioh State
they still hold. Bhatti, the leader under whom they recrossed the
Indus, had two sons Dasal and Jaisal. The former settled in Bh&tti&na
and from him are descended the Sidhu-Bardr J&ts, the Wattu being
also descendants of his grandson, Rajput. With this tradition may
be compared the following detailed account of the Bhattis of Bah&walpur, in which State they have 15 principal clans :—
i. The Bhattis, or pure Bhattis, who are generally landow ers
or cultivators, though some are weavers and blacksmit!
ii« Pah or, found throughout the Lamma.
iif. Chus.
iy. Jogi and
v. Jand^ui.
These five septs are closely connected, do not give d a u g h t e r on 9ide the group, and usually intermarry.
vi. Shaikhra.
vii. Chakar-Hulle ; a small sept, of recent origin called Chakai
nllah or servants of God.

viii. Lallfi.
ix. Bh&bhe : a small sept.
x. Katesar : also a small sept, which rears sheep.
xi. Kulyar or Kawalyur which has an interesting history :—
Kulyftr was a son of R£n& R£j W a d h a ^ who had four other sons,
(1) Utters, (2) Nun, (3) K&njun, (4) Hater. The tradition is that the
• The 2afarn&raa has Chan, probably for Chand : or Chain may be due to ^oine confusiorf
>«twcen Sain and Chand. Tiraur explains that R&o means ' brave/ (E. H. I. IV. pp. 428-5,
I8S-00.)

E.H.I. IV, p. 34.

Xhafti dan*.
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anoertors of R6j Wadhan lived in ancient times near Ghajnf, whence
they migrated to Delhi, which after a time they left for Bhatner.
In the 7th century of the Hijra R&j Wadhan together with his tribe
left Bhatner and settled near Chhanb Kuly&r (now in fcho Lodhr&n
tahail of Mult&n), which in those days Jay on the southern bank of
che Sutlej and formed part of the dominions of Rai Bhutto, the ruler
of a city, the greater part of which was destroyed by the Sutlej flowing
over i t ; but parts of its ruins are still to be seen on the right bank
of the Ghdra (in tahsil Lodhr£n). R£n& R&j Wadhan had a boautiful
danghter whom Rai Bhutto desired to marry. The request was refused
by Kuly&r, the eldest son of R&j Wadhan ; and the result was that a
sanguinary battle took place in which Rai Bhutta was slain. The
tract of the country thus conquered by the Kuly&rs became known as
Chhanb Kuly&r, which name it still retains. At this time Sher Sh&h
Sayyid Jal&l was living in Uch, where R£n£ R&j Wadhan and his sons
went to see him and embraced Isl&uri. R&j Wadhan remained Jat Uch,
(
Utteri occupied the Vi&h' (Bids)*, Nun began to live on the RAvi,
(and that tribe is now dominant in Shuj&b&d tahsil), Kanjun at the
Don&ri Mari (?), and Kulyiir made Chhanb Kuly&r his residence.
Hater was deprived of his share of the inheritance^
xii. Daragh.
xiii. Sangrd: with a famous sept called W&gi. In the 8th
century Hijra the Sangrds migrated from R&jput&na and
settled in Kath&la, then a large town on the Gurang or
Hariari, the ruins of which are still to be seen near Tibba
T£nwin-w&la. Kathila was at that time held by the Joiyas.
xiv. Mahtam : the Muhammadan Mahtams claim to be Bhat^is
and say a mirasi once ironically called their ancestor
€
Mahtam,' or chief. They appear to be distiucfc from the
Hindu Mahtams.
xv. Bhet: who claim to have been Bhat^is who accompanied
Shaikh Hakim from Delhi, but are said* by others to be
Dhedhs or Menghwals, whom that saint converted.
xvi. Markand, Bokha, Jhakhkhar, Dhandla, Phanbi, Bir&r,
Dadu, Kap&hi (cotton-workers and reed-cutters), and
K&hin, are nine clans descended from the same ancestor
and they intermarry. Some are landowners, others tenants,
but some are boatmen, and though Bhattis by origin they
are regarded as of low status.
On the south-east border of the Punjab the subject population of
Bikaner is largely composed of Bhattis, and tradition]: almost always
* The tradition is that in those days the Bias flowed separately to the north of Kahror
towards Shujab&d.
t The Mittru Bhatti of Multan say they come from Bikaner.
t The H issar tradition is very different and says that the 1 hattis are of the Jatu family,
and that like the Tunwar Rajputs they trace their origin to remote antiquity. At some
distant period, two persons named bbatti and fcumija are said to have come to this country
from Mathra. The latter had no male issue, and his descendants (ailed Joija Rijputs)
live in Sirsa. After some generations cne of the family
of
the
fonrcr,
namtd
Husalu,
r
became Baj6—he had two sens, Dusul oud Jaisul. Jbe latter became Baja of Jai*almir,
where hisv descend ants still reign. The former remained in Bhaitiena— he had ouJy one son,
named Janra. Who had several wives (all of other castes^ bv whom he had 21 sorm *)><-.»*

>
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BAatfi traditions.
carries ns back to the ancient city of Bha^ner, which lies on the banka
of the long since dry Ghaggar, in the territory of that State bordering
on Sirsa, B u t in that tract, which corresponds to the old Bhatt&na,
the Bhatti is no longer a dominant tribe and the term is loosely applied
to any Mnhammadan 3£\ or B£jput from the direction of the Sutlej,
as a generic term almost synonymous with R&th or Pachhdda.
In the central Punjab, however, and> towards the north of it, the
Bhattis, though scattered, hold strong positions. In Amritsar tradition
avers that they have a ' long pedigree' beginning with Adam, 10th in
descent from whom was Krishua, son of Jad, the son of Jadam. And
the present State of Kapurthali was held by a Raj£ who sought the
aid of Lakhanp&l and Harpal, sons of the R£na, Pfirab Chand, of Bha^ner
against his foes. Accompanied by Panp£l, a third son of the R&n&
by a J6( wife, they overran the neighbouring country ; but the Rajfi
refused to give them the share he had agreed to bestow upon them,
so they put him to death and partitioned his kingdom, Lakhanp&l
taking the B£ri Do£b, Harp61 that of the Bist J&laudhar and Panp&l
the modem Ferozepur District. Rai Viru, Lakhanpdl's great-grandson t
founded Vairowal in Amritsar some 540 years ago and his grand*
daughter, a sister of Rai Mitha, was married to Rai Ibrahim of
Kapurthald, himself a Bha^ti and descended from Harpal. But after a
futile attempt to subdue Rai Mitha, Ibrahim forbade intermarriage
between the two branches.
Kapfirthal& tradition is, however, quite silent as to Lakhanpdl or
Harpal, and, according to legends current in that State, Rai N&nak
Chand is said to have left Bhatner and settled in Bhul&na, in that
State. Three brothers Bhatti,
M
tribes so named, which settled in the Punjab only 14 generations ago.
Nevertheless reciprocal marriage is confined to the Bhatti, Manj
N4rd and Khokhar* tribes, which avoid marriage with the Chauh&n,
A win, Nipdl, Bajoha, Janjua, Punwrir, Varyfi.
I
The Khokhars and N£rus are regarded as foreign by race to the other
R^jpnts, who all trace back their descent to R&j& Salivahan who has
a shrine at S&lkot. He is aaid to have been defeated by Im&m N&sir.
In Gujr&t the Bhattis trace their first settlements back to Dnlla
Bhatti, I&ja of Pindi Bhatt&n who was put to death by Akbai-. All
his family was in Akbar's camp on the Jhelum, where they were kept
in durance until released at the intercession of a faqir whose shrine*
is still pointed out at Chhapar on the bank of that river. Dulla's son,
Kam&l K h a n was allowed to settle on the waste lands near Gham&n
still a Bhatti village, while the rest returned to Pindi Bhatti£n.t

descendants established different tribes, such as the Ldkhiwal% Sidhu and Barar Jats. Janri
founded the town of Abohur, naming it after his wife Abho-—by this wife he had three
sons- Rdjpol, Chun and Dhum :—the Wattu R£jputs are descendants of the first-the Mai
Rajputs of the second—and the Nawab of Rania and his family, of the third. Inasmuch as
the Bhattis were more numerous than the rest, the country was called fehattiana. The
habits, manners and customs of Bhatti IUjputs are similar to those of the Tunwar BaMputs
Hissar Settlement Beport, p. 8, §§ 25, 26.
• The Khokhars (alone) give daughters to Sayyids.
| The tribal mirdti givea the following pedigree of the tribe, which claims Matoirijti 9 an jit
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A BhcMi pedigree,
u

The Bhatti of the Gujranw&la Biir, -where they are the
natural
eneinies of the V i r k / ' are descended from one Dhir, who eighteen
generations ago left Bhatner, and settled in the Nur Mahal jungles as
a grazier and freebooter. His grandson went further on to the banks
of the R&vi, and his son again moved up into the uplands of Gujrfinw&!a. Tht> modern descendants of these men are described as " a
muscular- and noble-looking Lice of men. agriculturists more by
constraint than by natural inclination, who keep numerous herds of
cattle which graz^ over the pasture lands of the B&r, only plough
just sufficient to grow food for their own necessities, and are famous
as cattle-lifters and notorious thieves/' The Bhat^i of Gujr&nwdla
enjoyed considerable political importance in former times, and they
still hold 86 villages m that District. In Sidlko^ the Bha^ti claim
descent from Bhoui seventh in descent from their eponymous ancestor
Bhafti, who came to Gujr&nwala from Bik&ner, and thence to Si&lko$.
None of these Bhatti of the B&r will give their daughters to the
Singh as one of ita scions :
PADAM KATH.

r
Wichar.

I
SahnsJ.
M'iharij* lUimt Singh was
desoeiide-vl fruui this branch

—
r
Nam pal.
Gajranwala.

"1

Bhaaoi.

i

1

i

Jarat. Gaandhar. Ratanp&l. fcJahnpaJ

Gujranwaia,

r
.ifco.

Tahsil Ph&li&L

I
A m bar.

Dhairri

I

Pindi «Bhatti4n.

r
Ohs.

^ 1
Ghawnaj.
Gujranwala.

I

I

Karto.

D&nu.
Lakhira.
I
Chuhar.

)

Seo.

Dehli and Bikaner

t

i

Ohang.
Katho
Nathu.

r
Rai Pnthora,

I
Bijli.

Oajriuwila.

I

Fjld.

r
BdJilol.

I

I

I

Dnlla.
Masti.
Daim.
Pindi Bliattiin

r
Mohammad Khan.
Pindi Bhatti:n.
[another genealogy of the Bh&tti* set uudsr Simil.J

1
Kam&l KhXn
Qujric.
t

•
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Bkafti Chan&-~Iihit tanni.
neighbouring 3&\ tribes, though they will take wives from among them
without scruple.* In the Salt-range the Bhatti seem to hold a very
subordinate position as Bha^i, though it may be that some of the
innumerable R&jput tribes of that tract may consider themselves
Bhat(i, as well as whatever their local name may be. The Bhatti of
Jhaog hold the considerable Bhattiora tract north of the Chen&b,
They came first from Bhatner to the right bauk of the Jhelum near
the Shdhpur border, and thence to Bhattiora. They are described as
u
a fine race of men, industrious agriculturists, hardly at all in debt,
good horse-breeders, and very fond of sport. They do very little
cattle-lifting, but are much addicted to carrying off each other's
wives."
The persistence of tho traditions which connect the Bhattis with
Bik&ner, Jaisalmer and the old fortress of Bhatner cannot be disre*
garded. But for a fuller discussion of their origins see RAJPUT,
Bhatti is also (1) a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,
as well as (2) a Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural), and (3) a
Muhammadan Jat clan (agricultural) in that District,

BHATTI CHAPS, BHATTI NACL, BHATTI TAHAR,

three Rajput clans (agricultural)

fouud in Montgomery. Cf. Bhdti W6d.
an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

BHAWANA,
BHEDA,

a faqir, a sadhu: from bhekh, dress, disguise, and
1
a sect of Hindu faqirs'.

BHBKH-DHARI, BBKKHI,

BO

a Muhammadan Jat clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

BHIDAL,

BHIKHABI,

fern,

BHIKKBAK,

bhichchak q.v.

-AN,

a beggar

Bfliy, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur.
a tribe of Jats claiming Solar Rajput origin, through its eponym,
whose descendant Badar embraced Islam. It holds five villages in
Sialkot.

BHINDAL,

a tnjbo of Jats of the Lunar branch of the Lunar Rajputs, through
its eponym, who settled in the Puujab under Rai Tanar. Found in
Sialkot.
BBI8TI, fern.-AN, (bhista, facetiously), lit., a dweller in Paradise, fr. Pers.
bihiaht ; a Muhammadan water-carrier.
BBITTANNI occupies a tract of hill country some 40 miles long by 12 to 16 wide,
stretching along our border from the Marwat tahsil of Bannu to the
Gurnal valley. Along the northern part of this line, it owos little or

BHINDAR,

*As among lUu Muhammhdan Chibh, Manilas and other tribes a Jatf who enpouees a
Bhatti becomes a Rhntttni hy tribe according to the proverb Chhutti Raja, te hoi Hani:
1
Touched by a Raja, (a woman) becomes a Itinj,'
In Ludhiana the Shaikhs,a Bhatti chin, derive their nam-* from Shaikh Ohachu, a descendant of Raja KanHhan who accepted Islam and wan granted the State of Hathur bj the
Mubammadaa emperors. For soine other Bhatti clftu names see the Appendix.
0

I
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I no land in the plains; to the south it holds a strip of very fertile
country extending from the Takw&ra along the hills as far as Dabbra.
It has a few scattered hamlets in the Nasrdn country north of the
i Takwdra, and is also found in-considerable numbers in the north-east of
1
the Gfimal valley. To the west the hill country of the Bhittannis is
hemmed in by that of the YVazirs, The two tribes are generally more
or less at feud, though the Bhittannis, till recently, never scrupled to
assist Wazir rohbers in their incursions into British territory,
The Bhittannis live in small villages, generally hidden away in
hollows. Their houses are mud and brushwood hovels of the poorest
description, and sometimes they live in caves hollowed out of the
rock. One of their principal places is Jandola, on the road leading up
the T£nk zam to the Wazir country,
The tribe is divided into three sections : Dhanna, Tatta and Wraspun.
In the plains the lands of the Bhittannis were originally divided into
numerous small divisions, known as ndlds. Each ndld} as a rule,
forms a single plot, owned by a number of families generally closely
connected by birth. The waste land in each ndld is the property of
the ndld proprietors. Before land became valuable, the proprietors
of the different nilis used readily to admit men of their own subsection to a share in the ndld lands, and in this way, men, who had
before lived exclusively in the hills, were continually settling in the
plains. There has never been, therefore, any actual division of the
country on shares, and the present, proprietors hold purely on a
squatting tenure. The lands of the Wraspuns lie to the not th, the
Tattas to the south, and the Dhannas in the middle. The Dhannas
own much less land than the other two sections, and fewer of them
reside in the plains. The plain Bhittannis live in scattered kirris or
villages. The larger ndlds have separate kirris and headmen of their
own, but more generally the people of several ndlds live together in
one kirri% under a common headman.
a Muhamraadan 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
i BHOJKI, a term applied to the pujdris or officiants at the great shrines of
Devi, such as that of Jawilamukhi, that at Bhaun in the Kangra
District, Naina Devi in Hoshidrpur, etc. The Bhojkis were said by
n
Barnes to be not Br&hmans, though they are the hereditary priests of
these celebrated temples. They all wear the sacrod thread; they
intermarry among themselves alone, eat flesh, drink wine, and are a
debauched and profligate set; the men are constantly in the Courts
involved iu litigation, and the women are notorious for their loose
morality."
Colonel Jenkins writes of them:—-" The Bhojkis are
perhaps a unique feature of the K&ngra District, They claim to be
Sirsut Brdhmaus; but if so, have certainly sunk in the social scale,
as no ordinary Bnihmans would eat kachi rasoi with them. They
appear to occupy much the same position as the Gaogaputras of
Benares, and the probability is that they are mere Jogis who have
obtained a reflected sanctity from the goddesses whose service they
have entered. The name is evidently conneeted with the Sanskrit root
bhoj to feed,* and is taken from the nature of their duties. They
BHOJIYA,

•The term is probably derived from bhoj in the sense of 'grant and the Bhojkii arc
probably merely beneficed BrAhman devotees of Devi,

|08

Bkojuanar~ Bhuiar.

intermarry pmong themselves end with a claBs of Jogfs called Bodh*
Pandits. Another account states that the Bhojkis of Bhaun do not
give daughters to those of Jaw&lamukbi or Naina Devi, thoogn up
to Satnbat 1936 they used to accept brides from the latter, whom
intermarry
they regard as inferiors.
among themselves, excluding their own got and the mother^ relatives
np to the 7th degree. But thoy also intermarry with the Pandit
Bodhaa and the* Bararas. The former are said to be Br&hmans,
but both they and the Bararas take a deceased's shroud, etc., like the
Achdraj. The Bhojkis of Chintpurni aro 13 rah mans and marry with
1
Brahmans, and will not even smoke with those of Bhaun, etc/
BHOJUANA, a clan of the Sifils.
BHOLA, a Muliammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BHOLAR, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar (same as Bhullar).
BHONAH, a J^t dan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
BHO^BYt, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
BHOTAH, a J&t clan Agricultural) found in Mult&n.
BUOTAB, a JaJ. clan (agricultural) found in Multin (same as Bhuttar).
BHOTO, an ignorant hillman, a simpleton.
BHUCHAXOI, a title given to Akdlis : fr. bhuchang, a black snake.
BnuKK,a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery, Ferozepur, and in
Bahawalpur, iu which State they call themselves Jilts.
mentioned in *he Tabaq&t-i-Akbari as a tribe subject to the
Gakhars,* but in the Waki'&t-i-Jah&ngiii they are said to be of the
same stock and connected with the Gtekhars, occupying the country
between Rohtds and Haty£, to which they give their name of Bfigi&Lt

BHUKYAL,

Bhuiar, Her, and Man tribes call themselves asl or
u
" original" J£ts, and are paid to have sprung from the jat or matted
h a i r " of Mah&deo, whose title is Bhola ('simple') Mah&deo. They
say that the M&lwa was their original home, and are commonly
reckoned as two and a half tribes, the Her only counting a3 a half.
But the bards of the Man, among which tribe several families have
risen to political importance, say that the whole of the M&n and Bhuiar
and half the Her tribe of Rajputs were the earliest Kshatriya immigrants from Rajput&ua to the Punjab. The head-quarters of the
Bhuiar appear to be Lahore and Ferozepur, and the confines of the
M&njha and Malwaj but they aro returned in small numbers from
every division in the Punjab except Delhi and Rawalpindi, from almost
every District, and from every Native State of the Eastern Plains
except Duj&na, Loh&ru, and Paiaudi. The tribe is probably not a
wholly homogeneous one. In Jind its Sidh isKalanjar, whose samddh
is at Miri, and to it milk is offered on the 14th badi of each month;
also cloth at a wedding or the birth of a son. In Si&lkot its Sidh is
Bhora, whose khdngah is revered at weddings. In Montgomery the
Bhuiar are Hindu and Muhammadan J&ts and classed as agricultural.

BUULAR.—The

BHUN,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Shdhpn*
, p. 309.
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, a man of that tribe. (P. D. 145).
Bmjypi, an aboriginal
BHUT, a tribe found in the S&diq&h&d hard art of Bah&walpor where
they are landowners and tenants. They are formed from two distinct
groups, one a Baloch, the other a J&t sept, the former being few, and
the latter numerous. The Bhfit J&(s are possibly a branch of
Abrahs, with whom they intermarry, but they are also said to be
branch
EpfaP

,gri cultural) found in Sh&hp
BHtfTfif, a J6$ sept.
BHUTS, a J&X sept.
BHTTTTA.—The Bhufta are said by the late Mr. E. O'Brien to hare traditions
connecting them with Hindustan, and thoy claim to be descended from
Solar Rajputs. But since the rise to opulence and importance of
Pirzdda Mur6d Bakhsh Bhufta, of Multdo, many of them have taken to
calling themselves Pirz6das. One account is that they are immigrants
from Bhutan—a story too obviously suggested by the name. They
lao often practise other crafts, such as making pottery or weaving,
instead of or in addition to agriculture. They are said to have held Dch
(in Bah&walpur) before the Sayyids came there. They are chiefly found on
the lower Indus, Chen6bandJhelum, in Shahpur, Jhang, Mult&n, Muzaffargarb, and Dera Gb&zi Khan. In Jbang most are returned as Rdjpots.
The Bhuttl Rhown scattered o^er the Eastern Plains are perhaps members of the small Bhutnaor Bhutraclan of M&lwa J£(s. See also Butar
and Buta. Maclagan describes them as a J 4 ( o r R&jput clan found in
Mult&n tahsil and allied to the Langahs, etc., Bhutta, Lang&h, Dahar,
Shajrtt and Naich, being said to be sons of Mahli in the co
Saghi, jihandi dddi} Sodi jihdndi md,
Maklijdi panj putr—Dahr, Bhul{d, Langah, Naich, Shajrd.
A branch of this clan at Khairpur near Mult&n is- in the transition
stage towards becoming Sayyid.
According uo zhe Bahfiwalpur tradition the Bhutta are of the same
stock as the Bh&^a.* When Dowa R&wal, sister's son of Rfij& Jajja
BhuttA, was building the fort now called Derawar Jajja in a fit of
jealousy stopped its construction ; whereupon his sister who was married
to a Bh&tia R&jput thus addressed him:
Rdi Jajja Bhufta sen wain hi bhain puchhde,
Kay a Bhufta hay a Bhdtia Kot usdran de.
" His sister besought Rai Jajja, the Bhutta:
11
Whether thou art a Bhutta or a Bhdtia, let the fort be built.
BHUTTO an Aram clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BIB, a small and humble (agricultural) tribe, holding one or two villages in
Abbott<ib£d tahsil, Hazara district, and nossibly connected with the
Awins.
BfBizAi, a Path&n clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar*
1

ions make the Bhatia (Jaiaalmer family), the Bhuttas, Bhatti
same family.

<
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BiHAyooAN, one who has not a fixed abode, a faqir who subsists on alms,
BiLAj,a low Purbid caste of syces and grass-cutter. But see also under
Cham&r.
BILAITI, fern. -Ay, a foreigner, a European or an Afghan.
BILHIRA, described as a donkey-keeper, the Bilh&r& is really a branch of the
Malldl or Mohana (boatmen) group, like theNihaya and Manabhari.
In Bah&walpur they are cultivators as well as boatmen and own
several villages on theChen&b and Indus. Tbej are also found as landowners in Multan, Muzaffargarh and Dera Gh&zi.
BIMBAB, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BIRAJPANI, a disreputable sub-sect of the BAm-margi, q.v.
BISHNOI,* PABLAD BANS!, (fr. Vishnu, one of the Hindu Trinity;, a sect
whose founder Jh£mbajl lived towards the end of the 15th century.
Tradition says that at Piup&sar, a village south of Bikdner, in
the Jodhpur territory, lived Laut, a Rajput Punwdr, who had attained the
age of 60 and had no son. One day a neighbour going out to sow his
field met Laut, and deeming it a bad omen to meet a childless man,
turned back from his purpose. This cut Laut to the quick, and he
went out to the jungle and bewailed his childlessness until evening,
when a faqir appeared to him and told him that in nine months he
should have a son, and after showing his miraculous power by drawing
milk from a calf, vanished from bis sight. At the time named a child
miraculously appeared in Laut's house, and was miraculously suckled
by his wife Hdnsa.t This happened in Sauibat 1508 (A.D. 1451).
For seven years the boy, who was an incarnation (autdr) of Vishnu,
played with his fellows, and then for 27 years he tended cattle, but all
this time he spoke no word. His miraculous powers were shown in
various ways, such as producing sweets from nothing for tue delectation
of his companions, and he became known as Achamba (the Wonder),
whence his name of Jhamba, by which he is generally known. After
34 years, a Brahman was sent for to get him to speak and on bis
confessing his failure Jh&mbaji again showed his power by lighting a
lamp by simply snapping his fingers, and uttered his first word. He
then adopted the life of a teacher, and went to reside on a sandhill,
some thirty miles south of Bikaner, where after 51 years he died and
was buried, instead of being burnt, like an ordinary Hindu.
Another account of Jbimbaji says that—
" When a lad of five he used to take his father's herds to water at
the well, and had for each head of cattle a peculiar whistle ; the cows
and bullocks would come one by one to the well, drink and go away.
One day a man named Odaji happened to witness this scene, and,
struck with astonishment, attempted to follow the boy when he left the
well. He was on horseback and the boy on foot, but gallop as fast
as he would he could not keep up with the walking pace of the boy.
At last, in amazement, he dismounted and threw himself at his feet.
The boy at once welcomed him by name, though he then saw him for
the first timei The bewildered Udaji exclaimed Jh&mbaji (omni* Pronounced Vithooi in Bahiwalpur and Bfk&ner.
| Aooordiog to the Hiiaar Settlement Report his parents were Lohut and Keear.
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scient), and henceforth the boy was known by this name. ^ On attaining
manhood, Jh&mbaji left his home, and, becoming a faqir or religious
mendicant, is said to have remained seated upon a sandhill called
Samrathal in Bikdnor, for a space of 51 years. In 1485 a fearful famine
desolated the country, and Jh&mbaji gained an enormous number of
disciples by providing food for all that would declare their belief in him.
He is said to have died on his sandhill, at the good old age of 84, and
to have been buried at a spot about a mile distant from it."
A further account says that his body remained suspended for six
months in the pinjra without decomposing.
The name Bishnoi is of course connected with that of Vishnu, the
deity to whom the Bishnois give most prominence in their creed,
though sometimes they themselves derive it from the 29 (bis-nau)
articles of faith inculcated by their founder. In fact it was very
difficult in our returns to distinguish the Bishnoi from the Vaishnav
who was often entered as a Baishnav or Bishno. The Bishnois sometimes call themselves Prahl&dbansis or Prahl&dpanthis,* ou the ground
that it was to please Prahl&d-bhagat that Vishnu became incarnate in
the person of Jh&mbaji. The legend is that 33 crores of beings were
born along with Prahldd and five crores of them were killed by the
wicked Hirn&kash, and when Vishnu, as the Narsingh avatar, savetfthe
life of Prahl&d &nd asked Prahlad to name his dearest wish, the latter
requested that Vishnu would effect the salvation (mulct) of the remaining 28 crores. To do this required a further incarnation, and Jh^mbaji
was the result.
Tenets of the Bishnois.—Regarding
the doctrines of the sect, Sir
James Wilson,t from whom I have already quoted, writes:—
" The sayings (sabd) of Jhambaji to the number of 120 wero written
down by his disciples, and have been handed down in a book (pothi)
writteu in the Ndgri character and in a dialect similar to Bigri
seemingly a Mirwdri dialect. The 29 precepts given by him for the
guidance of his followers are as follows :
Tis din autak—wdnch roz ratwanti ndri
Sera karo shnun—sil—santokh—suchh
pydri
Pdni—bdni—idhni — itnd lijyo chhdn.
Dayd—dharm hirde dharo—garu batdi jdn
Chori—nindya—jhidh—barjya
bad na kariyo lcoe
Atrial— tamdku — bhang~lil dur hi tydgo
Mad—mas se dekhke dur hi bhdgo.
Amar rakhdo that—bail tani no, bdho
Amcishya barat—runkh lilo nd ghdo.
Bom jap samddh^ pujd—bosh baikunthi pdo
Untis dharm ki dkhri gam batdi soe
Pdhal doe par chdvya jisko nam Bishnoi hoe9
which is thus interpreted :—" For 30 days after child-birth and five
after a menstrual discharge a woman must not cook food. Bathe in
the morning. Commit not adultery. Be content. Be abstemious and
pure. Strain your drinking water. Be careful of your speech. Ex• See also under Narsinghie.
t Sirs* Settlement Report, page 136.

*

amme your fuel in o©5€ oiry ?rviy|fcrea^i?ie b* burnt with it. Show
pity to living: creaturggL Keep d\\ty
r«sent to your mind as tha
Teacher (Hide. I Jo not speak evil of others. Do not tell lies. Never
quarrel. Avoid opium, tobacco, bhang and blue clothing. Flee from
spirits and llgsh. Sec that your goats are kept alive (not sold to
Musalm&ns, who wilt kill th«ni for faad). Do not plough with bullocks.
Keep a fast on the day before iflSTW*" ni«m. Pe not cut green trees.
Sacrifice with fire. $%y pray 35; M&difcftic. Perform worship and
attain Heaven, And th<? l-i^t of the 29 duties prescribed by the
Teacher—' Baptize your children, if you would be called a true

BishnoiV"
*

Some of these precepts are not strictly obeyed j for instance,
although ordinarily they allow no blue in their clothing, yet a Bishnoi,
if he is a servant of the British Government, is allowed to wear a blue
uniform ; and Bishnois do use bullocks, though most of their farming
is done with camels. They al.so seem so be unusually quarrelsome (in
words) ami given to use bad language. But they abstain from tobacco,
drugs and spirits, and are noted for their regard tor animal life, which
is such that not only will they not themselves kill any living creature,
but they do their utmost to prevent others from doing so. Consequently their villages are generally swarming with antelope and other
animals, and they forbid their MusalmAn neighbours to kill them
and try to dissuade European sportsmeu from interfering with
them. Thoy wanted it made a condition of their settlement, that no
one should bo allowed to hhoot on their land, but at the sam*> time
they asked that they might bo assessed at lower rates than their
neighbours on the ground that the antelope being thus left undisturbed
do more damage to their crops; but I told them this would lossen th«
merit (pun) of their good actions in protecting the animals, and they
must be treated just as the surrounding villages were. They consider
it a good deed to scatter grain to pigeona and other birds, and often
have a large number of half-tame birds about their villages. The day
before the new moon they observe as a Sabbath and fast-day, doing no
work in the fields or in tho house. They bathe and pray three times a
day,—in the morning, afternoon, and in the evening—saying" Bishno,
Bishno " instead of the ordinary Hindu " It&m R&m." Their clothing
is trie same as of other Bagris, except that their women do not allow
the waist to be seen, and are fond of wearing black woollen clothing.
They are more particular about ceremonial purity than ordinary Hindus
are, and it is a common saying that if a Bi'shnoi's food is on the 6ret of
a string of twenty camels, and a man of another caste touches tbe
last camel of the string, the Bishnoi would consider his food defiled
and throw it away."
The ceremony of initiation is as follows:—
u
A number of representative Bishnois assemble, and before them a
6&dh or Bishnoi priest, after lighting a sacrificial tire (nom) instructs the
novice in the duties of the faith. He then takes some water in a new
earthen vessel, over which he prays it a set form (Bishno gdyatri),
stirring it the while with his string of beads [nald), and after asking
the consent of the assembled Bishnois, he oours the water three times
into the hands of the novice, who drinks it off. The novice's scalp
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look (choh) is then cat oil and his bead shaved, for the Bishnois shave
the whole head and do not leave a scalp-lock like the Hindus ; but they
allow the beard to grow, only shaving the chin on the father's \ a w i .
Infant baptism is also practised, and 30 days after birth the child,
whether boy or girl, is baptised by the priest (sddh) in much the same
way as an a d u l t ; only the set form of prayer is different {garbhgdyatri), and the priest pours a few drops of water into the child's
mouth, and gives the child's relatives each three handfuls of the consecrated water to drink; at the same time the barber clips off the
child's hair. This baptismal ceremony also has the effect of purifying
the house which has been made impure by the birth (sutak).*
The Bishnois intermarry among themselves only, and by a ceremony
of their own in which it seems the circumambulation of the sacred fire,
which is the binding ceremony among the Hindus generally, is omitted.
They do not revere Brahmans,t but have priests (sadhs) of their own,
chosen from among the laity. They do not burn their dead, but bury
them below the cattle-stall or in a place frequented by cattle, such as a
cattle-pen. They observe the Holi in a different way from other Hindus.
After sunset on that day they fast till the next forenoon, when, after
hearing read the account of how Prahl&d was tortured by his infidel
father Harn£kash for believing in the god Vishnu, until he was delivered by the god himself in his incarnation of the Lion-man, and mourning
over Prahl&d's sufferings, they light a sajiificial fire and partake of
consecrated water, and after distributing unpurified sugar (gnr) in
commemoration of Prahl&d's delivery from the fire into which h© was
thrown, they break their fast. Bishnois go on pilgrimage where
Jh&mbaji is buried, south of Bik&ner, where there is a tomb {mat) over
his remains and a temple (mandir) with regular attendants
(pujdri).
A festival take9 place here every six months, in Asauj and PhAgaii,
when the pilgrims go to the sandhill on which Jh&mba-ji livf»d, 2nd
f
there light sacrificial fires {horn) of jnndi wood in vessels of s one, and
offer a burnt offering of barley, til, ghi and sugar, at the same
time muttering set prayers. They also make presents to the attendants
of the temple, and distribute moth aud other grain for the peacocks
and pigeons, which live there in numbers. Should any one have
committed an offence, such as having killed an animal, or sold a cow
or goat to a Musalmin, or allowed an animal to be killed when he
could have prevented it, he is fined by the assembled Bishnois for the
good of the temple and the animals kept there. Another place of
pilgrimage is a tomb called Chhambola in the Jodhpur country, where
a festival is held once a year in Chet. There the pilgrims bathe in
the tank and help to deepen it, and sing and play musical instruments
and scatter grain to peacocks and pigeons."
The Bishnois look with special attention to the sacred horn or sacrifice;
it is only the rich who can perform this daily ; the poor meet tugether
* But according to the Hissar Settlement Report, the ceremony of admission to the sect is
as follows :—The priests and the people assemble together, repeat the pahul-mantar over a
cup of water, and give it to the candidate to drink ; who thereafter goes round the assembly
and bows to all. His head is then shaved after the manner of the founder of the sect.
According to his means he has to pay a certain sum of money (Rs. 5 to 500 is the limit), for
the purpose of buying gram, which is then sent to the Samrathal sandhill in order to feed
pigeons.
t But in Fazilka the Bishnois aro said to employ Brahmana for religious as well as
secuilar purposes.
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to carry out the rite on the Amdvns day only. The gaenas or sadhs,*
who are their priests and are fed and feed by them like Brahmans,
are a hereditary class and do not. intermarry with other bishnois,
nor do they take offerings from any but Bishnois. The Bishnois
themselves are a real caste and were shown as such in the Census
tables ; and the returns of the caste are much more to be relied on than
those of the sect, for the reason given above, that many Bishnois by
sect must have beeu shown as Vaishnavas, and vice versa. It is said
that a member of any of the higher Hindu castes may become a Bishnoi,
but as a matter of fact they are almost entirely J;i^s or Kh&tis (carpenters) or ; less frequently, Rdjputs or B&nias, and the B&nia Bishnois are
apparently not found in the Punjab, their chief seat being Mur^ddb&d,
in the United Provinces. The man who becomes a Bishnoi is still
bound by his caste restrictions ; he no longer calls himself a 3i\9 but
he can marry only J&t Bishnois, or he is no longer a Xhitf, and yet
cannot marry any one who is not a Khfiti; and further than this, the
Bishnoi retains the got of his original tribe and may not marry within
it.t Karewa is practised among them, but an elder brother cannot
marry a younger brother's widow, though her brother-in-law or fatherin-law are entitled, if she do not marry her dewar, to a payment called
bhar from her second husband.
There is not perhaps very much in the teaching of Jh&tnbaji to
distinguish him from the orthodox pattern of Hindu saints, and in 6ome
joints his doctrine, more especially with regard to the preservation of
ife, is only an intensification of the ordinary VAISBNAVA tenets. But
in the omission of the phera at marriage, the cutting off of the choti or
scalp-lock, the special ceremony of initiation, and the disregard for
the Brahmanicul priesthood, we find indications of the samo spirit as
that which moved the other Hindu reformers of the period.
BOCHAH, a J i t clan (agricultural) in Mult&n.
BODLA.—The BodJ&9 are a small section of the Wattu RijputsJ of the
lower and middle Sutlej, who have for some generations enjoyed a
character for peculiar sanctity,§. and who now claim Qureshi origin
from Abu Bakr Sadiq; and many of them call themselves Qureshis.
They still marry Wat^u girls, though they give their daughters only to
Bodlds. They were till lately a wholly pastoral tribe, and still hold
a jdgir, the proceeds of which .they now supplement by cultivation.
They came up from Multin through Bah&walpur to Montgomery, where
they were described by Purser as •' lazy, silly, and conceited." From
Montgomery they spread into Sirsa, where they occupied the Bahak
pargana which they still hold. They are credited with the power of
curing disease by exorcism, and especially snake-bite and hydrophobia;
they are recognised saints, and can curse with great efficacy. They
have no relations with the other Qureshis of the neighbourhood, a n d

f

* According to the Hissar Settlement Report the sddhs are priests and the thapun
are secular clergy, generally elected by the people. Priesthood is not hereditary. In Fazilka"
it is said that Bishnois never employ a Brahman if a Bhat is available. The Bhit too is a
Bishnoi..
• + In Fazilka the Bishnois are said to have 860 divisions : one named Roja, meaning nilgai,
but no reverence is paid lo that animal by the Rojas. Cf. Goraya.
X No Wattu would claim affinity with the Bodlas, who are held in great respect in Bik4ner,
as Parmeshwar ro sakleo ro salcko i.e., ' Kin of God's kith and kin.' The use of Parmeshwar
for Allah points to a Hindu origin.
§ Bodla in Western Punjabi means ' bimpleton ', and simplicity or lunacy is regarded as
asign of sanctity in the East.
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their Wattu origin is hereby open to question, though they may
possibly be of Qureshi extraction, but now so completely affiliated to
the Wat^us by constantly taking brides from that tribe as to be undistinguishable from them. Their power of curing snake-bites i9 connected with a historical fact. When the Prophet and his companion
Abu Bakar left Mecca, they concealed themselves in a cavern, and
there the devoted companion, in order to protect his master, tore bis
turban into rags and closed the holes with the pieces. One hole he
stopped with his toe, and it was bitten by a snake. When the Prophet
learnt what had occurred he cured it by sucking the wound, and the
Sadiqis sometimes seek to prove their descent from the first Caliph
by claiming the power of curing snake-bite. There is also said to be
a class of wondering gharishti faqirs called Bodl£. A Sani^si sub-sect
also appears to bear this name. Possibly the word is cpnfused with
Bhola, 'simple', an epithet of Mah£dev. See also QURESHI.
BOHRA.—The Bohrd, includes two distinct classes: one Brahman moneylenders from Mdrwdr, who have settled in the districts on the Jumna,
and acquired a most unenviable notoriety for unscrupulous rapacity.
There is a rustic proverb : Bore kd Ram Ram aisd Jam ka sandesd :
" A Bohrd/s 'good m o r n i n g ! ' is like a message from the angel of
death." These Bohras appear to accept brides from Biuias, but do
not give them daughters.
In the hills any money-lender or shop-keeper is apparently called a
bohrd (from the same root as beohdr 'trade'"*, and the word is used
in the same general sense in the south of Rdjputina and in Bombay,
taking the place of the ' B&nia ' of Hindustan, though in Guzerat it is
specially applied to a C1H.?S of Shia traders who were converted to
Isldin about 1300 A. D. [For the M uhammadan Bora see Wilson's Sects
of the Hindus, p. 170. They are represented in Mulfan.] In the Punjab
all the Bohr&s are Hindus. In those Hill Siates in which B»»hras are
numerous, Ban ids are hardly represented in the returns, and vice versa ;
and both the B&nia and Bohra are in the falls also known as Malhljan
The Hill Bohr&s are said to be exceedingly s t r c t Hindus, and to be
admitted to intermarriage with the lower classes of K&jput*, such as
R&this and Rdwats. In Gurd&spur there is said to be a small class
of-traders called Bohrds who claim Jdt origin, and who are notorious for
making money by marrying their daughters, securing the dower, and
then running away with both, to begin again da capo.
BOJAK, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in MultAn.
BOKHIA, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery : also called Bokhe
and found as cultivators and camel-breeders in Bahiwalpur.
BOLA, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Atultan.
Bo MI, a Rdjput sopt, according to the Punjabi Dicty., p. 166.
BONAH, a Jd-t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
RON, BONA, fern. BONAI, a weaver of the Charaar caste.
* Beames gives ivJiuru as the true form of the word. Wohra is a got or se-'tion of the
Muhammadan Khojas. It is fairly clear thai the Bohras are connected in some way with the
Khojas. In Me war there aro Muiiammadan B«h)oras as well as Bora Brahmans 1 he
former aro united under elected mullahs and are said to be Ilassanis by sect. cf. Malcolm'e
Exat, of Peraiu I, p. 395. Their chief colony is at Ujjaiii, See Memoir on Central India
and Malwa, by Malcolm,
B^^I^^H^^Hl^^^H^^H^^^I
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BOPAHRAB,
BOPBRAI,

a Jfif clan (agricultural! found in Amritsar.

a Hindu J^t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
cultural)

Their ancestor is
Bah&wal Haqq
to have received from him some of the land granted to him by the
ruler of Mult£n. They came from Haidarabad in Sind and are also
found in Bah&walpur as landowners. The Bappis, with whom they
intermarry, and Sangis are said to be of the same stock.
•

>T, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
AK

a

J^tf clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
BOZDAR, an independent BALOCH tribe situated beyond our frontier at the
back of the Kasrini territory. They hold from the Sanghar Pass on
the north to the Khosa and Khetr&n country on the south, and have
the Ltini and Mus* Khel Pa^hins on their western border. Those
found in Dera Ghizi Khin live in scattered villages about R&ianpur
and anion? thn La^hiri tribe, and have no connection with the parent
tribe. The Bozd&r are hardly of Rind extraction
pedigree only makes them descendants of a goat-her4 who married
Bd.no, widow of Rind's great-grandson, Shau Ali. They are divided
into the Dul&ni- Ladw&ni Ghul&m&ni a sub-foman, Chakn&ni, Sih&ni,
Sh&hw&ni, Jal&liui, J£fir£ni and Rascain£ni clans. They are more
civilized than mo3t of the trans-frontier tribes and are of all the Baloch
the strictest Musalm&ns. Unlike all other Baloch they fight with the
matchlock rather than with the sword. They are great graziers,, and
theit name is said to be derived from the Persian buz, a goat.
AB, BOT?

#

BRAHMAN, (Panjibi

B&mhan, Bfihman; fern. B&mhani: dim. masc, Bsmhanet4;
fem. Bamhane#, a Brahman's son or daughter : cf. Bamhanau, Brahmanhood).
The Brahmans in India are divided into two great geographical
groups the Utrahak, who live to the north of the Vindhias, aud the
Dakshnat, who inhabit peninsular India to the south of that range,
*Fhe former are further divided into 5 groups
1 S&raswat, (modernised S&rsut)."]
2. Kankubj.
I
3. Gaur.
VAISO called, collectively, GAUR,
4. Dtkai.
5. Mai thai.
J
The southern groups* also number 5 and a r e : Darawar, Mah&rashtrf,
Sorashat, or Karn&tik, Tailing and Goriar.t Of these the only representative in the Punjab are the Pushkarn& Brahmans, who sprang
from the Mah&rashtri group.t The mass of the Punjab Brahmans

* Also called, collectively, Darawar, from the saint of that name. Another account sayt
the Darawar comprise the Maharashtr. Tailing, Gurjar, Dakhshani and Indrik : (Amritnaxj.
f Lest it be too hastily assumed that Gorjar, Gurjar or Gujar Brahmrins have any
connection with the Gujars, folk-etymology has suggested that the name is derived *
4
0»MK
secrecy \ because their ancestor had once to conceal his faith.
1 But unlike the southern Brahmans the Pushkarnia observe ghunghat (i. e%% their wi
veil thfcii faces), but they have no garbhd dh&n (pregnancy rite) and in other respecta
custom* are dissimilar.

The Pxufhharnda.
S i r s u t s , b u t Gaurs a r e found in the eastern districts of the
are Sarsuts
province. B u t certain groups of Brahmans are neither recognised as
barsut nor as Gaur, or have become totally distinct from the Brahman
community. Such are the P n a h k a m a s , Muhials, described below, and
the BBOJK 1, DHAKOCHI, TAQA and TAOU groups
POSHKABNAS

I t will be convenient to describe first the Pushkarnas, a comparatively
small and un.mnnrf.anf. « ™ „ „ found only in the south-west of the
Punjab. T h
a e d i v i d e d i n t 0 fcwo
>u f J
f 7 f,
territorial groups, (i) Sindhu, "of
t h e l n d u s valley," a n d (ii) M a r w a n , of M a r w l r , or Marecha.
liie r'usnkartjds claim to ho nnrnh^o ** ~n u*~ m i ^ * ux,- i.„ >
who
are, divided m t 0 B h ^ s , Bhattis a n d B b ^ s / * and are described by
T
w
IbbetBon as more strict in caste matters than the S4rsut.
1 Ae Pushkarnas are divided into two groups : Sindhu a n d Marecha
and are said to have 84 gots as given b e l o w t :
I.—SINDHU

Tangsali.
Viis.
Mattur.
Kapta.
Prohat
Machhar.
Wattu.
Matmi.

9. Bnjrii.
17. Hare.
10. Maulo.
18. Chauwatia.
Gandriya.
19. Muttur.
12. Dhaki.
20. Miinda.
t!3, Mutta.
Parhihir.
Jiwanecha.
Kaudia.
t!5. Lapishia (Lapia).
23. Keritt.
16. Fania.
|24. VttarA.
IJL—MAfijroni
1. Kakreja.
H . Goti. ^ ^
27. Eopalia.
40.
¥. Chullar.
15. Gotma.
28. Wachhar.
41.
3. Acharaj.
16. ThAkar.
29. Mastoda\
42.
4 B eda.
17. Badal.
30. Fidoya.
43.
5 Oajja.
18. Dodha.
31. Toj'hi.
44.
6. Kadar.
19. Kovastliilia
82. Vejhd.
45.
7. Keerla.
20 Kaulo.
83. Jhuitd,
46.
8. Naula.
2i. Jabbar.
34. Bnra.
47
9. Kewlia.
22. Dhagra.
35. Nohoj*a.
48.
10. Teriwari.
23. Pe<M.
36. Mumatia.
49.
11. Sandhu.
24. Rania.
37. Kai.
50.
12. Godi.
25. Waheti.
38. Karmana.
51.
13. Godanu.
26. Meratwal.
39. Ranga.
52.
This list is given in a book. In Mftnw&K only those markedf are found.
\

1

U g h t

i

*

S

e

e

Nang*.
Kail*.
Vish*.
Ratta,
Billa.
Wasu.
KaridA.
Chirk.
Rimdev.
Upidhiyo.
Achhti.
Sheahdhir.
Vogai.
Viiang.
Hethoshii.
8omnith.
8ingh£.
God4,n£.
KMkhar.
Khanesh.
KhohAri.

-

rally

ive

in

marna

fn^
J -f S ™
?
?
K * ™ one a n d t h e same
rami.y, and it possible to brothers, accordin to
ide-spread
custom.
n

th

the

ha nd

in

BaMwal

r,n?. p Ji °
I
,
P * r the Marecha a r e described a s
pore P u s b k a r n s t and comprise 15 gots :
1. Acharaj.
6.. Khidana.
11. PardhA.
2. Bhori.
7. Kiraru.
12. Ramde.
3. Chhangana.
8. Kullh4.
13. Ranga.
4. Guiia\
I
9# Ludhdhar.
14. Wias.
5. Kabta,
10. Muchchan.
15. Wi 8 »a.
Incidentally this indicates that the Bhattie and Bhatiae have a common nvicrfe i^*w

tbecountryt0theB0Uthofth0 unjab
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-
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t * f A ^ that the Pushkarns used to
Sri-Malis, that they rank below the
U b C a
a n d ar
as Brahma 8
•HI to a s " ! ^ £ W , h e - 6r '
° </&>."**"
* ^ a u s e of thek
the s cred ^ k f n ^ ? A • y "e. V'?*«P«»8ibIy Sirsuta who made Pushkar or PoVh"
m e r t h e i r he
orLinalh R S l r a
^0dS Wu W 6 ra^-'i^^One
section
of
them
is
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to
hare
18 d t 0
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^ < ^ rank as a reward for excarating
Pwitab
worshaps the pxckaie, but this tradition is not now current in thf
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Next come the Dassd or half-breeds and lastly the Sindhti with 2
yots: Mattar and "VVattu.*
In Bah&walpurt mention is made of a sub-caste, called P&rikh,
which I cannot trace elsewhere. I t has 6 gots% :
Bora.
I
Kathotia.
I
Parohit.
Joshi.
!
Pandia.
|
Tiw£ri.
It is distinct from the Sdwams.
T H E BKAHMANICAL HIERARCHY IN THE SOUTH-WEST PCNJAB.

Before describing the S&rsut Brahmans it will be best to describe
the organisation of the Brahmanical heirarchy in the South-West
Punjab, where the S&rsuts and Pushkarnds overlap, combining to
form groups of beneficed and unbeneficed priests which are further
attached to the different castes.
The Wateshar.—The Wateshar§ are a group of Brahmans whose
clientele is scattered, and who receive fixed dues from their patrons,
irrespective of the services rendered to them. If they preside at a
religious function they receive fixed fees in addition to their standing dues.
In Midnwdli the Wateshar class comprises the following sections
of thtf S&rsut||'and Pushkarnd, Brahmans :
1, Dhann

- 1 ii!

Kand&ra.
Lain'.

* The Wattu got is the lowest of all: Brahma no n men IVattu, ghoron men tattu—° The
Wattu among Brahmans is what a pony is among horses/'
t B u t towards Bikaner is a group known as Parik.
\ The sub-divibicns of these sections are variously given thus :—
4t
/ Ambruana, from Amar Nath, Uangildasi, from
Rangil
Bhojipotra is said to include \
Das," Wajal, from Wajalji, Tejal from Tejalji, all four
i, ii and iit as in text and
j
with Ram Nand, Machhindraji and Bhara Mai, sons of
Sidh Bojh, the saint and eponym of the section.
Tins section also includes the Dand-dambh, the nick-name apparently of some family
earnt by curing an ox, as the name implies.
The Saroapotra also in- \ the Kaikadasani. Prayagdasi, \ and all six sub-division? are
eludes i and ii, as above with £ Prithwi Mai and Shamdasi
) patronymic.
The Samapotras are descended from Sidh Saman and perform a special worship on the
Rikhipancharni, the 5th of the bright .half of Bhadon. They also worship Hingis j devi at
births, weddings and on the 3rd of the bright half of Baisikh. *
Sidh Bhardwaji.
The Bhardwaja sub-divisions are } Aror
„
K£njar ,,
Ratan M

The Katpal are

{gg;

Takht.
The Lalri are
^
^
Jan.
For the correspondence between these sections and those of the MuhiAl Brahmans see infra.
J i t has been suggested that Wateshar is derived frombirt, ' dues.' It is doubtless the same
•word as Vriteswar, derived from vritti or virat. and may be translated ' beneficed.' Thus the
Wateshar form an occupational, group and ihe description given of their sub-divisions is
cerlainly not absolute,
|| Among the 8irsut Wateshar the matrimonial relations are complicated. The Sethpal
marry with the Bhojipotra nnd Samepotra, if such alliances have been actually made in the
past. If however they cannot obtain brides from these two sections they try to get them from
the Bhardwaja or Kathpal. Again the Dhannanpotra only take brides from sections
Nos. 2—4, but give none to them. Under these circumstances it is not surprising to learn
that the Bhojipotra and Samepotra sections used till recently to practise female infanticide
habitually. Lastly sections Nos. 6—7 are willing to effect exchange betrothals with the
Narainis, if no suitable match p'ffers within this group of three sections, which intermarry.
The Pushkarni, Wateshars also effect exchange betrothals as do tie Shahri and Naraini.

Brahman*
2.

Bhojfpotra

t #

li.
• • •

3.
4.
6.
<>.
7.
8.

in.

Simepotra
SethpUl
Bhar.Vija
Kathp'l
KandiAra
Lain

in the South-

d a : int

S
S
Bharojike

Maghw^tni
Wadhwani

ii.

™

West

1

and Ma hwini

r r y withth h e
n

1>

n
n

\»
T
!
«
I Wadhwam.

JI

i»

-

Rama-Nanda.
Machi£na.

> intermarry.

/ J . Nangu.
! a. Lapiya.
Parial.
Tonksali,
Sindhu Pushkarni
4. Mattar.
Candhria.
6. Wasu.
7. Wessa.
8 Sohana.
Of the Wateshar
LA
:^
*

t

• *

claS8 each section is said to minister to certain

sections of Aror£s.*
S

nCe

the

dihpdl

* 1 °rifr i5
Rahmans minister t o 9
nf
1
3 Dang 4 Madaa
The S S S ^ L
^
'
' " «• ^ a b r a , 6. Poplf, etc.
1. Gera, 2. Luila, etc.
ine Bhardicaj minister to—
8.. Dhamija, 9. Sukhfja, 1 0 . N a W ( u _ ^
^
M
The
Rfcnv
/
•
\
\
aindiratta,
16.
Kalra,
17.
Minocha
ine Bhojpotm minister to—
^xuuuia.
Ihe PaI'hihdr minister to—
hei:

3

Jrnuiu.
B h u

Khand
^

, 7. Billa, 8. Budh-

4

Thn'
^ " ' iiTinister
5 ^ ^ to'
'
^ - Machhar.
ine Nangu
1. Chikkar, £ Sachdev, 3. Gulati, 4. Haas, 5. Ktfrfbhatia 6
Ine Sawepotra n u t t e r lo-—
*«**uiidiia, o.

pshid minister to
WwW

2

K h a r b a a d d 3< M o n i 4 4 K h a t t
:
« ' ar,
(
1

The m
' ;
5. Kaluchal u a6 Kurri
xne Dhannanpotru minister to—
' °- ^ u u a .
1. Dudeja, 2. Cihotmurdd4, etc.
Ine Singopotrd minister to—
1. Bajaj, etc.
Iho Sethpdl minister un Sapra-, etc.
All these are sections of the Aro'ras.
/ h e Dhannanpotra minister to the Dawra Rnrrn-n To,,,'; vu ^ T, • .
a J1 K h e 1 , DaD n Koliri
Dhamija, Saaduja, Uthra and other con
'
^ ' "
-l '
- ^adanpotre,
DABSDT—
*
I.—Bhojfpotra
Shamfpotra*
N
l hannanpotra
intermarry (and take wives from II, III, i v and
Satpal
U
mtennarr
a n d tek
IIl! I V)*
y
e wives from
Lalri*
_
Singhupotra
H.—Bhenda,
Bharciwaji,
Kandiart,
Kethupotra.
Kathpali.
fchimjipotra.
* To this section belonged Laljf Gosairu
i
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Of the Sindhu-Pushkarn& Wateshar the Nangu minister to the
Gurmalia, Kaura, Gulati, Sachdev, Chikkar, Mungiya^ and Raon-khela
and many other sections of the Aroras, and the Sajulia section of the
Bha$i&s. The Lapiya minister to the Kharbanda, Chawala, Mongi&,
Karre, Khattar and Kalacbe gots, and the Parial to the Khera, Bugra
and Khurana, all sections of the Aror&s. The Tanksali* minister
to the Nangpal, Mutrij&, Dua (Seth Hari) ; the Mattar minister to the
Khurana, all Sateja Aror&s; the Gandhria to Mahesri Banias; the
Wasa to Bha^ias; the Wesa to Mahesri Banias and the Sohana to
Bh&ti&a.
The Astri have fewer patrons than the Wateshar, and the clientele of
Wateshar
each is confined to one place, where he resides.
acts for him
un able to
Wateshar
The Astri sections in Mi£nwali are
1. Rarodeh.t 2. Shasoo, 3. Bhagl;
The Naraini is an immigrant group, and is thtts without patrons, but
if the Wateshar and Astri are illiterate, a literate Naraini is called
in to perform any function requiring knowledge. As a rule, however,
the Naraini only presents himself when alms are given to all and
sundry.
Patrons.
1. Bambowal
2. Brahmi.
8. Chanana

* •

6.
6.
7.
8.

Chandan
Chuni
Gaindha;
Joshi
Kakrah

• •

•

t

* •

•

•

i«»

#

•

G&reri.
Aneja Aror£s.
Dhupar Aroris.
Chatkare Aror&s.
Nakra.
Khurana and Taloja
Aror&s.

Patrons.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Lapshah
Ojha.
Pandit.
Pharande.

13.

Ramdeh

14.
15.
16.
17.

Soharan.
Sutrak.
Tilhan.
Wohra

.. Ebathar

han

... Manocha Aroras

Only a Brahman may be an astri, a parohit o\- a thani. He may also
officiate as an Acharaj, a Bh&t, a Gos&in or a Ved-p&tr, (an.d so may any
other Hindu), but if he does so he must not accept any di\es for the ritefc
performed. Only a Brahman can take sankalpa, no other Hindu.

m.

Chini
Ohannan
Steak
K4kre
Ramde
Gaindhar

BhagUl.
Gang&har.
Rughanpotra (or Agan'notri ?).
N£rath.
Sethi.
M4hU.
(,Lajp8ha).

IV.—Jhangan
TikM
MohU
Kamrie
Brahmans of Khatrfs.
Jetlf
Bagge
Sant
J
V. •The Mahta Brahmans, whose sections are the Chhibbar, Dat, Mohan, Ved, B4l£ and
Lau, do not act as parohits, but are engaged in agriculture, trade or service. Obviously
these are the same as the Muhi&ls of the North-West Punjab.
* The Tanksalis are called Jhani and receive certain dues on marriage and Dharm band in
the Hadd Jask4ni, i.e., in the tract under the rule of. the JaskAni Biloches.
t Minister to the Danekhel section of the Aroraa.
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A Brahman's own religious observances are performed by his
daughter's father-in-law, or by sume relative of the latter, though he
may, in their absence, get them performed by any other Brahman. A
sister's son is also employed. This is purely a matter of convenience,
the relations of a daughter's husband being entitled to receive gifts,
but not those of a son's wife.
THE SKCULAR BBAHMAWS.

The Muhial Brahmans.—This group of secular Brahmans is said to
derive its name from mnhin, a sum of money given by them at
weddings to Bhats and J&jaks, varying from Rs. 5 to Rs, 7 or Rs. 12.
The Muhi&ls are also styled Munli&ls, and are said to be so called from
muhin, a sept. But it is also suggested that the name is derived from
mukhia, 'spokesman/ or * principal/ By origin the Muhi&ls are certainly S&rsuts and still take wives from that group in Gujrdt, while in
Rawalpindi the five superior sections (Sudh&n, Sikhan, Bhakl&l, Bhog
and K&ii) of the Bnnj&hi S&rsuts used to give daughters to the Bhimwdl
(Bhibhfil) ' Muhidl S&rsuts* and occasionally to the other Muhi&i
sections, though they refused them to the inferior sections of the
Bunjahis: Rawalpindi Gr. 1883-84, p. 51.
Their organisation is on the usual principles and mav be thus
tabulated:
GROUP L—BXRI.

Sect ion.

1. Chhibbar.
Datt
Mohan.
VedorBaid
Bill

t . t

{ .J; J J S S ^ ^

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

] Setpdl (S4hanp«). .
... Dhannanpoti>

• • •

Bhojipotri.
... L&lri,

GROUP tl.—BUNJAHI.

Lau I
Bibhowil or Bhibhil.
• • •

• • •

• « •

• • •

• • •

... S4mepotr4.

The B&ri group either intermarries or takes daughters" from the
Bunj&hi, but the two sections of the latter (Lau and Bibhowfil)
can only marry inter *$.*
* The Bh&ts eulogise the Muhftls in the following
verse?:
4
Datt data, Lau mangta,
I The Dktts are generous, ana me i^au Deggars
Cnhibbar wich Bardar.
The Chhibbars are Sardirs.
Waidan hath Icatariya*.
The Baids dagger in hand
Chalde paban de bk&r.
Walk full of pride.
Bibho khate bimb phal,
The Bibho (Bibhow41) eat btmb phal (a frui*/f
Mohan Bali chakd&r.
I
Mohan and B41i are chakd&r$.

There are further subdivisions, but among the Waid the Samba, among the Datt the
Kanjruria, among the Bali the Khar* and among the Ohhibbar the Barra, are considered
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The following table illustrates the origin
sub-sections:—
MUHIAL8.

r

I

Sidh Stihia,

I

!

Shamapotre.

Shojepotre.
Dfa.

R i m i Kand.

I

!

Haehhii

r
Koli

wile.

1

Bhotuwile.
1

Babewile.
=

r
Prithwf Mai.

I

~1
Takht
LftlfS
(Bin).

Daaoanpotre (Bdri).

DandDnmbh.

Chuoiwal
(Bid).

• - ,

*

I

(B0t.Ji.1i).

. S&iimi Nandtme,

I

r
And*

i

Dhiru.
(b).
r
Chand.
I
Dbaoao. fcalji
PMropotre
(Bunjih i)
I
Kundiare (Bunjihf).

Setpal (B*ri).
{

(Nam» of 8idk
not known).

Sidh Chir,

Sidh S&m.

Sidh Bhoj,

B4U.

Datfc.

Lail.

&a»d.

Obhibbar,

I

I

Wadtoi Rim.

Manghti Bam.

Tulutnbiya,
(Ban).

1
<d)..
Sit-paria,
(Bonjihi).

Kilka Das.

I

Mangwani.
Kalka Dusini.
*»* 'M.U... WtfUini.
The descendants of t&efive Sidhs are further sub-divided into pdnchtolias
(who give their daughters not less than 5 tolas of gold as dowry) and
tritoliya* (who give not lesa than 3). The latter rank below the former.
The origin of the Alnhi&ls is thus described : In Sambat 200
Vikrami the five Sidhs went to the Naunurhi Hill and there practised
asceticism. About that time too the Khatris of the Aror family
(now the Aror&s) and the other Khatris fell out, the latter separated
from* the Arojtis and became jajmdns of the Sidhs. The Muhi&ls
who did not attach them: I yes to the Aror&s refused to accept alms
(dan) and are still purely secular. They are found chiefly if not
exclusively in Rawalpindi (WJ re many are Sikhs) ; in Jhelum and
Shahpur as landholders or in service. Ail Muhiils may marry girls of
Brahman families which are not MuhiAl.
A small group of secular Br&hmans found at
Hoshi&rpur is the Kauchan Kawal. They are a] ctJ.le Suraj Daaj
ppers . Their ancestor came from
- hdnungo
to Hari&na,
aun; >s. Tbi
a) marry
*n\
in the ndnkd'i got, avoiding
only
the
father's
go
.
.
>t take
w
chanty (dan), auq either take service or engage in trade ox cultivation.
If any one of them takes alms he is outcasted and they do not
intermarry with him, v
Other purely lay groups
Brahmans
the DBAKOCHI of the
called Mahsians: tha
of Karnil, who are Gaure by origin and agriculturists by avoca
and the criminal TAOUS of the same District.
*

•

THE SARSVT BRAHMANS.
The Sarsot is essentially the Brahman of the Punjab, joafc as the Khatri
» distinctively a Punjab caste. The Sarsut, as a body, minister to »H
- - - 1 u castes, possibly even to those which are nnoiean and ao stand
•v taido the pale of Hinduism. Uoon this faot is based the leadis*
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principle of their organisation, which is that the status of each section
depends on the status of the caste to which it ministers. In accordance
vith this principle, we may tentatively classify the S&rsut thus :
Sub-group t.—Brahmans of Brahmans, called Shukla.
Sub-group w.—Brahmans o? the Khatris—
1 PaiiCh-z&ti.
I 4. Bunjdhis.
5. Khokharan.*
2. Chhe-sftti.
i 3. Asth-bans.
j 6. Sarin.
k
Sicb-group iiu — ihmans of Arords*
Sub-group iv.—Bi hmans of Jdts.
Sub-group v.—Brahmans of inferior castes, e.g., the Chamarw£.
each of the sub-groups is divided into grades on the ana
of the Khatri caste system thus,
1. PanchzAti.
3. Bunjftfci.
2. Bdri.
4. Inferior zdtis.
Thus
gots :
Panchsiti

f Gallia
| Malia
...-j Kapuria
I Bhaturia

~)
iJetK.
j
IJhingan.
^ or <Mohla,
. |
J Kumaria

I

J
I Trikha.
yf the Khatris.—The connection of the Khatri
S&raut
One tradition of its
origin avers that when Parasu K&m
a
Sarsut.
When
her
a pregnant woman ot the caste POOK reiuge with
child, a son, was born, the Sarsut invested him with the janeo and
tacrght him the Vedus, Hence the S^rsuts are invariably the parohits
of the Khatris, and from this incident arose the custom which allows
parohit and jajman to eat together.
The boy man io I Kshatriya girls and his sons took the names of the
various riskis and thus founded the gotras of the Khatris, which are the
same as those of the Brahmans. This legend explains many points in
the organization of the Sarsut B hmans in the Punjab, though it is
doubtless entirely mythical, having been intended to account for the close
dependence of the Brahmans of the S&rsut branch on the Khatri caste.
Group L—Panjz&ti £ At the top of the social tree stand five sections,
1 ii^ui«
-\
which are the parohits of the Phai<rbar
1. Monia.
j
vi 4 > mi •
i
°'»
2. Jetli.
Khatris. lhis group is known as the
3. Jhingan. {-Group Panjzati or
Panjzati or * live sections/ and also as
Pac h da
5 Kumwia j
** Pachhdda or ' western/ It the Brahumari . j
roans followed the Khatri organization
in all its complexity we should expect to find these sections constituting
the P h i i g h a r sub-group of a Bdri group, and they are, it would seem,
called JDh&ighar-Lahoria, at least in Lahore.
There are also said to be two groups, each of 5 zdtis, which once formed
themselves into endogatucas cliq ues. These were: (i) Kalia, Malia. Bhaturia,
* Probably ins is correct. The Mutual having ceased to be Brahmans at all, no longer
f
minister toths Khokharan*K iirfs •:; 1 : J a special group of Khokharan-Brahmane hat bftd
to be formed.
t The ShuVias are beggars, wh
' n the east, from the direction of the United
Previnoce. They beg only from ^ •.«•,, ^% out aro not their parohits. They are quite
distinct from the Shukal of Ihe Sia

t
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apuria and Baggas, and (it) Jhingan*, Trikhat, JetliJ, Kumhria§, and
Ftinbu.|| The last-named got was, however, replaced by UwMphlnsIf, because one of its members was discourteous to his dftughter-i'mB^^ people.
The Bari group further, in addition to the Panchzsitis, c^iprises the
following 7 gots: Paumbu, Gangdhar,** Martha, S e t h i ^ W a v a u i ; ,
Phiranda and Purang.
Group II.—Bunjihi.
This group contains several sub-groups whose
relations to one another are obscure, and indeed the subjept of controversy. They may be classified, tentatively, as follows :

Sub-group

*

•

-

-As ht-bans, with the foilowing eight se<etions:—
and in Patidld.

or in Karndl :

In Amritsar :

1

1. Sand.
2. Patak.
3. Josbi Mubrur.
4, Josl'i Malmai.
5. Tiwanj.
6. Kural.
7. Regno.

1 Sand.
2. Shori.
3. Patak.
4. Mahrur.
5. JoNhi.
6. Tiwari.
7. Kural.
8. Bhardwaji.

•

• •

1.
1*.
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.
8.
•

Saud.
Suri.
Patak.
Joehi Malmai.
Joy hi .Mahrur.
Tiwar i-tt
Kural.
Katn 1Bhardwaj.
" " * *

Sub-group iu —B&ra-ghar or B&ra-z£tii (also called Bian) :—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sarad.
Bb? iot.
Airi.
Kalie.tt
Parbbakka.
Nabb

7.
fi.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Manau.
Bhatubi.
Lakban Pal.
Patti.
Jalpat.
Sabjpal.

In Hazira--Vajra.
Va*deo.
Paonde.
Bhog.
labar.
Ramdeo.

Sang.
Sudan.
Majju.
8em.
Dbamtni.
Tara.

• Jhingan is said to be derived from jhinga or jhanjh, a bell, because the sound of a bell
was heard at its eponym's birth. This got is supposed to be only 20 generations old.
It has three sub-sections, Gautam, Athu and Nathu. Further, Nathu's descendants are subdivided into tho less known sub-divisions of Cbamnapati and Kanwlapati. The Jhingans
gotta is Bhardwij; their purvuras Bhrigu, Bharjan and Bhardwaj, their shdkhd Ifadhunjan
and the Kig Veda their veda. At Dipalpur at the house of an ancestor, Biba Chhajjil, they
hold a fair in Magh, at which the chila, jhand, janco and other rites are performed. Nathu's
descendants all wear a nath in the nose.
f Trikha's gotra is Parashar a&d it is sub-divided into the Palwarda, Aura and Dwija
sub-sections.
X The Jetli gotra is Vatsa, and its subjections are Vialepotra, Chandipotra, and Rupepotra—all eponymous. The two former are replaced by Hatbila and H arnpotra, according
to another account. The Mihrctra Khatrfs make them offerings on the 12th of the light
half of each lunar month.
\..
§ The Kumhtia gotra is also Vatsa and they too have three sub-sections.
II Apparently the same as the Paumbu. below.
IT The Mohlaa gotra is Somastam, and its subjections are Dalwali, Shiv-Nandi and Atobhi.
** Of the Vasiebt gotra. They have 6ve sub-sections, Veda Vyas, Gangabar (sic),
Gosain, Saraph, and (Jau^awashi, so-called because they used to lead bands of
pilgrims to the Ganges. They were exempt from tolls under former governments.
The 8ariph (Sarraf) were banke**>. The Gosaine had many jajmdns and the Veda
Vyas weTe learned in the Vedaa. The Gangahars still perform their jhand or tonsure rite
near the ruina of old Jhang, near which towa they possessed a number of wells, each
ir.scribed with their names.
t t Or Tawaria. At marriage they do not let the bride go to her father-in law's house,
but send instead a big gur cake wrapped in red cloth. If however the mukl&wd ceremony is
periormed at the same time as the wedding, they let the bride go also, otherwise they send
her afterwards when her mukldwd is given.
tt Probably the same as the Bhabakkar, a got named after a Kishi. Its members make
a boy don the janeo (sacred thread) in his 8th year. Clad as a sddhu in a faqirs dress with
the alfi or chola, the mirg-chhdla (deer-skin) and kathkol (a wallet for collecting alms) he
begs from door to door and is then bidden to go to the forest, but hiB sister brings him
back.
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The Zdt-wdle :
Sub-group iii.—Panj-zati ii. About 116 years ago the Brahmans
of the five sections below U6ed to give their daughters in marriage to
t | p DhcUghar
Kslie.
) Malie.

^

I
I

(3) Kapurie.
(*) Bhaturie.

|

(5) hagge.

"When their daughters ' began to be treated harshly in the houses of
their fathers-in-law, these Brahmans (panjzdt or five sections) arranged
to contract marriages only among themselves ' a n d ceased to form relationships with the Phfiighar-Lahoria.
Sub-group iv.—Chhezdt-walS.—Similarly several other sections of
Brahmans gave up giving daughters to the Ph6ighar-Lahoria Brahmaus, such as
(1) Pandit.
(2) Patak.

|
I

(3) Dhonde.
(4) Gadhari.

I
I

(5) Dhan Kaji.
(6) Chhukari.

[

(5) Sarballie.

|

(6) Sardal.
(7) Anni.

Sub-group t\—Panchz&t-wdle iii
(1) Chuni.
(2)
fiabri.

I
I

(3) Lamb.
(4) Neale.

Sub-group vi.—Sat-z6ti
(1) Sajre.
(2)

PUDJ.

(4) Neasi.
(6) Chuni.

(3) Bandu.

The above four snb-groups are called collectively Z6t-wdle#
Sub-group viu—This comprises the remaining Bunj&hi sections.
The Z&t-\y£le stand higher than this last sub-group vii, in that
they do not accept offerings from, or eat in the houses of, N£fs,
Kal&ls, Kumhdrs or Chhimbns, whereas the latter do both. Moreover,
the Asht-bans and Chhe-z&ti sub-groups claim to be superior in status
to the Brirfs, but some families of these two sub-groups stooped to
give daughters to the latter sub-group, and were, therefore, excommunicated by the remaining families of the Asht-bans^and Chbe-zati
sub-groups, so that they lost status and formed a new sub-group called
Bans-puj. This sub-group now gives daughters to the Asht-bans and
Chhe-zati sub-groups, but takes its wives, it is alleged, from the Bdrfs.
Thus the Brahman organization reflects the main outlines of the
Khatri scheme, but, though on many points of detail our information
is incomplete, it is certain that local conditions modify the organization. For instance in Bahdwalpur the Khatris are few, while the
Arof^s are numerous and influential, so that we find the following
scheme :
Sub-group i.—Five sections, Mohla, Jetli, Jhingran, Trikha,
Kumaria.
Bypergamous sub-group it.—Five sections, Dhaman-potra, Samapotra, Bboja-potra, Setpal, Xakht-Lalh£ri ; and
Bypergamous sub-group iii.—Seven sections, Laih£ri, Bias, Kandaria,

Wed
Of

first are Brahmans of the Khatris generally, not of the Dhdighar-Bdri Khatrie
exclusively, while sub-groups ii and iii are Brahmans of the Arofis
in that oast of the Puniab.

Brahman* ef tht

kfatrfo

The rules of marriage.—Like the Khatrfs, the Bunj&bi Branmans
>rofess to follow the usual ' four-^oJ * rule in marriage, but, precisely
ike the Phdfghar Kbatrfs, the Z&t-wAle Brahroans avoid only their
own section and the mother's relations. At least this appears to
be the usual rule, but it would be rash to say it is an invariable
one. For example, the Bans-puj are an exception. The Asht-bans
obtain wives from them, but if a father has taken a Bans-puj wife,
the son may not: he must marry i Asbt-bans or lose status. That
is to say, the Asht-bans may only stoop to inter-marriage with the
Bans-puj in alternate generations.
Similarly the ' four-got' rule id relaxed i >tber cases. Thus the
Kanchan-Kamal section of Hoshiarpnr are also called Suraj Doaj«
(Sun-worshippers). Their ancestor came from Delhi as a qdnungo
at Hari&na j hence they are called Qanungos. These Brahmans can
marry in the ndnka got% avoiding only the father's got. They do not
take any ddn (charity) and may either take service or engage in trade
or cultivation. If any one of them takes to receiving charity, he is
considered an outcast and they do not intermarry with him.

{

The ages of marriaae.—Among the Bunj&hi Brahmans the age of
betrothal is from 4-8 and that of marriage from 8-12 years in
Rawalpindi. It is, however, impossible to lay down any universal
rales, as, generally speaking, the ages of betrothal and marriage
depend upon the status of each family within the group, as is tne
case among the Khatris*
The revolt against hypergamy.—I* will be seen how the lower subgroups of the KHATRIS have endeavoured to shake off the yoke of the
higher in matrimonial matters. A similar revolt against the position
Ph%h
About 116
years ago, says the account received from Amritsar, the Lahoria
ph&ighar used to take daughters from the Panj-^st it; but owing to
the ill-treatment meted out to the girls by the Dhdighar, they resolved to discontinue the custom, and the three other groups of the ZatwAle followed suit while the remaining Bunjahis continued to give
wives to the Z£t-w£le, but no longer received them in return. The
result was that the Bunjahis could not obtain wives and many families died out, so it was resolved by the Bunjahis that they should for
the future break off all connection with the Z&t-w&le, unless any of the
latter should agree to give them daughters in return. This was prior to
Sambat 1932 when a second meeting at Amritsar renewed the compact.
It may be worth noting that in both castes the proceedings of
these conferences were conducted in a formal manner, written agreements being drawn up, and the families which agreed to the demands put forward being entered in a register from time to time.
The territorial groups.—Like the Khatris the Brahmans have territorial groups, but these groups do not usually correspond with the
territorial groups of the former. For instance, the Brahmans of the
Murree Hills are divided into two sub-castes—Pahdria and Dhakoohi,
ho do not intermarry or eat together. The Dugri Brahmans correspond to the Dugri Khatris of the Sillkot; sub-montane, but they are
said, on the one hand, to give daughters to the Sarsut,. aud. on the
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other hand, to in term AT ry with the* Batabru group of Brahmans i*
Kongra. Allusions have been already made to the Fachb&da and' to
the I. horia, terms which spem to be applied exclusively to the t
highest sectic ns who serve the Dhtfighar Khatrfs.
THE SAESUT BRAHMANS OF THJB AROMAS.

The grouping of the Brahmans of the Arof&8 has already been dee*
1
cribed io dealing with tfc* Wateshars system, and they further are said
to be thus divided:
P*r«cb vi

B&ii

BbftjftjKtr*.
... ] 8ha*mjH*ra.
Dhaananpotra.
(The Panchzaiia, together with the
I 6. Fucbhrat.
. . , 7. Shingopotra.
8. Malakpura.
9. Khefcupotra.

Sitpal.
Takht Lalri.*
10.
li.
12.

Bbnrdwaji.
Katbp£la.f
Kandhidra.

But the most interesting territorial group of the Sdrsut is that of
the K&rigra Brahmans whose organization shows no traces of the
Khatri scheme, but reflects that of the- Hindu Rajputs of K&ngra, and
which will, therefore, be described at some length.
THIS BRAHMANS OP KANG$A.

The Sarsut des or jurisdiction extends from the S&raswati river in
Knrukshetr to Attock on the Indus and is bounded by Pehowa on the
east, by Ratia and Fateh£b6d in Hissar, by Mult&n on the south-west*
and by Jammu and Nurpur, in Kangra ; on I e north.
Thus the Brahmans of K&ngra, who are or claim to be S6rsut by
origin, stand beyond the pale of the Sarsut organisation, but they
have a very interesting organisation of their own.
We find the following groups :
i.—Nagarkojia.
ii.—Batehru.
iii,~Halbaha, or cultivating.
Group /--—The Nagarkotfa are the Brahmans of the Ka^och, the
highest of the Rajputs, and they were divided by Dharm Chand, th*
Ka#>ch Raji of Kongra, into 18 functional aub-group9, each named
ft er the duties it performed io his time. These are
i#—Dichhit, the Gurus of the Katoch, who used to teach the Gdyatri
mantra.
ii#—Sarotari, said to be from Sanskrit saro ladh. Their duty was
to pour ahoti or offerings of' ghi3 etc., into the hawan kund
when a jag was performed. They had learnt two Vedas.
iii.—Ach&ria. who performed the jag.
The Lalfi havo fiy« sub-sections:-Lil Lalfi, Vias Lalfi, Takbt Laltf, Ghauijal
Lattf and Baj Bakb.t o* Jan.
f Br aotra BhfaaiKift), th* Kathpilas have four sab-sections, Sarangu, Si'dha, QiJkaia
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IV.—Upadhyaya, or Upadhi,* or ' readers of the Vedas at the jag.
i
J
v.—Awasthi, those who stood l>y the kalas or pitcher at the Muni*
pursh, and who received the pitcher and other articles (of
sacrifice).
vi.—Bed birch, who made the bedi, or square demarcated by four
sticks in which the Teal as was placed,
vii.—N&g Pundrik, whose duty it was to write the prescribed inscriptions on the hawan kund.
viii.—Panchkarn or secular Brahmans engaged in service on the
Raj&s. They performed jive out of the six duties of Bmh*
mans, but not ihe sixth, which is tBte receiving of alms.
f
ix.—Parohits, who were admitted to he seraglio of the R6j4 and
were his most loyal adherents.
x.—Kashmiri Pandit, literate Brahmans from Kashmir, whd are
found all over the Punjab
c
xi.—Misr,t said to mean mixed/ also Kashmiri immigrants, who had
preserved their own customs and rites, but had intermarried
with the Nagarkotia.
xii.—Raina, who helped the rulers by their incantation*, in time of
war. (Said to be from ran, battle-field.
xiii.—Bip (Bipr), now extinct in K&ngfa. These were parohits of
the Nagarkotia and of some of the Bateh^u,
Of these 13 sub-groups numbers x and xi 3eem to be territorial
rather than functional. One cannot say what their relative rank
is or was. The first six are also called the six Ach&rias and were
probably temple priests or menials of inferior status. The Bip probably ranked high, and the Raina, or magic men, were possibly the
lowest of all. The Khappari are al^o said to be found in K&ugfa, but,
no account from that District alludes to them.
Group II—Batehru.—-There are two sub-groups
i%—Pakk£ Batehru.—With 9 sections
(1) Dind, (2) Dohru, (3) Sintu, (4) Pallialu, (5) Panbar,
(6) Rukkhe, (7) N&g-Kfcarappe, (8) Awasthi-Chetu and
(9) Misr-Kathu.
)

• Bat apadhi is in Orissa translated ' title.* Vide Tribes and Castes of Bengal, I, p. 161.
Upadhyaya is, correctly speaking, quite distinct from Upadhi.
| It will be observed that the Misr (section) occurs in both the Batehru sub-a-roan*
and among the Nagarkotia, so that we have three sub-sections
(1) Kashmiri-Misr, Nagarkotia.
(2) Kathu.,Misri Ps.kka Batehru.
(3) Mali-Misr, Kachchli S{&6hru,
Qf these the last named are parohits of the* Kashmiri fandits, the Kashmiri-Mifirs and
the Rain as.
The Nag (? section) are also thus found, for we have—
(1) Nag-Pundrik, Nagarkotia.
(2) N&g-Kbarappa, Fakka- Batehru.
(3) Na§-Gosahj, Rachcba Batehru.
It is explaiped that Kharappa (cobra) and Gosalu (? grass-snake) are nicknames implying contempt, as these sub-sections are of low status. But a comparison with the
Brahmans of Orissa suggests a totemistic origin for those sections : V. Tribes and Castes
4 Bengal, I, p. 161.

Th* Awasthi too are found in all three groups.
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ii#—Kachch£ Batehra.—With 13 sections
(1) Tagnet, (2) Ghabru, (3) Sughe (Parsrdmic), (4) Chappal,
(5) Cbathwan, (6) Awasthi-Thirkanun, (7) AwasthiGargajnun, (8; Ghogare, (9) N£g-Go$alu, (10) Mali-Misr,
(11) Achariapathiarj, (12) Pandit Bariswal and (13)
Awasthi-Kufarial.
Group III.—Halbaha.—The Halbahas have 29 gots or sections :
(J) Pandit-Marchu, (2) Bhutwan, (3) Kburwal, (4) Gicloidie,
(5)" Lade, (6) Pal.de-Roptu, (7) Pahde-Sarocb, (8) Korie,
(9) Awasthi-Chakolu, (10) Pandit-BhaDgalie, (11) Narchahi,
(12) Mahte, (13) Dukwal, (14) Sanbalu, (15) Pahde-Daroch,
(16) Pandore, (17) Theok, (18) Pahde-Kotlerie, (19) Bagheru,
(20) Bhanwal, (21) Bashist, (22) Gbutanie, (23) MiadheAwasthi, (24) Prohit-Golerie, (25) Prohit-JaswAl, (26) Hasolar,
(27) Poi-Pabde, (28) Faxiarach and (29) Pharerie.
Of these the first fourteen now iutertnarry with the Batehru, giving,
and, apparently, receiving wives on equal terms.
Hyper gamy.—The Nagarkotia take brides from both sub-groups
of the Batchru, and thpy have, since Sambat 1911, also taken brides
from the Halbaha. The Batehru take wives from all the sections
of tho Halbaha. When a Halbaha girl marries a Nagarkotia, she is
seated in tho highest place at marriage-feasts by the women of her husband's brotherhood. This ceremony is called sara^dena and implies
that the Halbaha bride has become of the same social status as the husband's kin. Money is never paid for a brHe. Indeed Barnes observed :
" So far do the Nagarkotias carry their scruples to exonerate the bridegroom from all
expense, that they refuse to partake of any hospitality at the hands of the son-in-law, and
will not even drink water in the village when* he resides,''

Social relatione.—The accounts vary and the customs have, it is
explicitly stated, been modified quite recently. The Nagarkotia
may fcab with Batehrus and have even begun to eat kachhi from
the hands of a Halbaha according to one account. According to
another this is not so, and a Nagarkotia who has married a Halbaha
girl may not eat at all from the hands of his wife until she has
borne at least one child, when the prohibition is said to be removed.
The Batehru and Halbaha section names.—These show an extraordinary jumblo of Brahminieal gotras (e.g., Bashist.), functional arid
other names, so that the accuracy of the lists is open to doubt.
I t appears certain, however, that some of the sections* are named
from the tribes to whom they minister. Thus, we may assume, the
Pahda-Kotleria are Pahdas of the Kotleria Rajputs ; the ParohitGoleria and Parohit-Jaswal to be parohits of the Goleria and Jaswal
IWjputs, and so on. This is in accord with the system, which has been
found to exist among the S£rsu.t of the plains, whereby the Brahman
takes his dtatus from that of the section to which he ministers. But
status is also determined by occupation. Like the Gaddis and Ghirths
of the K&ngra and Cbamba hills the Brahmans of K&ngrahave numerous
aU with vaguely totemistic * names. Thus among the Nagarkotia the
* In Hissar there is a section of Brahmans, called Bb6d& or sheep* This is interesting,
because on the Sntlej, at least in Kulla Sar&j, there is a small caste called Bbe^U, who am
hereditary victims in the sacrificial riding of a rope down the cliffs to the river. Othtj*
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PakVA Batehru have the section called Kharappi (or cobra) N£g and the
KachchA Bafeehru, a section styled Ghoslu (a species of fiah or possibly
grass-snake) N£g. Pundrik also appears to be a snake section. These
snake sections are said to reverence the snake after "which they are
named and not to kill or injure it.
In addition to these, the Batehrn (Pakk& and Kachchi) have the
following sections: —
(i) Qhappal, an ioaect; no explanation is forthcoming.
(il) Sugg a, a parrot; no explanation ia forthcoming,
(iii) Bb4ngwaria, fr. bhdngar, a kind of tree.
(iv) Khajure Dogre : Pate-palm Dogfa, aseocion founded by a man who planted a gar*
den of date-palms, and whioh originated in tho Dogra country on the borders of Jammu.
^v) Ghabru, a rascal; one who earns his living by fair means or foul.

In the Chamba State the Brahmans form an agricultural class,
as well as a hierarchy. Those in the capital are employed in the
service of the Jtate or engaged in trade, while others are very poor
and eke out a living as priests in the temples, or as purohits and even
as cooks, but they abstain from all manual labour. Strict in caste observances they preserve the ancient Brahmanical gotras, but are divided
into numerous ah which form three groups :—
Group L—Als : Baru, Banbaru, Pandit, Sanju, Kashmiri Pandit, Kolue,* Baid, Gautaman,
Bugalin, Atan, Madyan.j Kanwan, Bodhran, Baludran, Bilparu, Mangleru, Lakhyinu,
Suhalu, Nunyal, Nonyal, Sunglal, Bhararu, Turnal, HaryanJ, and Pnrohit.
Group II.—AU : Chhunphanan, Thulyan, Dikhchat, Osti, Pade, Bhat, Dogre, Pantu,
Kuthla, Ghoretu, Pathania, Myandhialu, Mangleru, Katochu, Pande, Datwan, Dundie,
Hamlogu, Bhardiathu, Gharthalu, Hanthalu, Gwaru, Chibar, Barare, and Datt.
Group Hl.—AU: Achiraj, Gujrati, Gwalhu and Bujhru.

The first group only takes wives from the second, and the first two
groups have no caste relations with the third. Tho Brahmans of
Chamba town and Sungal§ disavow all ca te connection with the
halbdh or cultivating Brahmans who are hardly to be distinguished
from the general rural population, though many act as priests at the
village shrines and as purohits. Many" Brahmans are in possession of
sasans or grants of land recorded on copper plates. The hill Brahmans,
both men and women, eat meat, in marked contrast to those of the
lains. In the P£ngi wizdrat of the Chamba State Brahmans, R&jputs,
Ti&kurs and R&this form one caste, without restrictions on food or
marriage. In the H&vi valley, especially in Chnr&b, and to a less degree
in Brahmaur also, free marriage relations exist among the high castes,
good families'excepted. But m recent years there has been a tendency
towards greater strictness in the observance of caste rules.||

?

•

wise traoes of tote mi sm are reryrare among the Brahmans of the plains, though in the
sub-montane district of Ambala two are noted. These are the Pila Bheddi or 'yellow
wolven,' so calkd because one of their ancestors was savfd by a she-wolf and so they now
worship a wolf at weddings ; and Sarinhe, who are said to have once taken refuge under a
sarin tree snd now revere it.
• From Kullu, so called because they came with an idol from that country. They are
priests of the Lakshmi Narain, Damodar and Radha Krishna temples.
t The Kan wan are descendants of the Brahman family from which R4ji Sahila Varmc
of Obamba purchased the site of the present capital.
X Tho Haryin are in charge of the Hari Rai temple.
§ The ancient Sumangala. a village now held entirely by Brahmans under, a *&$a* grant
of the 10th century A.D They are descended from two immigrants, a Brahmacharir and hie
- eMat from the Kurukshetra. The two families intermarry and also give daughter . to lh«
Brahmans of Chamba town.
| 8ee the Chamba State Gazetteer by Dr. James Hntchison, pp. 130—138*
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THE BRAHMANS W THE LOW CASTES.

As we have seen the Brahmans of the higher castes form a series
of groups whose status depends on that of their clients. On a
similar principle the Brahmans of the castes which are unclean
and so outside the pale of Hinduism form distinct sub-castes outside
the circle of those who minister to the higher castes.
These sub-castas are—
I The Chainarwi.—The Brahmans of the Chanor sub-caBte of
the Chaindrs.
II.—Dhanakwa.— The Brahmans of the Db£naks or Hindu weavers
in Rohtak.
III.—The Brahmans of Chtihrris.
Each of these three sub-castes appears to be now strictly endogamons,
though the Chamarwa are said to have until recently intermarried
with Cham&rs. However, it seems clear that they do not intermarry
with the other SArsufc Brahmans if indeed they have any claim to
S&rsut ancestry. No Chamarwa Brahman may enter a Hindu's house.
According to a tale told in Amb£la, the origin of the Chamarwi
Brahmans was this:—A Brahman, on his way to the Ganges to bathe,
met Ram Das, the famous Chamar bhagat. Ram Das gave him two
cowries and told him to present them to Gang&ji (Ganges), if she held
out her hand for them. She did so, and in return gave him two kangans
(bracelets). The Brahman wont hack to Rim Da9, who asked him
what the goddess had given him, and he, intending to keep one of the
two kangans, said she had given one only; but when he looked for them
they were not on his owu body, but in the Jcanda (breeches) of R&m
Das. Ram Das then gave him the bracelets and warned the Brahman
in future to accept gifts only from his descend amts, otherwise great
misfortune would befall him. Accordingly his descendants only serve
Chamars to this day. The Chamarwa are only .parohits of theCham&rs,
not gurus. They must not be confounded with the masands who act as
their gurus, though either a Chamarwa Brahman or a (Chani&r) masand
can preside at a C ha mar's wedding. It is said that the Chamarwa is
also called a Husaioi Brahman.
THE BRAHMANS IN THIC SIMLA HILLS.

North and east of Simla the Brahmans both Gaur and Sdrsut have
three groups : Shukal, Krishan and Fuj&ri or Bhojgi, the*two latter
equal but inferior to the first. The Shukal are further divided into
two occupational groups (i) those who hold jdgirs granted by chiefs
and who receive ample dues and (ii) those who receive little in fees.
The former are generally literate and do not cultivate: they observe
the rites prescribed by the Sh&stras. The latter are mainly agriculturists and practise informal as well as formal marriage and even
polyandry. The former take wives from the latter, but do not givo
them. The Shukal group does not intern\arry with the other two*.
The Krishan Brahmans are also cultivators and accept almost any
alms. They also practise widow remarriage and the rit custom. The
* The Shukal are not stated to correspond to the Shukla, or to be Brahmang to Brahmazif
only.
0
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Pujdrfs or Bhojgis are temple-priests or chelas of a god. They appear
to have only recently become a distinct group. Some are inerely pujatis
and accept no alms living by cultivation. These do not intermarry with
the Krishan Brahmans. Others accept alms in the name of a deceased
person and use the ghi with which idols are besmeared in id&gh. They
intermarry with the Krishan group.
When Paras R&m* a Gaur Brahman overthrew the R6jputs the Sdrsuts
protected those of their women who survived and when the BAjputa
regained power they replaced the Gaurs by S&rsuts. Paras R4m had
extended his conquests as far as Nirmand in the Sar&j tahsil of Kulld and
there he established a colony of Gaur Brahmans in 6 villages, still held
in mudfl by them. These colonists are now spread over Bashahr, Kullu,
Sarij and Suket, and they are called Palsr&mf or Parasr&mi to this day.
Both the GF and S&rsuts are also cross-divided into the Sisani, or
beneficed, and Dharowar groups.t The former are priests or parohita
of the ruling families, being supported by the rents of their lands and
the dues received from their clients. The latter live by cultivation, but
do not hold revenue-free grants. Neither group accepts alms given to
avert the evil influence of certain planets or offered during an eclipse.J
THE IHFUBE BRAHMANS;

We now come to deal with the groaps of Brahmans who exercise
degraded or spiritually dangerous functions. In contradistinction to
the uttam or 'pure* Brahmans discussed aboye—Brahmans who serve
pure castes and fulfil pure functions—we find groups of "Brahmans who
exercise impure or inauspicious functions. These gfoups are known
by various names, but in some parts of the Punjab, e.g., in Mi&nw&li,
they are divided into two classes, the Madham. Mahi-Brahman or
Ach&raj, and the Kanisht. The Madham form a kind of ' middle ' class,
performing functions which though unlucky and even unclean, are
ritualistic. The Kanisht on the other hand are minor priests, whose
rites are largely magical, rather than religious; and they include such
groups as the Ved-patr, Dakaut and Siwani.
* The tradition begins by asserting that the Gaur accompanied the Rajputs from the
plains, and that the latter usurped the Gaur's power. They then made Uxe Gaurs their
j>arohit8t but annexed their principalities. Later Kankiibj and Maithila Brahman*
accompanied those Rajputs who escaped (rom the plains after the Muhammadan invasions
and found a refuge in the hills.
t The Dharowar intermarry with the Krishan Brahmans of the Hills, and give daughters
to the Sa-sanf and Shukal grovps, but not to the Krishan group.
X It must not be imagined that this description exhausts the ramifications of the Bill
Brahmans. Thus in Knmharsain we learn that there are Sarsut Brahmans, Jh&khru by
family, descended from Gautama rishi, and other families descended fiom Bhardwaj
rishi. These latter came, some from Ka*hi, others from Bii»dh, and they intermarry inter
8e or with Bhardwaj Brahmans settled in Basbnhr. They worship Brahma, as well ac
Vishnu, Maheah and the 10 incarnations. These Bhardwaj, who are known as the four
Brahman tolst will not intermarry with a class of Brahmans called Paochi, because the
latter have stooped to widow remarriage. Yet the Paochi is not the lowest group, for
below it are the Pujaras, also Barents wearing the janeo, and affecting the various hill
deo*<i*t of whose lands tfcey are mostly hereditary tenants. Pujaras permit the bedani
K
form Of marriage, and also the rit system whic is in vogue among the Kanets of the
Simla Hills. They can also eat from a Kanet's bands, but Paochi Brahmans will not eat
from theirs. The Pujaras are numerous and fairly widespread from Suket to Keonthal
and Bashahr, Riving their name to one Pnjarli village in the last-named State, and to
another in Balsan
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THE MAHX^BRJLIIHAX OR ACHARAJ.

Mahd-Brahman is usually said to be synonymous with Achdraj, but,
strictly speaking, the Mah&-Brahmans appearto be a sub-division of
the Garagaob&raj* or Acharaj. They are themselves divided into two
groups, Garg and Sonana. On the other hand in K6ngra the Ach&raja
is said to be one of the two groups of Mah£-Brahmans.
Of these the Dikhat has tk _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
1. Josi.
2. Kandiyf.

3. SonimL
4. S4trak.

5. Tamn£yat

The Mahd-Brahmans are endogamous. They give alms in the name
of the dead after death to Sani&sis, or occasionally to a daughter's
father-in-law. The Brahmans do not receive anything in return for
performance of marriage ceremonies.
In K&ngra they (and the Sdwanis) are said to have the B£ri and Bun*
j&hi groups, and this is also the case in Mtenwdli. In Kingra the Achfiraj gots are
Asil.

Badas,

Parasar.

S&ndal.'

A noteworthy offshoot of the Acharaj are the Par-ach&rajt or
Hah£-ach£raj as they are called in Amritsar,J who accept those gifts
from the Acharaj which the Ach&raj themselves take from other
Hindtis after death.
The function of the Mah&-Brahman or Ach&raj is to accept the
offerings made after a death in the name of the deceased. Originally
the term achdrya meant simply a guide or teacher in matters spiritual §
and the process whereby it has come to denote a great sub-caste of
< sin-eating' Brahmans is obscure. As a body the Achiryas trace
their origin to the 5 Gauja and the 5 Dar&wars, asserting that those
who accepted offerings made within 13 days)) of a death were excommunicated by the other Brahmans and formed a sub-caste. As the
only occasion on which an Achdrya visits a house is at or after a death
his advent is naturally inauspicious, and his touch is pollution. After
he has quitted the house water is scattered on the floor to avert ' the
burning presence of death,' and, in Kfagra and Mult&n, villagers
throw charcoal, etc., after him. In the Simla hills the Mahj£-ach6rai
occupies a special position. He is the parohit of the king, chief or
wealthy people and represents the dead man and as his substitute is
fed sumptuously for a whole year by the kin. In some places he even
takes food from the hand of the corpse on the pyre, but this custom
is dying out and it now suffices to bribe the Mahd-achdraj to eat to his
utmost capacity, the idea being that the more he eats the better it will
s ta?dto^T^
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be for the soul.* Ordinary people. However, only feed an Aohfraj for
13 days after a death, but Brahmans also receive food for the dead
occasionally after that period.
The Ach&raj, however, also officiates as a Wateshar in death
observances.
THE DAKAUT BRAHMANS.

The Dakaut or Dak-putra derives his name from Daka,t ft Brahman
who founded the caste. Once on his way to the Ganges, Bhadli, a
Kumhdrni,t persuaded him to bathe instead in a pond, professing that
nhe could get him bathed there in the Ganges. As soon as he
touched the water he found himself by her enchantment in the riverf
so he made her his wife. Here we have an obvious allegory.
A Dakaut of MS&nw&li gives another version of this legend:—P a k was the son of Ved Viy&s, the author of the Purfinas, and
was chosen in a Stcdyambar as her husband by Bhandli. Bhandli
was the daughter of the Raj6 of Kashmir, who celebrated her
Svoayambar with the condition that she should wed the man who
answered her questions. Dak did so and married her. The Gfranth
Bhandli in Punjabi gives all Bhandli's questions and Pak's answers
in verses of which the following are examples ;—
Ear andheri ashtami ode chand badlon Maya
Chart pakhi tarmali ganjar basni dyd,
Poochho,frarhoPandato vdcho Veds Pordn
Ek hi to f&ni khoo men ek hi to pari nashdn
Nohdri to chdndni sunre kant same kd bhdo
Na barsi na goh hari na Poorab, Pachham vdo
Bald bleva kharch kar dharnnajhali gh&9.
A rough translation reads :
What would happen if the moon be covered by a cloud on the
eighth dark night of the moon in the month of As&rh ? All, the four
signs forebode the fall of rain.
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* The Brahman who ate from a dead man's hand was a Kashmiri. In by-gone days
When a rdjd or wealthy man died his direct passage to Heaven was secured by thefollow
ing rite. His corpse was laid out on the pround and between it and "the pyre, which was
built not far off, was made a hearth on which khir (rice in milk) was cooked. This wss
placed in a skull, which was put in the dead man's hand, and thence the Brahman wag
induced to eat the khir by a fee of Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 30,000, or the grant of a village; He
thus became a Khappari (fr. khopri or khapri, a skull), and he and his children after
him were out-castes, Supernatural powers were attributed to them, and as they also
pursued usury, they rapidly grew rich. After two or three generations, however, the
Khappari'a family could be re-admitted into casfce on payment of a fine, and so on. A
plate or lota is said to have been substituted for theskalU In Mandi State a Brahmafc,
who must be good-looking, is fed and dressed for a year like the deceased R4j4. At the expiration of the year he is turned out of the State, and goes to Hardwar.He must never look
back on the journey, and is never allowed to return to the State, which pays him a pension,
t In Mfanwalf the Dakauntri (sic) are said to be Suds by caste and descendants of Dak
Bandli, who composed a gmnth on astrology called the Bandii Qranth. In Rohtak the
Daks are said to be descended from Sahdec rishi, a dacoit (whence their name) who
composed the Sahdeo Bh&dli (Bhidli, his wife, was a sweeper woman). In this work natural
phenomena are interpreted to forecast the future ; e.g., Sukkar icali bddli rahi saninhchar,
ch&e kdhe Sahdeo: ' sun B&illi bin barse nahin jae.' i.e., " If clouds appear on Friday
1
and stay till Saturday, they will not pass away without rain. ' In these rerses Sahdeo
usually addresses Bhadli.
% In Gurgaon too Sahdeo is said to have met a sweeper woman who told him that the
auspicious moment had passed and bade him dive in a tank. He did to, and brought up
fixat a gold bracelet and then an iron one. Thinking her an expert he married her.
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Ask the pandits to study the effects of this rainfall in the Vedaa or
Pnr&nas.
The results are that there will be no water left anywhere save
a little in wells and in other low places (meaning that this in*
auspicious rainfall will be followed by a scarcity of rain).
If it does not rain and the wind does not blow for 9 months what will
be the result ?
The land will have no verdure and it is better to leave it with bag and

baggage/
»

Purab lithe badli, pachham chale wd}
T}ak kahe sun Bhandli manji andar pa.
c
If a cloud appear from the east and the wind blow from the
1
west; Dak would ask Bhandli to take her cot inside.
Titar khanbhi badli ran malax khd.
0 wase, 0 ujre khali koi na jd.
' A cloud like partridge feathers, and a woman given to eating cream ;
the one will rain and the other bring ruin, without a doubt/
Another story is that when Ram Ohandar invaded Ceylon, both he
and his enemy Kawana were under Saturn's sinister influence, and
before he crossed the strait which he had bridged Rim Chandar
desired to give alms. But neither the Brahmans nor the MahdBrahmans nor the Bias, would accept them, aud in auswer to his
prayer Brahma created a doll of grass, sprinkled sar jiican* amrit
over it by cutting Pdrbati's little finger, and thus endowed it with
life. Shivji and Durga bestowed on him veracity, the janeo and the
tilaky and Brahma bade him receive the alms offered to Bahu and
Ketu, and to Saturn—whence he was also called Sanichari.
The Dakaut, however, bears yet other names. As he knows a little
astrology and can divine the evil influence of the planets, he is
sometimes styled Jotgi ; in Rupar he is called P&nda, and round
Sirhind and Mdler Kotla Dhaonsit. One group is called ArpopoJ
because it is skilled in palmistry §.
From Sidlkot comes a still more curious legend: Varah Mihr, a great
astrologer from the Deccan, came in the course of his wanderings to a
Gujar village. While discoursing to the people his period of yoga
ended, and he confessed that had he been at home that day his wife
would have conceived and borne a son of marvellous intelligence. His
* Whence the name Dakaut dahld-'put. In Gurgaon dak is said to mean ' wanderer/
In this District the Dak is said to be no true Brahman, but a singularly astute cheat whose
victims are mainly women. These he instigates to burn 7 tungas (thatched roofs?> of a
hut on 7 successive Saturdays, in order to secure male issue. Or he sets husband and wife
by the oars by declaring that their bnrj or stars do not coincide, and that remedial measures
must be taken. Seated among the women he looks at the hand of one and the forehead of
another: consults his pntrd or table, counts on his fingers, and then utters commonplace predictions. He knows hardly any astrology. On Saturday he goes round begging
with an idol of Sanishchar, and he accepts a buffalo calf born in Magh or a foal born in
Siwan, or any black animal.
f S e e Punjabi Piety., p. 305.

j C/, Harar-popo among the Bhatr&s, where it is said to equal (ht*g% In K*rnal the Aimr*
popo ia described as a beggar who may be a Gaur Brahman or a ChauhjLci (Rajput).
§ The Bhcjkis are quite distinct from the Dakauts, but owing to similarity of function the
Dakauts are sometimes called Bhojki, e.g., in Jaipur.
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hostesa asked him to form a temporary union with her daughter-in-law
on the condition that her child Bhould belong to him. So !pak was
bom. Years after P a k had to be surrendered to his father despite
his attachment k> his mother's kin, but on tho road home he saw that
the corn in one field was mixed with stalks of a different kind like
those in one close by. His father, however, taught him that those
stalks belonged not to the sower but to the owner o£ the field* ; and
P a k applying tho analogy to his own case compelled his father to
restore him to his mother's kinsfolk. He founded the p a k a u t s .
None of these variants qnite agreo with tho account of the P a k a u t s
given in the Karndl Gazetteer, 1890, which runs :—
The Dakauts came from Agroha in tho Dakhan. Raja Jasrat
r
(Dasaratha), fatho of Ramchandra, had excited the angei of Saturday
by worshipping all the other grahas but him. Saturday accordingly
rained fire on Jasrat's city of Ajudhia. Jasrat wished to propitiate him,
but the Brahmans feared to take the offering for dread of the consequences; so Jasrat made from the dirt of his body one Dak& Rishi who
took the offerings, and was the ancestor of the p a k a u t s by a Sudra
woman. The other Brahmans, however, disowned him; so Jasrat
consoled him by promising that all Brahmans should in future consult
his children. The promise has been fulfilled. The Dakauts are preeminent as astrologers and soothsayers, and are cou&'ulted by every
class on all subjects but the dates of wcddiugs and the names of children,
on which the Gaurs advise. They are the scapegoats of the Hindu
religion ; and their fate is to receive all the unlucky offerings which no
other Brahman will take, such as black things and dirty clothes.
Especially they take tho offerings of Wednesday, Saturday, and Ket..
They are so unlucky that no Brahman will accept their offerings, and
if they wish to make them, they have to give them to their own sister's
sons. No Hindu of any caste will eat any sort of food at their hands,
and at weddings they sit with the lower castes; though of course they
only eat food cooked by a Brahman. In old days they possessed the
power of prophecy up to 10-30 A.M. ; but this has now failed them.
They and the Gujrdtis are always at enmity, because, as they take
many of the samo offerings, their interests clash.
In K&ngra a confused variant of this legend makes p a k the astrologer's son by a 3a\ girl, and Bh&odli the daughter of a R&j&, whom
p a k won in a swdyambata. auswering all her questions by hia art.
Their son was Bojrii.
Another variant makes Garg give a miraculous fruit to the daughter
of Gautama rishi. She eats it and vomits up a boy, who is in con*
sequence called $afc (vomiting).
I n the Simla hills two legends regarding the origin of the Dakauts
are current. According to the first the birth of Saturn,t decreased the
Sun's light and power of illumination, so a Brahman propitiated the
planet. Saturn was so pleased that he bade the Brahman ask a boon
and agreed to become his pupil. He also proclaimed his intention of
persecuting mankind unless placated by constant worship and devotion
* The theory of paternity in Hindu Law is based upon a closely similar id6*.
t Hindu mythology avers that the 8un lost a sixteenth of his power on the birth of
Saturn, bis eon,

•
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His ovil influence was to last for 7£ years, but he assured the Brahman
that he should be kept in comfort provided he and his descendants
worshipped the god. The Pakauts are his descendants.
The other story is that the Brahman fell under Saturn's evil influence. He
n e was instructing a king's daughter, and in the room was a
wooden peacock which swallowed its) poarl hiecklacc. I The Brahman
vas suspected of its theft and kept in custody for 2^ days when,
Saturn's influence ceasing, the necklace was disgorged by the bird and
his innocence proved. When he reproached the god Saturn coolly told
him that he was lucky in getting off with 2£ days instead of the full
term of 7£ years of ill-luck.
In the Ksingra hills the Dakaut is usually called Bojru*. Bojru
moans thought-reader and in olden times the 6ojrus practised black
magic, not astrology. Now-a-days they practise palmistry.
In Kangra the Bojru or p a k a u t groups are said to be 3G in number ;
of these the following are found in that District
In Pdlanipur tahsil
1. Subdchh.
2. Pardsar.

3.
4.

Bachh.
Gol.

5.
0.

Panus ? Tdnus
Nagds.

In Kdngra tahsil
Mallian
... Machh got
Shakartari
Bhuchal
... Ndgds got
Bawalia
.. Ndgds got.
In Hamirpur tahsil
Shakartdri.
Gaur.
Lai i an.
Gora t
The p a k a u t s in Mianwdli are said to be Vasisht by gotra.
In the Punjab the Bojrus are called Teli-rdjds, because they rub their
bodies with oil, wear clothes soaked in oil and make a tiki of vermilion
on their foreheads. They mostly beg from women, and carry about
with them an image of Jawalamukhi who lives, they say, in Kdogra,
and declares her acceptance of an offering by burning one half of it
with her fiery tongue. Women are induced to give rings and clothes to
the idol in return for dhup and sandhur sanctified by the goddess' touch.
Small-pox is cured by applying the sandhur to the patient or burning
the dhup before him. The Tcli-rdjas also tell fortunes by the samudrik.
The Pakauts have 36 gols or sdsans like the Gaurs including the
following :
Paria, Peria.
Gosi, Ghosi.
Agarw&l.
Rai.
Jol.
Chhalondia.
Kayastha.
Dhakari.
i>»««i
f
Shankartah
Rawal
Kant,
Gadhigoria.
\
Kesrivval.
alia n.
Gangora.
Vaid.
Mahar.
Ginia.
Satwal.
Malpian.
Gor, Gaur, from Gaur in
Pagoshia.
Bengal.
In Jind 6ve gots are found, viz., Raike, (which stands highest of all),
Pagoshia, Lalan, Paryd and Gory?. All these intermarry.
t

•

#

•

•

* And the name <}ahiut is said to be derived from daht a small drum, which the BojnSa
heat on Satuidays when begging; but it is also said that Dak was the son of Garg ri$M by
a Kumhirnf. They also beat a small drum over one's head to drive away evil.
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Of the 30 sdsans 30 are found in N&bha (where I hey are called
Jotgis) and the other 6 form the sub-caste called the Purbia or Eastern
pakauts who are of inferior status.* These two sub-castes eat and
drink together, but do not intermarry. Betrothals are negotiated by
Mirdsfs, not by Nais. In marriage 4 gots are avoided,t and karewa
is allowed. None of the 5 pure Brahman groups certainly, or any
other Brahman, it is said, will eat with the P a k a u t or smoke with
them : nor will Bani&s do so.
These Pakauts take offerings (dan) and alms (pun). They accept
chhayd dans} as well as those made to Sanichar (Saturn), Ketu and
Rahu. They also beg on Saturdays, receiving oil and coppers from
Hindus. When begging they carry an iron image of Saturn. These
dans are supposed to bo karur% (hard, inauspicious) and to bring evil
influences on *^e recipients, whence the proverb :
Kal Bdgar se wpje, hard Brahman se hoe.
c
Famine comes from the Bagar, and evil is done by the Brahman.'
In Rohtak they live by palmistry and by begging, especially on a
Saturday on which day they beg for oil,§ soap, coppers, a goat,
he-buffalo, camel, horse, black grain, or other mean gifts. Some of
them make a pheri or ' t a r n , ' by going through a fixed numtier of
lanes and repeating a fixed number of sentences at each door at a certain
hour—usually early in the day. Besides gifts of oil made before bathing
on a Saturday, p a k a u t s take gifts of iron, oil, salt, sweets, clothes,
etc., weighed against persons who are under the influence of Saturn.
The P a k a u t s observe all the Brahmanical ceremonies, and have
Brahmans of their own. On the birth of a son they perform the
ordinary Brahmanical rites, the ndm-karan> chaul karan% anna»prdsnat
chiira-karan, and ujiuayan karan. Their betrothal, weddinc and
general rites are also like those of other Brahmans.
The P a k a u t s study astrology in the Bhadri Chhand and other Hindi
chhands, sometimes also from Sanskrit works.
9

THE SAWAM OR SANWNI BRAHMANS.

Another term equivalent to p a k a u t or Vedw£ ife Sdwani, a Brahman
who in Gurgaon interprets natural phenomena or the voices of birda
and animals to forecast the future. The Sawanis appear to come from
* Because it is said they eat flesh and drink liquor, which the Jotgis eschew. But the
real reason would appear to be that they will accept certain offerings which a pure brahman would nut take, such as those made to avert the influence of Rahu and Ketu.
The Dakauts have also the Brahmanical gotrus, Bhardwaj, Bashist, etc., (N&bha).
t On-ly one edsan is avoided according to the Nabha account.
X Dakauts, however, do not accept offerings made on the dead. These go to the Acharaj
or Mah4-Brahman.
§ In Ferozepore tKey beg for oil cf rapeseed in small quantities almost as of right,
singing |
lei tdmlc kd met,
" Oil and copper go together, he who
Chhanichhar manatee,
therewith worships Saturn will be for
Sadd sukh pdwe.
I ever happy.'*
Well-to-do Hindus "pour a little oil into a vessel, enough to reflect their face in, and give
it to the Dakaut. This ensures them long life
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Lucknow, but the name is known as far west as Dera Ismfiil Kh&n and
Bab&walpur.*
TIIK VED-PATR BKAHMANS.

It is not easy to say definitely what the Ved-p£tr ia. The word
itself would certainly appear to mean "vessel of the Vedas/' and those
of the Ved-patr who study the Vedas and expound them to disciples
are styled Ved-pa v his.t Others, it is said, merely perform the sapindi
and piiMJ-chhedan harm on the 12th day after a death, but these rites
are usually peiformed by an Acharaj.
In Gurgaon the Ved-p&trs accept aims at eclipses and are also
known as Gujnitis, and this is the case in Si&lkct too, but in Amritsar
the Ved-p&tr ranks below the Gujr&tis and traces his descent from Ved
Data, the 6on of the Gujr&ti Sahdeo by a Sudra woman. The Vedp&tr is also called Vedwa, and the Dakauts are an inferior, branch of the
Vedwas, being descendants of Dak who married Patli a Mlechh woman.
The Vedw&s take chhdyi-pdtrl and other forbidden gifts, such as cocks
and goats ; but the Dakaut is on an even lower plane for he accepts
buffaloes, male or female, horses, etc., while standing in water.
In Banna the Gujrali is said to be also known as Ved-patr, which
again is equivalent to J)ak, or in Kashmir and the hills to Bojru; in
Peshawar and Koha( to Pandit or Madho; in Dera Ismdil Kh£n to
Sawarri; and in Lahore, etc., to Dakaut. P a k , a Brahman, is said to
have married Bhadli, a courtezan, and from them are descended the
I)aks, whose gotra is Kaplash, their gots being
fBakhar.
r
| DagAva.

InBannu ..,< Tahir.
| Patiwil.
LRathor.

In Dera Ismail KMn

| Bakar.
,., ^ Vedpil.
I Brahmi, etc.

The JL)akaats accept unlucky offerings, such as satana (7 kinds of
grain mixed),,oil, iron, goats, buffaloes and chhdyd-jmtr on. Saturday?
and eclipses/ They also practise palmistry according'to the Samudrak
Shdstras, and swindle women, whom they frighten by means of charms
• In MianwaK the Sawanfs are said to live by astrology and magic, divining evil
influences by means of two iron pegs in a cup, in some obscure way, after the manner of the
Jogis and Muhammadan Doras. Jn Bahawalpur they are described as wandering out-castes,
descended from a Brahrnan by a sweeper woman. Khatn's, Aroras and other Brahmans will
not associate with them and they accept black gifts at eclipses etc.
t See Platts, p. 1208. Platts does not give Ved-patr, but both in Gurgaon and Eohtak pdtr
is declared to mean " vessel."
J The Vedwa takes alms on Saturdays, Sundays and Tuesdays, also when the sua passes
into Rahu and Ketu, as well as to avert their influence at any other time.
Offerings to Brahmans are divided into bar or graha, for the days of the week, and the
two grahin for Rahu and Ket, the two demons who cause eclipses by attacking the sun
and moon. These two are parts of adnmon (rdkshasa), who, when sitting at dinuer with
the gods and demons drank of the nectar of the gods instead of the wino of the demons.
The sun and moon told of him, and Bhagwan cut him into two parts, of which Kahu including the stomach and therefore the nectar, is the more vorthy. When any body wishes
to offer to Brahmana from illness or other cause, he consults a Brahman who casta
his horoscope and directs which offering of the seven grahns should be made. The grahins
are more commonly offered during h.n eclipse, that to Rahn being given at the be^inoin<*
and that to Ket at the end of the transit. The Ganr Brahman** will not take any black
offerings, such as a buffalo or goat, iron, sesame (til) or urd, black blankets or clothes,
salt, etc., nor oil, second hand clothes, green clothes; nor satndja, which ia seren grains
mixed, with a piece of iron in them; these belonging to the grahe whose offerings are
forbidden to them. An exception, however, is made in favour of ;. black cow.
*

The DasaurioB and Bios.
0

written on paper in invisible ink. These practices are, however, said to
be confined to llakauts from K6ngra.
THE DASAURU BBADMANS

Four or more are called in and they apply mncs to the patent 8
nostrilfl while he sits on his feet, reciting meanwhile charms hke tins:
Le bularl were bhalna, ae apni laker eambhal, " Jump up, my sturdy
one come in your ecstasy." What w.th the heat and the strong scent
?he p S t perspires freely, and this operation u.^repeated twice- a day
untifhTs s L e s return. Tho exercisers get Rs 5 or 10 as heir fee.
The parent is fed on almonds and cUriA
The solenunty ot the rite is
sometimes enhanced by performing it on a burning ground.t
A few Saurias are found in Robtak where they work wonders with
charms They can thrust a sword through a man without harting
him
and
bring
sickness
on
an
enemy.
In
Gurgaon*
by
collecting
a
lnm, ana Dnng
^ ^ o y e r ^ hogt> & n d
S l r a U h e r o n e o T r ^ s h o u l d always be hidden.
they are exercisers, but also haunt burning-grounds.

In Shilko*

THE GUJRATI OR BIAS BRAHMANS.

The Guirati is a territorial group, which immigrated from Guzer.it.
Guirati Brahmans also bear tho following professional titles :
„..

I. BUs.. »

3.
3.
4.
5.
,

•

can n

-,j^7,/.fc nmrpachcr

; « "ff!toS«Se?

Joshi, for Jotashi, astroiogei.
Pindaji,=Pa»«t«'a.
Mahta
or
chwr.
Rawal
«.—i o r Uinerant sadhu.H

6. Tarwiri, or ono who lias performed a

fc

a

u,td

<"'»

Tlie
following;«^e--n.gar „
Sub-caste I. ^ 2. Kagar or Visalnagars.**

^ ^

of t c n

^

"****

directed

f o m t b e m a n d himsolf
a c t e d M a p r i e § t a t t h o s e riteg<

. 0f famil
^ w h o u s e d {o M 1
as'a go-between at betrothals, as the
Nais now do.
d main groans which r a n k in tho
?

Ja

.

rt*,^

*.

Srim£li

Of these groups the Vadanagar are the V»j (family priest*) of the
Nasars whose daughters they take in marriage and with whom they
g
eat b o l l r h a c h c h i ^ p o l k
The N d ? r s however, cannot take
Vadanagar girls in marriage. Both these first two groups avoid any
intercourse with the two last. The Bar anas are the Bias of the
married
family*
Th« relations of the Gujrati to other Brahmans are curiously
c o n ^ t o ^ at first sight, but perfectly logical in reality. . Owing to
S l ^ S S S e s s in religious observances, and their purity m food and
characteristic
eub-castc, called Channan.
t 5 « M K H ^ P ^ u f & r s u t . called Channan performs this.

these
titles.
i These oTcupaiions are not now followed, necessarily, by those who bear
t of Fattan.
\ The VadanS a i 0 HaJd to take their D»mefrcm Vidamgu, a town eas
** From Yisal town, but see the text.

Th* Hiuainis.
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dress they rank as the highest* of all the Brahman group*, and confer
the ashirbad or benediction on tho Gaur and the SArsut, In spite
Of this they are all looked down upon for taking tho chhaydf (shadow),
grahanX (eclipse) and tula ddn§ (offerings) : that is to say, they aro
despised for taking upon themselves tho sins of the community.
In marriage two gotras are usually avoided, but sometimes only one
is excluded. Exchange marriages are very common. At a wedding
thb biidegroom wears a sihrd or chaplet only, and not a crown (manr).
The pair are dressed like Shiva and Pdrbati in si]k.||
At weddings the Nd-gars worship Shivia the destroyer, and at
funerals Vishnu the nourishes a curiously perverse reversal of the
ordinary rule. Shiva is their isht-dewa. Thoy observe the ten harms
of Shiva, and are guided by the Parvami-mdnsd or Jaimni-sntra.
The Qujr&ti gotras are :Gargas.
Gautam.

I
|

Itri.
Kashira.

1
{

Pariaar.
Samvas.

The Gujrdti are said to have no got*.
THB

flusMNi

BRAHMANS.

The Husaini Brahmans are Hindus, wear the janeo and mark the
rtlak on their foreheads, but they beg from Muhammadans and not
from Hindus, and narrate the story of Hazrat Imam Husait>, whence
they are called Husaini. Thoy say they were originally Bhfit Brahmans,
and have some of their got a:—Gappe, BhAkar, Lande, Gdre, Dargopal,
Rati, Chat Chut, Rabat, Bhdradwdji, DAngmdr, and many more. They
marry in their own caste, avoiding 4 gots in marriage. They cannot
* They do not eat knehchi or pnl-ki cooked by Gaur or Sarsut Brahmans : nor any Hindu
caste; but they may take sweet stuff cooked in milk by people of such pure Hindu castes
as the Gaur and Sarsut Brahmans, and the Banias. The Gujrati or Bias Brahmnn*, who
came from Guzerat are in some respects the highest clas.i of all Brahmans; they are
always fed first; and they bless a Gaur when they meet him, while they will not eat
ordinary bread from bis hands. They are fed dn the 12th day after death, and tho Gaurs
will not eat on the 13th day, n this has not been done. Bat they" take inanspicioon
offerings. To them appertain especially the Rahu offerings made at an eclipse. They will
not take oil sesame, goats, or green or dirty clothes ; but will take old clothes if washed,
buffaloes, and satn&ja. They also take a special offering to Rahu made by a sick person,
who puts gold in ghi, looks at his face in it, and giv^s it to a Gujrati, or who weighs himself
against satnaja and makes an offering of the grain. A bnffdo which haR been possessed
by a devil to that degree that he has got on to the top of a house (often r.o difficult feat
in a village), or a foal dropped in the month of Sawan or buffalo calf in Magh are giv*n
to the Gujrati as being unlucky. No Gaur would take them. Every harvest the Gajrati
takes a small allowance (aeorhi) of grain from the threshing floor, just as does the Ganrc
JThe chhuva-d&n is so called because in sickness the giver looks at his reflection in some
ghi poured into a bronze cup (katori). If he is unable to see his face in the ghi he will die.
The dan itself comprises the cup, with the panj-ratan.
Other dans are; the Kahu and Ketu dans, which consist of black cloth, flowers, etc., like
the 8anichar den they are offered to Rahu, Ketu and Sanichar in sickness, or^ at weddings,
The maha-ddn or " great gift," consisting of land or elephants, and made at death. The roghharni-bidhi ddn of black cloth is made to avert disease (rog),
X The grahn-dan comprises gold, silver placed in a cocoanut, and ornaments^ It must be
given by the offerer standing in the water of the tank at Thanesar. Grain, clothes or
cows may be given at home.
.
.
.
§ The tuld.ddn is an offering equal to one's weight in gram or com. It is made by
wealthy people on their birthday.
.
|| Other Hindus are, it is said, dressed like Krishna and Radha. The nhra is a bridal
chaplet, the manr or mvlat is a paper crown, worn by the bridegroom. Krishna as *
wearer of the latter is called Muktdhari. Shiva or Mahadeva had no maur, even at his
wedding, whereas Krishna always wears the mukat. This is interesting, but it learea the

vse of the crown at weddines unexplained.
V
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The Religion of the Bfdhntans.
marry with Bh&t Brahmans, but take water from their hands and vice
versa. They are ignorant of their own religion and do not worship in
mandarSy but their janeos are made by Brahmans; and auspicious times
for weddings, etc., are fixed by them. They have the same customs as
other Hindus, and believe in their pantheon. Their own tradition is
that Yazid's troops on their return, after cuttiug off Im^m Husain's
head, stopped in R£hab, their ancestor's home at B£thow&l in the
Sialkot District, and placed the head in his house. In the morning,
finding the head to be that of the Prophet, he kept it, and gave tho
soldiers his own sor/s head instead, but they discovered that ib was
not the same as the one they had brought. So Bahab cut off all his
seven sons' heads in succession and gave them to the soldiers. Since
then Husainis beg from Muhammadans.
THE RELIGION OF THE BRAHMANS.

The Brahman, even the Husaini, is almost always a Hindu, but a
few have become Sikhs. Conversion, however, does not appear to
have created any new divisions in the caste, though it has had a
disruptive influence in tha following case —The Patak section of
the Sarsut Brahmans has two subdivisions, Machbi-khdni and
Khir-kh&t'&. The former are parohits of the third Guru of the Sikhs
(Guru Amar D&s), who was a Baishnav (abstainer from meat and
drink) The second Guru (Angad) used to eat meat and fish. In
order to follow the second Guru's habit and yet maintain his Baishnavship, the third Guru gave a fish nt the bhaddan (head-shaving^
ceremony of his son to his parohit, and so his descendants are called
Machhi-khdn^s (fish-eaters) to this day. And the descendants of the
third Guru at a son's bhaddan at their temple at Gondwdl in Amritsar
give a fish, made of gram-flour and boiled in oil, to their parohit (a
descendant o'f the original Machhi-khdnd) instead of a into one. The
ceremony, however, no longer called bhaddan—-since shaving the head
is prohibited among the Sikhs—and in its stead, the custom is to make
the boy wear his hair long like'a Sikh's, whereas before that the boys'
hair was cut and plaited like a girl's.
a religious student; a Brahman from the time of his investiture with the Brahmanical thread until he becomes a house-holder;
one who studies the Vedas under a spiritual teacher; an ascetic,a
class of Hindu S&dhus.
BEOK-PA, 'highlander/ a terra applied to the -SHIN element in Baltistan :
Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, Ch. IV.
BUBAK, a J&$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan and in Bah&walpur.

BBAHM-CHARI,*

a Jat or Rdjput clan found in MuMn tahsil, where they were settled
by Sh&hz£da Murad Bakhsh, governor of Multdn, under Shdh Jab&n.
BUDH, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BUDHEKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BODHWAL, a clan (agricultural) found in Sh^hpur.
BuBti, Budni, the people, now extinct or absorbed, which held the country
from Nangrah&r to the Indus prior to the Afghan immigrations. Thoy
were divided into several tribes and are described by the Akhund
Darweza as K&firs, but he does not refer to them as Buddhists.

BUCH,

* Barmh or Barahm, is corrupted frcm the Sanskrit word Brahma.

*

Bughti—Buxurg.
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BuGHTr, BUGTF, also called Zarkanni, an organized BALOCH tuman which occupies the angle between the frontiers of the Punjab and Upper Sindh.
Itb clans are the Raheja, NoMani,* Masori, Kalphur, Phong or Mondrani
and iSliamb&ni or Kiazai. The last, which is an almost independent
section, separates the main tribe from our border; while the Marri lie
still further west. Tho Bugti are made up of various elements, chietiy
Kind, but claim descent from Cyiindar, son of Mir Chakur, whose
son Raheja gave his name to one of its septs, though the name has an
Indian sound. The NoMuni clan has supernatural powers (see p. 46,
supra) and the Shambani form a sub-hcvian, which is sometimes considered distinct from the Bugti. This tuman has its head-quarters at
SydhiXf, formerly Marrao or Dera Bibrak (fr. bivaragh, a chief), also
called Bugti Dera..
a Ja$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsa^: also in the Bahdwalpur,
Bik&ner and Jaisahner States, and in Sindh, as well as scattered over
Multan aud Muzaffargarh. They are labourers, tenants and camelbreeders in the South-West Punjab and intermarry with the Dallas,
Palyars and Parhiirs, all branches of the Punwar stock.
BOK, a Mali tarn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BUKHARI, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar : see Sayyid.
BOKNERA, a Kbarral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
BuiErf/ii (Buledi, Bulef/ii, Burdi), an organized BALOCH tuman in Dera Ghdzf
Kh&n, also found near the Indus in Upper Sindh, in the tract called
Burdika, and in the Kachhi territory of Kal&t.
BUNA, BIJNIYA : see Cbarn&r.
BCJRA, a small Jdt clan, fouud in Jind. The samddh of its jathera is at
Kallu Kotli in Pathila, and it is worshipped at weddiugs.
BUJIANA, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.
BUKA#AS.—The Buraras, originally named Hojali, are claimed by some
as a Samina sept, but others say they are a separate tribe. Their
tradition is that they ,are dencended from a R&ja of Girn&r near
Jundgadh, who migrated to Sindh and was converted to Isldm. The
saint who converted him gave him a bur (Ar. for " cloak,") whence
their name. They have three septs:—
li) Bhojri or Bhojri-patras, found in Bah&walpur and Bik£ner, and
the highest in status, (ii) Sathia, and {Hi) Jokhia.
BUBIBH : see Yashkun.
BURRA, a J a t tribe, found in Dera Gh&zi Kh&n and Bah£walpur. The title
of J&m is prefixed to their names and it is probably of Sindhi origin.
BUTA, a 3&% tribe, apparently confined to Hoshi&rpur. Possibly the same as
the Bhutta of the Western Plains or .the Butiar of the Sikh tract.
BCTAKA, fr, but, a stcne. A caste of stone-cutters, found in theK&ngra hills,
who used to be emp oyed on the forts and temples of that tract. Barnes
described them as idle and dissipated.
BUTTER, a small J£$ tribe found chiefly on the Upper Sutlej said to be
descended from a Surajbausi R&jput who came from the Lakki jungle
and settled first in Gujrdnw&la. Also found as a Hindu J^t clan (agricultural) in Montgomery.
BOZURO, a title meaning • saint/ acquired for instance by the Akhund of
Sw&t in addition to that of Akhund.
BUHAR,

• With two clans Zemakani or Durragh aud Pherozioi.
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c
NOTK.—Owing to the oonfuaion between Ch and Chh—which ii not confined to writing!

io English—and that between J and Ch, which is frequent in Urdu writing, the articles
under this lottor are not all warranted to be correctly placed.

CffABELDAs(f), -PAKTHI; a petty sect, founded by an Arora disciple of Shdxnjf,
named Chabeldas, whose shrine is at Makhow&l Kaldn in the Sanghar
tahsil of Dera Gh&zi KluCn. Its tenets differ little from those of
Shiiinji's followers. Sec Shiiindrfsi.
CiiACiiAit, an agricultural clan, found in Shahpur and Multdn, classed as Jat
in tho latter District. In Bahdwalpur the Ch&chars claim Mughal
origin and they produce tables tracing their descent from Timtir whom
they connect with Abbds, cousin of Husain, son of Ali. But tradition
says that the Surar, Subh&go, Silro and Clutchar tribes were once slaves
of Ritja Bungst R;ii, raja of Anirkot, and tliat J&in Jhakhar redeemed
them, and there is a saying :
i

Surar, Subhago, Silro, chauthi Chticharid,
Anda ha Jam JhaJchare ha bdhndn Bunga Ra.
" Surar, Subhago (or SubluSga), Silro (or Silrfl), (these three) and a
fourth tribe, the Clutchar were the slaves of Bunga Rai; it was J i m
Jhakhar who brought them," (effecting their emancipation from Bungg

Rai).
The Chdchars have several septs :—Raj-de, the highest in status;
Jtahmdni, whose ancestors were khalifas of Ghaus Bah6-ud-Din Zakariya:
hence they are also called Shaikh-Rahnirini, and some sanctity still
attaches to the sept, Narang, Jugana, Jhunjha, Chhutta, Gureja,
Rukana, Kalra, Mudda, Duw&ii, Dohija, Gabr&ni, Muria, Kharyani
and Zakri&ni or followers of Ghaus Bahd-ud-Din Zakariya.
The whole tribe, however, are followers of that saint and never
become disciples of any but his descendants. Ch&char is also an Ar&in
clan in the Punjab. Cf. Chachhar.
CHACHHAB,
CHADANA,

a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
(?) a sept of Khatris and of Jats.

CHAPPHA,
CHADDRAR,
CHADDU,

an Ar£in clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

the correct form of Chh&dhar (q. v.).

a J^t clan (agricultural) found in Shdhpur.

an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur, Multfn and Montgomery
(Muhammadan). It is classed as Jdt in the two latter districts. Doubt*
less the same as the ChMdhar (q. v.).

CHADHAR,

CflApwf, an Ar£in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
a doubtful synonym of Chahng.

CHXHAK,

CHAHANG,

see Chahng.

CH AH A^L, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amnteai.

*

f
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Chdhil—Chdki.
or more correctly Chahil.—One of the largest J£t tribes in the
Punj&b. They are found in greatest numbers in P a ^ l a , but are very
numerous in AmMlaand Ludhidna, Amritsar, and Gurddspur, and extend
all along under the hills as far west as Gujr&nw&la and Si&lkot. I t is
said that R&ja Agarsen Surajbansi had four sons, Chdhil, Chhfna, Chima,
and Sdhi, and that the four 3&% tribes who bear these names are
sprung from them: (yet they intermarry). Their original home was
M&lwa, whence they migrated to the Punj&b. According to another siory
their ancestor was a Tun war Rajput called Rd/j£. Rikh, who came from
the Deccan and settled at Kahlur. His son Birsi married a J&t woman,
settled at Matti in the Mdlwa about the time of Akbar, and founded
the tribe.
hi Amritsar the Ch&hil say that Chdhal was a son of R£j& Khang,
o once saw some fairies bathing in a tank. He seized their clothes
and only restored them on condition that one of them became his
bride. One Jchhrdn was given him, on condition that he never abused
her, and she bore him a son, but one day he spoke harshly to her and she
disappeared.* But to this day no Ch&hil ever abuses his daughter! Settled
first at Kot Gadvina near Delhi, the Chahil migrated to Pakhi ChdhiUn
near Amb&la and there founded Bala Joga or Jogarla in the Mdlwa.
The Chiihil affect Jogi Pir, originally Joga, son of Rajp^l, who is said
to have been killed, after fighting with the Mughals even when he had
been decapitated. Jogi Pir is their chhara (?jaihera)} and a fair is held
in his honour on the 4th naurdtra in Asauj. In Jind the Ch&hil
claim descent from Bala, a ChauMn R&jput who took a J&\ wife, and
so lost caste, but he acquired influence by accepting offerings made to
Guga, and Chilhils, whatsoever their caste, still take these offerings.t
In Jind the Ch&hil worship Khera Bhumia.
They are probably, says Mr. Fagan, Bdgris, originally settled in
Bikdner.

CHXHAL,

a Hindu and
Montgomery.

'UAHAL,

Mnhammadan

Jfy

clan

(ato

;

ltural)

7

founc

in

a minor agricultural caste, found in the western portion of
the lower ranges oi Kangra and Hoshi&rpur. In the Dasuya tahsil of
the latter district they own some villages, but are generally tenants.
The term appears to be a purely local synonym of B£hti or Ghirth.
The Ch6ng is quiet and inoffensive, diligent and a godd cultivator, like
the Saini of the plains.
CHAIK, a sept of Brahmans, hereditary priests of Keonthal.

CHABNG, CBANG,

GHAINA,

a uiall tribe, classed as J*tt, in Dera Ghazi KhAn.

^1) a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,*(2) a sept of J&\$
to which B6njha is sometimes said to have belonged.};

CBAK,

CHAK*. CHAKANI,

the Multi'mi equivalent for Teli or oilman.

* Through an opening in the roof—-and so the Chahil do not make openings in their roofi
to this day. They also avoid wearing red clothes ; and, till recently, at any rate, did not
use bak^d bricks in their houses—a relic of the time when thoy were nomads, probably.
I In .1 nd tahsil it is indeed said thai the pvjarifi of Giiga are generally called chdhil: in
Sangrur 1hey are known as bhayntz. In Patiala Chahil 13 said to have been born of a hill
fairy: and Baland Jogi Pir is worshipped as theiry<jfher«.
% Ponjibi Dicty., p. 179.

Ckakarke--Ckamdr.
CHAKABKBJ,
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a Kharral clau (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
a ST

ft. Chakrala a village in MhJnw&li: a new sect, which
rejects more than half the Qur&n, founded by one Ghulam Nabi of
Chakrala, whose followers call themselves Ahl-i-Quran, i.e., believers
in the Quran only. It rejects all the other traditions of the Prophet.
Its founder has nojw changed his name to Abdullah as he objected
to being called ghulam (servant) of the Prophet. He believes that the
Quran is the only book which lays down what is required of a true
Muslim and that the other aubsidiary books and sayings of Muhammad
are of no account. He has accordingly devised a new form of prayer
which is distinct from that prescribed by the Prophet.

CHAKRALAWI,

His followers are numerous in the Sb&hb6z Khel and Y£ru Khel
villages of the Miiinwjili tahsil, as well as in Dera Ismail Kh&n and
Lahore. A monthly journal called the Ishaat-ul-Qurdn
used to be
published by Shaikh, Chittu, a leading adherent of the sect in Lahore.
As the sect did not thrive at Lahore its founder has now settled in
Dgra Ismail Kh&n.
•

CHAMAL,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

a tribe of Gujars, claiming descent from r ^unwar Rajput by a
Gujar mother. They came frora Delhi and are . ..y old inhabitants of
the Karnal District, having possibly been expelled from Delhi by Sher
Sh&b. Chamain is probably only a local appellation.

CHAMAIN,

CHAMAB,

Chamnir, fern. Chamari, -i&ri.

The Chani^r is the tanner and leather-worker of North-Western India,* and in the western parts of the Punjab he is called Mochi whenever
he is, as he generally is, a Musalman, the caste being one and the same.
The name Chamar is derived from the Sanskrit cliarmahira or " worker
in hides." But in the east of the Punjab he is far more than a leatherworker. He is the general coolie and field labourer of the villages; and
a Chamar, if asked his caste by an Englishman at any r*te, will
answer " Coolie" as often as " Chamfir."t They do all the begdr, or
such work as cutting grass, carrying wood and bundles, acting as watchmen, and the like ; and they plaster the houses with mud when they
need it. They take the hide3 of all dead cattle and the flesh of all clovenfooted animals, Uiat of such as do noc divide the hoof going to Chuhnis.
They make and mend shoes, thongs for the cart, and whips and other
leather work; and above all they do an immense deal of hard work in
the fields, >each family supplying each cultivating association with the
continuous labour of a certain number of hands. All this they do as
village menials, rec3iving fixed customary dues in the shape of a share
of the produce of the fields. In the east and south-east of the Punjab
the village Chamiirs also do a great deal of weaving, which however is
pmd for separately. The Cham&rs stand far above the Chuhr&s in social
*»

• Shcrring has a long disquisition on the Chamar caste, which appears to bo much moro
extensive and to include much more varied tribes
in
Hindustan
lhm
in
the
Punjab,
,§
M
f Why is a Chamar always addressed with Oh Chamar ke " instead of
Oh Chain ir t "
as any other caste would be ?

Chamdr synonyms.
position, and sonio of their tribes arc almost accepted as Hindus.* Ttay
are generally dark in colour, and aro almost, certainly of aboriginal
origin, though here again their numbers have perhaps been swollen by
members of other and higher castes who have fallen or been degraded.
The people say :
Kariii Brahman, got Chamdr
In ke satn na utrie par.
" Do not cross the ferry with a black Brihman or a fair Cham&r,"
one being as unusual as the other. Their women ore celebrated for
beauty, and loss of caste is often attributed to too great partiality for
a Chamdri.
The traditional origin of the Cham&rs is that Chanu (or Cbanwe) and
Banu were two brothers: the former removed a cow's carcase with hi*
own hands and so Banut out-casted bim.J In Kapurthala, however,
another version is current, and according to this G£t told his brother
Met to remove a carcase and then declined to associate with him for
doing so, and the Mirasi who witnessed the incident, took Git's part.
From Mat are descended the Chatnars.
Synonyms.—It is difficult to say what are the real synonyms of Cham&r.
The term Chuhra-Chain&r is often used to denote the group formed by
the two castes, just as Mochi-Jul£h& is used, but it does not imply that
the two castes are identical. Just as the Muhammadan Chamdr is
styled Mociu so the Sikh Cbam6r is called RAMDASIA {qq. v.). In Sirsa
a Chamar is called Meghwdl as a compliment, but opprobiously he is
1
styled Dhec.I§ or Dherh, a term applied to any Mow fellow . The
'Meghw&l' claim descent from Megh-rikh who was created by Narain.
Groups.—The Cham&rs are divided into several sub-caster. In the
Eastern Punjdb there appear to be at least five true sub-castes which
do not intermarry These are in order of precedence :—•
i. Ch&ndor, said in Delhi to trace its origin from Benaros, possibly
from some association with Kabir, I t is the principal subcaste in Hissir, including Sirsa, and its members do not tan,
leaving that to the Charnrangs and Khatiks, and working only
in prepared leather. See also under Meghwil.
it. Raid^si or Rabddsi, named after Rai D6s Bhagat. himself a
Cham&r, a contemporary of Kabir, and like him a disciple of
R&m&nand. It is the prevalent sub-caste in Karn£l and its
neighbourhood.
iii Jatia, found in greatest numDers about thie neighbourhood of
Delhi and Gurg&on. They work in horse and camel hides,
which are an abomination to the Ch&ndarj, probably as having
the foot uncloven: and are perhaps named from the word/af
• The Chamars will eat food prepared by any tribe except the Khakrob (Obnhr*), Kanjar,
Sixxsi and Nat, Smoking is only allowed among' themselves and they will not eat or
drink from a Dhobi, a Dura or a Nilgar (indigo dyer). [KurnalJ.
t Banu or Banwe here would appear to be the eponym of the Bania caste, which is IMICI
to etill woruhip an dr and a rambi at weddings.
J A Dura witnessed tbe occurrence, and so to thla day no Cbamar will eat or drink
-iota A Dum or Mirasi's hands.
§ The Dhel appears to be a separate caste in the Central Provinces, though cloatly allied
With th© ChamA- The Dhed is also a large tribe in Kachh and Sindb, ako called Bhambi.
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a camel-grazier. On the other hand, they aro said to obtain
the services of Gauf Brdhmans, which would put them above
all other Chamara, who have to be content with the ininisatrtions
of the outcast Chamarwa Brahman.
iv. Chainbar, the prevalent sub-caste Further west about Jullundur
and Ludhidna.
v* Golia, lowest of all the sub-castes, indeed Golia is t i e name of
a section of many menial castes in tho Eastern Punjdb, and
in almost all cases carries with it an inferior standing in the
caste.
Further west, in Ndbha, the sub-cnstes are, however, said to be four
in number, viz.: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
1. Buna (Bunia).
2. Chamdr.
3. Chamarwa.
J
• . T
,
...
4. Chanter (no)
\ who toucli unclean thmg 8 .
Tho Bfina appears in Ludhiuna as the Bunia, a Sikh Chamdr, who
having taken to weaving ranks higher than the workers in leather. The
Rahtia* is also said to bo a Sikh Chamar who has taken to weaving,
but many Rahtias are Muhammadans.
Territorially the Chamars in Pa^iala are divided into two groups which
do not intermarry and thus form sub-castes. These are the Bagri, or
immigrants from the Bogar, found in the south-cast of the State,
and the Desi.
Among tne i^esi m rauaia two occupational groups are found, vu.%
the Chamdrs who make shoes, and tho Bonas, tho latter sub-caste
being weavers of blankets bv occupation and Sikhs by religion.
The Jind account divides the Chaintfrs into 5 sub-castes, viz., Rdmddsi, Jatid, Chdmar [sic), Pdthi and Raigar, but it is not clear whether
these are occupational or territorial or sectarian groups. The Nabha
account says they are divided into 4 groups, viz., Chanwar, Jatid,
Bahmnia (?) and Chiniar {sic). The Chdnwar are again divided into
two sub-castes (?), Chdmvar proper, who are Sultdnis by religion and
workers in leather; and the Bonas (or blanket-weavers) who are Sikhs
of Guru Govind Singh. The Bonas are not found in the south-east.
The Jatias (descendants of Jatti, wife of Rdmd&s) are foond only in
the south-east and are regarded as inferiors by the Chdnwars, who do
not drink or smoke with them. A curious story is told of the origin
of the Jatids, connecting the name with jhant (pubes). No Chanwar
Chamar would give the Jatias' forefather a girl to wife, so he married
a Chuhra's daughter, but the jJieras were not completed when a dispute
arose, so the Chuhras and Jatias performed half thepheras outside and
the rest inside the house until receutly. The Jatia tan horse and camel
hide, while the Chan wars of B&wal only tan the skins of kine which
the Jati&s refuse to touch.
• In 8irsa the word seems to be applied to the members of any low caste, such as Chamar
or Chuhra. Mr. Wilson, however, had never beard the word used In PatiAla it is wssJd
to
u
w
be sDDli«rf to • mvu rk-~*~
•
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Chamdr gots.
The Bahmnia also claim descent from a wife of R&indas, and wear the
janeo and thus assert their superiority over other Chain&rs, but they
are not found in Nabha.
The Bil£i is apparently the village messenger of the Delhi division.
He is at least as often a Chuhra as a Chamar, and ought perhaps to bo
classed with the former. Bat there is a Chamdr clan of that name who
work chiefly as grooms.
The Dus&dh is a Purbi tribe of Chamars, and has apparently come
into the Punjab with the troops, being returned only in Delhi, Lahore,
and Amb&la,
Of the above groups it is clear that some are true sub-castes based
on occupation, while others like the Buna are merely occupational
groups which may or may not intermarry with other groups. This differentiation of the groups by occupation is most fully developed in the
eastern and sub-montane tracts, where the Chamars form an exceedingly
large proportion of the population and are the field-labourers of the
villages. But in the central districts their place in this respect is
taken by the Chuhra. In the west, too, the leather-worker, liko all
other occupational castes, is much less numerous than in the east.
The weaver class, on the other hand, is naturally least numerous in
the eastern Districts, where much of the weaving is done by the leatherworking castes. And, when the Chamar sticks to leather-working in
the eastern Districts, he is apparently dubbed Cham rang or Dabgar,
just as in the Punjab proper a Chamar who has adopted Islam, and
given up working in cow-hide becomes a Mussalman Khatik tanner.
The gots or sections of the Chamdrs are very numerous, and s'ome
of them are large. They include the Chauhan and Bhatti gots*
(numerous in the central and eastern Districts, especially Ambdla) and
Badhan.
/ Ghamcri.
| Malum.
Bams.
I Hir.
I Plmndwal.
Jdl.
J Sindhu.
Batoi.
Bhdti.
Kath&na.
Of these eleven gots all but the Kathana are found in the Jullundur
division.
The Chamars are by religion Hindus or Sikhs.
Owing to the fact that the famous bhagat R&mdas was a Cliamar
by caste, many Chamars are Ramd&siast by sect, and of this sect again
some are also Sikhs.
i

Rdmd&g was a descendant of Clianiu His mother, Kalsia, was childless, but one day a faqir came to her and she gave him flour, in return
for which he promised her a son. On his return his guru cross-ques€
tioned him, as he WHS unable to pronounce the name Parmeshwar, and
learning of his promise declared that, as no Ron had been bestowed on
Kalsia in her destiny, the faqir himself must be born to her. So he
#

The two most numerous gots among the Mochisalso. They may of course have adopted
these got names from the Rajputs, as Bains and Sindhu may have been b -r rowed from
the Jats.
| The Ramd&sia also claim descent from Ramdas. The Ramdasia (Sikhs) take the
pahul from Chamars and drink amrit at their hands. The Mazhabi take them from the
sweepers' hands. (Kapurthala).
\

*
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was rebotn as R&md&B, who is called Raid£s in B&wal. As his mother
was a Cham&ri he refused her breasts, until his guru bade him suck.
One day when placed by his mother at a spot where R&ma Nand used
to pass, he was touched by that teacher's sandals, and when he cried
out was told by him to b6 silent and repeat ' R&m R£m.' Thus was
supernatural power bestowed upon him,
Contrary to the Cbamars' customs ll&md&s wore a janeo, sounded a
conch, and worshipped idols. The Brahmans appealed to the magistrate, whereupon Ramdis cast the idols into a tank, but they returned
to him, whereas the Brahmans failed in a similar test. Again, cutting
his neck open .Ramdas exhibited 4 janeos, of gold, silver, copper and
thread, typical of the 4 yugas. Thenceforth he was known as a
famous bhagat.*
Chamdr women wear no nose-ring, but among the Bunas it is worn
by married women, not by widows. The Cb&rimars of Biwal do not
wear gold nose-rings, and all the Cbam&rs of that locality avoid
clothes dyed in saffron, and the use of gold. They also u?e beestings
only after offering it to the gods on the amdwas.
the Brahman of the Chamdrs : see Brahman.
a sub-caste of the Chamdrs in N£bha (see Chamir).

CHAMAKWA BRAHMAN,

Also

a R&jput sept (Hindu) of the first grade—deriving its name
from Chamba State : of. Mandi&l, Jasw&l, Path&nia, etc.

CHAMBIAL,

CHAM E R ,

EL J&\

clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

the caste or class which in Kan£war works in leather, corresponding to the Chain ar of the plains.

CHAMANG,

or P£ra Chamkanni, a small tribe of
found in Kurram.

CHAMKANNI,

GHOBIA KHKL

Pa^hans,

(a synonym of Cham&r, chiefly returned from Patf&la and
Sidlkot), the term chamrang is probably a purely occupational term.
The chamrang does not stain or dye leather, but only tans it: fr.
€
rangnd (which as applied to leather means to tan'). The chamrang
moreover only tans ox and buffalo hides, and does not work in the
leather which he tans. By caste he is probably always a Chamdr.
In Delhi the term appears to be practically a synonym for Khatik
(q. v.), but the Khatik is, strictly speaking, a carrier, not a tanner, and
a Muhammadan, while the chamrahg is a Hindu. In Gujr&t also
the chamrang is identical with the Khatik,

CHAMRANG,

CHAM YE,

an Ardfn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

or probably Channel, from Ch&nd&la, whom all Sanskrit authorities
represent as begotten by a Sfidr& on a Brahman. His occupation is
carrying out corpses, executing criminals, and other abject offices
for the public service.t The menial class of K&ngra and Mandi
corresponding to the Dagi in Kullu and the Koli in the Simla Hills'

CHANAL,

* In Jind the llamcMsias aro the dominant group and form a sub-custe, which has Boots I
Mahi.
Siddhu.
Chauhan.
Sanyir
Linn-mir.
Goru.
Laria.
Lokra,
t Colebrooke, Essays, 274.

itil

Chananr-u handy i.
the Chan&ls in Kdngra appear to be inferior to the Kolis of that Diatrict, and some of them at least will not touch dead cattle, or mix on
equal terms with those who do. On the other hand, in Kullu Sard]
some of the Chanals rank below Kolis. D&gi-Chan&l is a very common
term for the caste : and in Kullu it appears to include the Nar. Yet
a Chandi of Mandi State will not intermarry with a D&gi of Kullu.
The Chan 41 is also found, in Chamba, where the proverb goes: Charifil
jetha, Rdthi kanetha, ' The low caste is the elder and the Rrtthi the
younger brother/ doubtless pointing to a tradition that the Chan&l
represents an earlier or aboriginal race. See the articles on D&gi and

Koli.
CHANAN,

a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

CHANANYI,
CHANBAL,

a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

CHANDAL,-NI,

an outcast, one of lowcaste.

Punjabi Diesy., p. 187.

See

Chandl.
CHANDAR, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery
and Siflkot. Of Chandarh.
CHANDARH, a Jty sept, found west of the R&vi: Punjabi Dicty., p. 187.
Doubtless = Ch£dhar or Chhadhar, (q. v.)
CIIANDARSEVI, syn. Parbhu K&yasth : one of the two classes of K^yasthas
(q. v.)—found in the Deccan.
CHANDBAR, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found m Amritsar.
One of the 36 royal (Rajput) races, and fully described in Elliott's
Races of the N.-W. Provinces. It is not impossible that they are the
same stock as the Chand&l, outcasts where subjects, Rajputs where
dominant. They are returned chiefly from the Simla Hill State of
Bildspur. R&jput tradition in Karn&l avers that the Chandel once held
Kaitlial and S&m&na, but were driven towards the Siw&liks by the
Mandbdrs. It would be interesting to know how this lowest of all the
R£jpiit races finds a place among the Simla States, and whether the
ruling family of Bilaspur is Chandel.

CHANDEL.

CHANDER,

a Muhammadan J&\, clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

(1) a Baloch tribe : see Baloch : (2) Ch£ndia, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
CHANDIA, a sept of R&jputs, found in Kahlur and descended from Gambhii
Chand, younger son of Pahar Chand, 24th R£j£ of that State.
CHANDLA, a K&jput sept, of the second grade, said to be found in Hosh&rpur.
Probably = Chandel(a), q. v.
CIIANDRAR, a IUjput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. Doubtless =
CBANDIA,

Chtadhar.

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur and in Multen. in the
latter District it is classed as J&$.
CBAHDUR,-WAR, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and
Amritsar.
CHAKDTI, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,
CHANDU,

»

Chdng—Channar.
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t

ace dialing.
CHANQALA, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mulfcin.
1
CHANCGAU, fem.-f,-i&ni, ni (Chhanggaj in Multuni). The Clianggars are
outcasts of probably aboriginal descent, who are most numerous in Gujr&t,
Amritsar, Lahore, Ferozopur, and Faridkok but especially in Sidlkot
and they say that their ancestors came from the Jammu hills. They
are originally a vagrant tribe who wander about in search of work;
but in the neighbourhood of large cities they are settled in colonies.
They will do almost any sort of work, biit are largely employed in
agriculturo, particularly as reapers; while their women are very generally
employed in sifting and cleaning grain tor pram-dealers. They are all
Musalm&ns and marry by nikuh, and say that they were converted »by
Shams Tabriz of |Mult&n, who bade their ancestor, a Hindu Rajput, support
himself by honest labour and husk the wild sawa/nk in the jungles because
it was good (changa). Their clans are said to be Phulan, Chauhan,
Manh£s, and Sarohe.* Their women still wear petticoats and not drapers;
but these are blue, not red. They are exceedingly industrious, and not
at all given to crime. They havo a dialect of their own regarding which,
and indeed regarding the tribe generally, the late Dr. Leitner published
some interesting information. He says that they call themselves not
Changgar but Chubna, and plausibly suggests that Chanorgar is derived
from chhdnna to sift. I t has been suggested that Changgar is another
form of Zingari; but Dr. Leitner does not support the suggestion.
CHANG,

a sept of Kanets which holds Phera and half Dharuth paryanas
in Kuth&r.
COANI, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
CHANKAR, a J i t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
CHANN, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
CHANNAR, a J i t clan (agricultural) found in Lodhran tahsil, Multan District.
They are said to be connected with the Jhakkars ^ud other tribes
in the couplet:
Jhalchar, Channar, Kanjiin, Nun ivaiera,
mllin Rdne Shaitdn de panje bujh bhard.
All these five clans assume the title of Rana. In Bahdwalpur they
are also called Channun-di and are found chiefly in the Mrddris*of
Bahawalpur and Ahmadpur East, as cultivators, and in the Kohi, as
landowners and cattle-breeders. Their septs are: Admani, R&m, Wisal,
Bhojar, and Bharp&l, said by some ot the tribe to be descended from Pir
Channar, but the more general belief is that the Pir never married and that
the Channars are descended from his seven brothers, sons of Rai Sandhila.
The Channars are, however, believed to be an offshoot of the Main's.
Channar Pir.—Four miles from Derawar, on a hillock, is the tomb of
Pir Channar, or Chanan Pir, son of Rai Sandhila. Sayyid Jalal visited the
city of the Rai, now in ruins some three miles off, and asked if there was
any Miihammadan in the city, male or female. He was told thau there
was none ami he then asked if any woman was pregnant. The Rai said
his wife was, and the Sayyid then ordered him to employ a Miihammadan
midwife for the child would be a saint. "When the child was born the Rai
CUANORI,

\

%

Or, in Kapurthala Bhullar, Bhatti, Chauhan, Tur and Khokhar.

*

\
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\exposed him on the hillock, but a cradle of sarvtal wood descended f mi
heaven for the child. Seeing this Rai Sandhila endeavoured to take
the child out of the cradle, but failed, as, whenever he approached, the
cradle rose in the air. When the child grew up, he accepted Makhdfim
Jahani&n as his Pir, and as he was brought up in poverty so his tomb
is especially efficacious for the rearing of children. The Channar tribe
is 'descended from the seven brothers of the Pir. Both Hindus and
Muhammadans frequent the shrine, rot or thick bread and meat
being eaten by both as brethren. Hindus are not polluted by contact
with Muhammadans at the shrine.
CHANNOZAI, t; Pa^hdn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
CHANON, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
CHANWAL, returned as a Rajput sept in Hoshi&rpur.
CHANWAN, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multen.
CHAPPABBAND, Chhapriband. See Chuhr£.
CHARAN. Cf. Bhdt.
CHARAN-DASI, a modern offshoot of the Bair£gis, for an account of which
see pages 37-38 above.
CHARHOYA, (7harho£/* (the fern, in Mtflt&ni is said to be chhirchi, P . Dicty.,
pp. 195, 226).
The Charhoa is the Dhobi and Chbfmba of the M ult&n division and
the Deraj£t and not unseldom carries on the handicrafts of the Lilari
and Rangrez also. In his capacity of washerman he is, like the Dhobi,
a recognised village menial, receiving customary dues in exchange for
which he washes the clothes of the villagers. He is also found in
Bahawalpur, in Gujrit (where he is described as a dyer in reds), and in
Peshawar. See Dhobi.
CHASTI, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multou.
CHATERA, in M. chatrera, see Chitera.
CHATRATH, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery,
in the latter District they are both Hindu and Muhammadan.
CHATTA, see next,
CHATTHA.—A Jat tribe apparently confined to Gujranwala, in which district
they hold 81 villages. They claim to be descended from Chatta, a
grandson of Prithi Rai, the Chauhdn King of Dehli, and brother of the
ancestor of the Chima. In the 10th generation from Chatta or, as otherwise stated, some 500 years ago, Dahru came from Sambhal in Moradab£d, where the bards of the Karndl Cbauhdns still live, to the banks of the
Chenab and married among the J&t tribes of Gujrd-nwala. They were
converted to Jslarn about 1600 A. D. They rose to considerable political importance under the Sikhs; and the history of their leading family
is told by Sir Lepel Griffin at pages 4 0 2 ^ of his Punjab Chiefs.
CHATTARSAZ, an umbrella-maker: probably to be included among the Tarkhans.
CHATYAL, a J£\ clan (agricultural) found in Multon.
CHAUDHBIAL, a faction or party which is opposed to the Zamind&r (also called
Chaudhri) party in the Chakw61 tahsii of Jhelum. Broadly speaking
* [Cf. the Balocbi;anodha, clothes-washer.

Chavdri^Chauhdn.
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the Chaudhri£ls are tne representatives of the old taluqdan, whereas
theZamfnd&ra represent the new men put in during Sikh rule. The
former is the more numerous and pow-.ifal, 'but the latter is more
united. Marriages between members of these factions are much more
rare than marriages between members r-( different tnhei. These factions have ramifications which extend into Pind D&dan Khtn tahsil,
across the Sh£hpur Salt Range and down into the Sh&hpur plains. For
a full account see the Jhelum Gazetteer, 1904, pp. 126-8.
CHAUDRI— (I) A tribe found in Bah^walpur. They have four main septs,
Janjini, Jasr£ni, Samd&ni, and Dhad&ni. They say that their original
name was Saluki ; (?) Saljuki.
(ii) a faction: i. q. Zaminddr: see
Chaudhri&l.
CHAUGHATTA, (1) & Mughal clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar ; (2) a J£t
clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
CHAUHAN, a great Rdjput tribe, one of the Agnikulas, and also one of the 36
(royal) ruling races. Tod calls them the most valiant of the whole
Rdjput race, and to them belonged Pirthi R&j, the last Hindu ruler of
Hindustan. Before the seat of their power was moved to Delhi, Ajmer*
and S&mbhar in Jaipur seem to have been their home. After their
ejectment from Delhi they are said to have crossed the Jumna to
Sdmbhal in Murdddbdd, and there still dwell the genealogists and bards
of the Chauhdn of the Nardakt of Karndl and Ambala in which Districts
they have retained their dominant position more than elsewhere in the
Punjab.
The Chauh&ns in Ambdla claim to belong to the Bachas got and to
be of Surajbansi descent. In this District they hold 169 villages, and
their traditions give them the following pedigree and history :
Raja Nanak Rao, took Sambhal in Muradabad.

i,

Ralla-kund.
Ran a Harra J ; in the 5th generation founded
Pandri and Habrf, c. 988 A. D.

r
Augha, ancestor
of the Adhoa
Rajputs.

!

i
Rantha-§
|
Subh Mai.

* T h e A m b a l a traditions mention Alal-kundor-puri as their seat before Ajmer was
founded. They also add that Ban* Har Bai founded Jundia in the Panipat tahntt: thence
the Chauhan spread northwards. In Karnal their chaudhridts are Gumthala, Rao Sambhli
Habri and, chief of all, Jundia.
t For the Ohauhan migrations and their conquest of the Pundirs see the article on
Rajputs.
$ Rana Harra also had four illegitimate sons, by a Rorni, a Gujari, a Jatniand a Hnjamni
respectively. The Iatter's son, Kawal Raj, founded a hdrat or group of 12 villages, of
Rajputs: the Jatnfs son, Bhadhi, WHS the ancestor of the Mudhnl Jats.who hold two
b&ras, one in Kaisora in Thanesar, the other in Saharanpur. But the Karnal tradition is
different. It assigns to Rana Harrai two Rdjput wives and five of inferior^ status, viz., a
Royni, whose descendants form the Dopla got of the Rofs, a Jatni, a Gujari, a Jogin and a
Nain. The descendants of the two latter are the Rajputs of Muatafabad pargana in Jigadhri
tabsil, while the Jatnfs and Gujarf a progeny appear to have settled east of the Jumna.
§ ttantha or Ranta was the son of Rani Har Rafs old age and his stepmothers
disputed his legitimacy. 6o he appealed to the king of Delhi and his mother said thaf. she
had fed the Rani oa dolah, a fish supposed to possess aphrodisiac qualities. The king
declared that Ranta s sweat would smell of the fish if he were legitimate. He fulfilled the
test and was declared legitimate.
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ChauMvr-Chdula.
Ranllia's descendauts drove the Koli Rajputs across the Tangri, where
they may still be found. Tilok Chand, son of Subh Mai, his descendant,
retained 84 oub of the 169 Chauhan villages—the chaivrdsi; while Subh
Mai's second son, M&nak Cliand, turned Muhmiiuiadan and took tho
pachdsi or 85 remaining. Jagajit, 8th in descent from Tilok Chand,
was Guru Govind Singh's antagonist c. 1700 A. D. In 1756 his
grandson, Fateh Chand, with his two sons Bhup Siugh and Chuhar
Singh, fled from Ahmad Shrill Durrani iuto Kotaha where 7,000 Chauhans
were massacred by the imperial forces under the Rai of Kotaha.
In Hissar the true Chauhans are immigrants and may be divided into
two branches, tho Nimrana* and Sidhmukh or, as they call themselves,
Bara Thai. Tho Nimriinas who are descendants of Rn/ja Sangat, a
great-grandson of Chahir Deo, brother of Pirtlu Raj, arc sub-divided into
:
two clans, Rath and Bagauta, both oL which came from Gurgaon, the
former tracing their origin to Jatusana. The name T3agauta would
appear to be connected with Bigliota.f
The Barit Thai had a group of 12 villages near Sidhmukh in Bikaner,
close to a famous shrine of Giiga.
The Sohu and Chotia Pachadas claim Chauluin descent.
The Chauhans own a few villages to the south of Delhi city arid have
a small colony near Jakhauli in Sonepat tahsil, but in this District
they have adopted widow remarriage and are disowned by their fellow
Rajputs, but they are the best cultivators of the tribe, and otherwise
decent and orderly.
,
In the central and some western Districts the Chauhans are found
classed indifferently as Rajput or J&t, e. g„ in Sialkot.^
In Amritsar they are classed as an agricultural tribe (R&jput, Jat and
Gujar), and they are also so classed in Montgomery (Rajput and .Jat)
and in Sh&hpur.
In Bahawalpur the Chauluins have three clans :—Kh&lis ; Hamshira
[found mainly in Uch peshkdn—they
claim that Muhammad Husain,
their ancestor, was Akbar's fostei brother {liamsliir)y but others say they
are Hashmiras not Hamshiras] > and Khichchi, who claim to be
descended from Khichchi Khan, ruler of Ajiner 700 years ago, and say
their ancestor founded Shergadh in Montgomery. Few in number they
arc confined to the kdrddri of Khairpur East, where they are carpenters
and Uhatiks by trade, though in Multan thev are well-to-do landowners.

Numerous Jat and other tribes comprise Chauhan sections or have
sections which claim Chauh&n descent, indeed it would be difficult to
name a large caste in the Punjab which has not a Chauhdn section, e.g.
see Chainrtr. The Kichi and Varaich are also numerous Chauhan
clans in the Punjab. For the general history ot the Chauhans and
their organisation see Rdjput
CxivLA, Chdwala: lit. a preparation of rice : a section of the Aroras.
* Nimrana is a small state, a feudatory of A!war, and ruled by a Chauhan family
| Eliot, mention* four tracts as hold by the Alanot Chauhans, viz.% Rath, Bighota,
Dhundhoti and C'nandwar. Of these, R-Uh, the largest, Hoa mostly in Alwar. bat it
Includes Narnaul, now ir. Fatiala territory, Bfghota lies north of Ratb, and Dhundhoti
between Bighota and Hariana.
{ Punjab Customary Law, XIV, p. 2.
+
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an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
CHAWEKA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
CHECBI, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
CHELA, (*) a disciple ; [ii) a sept of the Sials, q.jo.; (iii) a fom. dimi
minutivo form
€
y
l
(chelri) is used in the sense of witch or malignant female spirit/
CHEMIYA, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
CHAWAS,

I

(i) a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, (u) a sept of the
Gil Jtys, apparently confined to Hoshi&rpur.
COET-RAMI.—The name of a sect founded by one d i e t R&m> an Arora of
Buchboke, which is still the central sanctuary of the sect, though its
monastic headquarters are outside the Taxali Gate at Lahore* Chet Ram
became a disciple of Mahbfib Shah, a Jalftli faqir, of the Chishtia sect.
After his death Chet Ram slept upon his tomb and there had a vision
of Christ which is described in a Panjdbi poem, partly composed by him,
partly by his successors or followers. On his death in 1894 Chet Ram
was cremated and his ashes drunk in water by his enthusiastic disciples. Before dying he had designated the sire of a future Chet-r&mi
l
town to be called Isapuri or Jesus' town/ and there his bones and
those of Mahbub Sh&h are to find their eventual resting-place. Regarding the creed of the sect Dr. H. D. GriswoldWrites:*—"The
Chet-r&mi sect holds a double doctrine of the Trinity. There is
the Christian Trinity consisting of Jesus, the son of Mary, the
Holy Spirit, and God, which is found in the Chet-rdmi creed.
There is also what might be called a Hindu Trinity consisting of
AlUh, Parmeshwar, and Khudd.. AlUlh is the Creator, Parmeshwar,
the Preserver, and Khuda, the Destroyer. This idea is, of course,
based upon the Hindu doctrine of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva as
Creator, Preserver and Destroyer, respectively. The three potencies
of the universe, namely All&h, Parmeshwar, and Khud& have their
counterpart, in the human body, which, from this point of view, is a
kind of microcosmos. There is a generative part corresponding to
All&b, a nourishing-part (the breast) corresponding to Parmeshwar,
and a destroying part (the head; corresponding to Khud&." The
Chet-r&mis frequently carry a long rod surmounted by a cross, on
which is inscribed their confession of faith. Some form of baptism
also appears to be practised, but they distinguish between the external
and internal rite, and are said to have four kinds of outward baptism,
with water, earth, air and fire. Earth-baptism is used when a lay
member tears off his clothes> cas*s dust upon his head and becomes
a Cbet-r&mi monk, to mark his rqnunciation of the world. The monks
are the clergy of the sect, the theory being that 40 persons are always
to subsist on alms and preach the doctrines of Chet R6m. These 40
are called chela* and are addicted to intoxicating drugs. The sect is
probably not very numerous, aiid it is said to be persecuted by both
Hindus and Muhammadans, though, when a chela begs of a Hindu he
does so in the name of R&m, and when from a Muhammadan in the
name of All&h and Muhammad.
All castes, even the lowest
are recruited, but caste distinctions are at least so far observed that

CHENJI,

* In an exhaustive Paper read at the.Mussoorie Conference, 1904, which the carious reader
may consult for further details and parallels.
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each caste of converts eats separately. Three meto are held annually
at Buchboke, one on Poh 1st (January) in memory of Mahbub Shahs
death, another on Jeth 29th (May-June) to commemorate that of
Chet Kam, and the third on Sawan 18th (July-August) in memory
of one Malang Shah, of whom nothing appears to be known except
that he was a friend of Mahbub Shah.
CHHABALA, see Chhabihwale.
CHHABIHWALE a term applied to the Khatri devotees of Shamji. His Gandia
Jat devotees are called Rang Rangita and his Chandia Baloch worshipuers are styled Chhabala-both, though still Muhammadans, presenting
offerings to his descendants. (For an account of the Hindu revival in the
S a f e s t Punjab under Bairagi mauences, by the Gosams Shamji and
US

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
CHBADHAB. Found along the whole length of the Chenab and Ravi
valWys but far most numerous in" Jhang, -where they for the most
part regard themselves as Rajputs, the Chhadhars claim to be descended
.part regaru
Th
t h a t t h e v l e f t their home in
R r „ S f i in the time of Muhammad of Ghor, and settled in Bahawalpur,
S * S ^ e y ^ I e coTverted by Sher Shah of Uch. Thence they-came to
J u a n - where they founded an important colony and spread in smaller
numbers up the Chenab and Ravi. Steedman describes them as good
• i n r ^ k and less given to cattle-theft than their neighbours.
g
M " E D Maclean speils'the name Chaddrar, which is undoubtedly
the correct form, and writes :« The Chaddrars are Tunwars. Their chief tribes in the Sandal Bar
are the Rajokes, Kamokes, Jappas, Luns, Pajikes, Deokes, Ballankes
Salokes etc The Chaddrars of the Bar are said to have expanded
hom Dl aban, a small rahna or encampment south-west of Khunanw^la.
The Luns of iwanwala in the Bar say they have been there for seven
iLT
At Baila rahna there is a separate class of Luns or
C
S
" w h o
celebrate marriages, wash the dead and
BO forth, and act more or less as mullas ".
The following genealogy of the Chaddrars isgiven by zmirdsi of the
tribe in the Hafizabad tahsil :

CHBABRJ,

Pindu.

I.

Garjan,

I
Bhin.
•

Batfsar.
i

Mandlik.
Tunwar.

i

Anak.

I

;

Jodh.

I

Uaji llavilan,

I

Chaddrar,

Chaddrar ballads.
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The same mirdsi also gave the following chap or ballad regarding
the great deeds of the Chaddrar :
Datdr agge Mir Braham,
Park lichdr sun tied ne :
TUT phir tawdna hoed.
Jis Jcul Tdrd pded na ;
Rdjd khub bhald RavUan.
Jis Dilli Kot banded ne ;
Dilli Kot bandhd ne kaisd
Jo khutba sachch parhded ne.
*
§

Dud jo maiddn ditto ne
Chaddrar nam dharded ne,
Dhare nam te vaddhe agjo,
Allah Nabi dehded ne.
Bdkim dt hakumat kiti.
hulk sard kankded ne.
Chhatti Painti te Lundke
Damra ghar dhoded ne.
Bannhi hatth Nakoda- lijd
Diniar des niwdeA nel
Peihle jd Gagid^e hatht.
Phir Lahdur jpauhnchded ne.
Kharrald ndl pea jdl jhagrd,
Takhto Khdrral hatdcd ne.
Modd de Chiniot ledne.
Zor chcmgerd Idea ne.
Malik dfacche Khdn kuttho ne.
Ragrd rok rullded ne.
Urdrpdr hukm Chaddrar dd.
Sidld di kurid bered ddl chikded ne,
Ajjtin, Cha, Sultana ydge
Ddgar rah ghaldcd ne.
Vijjar, Vise ban chdye
Sir chattr Nabi jhulded ne.
Hambi nadi Chitrdng vasde,
Bakhrd pur a pdea ne.
Japped ne bhi rutbd chokhd,
Daftar wale karded ne.
Dinglidn Bulghdn Bilochdn.
Mar Biloch vanjded ne.
Chulhe te ral vandi de saphard.
Sdr gardhi khdcd ne.
Mirjd Dhir hoed kurerd :
Baggd shih chirded ne.
NUhar, Kdlii, Dallii, Mallu mani gdivd :
Jauro takht machded ne :
Jithe aatt shahid akatthe hoet
ZJthe duddh pided ne.
Is kul teJLdtd Niira,
Qahna, Jdni, Wdchi, Ibrdhim
Jos Mir Erdhim gded ne.

Haqqdni.

Saith the Miraaf Ibrahim to the generous,
H e pronounces as follows :
1
Tuuwai then became stroDg.
From which family.Tar& was born ;
Raja Ravilan was a fine hero.
Who built the fort of Delhi;
He builc Delhi Port so
That his name of a certainty wss counded
in the Khutba.
. Secondly, when he had cleared a wide
space (empire),
He fixed the name of Chaddrar.
His name was established and grew from
day to day.
He worshipped God and his Prophet.
A ruler came and ruled.
The whole country called for help.
The Chhattis-Paintis and the Lun country,
Carried rupees to the home of the Chaddrars.
With only half a hand the Chaddrars took
Nakodar
And made the Diniar-des do obeisance. .
First they went to Gagiana (in the B&r)
and settled,
Then they reached Lahore.
When they quarrelled with the Kharrals,
They stripped the Kharrals of their throne.
With a push of the shoulder (i.e., with £
certain amount of trouble) they took Chiniot
They used more force.
They killed Malik Macche Khan.
They harried and destroyed him.
The Chaddrars were rulers on both sides
of the river (Chenab),
They put the Sials' daughters on rafts and
draeged them away.
They cleared a wide road of {i.e.% dispersed)
x
u
Ajjiau, Cha aud Su ,an the rebels.
When Vijjar and Vise (Chaddrars) grew
to wisdom
The Prophet held his canopy over them.
Hambi (a Chaddrar) lived on the Chitrang
nadi,
And divided his share fully.
The Jappas' line was also good,
And Feparated off a share.
They met the Bulghan Biloches.
They beat and defeated the Biloches.
They fed in common, but their share was
divided.
They fought to their hearts' content.
Mirza, son of Dhir, was a stalwart m a n :
He struck tigers (with his sword).
J sing of Nithar, Kalu, Dallu and Mallu:
They alao held power:
Where seven martyrs were together (\.e.%
among enemies),
There they gave them milk to drink
(killed then?).
Of this family were the generous Nnr,
Gahna, Jaai, Wachu and Ibrahim the
Haqqani.

I, Ibrahim, have sang this praise.

•
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The R&pke Chaddrars onco got hold of a Mughal emperor's
elephant and yoked it to a well at a place near Khuri&nw&la, still
called the H&thx Thoh. The following chap on the subject was given
by the Mir&si/agir at Shaikh S&bu :
Malik Dddti UK chdi,
Infra Raja rts de.
Vab8 baddal kdled i
' Bdthi led ne khass
Mahdwat ne mdred.
Hdthi Akbar Bddahdh d«,
Jtthe chare dhdmni, I&hdur kamdnd.

Malik Dadu (aBajoke Chief) lifted his arm f
Indra Raja became envious.
Kain, 0 black cloud!
He seized the elephant
And killed the mahaut.
It wa« an elephant of the emperor Aktar'g,
Here it grazed on, dhaman grass, in Lahore
on sngar-cane.
The Ra jokes, descendants of Raju,
Chit off its trunk-and yoked it to the well.

Rdjfi ke Rdjoke,
Sundh vaddhke khuhejutte ddnd.
CBBAJJU, CHHAJJU-PANTHI.—A sect

which exhibits a curious combination ot the
Hindu and Muhammadan creeds among the lower orders. I t is said to
have been founded by Chhajju, a bhagat of Lahore, who lived about the
time of Aurangzeb.* His followers burn their dead, but do not throw the
ashes into the Ganges j they take them to a place called Paruaji, in Bundelkhand, where they bury them. They believe in the divine mission of Muhammad, but have no social intercourse with the M-uhammadans One of
their sacred places is Malka Han$, in the P&kpattan ahsil of Montgomery,
where their mahant, Lachhman D£s, lives, and their'sacred book is kept
in a kind of temple. It is called the Kid Jama Barnp, is written in
Bh&sha, and its doctrines are based on a mixture of Hinduism and the
Qur&n. They also have adherents at Qabula Tibbi and Rarappa, and
are said to be strong vegetarians and teetotallers.
CHHAJRA. A tribe*of J&ts who claim descent from the royal race of the
Bhattis of Jaisalmer. They came to Mult&n under Rao Kehar, a chieftain of their own, and settled there. Kehar is a name of note in Bhatti
annals. One Kehar was contemporary of the Khalifa-ul-Walid, A.D.
713.t He and his sons advanced the Bhatti kingdom of Jaisalmer,
Another Kehar ruled Jaisalmer in the sixteenth century, and his eon
conquered all the Mult&n country up to the Indus. The Chhajria
marry their daughters to their own tribesmen only, but receive the
daughters of other J&t tribes in marriage.
CHHAJRA, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n tah6il.
OHHAJO, a Muhammadan 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
4
}
CHHA KHANG, a caste found in Spiti (from cKha> ' owner' and khang, land ).
But according to Sir James Lyall khang means ' house* or ' household/
i
not land.' Zing means land : cf. Ch&hzang.
CHHALA, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
CHHALAPDAKS. A small community of some 10 houses in Delhi, who say that
' they came from the Mewfitin Mughal times and that in the United
Provinces they are known as Muj&wars.J Shaikhs Mujawar and
Qalaudar were their ancestors, and so the, l a t t e r V descendants are
called Qalandars. But this seems to be an absolute fable. That they
came from the Mewat may be conceded, but, in spite of what they
.
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* Cbhajju's chaubdra is a conspicuous edifice near the Divinity School at Lahore. The
local histories describe him as an Arora who worked miracles in that city, but not as
having founded a sect. Chhajju-panlhi would appear to be a local term for the more
general term 'PIRN Am' (g.v.).
j W alid was Khalifa from 705—15 A. ».: Elliot's Bist. of India, I, p. 428.

I Ar. lit/ a neighbour.' Ihe word is ugcd in India to detoie aa attendat t at ashrine.
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say, it is probable that they are Hindu converts to Isldm, and that ia
their former faith they were temple musicians or wandering minstrels.
On the conversion of the Mew&t their deities were overthrown, but the
spirit of idolatory which remained, and is not yet quite extinct, set up
Muhatnmadan pirs in their stead, and they found employment in dedicating themselves to these saints. But it is doubtful whether they
were ever really attached to the shrines of the saints to whom th y
are dedicated, viz., Khw&ja Moin-ud-Din of Ajmer, Badi-ud-Din
or Mad&r Sdhib,* or Saiyid S&liir Masaud Gh&zi, known as the
' Bal& Miydn.' The Mujawars belonging to these shrines are of
authenticated descent and certainly of higher status than the
Chhalapdars, who derive their name from chhalap, the musical
instrument which they carry and which is in itself a sign of low
social status. That they call themselves Mujdwars may be taken
as a mere attempt to claim a higher origin, though they certainly
take upon themselves certain duties connected with the anniversaries
of their saints, especially at Delhi, where they are to be seen
wandering from house to house as harbingers of the approaching
ceremonies, and singing songs to the accompaniment of the chhalap
in praise of their saints, Tho anniversary of the first-named saint,
who is the most reverenced of them all, is held at Ajmer from
the 1st to the 6th of Rajab, when thousands from all parts of [ndia
gather at Ajmer. When there were norailways, people used to start
on this journey weeks and even months beforehand, so that the
month preceding Rajab actually came to be called ' the month of
Khw£ja Moin-ud-Din.' On the 14th, 15th, and 16th of this month
large numbers from tho Mewat, and the countryside generally, assemble
at the Qutb, 11 miles from Delhi (which, as the name signifies, is tho
shrine of Khwaja Qutb-ad-Din, the chief disciple of the Ajmeri
Khw&ja) for three days, which are observed as great holidays. On the
16th this groat concourse forms a huge caravan which sets out on its
way to Ajmer. Even now the journey is mostly performed on loot,
though bullock carts are also employed, chiefly for the women. The
sight is picturesque and interesting, young and old being dressod in
their best attire; trains of chhahras (country carts) which carry tho
thousands of women and children, singing to the accompaniment of
drums, flutes and all kinds of instruments. A conspicuous feature of
the procession is the red and green banners and fihgs, called chharidn
i
(lit. sticks'), to which the three days' gathering at the Qutb owes its
name of the chhariou kd mela or 'fair of tho flags', which aro
more precisely called Khwaja ji ki chharian. In the preparation and
erection of fcbuse flags and in the ceremonies connected with them
the Chhalapdars are the principal actors. The flags look like so many
* On the first day of Jamadi-ulawal, also called the month of Madar, when the banners
or chharians of Madar were erected under the walls of Delhi the Chhalapdare, i ccompanied by a band of drummers, used to appear with Madar's banner before the emperor
in his court of private audience, and on their arrival he came out of the pa!aco and his
attendants used to give them trays of malidah, the Chhalapdars in return placing a baddi
or garland on the emperor's body in memory of the Saint Madar. Prayers wero then
offered in the name of the saint and the malidah was doled out to all present. After
the king gave the Chhalapdars a standard from the top of which hung a cloth called
pharaira, embroidered with gold (called tdsh or tamdmi, etc.) to the loose ends of which
were attached silver cups or k
. This standard was given to tho Chhalapdars in order
that it might be presented at the oonvent of Madar Sahib in the king a behalf.
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standards, distinguishing the various bands and contingents "which form
the great Khw&ja's camp or lashkar. They are gaudily draped, have
guilded tops, and are garlanded with flowers, which have peculiar
names. The cloth, and even fragments of it, after having been once
twisted round the stick are considered to be not only sacred, but
possessed of healing virtues, and are eagerly sought after, especially
by mothers who cause them to be worn by their children, if sick or
otherwise in danger, in order to get them cured. They collect women
of their kith and kin, form a procession headed by the men beating
dfrums, and follow them singing the Khw&ja's praises, till they reach
one of these flags, to which they make offerings of sweetmeats, pice
and cowries and sometimes even rupees, the whole being the, perquisite of the Chhalapdars, who are in proprietary charge of the sticks.
A portion of the sweetmeat, after it has been offered, is returned to
those who bring it and also distributed among any others present.
Sometimes this c ^ m o n y is performed at the house of the child's
parents, in which case the Chhalapddr takes his stick or flag there and
the rite is gone through midst the singing of the child's relatives and
with great festivities. In some cases the ceremony of putting on the
garlands and draping a child in the cloth of a flag is repeated yearly
during its minority, or until the term of years, for which its parents had
vowed to perform it, has expired.
For three days the scene at Qutb is most noisy and the din of the vocal
and instrumental music of innumerable processions passing through
the streets and crossing each other is enhanced by the noise and rowdyism of the jumping Darweshes called Qalandars. In front of every
shop and place where a rustic family is staying during the fair, as well
as around every stick or flag erected by Chhalapdars, groups of these
Qalandars may be seen marking time with their feet which movement
by degrees rises into high jumps. Their chorus,* while they are thus
jumping, is—
Mast Qalandar ! Allah hi degd ! !
Tdmbe kd paisd ! Allah hi deyd ! !
Dvdh malidah ! Allah hi degd ! !
Qalandar ! Dudh malidah ! ! Allah ru dega
and
" O Darwesh free and drunk! God will give it! Copper coin ! God
will give it! Milk and maUdahl God will give i t ! Jump Qalandar I
God will give milk and mdlidah I (lit., a sweet dish)."
This is repeated again and again until the shopkeeper or the person
or family addressed, gives them something in cash or kind taking
which they movo on to jump before others.
In all the songs sung by the Chhalapdars, and others generally, on this
occasion the Khw&ja's praises are the principal theme. The following
which forms the burden of a popular song is given here as a speoimen
Mere dil darydo Khwdjal Tere jhalarepe lagi hai bhir. " M y bountiful river-like Khw&ia! Look *vhat a concourse of people (with eager
prayers) has assembled at thy jhalara."t
*

* 6ung in a loud and emphatic voice.
t* Jhalara is a large spring at the shrine of the Khv/ija at Ajuier.

Chhaligar—Chhwier.
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S&hib belo* the
walls of the fort or red palace of Shah Jah&n in Delhi. It is similar to
the one described above, with this difference, that it is less attended
and
One of
the songs (or sohlds as they are called) sung by the Chhalapdars which
. refers to Madar S&hib ia:—Lei to chaloji bdlama Mahhinpur ? In this
song a newly married girl implores her husband to take her with him to
Makkinpur. These fairs are especially popular among the women.
a

c

The third fair is held in honour of Bala Miydn' Saiyid S&l6r Masaud
Gh&zi, who is said to have lost his life in one of the early wars of the
Musalm&ns with the idolatrous Hindus. He was.young and about to
be married, but fought bravely and died in the hour of victory. As
. in the case of the second fair, the chharidn are erected under
the walls of the Delhi Fort. One of the songs sung in praise of Saiyid
S&l&r runs:—Merd nit banra Sdlur bald! Bald merd jdgo nd : " My
,J
bridegroom ever young, the young S&l&r, why does he not awake ?
The Chhalapdars say they have no chaudhri, but a panchdyat system
ia iu vogue among them. A transgressor is punished with a tine of 10 or
12 annas with which sweetmeats are purchased and distributed among
the panchs. In extreme cases he is punished by temporary excommunication. Marriages are confined to the community. The nikdh is
in vogue, but the bride's dower does not exceed the legal minimum
under Muhammadan Law. The ceremonies connected with birth
and marriage, such as sachaq, chauthi} etc., and those observed till 40
days after death are the same as tho3e of the other Delhi Muhammadans. Widow remarriage is not unlawful, and a deceased brother's
widow may be taken in marriage. Some of the Chhalapd&rs' songs are:
(1) Sung on the bridegroom's side:—Apne Harydie bane *pe main
chun chun wdrun gi kalydn!
tZerd jiwe bana! Apne Hary ale bane pe
main, etc. " I will pick the choicest flowers and shower them upon my
dear bridegroom, the beloved of God! May he live long."
(2) Sung on the bride's side :—Meri acchchi bano sohdg banri ! "My
good, and of her husband most beloved, bride I
(3) Sung at a birth:—Aye Idl re tere hdth men jhunjhuna.
1
pretty little baby, with a rattle {jhunjhuna) in thy hand.'

" 0 my

One of the ceremonies observed prior to birth is held when the
c
woman has been enceinte for 7 months. I t is called sath wdnsd or the
custom of the 7th month.'
The Chhalapd&rs say that they also sing the praises of Saiyid Ahmad,
r
surnamed K&& «
CHHALIGAB, a ayn. for Bazigar, UBed in Sialko^.
a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

CHHAHIA,
CHHANA,

a H\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Multdn.

CHHANB,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

CHHANEB,

a H\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,
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CHHANGAR,
CETHANT,

M. m Changar, q. v.

an agricultural clan found in SMhpur.

CHHAPERA,
CHHATHA,

a synonym, raroly used, for Chh£pegar or Chhfmba, q* v.
Chhatta, see Chatha.

a tribe of Muhaniraadans found in Montgomery and, as J&fa
(agricultural), in Amritsar. Probably identical with the Chatta.
CHHAZANG.—A term confined in the Punjdb to the Buddhists of Spiti, among
whom caste was said to be unknown. It includes all the land-owning
classes of Spiti, where everybody except Hesis and Loh&rs owns land.
The Chhdzang are by nationality Tibetan, or as they call themselves, Bhoti, and Ch&hzang means the land-holding class, and the people
towards Tibet, Lad&kh, and Zanskdr are known as Chhdzang. It
appears to be used in a very wide sense to mean all who speak Bhoti,
€
just as Monpa means the people that do not know/ that is, the

CHHATJA,

Hindus,
Mr, A. H. Diack, a high authority on Spiti thus described the
tribal system in that country, where four grades of society are recognised :—
s

" (i). Jo or Tso.*—This is a title enjoyed for his lifetime by one who
marries the daughter of any high-class family, such as that
of the Nono of Spiti or the Thakur of L&hul, or any family
of equal importance in Laddkh or Tibet.
(ii). Lonpo.—This term is applied to the class not so high as the Jo
or as low as the Chhd-zang. Lonpo means ' minister' and
is an hereditary title and office. Lohrag aud Da-tpng-karpo (Dhongruk&ru) are said to be synonyms for Lonpa.
€
(iii). Chhd-zang.—The word means middle-class/t
['good
position'] as opposed on the one hand to 'Tarap/'or highCIHSS, such as members of the family of the Nono of Spiti,
and on the other to ' Marap/ or Mow class/ which includes
the blacksmiths, Hesis, etc.
c
(iv). Lobon.—The word means teacher/ and is probably the description given of himself by some wandering Tibetan
pilgrim. There was some difficulty in ascertaining the
'caste' of Tibetan pilgrims at the census of 1891. They
treated the question as a joke, and returned themselves
as " stones/' or articles of wearing apparent and the like.
Tribal distinctions are recognized in Spiti, the chief being the
following :—(1) Nandu, (2) Gyazhingpa, (3) Khyungpo, (4) Lon-chhenpo,
• See under Nono for the precise meaning of this term. Mr. Diack also added that the
same name is borne by the lady whose marriage has invested her husband with the title,
but the feminine form is generally jo-jo. The children of the anion do not enjoy the title.
Jo and Tso (Cho) are synonyms. This however is contradicted by later information from
Spiti. (See under Jo.)
| Mr. Diack refers to the Census Report 1 of 1881, § 662, and apparently accepts the
derivation (given therein) fr. .zang 'land, chdh 'owner/ But 'land* = thing, and
•owner* is dagpo in Spiti, and the derivation appears to be untenable,
% Using family names, probably.
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Social grades in Spiti.
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Chhatar—~Ohhimhdi>*
i

bone' must be avoided, just as in KuUu and the Simla Hills the
haddi kd natha is the exogamous limit. It almost goes without saying
(
that the bone brethren' or phaibat inheint in preference to any one
outside the clan.
I

a tribe of Muhammadan J£ts found in Gujrfit. Its eponym came
from Uch, but his real name is unknown. As a child he visited his
maternal grandfather's house and was weighed against shces (chhatarj
whence his nickname.

OHHATAB,

CHHECHBAR,

an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

A small clan of Jd(s whose principal settlement is Chhelar in
the N^rnaul tahsil of Nabha. They revere Bhagwan D&s, a Hindu
saint of Mukla in that State, and shave their children at his shrine.
They avoid tobacco.

CEHBLAR.

(1) a section of the Muhi&l Brahmans ; (2) a sept of Kanetsj who
give their name to the Chhibrot pargana of Keonthal, to which State
they migrated from. Chittor in R£jput£na with its founders. Cf. Balbir

CHHIBBAR,

CHHiBf, Chhibu, syns. of GhhfmM.
The Chhimbd, Chhipi or Ohhimpi, called Paungar or Charhoa in
Dera Gh&zi Kh£n, is by occupation a stamper or dyer, but he also turns
his hand to tailoring or washing. Hence the caste includes tl\e Darzis
or tailors, the Lil&ris or dyers, and the Dhobis : * also the Chh&pAgar.t
By religion the Chhimb&s are mainly Hindus and Muhammadans.

CHHIMBA.

The Chhimba is properly a calico-printer, and stamps coloured
patterns on the cotton fabrics of the country, and he is said occasionally
tc stamp similar patterns on paper, but he can hardly be distinguished
from the Dhobi. Besides printing in colour, he dyes in madder, but as
a rule, in JIO other colour. He is purely an artisan, never being a
village menial except when a washerman. In some places, though
not in all, Chh&pegar is used to distinguish those who ornament calico
with patterns in tinsel and foil only.
The Hindu Chhimbds are divided into two sub-oaetes, which may not
t These are the Tank
intermarry
form
and Bhilla.
sub-caste. $
the orierin of the two former
At Pindlapur in the Deccan lived one B&mdeo, who one night enter*
fcained Krishna and Udhoji, but, as the latter was a leper, the villagers
ejected them. They were in mdyavi form, and at midnight both of them
vanished, leaving B^mdeo and his wife asleep. Udhoji hid in a shell
(sipi), and when B&nideo went to wash clothes he found the shell and
placed it in the sun. It produced the child N&mdeo who was fostered
* ShAhpur,
See

I In Patiala the Hindu Dhobi gots are not separately given, and it is said that the Tank
print cloth, while the Rhillaa are tailors and the dhobi* washermen.
§ But in Maler Kotla the Tank olaim to be of higher status than the Rhilk, and do

not even eat or smoke with them.
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The Chhimba gots.

by B&mdeo's wife. N&mdeo taught his son Tank, and Rhilla, his
daughter's son, the arts of dyeing, printing and washing clothes.*
Territorially the'Hindu Chhiinb&s have various divisions, e.y., in Sialkof
they are divided into the Lahori and Dogra sub-castes, which are
said not tc intermarry and which have separate gots.'f In Amritsar too
is found a Lahori group, which is also called Chhap&gar or Nawandhi.J
It is looked down upon by the other Chhimb&s, who avoid all social
relations with its members, because at weddings, it is said, they make a
cow's image of flour and shoot arrows at it.
The Lahori gots are :
1. Pharwain.
2. Bagri.
The Dogra gots are :
1. Karaku.
2. Panotra.
3. Dowathia.
4. Andh,

3.
4.
5. Rihania.
6. Pabe.
7. Saragra.
8. Bagri.

Takhtar,
Ded.
9. Chebhe.
10. BhumraL
11. Tanotra.

The Hindu Chhinib&s have few or no special observances at births, etc.
In or near Delhi after childbirth, if the child be a son, the mother worships at a well to which she is taken 15 days after her confinement, accompanied by the women of her quarter of the city who sing songs as they
go. The mother does obeisance to the well, and throws some sweet stuff
and rice into it.
Hindu Chhimb&s never grind turmeric, except at a wedding. They
will not make bar is, and their women avoid wearing kdnch bracelets
and the use of henna.
The Hindu Chhimb^s§ observe the ordinary Hindu rites, but Namdeo,
the famous bhagat, is their patron saint, for no better, reason than that
he was himself by caste a Chhimbd. Accordingly tliey pay yearly
visits to his dera at GhamSn near Amritsar, and offer him a rupee and
ndrial at weddings. Sikh Chhimbds appear to favour the tenets of
Guru B&m Rai.
*

The Muhammadan ChhimMs have several territorial divisions, e. g.,
in Pati&la|| there are three, the Sirhindis (endogamous), the Desw&ls
and Mult&nis^I who intermarry, as is also the case in Jind. In GurgAon
the Desi Chhimb&s are said to be converts from the Tank and Rhilla
* But in the Maler Kotla version it is said that originally the Chhfmbas were
homogeneous caste, until Namdah (-deo) Chhimbi took unto himself two wives, one a
Chhimba woman, the other of another caste. From the former sprang the Tank, from the
latter the Rhilla. Hence the Tank assert their own superiority as they are pure
Chhfmbas, while the Rhilla are nob.
f But the Bagri is found in both groups.
X Nawandhi = of low degree.
§ In Gurgaon Hindu Ohhimbas, who are very superstitious, worship a Muhammadan'i
grave, real or supposed, calliog it a Sayyid's grave, offering a cock in the Sayyid's name
or a dish of boiled rice at his grave, lest their domestic peace be disturbed.
|| In this State tbo Muhammadan Dhobis are said to have 6ve sub-castes —Lahori,
Sirhindi, Multani, Purbia and De6wal. Ofx ! these the two latter only are found in the State.
They do nob intermarry. The
""" Deswal
~
** sections are:—Goriyi,
*<•- - Chauban
i t- and
J *r
i *i
Kanakwil—ell
Biiput clans.
4 For some of their sections see the Appendix
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Chhina—Chhul.
MulWilis are of the Inroi clan which dwelt m the
Indus valley and took to printing calico*
In Leia the saint of the Chhfnibis is AH, the dyer, who is said to have
been a pupil of Luqm&n and to have invented washing and dyeing.
Before beginning work they invoke him saying:—Fir ustdd Luqmdn
i
hakim, hikrnat dd h^dshdh. All rangrez, chart rahe deg ; i. e.} Luqm&n
the physician is the priest and teacher, the king of craft, and Ali is
1
the dyer. May his bounty endure for ever.
Most Muhammadan Chhimbsis are Sunnis, but in Karor some few are
Shias.
The Muhammadan Chhimbas have a loose system of panchdyats, and
in Dera Ghdzi Kh£n elders or mahtars are elected by the caste.
The women of the Muhammadan Chhimbds and Dhobis wear no
laung (nose-ring), no ivory or glass bangles, or blue clothing. The
Muhammadan Chhimbis will not make achdrn or haria ? and avoid
building a double hearth.
iNA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur: also classed as J&t, (agricultural) in Amritsar. The Chhina are undoubtedly distinct from the Chima
J&ts of Si&lkot and Gujr&nwala, though the two tribes are frequently confused- That there are Chhina in Si^lkot appears from the fact that the
town of J6mki in that District was founded by a Chhina 3&\ who came
from Sindh and retained the title of Jdm, the Sindhi equivalent for
Ohaudhri. Yet if the Chhina spread ut> the Chen&b into Si&lkot and the
that they should
ighbourin^
it be found
passed. The Chhina are also found in M f&nw&li and in Bahawalpur
State. In the latter they are mainly confined to the Minchindbdd
kdrddri, opposite Pdkpattan, and there have three septs, T&reka
Mahramka and Azamka, which own land. Other septs are tenants.
Their genealogy gives them a common origin with the Waftus

r

Uchohir.
I

1..

Jay-Pal.

Baj*Pal.

Chhina.

Wattu.

Pheru, 18th in descent from Chhina was converted to Islam by B&wa
Farid-ud-Din of P&kpattan. The Chhinsis are courageous and haidworking, but they are also professional thieves, though they will not
steal from Sayyids, faqirs or mtrdsis, dreading the abuse of the latter.
Though a small tribe in comparison with the Waftus they will not allow
the latter to get the upper hand, and if they steal one buffalo from the
Chhinas, the latter endeavour to retaliate by stealing five from the Waftus.
CHHINBA,

fern, an see Chhfmba, P. Dicty., p. 225.

HHHOLIANA,

a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
c an

JflHON,

CHHONI,

CHHOJ^I,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

CfiHUL, or

JHUL

a J&tr l

(agricultural) found in Muit&n.

: a synonym for Mall&b, used in Hoshiarpur,

•

*

The Chibh feudal system.
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RAjpiit tribe confined, in the Punjab, to the northern portion
of Gujr&t under the Jaminu Hills, but also found in the hills above
that tract which belong to the Kashmir State. It gave its name to
the Chibh&l, the hill country of Kashmir on the left bank of thb
Jhelnm river along the Haz&ra border, though it appears to no
longer occupy those hills. The Chibh claim to be an offshoot,
at least in the female lino, of the Ka(och of Kangra, and their eponym
Chibh Chand is said to have left K&ngra 14 centuries ago* and settled
at Maghlora near Hhimbar in the Jammu Hills, receiving from R6ja
Sripat of Bhimbar his daughter's hand, with part of his country as her
dower.t
The first of the tribe to become a Muhammadan was one Sur
Sadi, who died a violent death in Aurangzeb's reign.
He is
still venerated as a martyr, and the Muhammadan Chibh offer
the 3calp locks of their male children at his tomb, till which ceremony
the child is not considered a true Chibh, nor is his mother allowed
to eat meat.

CHIBH.—A

had
ing feudal organisation, survivals of which are still traceable in its
social gradations. Succession to the throne of the Bhimbar kingdom
was governed by the rule of primogeniture, but younger sons had a
wou
man^i*—Mahlot, Bund&la, Kahawali&n and Rajal, and each of these
great fiefs was held by a " prince of the blood/' the eldest eon being
R&j& of Bhimbar. Hence the raj always remained in the family of the
Ghaniy£l Chibhs, descendants of Ghani Kh&n, grandson of Sh&di Kh&n,
the ancestor of all the Muhammadan Chibhs, who is identified with the
martyr Sur Sadi.
The rdj also contained four strongholds, garhs, viz., Dewa, But&l&,
Ambari&l and Kadh&la. These garhs were distinct from the mandis
and were in charge of the Ghaghiil, descendants of Ghani Kh&n's
cousin. Their precise relation to the mandis is b y no means clear,
both "hs and mandis owed allegiance to the R&j£; though their
holders collected their own revenue and were independent in the
management of their estates. But whatever the precise nature of
mandis and garhs may have been, there were also minor fiefs,
which were bestowed on younger sons : these were 84 in number, at
least in theory, and were called dheris. The dheris again were classed
as dheri did, i.e., a fief with a few villages attached to it, and dheri adnd
or one which had no dependent villages.
Accordingly the Chibhs are divided into three grades, Mandi&l, Gafhidl
and Dheri&l, but now-a-days it is difficult to say who are Mandi&l and
who Garhi&l, though feeling still runs high on the point.
Further
the Ghani&ls are all regarded as standing high, since they once held
the rai. though soma havo now slender means, and they will not ffive
Tradition makes Chibh Chand's father, Nahar Chand, RAj* of Kangra, a contemporary
of Taimur, but the Ohibhal (Jhibhal) was already known by that name to Taunur's historian.
_ A
wx*-A±.
| A variant saya that the Chibh3 are of Persian descent. Na man, a descendant of D*rih,
bun of Bahman, ruled Khur4san, and his descendant, Gauhar Shah, came to the Deccan and
married Nahir Chand's daughter and their son was named Abd&r Chand, a Hindu, Hit
descendant Nihir Chand became Rpji of Kangra.
•
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daughters to others. The Samw&lias, Midn&s and MalHnas are also
regarded as superior for unknown reasons, and either intermarry or
seek matches for their girls among the Sayyi-Js or Cakkhars whom they
admit to be their superiors. Lastly the Chibhs descended from Sh&di
Kh&n have 14 sept9, mostly named after eponyms:—•
1. Rupy&l, descended from Hup Kh&n.
2. Barw&na, from Baru Kh&n.
3. Daphr&l, from Daphar Kh£n.
4. Dhur&l, from Dhaur Khxin.
5. Darwes&l, from Darwesh Kh&n,
6. Jask&l, from Jaisak Kh&n.
7. Maind&l, from Jakll Din, Kifis Din and Bhur£ Khin.
8. B£r&nsh£hia, from Birdn Kh&n.

9. Samw&lid, S
10. Mi&ni,
> from Muhammad Kh&n.
11. Malkand, )
12. Malk&l, from Malik KhAn.
13. Ghaniy&l, from Ghani Khdn.
14. Ghaghial, from Ghaghi KMn.
CBILARI, an inhabitant of Chiles, which is a canton comprising six valleys
in the Indus Kohistan. Its inaccessibility has giveu the Chilasis a
spirit of independence and a distinctive character among all the Kohistan
communities. Though but somewhat recent converts to Isl&m they are
more fanatical than any other Dard community, and being Sunnis, every
Shia who falls into their hands is put to death, without the usual alternative of slavery. Once subject to Gilgit, the Chihisis were notorious
for slave-raiding and they once repulsed a Sikh expedition from Kashmir. In 1851 they were however subdued by that State and now give
no trouble to its government. The love of music, dancing and polo, so
general in the Indus Kohist&n, is unkuown in Chilis. Tradition says
that the whole of Shink&ri was once ruled by a Hindu fujd, Chachai by
name, from Chilas, which, on his death without issue, became divided
into republics, as it is now. Later, a civil war between two brothers,
Bot and Matchuk, ended in the expulsion of the lattcr's adherents, and
the BotS are now the most prosperous family in the canton. Tradition
also preserves the name of Naron, the old tutelary deity of Chilas. Each
village is independent and has a number of elected elders, jushteros,
but they are the servants, rather than leaders, of those whom they represent. The elders are mostly occupied in tho details of the village
administration, but all matters are discussed in the sigas or public
meeting, whose decision is announced by them. If several villages
combine to hold a sigas, each appoints ajushtero, and after the general
discussion, which is as open as that at a village sigas, a loud whistle is
given, after which none but the representative jushteros are permitted
to speak. The elders' decisions about land disputes are respected,
but criminal justice is administered by the mullahs, who profess to
follow the Muhammadan Law, but who are really guided by ancient
custom, which is very strong in some villages. Murder is rare and is
generally regarded as a tort to be avenged by the nearest relation.
The blood feud is however not allowed to continue indefinitely and
after a time the parties are made to swear peace on the Quran.—
Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, pp, 17 and 18.

Chiliss—Chishti.
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CwiLiss, a group of some 200 families, so called by their neighbours, but
styling themselves Galis, found scattered in the Kohi tract in the
Indue Kohistdn. Originally, say their traditions, settled in Buner, they
migrated to Swat and thence to the Indus in vain attempts to escape
conversion to Islam. They are looked up to by their neighbours and
occupy, as a rule, the best, land in the country. Probably an offshoot of the Torwcilik, they doubtless derive their name from Ch&hil,*
the principal village in Torwal: Bidduiph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh,
pp. 10, 69,
OaiMA.—-One of the largest J a t tribes in the Punjdb. They say that some
25 generations back their ancestor Chima, a Chauhdn Rajput, fled from
Delhi after the defeat of Rai Tanurat i Prithi Raj), by Mnlmmrnad of Ghor,
first to K&ngra in the Delhi District and then to Amritsar, where his
son Chotu Mai founded a village on the Beds in the time of Ala-ud-din.
His grandson was called Rana Kang, and the youngest of his eight
sons, Dhol (the name appears among the Hiujra), was the ancestor of
their present clans—Dogal, Mohtil, Nag&ra and Chima. The Chima
havo the peculiar marriage customs described under the Sahi Jdts, and
they are said to be served by Jogis instead of Brahmans, but now*a-days
Bhania purokits are said to perform their ceremonies. They are a
powerful and united tribe, but quarrelsome, They are said to marry
within the tribo as well as with their neighbours.
The bulk of the
tribe embraced Islam in the times of Firm Shith and Aurangzeb, but
many retain their old customs. They arc most numerous in Si&lkot,
but hold 42 villages in Gujranwala, and have spread both eastwards and
westwards along the foot of the hills.
It is noteworthy that the tribe t;ikes its generic name from its young*
est clan, and is descended from Dhol, a youngest son.
Another genealogy is—
Rai Tamil a.
I
Chotu Mai.

I

Chimn (4th in descent).
f

Audhan.

,

.

Audhar.

If a van. foumloci Chima.
The iJidlkot Pamphlet of 186G makes them Somabaiwi "R&jputs,
claiming descent from llama (*ic) Ganj. it also says they follow tho
chundavand rule of inheritance,
CHIMA, a Hindu and Muhammadan Jat clan (agricultural) found ill Montgomery.
GfllMNij a Klvirral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
CHINA, a Muhammadan Jilt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
CHINA, #<# Chhina,
CHISHTI.—The Chishtis are by origin one of the regular Muhammadan
orders. They trace their foundation to one Abu Ishaq, ninth in
succession from Ali, the son-in-law of Muhammad, who migrating
But Chiliss also occurs as a proper name in llurza: Ibid, p. £7.
i Sic : for Pithora.
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from Asia Minor, settled at Chisht, a village in Khur6s&n and
became the teacher of a large body of Mnsalm&ns.* One of his
successors, Khw&ja Mnin-ud-dfn Chishti, a native of Sanjar in Persia4
migrated to India in the time of Ghi&s-ud-din Balban, settled in Ajmer
and established the order in India. His fchalifa or immediate successor
was Khw&ja Qutb-ud-din Bakhti&r Kdki, who is buriod near tho
Qutb Min&r at Delhi,t and his successor was the celebrated B&b&
Farfd Shakarganj, whose shrine is at P&kpattan in Montgomery. The
surname of this saint is said to be derived from the fact that, owing
to the purity of his body, all he ate became sugar : if wo may trust
another story, he " nourished himself by holding to his Btomach wooden
cakes and fruits when he felt hungry. This miraculous but inexpensive
provender is still preserved " An immense fair is held at his shrine
each year, and the object of every pilgrim who attends is to get through
the narrow gate of the shrine on the afternoon or night of the 5th
Muharram. The saint is adored by Hindus^ as well as Musalm&ns,
and to be a disciple of Bdbd Farid does not necessarily imply being
a Chishtij and, again, the descendants of this saint and his relations,
carnal or spiritual, have formed themselves into a separate caste of
men who are found on the Sutlej in Montgomery and who, though
bearing the name of Chishti, are now in all respects an ordinary
lay caste, quite apart from tho religious order of the Bame name.
B&ba Farid had two disciples : one of these was Ali Ahmad surnamed
S&bir, whose shrine is at Pi ran Kaliar near Rurki, and whose followers
are known as Sdbir Chishtis j the other was the celebrated and
mysterious Niz&ni-ud-din Aulia (1232-1324 *• D.), around whose tomb
are collected some of the choicest monuments of anoient Delhi, and
whose disciples are known as Nifc&infs.
The Chishtis in repoating the profession of faith lay a peculiar
stress on tho words Illalldhu, repeating these with great violence, and
shaking at the same time their heads and the upper part of their
bodies. The sect is said to bo specially affected by Shias, and it is
distinguished by its adoption of vocal music in its religious services.
The members of tho order are worked up by these religious songs
to a high pitch of excitement, and often sink down exhausted. They
frequently wear coloured clothes, especially clothes dyed with ochre or
with the bark of the acacia tree. Their principal shrines in the
Punjab are the tomb of Niz&m-ud-din Aulia at Delhi, the khdngah
of Miran Bhik in Ainb&la, the shrino of Rtb& Farid at P&kpattan, and
the khdngah of Hazrat Sulaim&n at Taunsa in Dera Ghazi Khdn.
In Bah&walpur the Chishti sect has in modern times shown great
vitality. Shaikh TAj-ud-din Chishti was a grandson of Farid-ud-din
Shakar-ganj and his descendants founded the village of Chishti&n in
that State. His shrine is also called Roza T&j Sarwar. Many tribes
accepted lsl&m at his hands, especially the Sodhd and R&th, and this led
to war with the Rajputs of Bfk&ner. The saint on going forth to battle
;

* " The Chishti or Ch htia is an order of Muhammad an Jaqirs founded by Banda NawA*
who is buried at Kalbargah."—Punjab Census Report, 1881, Section 618.
t See the interesting account of this saint given in the late Mr. Carr Stephen's Archteolo^y
of Delhi, p. 174 svqq. Be is the patron saint of the Afghina.
t i n Ourgaou tho ahrine of bliaikh Ahmad Chiahti ia mainly frequented by Hindus.
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pitched a Hag on top of his house and told his womon-foik that as long as
the flag stood they would know he was safe. Unfortunately the flag
was accidentally knocked down and the women prayed for the earth to
swallow them up as the saint had commanded. Their prayer was granted and they were engulfed, only the edges of their shawls remaining
outside. A tower was built on the spot and at it women still make vows.
One of the women, howevor, a Bha-tti by tribe, did not join in the prayer
and was not engulfed, but made her escape. Hence the Chishtis do not
marry Bhatti women to this day. Near this shrine, at the tomb of
Khw&ja N6r Muhammad, stood five large jand trees, called Panjdn
Pirdn de jand, or tho jand trees of the five pits.
Under their shade
B£w6 N&nak once sat and prophesied that he who should obtain
'sseasion of it would indeed be blessed, for it was a part of paradise,
uhammadans hore sacrifice goats and sheep after offering prayers for
rain. Hindus offer a covering of chintz for the restoration of health,
and sugar and boiled grain for rain.

S

The Chiahti revival.—The decay of the movement headed by B4wa
Farid Shakar-ganj had become marked, when Khw&ja Nur Muhammad
QibU*i-Alim, a Punw&r Rijput of the Kharral tribe, revived • it. This
saint was a disciple of Maul&na Fakhr-ud-din, Muhib-ul-Nabi, of Delhi.
lie had miraculous powers and once saved the sinking ship of ono
of his disciplos,* his spirit being able to leave his body at will. Ho
had promised another disciple to pray for him at his death,
and though he pre-deceased him, re-appeared in the flesh and fulfilled
the promise. It would seem that in a sense the rise of the Chishti
sect marks an indigenous revival of Isl&ni, under religious leaders
of local tribes, instead of the older Sayyid families. Thus tho Baloch
tribes on tho Indus are often followers of the Chishti saints, but
even the Sayyids of both branches recognize their authority.
The four chief khalifas of Qibl£-i-Alim wore, Nur Muhammad II, of
lUjipur or N&row&la, in tahsil RAjanpur. Q6zi Muhammad Aqil, of
Ch&char&n Sharif, IUfiz Muhammad Jamsil, Multdni, and Khwaja
Muhammad Sulaiman KMn, of Taunsa Sharif, in tahsil Sanghar. Khalifa
Muhammad Aqil was a Qoraishi and one of his descendants, Shaikh
Muhammad Kora, founded the religious tribe of that name. Muhammad
Aqfl's shrine was at Kot Mithan, but, when Ranjit Singh conquered the
Der£j£t, Khwaja Khuda Bakbsh, Mahbub IUhi, his descendant, settled
at Ch&charan Sharif, which may now be regarded as the head-quarter of
the Bah&walpur State religion.
Muhammad Aqil displayed many
miracles and in his old age, owing to his spiritual enlightenment, had no
shadow ; so ho used to come out of his house on dark nights only, in order
to conceal his sanctity. A cloth (lungi) which passed through his body is
kept as a relic to this day. One of his khalifas was Maulyi Sultan Mahmud
whose shrine is at Kh£n Bela. This saint was fond of mis$i, a kind of
broad, of fowls and of snuff, in his lifetime; so those are offered
at his shrine—a clear instance of anthropolatry—very similar are
the offerings made to Birs. The Sufis, or devotees of the Chishtis
sect, have a number of songs {kdfis) which they considor the food oi
the soul Their principal poets are Budha Shah, Ghulam Sh4h# *
%
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Sindhi, and Khw£]a Ghul&in Farid, late sajjdda-nishin of Chachar^n
Sharif, The ChishtiB, generally, are devoted to music. Outwardly the
followers of the sajjdda-nashins of CMchar&n are distinguished by a
special head-dress, the Chrichar&n-w&la top, or hat, which is shaped
like a mosque and is about 15 inches high, covering the ears and
neck.
As a caste the Chishtis appear to bo absorbing the Naqshbandis, many
of the Q&drias and other Sufi sects, especially in the south-east Punjab.
Like the Bodlas the Cbishtis were till lately wholly nomad. They take
u
R&jput girls to wife. There is a saying— You can tell a Chishti by
his squint-eye " ; but the origin of the saying \s unknown.
one of tho two classes of the Kayasths q. v., found in
Northern India.

CHITRAGOPTA-BANSI,

an inhabitant of the State of Chitr&l. The Chitralis are divided
into three classes—Adamzddas, Arb£bz£das and Faqir-Miskin. Tho
first-named are divided into some 23 clans including the KATOR, the
family of the Mihtar of Chitral, whence it is also called Mihtari. Tho
other Adamzdda clans are—

CHITRALI,*

Khushwakt&ti
Kuza.
Muhammad Begu.
Bangale.
K us ham ado.
Khaniye.
Burusbe.
Zundre or ROUOB.

i

A tarn Bege.
M azbe.
Mirabiye.
Kboehal Bege.
Khashc.
Munfiat Khane\
Bayike.
Qabile.

Shighniye.
Dacbmaue\
Khoja.
Byuriye.
Roshte.
Kisrawe.

From the Rono§ families the icazirs are generally, but not always,
chosen. The Konos are most numerous in Yassin, Mastuj and Chitrai.
and #re found, though in decreasing numbers, as one goes eastward, in
N&gar, Gilgit, Punyal, etc. In N&gar and Yassm they call themselves
HaraorHaraiyo, in WiikMn and Sariknl Khaibar-Khatar, andinShighnan Gaibalik-Khatar. Wherever found they are held in great respect.
Three principal traditions as to their origin exist, (1) that they descended from Zun, liono and Harai, tho three sons of Sumdlik who ruled in
Mastuj before the Shdhrei dynasty of the Shins was established; (2) that
they are of Arab descent, from Muhammad Hanifa, son of Ali; and
(3) that they came from the ancient principality of Rdjauri, near Punch,
and are descended from three brothers, Sirang, Surung and Khangar
Phututo. In appeanuice generally taller than the other inhabitants of
Chitriil, with rather high cheek-bones, oval faces not thickly bearded, and
fairly developed features, some of them resemble high-class Rajputs in
type. They give daughters to the ruling families, and the children of
• Chilral, Cbitrar oi Chitiar, as it is aleo called, will bo found described in the Imptri il
Gazetteer.
| The Khushwaklc were rulers of Mast\'ij and conquered Yassm. Descendant* of the
Katore and Khuahwakte families are alike called Mihtarjao or Mihtarbak, t c . sons of
Mihlars.
J Called collectively Shah Sangale: descended from the common ancestor and founder
of the Kutoii and Khubhuakto families.
§ Rono appears to be unquestionably the same word aa Rand, tho change front jd to o
being very common, llnlologicai speculation might suggest the following equivalent*:
Suiualik — Siwalik; Zun — Jun, tho aborigines of Si&lkot; Khatar * Ksbatriya, KkaUri,
or Kbattar (in Rawalpindi).

•
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such marriages can succeed to all the honours of the father's family. They
all give daughters to Sayyids, and the Zundro of Ghitriil do not refuse
them to tho l ^ h a n s of Dir. In their turn, however, they tako wives
from both Shins and Yeshkuns, and the children of such wives rank
as Ronos and, if daughters, can marry into ruling families. Occasionally
Rono women are given to Shins and Yeshkuns, but this is a penalty for
misconduct when they cannot find husbands in their own class. Ruling
families give daughters born of slaves or concubines to Ronos, but not
those born of lawful wives.*
The Arb&Dz&las and Faqir-Miskin are really one and the same, but
the latter are the very poor class, some having barely sufficient to live on.
The Kho, who inhabit the whole of Kashkar B&1&, the Lut-kho and
Arkari valleys and the main valley clown to Drosh, are by class FaqirMiskin. They call the country Kho also, and divide it into Tiiri-kho
(Upper), Mul-kho (Lower) and Lut-kho (Great). They speak Kho-w&r,
and arc divided into classes such as the Toriye, Shire, Darkliane and
Shoh&nc, but have no caste distinctions. The YIDOBAL are also classed
as Faqir-Miskins, as are fche KALASH and BASHOAM Kaiirs, DANQARIKS,
GABR, and Siah Posh—all broken tribes subject to Chitral.
The ArbAbzadas are really well-to-do Faqir-Miskijn who have been
rewarded for services to the Mihtar. Coolies and ponies are furnished
for his service by both these classes, the Adamz&das being exempt, and
this corvee falls very heavily on them.
The Ashima-dek (or more correctly Hashmat-diak), according to
Biddulph. is a large class, ranking below the Zundre and comprising
the following clans :—
A tarn Bege.
Bair4m Beg6.
Baiyeke.
Barshintak.

Dashmanne.
Jikano,
Kashe, of Kash, in Badakhsban.
I Koshial Bego.

Zadim6.
Mije.
8hauk6.
Shighnie (of Shighnan),

The term Hashmat-diakt signifies food-giver, and this class is bound to
supply the Mihtar and his retainers with 8 shoep and as many kharwdrs
of wheat from each house whenever he passes through their villages,
but it pays no other revenue.
In the valley below Chitr&l, scatterod among the villages, a number of
the meaner castes are found, as in the Gilgit and Indus valleys. They aro
called Ust&ds or " artificers " and include Dartocho (carpenters), Dargero
(wooden bowl makers), Kul&le (potters), Doms (musicians), and Mochis
(blacksmiths). The two latter rank below the rest and only intermarry
among themselves. The other three intermarry without restriction
inter se, and occasionally give daughters to tho Faqir-Miskin class.
Ust&ds are not found in K£shk&r Biila or Lut-kho.
The physical characteristics of theChitr&lis vary little. In appearance
tho men are light, active figures from 5' 5" to 5' 8" in height. Though
well made they aro not, as a rule, remarkable for muscular development,
* I t is unnecessary to point out the analogies presented by tho nocial system in Chitral
to that which prevail* in Kangra, as deHiribed by Sir Jamos Lyall in his Settlement Report
on that District.
| From haahmat or athmat, food, given to tho Mihtar and his fcorvants When they are
travelling, by tho Arbibzada class.
•

Dress in Chitr&l.
presenting in this respect a marked contrast to the Tartar races, and,
despite their hardy, simple lives, they seem unequal to any prolonged
physical effort. Their constitutions also lack stamina and they succumb
easily to disease or change of climate. This want af physique is
strongly marked in the Shins. In disposition tractable, good-tempered,
fond of merry-making, the Chitr&lis are neither cruel nor quarrelsome
%
and readily submit to authoi ity, though the Arb&bfc&da clasa compares
unfavourably with tho older tribes, having been guilty of cruelties in war.
The women are pleasing-looking when young, but not particularly
handsome. The Khos of Faqir-"Miskin status, however, are Indo-Aryans
of a high type, not unlike the Shins of tho Indus about Koli, but better
looking, having oval faces and finely*cut features, which would compare
favourably with the highest types of beauty in Europe. Their most
striking feature is their large, beautiful eyes which remind one of
English gypsies, with whom they share tho reputation of being expert
thieves. They arc also proud of their unusually, fine hair. The Ohitr&l
women used to be in great demand in the slave markets of KAbul,
Peshilwar and Badakhsh&n. The fairest complexions are to be seen
among the Burish of Yassin and Hunza where individuals may be found
who might pass for Europeans, and red hair is not uncommon.
,
In Chilrul, as in some of the valleys to the westward, many customs
have in part disappeared under the influence of lsl&m.
The usual dress in Chitr&l, as in Yassin, Hunza, Ndgar, Sirikot,
W&kh&n, etc., is a loose woollen robe, for which those who can afford it
substitute cotton in summer. This is of the same cut as the woollen
robe, but has quilted edges, worked round the neck and front with silk
embroidery. When first put on the sleeves, which are very full, are
crimped in minute folds, right up to the neck, giving the wearer
a clerical appearance. Boots of soft leather are also worn. As in
W&kh&n and Sirikot the men wear small, scanty turbans, not the
rolled cap of Gilgit and Astor. The women wear wide trousers* ">ver
which is a loose chemise of coarse-coloured cotton stuff, fastening in the
middle at the throat, and coming down to the knees. The opening is
held together* by a circular buckle, from which hangs a curious
triangular silver ornament called peshaucez, that varies in size
according to the circumstances of the wearer. Round the neck are
generally one or two necklaces of silver bnads with oval silver medallions,
and a piece of carnelian or turquoise se£ in them. They also wear a
loose woollen cap, generally of dark colour such as brown; but this
kind of cap is now confined to women of the lower classes residing in
the upper valleys, and Chitr&li women of the better classes wear
embroidered silk caps. Jn the Shin caste unmarried women are
distinguished by & white cap, which is never worn by married Shin
women*
Both men and women wear numbers of charms, sewn in brightcoloured silk, and suspended from the cap or dress by small circular
brass buckles. Sonic of the buckles are very tastefully worked. A
curious kind of cloth is sometimes woven out of bird's down. That of
wild fowl and ot the great vulture (G. himalayensis) is most generally
used. The down is twisted into coarse thread, which is then woven like
ordinary cloth. Robes made of it are very warm, but always have a
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fluffy uncomfortable look, suggestive of dirt. They are
good circumstances. The pashm of the ibex is also
seems

goaty
Whon young the men shave the whole top of the head from the forehead to the nape of the neck, the hair on both sides being allowed to
grow long and gathered into a single large curl on each side of tho
neck. The beard is kept shorn.* Youths of the better class only shave
the top of tho head for a breadth of two inches in front, tapering to half
an inch behind. Those who cannot boast long locks dress their hair
into numerous small cork-screw ringlets all round the head—an ancient
Persian fashion.t On the approach of middle age the whole head is
shaved in orthodox Muhammadan fashion and the beard allowed to grow.
Tho effect of tho long-flowing locks reaching to the waist is often extremely picturesque.
Tho mode of salutation between equals, on meeting after a prolonged
absence, is graceful and pleasing. After clasping each other, first on one
side and then on the othor, hands are joined and each kisses tho other's
hand in turn. When the mooting is between two of unequal rank the
;M?am,t» iri'cooa Uwilimul nhfchfcKiinnrior and ho in return kisses the former on tho cheekt
In Chitral and Yasain, as in Shighnan, Badakhshan, Wakhan, Gilgifc
and Hunza§ a chief's visit to a chief is" celebrated by the kubah, an
observance thus described by Biddulph :—"On arrival, the visitor is conducted to tho Sha\varan,H and the followers of both chiefs show their
dexterity in tiring at a mark set up on a tall pole, from horseback, while
galloping at speed. After this a bullock is led out before the guest,
who draws his sword and does his best to cut its head off at a single
blow, or deputes one of his followers to do so, and the carcase is given
to his retinue."
In the Khowar tongue the term " uncle " is applied to the brothers of
both father and mother without distinction: but auuts on the mother s
Bide are styled " mother " which may point to polygamy as the ancient
custom of the Khos.1 Marriage of a widow with the husband s brother
is common, though not compulsory.
Cases of infidelity are extremely common and the men snow more of
the iealousy of their wives usual in older Muhammadan communities.
In case of adultery tho injured husband has the right to s a y the
guilty couple when he finds them together, but should he slay the one
L d not the other he is held guilty of murder.** When exclusive
nmnf fai wanting in a trial M e r e the wazvr, guarantee is taken for the
* These fashions have also been adopted by the Baltis in Baltistan.
t Biddulph cites Rawlinson's Ancient Monarchies, IV.
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Chitrdli games.
future by the accused placing his lips to the woman's breast, and so
sacred is the tie of fosterage thus created that it has never been known
to be broken. The husbaud has however a right to both their lives.*
The custom of fosterage is maintained among all the ruling famili s
of the states of the Hindu Kush and its ties seem stronger than those of
blood kinship. When a child is born it is assigned to a foster-mother
and brought up in her house, so that frequently the father Toes not see it
till it is six or seven years old.t The fortunes of the foster-mother's family
are unalterably bound up with those of the child and should exile be
his lot they accompany him. On the other hand if he rises to influence
his foster-father is generally his confidential adviser, and his fosterbrothers are employed on the most important missions.
*
*

Friendship too is commonly cemented by the milk tie. If a woman
dreams that she has adopted any one, or a man dreams that he has
been adopted by any woman, the tie is created in the manner,
already d^scribe^. as in vogue to make the woman tabu to the man.
Not many years ago this custom was very common, though it is falling
into disuse.J A young couple at marriage sometimes induce a friend
to become their foster-father, and the tie is ratified when they eat
together : both being seated opposite each other, the foster-father,
seated between them, takes a piece of bread in each hand and
crossing his arms puts the bread into tbeir mouths, taking care
to keep his right hand uppermost. Marriage between foster-kindred
is regarded as incestuous. Among tire Hashmat-diak the tie of fosterage
is formed in a peculiar way, for in order to strengthen tribal unity it is
customary for every infant to be suckled in turn by every nursing mother
of the clan. In consequence there is a constant interchange of children
going on among the mothers.
Polo is the national game and is called ghdl in Chitral where
it is played in a special way. Shooting from horse-back at a gourd
filled with ashes, or at a small ball, hung from a pole 30 feet high,
is also practised. Dancing is the national amusement, several different
steps being in vogue, each with its special air. Almost all these
commence slowly, increasing in pace till the performer is bounding
round the circle at top speed. In Chitr&l and Yassin the Hashmat-diak
affect to despise dancing, but the rulers keep dancing-boys for
their amusement. Singing is common and the Khowar songs, which
are mostly amatory in character, show a more cultivated taste than
those in the Shina tongue, the music of the language and the better
rhythm of the verse entitling them to the first place in Dard poetry.§
The Chitrdlis are noted for their swordsmanship, which has gained
many a victory over matchlocks.
•

* But if he doc* not kill them and intends to divorce bis wife, or if his wife or daughter
has been enticed aw*y by some one, he can take as ^ compensation some or all of the
seducer's property. This form of divorce is called in Shina pito pharc bdk, i.e.. words uttered
*,vhile turning bis* back towards tbe assembly, as by turning his back he signifies his acceptance of compensation,
t The Rnji of Bivhahr observes a similar custom.
X Milk from a woman's breast is esteemed a sovereign remedy for cataract and other
eye-diseases. Its use establishes the milk-tie for ever afterwards.
§ In Gilgit, Hunza and Nagar the songs are generally of a warlike nature and celebrate
Mu deeds of different princes.
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The Cliitv&l calendar '
• ' 1 by i\fa Solar year, commencing
with the winter solstice; bill tl 5 months take their names from pecu
. liaritioa of season or ngr uiltural operations : —
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5.
6.
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I 8. Muzho Was (middle).
Phhulmg (extreme eold).
9. PoiyadUo (the *nd).
Ariy&n (wild duck).
10. Kholkrerai (threshing),
Shahdagh (black mark).*
l i . Kishi Q (sowing).
Boi (sparrows).
12. Chhanchori -(leaf-falling).
Ronzak (trembling— of the
growing corn).
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Next comes the J.astaudikilik J| or " devil-driving " which celebrates
the completion of the harvest. When the last crop of the autumn
has been gathered, it is necessary to drive away evil spirits from
the granaries. A kind of porridge called mul is eaten, and
the head of the household takes his matchlock and fires it into
the floor. Then, going outside, he sets to work loading and firir
till his powder-horn is exhausted, all his neighbours being similarly
employed. The next day is spent in the usual rejoicings, part of
which consists in firing at a sheep's head set up as a mark.
w

A festival called Binisik, " seed-sowing —somewhat similar to the
Chilli of G-ilgit and the Thamer Bopan or " t h e Tham's sowing" of
Hunza and NAgar—-takes place in Chit nil ; but the present ruling
* In allusion to the earth's appearance when the snow melts.
t Nos moans • fattening,' and alludes to the slaughtering of cattle winch takes place. The
first day is ono of work, and is devoted in every household to dressing and storing
the carcases of bullocks, sheep, and goats slaughtered a lew d; 9 previously. This is
done by drying them in a particular way, so that they remain lit Tor food for several
months This is necessary because the pastures havo become covered with enow and
y sufficient fodder is stored to keep a few animal* alive through the winter.
• In Chilas and Darel, too, no bonfires aru in vogue at the lXnkio, aa this feSwival is
§ Called Ganoid in Gilgit and SMgat in Wikhfti.
II The Domenike or " smoke-making " of Gilgit.

The Chilli festival in Gilgit.
class having never identi6ed themselves with their humbler subjects,
the ruler takes no part in it,* The following account of the Chilli
festival in Gilgit is contributed by Maulavi Ghulam Muhammad, author
of The Festivals and Folklore of Gilgit:
i(

At night a big goat called asirkhan ai tnngar (the goat of the kitchen)
was killed at the Ita's house and a feast prepared by cooking about a
maund of rice aud two of flour. The baking of the bread was commenced by an unmarried girl, on whom a gift (khillat) of a chddat (head
cover) of longcloth was bestowed, but the other women took up her
task. In former times a big loaf, called hi ai tiki (the loaf of seed), of
a maund of flour, was also cooked on a fire made of straw, and distributed, half to a man of the Katchatat family, a fourth to the yarfa
(the Raj&'s grain collector), and a fourth to the K&ji's ploughmen. But
on this occasion three loaves (two of 20 sers each and one of ten sers)
were prepared. The big loaf w?»s about seven feet in circumference
and four inches tl' k. One of them, with 24 sers of flour, was given to
the Katchata in the morning, and the other two were divided equally
between the yarfa and the ploughmen in the afternoon. The local
band played all through the night with dancing and singing. At
10 in the morning the people of Gilgit, Barraas, etc., assembled at
the R&'s house where a durbar was observed, i.e., some ghi, chilli leaves
and seeds of the wild rue were placed on an iron pan, beneath which
a little fire was made in order to fumigate the air with its smoke.
The bandsmen and che man who had brought the load of chilli
branches from the jungle, were then each given a khillat of a muslin
turban. A khillat of a turban and a choga (cloak) was also given to
Gbul&m, one of the Katchata family, whose face was then rubbed
with flour, a small loaf of bread mixed with ghi being given "him to
eat. According to custom while eating this he ought to have bellowed
like an ox, but this rite was not observed. A maund of wheat was also
put in a leather bag. The procession was ready to proceed to the
R&'s field by about 11-30. The bag of grain was loaded on the
Katchata, one man took the iron pan used in the Duban, and another
took the two big loaves, the one uppermost being covered with about
four sers of butter with a pomegranate placed in the middle, while two
chilli branches were stuck in the butter round the pomegranate. Two
men carried a he- and a she-goat, while the remainder of the procession
had branches of chilli m their hands; and the procession, with the band
playing in front, started for the Ed's field where the sowing was to be
commenced.
* In Yisin this festival is accompanied by a curious custom. The charvelu is mounted
on a good horse aad clad in a robe of honour given him by the Mihtar. In this way
he is conducted to the polo ground, where all seat themselves while the music strikes
*p, <\ati tht) torangfah gallops twice up and down the ground. Should any accident happen
to Id'iv 8«ich as either himself or his horse falling, it is regarded as a presage of misfottuuu to the whole community, and of speedy death to himself. In order to avert evil,
ho and his family observe the day as a solemn fast.
t A family of Gilgit, which in ancient times became such a source of danger to the chief
of Gilgit, that it was attacked and massacred to a man, only a pregnant woman managing to
escape towards Darel. After this the crops of Gilgit did not flourish for several years, and
a d/in^J (soothsayer) said that its fertility depended on the Katchata family, and that until
& man of tha* clan was brought there to commence the seed-sowing the crops would never
flourish After a great search the son of the woman who had escapod towards Darel was
found and brought to Gilgit. On his return the crops gave a gocc outturn.

Chohang—ChcJcdhi'.
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The Katchata then took from a leather bag on* aftei the other 4
handfuls of wheat, in each of which he mixed a masha of gold-dust,
and gavo them to RAj& Ali bad Kh&o, who throw the first handful
towards the west, the second towards the east, the third to the
north and the fourth to the south. Then tho 1U himself ploughed
throo turns in his field with a pair of bullocks which were ready on the
spot. The ivazir of Gilgifc ought then to have ploughed three turns but
this was omitted. The band then commenced playing and two greybeards of good family, with swords and shields in their hauds, jumped
' forward and began to dance amid joyous cheers from the people. This
%
g • prestige or * pomp/ and is intended
was
to awaken the deity of prestige
to custom, killed by a man of a Rono family. This goat is called
l
achhush ai mugar, i.e., the goat of the deity of pomp ' and is sacrificed
in his honour. Its head and two of its feet were separated and two
men, one with the head and the other with the two feet in their hands,
came forward and danced amid the rejoicings of the people. All the
flesh of the goat was, as is customary, given to the peoplo of Barmas
village to prepare a feast. A she-goat, called the yadeni ai ayi, i.e.,
* the goat of the deity of drums/ was then killed and given to the bandsmen. The procession then started back to the Raj& 8 house where the
feast cooked at night was served. The R£ja had to give some bread
to the motabars and the bandsmen from his own dish. This custom
is called ishpin; after that the peoplo started for the shauaran (polo
ground) to play polo and make merry. After polo the people again
went to the R&'s house and dined there. The Katchata commonced
ploughing his fields the same day, while the othei zaminddrs did not
commence work on their fields till the next day."*
CHOHANG,

a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

CHOHAB,

a Dogarclan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

OHOKAHI,

a Z&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mulcdn.

9

* The corresponding Thomil festival of Punial is thus described by the Maulavi :—
11
A very interesting ceremony known as the Thomil used to be observed every year at
Sher Killa, the seat of the Raj£ of Punial, before seed-sowing. On the day it was to be
observed, the people visited the Raja in his Fort and got from him 10 or 20 sers of flour, 4
or 6 sers of ghi and one big goat. The flour was made into broad thin leaves on which
the ghi was placed. The preliminaries were observed in the Fort. All the persons present
held in their hands a small branch of the holy juniper tree, and those possessing enns
brought their weapons with them. From the gate of the Fort, the Raji attended by his
people marched out to the open fields among their shouts and cries, a band playing various
war-tunes. The assembly then gathered in an open field, and the cooked leaves were
presented to the RAja who tasted one of them. The rest was then distributed among all
present. After the feast prayer was made for an abundant crop. The goat was then
killed, and leaving the carcase behind, its head was brought before the assembly and
being greased with butter, flour was sprinkled on it frum the forehead down to the nose.
The head was then placed at some distance as a target to be fired at.' The firing was opened
by the R4j4 who was followed by his motabars and any other who possessed fire-arms.
Whosoever hit the head was liable to contribute a chalar of country wine. When this
target practice was over, the assembly dispersed after a nati dance, Which was given by a
motabar of the Riji, who used to present him with a turban. In the evening the goat's
flesh was roasted anA enjoyed with the wine contributed by those who had hit its head in
the day. Only the people of Sber Killa had the right to share in this merry-making no
one else from other villages of Punial being even allowed to attend it. A few years am
this ceremony was discontinued, but it was revived this year (191G);'
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Chokar—Chuhra,
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Hence,
of the £ jab, who name is j pularly supposed to
a c uption
ofSudra/* It has many synonyms, but few of them are precisely
the exact equivalent of Chuhrd. # Thus a Cham&r is, probably by
origin, a Chuhra who work:; in leather, but the Chamars appear to
form almost a distinct caste, though both the castes are placed in the
same rank and lumped together in the popular phrase Chuhri-Chamar,
just as Mochi-Julab& is used to denote collectively the two castes
which boar those names. As a scavenger or rather as a ' sweeper up
of du. ' the Chuhra is termed khdk-rob.
As a domestic he is
c
ironical;} \ styled Mihtar or chieftain':
as a worker in leather
he is called a Dlied (lit. ' crow'), as a weaver he is styled Megh,
the Meghs however form to all
S
intents and purposes a separate .ca3fce: and as an executioner he is
known as Jallad. Further as a tanner the Chuhra is called a
Khatik in the Eastern Puniab, and as a breeder of swine.-he is known
as a H&ii. These two groups appear to form distiuct castes, or at
least ib~castes which rank below the Chuhra proper. The Khat
have a sub-group called Basurj
Change of religion also involves the adoption of a new title and
..
n conversion to Sikhism becomes a Mazbi or Mazhabi,
[Q,i
•

/j

•

.

*(
| in; . , rounder
l^-Ani
tiivi tB of it
UM*wJ oata leavings/
A nut
-m
hftr
•Hv freo l'OGi any taint of

.

of-the caste, arrived to • at a feast pv&ti by a Bhagat and
left. These he devoured nd earned the name of Chuhra or
ia used a9 equivalent to r.haudhri and the term may be origiuirony.

.
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while one who embraces Isl&m becomes a Musalli,* or in the sontn-west
of the Punjab a Kurtana,t or he may ever aspire to be entitled Pindar:
indeed in the villages of the Pachh&da R&jputs of Sirsa the people who
remove filth are called Dfnd&r-Kh&krob and they follow Muhammadan
observances, being even admitted to smoke with other MuhaTurnadana.
Bhangi is a"so used, but not very correctly, as -a synonym for chuhraSThe Chuhr&s' relations to other castes vary considerably. They are
distinctly superior to the Sdnsis, from whom alone they will not cat
in N&bha. But in Gurgaon they are also said to look down upon the
Ohangars or Dhias, who are makers of winnowing sieves, and they
are said to refuse food from the Dh&nakV hands too, though their
claim to superiority is a doubtful one. The -Chuhr&s are split up into
various groups :
Territorial.
Deswali—-of the Gangetic plain. | Sotarwala— of the riverain lands.
Bdgri—of the Great Indian Desert. | Jangalke—of the Jan gal tract.
Various other divisions exist, being recognised by the Chuhras themselves if not by others. Such are:—
1. RUmflrf.
| -2. Jidl-Begi.
These two are really identical, L&l Beg having been Bdlmik's disciple.
Both terms are thus equivalent to ' disciples of B&lmik or IA\ Beg/
The gots of the Chuhras are numerous and some are 'wide-spread.
Various origins are* claimed for them. Thus the Bohat, found in
Gurgaon, claim to be^Punw&r Rajputs, and the S£rw&n, also of Gurgaon,
to be Chauh&ns. There is also a Chauh^n got, south of the Sutlej.
In Rohtak the Lohat also claim to be descendants of one Sdnjhar
D&s, a R&jput, while the Baoh&r say they are Punwfir R&jputs from
Dhfiranagri in the Deccan and that their ancestors immigrated into
that District with the K&yaths. These two gots do not intermarry with
Changars, and lay stress on the necessity for marrying a girl before
she is 15 or 16. They regard B&lmik as God's brother and revere him
as their prophet with a Muhammadan ritual, reciting prayers (namdz)
in a line headed by an im&pi, and prostrating themselves with the
warcU :•—Bdbnik hafi, Bdlmih shaft, Bdlmik mu'afi, bolo momno wohi eh.
The Pail-pow&r got, in Rohtak, also claims Rajput origin, saying
that a RAjput woman who was pregnant threw in her lot with the
Chuhr&s. Her son was called a Pail-powar on account of her descent.
This got reveres Guru N&nak, does not employ Brahmans, and gets its
weddings solemnized by one of its own members. But it buries its dead.
The original division, Dr. Youngson was informed, was into Lute,
Jh£e, and Tengre, the Lute being Manhas Rajput, wandering DogriLs ;
the Jh&e, Dh&e or Sahi being named from their founder, who, when
a child, slept beside a hedgehog {seh) ; and the TengnS being makers
of wionowing-sieves, living in the desert, and named Teugre on account
of their pride. Besides the three original divisions, there arc Goriye,
so called from the fact that* their founder was born in a tomb {gor).
* Muealli may be defined as a Chuhra converted to Islam who has abandoned hardm
food, eating only haldl. The Musallis do not intermarry with the Chuhras, or at least
only take daughters from them.
fKurtana or Kotana is said to be derived from Hindi bora, 'whip,' aiKWaruia Ho
stretch/ and thus to mean ' Cogger/ because sweepers were employed as executioners by
Muhammadan rulers.

Chuhrd gonealogy.
hail from Delhi. The founder was Stah J a t a n ' s son. He was
J.UUJ M O
,
i_1__ u#
also called Kand£r£, because lie spoke harshly.*
time. There
N bconie: Pa$h&n, w
„
„
we three brothers, of whom phagdni was the eldest. They entered
the untry as faqirs, or pin.
Gil; from ChakriLri in Gujr&nw6l6. A
tree sheltered the first of the name in a time of rain: and in Dora
Gtaazi Khan the section respects bricks. Bbafti; from tho Bar in
Gujr&nw&U, Pindi Bhafti&n, Dulla being their chief. Sahotr6; in
Akbar's time Sahotra was thrown to the tigers, but the tigers did not
injure him. In Dera Gh&zi Khan ' the Sahotra section respects the
lion. Soeni Bhunni&r ; descendants of R£j£ Karn, the Brahman, who
gave away 1£ inaunds of gold every dav before he ate his food.
Then follow Laddar; KHOKAR, who are said to avoid eating the heart
of a dead animal in Montgomery, while in Dera Gb&zi Kh£n they do not
eat bharta or things roasted on the fire ; Khonje, Kaliane, Ratti,Mathi,
Burt Momd (in ildqa Moma near Gondhal). The Momi are said to be
descended from B&lmik. Hauns, Chapriban (in Kh&k beyond Lahore,
makers of wicker-work), Ghussur, Balhim, Labant^, Nahir.
The Dum, the Chuhrd, the Mir&si, the Mdchchi, the Jhiwar, and the
Changar, are all of the same origin. They claim to be indigenous in tho
Sidlkot District, at least as far as the older divisions aro concerned.
In tho time of tho Pandavas and Kauravas there were four sons of
Kanwar Brahma, viz., Puraba, Partha, Siddhra, and Prasht&> the last
being also called Jhauinpra, from living in a jungle. There are other
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,^™r>c Q^nlior} fn him n/nd to his successors, such as Ghunerur Beer. Ail

The following genealogical
uncer
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Prashta.
»

_

Kalak Das, and bis wife S i l a w n t l

I

Alif.

I

Eigbteen generations, all jangli.
Bala Rikbi and bis bouse.
Bainrik.

I

Bal.
* Anotber version (from Montgomery) is tbat Jhata, Jhaba, Tingra and Athwil were
four brothers, probably Mubammadaus. Of these Jhata became a follower of Baba Farid,
and bis descendants, called Jhataa, contiuued to observe tbe Muhammadan law (i.e., did
not become Cbuhras). Jbaba's and Tingra's descendants worked as Chuhras, and are
known as Jhais (Chais) and Tingras, respectively. Of AthwaFe progeny some remained
Muhammadans, while others became Chuhras and are now known as Athwal Chuhras.
The Jhaba (Jhai or Chai) section is closely associated with Multau. When tbat city
was founded, traditiou asserts that the king commenced to build a fort which collapsed
as fast us it was built. The spot was held by tbo Jhaba Bhangis, one*of whom offered
bimself as the fort's foundation-stone, and is said to be still standing in the Khani Burj
of the Fort. Some people regard this burj as a plac*e of pilgrimage. The Jhai—possibly
owing merely to his fortunate name—was sacrificed to eusure victory in battle—Jhaye
sandhifateh wandi, whioh is explained to mean, if a living Chuhjra be built into a thick
wall of burnt brick before going to war, viotory is assured.
In Tarn T£ran tahsil, Amritsar District, Brahma's son, Cbuhra, had three eons, Lata,

Jhaba, and a pichhlag named Tingru, from whom axe descended the 2£ originalfteotionsof
thecaate.
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AN0TH1* GSIipAtiOOT OR EUESflfllfA.

AH.

Part.

I

idii and wife V6thu».
Saddi 8add4jfv4 and wife Govittrf.
Qhnng and wife 8urangiy4.
Dhand and wife 8il4 Sakat.
Nil Ranth and wife G<$ Atm& T)6vt
Kanwar Brahmi and wife Bnrhadji or Jastrf.

I
Bidhr*. t*Qrab4. Bh4rth4. Prinhta, al«o called JhaumpfA, let Inoamation, and wife Manai DM.
Ad Gdpal and wife Bhilni.
8ank6awar and wife SadawantC, 2nd Incarnation.

1
Un£*h Deota. Mogat Gosafn and wife Dhanwant*
Qaaf Rikh and wife Nanranp64,

I

Dayal Rikh and wife Manglin.

I

Jal Bhigan and wife Pavittartm.

I
Angaah DeotA and wife Sat wan ti.
Agganwar and wife Aan4.
I*

8ankh Pat or SanUSkh and wife J4it Var tf, 3rd Incarnation
*>

B4ia Rikhi and wife Sham Rnp, 4th Incarnation.
Bfr Bamrik and wife R4jwantfi 6th Ipoarnation.

I

Bali and wife Nan Chandran.

i

Iawar B4la and wife Mans4, 6th Incarnation.
B4lm(k and wife Mab6n, 7th Incarnation.
I
UdRikh.

I

1
Bttdh Rikh and wife SalikAn.
M4rwar Did4ri and wife Dayali.
Nur Didiri and wife Ae4wanti.

I

Sh4m Snrand4 and wife Snrg4nl 6th Incarnation.

I

Sham Barbarf and wife Lachhmi,

I

Bri Rang 8h4m and wife RAjwanti,
Sati and wife 841o.
JhAh 8af4 and wire t>av4n*

i

Arj4n and wife Arf4n.

**
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A
Pir Saval and wife Jifarin.

I
Asa and wife Janatan.

Qaai.

|

Ahir Maluk and wife Bikiawati.
Gbnngar B6g and wife Nasarin.
I
Biz Big and wife Sadiqan.
Bar6hh( Beg and wife Varain,
Lai B6g and wife Patilin, 9th Incarnation.

I

Bali Sher (also called Pir J hot a, the wrestler) and wife Amdlikan, 10th Incaraation.

I
Sadi Bald Lil Kh4n and wife Roehan4n.
Pir Dhagana and wife Nnr Dfvinf.
Shah Sura and wife Gusaan.

,

?—i

M4hi 8h4h. Pargibi Shah. Shah Akblis and wife Laohhmf.
!

Ghaafti Sh4h.

Y4ri Shih.

66v4 8h4h and wife Sarsf.

I
Baram Shah.

Jam 8b4h.

Arpar Shah.

t

!

1

Karam Sbih.
I
FazlShah.

Arif Shah.

Langar Sh4h
|
|
|
|
Zabardaat Shih. Chngatta Mnrad
Mohammed
1
Shah.
Shah.
Shah.
1
|
_____ |
|
*Karim *Qntab
]
j
Qaaim Shah. 8hah.
Shah. Rabm Shah. Umar Shah.

FalelShih.

i

i

•Sardar Shah.
|
FathSbib.

I

*Sult4n Shah.

f—'
Jawibir Shih.

I
1
•Bahadur Shah. *N4dir Shih.

B414 is a name given to the leaders.

Alim Shih.
|
•Alif 8bab.

T
Bar4 Shih.
*Jamiat 8h4h.
|
*Ganhar 8h4h.
|

*H4kim8bah. •FatbShib.
A THIRD GVNBALOQY FROM

(MALKR

K.OTLA) IS—

AkilParakh(t.«„God).
Mahideo Sri Mahirii.

I

BikMDeo.

I

BikMDeo.

I

Aneadi.

I

SahadRikh

I

Sandokh Kikh.

I

_

Balraik or Bilnlk.
* Present repreaenUtiret,

'*.

•

.v
•

' J * ••.
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»

«
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*Bahiial Shih.
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£414 Bhik BemUfkh
Bmntdkk Rikh Bhardp Dit Rikh dd,
p Dit Rikh Aindk
Rihhi dd,
Bikhi
m0wm§m9 Mah&dtv d&,
Mahddtv Bhagxodn Aut Khandi dd.
Aut Khandd Alakh Purlch dd,
Alakh
Ag

Rikh,
Santtfkh Rikh is son of Sharip Dit Rikh,
,
_ Ainik
Ainak is son of Uikhf,
Rikhi is son of Bikhi,
Bikhi is son of Mahade>,
Mahadev or Shiv is son of Aut Kbanda,
Aut Khanda is son of Holy Person,
Almiw
Almighty Power is son of the Unknowable.

Another version is that Bhdrthd, Sadhara, Paratn4 and Purba were
ar Brahman brothers, aud when their cow died they made Purba, the
ingest, drag away the carcase, first promising to help him in his task,
b eventually oat-casting him for doing it. In Dera Gh&zi Khan
Urga, Bhfirga, Sidhra and Fr&std, also called Chhaumpra, are given as
the four brothers, and the following verses are current;—
(i) Alldh ehitthi ghalli hai, sab khol bidn,
Ithi gid mankshun, hiun karin abhmdn t
Gohhri U aihe sabi hardi arydn.
Aedn Brahman'janam di gal jamd tanydn.

God sent a letter, setting forth all things:
* Hereunto you submitted, why do you repine
The cow was cast out by one of you, why theft
do you plead,
1
That "we are Brahmans by birth/ ye who
wear the jdmd\ tied with strings/

The last couplet is also given thus
OdkhH uU dak* hardi arydn,
Atdn Brahman janam di gal jdmi tanydn.

4

They are all arguing
(Saying) " We are Bi
we wear the jdmd t

Further these two verses are sometimes added
dor61% larydn,

Wearing4
0 Lord! We are in great distress/
Rabbd
{%%') Alaf Alldh nun ydd Jcar bandidn toe dhun
ise be to him,
eurjanhdr,
mankind I ^
Ohugdi chardi gohhri ho pdi murddrd,
The cow fell dead while grazing
flue deote ahathe jdhe karin puhdrd,
The gods assembled and exclaimed:
Turin Brahman zdt de hi banaai bhdrd.
f'Ye are Brahmans by caste, yet in what
distress are ye fallen!
Tiudde pichhdn haun hai jisdd maqead Who is there among ye/of high purpose f "
bhdrd,
B&de pichhdn Chhaumprd jiedd maq8ad " Chaumpra is of us and his purpose is high."
bhdrd,
Euhmho^idChhaumpre^dsatimtirddra,'
Chaumpri was bidden to cast away the
carcase.
Dene dhanah chafhdi, gohhri jd pdi pichh- He drew his bow and the cow was thrown far
%odrd.
away.
1
Aydgdhhrieathe hahe: 'didbachan hamdrd* After throwing it away he came back and
said:—•• Now fulfil your promise."
Ohaukidn eddidn d&r ho terd nich utdrd.
(But they said: ) •* Begone from our hearths,
thou art now an out-caste.

The
Bdhmandn merd janam Thou, God, hast given me birth in a Brahman'a
dedi.
house.
Khdke
I was brought up with others, eating together
with them in the same dish.
Ghaumprd age Rab
Chaumpra prays before God :—
Khabrdn ahallin tc
•Thou hast sent me tidings from afar—now
come before me.
t
Merd janam did nich ghar men, sun band* Thou hast given me birth in a low house, hear
na\od*d
me, my Lord.
Of. the genealogy given at p. 630 of The Legends of th
The jdmd is the long over-garment! fastened with tag

/
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Kali ummat bakhuh, ndle lakhth

jandtd.

Hindu neri dtcan na dewrn* Musalmdn
par hen jandzd.

na

f

Meri Jcaun stffdt bharegd, sun gharib-nawdzd.
Allah dkhe Chaumprid t$.n ho sydnd. <
Do mazhab d$ nim dd main darydd vagdnd.

Pdrjannat

bandkd sahmnd

vikhdnd.

Bdm te Rahim ne ehhip chhip bahnd (?)
Sawd neze din Idkar hd'u ddzakh- dhdnd.
Allah dkhe Chaumprid ummat teri win vich
jannat pah&nchand.
AUdh chitthi lilchi het hatfi Chaumpx* phardi.
Tunhi isho satni ji tain*,

di.

Grant me followers and grant me funeral
prayers—(or
Forgive my followers and also forgive us fox
not having funeral prayers).
The Hindus do uot allow us to come near
them, and Muhammadans will not ieau our
funeral prayers.
Who will bear
me
up—hearken
!
0
Lord
!
4
God says : Chaumpr& ! be wise!
I will make two rivers to tlow of the things"
which are forbidden by the two religions
(i.e., one of the carcases of cows and the
other of the carcases of pigs).
I will make heaven across them and show it to
you.
Ram (Hindus) and Rahim (Muhammadans)
will conceal themselves.
A greatfirewill be burnt in hell at about 10 A.M.
(i.e., when the sun is l\ bamboo high).
God says : ' Chaumpra, now will I send thy
followers to Heaven.'
God has written a letter and given it in the
hands of Chaumpri :—
• Thou hast to carry out this carcase—it is your
fate.'

ORIGINS.

Various legends have been invented to explain the origins of the
Chuhra caste as a whole and of its different groups. Most of these
carry its history back to B&lmik as its progenitor, or, at least, its patron
saint. Hence it is necessary to recount, in the first instance, what
current tradition has to say of Balmik.
One legend avers t h a t Bdlmfk used to sweep Bhagwan's courtyard,
and that the god gave him a robe, which he did not put on but buried
i r a pit. When asked by Bhagwan why he did not wear it, B41mfk
went in search of it and found in it a boy whom he took to Bhagwan.
The god directed him to rear the boy, who was named Lai Beg.
Bdlmik is said to mean, 'born of the balni/ or serpent's hole.
B&lrafk was a Bhil, a race of mountaineers, who used to rob and kill
travellers passing through the*forest. One day seven Rishis journeyed
by, and when B&hnik attacked them, they asked him why he did so, as
they had nothing worth stealing. H e replied that he had vowed to kill
all whom he found in the forest. The Rishis then enquired if he had
friends to assist him if captured. Whereupon he asked his parents
and wife if they would help him in case of need, but they declared they
would not. Brilrmk then told the Rishis he was friendless; and they
urged liim to give up his evil ways, and to repeat • mard, mara,'
continuously. But rapidly recited 'mara, mard' sounds like ' R a n i ,
R&m/ and as he thus repeated God's name, his sins wer^ forgiven him.
By the end of 12 years his body was covered with dust and overgrown
with grass, the flesh being- decomposed. Once more the seven Rishis
pawed by and heard a faint voice repeating ' Ram, Rrim/ under a covering of,o!ay. This they removed, and, having re-clothed his bones with
flesh, called him Bdlmik, *s one who had come out of a serpent's hole.
1.

TABOS AND TOTEMS.

[bhat

theLutl'do

eat
look on a tiger; at marriages, however, they make the image
/

'*
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of a tiger which the women worship: the Bhat(i will not sit on a bench
of boards or bricks: no Chuhri will eat seh, or hedgehog.
The Sfirw£n Chuhras do not dye cloth with kasumba, saffron, and
will only use thatch for their roofs. In the B&wal niz&mat of Ndbha
they also wear no gold ornaments, thinking this tabu to be imposed
on them by their satL In Dera Ghazi Kh&n the different sections
reverence different animals, i.e., the Sahot-A respect the lion, the
AtbwalorUthw&l the camel, and one section the porcupine, while bricks
are said to be revered by the Gil, men bowing and women veiling their
faces before them. Thus the Sindhu muhin or got respects indigo: the
Kandi^ra respects the horned r a t ; while the Khokhar got is said to avoid
eating bharta, i.e., anything roasted on a fire.* The Khokhar got is
also said to abstain from the flesh of dead nnimals as well as from
eating the heart, which all other Chuhrds will eat.
The flesh of the hare is also, avoided by Chuhras generally—a tabu explained by the following legend :—Ooce a Chubra, by chnnce killed
a calf, and hid it under a basket, but its owner tracked it to the
Chuhra's house. The Chuhra declared that the basket contuined a
hare, and when it was opened it was found that the calf had turned
into a hare—so from that time all. the Chuhras have given up eating
hate. Some, however, do not abide by this rule. In K&ngra it is said
that once a hare sought Bdlmik's protection, and thus the tabu arose.
In Montgomery the avoidance of hare's flesh is ascribed to the influence
of the Makhdum . Jah6ni£n of Sher Sh£h, those who are not his
follower* disregarding the prohibition.
In Dera Ghazi Kh&n the
current legend is that once B&1& SMh, the ancestor of the Chuhras,
and Mnlldh Ntir, the Mir&si, were in God's dargdh, or court. The
latter asked B&1& Sh&h not to sweep, whereupon a quarrel arose and
B&\& Shah struck the bard with his broom, knocking out his right eye.
Mull&h Nur appealed to God and produced a hare as his witness—so
now the sweepers do not eat hare's flesh. In Gurgaon, however, the
prohibition is said to be confined \o the Sus Gohar got, or, according to
another account, to the Balgher got. In Mdjer Kotla it is confined to the
Sahota got. About Leiah, women are said to eat the hare, but not men*
•

2. , GOVERNING BODY.

Their representative assembly, or governing body, is the Painch,
Panch, Panchayat, the members otN which are chosen by the people,
and the head of which, i.e., the Pir Panch or Sar Panch, is selected
by the other members. I have heard them speak of a kharpanch too,
i.e., the- most troublesome member of the panch!
The office of the
pir panch is held permanently, and is even in some cases hereditary.
If the pir is unable to preside at the meetings his place may be takan
by a sarbaruh, or substitute, for the time being. The painch settles
disputes of all sorts, having to interfere especially in matters of marriage and divorce ; it also looks after the poor. It punishes offenders
by excommunication, hukka pdni band, and also by imposing fines
of 20, 40, 100 rr.pees, or even more. The punishment of excommunication, of being baradari se juda<, is a heavy one, pointing to the fact
that the people, valuing so highly the opinion of their fellow-men,
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* This seems impossible. Bharthd is possibly intended. It is a preparation of the
hrinjal (batdtin) made by roasting it in hot ashes: Maya Singh's Panjabi Dictionary: $. v.
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arc amenable to the rules of their society by reason of sanctions
affecting their standing in the society.
All over the Punjab the
dearest thing to a Panj6bi is his Hzzat, i.e., the estimation in which
he is held by his fellows. In the south-east of the Province the
Chuhras have chabiitras or places of assembly at several towns, such
as H&n>i; Hisscir, Barwdla, Sirsa andBhiwani. Each chabutra is under
a chatcdhri, who in Gurgaon is styled mihtar. The chaudhrts preside
overpanckdyats at which all kinds of disputes are decided, and also act
at weddings HS mukhias or spokesmen. In N&bha the chaudhris are
indeed said to exercise supreme authority in caste disputes.
3.

HULES OF INTERMARRIAGE.

They do not marry within their own section, but they take wives
from all the other divisions. Marriage with a wife's sister is permitted
after the death of the wife. Marriage with the wife's mother, or wife's
aunt, is not allowed. Two wives are allowed j the former of whom is
considered the head, and has peculiar rights and privileges. The
wives live together in the same house. Marriage takes place when
the girl is about 7 or 8, and even 5 years of age.
Marriages are arranged by the ndi (barber), the chhimbd (washerman),
and the mirdsi (village bard and genealogist). The consent of the
parents is necessary in all cases, except when the woman is a widow,
or independent of her parents. Girls are never asked whonr they will
marry, or if they are willing to marry. They would not give an expression of their wishes, as they say, sharm he ?ndre, for shame. There
is no freedom of choice in the case of young persons mar ymg.
A price is paid by the bridegroom's family, the amount of it being
settled by the two contracting parties. It becomes the bridegroom's
property after marriage. An engagement to marry may be broken
off in the case of a defect or blemish in either the man or the woman,
and divorce may be obtained after marriage by a regular " w r i t i n g of
divorcement." Divorced wives marry again. Children of different
mothers inherit on equal terms, and all assume the father's section.
Widows remarry, but they have no price. The widow of an elder
brother may marry a younger brother, and the widow of a younger
brother may marry an elder brother. A widow marrying out of her
husband's family takes her children with her.
4.

FOOD.

It is difficult to say precisely what animals the Chuhras really avoid,
and probably the prohibitions against eating any particular animal are
loose, varying from place to place and under the pressure of circumstances. Chuhras in Gujr&c will eat dead animals, i.e., those which
have died a natural death :* olso the sahna (lizard) and wild cat, but
not the jackal, fox, goh (lizard), or tortoise: yet one group lives chiefly
on the tortoise and is called kuchemdnda.
Hence the Chuhras are
superior to the S&n*fs who eat jackals, etc., and interior to the Musallis
who have given up eating the flesh of animals which have died a natural
death. In Si&lkot the Chuhrds are said to avoid pork and only to eat
flesh allowable to Muhammadans, but they may eat hardm flesh as well
Hf haldl.
• Thus in Montgomery it if said all Chuh|is, except tbe Khokhars, will sat the flesh of
dead animals
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II.—DOMESTIC CEREMONIES.
BIRTH AND PREGNANCY.

In accouchement the woman sits, with one woman on each side of her,
and one behind her. The ddi, or midwife, sits in front. No seat is
j
used, "When the child is born the midwife places h- r head on the
stomach of the mother to press out the blood, and with her feet and
hands presses (dabdti) the whole body. The ddi and women relations
attend during and after confinement.
As an expression of joy at the birth of a child a string of shirin, or
acacia leaves, is hung across the door. Green symbolises joy and blessing, rnubdrikbddi. The leaves of the akk, a plant with poisonous milky
juice, are thrown on the house to keep away evil spirits. If the child
is a boy, born after two girls, they put the boy in a cloth, which they
tie at both ends as a sort'of cradle, and then they lift the child through
{
the roof, while the nurse says :—Trikhal ki dhdr d-gai, i.e., the third
time thrives/ Gur is given to the friends, and ten days after that a
dinner, to which the relatives are invited. At the end of 21 days the
mother is over her separation, and resumes cooking.
ADOPTION.

Adoption of children is common, but with no special ceremonies.
INITIATION.

A man of any other caste can be admitted into the Chuhra caste after
the following init'atory rite has been performed :—The would-be convert
asks the Chuhra headman of the place to fix a day, on which all the
Chuhras assemble at the than of B£lmik. At the time and dat^- appoiuted
the dhdtfhis of Balmik go there, prostrate themselves and sing praises
to God and B&lmik, with accompaniments on the rabdna and dotdra.
Th* khidmatgar, or attendant at the shrine, lights a, jot, or large lamp
filled with ghi and gogal a t the candidate's cost, as well five ordinary
lamps filled with ghi. He also prepares churmd of wheat or other
grains according to the candidate's means, with ghi and gur in the
name of God and B&lmik ; boiling, too, 1J sers of rice in an iron pan
in the name of B&lraik's orderly. When all these things are placed
in front of the than in Dera Ghazi, the Chuhras assembled say :
Sihdhe! Bali didn karin kardhidn, le dwin than de age,
Jo koi mane tainu ndl sidaq de usnu har shdkhd phal lage.
Aiven dekh nahin bhulnd oh roze bage,
Teri matti da buki mania dhar dargdh de age.
Baki ute mo in devdn bid tan jivoen banaydn din te rdtdn.
}
Bolo momno ' ek sach paun dhani.
—

*

bra

before his shrine,
Whosoever adores thee in sincerity, prospers in every Way.
Be not misled by whited domes,
A handful of his (or thy) earth is acceptable to the Almighty.
I will bring thee offerings on a camel's back as often as day
follows night,
Declare, ye believers in God, that the One True God is Master of

the WindsV
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The oaodidate is then admitted into t b e caste. He is made to eat
little churmd and rice oat of the h ardhi, drink some water and
HI
ke. The rest of the churmd is distributed among the other Chuhras
ana he is declared a. member or the casta
In Rohtak B&lmiki sweepers admit a man of any caste into the
Chuhrii ranks, except a Dh&nak, a Sinsi or a Dhia. The recruit is
merely required to prepare 1J sers of malida and, after placing it under
,
B6lmfk s banner, worship the saint. The followers of N&nak admit
converts of every caste into thei* ranks.
*

In Gurgaon the rite of initiation i« a revolting one and ia thus described I
Over a rectangular pit is put a charpdi, and beneath it the candidate
is seated in the pit, while the Chuhr&s sit on the charpdi* Each bathes
in turn, clearing his nose and spitting,* so that all the water, etc., falls
on to the man in the pit. He is then allowed to come out and seated
on the charpdi. After this all the (Jhuhf£s wash his body and eat with
him, and then ask him to adopt their profession.
An initiate appears to be called Bhangi, 01 in Gurgaon Sarbhangi.
The latter, it is said, may smoke and eat with the ChuhrfLs, but are not
admitted to intermarriage with them.
B*™/)THAL.

When a betrothal
go-between, goes to the house of the boy'* parents, taking with him
sugar and date? for the inmates He states thr* purpose of his visit,
and there is placed before him five or ten, or more, rupe^B, of .which
goes. If the people are very poor they intimate to
the Idgi how much he should take out of the heap. Returning to the
house of the girl's parents he makes his report, describing the b o j , bis
prospects, circumstances, and so on.
A Idgi now goes from the boy's residence, carrying clothes and
jewels for the girl. He himself is presented with a turban {pagri) and
eongs are sung by the womankind. The binding portion of the cere*
monies is where the turban is given to the Idqi before witnesses.
In two, three, four, or five years, the girl's parents send the Idgi to
say that it is time for the marriage. If the parents ot the boy 6nd it
convenient, they declare that; they are ready, and instruct the Idgi to
ask the other house to send a nishan, bnhdchd, bahord, which is a present
of three garments, one to the mirdsi, or»<* to the ndi} and the third to
the chuhrd who lights the fire. There is gur also in the basket containing the clothes, and this is distributed to the singing girls and others.
The Idgi receives a rupee or two, and goes hack with the news that the
lahochd has been accepted. Then » trezoar, a present of seven garments,
is prepared, and sent from the girl's residence, a white phulk&ri (emhroi• Ohuhfis think that the dirt of their own bodies purifies others and they so remote
it with their own hands. If a man follows their occupation but
does
not
undergo
the
r
ortleal described above they do not treat kirn as a Chuhr& ~ efiect any relationship
vAthhim.
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dered shawl), a chdb or chop (a red cotton shawl with a silk embroidered
edge), a clidli (bodice), a kurtd (jacket), a daridi (narrow silk cloth), a
lungi or sdya (a cheok cloth or petticoat), two pagris (tnrbans) and one
chddar (sheet or shawl). The jacket has a cold button, bird, and three
silver ones called allidA, and gd\df or gold and silver lace, with the 6gure
of a man embroidered on the right breast or shoulder. This present
is sent to the boy's residence, where the garments are spread out on a
bed to give the inmates and friends an opportunity of seeing them.
The Idgi takes with him also gur, patdsst (sweets), and a rupee as ropnd,
which he gives to the bridegroom. This rdpnd may be seven dried
dates, and other things. The boy's hands are dyed with maindi (henna)
to signify joy. Again rupees are placed before tho ldgit of which he
takes as many as he has been instructed to take. He then says that
such and such a day has been fixed for the wedding and goes back to tell
tho bride's friends that the day is appointed. On this occasion songs
are sung by the boy's sister and mother.
Eight or nine days before the wedding they have what they call wdi
pdnd, that is, they take ghtmgnidh (wheat roasted in the huBk) to the
quantity of five or six pardjn, which they put in the boy's lap. This he
distributes with yur to his friends, of the same age as he is, seated on a
basket. Wheat is distributed to the other friends, perhaps as much
as four or five maunds, with gur. The boy is anointed with oil as
many times as there are days before the marriage, and a song is sung
by his friends.
The ndi anoints the bridegroom to make hira sweet. The ointment.
is made of the flour of wheat and barley, kachur (a drug), khardal
(white mustard), chaihal charild (a scent), and oil. This preparation
is called batnd.
When the boy is taken off the basket they bind a gdnd (ornament)
or Jcangnd (bracelet) on his wrist, which consists of an iron ring, a
cowrie, and a manka (string) of her'., (glass) beads. They put a knife
into his hand at the same time. All this is to keep off the evil spirits.
The same operation is performed on the girl by her friends; only she
puts on a kangni (wrist ornament) or churi (bracelet of iron), instead
of taking a knife in her hand.
Betrothal takes place at any time rrom five years of age and upward,
the consent of the parents only being necessary, if the betrothal
is cancelled, the painch arranges the amount to be repaid, and
recovers it.
.When the wedding day approaches, a big dinner is given in the
boy's home on a Wednesday, the entertainment extending to Thursday
morning. This is called mU.
The bhcvrjdi, or somo other relative, with his wife, goes to the well
for a jar of water, which they carry between them. With this water
the ndi washes the bridegroom on a basket. His hair is washed
with buttermilk and oil. Seven chapnJdft (unburnt earthen plates)
are placed before him. These he breaks with his reet. His uncle on
the mother's side gives him a cow, e t a , and the bride's uncle gives
the same to her. The bridegroom puts on his new clothes, the old
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ones being appropriated by the ndi. After his uncles have sung, his
sister siugs and gives him his clothes.
He is then dressed on a rug after his bath ; the sdfd or turban is
placed on his head, over which the sehrd, or garland of flowers, is
thrown and saffron is spr nkled on his clothes.
f

A tray is put down with a rupee in it, representing 101 rupees.
On file rupee gur is spread, while they say, Jag at partodn snpri so
u
dharm, Ikdtr sau rwpaia ghar dd ; According to the custom which
binds us like religion, We lay before you 101 rupees of our own
house."

Then into the tray is put the tambol or neundrd, i.e., the contribution
given by wedding guests to defray the expenses of the festival. At
oacli succeeding merriage one rupee more is given, or the same sum
is given each time, if it is so arranged. Ne tundra is given in the girl's
home-as well. This custom of giving at pach other's wedding is a
very binding one. Whoever receives mundrd from his guests must
pay back in neundrd one and half or double the amount at their
wedding feasts.
The party now gets ready to #o to the bride's home. The bridegroom
is seated on a mare, or, if poor, he goes on foot. He is accompanied
by the sarbdJild, or bridegroom's friend, generally seated behind him
on the pame animal. On their w»y they give a rupee to the headmen
of the villages they pass. This is for the poor. Fireworks blaze as
they proceed, while the drums and other noisy instruments of music
announce the coming of the bridegroom, who sits under a paper
umbrella, or canopy, which has been made by the
fireworks-man.
This last-named individual gets money also on the way—a rupee or
so, As they approach the bride's village the women and girls of the
> lllage come out, singing, to surround the whole party with a cotton
thread, as if they had made prisoners of them all.
Meantime th6 bride has been dressed, and songs have been sung by
her friends.
Having arrived at the village they rest in a garden, or go to the
ddrd9 or traveller's rest-house, while dinner is boing prepared. A
large tray is brought out (changer Id I) with sugar in it. The Id gin put
some into the bridegroom's mouth, the rest being divided among the
guests. The sarbdhld, or bridegroom's friend, and the others prepare
to go to the bride's house with the beating of drams. Tire two parties
meet and salute one another. The bride's father gives a cow or a
i a rupee, which the ihirdsi, or village
hey find the way obstructed by a stick
bard, gets. Nea
placed across the path by the mehtars, or dg Idlncicdle, (fire*
lighters). They must be pajd a rupee before the party can proceed.
They reach another pate formed by a red cloth held by women. This
is chunni. The bride's sister receives a rupee at this stage. The
mdchhi,.or jhwar (water-carrier), brings a vessel of water, and says,
u
1
Mere kumb dd lag deo, Give the price of my earthen Water j a r /
He also receives a rupee.
The marriage party now dine, while tho women of the marriage

party sing.
•;
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While the party dines outside, the lard (bridegroom) and the sarbdhld
(friend) go inside the house. A chhdnani (a sort of sieve for cleaning
flour or wheat) is placed over the door with a light burning iu it.
The bridegroom strikes this with a sword or knife seven times, knocking
it down, light and all, with the seventh 3troke. The sarbdhli, or bride's
friend, combs with a handful of oil and gur which she holds firmly,
while the other girls tell the bridegroom to open the hand with his
little finger. This he tries to do, but the sarbdhld advises him to use
his thumb and press more forcibly. When her hand is opened, she
rubs the bridegroom's face with the mixture. The young lady also
spits rice in his face—phurkrd. The bridegroom is then drawn into
an inner room by means of a pair of trousers (piejdma) twisted round
his neck. He has to give the girls a rupee before they let him go.
They place a small tent made of reeds (ghdrdberi) like a tripod, on a
piri (stool), and in it kujidn (small lamps and vessels) made of dough.
One of these is lit, and the bridegroom is asked to put cloves into the

little kujidn.
i

They then take a tray and put it on a cup (katord). This they
call tilkan. All the girls press down the tray on the cup with their
hands one above another, telling the bridegroom to lift it up. He
tries to do so but Cannot, and the sarbdhld with his foot overturns it.
This is the signal for the girls to givegdli (abuse) to the sarbdhld : they
pull his hair, slap him, push him about, and generally ill-treat him until
the bridegroom at his cries for help asks them to desist.
They deny having beaten him, and treat them both to sweets (laddu
and pardkridn) and sugar which they call bejwdri or hdjiri. The bride
is now admitted and seated. They throw bits of cotton wool on her,
which he picks off. He takes off her troubles, as it were. They throw
them on him also. During these observances the girls sing at intervals.
The bridegroom $ow walks seven times round the bride, and the
bride seven times round him. He lays his head on hers, and she hers
on him, after which she kicks him on the back. The others follow
suit. It goes hard with the unhappy bridegroom then. They seize
his chddar (shawl), and tie two pice in it. The bride then fastens it
tightly round his n9ck, meaning by this that he is captured and is
hallan joga nahin ^ unable to move). He recites tho following
couplet:—
Main Ichatdngd, tun kh&in.
Meri galo'n patkd lahin.

I will earn money, and food you.
Reraore the shawl from my neck.

The bride then takes off the.chddar, but thoy tie it to the bride's
shawl [gancl chattrivd), meaning that they are now one.
The girl is bathed, the barber's wifo (nam) braids her hair, then she
sits on a [tolcrd) basket under which is a light. Two-pice are placed
under her feet. The one that gives the bath gets the pice. The uncle
gives the girl a cow, etc. Of the earth wetted with the water of the
bath some is thrown to the ceiling. The mother passes before the girl
a large basket made of reeds seven times. This i3 called khdrd langdi,
and she then sings:—
Khdrd chit tar machittart
Khdrd addiyd,
Khdre ton utdrt
Mdmmd vaddhiyd.

The basket is of divers colours,
And I sit on the basket.
Take me off the basket,
Great uncle.
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The girl is taken away, and the bridegroom gives the barber's wife a
rupee.
The Idgi is now sent to bring the clothes that the bridegroom has
brought lor tho bride. Jewels also he brings, and she is fully dressed.
These jewels are various—for the nose, buldk, laung, nath; ear,
fantfidn, pattar, chauftkc, bdli ; neck and throat, hass, hamtl, takhtidA ;
fbrehead, chikkan, chaunk, phul; arm, tdddn bowattd, churd, gokhru,
hangan ; fingers, chhdp or chhalld, drsi; foot, paajebdn, karidb*
The bride JR now ready and comes to be married. Shi is seated
and the Brahman (or the Maulavf) is called. Four poles are stuok in
the ground fastened together, with grefen branches above. The
Brahman (or Maulavi) reads a service, and two pice are handed seven
times. The Brahman says : Butto j ekl, meki9 wkiteki,pdo dhangd, and
snaps the pice.
The bridegroom goes round the bride seven times, and she round him
seven times under the green canopy. The Brahman gets four annas
in pice, and one rupee. The married pair sit on a bed or seat, while
the bride's people bring him clothes, which he puts on over the ones
he ha*. The mirdsi seizes his turban, and retains it until it is redeemed
with a rupee. The parents are next called, and water is brought to be
sprinkled over the hands of the married pair. She is thus given over
to him. They rise from the chdrpdi, and go inside, throwing backward
over their lieads barley and cotton seeds which had been placed in their
laps. They do not take away all the blessing.
A trewar (21 or 12, etc., pieces) of clothes is now given (fcfeaj), all
shown to the assembled guests, and vessels also seven, viz., thai
(platter), chhannd (metal drinking vessel), loh (large iron baking pan),
hardhi (frying pan), degchi (pot)t karchhi (ladle), 4^aknd (lid). There
are 21 kalle, or scones, placed in the basket of clothes. The Idgis
who take this away receive presents of money. The bridegroom's
father gives alms to the poor at this point, and there is much crying
and weeping as the bride prepares to leave her home.
The bride is put into the 46U (palanquin), and the bridegroom's
father throws money on it, which goes to the poor.
The bridegroom's party return home carrying the bride with them.
At the bridegroom's house all the women sing at intervals. When
they reach the house the mother is at the door.
The mother has a cup of water in her hand, which she waves round
the heads of the married couple. She then attempts to drink it seven
times, the bridegroom preventing her. At the seventh time she drinks.
Then they enter the house, and the bride is placed on a mat. All the
bridegroom's relations are called, and a large vessel called a pardt is
brought, in which is a mixture of rioe, qhi and sugar cooked. This is
gdtkun&ld. The women seat themselves and of this they take a morsel
and each puts a little in the bride's mouth. She, sharm kS mdrS (oot of
shame) refuses to take it, but thej insist as they are her relations
The women all partake. They call this bharmddld, i.e., union with
the family. If they do not have this meal, they do not admit the other
party to family privileges.
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After this the bride remains two day* uuure in the house, and on the
third and fourth day the women again gather. They take a pardt
(tray) in which they put water and milk, or kachchi lassi, and in
another vessel they put did (meal). In the meal thoy put gur and ghif
mixing them together [gitlrd). Into the tray of milk and water they
make the bride put her heel, and in it the bridegroom washes her foot.
The bridegroom now puts In his foot, and she is told to wash it. This
is shagun. The bride unties her gdnd (wrist ornament), which is so
securely fasteued that thoy sometimes draw it over the hand, while
they sing. It is thrown into the pardt of milk and water. Then the
bridegroom unfastens the bride's gdnd.
It is placed in the vessel next. They are fastened together. The
nain [Id gin) takes both and turns them round in the water seven times.
She drops them in the water seven times, the bride and the bridegroom
grabbing at them. The one that succeeds the oftener in getting hold
of them first wins—the caste therefore wins-. This is done amid great
laughter. Only women are present, besides' the bridegroom.
The flour, ghi and sugar are then divided amongst them. Other
songs are sung when the bride first comes to the house. The girls also
express their opinion of the dowry in a song.
MOKLAVA, OR THE HoME-COMING OP THE BRIDE.

Next day the bride goes back to her father's house, and there is sent
after her kachchi pinni, or kachchi bhdji, which is rice flour with sugar.
She returns to her husband's home in six months, or two years, or
three, when -there is mukldva, as sending home a wife is called. She
brings a suit of clothes for her husband, one for her mother-in-law,
and one for her father-in-law. She wears kach, i. e:9 glass bracelets,
because she is still kachchi (unripe) ; not pakki.
She now resides in
her husband's, her own house. Various songs are sung on this occasion.
A few branches of the Chuhr&s, including the Sotarwala, celebrate
marriages by the Muhamm^dan nikdh} but the great majority observe
the Hindu phera. The following is a specimen of the songs {clihand or
shlok) sung at a phera;—
Pahldn smirdn ek Unkdr}
Duje guru Ganesh,
Tije smirdn ddh Bhiwani,
Sat dip nu kund jam,
Atvdn ke dil tdni sanwdre
Tin log ke kdraj sdre;
Magh pati pith panchami,
Kaho bed ke sdj.
Jis din gaurdn ar ndye}
Chanda charhe ugds;
Nam lijiyo Ganesh kd,
Bo sdjan nistdr.
Gaydra din se lagan chaldyar
he hokar gurudwdre pati sab pafjodr;
Ghar ghar turi mewa bichdr,
T)o Pdn4i bakhshish.
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Chuhrd buryings.
One or two customs observed by the ChuhriU at marriages deserve
notice :
On the evening when the bridegroom sets out for the bride's house,
liis mother cooks 10 sera of rice sweetened with gur, and invites all
the women of the community to eat each a mouthful of it. They
then ask her to give them a chhdj (a sieve for winnowing grain) and a
doi (wooden spoon), aud she at once does so. Two or three of the
women, one of whom is wearing a ghaghm (the lower part of a
petticoat) instead of a frock, get on top of the house with the chhdj and
the dot, and the woman in the ghaghrd sings an obscene song at the
top of her voice, beating the chhdj after every stanza so violently
that it is broken to pieces. This custom is termed pharuhd (foolery).
It is an indispensible observance at a wedding.
Last but not least comes the rite of admitting the bride into the
bridegroom^ got which is done in this wise:
Two or three days after the bride's arrival her mother-in-law
prepares a maund and ten sera of sweet rice and serves it up on a
large tray. Seven sohdgans (women whose husbands are alive) are
invited, and they eat with the bride out of the tray. Unless this is
done she is not considered a real member of the got.
Bigamy is permissible, that is to say, a man whose wife is barren or
who only gives birth to girls, may take a second wife. But he cannot,
at least in M&ler Kotla, take a second wife if he has a son, under
penalty of excommunication, nor can he take a third wife while the
other two are with him.
Divorce is practised.
DEATH AND BURIAL.

The Chuhras generally bury their dead. When a person is dying
they call in the Muhammadan priest to read the sahdni, but if it is in
a Hindu village where there is no mulla nothing of this nature is done,
except that in some cases they lift the sick man on to the ground.* This
they call satthar.t The dead are carried to the grave on a bed, bound
in a shroud made of cloth, which is tied at the head and the feet like
a sack, and in the middle. The body, after being washed with soap
and water, is dressed in a jacket, a cap, and a sheet, or in two sheets,
and is sprinkled with rose water. In the grave the shoulder is placed
towards the pole star, and the feet to tne east. If it is that of a young
person they put a black blanket over the bier, if of an old person a
red one. This is called khes. The priest sits on the west side and
looks towards the east. He recites a prayer, and they repeat it after
him. This i&janaza* One rupee, called aakdt}% is given to the priest

t

* In Maler Kotla the Chuhr&s bury the dead, like Muhammadans, but on their way to
the grave the carriers of the bier change places as among Hindus. And on their return
they pick up straws and break them, saying, ' God bless the dead and proteot those left
behind', while the faqir, who usually accompanies the parties, recites verses of Guru
Nanak, like a Sikh. Three days later the deceased's nearest relative feeds the mqn who
carried the bier, and on the 17th day he distributes food to the poor and to unmarried
girl*.
t Satthar, lit., a couch.
\
% A*kdt9 probably for *afcdt, alms,

•
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also given. The blanket
on the Qur&n. A cloth called j&e
of the dead is not placed
becomes the property of the mirdii.
downwards.
If a very old person dies, his friends make a mock mourning: bat
their grief is really very great for a young person.
They (the women)* stand in a circle; the mirdsan (wife of the
family bard) stands in the centre. She sings mournful tunes, the
other women following her. They beat their legs, breasts and forehead with their hands in time to the dirge. Nothing could be sadder.
The woman that leads- repeats the aldhni} and the other women beat
the breast, thus making sidpa.
PURIFICATION RITBS.

After child-birth a woman is unclean for 21 days. In the period of
menstruation she does not go to a well, and alter it she washes her
clothes and bathes. After a funeral all who may have touched the
dead body or the grave must bathe.
Many Chuhras reverence sanghar^ in order that aanghat or trouble
may be averted.
Sanghar M vart.—They have a special favour for Vaishnu D6vu
•f hey put mehndi on girls' hands, and tie a mauli, or cotton bracelet,
round their wrists, feeding the girls also in the devi's name, that the
children may be preserved.
Devi da vart—On Thursday night they have darudj praying for
the dead. They pour water into a cup, and take bread in their hands.
They eat a little, drink a little, and give the remainder to a child.
They have no special days.
Hi.—RELIGION,
(a).—THE DEDICATION OP A TEMPLE TO BALA SHAH.

The principal goddesses or devis of the Hindus, e. #., K&li Devi,
appear to be of low caste. This is especially noteworthy.
When a shrine is made to BtfU, the Chuhr&s make a mound of earth
in which they bury a gold knife, a silver knife, a copper knife, the head
of a goat, and a cocoanut, all bound in 1J yards of red cloth. Having
levelled the mound, or rather dressed it and made it neat and tidy,
they raise on it a sort of altar of mud, in which they make three niches
for lamps. Having put oil in the lamps and lighted them they place
them in the niches. Goat's flesh is cooked, of which part is eaten and
part distributed to the poor. A chela performs the sacrifice, after
which they all eat together.
The order of religious ceremony is as follows:—A basket (changerd)
is placed near the mud altar; which resembles a raised grave more
than anj thing $se, and in Jfa# basket there is churmdn, made of flour,
butter and sugar. In front of the altar the chela burns ghi with spices,
swh as camphor. He sprinkles the assembled company with lassi
ii

\

mm

%

•••

•

* The women go half-way toward* the graveyard weeping and wailing,
| Sanghar is the pod of the jand tree, which is u«ed as a vegetable by the poorer claaaet,
peoially in timet of acaroity.
\ Darted fdtia—obteqaiea.
a
•
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(butter milk or rather whey) for cooling purposes. Five pice are pui,
in the qhi, which become the chela's, as a fee. Silver or gold is put
in a CUP of water and the water is sprinkled on the people. This is
called ehandd. The chela stands before the altar, the people standing
behind him, while he recites a dedicatory litany.
The Chnhras have a lofty conception of Balmik, and believe that
when he honoured the earth with his existence all the regions of
heaven and earth were illuminated as described m the following
verses, current in Maler Kotla :
Vth Mdtd Mainawmti* tutie, Bdbe Bale lid Arise, mothe* Mainawantf, from slumber
utnMcuam
Baba, Bala has been incarnated.
autdr*
Dhamalc pari Paitdl men : chhutigajdghobdr.
A trembling has come upon raiiai, ine cms*
has come off.
Chario.n di Kumbd te Khwdid di pukdr!
Armies have come from Kumbif shouting
forKhwdja!
Ruhian, machh, chirhoret ud ud mange mds Ruhidn^
machh, chirhore and tandue% fly
tandue.
and demand flesh.
Chher chhiri Ganesh di Derd Ghdzi Khan.
The war of Ganesh has been declared at
Dera Gh&zi Khan.
Jotdn jalen akds ud ud baithke jagd IU The heaven was illuminated with lamps, the
masin.
' '
burnt dead have been revived.
Munh kajiale (kandiale =• curb) sdr de kakki Riding on a brown mare with iron <uirb in
keli de aswdr.
her mouth.
An khare Godhan tapashi Darbdr.
Godhan, the hermit, has come at the door.
Rund* san de lagdm die, ankan sankan kan. The bridle of the mare is of hempen rope and
her ears decorated with ankan sankan.§
Ankhnrote
Godhan iapashi band kharotd Godhan, the hermit, is standing with his joined
hath.
hands.
Chherdn de agwdn ubal mange, hun bat The leader of the armies applies for. more
mange sandeh da.
strength.
Dhidn kardhi churma aur lakre-sakr* wahi I offer kardhi churma\\ and goats. He is
%k !
the One \

The two following songs^j are sung in honour of Giljhaprfi, one of the
titles by which Lai Beg is known )
^^^^^^^
merciful
I n the name of G
compassionate!
Bir par dast Pir Murshid dd, $dbit rahe Be on thy head the hand of the priest, the
yaqin.
spiritual guide; be thy faith perfect,
Karm to Karima I
Bounty (springs) from bountiful God!
Ram to Rahima I
Compassion** from the Compassionate!
tfeki tan Nekdhil di.
There is no goodness like that of NikahiLft
Azmat tdn Azdzil di.
There is no glory like that of AztafLtl
Daur tan Isrdjil di.
There is no swiftness like that of Israfil.§§
Zamin de daliche: asmdn de samete : sxmat Even beneath the earth, even on the summit
simal tu.
of the heavens : thou art found everywhere.
Bddshdhat Muhammad diujmobarkat
deo!
Empire is Muhammad's, the Bestower of
greatness and blessing!
Ap itiqdd de mdlik, zikar sune the bdre.
Thou art the sole master of the faith, who
hadst heard everything.
Rhair tdn Allah Tadla dit Ms To!did di.
Welfare comes from God, the Most High.

Bism illdhir Rahmdn-ir-Rahim

!

* Mother of Gopichand.
t Probably the name of a place.
t These are animals, b a t of what kind is not known.
§ An ornament worn by horses.
II A kind of sweet cooked food.
*T The first of these songs is clearly a variant of the Dedicatory l i t a n y given by Dr#
Youngson.
** " Kain," a corruption of " Rahani ' ' compassion."
t f Nikaui!, for Mikiil, the archangel Michael.
+t Azazil, the fallen angel, now called Shait&n.
. *
§§ Iarifil, the archaDgel wbo will sound t h e t r u m p e t t o destroy t h e whole world on t h e
last day.

\
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Daman Bibi Fdtima de.
Chhatar tan Dilli da.
Tuba tan Makke dd.
Ajmer tan Zindd Khicdjd Mauj Din di.
Bazrat Kdti Katalmin manuka tan de.
Awwal amdn ik nastu.
Dom amdn do nastu.
Tidram arrtdn ta nastu.
Chdram amdn lip nastu.
Awwal Pir Asd.
Dom Pir Hazrat Khwdjd Khdsd.
8om Pir Safd.
Chdram Pir Dddd Oiljhaprd.
Pet nun rati tan nun kaprd !
Nezd to damdu7i !
Sadd sadd bdnkrq. jdun ! Pir merd jamid : sab pirdn lar pdyd.
Jhuggd topi Mai Gaurjd** leke pahndyd.
Yeh mubdrki Allah Nabi nun di.
Wdh wdh ji mere slidh di sdmaii, bcl bahut
si barhdi.
Bale Shah Suri.
Haidar Shah Nuri.
Hnbbut Ta'dld Nuri.
Mania Mutjhkil-kushd Ddkhddkh Nuri.
Takht bakht Habbut Almin Nuri.
Bald Shah Nuri kih<>e bete ?
A*nir Shah Nuri de bete.
Amir Shdh Nuri kihde bete ?
Haidar Shdh Nuri de bete.
Haidar Shdh Nxiri kihdc bete ?
Fiabbut 'Ha did Nuri de bete.
Habbut Ta'ala Nuri kihde bete ?
Mauld Mushkil-kusha Ddkhddkh de bete.
Mania Mushkil-kushd kihde bete ?
Takht bakht Rabbul Almin. Nuri de bete.
Wdh wdh ji Sat Jug men ki bhdnd bartdyd ?
Sonne dd ghat, tonne dd mat:
Sonne dd yhord, sonne dd jord,
Sonne di kunji, sonne dd tdld% sonne de kiwdr
Dakkhan munh mori,attar munh diwdr
Ldo kunji kholo kiwdr
Lc mere sachche Dddd Pir ae diddr
Shahannhdh be %>arwdht
Wohi ik Allah,
Tere nam dd palld,
Tu zdhir nam ik Allah
Wdh! wdh! ji! Tretd men kyd bhdnd
bartdyd ?
Chandi dd ghat, Chdndi dd mat ;
Chdndi dd ghordt Chdndi dd jord,
Chdndi di kunji, Chdndi dd tdld% Chdndi
di kiwdr
»
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The skirt * of Fdtima [is most trustworthy).
There is no crown like that of the Delh
empire.
There is no tdbd\ like that of Makka.
Ajmer belongs to the ever-living Khwaji
Maujdfn.J
Hazrat Kati Katalmin of manukh tan \
The first faith is the first nosU.f
The second faith is the second nastu.
The third faith is the third nastu.
The fourth faith is the l i p | of nastu.
The first Pir is Asa.§
The second Pir is His Majesty Khwaja Khasa ||
The third Pir is Safa.^f
The fourth Pir is father Giljhapra.
Bread is to the belly, clothing to the body.
I bend the spear!
I go joyfully for ever and ever.
My Pir has been born and committed to the
charge of all the Pirs.
Mother Gaurja put on him ajhaggd and a cap.
Congratulation to God and the Prophet.
How excellent it is, my Lord! Thou hast
greatly increased my Saint's progeny.
The god-like Bale Shah.
The god-like Haidar Shih
The god-like Ifcibbut Taala.
Thcgodliko Maula Muslikil-kustmtf Uakhdakb.
The Heavenly Preserver of the Worlds, (Lord
of? throne and wealth.
' Whose son is Bala Shah Nuri ?'
* (He is-son) of the god-like Amir Shah.
* Whose son is the god-like Amir Shah ? '
1
* Of the god-like Haidar Shah.
' Whose son is the god-like Haidar Shdh ? '
1
Of the Heavenly Habbut Ta'ala.'
' Whose son is the Heavenly Habbut Ta'ala f'
1
Of the god-like Maula Mushkil-kusha Dikhdakh/
* Whose son is Maula Mushkil-kusha ? '
* Of the Heavenly Preserver of the Worlds.'
How excellent, sir! How was a vat used in
the'Sat J u g ?
Golden waterpot, golden dome:
Golden horse, golden clothes,
Golden is the key, golden is the padlock, and
golden are the door-leaves.
Entrance to the south, wall to the north !
Bring the key and open the door.
Behold my true Father Saint,
The independent King of Kings,
He alone is the one God,
In Thy name is my refuge,
Thou art evidently one God.
How excellent, sir! How was a vat used iu the
Treta ?
Silver waterpot, silver dome.
Silver horse, silver clothes,
Silver is the key, silver is the padlock, and
silver are the door leaves.

* Lit. skirt, so * proteetiou.'
f Meaning unknown.
£ The correct Dame is Mufn«ud-Din Chishti.
§ Asa—Iaa, Josus Christ.
|| Khwaji Khizr.
% Safi, it ia not known who this Safi was*
••P4rbati,wifoofShiv.
t f Remover of difficulties.
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Entrance to the north, wall to the south,
Bring the key and open the door.
Behofd my true Father Saint,
The independent King of Kings,
He alone is the one God.
In Tby name is my refuge,
Thou art evidently one God.
Grant us welfare.
All the saints love God.
How excellent, sir! How was a vat used in
the Dwapar Jug ?
Brazen water-pot, brazen dome :
Brazen horse, brazen clothes,
Brazen is the key, brazen is the padlock and
brazen are the door-leaves.
Entrance to the east, wall to the west,
Bring the key and open the door,
Behold my true Father iSaint,
The independent King of Kings,
He alone is the one God.
In Thy name is my refuge,
Thou art evidently one God !
How excellent, sir! How was a vat used In the
Kal Jug ?
Earthen water-pot, earthen dome:
Earthen horse, earthen clothes,
Earthen is the key, earthen the padlock and
earthen the door-leaves.
Entrance to the west, wall to the east,
Pachham munh mori, purab munh diwdr,
Bring the key and open the door,
Ldo kunji kholo kiwdr,
Behold my true Father Saint,
Lo mere sachhe Dddd Pir de diddr,
The independent King of Kings,
Bhdhanshdh be parwdh,
He alone is ihe one God,
Wohi ik Allah.
In Thy name is my refuge,
Tere ndm dd palld,
Tu zdhir nam ik Allah !
Thou art evidently one God 1
How excellent! L41o L41 will exalt us.
Wdh ! wdh! ji! Ldlo Ldl karenge nihdl
(He) will remove the difficulties of every
Ohari ghari de kdtenge kdl.
moment.
Ldl ghord, ldl jord :
Bed is the horse, red are the clothes:
Ldl kalghi, Idlnishdn,
Red is the plume, red is the standard,
Ldl tambu, ldl pahilwdnt
Red is the tent, red is the wrestler,
Ldl mai.ldn,
Red is the field,
tltiftt
Bonne di tokri,« rupe dd jharu,: gal phulon Of gold is the basket, of silver the broo
de hdr.
garland of flowers on the neck.
Jd khMte hote sachhe Sdhib de Darbdr
(He) attends the court of the True Lord:
Kijiye chhutkdrd.
Release us.
Ali sdhib Puighambar Duldul sangdrd :
The prophet Ali equipped his Duldul :*
Khobar hui Ddnon nu kitd dilkdrd.
The giants heard of it and made a noise.
Yd Pirji, merd bhi dil kartd hai jang men 0 Lord ! I too have a desire, I will certainly
chalungd kardrd.
march bravely in the battlelield.
Ohungi to Ttivcdld.
Chungi to niwala.t
Barsabz rahe dumdld.
May the dumdld remain green.
Arash pc kurush men dhuni pd baithe, Nuri By the Throne of God on the Arsh the god-like
Bhdh Bald.
Bal4 Sh4h lighted fire and sat there (extorting compliance with what he wanted fr • M l
God).
Arash te uttard ghard wa jridld,
From Heaven came down a pitcher and a cup,
Hukm hud Bamdli Beg nu pi gayd, hud An order being given to Samali Beg, ho drank
matwdld.
it up and was intoxicated.
Birnfid, V gat id, sahnd bidd karnd ikkindrd. 0 ! Siraria! Ugatia \ Dismiss and avert our
difficulties.
M r di chhari Multdn di kumdn, inaUil hasti Of udl.% the stick, the bow from Multin; the
tard ambdri.
tuskless elephant, and yellow (golden) seat
with the canopy.

Uttar munh mori, dakkhan munh diwdr,
Ldo kunji kholo kiwar,
Le mere sachche Dddd Pir de diddr,
Shdhan8hdh be partodh,
Wohi ik AUdh.
Tere ndm dd palld,
Tu zdhir ndm ik Allah.
Eijo khairsald.
Jumld fuqron kd ishq AUdh.
Wdh ! wdh ! ji ! Dxedpar Jvg men kyd bl
bartdyd ?
Tdmbe dd ghat, tdmbe dd mat :
Tdmbe dd ghord, tdmbe dd jord,
Tdmbe di kunji, tdmbe dd tdla, tdmbe de
kiwdr
Purab munh mori, pachham mukh ditodr,
Ldo kunji kholo kiwdr,
Lo mere sachhe Dddd Pir de diddr,
Bhdhanshdh be parwdh,
Wohi ik Allah.
Tere ndm da palld,
Tu tdhir ndm ik Allah I
Wdh! wdh ! ji I Kal Jug men kyd bhdnd
bartdyd.
Mitti dd ghat, mitti dd mat t
Mitti dd ghordt mittx-dd jord,
MxtU di kunji, mitti dd tdld, mitti de kiwdr.
* .

he n a m of Ait's horse.
eeciofless phrase.
be M tree ii tke shorsa rtbust*
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Game riding on the Father Lil Beg, the true
Saint and Prophet,
Welcome. 0 Lil Kh&n, thou courtier.
Seventy plus two, i.e., seventy-two evils (were)
destroyed under thy hand!
Thou wilt separate water from millc.*
Provisions and a silk skein are offered to theet
vouchsafe us a little help.
On the royal throne, with the Multan bow, in a
golden howdah, on a tuskless elephant,
Came the Father Lil Beg, the true Saint and
Prophet
Welcome, 0 Lil Khin, darbdri,
By the testimony of Sarwar, by the holy
Kalimi of Muhammad,
Mohammad-ir-RasuLul. None is worthy of being worshipped but Qod;
and Muhammad is His Prophet.

Ai Dddd Ldl Beg B^hche Sat Qur Wali di
tatsdri,
A* Miy&n Ldl Khdn Darbdri.
Sattar do hahattar bald tumhdre panje tale
mdril
Chhdnunge dudh dd dudh, pdni dd pdni.
Toshd v>a fcaldtcd, bhet hai tumhdri ; huchh
lei jo madad hamdri.
8hdh de takM, Multdn di human, indal hasti,
zard ambdri,
Ai Dddd Ldl Beg sachche Sat Our Wali di
eawdH.
Ao Miydn Ldl Khdn Darbdri,
Sarwar di shahidi Hazrat dd kalimd pdfc,
41

LdildhailUilldho;
laho."

•

(2). Another runs as follows:
ThefirstPir is As4.
Atvwal Pir A*d.
The second Pfr is Khisi.
Dom Pir Khdsd,
The third Pir is Safi.
Som Pir Sdfd.
Chdram Pir Qiljhoprd.
The fourth Pir is Giljhapj*.
Bare dd mal, jite dd pahilwd*t
earjan The friend of the defeated, the hero of the
victorious, (he) has followers of repute !
ummat pai !
The true saint has done this miracle.
Bachche Shahe hald tihdi.
Jis din Mirdn Shah janamidt
chauddn When Miran Shih was born the fourteen
regions were illuminated!
tahaq hoi rushndi !
He received a pat from Muhammad !
Thdpi mill Muhammadon !.
Baddi mili Paighambron !
He was glorified by the Prophet!
Jhotd jamid ban-khande men; chhutd pkird The maW-boff&lot was born in the wilderness
Dargdh wich maqt&lon bang $undit
and strayed in God's court: from the slain a
cell was beard,
14
Kholo haw an topi chird • : hurdn tnangal The virgins of Paradise sang joyfully

gdi.
Tale bage jindd Dariydo, jitht pir* a*h*d*
lagdi.
Vchche daliche satranjidnf jithe pit% «*&|
pai.
Sone di tohri; rupe dd jhdf&%
Ki hhandi hai tohri; hi hhandi hai jhdrn ?
H
Tohri kh'indihai " pdh dar pdk :
u
Jhdru hhandi hai « hhdh dar hhdk
Jhdru jharmidn dil har %ajd !
Le borid ah de dere nd jde.
Kds di hunji ? Kd* 4d tdld f
Kaun hai kholnewdld f
Ishq di hunji, prem dd tdld\
Jtbrdil hai kholnewdld;
Wohi ik hai.

M

Kkolo

hdumn topi chird/%

Below flows the life-giving river where the
saint bathed.
Above were spread carpets and rugs whereon
the saint was seated.
Golden is the basket; silver is the b • fin
What s*ya the basket; what says the
The basket say* M" pure and clean **:
The brootta says dirt and dust."
Sweep with the broom, clean the heart t
Take the mat and go to his dwelling.
Of what i* the key* Of what is the look?
Who is Ike opener f
Of'bve'iaifcek^ef'love'isthelock
Jite%a ia 0 * optaar;
Beta the 0*t.
•;ti*»

•

All now seat themaelvea* and then tbe ghl hiring been burnt and horn
thus offered, the cJwiwii*, inada offlour*sugar and gh!, is distributed
to the wor.-hippere.
«iger4, or baakat is carried round. Some
aome
some to the
the
cows, aome to the old wom*rtj ani then the people eat, beginn
the most wealthy and resectable, The wrestler for Shah Eli gots a
share. The remainder ia given to friends in the neighbourhood
absent. A collection of money it alao taken.
Wl
atoo]a are placed by the altar, and near
dried oowdnntf are lighted, so that the drummer
* To aep-trate vrutor from mt)k, %A» to administer the highest jastice,
f Tha mnle-buffalo denoting 141 Beg,
M
% This phrase meaae spread the 59 tartens."

*
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becomes
being
(tambourine)
dry
evening the two chelas sing to the rahbdna (tambourine) and the dotdra
(fiddle). The drum is heated until it gives a ringing sound when
beaten, the dotdra goes (as one of the men expressed it) bin, bin, bin,
bin, the rabbdna, gham, gham, gham, gham, and all are ready. Bulanda
Cl
comes and says, Pir Bashk is here and so is N&nak, but where is the
lame man ? He is lying in the hou*e, is he ? What will he be able to
tell to-inormw morning ?" The farmers gather round and ask them
whwtthey nre singing. Th^y answer : " L e t us sing the five attributes
of God% and then we shall have leisure to speak to you/*
I

i

The chelas get their fees and go. Every year after the crop is
gathered in H£r, they go through this service, with the exception of the
making of the shrine, the butti on the thard (the altar on the platform).
IV.—RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.
(a).—PRIESTS.

With respect *o their priests, whose names are B&la Shdh, M&rkhande.
Mf&n Surd, LAI Beg, B*lmik, Jhaumpra, Pir Jhot&, Gungar Beg, Ail
Maluk, they look on them as autdrs (incarnations) of the one B41A,
Jhaumprd in one of these traditions is called by Alif Ch£la, the tenth
incarnation.
The priests are called pir, and do duty at marriages and funerals. At
marriagos the mirdsi (bard) places a diva, lamp of did (dough) in a
clean placo and the people bow before it, while he says that the jot, or
light of thoir ancestors, is being burnt.
Their faqirs or sddhus are b'h&h Mad&ri, Naushahiyd, Nangeshahiya,
Yatimsh&hiya, Bairagi. The Sh£h Madariya has a lit, or bodi, and a
rosary. The Nangesh&hiya have long hair plaited with bor kd dvdh
(the milk of the banyan tree) and washed with earth. They bind it
round the head with a cord of wool, and wear over it a turban of yellow
cloth. They wear a large head over the forehead. They go naked for
twelve years, having the person smeared with ashes,
The Bairfigi is dressed much like the Nangeshahiya, but he carries a
bairdgan, or prop, on which he sits.
The Naush&biya has the hair united, fie wears a rosary, and on the
wrist an ornament called a gajrd. His clothes are yellow—whatever
he has of clothes.
The Yatimshihiya is like the Bair&gf»
The faqirs' work is to expel evil spirits with their mantras
tions).

(incanta-

*

(fe).—ARTICLES OF FAITH.

The tenets of their religion are especially
1. Sin is a reality. 2. There is one God. 3.
Bdddi Mh teri aggit
Our cry is to thee ;
Teri kukdhur DargM.—Amin.
Thy cry reaches the

B&£

4. They sacrifice an animal, and also present offerings of corn, guf
ghi. I t is cooked and placed on the shrine. I t is called hardhi.

Chuhrd beliefB.
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The gydni, chela or priest, stands in front, the congregation behind
him. When the gydni (knowing one) says, ' Bolo, momino, sarbgatif
g
they say, Aminh sarbgati,' i.e., * let all have salvation/ The victim
sacrificed i« a fowl or a goat according to their means. It is called
AlUh da Nam (God's Name). The food is distributed and eaten, and
the panj sifaten (five attributes) are sung.
5. The spirit returns to God.
6. There will be a resurrection of the bodv.
7. There will be judgment.
8. There are angels.
The priests of the Chuhftfs are recruited from various sources. Thus
in mauy parts of Gurgaon weddings are performed by pddhas, who
will eat with Chuh^s, though they are probably degraded Brahmans
by caste, like the CbamarwA. See also LALBEOI
(c).—SHRINKS.

The shrine in a village always faces the east. Its shape is a dome,
or, as they say, gdo dum ki shakal (like a cow's tail), upright. There
are only lamp* in it, no idols. The name of the shrine is £&1£ Sh&h.
(d).—RITES.

They have no secret rites. Their shrine is worshipped on Thursdays,
sacrifices are offered, and also churmdn (a sweetmeat uiade of bread
crumbs mixed with butter and sugar), and the gydni prays. It is only
at the consecration of a new shrine that the head of the animal sacrificed
and knives are buried under the shrine. The shrine is built on the
sacrifice and sacrificial weapons, as a foundation.
There is no ceremony for admission among the Chuhris, except
participating in the kardhi.
(e).—SACBIPICBS.

The animal sacrificed is a fowl, a goat, and perhaps a cow.
The gydni, or a Muhammadan mulla, offers the sacrifice.
The sacrifioe is offered not near the shrine but at a little distance
from it. It is cooked and eaten. They also burn ghi, rdl or scented
resin,* and guggal (a gum, used as incense). This is called horn.
When a child is born, he is brought on the twenty-first day and
offered or consecrated to B&lmfk, and called Bfiltmk kd bor. He is a
nazat, or offering.
(/).—FETISHISM.

Belief in spirits is general. A spirit may attach itself to a roof and
break it, or to a well and throw a man in, or to animals and they will
attack and injure man. A bad ruh (an evil-spirit) may meditate mischief
and God sends a warning. This is called sabhdivak (of good intent). '
Good spirits attach themselves to wood and other things, especially
cooking vessels. They bring blessings.
Fields are haunted and may accordingly be barren.
• BdZ, resin o! the Shona rcbuita.
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(g) •—ANCESTOR-WOBSHIP.

The Chuhr&s fear the spirit of a woman who dies in childbirth,
because she ha9 become a churelj a witch that is to be dreaded. Faqirt
have power over spirits and receive information fr*om them of the
desigQS of the spirit world.
Bad dreams come from the dabdi (the pressure) of an evil spirit. To
drive the evil spirits away B&lmik's name is taken. Sickness is caused
by bad ruh ha say a (the shadow of an evil spirit). Faqirs and pirs
drive away spirits with jhdrd* karaurid, jhdr phunkt (conjuring).
Ghosts of the dead haunt houses, burial grounds, etc. They come as
little boys with white hair. Not long since in this neigbourhood two
children strayed from home in the grey dawn and were seen by some
of the villagers, who, not recognising them as children of the village,
were terrified at the sight of them, believing them to be ghosts. I
understand that the children ran some risk of being treated harshly, if
net killed, as eviUintontioned ghosts.
Churels have tbeir feet pointing backwards. They have long paps
which they throw over their shoulders, Their hair is long, and face
beautiful. A dyer was returning home one day, when he met a churel,
who accompanied him to his house. She was very attractive, for she
concealed the marks by which he would have recognised her. But at
night, when it was time to put out the light, she did it with her hand,
which she stretched td such a distance that the dyer in terror found
he had a churel by his side. He would have given the alarm, but she
threatened him and gave him a rupee. The faqir found her out, how*
ever, being sot to do it by the dyer's friends. Usne use qdbu karliyd
(he caught her). She then asked for her rupee and disappeared.
If a woman dies before giving birth to her child,' she certainly
becomes an evil-spirit. When
through
her hands and her feet, and put red pepper on her eyes. They place a
chain round her ankles and so bury her. On the way home they sow
seti $aron (white mustard) that it may blind her. They have tuna for
her, i.e., charms, otherwise she would come and hurt every one in the
house. " This is a fact," said my informant emphatically !
At a certain stage of the incantations the cheld says, " Are you
,;
going ?
The spirit says, " Yes, but I want a fowl, a goat, a piece of
cloth, etc." This is given, and the bad spirit goes.
•

•

There are several Kinds or spines, cnurec, onuc, mavis, jinn, aeo, part.
The churel we have described. The paris are churds when they come
in companies. A faqir, who dies within his twelve years of faqirif,
becomes a bhut, or a khao*
wis, or a jinn, or a rteo. If he dies in his forty
days of fasting, when 1he-comas to eat one grain a day. he becomes a
Ichavis or a jinn, or a deo.
TOTIMS.

Lauhg (clove) J is the name of one of the ancestors in t t e clan of
Goriy<£. It i« especially revered.
* Lit. 'sweep away/
t Lit. 'blow away.*

j Also a noM ltud or orna ment.
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Among the Gils, the baingyah (egg plant) is particularly noticed.
The chiefs name was Partb, so they do not eat the part* (rind) of the
baingyan.
Women never take the name of their zdt (caste) on their lips.
V.-SUPERSTITIONS.
OMENS AND NAMES.

If a Chuhrd goes on a journey and meets a mirdsi, he goes back.
If some one calls after him he goes back. The braying of a donkey
meeting him is a good omen. If a washerman meets a man beginning
a journey, it is sufficient to send him back, certain of failure if he goes
on. Some men are known to carry good fortune, and are sent out to
meet travellers.
A Chuhfd never steps over a broom. The broom that is used to sweep
corn is hung up on a nail in the house. That for ordinary use is placed
on a grave, but never upright.
Children are frequently given names arising out of superstitions : thus,
K6k& is used as a first name. Gh»sf$6 means dragged, that is, dragged
over a dust heap, ruri. Rurd has the same meaning. As the name is
one of dishonour, the evil-eye will not fall on the children that bear it.
Likar means having half of the head shaved, and the other not; this is
to keep the child alive. Nathii means having a ring in the nose, to
hold him and' keep him from going away, i.«., dying.
OATHS, MAGIC AND WITCHCEAJT.

The oath by B6la Shdh is used.
The practice of magic arts is confined to faqirs and firs. It is the
sauhrief that bring evil-spirits. A person possessed is ^ured in the
following manner;—The faqir takes a drum, a thdli or platter and a
ghard or earthen jar. The platter is placed over the jar, and the whole
is called gharidl.% The faqir beats the drum, another person beats the
gharidl, and others sing. Dhe sick person shakos his head, and when
9
the music (?) ceases they ask him questions: " Who ar# you V " I am
so and so," he replies. "How did yon come into this state ?" "Such
and such a one put me into this state." " Who bewitched you ? " " S o
9
find so." " What did he get for doing it V " So many rupees." " For
how long are you sick? " I have to be sick so many days, and then
die." They play and sing again. After a time the sick man perspires
and recovers. The evil-spirit goes with the perspiration.
A curious and repulsive cure is used among Hindus and probably
others. It is called jari or masdn. An unmarried person dies, arid his
or her body ia burnt -at the burning ghat. A faqir takes some of the
ashes from the burning pile, goes to the hills for a certain plant, and
makes bread of these two ingredients on a grave. The bread is made
into pills, one of which is given to a naked childless woman. She gives
the-pill in a drink to her enemies, and herself has a child. Her barren
condition was caused by an evil-spirit. Masdn means demon, and burning-place among Hindus.
• Part 10 the form given in Maya Singik's Panjubi Dictionary, p, 877.
Sauhrd,— (, lit. (1) parents-in-law; (2) simpleton, wretch,
Qhafial$ l i t ft gong.

Chuhrd social customs.
Jhuntfa is an iron whip which a faqir beats himself with for the
sake of another, so that the evil-spirit in him may be troubled and flee.
They also burn oil in a tavd (iron dish). Tke faqir puts his hand in
the hot oil and pours it on his person. The evil-spirit feels it, but the
faqir does not. The faqir also beats his body with a millstone. After
the sick man recovers, the faqir takes a fowl, kills it, dips a string in
its blood, knots the string, blows on it, and finally binds it round the
sick man's neck, assuring him that the evil-spirit will not come again.
If the man goes where there is impurity (sutak) the virtue in the string
disappears.
Dreams are from evil-spirits, and the Chunras fear them. To dream
that, a person who is dead is cutting flesh, is an intimation that there
will be a death in the house. Muhammadan Sayyid3 give the ta'wis (a
charm) to keep away dreams.
The evil eye is universally believed in. Some men are very injurious
in this way. If a man with the evil eye looks at any one taking food,
sickness follows. To cure this, the sick person asks a bit from the
evil-eyed man when he is at a meal. The morsel given acts as a cure.
When a cow is sick, and gives no milk, they give her a bit of the
evil-eyed (bad nazr) man's food.
Sorcerers and witches act on their victim by making a figure of him
and torturing the figure by inserting a needle into it. The torture
reaches the person who is personated. Nails and hairs are carried
away to be subjected to pain that the original owners may be tormented.
They are carefully thrown away when cut off, lest any enemy should
get possession of them. Women are especially careful in this particular.
Sickness is caused by evil spirits.
CEREMONIAL PROHIBITION OR TABOO.

The Chuhr&s never touch a Gagra, or a San si, gipsy. Women and
children do not go near graves. The dnughtcr-in-law never mentions
the father-in-law's name. Chuhras do not eat monkeys, or snakes, or
jackals, or rats.
AGRICULTURAL SUPERSTITIONS.

Crops are cut on a Sunday, Monday, or Friday, and sown on a
Monday, Tuesday, aod Wednesday.
If the Chuhj£s burn a *up (winnowing sieve or fan) in a village, the
fanner is injured. It is a curse—the ourse of the poor.
*

SOCIAL CUSTOMS.

< The household eat together, but the women eat after the men. If
men eat after women they are injured, because womea are weak of
intellect.
€
9
Tdjuth yajhu£h, donoh nuqsdn pohuchdnde:
'Food touched by
others and falsehood are both injurious.' They
shardb (strong
drink), opium (aftm, post, bhang) and charas. Drun
are despisod.
x

CUSTOMS OP SOCTAL mi;; UCOUBSK.

In salutation, they say pairie pan to the great, the answer being terd
bhald hare Khudd. Also mathd leknd, saldm.

#
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CUSTOMS BCABINO ON SOCIAL STATUS.

They eat pakki among themselves, and kachchi with Gagre and
S&nsfs. They smoke only among themselves. No caate above them
eats with them.
VI.—OCCUPATION.
THE ORIGINAL WORK or THE CHUHRAS.

They were the tanners of the village communities, and nsed to live
in huts at a distance from the village, the walls of which were made of
bones, and the roof of skins. When an animal died, the Hindus beat a
from to let them know that they must come and carry off the dead
body. Five rupees was the fee given and also a shroud.
The
Chuhr&s took off the animal's hide aDd ate its flesh. Sweeping was
also their work.
Formerly, when a Hindu died, the Chuhras received a sheet or
kafan (ahroud), and they still receive clothes. In the old days they
got five rupees at the Hindu burning-place, and exacted it with clubs.
If a cow dies on a Hindu's land they call it dushnd, and the Hindu
who takes the cow's tail to the Ganges to be purified is beaten there by
a Chuhr& with a shoe.
i

Vll.—RELATIONS TO LAND.
Nowadays their work is farm service. They are landless daylabourers on the farm. They are divided into—
(1) The dthri, who gets a maund of wheat for every mdni at the
harvest; also odds and ends. He has ghundidn, pir de ddne, the barley
that is sown in a strip round the wheat field; wheat sown by the watercourse ; bread twice a d a y ; clothes and shoes twice a year; tobacco;
vegetables and wood :
(2) The sep Tchulli, who receives three-quarters of a maund for every
mdni, and bread daily if he goes to a distance to work; and
(3) The wjfe, who takes away dung from the farmyard, and receives
half a maund of corn.
I t was cow-burying that led to their isolation. They say the M^chhi,
the Jhiwar, th^ Chuhr£, the Changar, and the Mir&si are all of the
same caste, but have different occupations.
There is a story told of the Chuhrds by Muhammadans and others
that does not reflect to their credit. They are believed to be inclined
to be uppish and to forget past favours, being ungrateful, and are
supposed to work best when they are well beaten, otherwise they take
advantage of the kindness of their masters. I give this only as the
opinion oi' *\eir neighbours.
The story is that once on a time the king of the Chuhr&s met Moses
who was on his way to talk with God.* ±he king of the Chubr&s asked
Moses to carry a petition to God from him, that he might be enabled to
take the usual tax from people passing through his territory. Moses
accordingly presented the king's petition, but God said, " Moses, you do
* They and others call Moees Mihtar Mdsa; mihtar being a title of distinction, although
used mostly for the Chnhpis,

*
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not know what you are doing, you do not know this people. They will
turn on you, and dishonour you in the end." But Moses persevered,
and obtained for the Chuhrd king what he desired, viz., that he. should
levy taxes on travellers. The next time Moses passed that way he
H
wag accosted in a most humiliating manner.
Oh Musrf, are you the
man that carried a petition for me ? You must pay the dues." " Did
I not tell you, Moses," said God, " that you would bring dishonour on
your head. They have no gratitude."
IX.—THE TRADITIONS OF THE CHUHRAS.
The Cbuhris havo oral traditions which they recite at their gatherings. If a Chuhr£ wishes to learn them, he becomes the disciple of some
one who is in possession of tbem, i. e., who can repeat them from
memory. I heard, however, that there was a book of the Chuhris in
Gujr&nwnla District., but I was unable to obtain it, as the owners had
the idea thBit I would use it to their disadvantage,

a Muiiammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
CHDRAHI is the generic name for the people of the Church wizdrat, in Chamba
State, who include Brahmans, R&jputs, Th&kurs, R&this, and the following low castes:—H&lis, Kolis, Sippis, Barw&las, LoMrs, Chamdrs,
Dumnas, Rihdras, Chan&ls, Meghs, etc. The low castes are all endogamous.
Tradition makes the Th&kurs descendants of the old R&n&s, or petty
chieftains, who held Chamba, prior to the foundation of the State by the
R&]£s, and the Hfilis, its oldest inhabitants. It also makes the Brahmans
immigrants from Brahmaur a.nd the Rajputs from the plains j but the
R&this preceded these two castes, having been expelled from the Dugar
country by Gugga Chanhdn—a curious legend.
Marriage among the Chur&his is adult, and women are allowed every
license before marriage. Three degrees on either side, counting from
the grandparents, are avoided, but otherwise there are few restrictions,
Brahmans intermarrying with R&this, by both forms of marriage, and
also with R&jputs and Th&kurs. Polyandry is not recognized, but polygamy
is, and the first or head wife (bari lari*) is given Rs. 6 when* a second
wife is admitted into the house. This fee is called jethwaghf.
The observances at betrothal are simple. The initiative is taken by
the boy's people, and the binding rite consists in the boy's agents placing
eight ChambA coins, worth nearly 2 annas, in the plates used for entertaining the bride's rubarus or representatives, and giving one rupee
for ornaments to the girl.
Marriage is of three kinds. In the superior form, called j and i J, the perliminaries are as follows :—Some six months before the wedding the boy's
father or brother goes to the girl's house with one or two friends and gives
her father Rs. 7 and a goat as his ldg§. A rupee is also given to the
bride to buy ornaments, and this is called bandhd dend\\. If the parents

CHTJNIAN,

* Ldri •= wife.
f Fr.jetha, elder and wdgh, a share.
J Jandi (jdni =•= marriage), jandi appears to be a diminutive.
§Ldgt a customary due.
fi n ^ ^ J u i s=s ie^vellery.
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agree, an auspicious day is fi;;ed for the wedding, andaday before it two
messengers (dhdmu*) from the bride's house come to fetch the boy, who
worships the family deva or devi. Next day, accompanied by a few friends
and one of the dhdmv, he goes to the bride's house. One of the boy's
menial Hdlis accompanies him, carrying the badhdit, a present of two
mdnisX °^ grain, to her father. This B&li is called putridr^.
On his
arrival at the entrance the boy worships the kumbh\\ (a vessel fall of
water) ; throwing two copper coins into it and then seating himself on a
blanket placed near the wall. The bride's sister now has a mimic fight
with him and does not let him sit down till he has paid her two annas.
This is called bishk^.
She then fetches the bride and seats her by the
boy whose future brother-in-law brings a vessel of boiled rice which he
and the boy's brother scatter over the floor. This is called bhdt
chingdna**. The pair are then seated, as are the guests, and a feast with
songs and dancing follows. The bride's dowry called atwy f t is then given
to her by her parents. In the afternoon the boy's party returns to his
house with two or three of the girl's friends, and the bride herself and
other men and women of the bride's party. Before leaving the threshold
of the bride's house the ceremony ot drtiXt is performed, a lighted lamp
being waved four times rouud the head of the pair by a priest, who
recites verses from the Sukldmber and Deo Lild. At the boy's house this
observance is repeated, and the kumbh worshipped by the bride and
bridegroom, at the door. Then the boy's mother lifts up the bride's veil
and presents her with a rupee or half a rupee according to her position.
This is called ghundu§§ khard karnd. After this a feast is eaten and
another feast given on the following day, and songs and dances performed.
The binding portion of the ceremony is when drti is waved round the
couple's headk at the boy's house. At his wedding the boy wears a high
peaked cap like a Gaddi's, but not a sehra || ||.
Within a month after the marriage the married pair pay a visit to the
wife's parents and make them a small present. This observance is
called har-phera%*&.
Widow remarriage is recognised. Formerly the widow was obliged to
marry one of the deceased husband's brothers, but now this is not the
practice. She can choose her own husband within her own caste or
sub-division. This union is solemnized by an inferior form of marriage
called sargudhi***.
There are no dhdmu, and the bridegroom simply
goes to the woman's house with his putridr and brother. The bandhd is
given as at a regular wedding, but arti is not performed, and there is less
feasting and the COSJ is much less. The binding ceremony in this form
is when an ornament is put on her, usually a nose-ring.
* DhAmu, fr. dhain a feast: dhdmu = guest.
fBadhdi, fr. barhna, to increase.
t Afdnt, a measure.
& Putridrt from putr, a son.
\\[Kumbh = a new ghard full of water.
•J Bishk, fr. bishnd = baithnd, to sit down.
#
* Chingdna, to scatter.
tt8u&jt dowry, t fr. sud, red.
f t 4r(i. to swing round anything from right to left.
§§ Qhundu-chddar, a bride's head-dress.
JJH Sehra, bridegropm's head-dress.
fH| Har-phera, fr. Bar, God, and phernd, to go ; to visit in the name of God.
•** Barjudhi, it. tar, head (hair) °*d gudhna or gundhnd, to plait.
^
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A quiet form of sargudhi marriage is called garib chdra*. The lag,
etc., are all rendered as in the other form, but on an auspicious day the
bridegroom accompanied by his sister simply goes to the bride's house, and
at the entrance worships the kumbh. He then seats himself on the blanket
in the usual way, and the girl is seated next him by her mother. After
eating the couple take leave of the girl's father and proceed to the boy's
house where the kumbh is again touched. This second worship of the
kumbh makes the marriage binding.
The third and lowest form of marriage is the bandhd ludndf in which a
widow, who is to marry her husband's brother, is married to him on the
kiria day, i.e., 7th to the 1 lth or 13th day after the first husband's death.
She puts aside her late husband's ornaments and puts on his brother's, in
token that she accepts him. A he-goat is sacrificed at home to the deceased husband and a small feast usually given. The widow's parents need
not attend, but they are entitled to a lag, called bakrd, as being the price
of a goat. If the *~idow wishes to marry a stranger, he must pay the
bakrd of one rupee, and Re. 1-8 or Rs. 3 as chadydUX'to her parents. An
auspicious day alter tho kiria karm period is ascertained from a jotshifi
and tho ornaments changed as described above.
Lastly a man who elopes with a girl can, after a certain interval, open
negotiations with her father, and if he assents, pay him Rs. 7 and a goat as
compensation. This observance is termed lag rit\\ and operates as a valid
marriage. %
The custom of gharjawdntri or service in lieu of a money payment for
a wife, is common among all castes in the State, especially in the Churdh
and Sadr wizdrats. The term of service is usually three or seven years,
and the marriage may take place at any time if the girl's father is agreeable.
A husband may divorce his wife if he cannot get on with her. The
divorce is complete if the husband receives back his ornaments and says:
" I have divorced you, Bdjd ki durohi**" i.e., on the R&j&'s oath. The
husband also breaks a stick in her presence. Divorced wives can
remarry if they like.
I n succession all sons, even bastards, if recognized by the father,
succeed on equal terms, but the eldest son gets the best field as his
jethwdgh ; the second son gets a special implement, sickle, sword or axe
as his hathidr, while the third gets the family house as his mulwdher.
*

The son [rand put) or daughter (rand dhidff) of a widow born in
her husband's house has all the rigMs of her deceased husband's own
children. It is, however, essential that tho widow should continue to live
in her husband's house and the child be begotten therein.
* ' The cu3tom (ehdra) of the poor.'
f Ludnd = to put on as a dress.
J Chadyali, fr. chadnd = chorna, to lot go.
§ Jotsh'. an astrologer.
ji Kit — custom.
^| Marriage customs diiler considerably in the eastern aocl western portions ot Churah, and
the above description chiefly applies to the eastern half. In the western half the bydh
or full marriage rite, according to orthodox Hindu custom, is the rule, and the janai is
UDCommon ; but the other forms are as above.
** Durohi — oath
f t Rand — widow, and dhia = daughter.
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All dead Hindus except children not yet tonsured are burnt. The
head is placed towards the north and the hands on the chest, the face
being turned skyward. The Hindu rites are, in essentials, observed, but
the place of the achdraj is taken by the Bh&(.
For seven, nine or thirteen days mourning is observed, only one meal
.* day, cai'ed upas*, being eaten, and on the day on which mourning is to
cease, a suit of good woollen clothes (which are prepared beforehand in
anticipation of death and worn on festival days) is given to the priest
who presides over the obsequies. Sixteen balls of rice are prepared
and offered to the deceased's • ancestors and finally removed and
thrown into the nearest stream. The relations of the deceased also
wash their clothes and a he-goat is killed. Then a feast is given to the
relations and the mourning ends. This feast is usually given by the
deceased's wife's parents. Ceremonies are performed and balls made
and offered after one, three and six months, a year and four yeafs, to
the deceased. At the latter, i. e.} at the end of the fourth year, called
chubarki, the ceremonial is done on a big scale.
The obsequies of any man who dies childless are done in the same way,
but if he brings any calamity on the household an effigy is made and
placed near a spring or on the roof of the house or in some good place
and worshipped by offering him a cap, bread, and an earthen pot of ghi
which are finally worn and eaten by the man who is supposed to have
been affected by him. The spirit of the person who dies a violent death
is appeased by taking an earthen pot full of boiled ghi, a pitcher full of
water, and a goat to the spot where he met his death, and the goat is
killed there and his head and the vessels rolled down the hill. This is done
on the paniydru, i.e., on the hiria harm day. The people perform sarddh.
Ceremonies are also performed for the propitiation of a n c e s ^ s in
general, t
The Chur&his are zaminddrs and hold land on two forms of tenure*
Those who pay half its produce are called ghdra% and those who pay a
fixed share of grain, etc., are called mudydri.§
The half share is alone
divided after deducting the seed for the next crop. Occupancy tenants
are not allowed any special privilege in the shape of remission of rent or
favourable rates. The Chur&his are primarily and essentially cultivators,
but many of them own flocks of sheep and goats with which, like the
Gaddis, they visit P&ngi in summer and the low hills in winter.
The Chur&his worship the deities on the following days:—
Shiv—Sunday, Monday and Thursday.
Sahti—Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
Nag or Mahal—Thursday and Saturday.
jSTat'Zu—Thursd ay.
Kyelang—Sunday and Thursday.
Sitla—Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday.
Chaund—Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday*
* Ufd$ = fast.
* VN
f Men who have died oh ildl^BB are propitiated by patting garlands of dowers and a red
Woollen cap on their effigies on the Sanhrdnt and Vans days.
ft. ghdr = half.
JV. muda, a fixed amount.
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To Shiv are offered a chola or woollen coat, a sheep, charms of silver
oblong in shape worn round the neck, a nddi (a silver-arch ornament
shaped like a drum) These offerings are taken by the head of the
family, and the ornaments are worn by him out of respect for Shiv and
to avert his wrath. To Sakti Devi are offered, as elsewhere, a goat,
trident and cakes. The offerings to a N&g are an iron mace (khanda),
a crooked iron stick (kundi), (these arc left at the shrine), a sheep and
cakes (these are divided among the priest, chela and worshipper, and
eaten). To Kailu are offered a red cap, an iron mace and a kid. The
cap and part of the kid go to the priest, the rest to the worshipper.
Kyelang's offerings are a mace, a goat and a red cap. Sitla's offerings
are a goat and cakes like the Devi's. Chaund gets cakes, and occasionally a goat is also sacrificed at her shrine.
Chur&his make a pilgrimage to Manmahesh in Bh&don or in Asuj, on
the Drub Ashtami day.
Blocks of wood or stone which are supposed to possess some supernatural attributes are worshipped. "When a deity is to be set up for the first
time and consecrated, a Brahman's presence is necessary. The priests
preside at shrines; and ia dwellings the elder members of the household.
Priests are not selected from the Brahman class only, but from all the
other castestaxpept low castes. Brahmans, R&jputs, R&this andThakkars
are eligible to hold the position of a priest.
The following are some of the festivals observed in Church :—
1. Biswd, on 1st Bais&kh, at which pindri or balls of grain are eaten
with honey and ghi or gur. People also collect together for singing and
dancing, this being the Hindu New Year's Day.
2. Patroru ki sankrant* on 1st Bh&don, held in memory of their
ancestors. Flour is mixed with water, salt and spices and spread on
bhuji leaves, called patroru, and eaten.
3. Masru, held on the same day as the Drub Ashtami at Manimahesh
in honour of Shiva—that i6, on the eighth day of the light half of
Bh&doiu It is accompanied by dancing.
4. Several of the ordinary melas observed in the capital, such as
Holi, Diw&li, Lohri, etc., are also held in Church.
5. Chhinj, or wrestling matches, associated with the Lakhd&ta cult,
are held annually in every pargana of Chur&h.
CHUBKR*, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
OHifefGAR: (1) a maker of bracelets, called in the west Bangera or Wangrigar. Also called sometimes Kachera or glass-worker, the Churigar
generally makes bracelets of glass or lac, which are sold in the east by
the Maniir, and in the west by the Bangera. The Churigar also makes
bracelets of bell-metal or any other material except silver or gold.
The term is probably merely an occupational one, and in the east of the
Punjab practically synonymous with Mani&r. (2) A 3&\ clan ^agrioultural) found in Multdn.
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c an

a J£t '
(agricultural) found in MultAn and Sh£hpur.
DABERAH, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Aniritsar.
PABGAR, a low caste who make kuppis for oil and yhi. Tliey prepare
the raw hides themselves. The term is, at least in these Provinces, a
purely occupational one, but the dabgars are principally recruited
from the Cham£r caste, and, in SidJkot, from the Khoj&s and Chuhrfs
also. By metathesis the term becomes badgar*
DABKAYA, DABAYA, cf. Katayfi, a gilder, a beater of wire.
DACHCHI, a clan of the Bhattis of the S&ndal B&r, who are said to marry
with the Chaddrars, but not with the Bhagsiri or Jandr&keff, though the
latter also &re both Bha^ti clans.
DADD, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
DADDUKB, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
DAD£, a sept of Rdjputs, descended from Chhatar Chand, 3rd son of Pari,
Chand, 31st R^ja of Kahiur or Bildspur State.
DADI, see under D&wai.
BADPOTRA, a J&t clan
(agricultural) found in MulUta (doubtloss D&udpotra, q. v.).
LADRA BHAfpi, a Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,
DADTJ, a Ja-t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
DADUPANTHI.—Founded by B£du,* a Gaur Brahman, who died in '703. The
Dddupanthi sect is usually divided into three orders:
(i) N£gas,t found in the villages about Jaipur : they wear the
fhoti or scalp-lock, and ornaments, and are wrestlers, fencers
and on occasion warriors ;
(it) the Viraklas,J who wear ochre-coloured garments and do i t
live in houses;
DABB, P A B ,

0

•

i

* Didu was born at Ahmada-b&d in Guzerat, whenoe he migrated to Naraina 5
miles south-west of Jaipur and now the head-quarters of the sect. At the
here the Dadupanthis assemble in Pb&gan and thence go to Samhhar whc»
;*
held on the anniversary of Dad
adu's death. Regarding his birth, tradition avers that an t
Brahman had no son, but onee day God, in the guise of an old man, told him in response
his prayers, that he would find floating on the river a hox containing a male child, ^uokitiff
its toe. Ho did so, and hlis wife's breasts miraculously filled with milk, so that she
was able to suckle the child. When the boy was 10 years old, the aged man aga? ippeared to the boy and gave him some betel from his own mouth, whereby all secrets were
revealed to him, and the old n.an then named him Dadu Jfv, bidding him remain
celibate and found an order of his own. Dadu then exclaimed; Dddh gaib mahin gur
dev mild, pdyd ham parshdd, Mastak meri kar dharyd dekhd agam agdd. *'By chance J
found a guru ; he gave me parshdd and laid his hands upon my bead, whereby all secret!
were revealed to me,'' D&du's death is assigned to Sbt. 1760 (1703 A..D.) * but he
is also eaid to have been 6th in desceut from R4m£nand. If so he flourished in 1600
A. D. Other accounts make him contemporary with Dar£ Shikoh, others with Govind
^ Singh. According to Macau liffe, Sikh Religion, VI, p. 140, the Didupanthfs place Didu's
death at the same time and place as Kabir's.
f N&ga is said to be derived from Sanskrit ndguaka, naked, but thero is the usual play
on the words nanga (naked) and n&g, snake. The N£g£s are mercenary soldiers in
Jaipur and other States of Rajput^na but are not known in the Punjab. See below
also*
JVirakta simply means ascetic. Mr. Maclagan says the celibates of to-day wear
white, shavo the beard and moustache, and wear necklaces, with white round caps to
which is attached a piece of oloth which hangs down the baok—clearly the Jcap&li. '

* *
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The D&dupvrUhia.
(Hi) the Uttradhas, who shave the head with the beard and moustache,* wear white clothes, and generally practise as physicians ; besides
(iv) the secular D&dupanthf s, who are called Bistardharis,
D&du is said to h<we had 52 diaciples who established as many $&ta%
or resting places.f The head of each $era, the deraddr, present*
contributions to the gaddi-nashin or incumbent of the guru*dwdra at
era T8
NarAini, who i9 elected by a conclave of the 4 ^ '
The sect is
recruited from the Brahman, Kshatriya, R&jput, J&t and Gujar castes>
but never from those of menial rank .J As a rule children are initiated.
book
after their ablutions every
performed
iting
passages from it.§ Dddu forbade idolatry, built no temples,|| and
taught the unity of God. In salutation his votaries use the word Sat
D&du
Bdm
his hair, his tumba (cup), chold (gown) and kharsun (sandals) are
religiously preserved in his cave (guphd) at S&mbbar.^[
Before a guru admits a disciple the privations and difficulties of jog
are impressed upon him, and he is warned that he will have to
remain celibate, live on alms, abstain from flesh and stimulants, and
uphold the character of bis order. In the presence of all the sddhus
the guru shaves off the disciple's choti (scalp-lock) and covers his head
with the kapdU (skull-cap), which D&du wore. He is also given a
hurta of bhagwd (ochre) colour, and taught the guri^mantra which he
must not reveal. The rite concludes with the distribution of sweets.
On a guru's death the usual Hindu rites are observed, and on the
17th day a feast is given to the sddhus. A fine tomb is sometimes
erected outside the dera, in memory of the deceased, if he was wealthy.
Although the Dddupanthis proper are celibate, both men and women
are admitted into the community, and a great many have taken to
marriage without ceasing to be Dddupanthis. These form the histardhdri or secular group, which should probably be regarded as a
separate caste* Many of them are merchants, especially in grain, and
wealthy*

* The Uttr&dhi have a gurti at Rathia in Hfesar. See below.
t Of these 52 disciples, Raijab, Gharib Das and SundarDis were the chief. Rarjab
was a Mubammadan ; it is said that Muhammadans who follow D&duare called Uttr&dhi in
contradistinction to the Hindu D4dupanthfs who are called N&gi. But the Nag( is
dearly the N&ga already described, and Uttradhi can only mean " northern."
The second, Gharfb D&a, composed many hymns, still -popular among Hindus, but hie
- followers are said to be mostly Cbamars, who cut tbe hair short and wear cotton quilting.
Sunder DAs composed the Qakyd, a work resembling the Sikh QrantK
t But see tbe foregoing foot-note. Tbe followers; of Gbarib Das,* at any rate, elude
Ohamars, and Mr. Maclagan adds that many adherents of tbe sect are found among the
lower caste*.
§ According to Wilson the worship is addressed to Rama, the deity negatively described
In the Vedanta theology,.
H
n
|| Now temples are built by his followers who say that tbej worship the book in them.
ij Mr. Maolagan adds: " In faet, tbe doctrine of Dadn is sometimes described as
pantheistic. It is contained in Several works in tbe Bhieha tongwe which are said to
include .many of the sayings el Kabfr. Accounts of in* i*nt<and biafo)low*ni are given
in the janm-itla.'*
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DADWIL.— The

Mjpat clan to which belongs the ancient ruling family of
Dai6rpur, but said to take its name from Ddda in Kingra on the
Hoshi&rpur border. The Rinda of Bit M6nasw£l, or tableland of the
Hoshi&rpur Siwaliks were Dadw&l Rajputs, and the clan still holds
tract
TheDadw&ls are found in the neighbourhood 01 JUatarpur, the seat
of their former sovereignty, and on the south-west face of the Siwiliks
;
u
in Hoshidrpur tahsil near Dholb&ha and Janauri or J a n l r —
iba
ancient name, which is still used. Jdnak was an ancient £
ruler. The Dadwdls are a branch of the Katoch and do not intermarry
fiith them, or with th« Goler&a or Sib&yas on the ground of a common
desoent. They have an interesting local history which describes how
round Dat&rpur from a Ohihn
derived
The Dad
from their settlements, such as Janaurach, Dholb£hia, Datdrpuria,
Fabehpuria, Bh&mnow&lia, Khangwarach, Naruria, R&mpuria, etc*.
Dat&rpur is their chief village, but they have no system of chhat*
and makdns. (For their history and the septs which intermarry with
them see the Hoshidrpw Gazetteer, 1904, pp. 48-9.)

DAFRANA,

an agricultural clan found in Shfihpur.

DAQAB

Delhi and Gurg&on, and with a small

colony in Rohtak
blemish: the word ddqhi is a term
in Kullu), a generic term for an impure caste in Kullu. Koli is
hardly a synonym, though, according to Ibbetson, these two words,
together with a third, Chandl, are used almost indifferently to describe
the lower class of menials of the highest hills. The Koli of the
plains is easily distinguishable, by his locality, from the Koli of the
hills. The former
probably nothing more tiian "a Chamar tribe
immigrant from Hindustan ; the latter, of Kolian origin. The two
would appear to meet in the Siw&liks. Cunningham belipved that
the hills of the Punjab were once occupied by a true Kolian race
belonging to the same group as the Kols of Central India and Behar,
and that the present Kolis are very probably their representatives.
He points out that dd} the Kolian for water, is still used for many
of the smaller streams of the Simla hills, and that there is a line of
tribes of Kolian origin extending from. JaWbalpur at least a* far as
AllaMb£(? all of which use many identical words in their vocabularies
and
„ common tradition of an hereditary connection with working i iron. The name of Kullu, however, he identifies with Kulinda,
* But according to the late Mr. A. Anderson :—" The popular explanation of the word
Dagi is that it is derived from dag cattle, because thev draw away the carcasses of dead
cattle and also eat the fle9h. If a man says he is a Koli, then a Kanet turn" round • n
him and asks him whether he does not drag carcasses ;, and on his saying he does, ihe
Kanet alleges he Is a Dagi, and the would-he Koli consents There a*-e very few in
Kullii proper that abstain from touching the dead. There are more in Sarij hnt they
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ abstain from touohi
admit
t on equal terms It is a mere piece
aiectation
for
a
man
who
does
not
touch
the
dead
to
say
he
will
n«*
intermarry
n
1
the fami * of a man who is ot so fastidious. Thia is a social distinction, tad proba
also indicates more or less the wealth of the individual who will not touch the dead/*

f

Ddgis.
and thinks that it has nothing in common with Kol. Sold, the
ordinary name for any inhabitant of Kulltf, is a distinct word
from Koli and with a distinct meaning.
The names Koli, D&gi, and Chan&l seem to be used to denote almos*
all the low castes in the hills. In the median ranges, such as thos©
of K&ngra proper, the Koli and Chan&l are of higher status than
the D&gi, and not very much lower than the Kanet and Ghirth.
or lowest cultivating castes ; and perhaps the Koli may be said to
occupy a somewhat superior position to, and the Chanel very much
the same position as, the Chamfir in the plains, while the D6gi
corresponds more nearly with the Chuhjra. In Kullu the three words
seem to be used almost indifferently, and to include not only the
lowest castes, but also members of those castes who have adopted
the pursuits o* respectable artisans. The interesting quotations from
Sir James Lyall give full details oii the subject. Even in K£ngra
the distinction appears doubtful. Sir James Lyall quotes a tradition
which assigns a common origin, from the niarriage>&f a deini-god
to the daughter of a Kullu demon, to the Kanets and D&gis of
Kullu, the latter having ^become separate owing to their ancestor
who married a Tibetan woman, having taken to eating the flesh
of the yak, which, as a sort of ox, is sacred to Hindus ; and
he thinks that the story may point to a mixed Mughal and Hindu
descent for both castes. Again he writes: t" The Koli class is
11
pretty numerous in H&jgiri on the north-east side of pargana
" H a m i r p u r ; like the Kanet it belongs to the country to the east of
"K&ngra proper. I believe this class is treated a3 outcast by other
ts
Hindus in R&jgiri, though not so in Bil&spur and other countries
" to the east. The class has several times attempted to get the Katoch
"R&j& to remove the ban, but the negotiations have fallen through
" because the bribe offered was not sufficient. Among outcasts the
u
Chamars are, as usual, the most numerous." Of pargana K&ngra he
writes: " T h e D^gis have bee u entered as second-class Gaddis, but
" they properly belong to a different nationality, and bear the same
"relation to the Kanets of Bang&hal that the Sepis, Badis, and H&lis
" (also classed as second-class Gaddis) do to the first-class Gaddis."
So that it would appear that Dagis are more common in K£ngra
proper, and Kolis to the east of the valley ; and that the latter are
outcast while the former claim kinship with the Kanet.
{Kdngia
Settlement Report, § 67, pp. 65 and 6 2 ; 113 shows that in KuiW at
least the Dagi is not a caste). Hali is the name given in Chamba
to D&gi or Chanel; and the H&lis are a low caste, much above
the Dumna and perhaps a little above the Cham&r, who do all sorts
of menial work and are very largely employed in the fields. They
will not intermarry with the Cham&r. See also KOLI.
The late Mr. A. Anderson, however, wrote as to the identity of DAgi
and Chanel :—" In Kullu proper there are no Chandls, that is, there are
none who on being asked to what caste they belong will answer that
they are Chanals ; but they will describe themselves as D6gi-Chan£ls
or Koli-Cbfrn&ls, and men of the same families as these Dfigi-ChaD&ls
or Koli-Chanals will as often merely describe themselves as Digis or
Kolis. In Kullu Dagi, Koli, and Chanel mean very nearly the same
thing, but the word Koli is more common in Sar&j and Chan&l is

scarcely used at all in Kullu; but Chan&ls are, I believe, numerous
in Mandi, and in the K&ngra valley. A Dagi who had been out of
the Kullu valley, told me he would call himself a D&gi in Kullu, a
Chan&l in Kangra, and a Koli in Pldch or Sarij, otherwise these local
castes would not admit him or eat with him. Again and again
the same man has called himself a D£gi and also a Koli. If a Kanet
wishes to be respectful to one of this low caste he will call him a Koli,
if angry with him a D&gi, A Chanal of Mandi State will not
intermarry with a Kullu Ddgi. In some places as in Man&li kothi,
Kanets smoke with D£gis, but this is not common in Kullu, though
the exclusiveness has arisen only within the last few years, as caste
distinctions became gradually more defined . . . . A Chamdr in Sar&j will
call himself a D&gi, and'men calling themselves Kolis said they would
eat and drink with him. They said he was a Cham&r merely because
he made shoes, or worked in leather. Most Digis in Kullu proper
will not eat with Chamars, but in some places they will. I t depends
1
on what has been the custom of the families/
a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n, KabirwiU tahsil,
X>ah& (D&h&), also.a J&t sept, found in Dera Gh&zi Khan. Like the
Parhir(s) J£ts, and their MirAsis the Mongla and Sidhar, they are
said to eschew the use of black clothes or green bangles.

DAHA,

a J^t clan (agricultural) found in Mult6n.
DAHALO, PAHALO, two J&t clans (agricultural) found in Multdn.
DAHAMRA(, DAHAMRAYA, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
DAHAN, one of the principal clans of the J&ts in Karnal: head-quarters at
Shahrmalpur.
DAHAN, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Multin.
gricultural)
gricultural)
DAHAL,

DAHAR

a J at clan (agricultural) found in Mult An. In BaMwalpur they
hold an'imoortant position. Their descent is traced from Rajd Rawan,
ruler of Mirpur Mathila, near Ghot-ki, who was converted to Isldm by
Sayyid Jal&l and was by him named Amir-ud-D&hr, or " Ruler of the
Age." Once rulers of part of Sindh, the D£hr power decreased in the
time of the Lanerfli supremacy, and in Akbar's time they were addressed merely as Zainfndsirs, but the NAhars conceded many privileges
to them and these were maintained by the D&udpotr&s on their rise to
power. The D^thrs are closely connected with the GiUni-Makhdums
of Uch, to whom they have, it is said, given eighteen daughters in
marriage from time to time. (For further details see the Bahaioalpur
Gazetteer.)

DAHAR,

DAHAR,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.

DAHAWA,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

DAHBA, a Muhammadan Jdt tribe found in Gujrdt. It claims Janjtia R4jput
origin and descent from one Kboga, ft servant of Akbar who gave him
a robe of honour and a gray [dahb) horse—whence its name.
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a group of Braliman*, Jt'ound in HissAr.
DAHIYI—(1) A J i t trib© found on the north-eastern border of the S&mpla
and the adjoining portion of the Sonepat tahsflt of Rohtak and Delhi.
They claim to be descended from Dahla, the only son of a Chauhto
lUjput named Minik Rai, by a Dhank*r J£ v woman. This is probably
the Manik Rai Chauh&n who founded H6nsi. Another account makes
their ancestor Dhadhij, son of Haria Harp&l, son of Prithi Raja.*
Another tradition derive* the name Dahiyi from Dadhr^rfc, a village
in Hissdr, which it thus makes the starting place [nikda) of the tribe.
The Daliiy& is one of the 36 royal tribes of Rijputs, whose original
home was about the confluence of the Sutlej with the Indus. They
are possibly, the Dahi® of Alexander.
(2) A faction, opposed to the AhuUna, said to be named after the
Dahiy& Jats. These two factions are found in Kamal, as well as in Delhi
and R htak. The Ahuldna faction is headed by the Ghatwgl or Malak
Jats, whose head-quarters are Dher-ka-Ahul<£na in Goh&na, and who
were, owing to their successful opposition to the Rajputs, the accepted
heads of the J*its in these parts. Some one of .the emperors called
them in to aasis* him in coercing the Kandahar K&jputs, and thus the
old enmity was strengthened. The Dahiya Ja^s, growing powerful,
became jealoua of the supremacy of the Gbatwals and joined the
Mandah&rs against them. Thus the country side was divided into two
factions; the 6ujars and Tagas of the tract, the Jagl&n J&ts of thapa
Naultha, and the Latmar J&ts of Rohtak jGiniug the Dahiy&s, and the
Huda J i t s of Rohtak, and most of the Jats of the tract except the
J&glans, joining the AhuUiuas. In the Mutiny, disturbances took place
in the Rohtak District between these two tactions, and the Mandah&rs
of the Nardak ravaged the Ahulanas iu the south of the tract. The
Dahiyi is also called the 3&.%, aud occasionally the Maudahar faction.
The Jdts and Rajputs seem, independently of these divisions, to
consider each other, tribally speaking, as natural enemies. This
division runs right through Sonepat and more faintly through Delhi
tahsil, and is so firmly rooted in the popular mind that Muhammadans
even class themselves wiih one or the other party. Thus the Muhainmadan Gujars of Panchi Gdjran call themselves Dahiyas and so do
all the neighbouring villages.
DAEIMA,
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• Jn Delhi the legend is that Haria Harpal, being defeated in battle by the king of Delhi
took refuge in a lonely forest which from the number of its trees he called Ban auta—now
corrupted into Barauta —in Rohtak. There he ruled and his son Dhadhij after him. Dhadhij
one day in hunting chanced upon a certain pond or tank near Pogihala in the same district
where the Jat women had come together to get their drinking water. Just then a man
carae out of the village leading •• buffalo-calf witn a rope to the pond to give it water. The
animal either from fright or frolic bounded away from the hand of its owner, and he gave
chase but in vain. Neighbours joined in the pursuit, which was nevertheless unsuccessful,
till the animal in its headlong flight carae across the path of a Jatni going along with two
gharras of water on her head. She quietly put out her foot on the rope wnich was trailing
along the ground and stood firm under the strain which the impetus of tbe fugitive gave.
The calf was caught, and Dhadhij looking on with admiration, became enamou;ed of the
stalwart comeliness of its captor. Such a wife, hie said, must needs' bear a strong race of
sons to her husband, and that husband, notwithstanding the fact of her already being
married he forthwith determined to be himself. By a mixture at cajolery, threats and
gift-making he obtained his desire—and the Jatni married the Kshatri prince. By her
he had three sons—Teji, Sahja, and Juisa. Dhadhg gave his name to the Dahiyas, and
his children spread over the neighbouring tracts, dividing the country between them—
Teja's descendants live in Kohtak; Sahja's partly in Rohtak and partly in IS villages
of Delhi; while Jaisi's descendant! live in Rohtak and in 16 villages in Delhi,

Dahho—IhUo.
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The AhtiMna tradition traces their ongin to R6jput&n&. Their
ancestor was coming Delhi-wards with his brothers, M6m and S6m, in
search of a livelihood. They quarrelled on the road and had a deadly
fight on the banks of the Gh£t& naddi. Mom and S6m, who were on
one Bide, killed their kinsman and carae over to Delhi to the king there
who received them with favour and gave them lands : to S6m the tract
across the Ganges where his descendants now live as R&jputs. M6m was
sent to Rohtak, and he is now represented by the J&ts there as well
as in ildnsi and Jfnd. The Rohtak party bad their head-quarters at
Ahulina in that district, and thence on account of internal quarrels
they spread themselves in different directions, some coming into the
Delhi district.
DAHKO,

a J&\ clan ^agricultural) found in Mult&n.

DAHiiOii, a J i t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

DAHO,

DAHOKA,
PAHON,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

DAHONDA,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multen.

DAHKALA,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

DAHR{JA,
DAIR,

a J&v clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

a J6t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

P A K , DAKAUT, PAKOTRA

: see under Brahman.

PAL, a Jfi$ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
a 3$ ribe found in Rohtak. It claims R&thor Rajput origin, and its
tradition* say that, 28 generations ago, one Dhanna* Rao settled at
Silauthi, and married a Badgujar J&\ woman of Sankhaul near
Bah&durgarb, by whom he had four sons—Dille, Desal, Man and
Sahiya.* From these sprang the four clans of Dal&l, Desw&l, M&n and
intermarry one with another. The Dal£ls are
hereditary

DALAL,
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DALANI

a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
clan
Jagd
sons : Daleo, Dewal, Ulak (Aulak), MalanghJ and Pamar. Now R&j£
Jail Pangal promised a Bhdtui, Kangali by name, 10 times as much
largesse as Jagdeo gave her. But Jagdeo cut off his head. The
Bh^tni, however, stuck it on again. Still, ever since this olan has had
small necks!
DALLAWALIA, the eighth of the Sikh misls or confederacies, which was
recruited from J&ts.
DALO, PALO, two (?) i&\ clans (agricultural) found in Mul&n.
DALEL,

married a Jat wife, aooording to the Jfnd account.
f Or Sawal'iu Jf nd.

t ? B*ilan&

B&jput
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Datnai—Darugar.

a Gurkh& clan in the Simla Hill States, who do tailor's work, and
are thought a very low caste.
DAMMAR, (m.) a tribe of J£(s, originally called L&r, immigrants from Sind.
They affect the Sindhi title of J&m and claim to be superior to other
J i t s in that they do not marry daughters outside the tribe ; but the
rule is often broken.
DANDAN, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DANDI, (%) a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n, {%%) also a Sany&si
aub-order.
DAMAI,

DAN DIAL,

an agricultural clan found in Sbihpur.

a Jat clan, claiming Chaub-dn descent, which emigrated from
Delhi via Jaisnlmir to Sir3a : found in Hissar, and also in Jind State.
In the latter it affects the jathera and jandidn worship, and has as its
sidh a Pir whose shrine is at Beluw&l&; in British Territory. At the
birth of a son, they offer to his samddh a piece of gur, a rupee and
some cloth which are taken by a Brahman.

DANDIWAL,

DANQARAH,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

lit. 'cow-people': ft) a small tribe, confined to four villages in
Chitr&l aud said to speak a language cognate with Shina.. Though
long since converted to Isl£ru, the name Dangarik would seem to show
that they were Hindus originally ; (ii) a term applied to all the Shinaepeaking people of Chitr&l and the Indus Kohist&n generally,
because of the peculiar aversion of the SHINS,, which is only shared
by the Dangariks and K&ldsh K&firs, for the cow and domestic fowls.
Biddulph's Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, pp. 64 and 113.

DANGABIK,

DANGE,

an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

DANNA—see Wargara.
DANWAB,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mu\tan.

a hill caste of Ddmnd status who work for gold in streams in the low
r
hills {e.g., about L na); in the high hills {e.g., K&ngra) called Sansoi,
and corresponding to the Khirs who are the gold workers of the plains.
Cf. daula, d&ula, a washer for gold.
DABAH, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DARAIN, DREN, see Mallah.
DARD, a term applied by the MAIR to the tribes of the Indus Kohist&n who
live on the left bank of that river : Biddulph's Tribes of the Hindoo
Koosh, p. 12.
DARGARE, wooden bowl makers, see Uhitrdli.
DARGH, a Jfit clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.
DAROL, DAROLI, a sept of Rajputs descended from Mi6n Kela, a son of
Sangar Chand, 16th R&]& of KahUr.
DARTOCHB, carpenters, in the valley below Chitr&l, and in the Gilgit and
Indus valleys : see Chitrfili.
DABUGAR, a maker of gunpowder.
This term and its synonyms include
various castes ; always Muhammadans.
DAOLI,

•
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DARVESH.—Darvesh means one who begs from door to door (dar

u

door ").
But the Darvesh of our Census returns are a peculiar class found mainly
in Batala and Pa$h6nkot and in Amritsar and Kapurthala. They cultivate a little land, play musical instruments, beg, make ropes, go to a
house where there has been a death and chant the praises of the
deceased, hang about mosques, and so forth. They are hardly ascetics,
yet the small number of women seem to show that they have not yet
formed into a separate caste, and are still recruited from outside.
Elsewhere, e. g. in Gujrat, they are poor scholars who seek instruction in
mosques and live on alms or by begging from door to door, resembling
the tdlib-ul-ilm of the frontier. Sometimes they are employed as bdngis
at mosques, or in other minor posts.
Utmdnzai and Ahmadzai clans (descendants of Musi
Darvesh) of the Wazir Pathans (q. v.).

DARVESH KHEL.-—The

*

DARZI.—Hindi syn. siiji, a purely occupational term, there being no Darzi

caste in the proper acceptation of the word, though there is a Darzi
guild in every town. The greater number of Darzis belong perhaps
to the Dhobi and Chhimba castes, more especially to the latter; but
men of all. castes follow the trade, which is that of a tailor or sempster.
The Darzis are generally returned as Hindu in the east and Musahn&n
in the west,
DAS(A)—(a) Sanskrit ddsd, a mariner; according to the Purdn, begotten by

a Sudr& on a Kshatriya. The Sdstrd and Tdntrd give a different origin
(Colebrooke's Essays, p. 274); (fe) D£s, the appellation common to Sudr£s.
of. Karan.
(
DASA, fr. das, ten/
as opposed to Bisa, fa bis, ' twenty ' : half-caste, as
opposed to one of pure descent—see under B&nia. In Gurgaon tha
term is applied to a group, which is practically a distinct caste, of
Tagas who have adopted the custom of widow remarriage, and so lost
status, though they are of pure Taga blood: Punjab Customary Law,
11, p. 132.
m
a-

fr. Dashwil, 'of the plains/ is a group of Rajputs found in
the Simla Hills. To it belong the chiefs of Ghdnd, Theog, Madh£n
and Darkoti, four, baronies feudatory to Keonthal State. It is
asserted that the Dash£ls once ranked as Kanets, wearing no sacred
thread and performing no orthodox funeral r i t e s ; and a fifth Dash£
sept is still only of Kanet status. This latter sept gives its name to
Dashauli, a village in Punar pargana of Keon^hal.

DASHAL,

once a servile tribe of the BALOCH, now found scattered in
small numbers through Deras Ghdzi and Ism&iJ Kh£n and Muzaffargarh.
Possibly, as Dames suggests, from one of tho numerous dashts or tablelands, found throughout the country.

DASHTT,

DASPAL,

a J&$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan,
(from dasht, ' wilderness ').—A Baloch tribe of impuro deSee under Baloch*

DASTI, DASHTI

scent

DA-TONQ-KAB-PO,

D HONORS-EAR;} :

See Ch&hzang.
t

D i m , ft Labana clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
#
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Tks Daudpotn**.

DitfDPOTRA

Bah&walp
oonfined to Bah&

the neighbouring portions of Mult&n, part of which was once included
in that State.
The D66dpOtra sept9 trace their descent from Muhammad Kh&n II,
Abbdsi, 10th in descent from D&ud KMn I. Muhammad Kh&n II had
three sons:
(1) Firoz or Pirtij KMn, (2) Arib (or Arab) Khdn, ancestor of the
Arbani sept, and (3) fsab Kh&n, ancestor of the Isb£ni or Hisbini sept.
kn
The deace
Pir Pirj&uis and to this sept belongs the family of the Naw&bs of
BahAwalpur. A sub-sept of the Pirjinis is called Sham&ni, from Sh&h
Muhammad Kh&n.
The Arb&nis hav^ five sub-septs: SJusini, Rukn&ni or Rukr£ni,
Rahmdni, Jambrdni and Bhinbrdni, all descended from eponyme (Mus&
Kh&n, etc.). The Mus&ni have an offshoot called Kanddni. The
Isb&nis have no sub-septs.
A large number of sub-septs also claim to be D&udpotra though they
are not descended from Muhammad KMn II. Thus tht* Achr&nis claim
descent from Achar, a son of Kehr. Kehr was brother to the wife of
Channi Kh£n, father of D46d Kh&n I, and founded the Kehr6ni sept,
which has seven main branches :—Aohr&ni*
Haldni
BakhsMni.^
Jam&ni.
I
MundMni. yThese five are knownf collectively a* Panj-p&ro.
Marfif&ni.
^•Tayyibfini.l
A number of other septs also claim to be D&udpotra, but their claims
are often obscure, disputed or clearly untenable. Such are the Nohfini,
Zoraia, Kar&ni (who claim to be KehrAnis), Ronjha or Ranuhja (a sept
of the Sanimas), and Chandr&ni {who intermarry with the Arb&nis and
therefore are presumed to be Arb&nis). The Wisr&ui,! Mulini,
Th6mra,§ Wid&ni, K&lra, Jhunri, Bhanbh&ni., Hakrd and Kat-bal|| are
ipurious D&udpotras.
For the origin of this title see the Bahdwalpur Gazetteer.
f .f&re, is said to mean * -fold/ but cf% the Paig-p&re among the Path&ns. also the
Finj-pao of Multtn.
1 Tie Arb*ni and Isbani Daudpotras do not recognie 3 the Wisr&nis, The former declare
that four families of the Abra (g. v.) tribe migrated from Wfsarw&h in Sindh in the time
ofNawAb Muhammad Bahiwal Kh&n II. The Abraa gave one daughter in marriage
to Baliwal KMn, Pirjini, a second to an Arbini family, and a third to an Ish4ni.
and asked their sons-in-law to admit them among the D&udpotras, so that they might
be entitled to all the privileges which the D&udpotras enjoyed. This was granted and they
Were called Wisrani Datidpotras (from Wisharwah).
§The story goes that once Muhammad Bahawal Khan III happened to see one Niirfi
Kbatola with his head shaved. A shaven head being generally looked
down
upon,
the
4
Nawib remarked in Sindhi (which he always spoke), ho dieso thora, look at that bald
head/ and so they were nick-named Thumra. They are really Kharolas (converted sweepers)
|| Originally J4ts of low stattls (there is still a sept of Mohanas which is known by
this name). They. give their daughters in marriage to any tribe while the DAidpotras
ttt particularly strict m forming alliances.
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For a full account of the Daudpotra septs, whose modern developments illustrate the formation of a tribe by descent, affiliation and
fiction, reference must be made to the Bahdwalpur Gazetteer.
DA6DZAI.—The Pathan tribe which occupies the leftbnnk of the Kabul river as
far down as its junction with the Bara. Like theMohmand, the Daudzai
are descended from Daulatyar, son of Ghorai, the progenitor of the
Ghoria Khel. Daud had three sons, Mandkai, Mamur, and Yusuf,
from whom are descended the main sections of the tribe. Mandkai
had three sons. Husain, Nekai, an
represented in Peshawar. Nekai fled into Hindustan, while Balo s few
descendants live in parts of Tirah. Kalfd-i-Afgh4nl, pp. 167, 168, 179,
182. A. N., p. i., iii.
DAUL, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DAULA, an Aram dan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
DAOLAT KHEL.—One of the four great tribes of the Lohani P a g a n s * which
about the beginning of the 17th century drove the Marwats and Mfan
Khel out of Tank. Their principal clan was the Katti Khel; and under
their chief, Katal Khan, the Daulat Khel ruled Tank in Dera Ismail
Khan and were numerous and powerful about the middle of the 18fch
century They accompanied the Durrani into Hindustan, and brought
back much wealth. But since that time the Bhitanni and other tribes
have encroached, and they are now small and feeble. The Nawab of
Tank the principal jdgirddr of the District, is a Katti Khel. Rayerty
described them as ildis or nomads dwelling to the north of the Sulairaan
Range from Daraban town on the east to the borders of Ghazni on the
west alon<r the banks of the Gomal, each clan under the nominal rule
of its own maiik. Though their principal Wealth consisted in flocks
and herds they were engaged in trade, importing horses from Persia
and majitha into Hindustan, and taking back, with them piece-goods
and other merchandise for sale in Kabul and Kandahar. They used to
pay ushr or tithe to the dynasty at Kabul, but. were not liable to
furnish troops.
DAULEKE,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a messenger : cf. Baldhar.
DAUBI, see Dawari.
DAUTANNJ, DOTANNI, aPathan clan, numbering some 700 fighting men, which
inhabits the Wano valley and the country between the Waziri hills
and the Gumal. Their lands are comparatively fertile, growing rice
and cereals. They are on good terms with the Wazirs, and are wellto-do, carrying on a profitable trade with Bokhara. They bring down
postins, chakmas, and charms. They have three Hrris in British
territory, near Katmalana and in the Kahin ildqa. About a third ot
them are kaflla folk and have no kirris. They own about 3,50' camels.
They leave their flocks behind in the hills. They come and
long
with the Mian Khels, though forming separate caravans. .
DAWARI.—Living on the fertile alluvium of the Tochi valley in Norto
cu!ti*
thera Waziristan
DAU>A,

Mini

own name

that tribo

Dawari septs.
vAte very strenuously or to migrate. Hence they are lacking in
military spirit/ unenterprising and home-staying, and a D&wari, even
when outlawed, will not remain away from the valley for more than
a couple of years.
Their descent is thus given :
DAWAH, EPONYM.
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There are also two disconnected sections, Malakh and Amzoni. The
ldak sub-section also does not claim descent from either of the main
branches. The Malakh are a mi: ed division, including the Muhammad
Khel, ldak Khel, Pai Khel, Dihgans, Land Boya and Ghazlaraai.
The latter sept includes three or four Sayyid houses which claim
descent from Pan gar Sahib. The Dihgans are quite a distinct sept,
coming from Afghanistan. The origin of the Malakh is the common
Afgh&n story of a foundling. Some Durranis abandoned a boy in a
box, and as Dangar-Pir found him he brought him up, calling him
Malakh because he was good-looking.
The Amzoni comprise the following pepts:—Chiton, Umarzai, Kurvi
Kalla, Raghzi Kalla, Urmur Kail a, Ahmad Khel, AH Khel, Fath Khel,
Bai Khel, Khatti Kalla, Kharri Kalla and Aghzan Kalla.
1
Amzon, tlie ancestor of these .sept?, is said to have been a Shamma
Khostw&l who mixed with the Dawaris. But the Fath Khel and Bai
Khel are known to be Wazirs, and the Urmur Kalla are by origin
guram
The Darpa Khel consist of Darpa Khels, Panakzai and Khozi, and of
these tho Panakaais are Momit Khel Ddwaris while the Khdzis are
Akhunds. As regards Darpa Khel himself it is said that he was a
Khostwal, but others say that he was a Dum of Tanis.
The ldak sub-section is composed of three different septs,
Taritas, Madira, and Malle Khels, who agreed to settle in one village
on the Id day, whence the village was named ldak. The Malli KJiel
are Tuns, the Taritas are Kharotis, while ;the Madiras are Katti Khels.
The Isori are stated to be Khattaks. Of the Hassu Khel, the Shinki
Khel are the offspring of a baby found near the Shinki Kptal or pass.
The Mosakkis are said to be Bangash Haidar Khels. Urmuz and
* But to this rule tho Malakh form an exception, being much like the Wmsiri, paitoral,
migratory and not keeping their women Becluded.
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Shammal are descendants of Tir who was an Isakhel, but another story
is that he came from the Wurdak country. All the rest of the septs
are Diwaiis proper.
Personal appearance.—The use of the spade in cultivating the stiff
soil of the valley has made the Dawari a very broad-shouldered,
muscular man, not very tall, with thick legs and arms, heavy in gait
and slow in his movements.
Personal habits.—The vices of the DAwaris are sodomy and char as •
smoking. The latter habit is said to be on the increase. The Dawaris
are by repute the laziest and dirtiest of all the Wazirist&n tribes. Cut
off from the outside world, thev had no inducement to cultivate more
land than would ensure a supply of grain till the next harvest and
their habit of greasing their clothes with ghi makes them filthy to a
degree. There are no professional washermen in the valley.
The D&waris used to be famous for their hospitality, which took the
form of washing a guest's hands, spattering his clothes with ghi, and
scattering the blood of a goat or sheep ostentatiously on the outer walls
of the house as a sign that guests were being entertained. They were
also steadfast supporters of their clients' or hamsayas* rights and true
to their engagements. They are now said to be losing these qualities.
Ornaments.—Dawari
men used to dye the right eye with black antimony and the left with red, colouring half their cheeks also in the same
way.* The men (but not the women) used also to wear coins sewn on
the breast of their cloaks as is commonly done by Grhilzai women.
Medicine.—The only treatment in vogue is the common Path&n one
of killing a sheep, the flesh of which i3 given to the poor, and wrapping
the patient in the skin. This is the remedy for every disease and even
for a wound. Its efficacy is enhanced by the prayers recited by a
%
mullah, who also used sometimes to give amulets to, or sometimes
merely breathe on, the sick man.
Cultivation,—Owing
to the heavy nature of the soil the plough is not
used, all cultivation being done by the im, a spade with a long handle.
Wheat, barley, maize and inferior rice with, in a few villages, millet
and mung are sown. Fruit-trees are grown only near the villages and
trees and cultivation used to be confined to the area commanded by the
firearms possessed by each village.
Crafts—The
D&waris practise the weaving of coarse cloth, rude
carpentry and hlacksmich's work, carpenters being, the only artizaiis
known! These are employed to make doors for the houses, which are
mere huts, built by the people themselves.
Social organization.—Thc.Dawaris,
as is usual among the southern
Path&n tribes, are intensely democratic. The maliks. or headmen havo
little influence unless they have a strong following among their own
relations. The D&waris are fanatical and bigoted, and much unilor tho
influence of mullahs who exorcise a powerful weapon in tho right to
exclude a man from"the religious congregation and other ceremonies.
Marriage Customs.—As among the Wazirs, the D&wari wedding
customs are much the same a* among other Pathan tribes. When the
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Ddwari marriage.
parents are agreed that their son and daughter, respectively, are saited
end shall be married, a day is fixed and the bridegroom's kinsmen go
to the bride's guardian's house taking with them sheep rice and
Rs. 30 K6buli with which to feast the bride's relatives and friends.
The marriage contract is then ratified, the two young people are
formally betrothed, and the price to be paid by the bridegroom for the
bride is fixed. The bride's guardians may ask any price they like, as
there is no fixed scale of prices in D&war, and unless the guardians are
amenable and remit a portion of the money demanded, the sura demanded
"by them for the girl must be paid. The price thus paid is taken by the
girl's guardian, who is of course her father, if alive—if not her brother,
and if she has no brother, then by the relation who is by custom her
waris.* The guardian, however, sometimes gives a portion of the price
to the girl to fit herself out with ornaments, etc. Some few years ago a
determined effort was made by the maliks and mullahs of Lower Diwar
to have the price of girls in D&war fixed at Rs. 200 for a virgin and
Rs. 100 for a widow. This they did because they thought that many
D6waris were prevented from marrying owing to the high prices demanded by guardians, which sometimes ran up to Rs. 1,000 ^ n d more,
and showed a tendency to increase rather than decrease. TTO majority
of the maliks were in favour of the proposal, and as a te case the
mullahs attempted last year to enforce the new custom on the occasion
of the marriage of the sister of the chief malik of Tappi. Public
opinion, however, was too strong for the reformers and a serious riot
was only prevented by the intervention of the authorities. The usual
reference to the Political Officer on the subject was, of course, met
with the reply that, although he was glad to hear of the proposal, yet
he could not and would not interfere in what was a purely domestic
question for the D£waris themselves to settle. The subject was then
allowed to drop and now, as before, everyone can put what faocy
prices they like on their girls. The husband has no claim on the
girl until this ceremony (known locally as lasniwai or clasping of hands)
has been performed.
The next ceremony is that of nikah which is the consummation of
the marriage.
In D&war and Wazirist6n boys and girls are betrothed at the ages
of 8 and 6 respectively, and the marriage is consummated at their
majority. Should the husband die after the lasniwai aud before the
nikah, the girl becomes the property of his heirs, and one of them can
either marry her or they can give her in marriage elsewhere, provided
that she is given to a member of the same tribe and village and that
the parents consent. If the parents do not consent, then they can
buy the girl back again by returning all the money received for
her, and are then free to marry her to whom they please. Simiv
larly a widow is married by one of the deceased's heirs, o they
may arrange a marriage for her elsewhere. She must, however,
be supported by them until she marries again, otherwise she is
free to marry as she chooses, and they are not entitled to exact money

* No money is given to the mother of the girl, except wnen she ia a widow and has
been tuiued out by her late husband's heirs, and has *lone borne the oost of the
Birrs upbringing.
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for her. As a rule the bride and bridegroom ate much of an age, but
occasionally here as elsewhere some aged David takes his Abishag tc
his bosom. These are nob as a rule happy marriages. The expenses of
a wedding in Waziristau are fairly heavy. A wealthy man will spend
as much as Rs. 1,500 or even Rs. 2,000 K&buli. An ordinary well-to-dc
man spends some Rs, 500 and a poor one Rs. 200 Kdbuli. There
are no restrictions on intermarriage between Ddwaris and Wazirs.
They mtei marry freely, and the majority of the bigger Dawar tnalikt
have a Wazir wife, aud the Wazir malika living in D&war have
generally at least one D&wari wife. As a rule D&waris do not give
their daughters to those living far away, which is probably due mostly
to the fact that those living far off do not come and ask for them, but
conteut themselvea -with something nearer home- The Mullal
Powindah who lives at Kamjuram has a D&wari wife of the village oi
Idak, but this is an exception, and probably due to the fact that be
fore our occupation and bis rise to power, he used to live during thi
six months of the cold season in Idak. There is no law or custun
regarding marriage.
Inheritance.—The ordinary Muhammadan laws hold good in D&wai
with regard to inheritance.
CUSTOMARY LAW IN DAWAR.

General.—~With regard to offences against the human body, the
general principle of the customary penal law in Dawar may be said
1
to be that of " an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth/ For murder
the penalty is death; for bodily injury, bodily injury of a similar
nature. Nevertheless the Ddwari, though like every other Path&u, has
his price, whereby his wounded body or side may be salved ; and for
most offences a fixed sum is laid down by paying which the offender
may satisfy the wrath of tho party offended. The amount actually
paid, however, depends largely on the strength and influence of the
opposing parties, the weaker usually having to go to the wall, being
mercilessly fleeced if the offending party, and having to be content
with little or nothing if offended. As a general rule, for purposes of
calculating compensation a woman is considered as equal to half a
man, and a Hindu is equal to a woman. Children over two years
old are considered men or women, according to sex, for purposes
of assessing compensation. Customary law in Ddwar only takes
cognisance of the actual deed accomplished and not the intention
of the offender ; for instance, there is no such thing in Ddwar,
as attempted murder. If the man is merely wounded in the attempt
compensation is only paid for the hurt actually caused. Again there
is no such thing as letting a man off because he killed another
man accidentally. Accident or no accident, the man is dead and the
penalty must be paid either in cash or kind. The right of self-defence
is recognised, but in no case does it extend to the killing or permanent maiming of the person against whom it is exercised, not even if
he be attempting to commit murder. Should he be killed compensation
must be paid to his kins, aud if permanently maimed to himself.
Revenge is, if possible, taken on the actual offender (badiddr) while he
lives. But after his death his brother inherits the feud and after him
the murderer's other heirs. If he leave no such relatives, his section is
*

Criminal Law in Dtivur.
responsible, if the injured party belongs to another section. If the
offended party kill a relation of the actual badidor, while he is still alive,
Rs. 100 mu9t be paid as compensation if tho offender and his brothers
die without revenge having been taken, and the inheritance falls to a
relation, that relation can, if he wishes to escape the feud, renounce the
heritage with the feud attached to i t
The tendency among the Dawa: i as among the Wazirs is to exact the
blood penalty, but if a man is ntir>id; he can get the village elders and
go and kill a sheep before the house of the offended party (a ceremony known as nchiowali and have the compensation assessed and
the case settled in that wav.
Murder.—In Dawar, as far a<< the consequences of tho deed are
concerned, there is no difference between murder and the accidental
killing of a man or woman. The penalty is the same in either case.
The punishment is death at the hands of the murdered man's relations,
or if they cannot intlict it themselves, at the hands of assassins hired

by them.
A murder can, however;, be compounded on the intervention of the
village jirga by tho payment of a sum varying from Rs. 1,000 to
Rs. 1,200 in cash. In some cases a woman is given in marriage to a
relative of the murdered man by the murderer, in which case the price
of the woman is agreed upon between the parties and deducted from
the amount, of compensation to be paid. If both of the parties do not
compound the offence willingly, but one is forced to do so by the
other, or both are forced to do so hy the village or tribal jirga, then
compensation is only paid in cash, The amount of compensation paid
for a woman is in all cases half that of a man, and the amount paid
for the murder of a Hindu is the same as that for a woman. There are
four exceptions to the law that the death or hurt of a man or woman
must be a.venged by the relations, either by taking a life or by taking
money in compensation. The exceptions are—
(i) If a man is accidentally killed or hurt in a nandasa (the name
given to the local dance at the Id) : unless it can be prov*
ed that the man who killed the other had a feud or any
grudge against the deceased.
(ii) If any one be accidentally hurt or killed in the stone-throwing
which sometimes accompanies a wedding : provided always
that there is no grudge or feud.
[iii) At a tent-pegging match if a rider warn the bystanders that
his horse is unmanageable, no claim lie3 against him if
any one is injured.
(iv) H a man cutting wood from a tree warn people sitting under
the tree, he is not responsible for any accident that may
occur from falling branches.
If a pprson is injured by a runaway horse or other animal, the animal
IB usually given in compensation. The burden of proof of any injury
being accidental is on the party who inflicts it. A council of elders is
summoned at his expense, and if he can satisfy them that it really was
an accident, they assess the compensation as they think fit. All feuds
are suspended while the parties are out with a tribal lashkur or chigha.
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for
The rates of compensation for a female are the same as th
a male, aa also are those for Hindus, but in the Malakb ildqa the
rates for womeu are only half those for men, and Hindus are considered equal to women.
Under the custom the punishment for a hnrt is a hurt of similar
nature to that inflicted, i. e.} for the loss of a limb the punishment is
the loss of that limb; for a wound, a similar wound ; for a nose or ear
cut, a nose or car cut. There is, however, a scale of compensation*
fixed by which nearly every form of hurt can be compensated. This
scale is as follows:—
For the permanent total disablement of an arm or a leg, Rs. 500.
If the disablement be not quite total then the compensation is Rs. 250,
and if it bo only slight Rs. 120.
•

Rs.

For the loss of one eye
Ditto
both eyes
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The rates for the loss of fingers are
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1st finger
2nd
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Adultery.—If the parties are caught in the act, both may be killed, but
in the Malakh and Tappizai ildqas (where a woman is considered half
* ID the Malakh ildqa the scale is somewhat different, though for permanent disable
ment of a limb it is the same.
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The Dawi

Pathans.

a man) the woman alone can be killed and the man's foot cut off, and
it' the man is killed half the compensation for his murder must be
paid. This is the invariable rule in the Malakh ildqa.
For rape the man may be killed, and for an assault with intent to
outrage a woman's modesty he may bo killed and half compensation
paid, or his foot may bo cut off. For house trespass in order to
commit adultery the man's nose or ear may be cut off, and if the huaband suspects his wife of being a consenting party, he may kill her.
The penalty for elopement or abduction is death or Rs. 1,000. Should
a woman go wrong and become a bad character the husbaud may cut
off her nose and divorce her. Should she then marry again he is
entitled to no compensation.
0(fences against property.—The punishments for burglary, robbery
and theft are all much the same. The amount stolen, with compensation for the damage done and the expense? of the suit are recovered,
plus a village fine of Ks. 40 to Rs. 200* according to the offender's
means. If no damage is done and no property stolen, only the village
fine ia recovered.
Arson.—In cases of arson the risker is referred to the village jirga
which, if the offence is proved, realises a village fine of from Rs. 100
to Rs. 200. Compensation is also realised and paid to the offended
party.t Should loss of life result from the fire, the penalty for murder
who perishes in the flames, is exacted in addition, for every person.
Catting of crops.—Compensation tor the damage done is paid, as well
as a fine of Rs. 5 if the offence is committed by night, and Rs. 2
or Rs. 3 if the offence is committed by day.
a tribe of Ghorgasht Path&ns, descended from Ddwai, son of Ddnai,
and so akin to the KAKAR, Naghar and Parni. The Dawi live in the
tract held by the last named, occupying Sanger or Sang-Mandali, and
the Zarghun Darra or ' green valley.' Ddwai had two sons, Domarah
and Homarah and adopted three more, viz., Khwardai, Zamar .and
Samar, according to the most authentic account, but other traditions
omit the two last-mtmod. The story goes that Dawai espoused the
widow of a Sayyid of Khujand, and adopted her son by him. His
name was Hasan, buc in his youth he was notorious as a robber (ghal).
He repented, however, of his misdeeds and became the disciple of a
saint of Multdn, married a Pathan wife and had four sons, Musa, Ali,
Sikandar and Balil, whose descendants are known as Hasani or Khundi
(lit. protected), a corruption probably~bf Khujandi. The Hasani, being
of Sayyid blood dwell among other tribes as their spiritual guide, and
Shaikh Hasan Dawi,t one of the most famous of them, attached himself
to the Shaikh-nl-lsUm Baha-ul-Haqq-wa-ud-Din Zakaria§ of Mult&n,
and wi*s buried at a spot between Tul and Sambar. His tomb is still a
place of pilgrimage and tales of his power of thought-reading are
still told. Another Dawi saint was Shaikh Meknam, and a third

DAWI,

* In the Malakh ildqa the fine ia Rs. 60 and in Dangar Khel Rs. 100
t In the Malakh ild ta doable compensation is paid.
X Not to be confused with Hasan Dawi, th* progenitor of the tribe..
§ The * Saint of Mulvin ' who died in 1265-6 at the age of 100. He was
IhoShaikh-uUKdmil, b'hahab-ud-Diu, son of Abu-Hifz, Uniar-ua-Saharwardi.

disciple of

•

Ddya—Detwdli.
Shaikh H£ji Aba Ish&q, who was accounted an Afghan because hia
mother was an Afgh&n. He was a contemporary of Sultdn Sher Sh&h
and dwelt at Kaitbal.
DATA, a synonym for M&chhi in Multan, fern, ddi (so called because women
of the M&chhi caste act as wet-nurses). Cf. Vaidehd.
DAYAL, a lUjput clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DEDHA$, a Guiar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
an Iranian (T&jik) tribe (or rather class, as the
word means husbandman) which i% represented by the SHALMANIS of the
Pesh&war valley. Raverty says that the Chaghdn-Sarai valley on the
we6t side of the Ghitr&l river also contains several large Dihg£n villages
which owe allegiance to the Sayyids of Kunar.

DIHGAN, DIHGAN, DIHQAN,

i

one of the principal clans of the Jats in Karn&l. It has its headquarters at Ludhi&na and originally came from Rohtak. Probably the
same as Dabia.
DEHR, a Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

DKHIA,

DEO,— (1).

A title of several ancient ruling families, used as an affix, like
Chand or Singh. I t was thus used by the old dynasty of Jamnifi.
(2). A tribe of J&ts which is practically confined to the Si&lkot
district where they regard Sankatra as one of their ancestors and have a
highly revered spot dedicated to him, in the town of that name, in
tahsil Zafarw&l. They claim a very ancient origin, but not Rajput.
Their ancestor is said to be Mah&j, who came from " the Saki jungle " in
Hindustan. Of his five sons, Soh&l, Kom, Dewal, Aulakh and Deo, the two
latter gave their names to two J£t tribes, while the other branches dispersed over Gujr&nw£l& and Jhang. But another story refers theintoRajfi
Jagdeo, a Surajbansi R&jput. They have the same marriage ceremony
as the Sahi, and also use the goat's blood in a similar manner in honour
of their ancestors, and have several very peculiar customs. They will
ancestral
connection. Also found in Aparitsar.
DEOANIA, a J&% tribe found in Sialkot and apparently distinct from the Deo.
a sept of Kanets descended from a son of Tegh Chand, third son of
R£j& Kahn Chand of Kahlur.
v>
DEOWAJJA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur;
DEORA,

DERIJA,

a Jj£t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

Dssi, (i) of the country, fr. des, country ; (ii) of the plains, as opposed to
pahari, of the hills: cf. P. Dicty., p. 287; (iii) a J&t clan (agricultural)
F
ound in Multan. Cf Desw&li.
C
DBSWAL,
men of the country/ a Ja$ tribe, sprung from the same stock as
the Dalai. They are most numerous in Rohtak, Grurg£on,and Karn&i.
In Mew&r and Ajmer, Mu^almin R&j puts are called Dosw&l, and are
hardly recognised as Rjijputs.
DKSWALA, a territorial term sometimes applied to certain J&\ tribes as opposed
to Pachhamw&la.
DESWALI, opposed to Bigri, q.v.
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Dewa—Dhaman.

a title given in Sirmfir to Kanet families which perform priestly duties
in the deotas* temples. A Dewd will generally marry in a Dewfi, family
and a Negi in a Negf family. The Dewfc rank below the Bhits and
above the Dethis. and are intimately connected with the deoias whom
they serve : e.g., the temple of Mahasu must be closed for 20 day* if
thera is a birth or death in the Dew&'s family—see the Sirmur Gazetteer,
pp. 42—44. Cf. Karan.
The form of thi* designation in the Simla Hills appears to be dinwan.
DEWAL, a J at clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DJSWALA, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
DEWAK, a J&t okn- (agricultural) found in Muit&n.
DHABA, DABHA, DHABI, DIBHA, syns. of Dhobi, q.v.
PHABBA, a Khatri sub-division,
DHADAH, a tribe of J&ts, found in Kapfirthala, whither it migrated from Delhi.
DKWA,

a musician, singer or panegyrist; fr. dhdd, a kind of
tabor. In the Deraj&t, however, the ph&qi o&iy chants and nerer, it
is said, play8 on any instrument: he is also said not to intermarry with
the P u m . In Mult&n he is a panegyrist, if given alms; if not, he curses.

P H A B H I , DHADI,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
DHAKKAR, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
DBAKKtJ, an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur and Montgomery. Glassed
both as R£iput and
hills of Hazdra, which allows
DHAKOC
termarry
widow remarriage.
other sub-caste of Brahmans in these hills.
DHALA, a caster of metals.
DHAKAR,

clan found in B&wal (N&bha State). They derive
their origin from Raj& Dhal, a Tunwar ruler of Hastinapar, who
lost caste by marrying a foreign wife.
DHALI, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsay.
DHALAN

a tribe of Muhammadan J&ts, found in Gujr&t, where its founder, a
Bha^i R&iput, obtained a grant of land from
exchange
fine shield, dhdl, which he possessed.
DHALIWAL, see Dhdriwal.
DHALON, a'Jat clan (agricultuial) found in Amritsar
DHAMALI, a class of Muhammadan faq
J*1AU), t
whirling.
DBALT,

(

idogamous occupational sub-caste of the Loh&r
castes, fr. dh una 'to blow' the bellows. The Dhatn&n are black
smiths, as opposed to the KhaMi or * carpenter' sub-caste. The
Dham&n is by tar the largest group among the Tarkh&ns and forms
a true sub-caste in Sirsa, in Hoshi&rpur (in which district the Dham&ns
and Khafti^ will not eat or smoke together) and probably throughout
the eastern districts, as far north as Gujr£nw£la. The Dhamdns
include the Hindu SUTHABS. Q.V.

DHAMAN, an

e:

an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

DHAMRA,

a caste, essentially of Hindustan and. not of the Punjab proper,
and confined to the south-east of the Province. Wilson derives the
names from the Sansk. dhanashka, bowman, but the Dhdnaks of the
Punjab are not hunters and only differ from the Chuhr&s in that they
will not remove nightsoil, though they will do general scavenging. In
villages they do a great deal of weaving also. The Ohuhr£s are said to
look down on them, bat they are apparently on an equality, as neither
will eat the leavings of the other though eacfh will eat the leavings
of all other tribes except Sinsis, not excluding even Khatfks.
There are, practically speaking, no Sikh or Mussalmdn Dhdnaks,
and their creed would appear to be that of the Chuhras. The only
considerable tribe the Dhanaks have returned is L&\ Guru, another
name for Lai Beg, the sweeper Guru. But they are said to burn their
dead. They marry by phera and no Brahman will officiate. They also
appear to be closely allied to the Pasis.* See L61begi.

DHANAK,

a small clan of Ja^s, found in Jind, Their jathera is Sw&mi
Sundar D&s, at whose aamidh milk is offered on the 12th sudi every
month: beestiogs also are offered, and, at weddings, a lamp is lighted

DEANDA,

there.
DHANPSAHAE,

a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

PHAJJJGE,

a tribe of Rajput status which belongs to the group of hill tribes
of the Salt-range Tract. It is from them that the Dhairi country in the
Chakw^l tahsil of Jhelum takes its name ; and there appears still to be
a colony of them in those parts, though they are now chiefly found in
the lower western hills of the Murree range, being separated from the
Satti by the Ketwal. They claim to be descended from Ali, son-in-law
of the Prophet. They are a fine martial set of men and furnish many
recruits for the army, but were always a turbulent set, and most of the
serious crime of the surrounding country used to be ascribed to them.
Many of them are of J&t status.

DHANIAL,

an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. Also a Kamboh
clan in that District and in Montgomery. In the latter it is both Hindu
and Muhammadan.

DHA^JON,

a JaV tribe ot the satne stock as the U&thi. They are almost
confined to Jhajjar tahsil in Rohtak, and are perhaps nothing more
than a local clau of the R&thi tribe.

DHANXAR,

DflAtoOE, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DHAN^AI,
DHA^I,

a P o g a r clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
•

DHAR,
DHABI,

a Ja£ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
a bard (Monckton's 8. R. Gujrdt, 53), doubtless=pHApi, q.».

• In Karnil they arc regularly employed in weaving. But they also collect;cow-dung
client's house and a little at harost,

>
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Dhariwal~DhQunchak.

DBABIWAL.—The DWriwfl, Vh&nU or Dlrifllwfl, (or, in KarnAl, Phor) Jits, for

the name is spelt in all three ways, are said to be Bhatti Rajputs, and
to take their name from their place of origin Dharinagar. They say that
Akbar married the daughter* of their chief, Mihr Mitha.t
Thoy are
found chiefly on the Upper Sutlej and in the fertile district to the west,
their head-quarters being tho north-western corner of the MAIwa, or
Ludhi&na, Ferozepur, and the adjoining parts of Pati&la. Mr. Brandreth
describes them as splendid cultivators, and the most peaceful and contented portion of the population of the tract. Akbar conferred the
title of Mi£n on Mihr Mitha and gave him 120 villages round Dhaula
K&ngarJ in jdgir. The Dhariw&l have undoubtedly been settled in
that part from an early period, and the south-east angle of the Moga
tahsil is still called the Dhaliwal lappa. Mitha's descendants are still
called Mi&n, but they are said not to have been converted to Islam
though for seveic generations their leaders bore distinctly Muharamadan names. However this may be Mihr Mitha is now their sidh
with a shrine ati Lallawala in Pa^iala, and on the 2nd sudi of each
month sweetened bread and mills are offered to it. In Si&lkot, however,
their sidh is called Bhoi and his seat is said to be at Janer§ Fatta.
The Dh&riw£l are divided into two groups, Udhi or Odi and Moni
or Muni (who alone are said to be followers of Mihr Mitha in Gujr&n-

wdla).
a synonym of Tarkh&n {q.v.) throughout the South-West Punjab.
In Jhang they are all Muhammadans and have Awtin, Bhfcrmi, Bhatti,
Phddhi, Gilotar, Jaujuhdn, Kari, Khokhar, Sah&rar, Sahte and Si&l
septs. The latter when the first tonsure of a child is performed, cook 2\
bkasari8 or cakes, each containing 1^ sers of wheat-Hour, and of these
the eldest of the family eats one, the second is given in alms and the
third (i) is eaten by the girls of the family.

DHARKHAN,

a group, practically a sub-caste, of Brahmans found in Gurgaon,
who have become out-castes because they adopted the custom of widow
remarriage.il The name may be derived from dharel, a concubine, or
dharewa, marriage of a widow. They are Gaurs.

DHARIJEBA,

pHAsfj a J£ v clan (agricultural) found iu Amritsar.
.

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur, and, as Muhammadan J&ts,
in Montgomery.

DHAUL,

•

DHAULKA,

-

an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur.

DHATW (DHAWAN),

a Khatri got, see P. Dicty., p. 304.

one of the principal clans of the Jats in Karn£l, with its head*
quarters at Binjhaul. Intermarries in Rohtak.

DHAUNCHAK,

* As her dower 100 ghumaos of lnnd were given her at Kang-»r and thi* land was trans
ferred to Delhi and kept as the burial ground of the Mugiial emperors !
+ Mihr or Mahr, * chief/ and Mitha, a name unknown to Akbar's historians
% Dhaula, the ' white' house er palace. Kangar is in Fatiala territory to the south-ea
of Moga.
€ Ja&er is described by Cunningham, Arch. Survey Reports XIV, 67—69 4
)) Punjab Customary Law, II, p. 132,

Dhaugri—Dhillon.
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»e DHOG

DHED,

R&jput (
tribe
lit. a crow ; a leather-worker.

(sec above). A synonym for Chamar. The term is,
however, used, for any Mow fellow/ though especially applied to a
Chatndr. In the Punjab the Dhedh is not a separate caste, as ic is in
Bombay and the Central Provinces.
pHEypYE, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsai-c
DHEDH, DHBRH, DHED,

a tribe of Jats claiming Solar Rajput origin through its oponym
and his descendant Harpal who settled near Kalanaur and thence it
migrated iuto Sialkot.
UBESI, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DHIDHA, an Ar£in clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
DHIDOANA, a clan of the Si£ls.
DHILA, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
DHER,

\

Dhillon* is one of the largest and most widely distributed J£t tribes in the Punjab, especially in the Sikh Districts.
Their head-quarters would appear to be Gujriiiiw&la and Amritsar ; but
they are found in large numbers along the whole course of the Sutlcj
from Ferozepur upwards, mid under the hills to the east of those two
Districts. The numbers returned for the Delhi District are curiously
v
large, and it is doubtful whether they really refer to the same tribe.
Like the G-or&ya they claim to be Saroha Rajputs by origin, and to
have come from Sirsa. If this be true they have probably moved up
the Sutlei, and then spread along westwards under the hills. But
another story makes them descendants of a Surajbansi, R&jput n amed
Kh<irmor
some
office
_Lu^who
^ ^lived
^ _ at ^
^ ^ ^ ^in^ the
^ ^ MaUva,
^ ^ ^ ^ and
^ ^ ^held
^^^
^^^
^ ^ Ba t h e
Delhi court. They are said to be divided into three great sections, the
B&j, Saj and San da.
Another pedigree is assigned them in Amritsar. It makes La (Loh
Sain) son of Raja Karn, thus :

DHILLON, DEULLHON.—The

SURAJ (Sun).
Karn, born at Karn Bas in Bulandshahr.
Loh Sain.

Chatar Sain.

n
Chandar Sain,

Brikh Sain,

I
Dhillon.
R a m ' s birth is described in the legend that Raj& Kauntal had a
daughter Kunti by name, who was married to Raj£ P&ndav
Warbhashd rikhi taupht her a mantra by which she could bring the
under her influence and by its power she bore Karn who became Ra/ja
of HastinaVpur. When Pandav renounced his kingdom after the battle
at Kuruchhetar and Kajd Karn had been killed in the battle, Dhnlon
1

* Folk-etymology connects the name with dhilla, * lazy.
^ rom a word meaning 'gentle.'

It is also said to be derived

288 ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • 1 Dhind8a-~Dhirulce. j j ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ H ^ H ^ ^ I
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left Hastin£pur and settled in Wangar near- Bha^inda, where bis
descendants lived for 10 generations. Karn is said to have a temple a t
Amb on the Ganges, where he is worshipped on the Chet chaudas. I n
Suilkot the Dhillu jathera is Ddud Sh&h, and he is revered a,t weddings.
The Bhangi misl of the Sikhs was founded by a Dhillon, Sirdar
Ganda Singh. In Amritsar the Dhillon do not marry with the Bal
because once a mirasi of the DhilloTis was in difficulties in a Bal village,
and they refused to help him, so the DhillonS of the Mdnjha do not even
drink water from a Bal's hands; nor will the mirasis of the Dhillon
intermarry with those of the Bal. In Ludhiana at Dhillon village there
is a shrine of the tribal jathera, who is called Bdbaji. Gilt is offered to
him at weddings and he is worshipped at the Diwali, Brahmans taking
the offerings.
a J£t tribe, which would appear to be confined to AmMla, Ludhiana
and the adjoining portion of Pati&la. They claim to be descended from
Saroha Rajputs. In Jind their Sidh is B&b£ Harnd.ni D&s, aBair&giof
the 17th century, whose shrine is at Khari&l in Karnal. Offerings are
made to it at weddings. In Sialkot the Dhindsa also revere a sati's tomb.
DHING, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.
DeiNWAR, DBIMAR.—The word Dhin war is undoubtedly a variant of JHINWAR,*
while the term Dhimar is a corruption of it, with possibly, in the Punjab,
a punning allusion to the custom described below. The Dhlnwar is
confined in the Punjab to the tracts round Delhi, where the word is also
applied to any person of dark complexion. The Dhinwars are divided
into two groups, one of which makes baskets and carries pdlkis, works
ferries and is in fact a KAHAR. Many of this group are fishermen or
boatmen, and call themselves Mallahs, while some are Bharbhunjtls.
The other group is so criminal in its tendencies that it was once proposed to proclaim the Dhinwars a criminal tribe, but violent crime is rare
among them and though they wander all over the Punjab, disguised as
musicians, begging, pilfering and even committing burglary or theft on
a large scale, many of them are cultivators and some even own land.
The Dhinwars of Gurg&on once used to marry a girl to Bhaironji, and
she was expected to die within the year. The Dhimars do not own the
Dhinwars as the latter are notorious thieves. No Hindu of good caste
will take water from a Dhinwar's hands, though he will accept it from
a Dhimar. (The latter caste appears to be the equivalent of the Jhinwar
in the United and Central Provinces), 9 See also under Jhinwar.
DHIEMALIA, the second oldest sect of Sikhs. The Dhirmalia owe their origin
to Dhiriaaljt who refused to acknowledge Guru Har Rai, his younger
brother, as the Guru. The sect has an important station at Chak R£m
D&s in Shdhpur, where the Bhais descended from Dhirmal own the
village lands. They have a considerable following, chiefly of Khatris
and Aroras. B&b& Bar Bhag Singh, another member of the family, has
a shrine at Mairi, near Amb in Hoshiirpur. The sect has no special
tenente differentiating it from the Nanakpanthfs.
DHIKCKE, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,
DHINDSA,

._

_

*

* F o r / h - d / i f c f . rijha, cooked, for rxdhii bajha hud, for bdndhd hud, t i e d : rujjha, for
ruddhdt busy, and otber examples.

^ |

t Not the second son of Riradas, the 4th Guru, as sometimes stated, but of Gurditta, the
Udasi who
became Guru, i ^ l ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H ^ H
•H^^H^Hl

*

DkoU—Dhotar.
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DHOBi, perhaps the most clearly defined and the one most nearly approaching
a true caste of all the Menial and Artisan castes. He is found under
that name throughout the Punjab, but in the Derajat and the Mult&n
%
Divi&ion he is undistinguishable from the Charhoa. He u the washerman oi the country, bat with washing he generally combines, especially
in tho centre and west of the Province, the craft of calico-printing,
and undoubtedly in these parts the Dhobi and Chhimba castes overlap.
The Dhobi is a true village menial in the sense that he receives a fixed
share of the produce in return for washing the clothes of the villages
where he performs that office.
But he occupies this position only
among the higher castes of landowners, as among the J&ts and castes
of similar standing the women generally wash the clothes of the family.
The Dhobi is, therefore, to be found in largest number in the towns.
His social position is very low, for his occupation is considered impure ;
and he alone of the tribes which are not outcast will imitate the Kumhir
in keeping and using a donkey. He stands below the N&i, but perhaps
above the Kumhar. He often takes to working as a Darzi or tailor,
and in Peshawar dhobi simply means a dyer (rangrez). He is most
often a Musalmin. His title is barita or khalifa, the latt er being the
title of the heads of his guild.
The Dhobi sections appear to be few. »They include :
5.
Kamboh.
1. Agrai.
9. Rikhari.
6.
Ehohhar.
2. Akthra.
10 L4rli.
7. Kohdns. .
|
11. LippaL
3. Bhalam.
8. Mahmal.
I
4.
Bhatti.
(Those italicised are also Chhimba and Charhoa gots, Nos 1, 3 and
9 being also Charhoa gots). The Hindu Dhobis in Kapurthala say they
are immigrants from the United Provinces and preserve four of their
original seven gots, viz., Magia, M&rwair, Balwar and Kanaujia, while
the Muhammadan sections are said to be Galanjar, Mohar, Role, Sangdri,
Saukhar and SatalDHODA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
P H O D I BHANDAH, KBATAR, NAMONANA and WAIR, four Rajput septs (agricultural) found in Multdn.
DeooRi, the ironsmiths, miners and charcoal-burners of the Barmaur wizdrat
of Chamba State, where, when holding land as tenants, they are, like
other lpw-castes, termed jhumrialu,
lit. ' family servants'. In Kullu
territory all say the term dhogri is applied to any D£ghi or Koli who
takes to iron-smelting: cf. CHHAZANQ for the Dhongru K&ru in Spiti.
r
The name is probably connected with dhaukni, etc., bellows/ and
dhauna, ' to blow the bellows.'
DHOL, a tribe of Ja^s, found in Knpurthala, whither it migrated from the
Ea6t, beyond the Jumna, after settling in Amritsar: see also Dhaul.
DHOBI| a J&f clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.
DHOT, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery
in the latter both Hindu and Muhammadan.
DHOTAR, a J i t tribe, almost entirely conGned to Grujr<£nw&la. They are mostly
Hindus, and claim to be descended from a Solar Rajput who emigrated;
from Hindustan or, according to another story, from Ghazni, some 20
generations back.
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DHUpHi, Dhudhi, a trihe of Munammadans found in Pakpattan tahsil,
Montgomery district, and akin to the Raths. In thia district it is
classed as Rajput, Jat, AIT in, and in Shahpur as Ja^. Iu Montgomery
the Dhudhi Hutiana rank as Rajputs.
DHUDHIAL, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
DHODHI a small clan of Punwilr Rajputs found with their kinsmen the Rathor
scattered along- the Sutioj and GJhenab. Their original seat is said to
have been in the Mailsi tahsil of Multan, where they are mentioned as
early as the first half of the 14th century. When the Delhi empire was
breaking up they spread along the rivers. One of them, Haji Sher Muharnmnd, was a saint whose shrine in Multan is still renowned. Thejr
are said to be " fair agriculturists and respectable members of society.'
DHDDI, a Jat tribe found in tahsil Mailsi, district Multan, and formerly, in
the 13th century, established iu the extreme east of it
DHUL, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur and, as Rajputs, in Montgomery.
DHUL, one of the principal clans of the Jats in Karnal, with its head-quarters
at Pai.
DHULLU BHATTI, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
the Dhund svith the Satti, and Kefcwal, occupy nearly the whole of
the Murree and Hazdra Hills on the right bank of the Jhelum in the
Hazdra and Rawalpindi districts. Of the three the Dhund are the most
northern, being found in the Abbott&b&d tahsil of Hazdra and in the
northern' tracts of Rawalpindi, while below % them come the Satti.
Andwdl appears to be one of the Dhund clans. They claim to be
descendants of Abbas, the paternal uncle of the Prophet; but another
tradition is thattheir ancestor Takht Kh&n came with Taimur to Delhi
where he settled j and that his descendant Zorab Khdn went to Kahuta
in the time of Shah Jahan, and begat the ancestors of the Jadwal,
Dhund, Sarrara, and Tanaoli tribes. His son Khalara or Kulu Rai was
sent to'Kashmir, and married a Kashmiri woman from whom the Dhund
are spru ng, and also a Ketwal woman. From another illegitimate son of
his the Satti, who are the bitter enemies of the Dhund, are said to have
sprung ; but this the Satti deny and claim descent from no less a person
than Nausherwan. These traditions are of course absurd. Kulu Rai is
a Hindu name, and one tradition makes him brought up by a Brahman.
Colonel Wace wrote of the Dhund and Karral: " Thirty years ago their
acquaintance with the' Muhammadan faith was still slight, and though
they now know more of it, and are more careful to observe it, relics of
their Hindu faith are still observable in their social habits." This much
appears certain that the Dhund, Satti, Bib, Chibh, and many others,
are all of Hindu origiu, all originally occupants of the hdls on this part
of the Jhelum, and all probably more or less connected. Among the
Pun war clans mentioned* by Tod, and supposed by him to be extinct, are
the Dhoonda, Soruteah, Bheeba, Dhund, Jeebra, and Dhoonta ; and it
is not impossible that tnese tribes may bo Funwar clans. The history of
these tribes is given at pages 592 ff of Sir Lepel Griffin's Punjab Chiefs.
They were almost exterminated by the Sikhs in 1837. Colonel Cracroft
considered the Dhund and Satti of Uawalpindi to be a 'treacherous,
feeble, and dangerous population/ and rendered especially dangerous by
their close connection with the Karral and Dhund of Hazara. He says

DHUNP,

<
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that the Satti are a finer and more vigorous race and less inconstant
and volatile than the Dhund, whose traditional enemies they are. Sir
Lepel Griffin wrote that the Dhund "have 9ver been a lawless untractable race, but their courage is not equal to their disposition to do evil."
On the other hand, Major Waco described both the Dhund and Karral as
"attached to their homes and fields, which they cultivate simply and
industriously. For the rest their character is crafty and cowardly."
Both tribes broke into open rebellion in 1857, and the Dhund were
severely chastised m Rawalpindi, but left unpunished in Haz&ra.
Mr. E. B. Stecdman said : " The hillmen of Rawalpindi are not of very
fine physique. They have a good deal of pride of race, but are rather
squalid in appearance. The rank and file are poor, holding but little
land and depending chiefly on their cattle for a livelihood. They have
a great dislike to leaving the hills, especially in the hot weather, when
they go up as high as they can, and descend into the valleys during the
cold weather. They stand high in the social scale." In Haz&ra the
local tradition makes two of the two main Dhund clans, Chandial and
Ratnial, descendants of two Rdjput chiefs who were descended from Gahi,
rule? of a tract i*ound Delhi. To this day they refuse to eat with other
Muhammadans or even to allow thorn to touch their cooking vessels.
At weddings they retain the Hindu custom, whereby the bardt or procession spends 2 or 3 days at the house of the bride's father, and various
other Hindu social observances. They rarely marry outside the tribe,
but polygamy is fairly common among them.* Mr..H. D. Watson
describes them as physically rather a fine race, and intelligent, but
factious and unscrupulous.
a synonym for Penja (q. v.). See also under Randera.
DHUNSAR, Dhusar, see under Bhargava Dhusar.
DHUSSA.—A daughter of Guru Har Rai married a Gend Khatri of Pasrur,
named Amar Singh, whose descendants are called dhussas or intruders,
but no sect ot this name appears in our Census tables.
DIHADRAE, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DILAZAK, an important Pa than tribe.
The Dilazak were the first Afghdn tribe to enter the Pesh&war valley,
and the Akhund, Darweza, avers that they came first into Nangrah&rt
DHUNIA,

• E. Molloy, in P. N. Q. II, §281.
t The Dilazaks first entered Nangrahar from tiie west or south-west and, prior to Tfmur's
invasion, settled in the Peshawar valley, allying themselves with the Shalmanis. In Babar's
time and under Akbar they held Waiaaau and the eastern part of Bdjaur. They assigned the
Doiba to the Yusufzais and Mandars and they in turn to the Gagyanis, but the latter were defeated by the Dilazaks. Upon this the Khashis, headed by Malik Ahmad, the Mandar chief, attacked
the Dilazaks and drove them out of all their territories north of the Kabul river. The Khalfls
and Mohmands then induced Kamran to attack the Dilazaks and he expelled them from Peshiwar and all their possessions west of the Indus (c 153<M). Subsequently (c. 1549-50) Khan
Kaju. Malik Ahmad's successor, fortned a great confederation of Khashi tribes and defeated the
Ghwaria Khel, headed by the Khalils, at Shaikh Tapur in 1540-50. Khan Kaju'g power may be
gauged from the fact-that he had at one time a f«>rce of 150,000 men under his command and his
authority was acknowledged from Nangrahar to the Marigalla pass, and from Upocr Swit to
Pindi and Kalabagh. Adam Kh»in Gakhar is said to have been his feudatory. Throe or forr
years later in 1552 Humayun reached Peshawar, which fortress he found in ruins, aud appointed
Slkandar Khan the Cossack (Qazak) its governor. Soon after 1552 Khan Kaju marchod on
Bag;4m and there invested Sikandar, but having no artillery or other firearms was compelled
to raise the siege. Khan Kaju's Mulla or chief priest and minister was Shaikh Mali who divided
the conquered lands among the Khashis.
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from the west and passed on eastward before the time of Timur. Entering the vale of Peshawar they formed ao alliance with the Shalm&nfs,
who were then subject to-the Sult&n of Sw&t, and subdued or expelled,
exterminated or absorbed the other tribes which held the valley. Thus
they occupied the eastern part of B£jaur, and their territory extended
from the Jinde river to the K&l&pani and the. hills of Swat. The
Shalm6nis held the Hashtnagar tract, but all the lands from Bijaur
to the Indus north of the Kibul and south of it as far as the Afridi
hills, were Dilazak territory when the Khashi Path&ns appeared on
the scene. That branch of the Afghan nation ha.d been expelled from
their seats near K&bul by Mirza Ulugh Beg, B&bar's uncle, they applied /or aid to the Dilazdks and were by them assigned the Shabkadr
Do-^bah or tract between the two rivers.

Accordingly the Yusufzai ar.d Mandar tribes of the Khashis settled
in the Do-abali, and some under the Mandar chief, Mir Jam&l Amanzai,
spread towards Amb&r and Danishkol, while many Mandars and some
of tlie Yusufzais pushed on into B&jaur. Then they came into collision
with the Umr KhelDilazaks, who held the Chandiwal valley, and defeated
them with the loss of their chief, Malik Haibu. The Yusufzai, Mandar
and Khalil* then divided B?ijaur anions themselves, but soon fell out
and in the end the Khalils were crushed in a battle fought in the Hinduraj valley. The Khalils never again obtained a footing in Bajaur.
Meanwhile the Gagi&nis had attempted to set a footing in Bdjaur
but failed and besought Mahk Ahmad Mandar for aid. He assigned
the Do-abah to them, but they soon found cause of quarrel with the
Dilazaks, and even with the Yusufzais and Mandars also. In 1519
the Gagi&nis brought Bdbar into the Hashtnagar tract, ostensibly
against the Dilaz&ks, with whom the Yusufzai and Mandars left them
to fight it out. In the result the Dilazak completely overthrew the
Gagianis. The former were elated at their victory, and thus aroused
the jealousy of Malik Ahmad, who formed a great Khashi confederacy,
including various vassals of the Yusufzai and Mandar. In a great
battle fought, in the Guzar Rud, between Katlang and ShahMzgarhi,
the Dilazaks were defeated with great loss, but in the pursuit Ahmad's
son Kh&n Kaju chivalrously allowed the Dilazdk women to escape across
the Indus. He subsequently received the hand of the daughter of
the Dilazdk chief, and the political downfall of the Dilazak was
thereby sealed. As good subjects of B&ba'r they were obnoxious to
Mirza Kamr&n, and this doubtless accounts for the failure of all their
attempts to retrieve their position, since they were only finally overcome
t i t e r much severe fighting. In alliance with Karnran the Khalils
Bought to despoil the Dilazaks of their remaining lands, and by 1534
they had obtained possession of the country from Dhaka to Attock,
together with the Khyber and Karappa passes.
DiNDAR, 'possessed of the F a i t h ' : a term applied to a Chuhra, Chara&r
or any other low-caste convert to Islam. Better class converts are
called Naumuslim, Sheikh or somewhat contemptuously, Sheikhra. Gf*
Khojfib
DIBMAN, (a corruption of Abdur-rahmdn) an Afghdn sopt of theKuAGiANi tribe.
• The Khalils had quarrelled with the,other tribes of the Ghwaria Khel and quitted th e
northern Qandah4r "territory to occupy the Lashura valley in Bdjaur, some time previously
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DiwANA.—The third oldest sect of the Sikhs. To Guru Har Rai, or perhaps
to Guru R£m D&s, must be ascribed the origin of the Diw&na S&dhs
or " Mad Saints/' a name they owe chiefly to their addiction to excessive consumption of hemp drugs. Founded by B&1& and Haria
with the Guru's permission the order is but loosely organised, and is
recruited mainly from the Ja^s and Oham&rs. lis members are for
the most part nou-celibate. Outwardly these S&dbs keep the hnir
uncut and wear a necklace of shells, with a peacock's feather in the
pagri. They follow the Adi Granth and repeat the true name.* Sikh
history relates that one of the sect who attempted forcible access to Guru
Govind Singh was cut down by a sentry, whereupon Ghudda, their
spiritual guide, sent 50 men of the sect to assassinate him. But ol these
48 turned back, and only two proceeded to the Guru, without weapons,
and playing on a sarangi; and instead of killing him they sang to him.
He gave them a square rupee as a memorial. (Macauliffe : ISikh Religion, V, p. 218). They are mainly returned from K&ngra district.
0

DIWAE,

a family of Qadhioks, settled at Dalwil in Jhelum.

DOD, a R&jput tribe found in Hoshi&rpur. The Dods are almost entirely
<?on6ned to the Bit tract in the Siw^liks, their head being the Rana
of Mdnasw&lt. The Dods are Jadav or Chandr-bansi by origin. Tradition avers that they once fought an enemy 1£ times as numerous as
themselves, and so became called Deorha, whence Dod. The elfin once
ruled in Orissa, whence Deo Chand fought his way to Delhi, defeated
its rulers, the Turs (Tunw&rs), and then conquered Jaijon :•—
Orisa 8e charhiya Raja Deo Ghand Barydhan Tika ae.
Tfir Raja auliydn jo thake fauj rachae,
Tur chhadde natlike jo mil baithe hai,
Dod Qarh Muktesar Tneti jo mile chare £/idcm,—
1
Rija- Deo Chand marched from Orissa. The Tur Raja collected a large army in order to
meet him, but fled before him. The Dods occupied Garh Muktesar and the places round it*

Thus Deo Chaod came to Jaijon and ruled the Do&ba. His descendant Jai Chand gave his name to Jaijon. The Dod R&j& was, however,
defeated by a R&j£ of Jasw&n, and bis four sons separated, one taking
Jaijon. the second Kungrat, the third Mdnaswal Garhi and the fourth
Saroa. Jaijon and Saroa were subsequently lost to the Dods, and after
their defeat by Jasw&n they sank to the status of ratios, losing that of
Rdjas. Of tho 22 villages dependent on Kungrat, none pay talukddri
to the rana who is a mere co-proprietor iu Kungrat, as the family lost
its position during the Sikh rule. The R&na of M&nasw&l, however,
maintained his position under the Sikhs and holds most pf the 22
M£naswal villages (Bit = 22) in jagir, his brothers holding the rest.
Another account runs thus :—
Four leadero of the tribe migrated from Udaipur to Garh Mandil, 1,100 years ago, and
thence to Garh Muktasar. Thence Jodh Chand seized Minasw&l, expelling Hira, the M£hton
leader, whose tribe held the tract, 40 generations ago. K&na Chacho Chand, the 19th Rana,
•was attacked by the Katoch ruler, but his brother Tilok Singh (Tillo) defeated hfm at
Mahudpur in Una, and Tillo's shrine at Bhawani is reverenced to this day. In Sambat 1741
Rana Jog Chand repelled a Jaswal invasion. Rana Bakht Chand annexed Bhalan, with 12
dependent villages, in Una. His successor, Ratn Chand, repelled a Jaswal army under
* Maclagan, § 101, The Diwana Sadhs appear to be a sect of the Milwa with headquarters at Pfr-pind in
t But the Many Rajputs nave a baiya in Bit Manaswil, according to Mr. Coldstream u>
Punjab Notes and Queries I, § 465.
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Bhagwin Singh Sonkhla who was killed, ana in his memory a shrine at Kharili wai
erected. A treaty now defined the Jaswal and Dod territories. Under M&n Gulab Singh,
Tegent during Acbal Chand's minority, Niidir Shah is said to have visited the tract and
ordered a massacre of the Rasali people, but the Rsna obtained from him a gnmt of Bathri,
then a Jaswil village. RiiuiJhagar Chand, however, espoused the Jaswils* cause, when
they were attacked by Sansar Chand of Kangra in lb04 A. D., and repulsed him. On
Ranjit Singh's invasion of the ManaswAl plateau, the Rana was confirmed in his possessions,
subject to a contingent of 15 horse. The rule of inheritance was primogeniture, mitigated by
a system of lopping off villages as fiefs for younger sons, many of whose descendants still
hold villages, thus reduting the size of the estate.

The Dods are also found as a Muhammadan J at clan (agricultural)
in Montgomery.
once an important BALOCH tribe, but not now found under that
name. Its most important representatives are the Mirrdni of Derae
Gh£zi and Ismail Kh&n, and Jhang, and the most important clans
of the Gurch&r'.

DODAI,

•

DODHJ,
BODI,

a Gaddi milkman, in Gujrdt.

a S&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

pOGAB, fern. Dogar ui*—The Dogars of the Punjab are found in the upper
valley of the Sutlej and Be&s above the lower border of the Lahore
district, and have also spread westwards along the foot'of the hills into
Sidlkot. There are also considerable colonies of them in Hissar and
*Karn4l. ' The Dogars of Ferozepur, where they hold the riverside
almost exclusively from 20 miles below to 20 miles above the headquarters of that District, were thus described by Mr. lirandreth :—
" In my account of the Ferozepur ildqa I have already alluded to the
• Dogars, who are supposed to be converted Chauh&n* R&jputs from the
neighbourhood of Delhi. They migrated first to the neighbourhood of
P&k Patfan, whence they spread gradually along the banks of the
Sutlej, and entered the Ferozepur district about 100 years ago. The
Ferozepur Dogars are all descended from a common ancestor named
Bahlol, but they ar^ called Mahu Dogars, from Mahu the grandfather
of Bahlol. Bahlol had three sons,t Bambu, Langar and Sammu The
Dogars of Ferozepur and Mull&nw&la are the descendants of Bambu ;
those of Khai the descendants of Langar; the descendants ot Sammu
live in the Ka6ur territory. There are many other sub-castes of the
Dogars in other districts along the banks of the Sutlej, as the Parchats,
the Topuras, the Chopuras, etc. The Chopura Dogars occupy Mamdot.J
Ferozepur Dogars consider themselves superier in rank and descent to
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* Francis (Ferozepur Gazetteer, 1688-9, pp. ]5-1 trt gives a full account of the Dogar
history in that District and on p. 56 he any6 that the .Dogar claim to te Punwar, as well as
(Jhiuhan, and are probably a section of the great Bhatti trilre and closely allied to the
NAIPAL. The Manj traditions say that the Dogars are descended from Lninra (? fox) who,
like Naipal, "was one of Rana Bhutfa 24 sons. They thrust aside the Watt us to the west
and the Naip£ls to the east, and protably subdued the Alachhis, Mallahs and other inferior
tribes, assuming the position of social s^eriors rather than that of actual cultivators, and
affecting the title of Sirdar.
f Francis (Ferozepur Gazetteer p.,58) gives a different account. He fays tha* Mahu had
two sons Sahlol (whose descendants live on the Kasur side of the Sutlej) and Bahlol
Prom Bahlol sprang four branches, Khamki, Phaimaki, Ullaki andKandarki. The Phaima?*
hold Khai and will not give daughters to other branches which they consider iniericr.
Infanticide was formerly common amongst them.
X Francis says the sections mostly located in llamdot are the Mattar, Chhini, Rupa^

£)hiiidi and Khamma, as

as the Chopri, ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ I ^ H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H E B
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tbo other sub-castes. They &re very particular to whom they give
their daughters in marriage though they take wives from all the other
families. At one time infanticide is said to have prevailed among
them, but 1 do not think there is munh trace of it at thr present day.
" S i r Henry Lawrence, who knew the Dogars well, writes of them
that ' t h e y are tall, handsome, and sinewy, and are remarkable for
liaving, almost without exception, large acquiline noses; they are
fanciful and violent, and tenacious of what they consider their rights,
though susceptible to kindness, and not wanting in courage; they
appear to have beeu always troublesome subjects, and too fond of their
owu free mode of life to willingly take service as soldiers. The Jewish
face which is found among the .Dogars, and in which they resemble
the Afghans, is very remarkable, and makes it probable that there is
very little Chauh&n blood ia their veins, notwithstanding the fondness
with which they attempt to trace their connection with that ancient
family of Rajputs. Like the Gujars and Naip&ls they are great thieves.
and prefer pasturing cattle to cultivating. Their favourite crime is
cattle-stealing. There are, however, some respectable persons among
them, cspeoially in the Ferozopar Udqa. I t is only within the last few
years that the principal Dogars have begun to wear any covering for
the head; formerly the whole population, as is the case with the poorer
classes still, wore their lung hair over their shoulders without any
covering either of sheet or turban. Notwithstanding the difference of
physiognomy, however, the Dogars preserve evident traces of some
connection with the Hindus in most of their family customs, in
which thoy resemble the Hindus much more than the orthodox
Muhatniuadans."
Mr. Purser wrote that they are divided into two tribes, one of which
claims to be Chauhan and the other Punwar Rajputs, and he noted •
their alleged advent from Pak Pattan, but not their previous migration from Delhi. If they ever did move from Delhi to the Montgomery
district, it can hardly have been since the Ghaggar ceased to fertilize
the intervening couutry, and the date of the migration must have been
at least some centuries back ; and the p o g a r s of Hissar came to those
parts from the Punjab, probably from the Sutlej across the Sirsa
district. The Dogars of Lahore and Ferczepur are essentially a
riverside tribe, being found only on the river banks : they bear the
very \yorst reputation, and appear from the passage quoted above to
have retained till lately some at least of the habits of a wild tribe.
Their origin was probably in the Sutlej valley. They appear to have
entered the Ferozepur district about 1760 A.D., and during the next
forty years to have possessed themselves of a very considerable portion
ot" the district, wh^e their turblilem rendered them almost independent of the Sikh Government- In 1808 we recognised the Dogar
State of Fei*ozepur, - -i i k it under our protection against Ranjit
Singh ; but it lapsed in 1835.
The lldjput Orij a of the.pogars is probably very doubtful, and is
strenuously denied by their R&jput neighbours, though Sir Denzil
Ibbetson believed that Dogar, or perhaps Doghar,*' is usod in sorue
* Doghar means two "waUipoti, one carried on top of the other. The d ia soft. Ia Dogar
lit is hart).
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parts of the Province to denote one of mixed blood. Another derivation
of the name is doghgar or milkman.* The p o g a r s seem to be originally
a pastoral rather than an agricultural tribe, and still to retain a strong
liking for cattle, whether their own or other people's. They are often
classed with Gujars, whom they much resemble in their habits. In
Karndl, Lahore and Ferozepur they are notorious cattle-thieves, but
further north they seem to have settled down and become peaceful
husbandmen. They are not good cultivators. Their social standing
seems to be about that of a low-class Rajput, but in Sirsa they rank as
a good agricultural caste, of equal standing with the Wat^us. They are
practically all Musalmdns, but in Karn&l their women still wear the
Hindu petticoat; and in marriage the mother's got is excluded. In
Jullundur they marry late, and are said to have marriage songs
unintelligible to other tribes. Some of the largest Dogar clans are
the Mattar, China, Tagra, M&hu and Chokra.
According to an account obtained from Kapurthala the Dogars were
originally settled at Lakhiwal, near which was fought a battle between
the Manj and Bhat$i Rdjputs, the Dogars siding with the 'latter. The
Manj were, however, victorious and expelled the Dogars from Lakhiw&l,
but for generations no Dogar would drink from the hands of a Manj.
The Dogar 6epts in Kapurthala are:—.Dasal, from Lakhiwal: founded
Dasal which was destroyed by the Sikhs, who had been plundered by
the P o g a r s in their flight from Ahmad Shah Abd&li; Bajwa, or Ratri,
from Sun&ru; Rip&l, Nainah, Mattar, Asar all from Lakhiwal.
Other gots are the Sid hi, Banch, D&re, Chhane, Khame, Mabhi, M£hti,
Dadrid, Dhandi, Gug, Dher, Tote, Kohli, Pade, Sanapi, Jakhra, Katw£l,
Ghhohar, Chopri, Ghangi, Wali, Wisar, Ehari, Sombar, Ilsar, Johdp.
Kotordal, Gosal, Saurai, Dbaur4i and Gamload.
In Montgomery the Dogar -Khiwa, -Mahu and -Mittar rank as three
agricultural Rajput clans.

DOGLI.—A term applied to the offspring of a Rajput man by a Gaddi woman

in K&ngra.

Cf. Dogal&, a mongrel.

(The d is soft).

DoGBA, a term applied to any inhabitant of the Dugar des,t whatever his
caste, but more especially to the Hindu Rajputs of that region. Brahmans also are included in the term, as are R£this and Thakkurs (as
K&jputs), but not Ghirths or Kanets.J
According to Drew (Jammu and Kashmir Territories, pp. 43 et seq.)
there are two lakes near Jammu, the Saroin Sar and Mfin Sar, and the
country between them was called in Sanskrit Drigarhdesh or the
country between the two hollows. This was corrupted into Dugar.
Drew divides the Dogras of the Jaramu hills into Brahmans, F&jputB
(including the Mi&ns and working Rajputs), Khatris, Th&kafs, J&ts,
Banyas and K(i,r£rs (petty shopkeepers), Nais, Jiurs (carriers), Dhiy&rs
(iron-smelters), Meghs and Dums.
a drummer (player on dol) in Gujr£t.

DOHLI,

'• In Hisaar the Dogars have a vague tradition that they camefrom the hill called Dogar in
Jammu.
t Des here does not appear to mean • plain/ but simply tract.
jSee Bingley's Dogras (Class Hand-books for the Indian Army, 1899),

*
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a cJan of Jd(s found in Nfibha, Pat&la and Ferozepore.* Rai
Khandn, their ancestor, is said to have held a jggir near Delhi. His
brothers Ragbirand Jagobir wore killed m Nadir Shah's invasion, but
he escaped and fled to Siuna Gujariw&la, a village, now in ruins, close
toSunam, and then the capital of a petty state. He sank to Jaf status
by marrying" his brother's widows. The origin of the name Dolat is
thus accounted for. Their ancestor's children did not live, so his wife
madfl a vow at Naina Devi to visit the shrine twice for the tonsure
ceremony of her SOP., if she had one. Her son was accordingly called
Do-lat (from lal hair).

DOLAT, DULHAT,

DOLAT,

a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Don, DOMB, fern, dombdni, Bid., a bard, minstrel; see Dum. In Dera Gh£zi
s or mirasis are a low class of Mnhammadans who used
to keep horse-stallions and still do so in the Bozdfir hills.
a J&t clau (agricultural) found in Multfin.
DOMBKI, DOMKI.—Described in ballads as ' the greatest house among the
.Baloch/ and of admittedly high rank, the Domki are still called the
Daptar (Pers. da/far) or recorders of BALOCH genealogy. But owing
to this foot and the similarity of name some accuse them of being
Doms, and a satirist pays: ' T h e Dombkis are little brothers of the
Doms/ The name is however probably derived from Dumbak, a
river in Persia. Their present head-quarters aie at Lahri in Kachhi.
DOM$A, a young bard : a term of contempt, but see Dumni.
DOSALI, a small caste found in Hoshi£rpur, but not east of the Sutlej.t.
Its members make dishes of leaves, often of tdwar leaves for Hindus
to eat of. At weddings their services are in great request to make
leaf platters, and that appears to be their principal occupation. They
sew the leaves together with minute pieces of dried grass straw,
as is done in the Simla Hills by Dumnas. The DosdJi is deemed an
impure caste, and K&jputs, etc., cannot drink from their hands. But
it is deemed higher than the Sarera, or the Bhanjra, but below the Bdhtf
or Gliirth, and near the Chhimba. The DosdJi rarely or never marries
outside his own caste.
DOMARAH,

see Datitaum
DOTOEN, see Thakur.
DOYE, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
DftAKBA^, Bal., a carpenter: contrast drashk, a tree.
DREN, see Mallah.
DBJQS, a tribe of Jdts found along the Chenab in Multiin. They attribute
their origin to Kech Makr&n and were probably driven out of Sind late
in the 15th century settling in Bet Kech in Akbar's time. They an
entitled Jam.

DOTANNI,

* But their Sidh and P/r is Didar Si gh, whose shrine is at Mard Khera in Jiud.
| Ibbctaon indeed describes the Dosali &8 a hill oust*, somewhat above the Cham£r, or
rather as an occupational group, deriving its* name from dusa, tho sraail piece of *traw
used to pin Jeavos together, hut the Dos til/s are also found in Amritsar where thej Lave a
tradition that their forebear used to carry a lantern before the emperor, whence h* was
called MissaJi. Tina menial task led to his excommunication, and tho name was corrupted
iato Dosali.
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nAK, are the most scattered
many of their villages lying among a J&t population on the bank of the
Indus ; and this fact readers the tuman less powerful than it should be
from its numhers. They hold no portion of tho hills, find are practically
confined to the Ghazi district, lying scattered about between the
Pitok Pass on the north and Sori Pass on the south The tribe
belongs to the Rind section; but claims descent from Hot, son of
Jal&l KMn. Its sections kxro tho Kirm&ni, Mingwani, Gulpadh,
&arg£ni, Arb&ni, Jistkdni and Isan&ni, the chief belonging to the
first of these. Their head-quarters are at Asni close to R&janpur.
They are said to have descended into the plains after the Mazj'iri, or
towards the end of the 17th century.
' red-cap ' (but see below).—A Buddhist order. Like its sister order
the NINGMAPA, from whom they appear to be distinct, the Drngpa was
founded about 750 A. D. by .Padamsarabhava, who is known in Lilhul as
'Guru* or Guru Kinpoche, Padamsambhava visited Mandi, Ganotara,
L&hul, Kashmir and both the BanjjdhaU, but died in Great Tibet.* One
of his great doctrines was called Spiti Yoga, an*i he may have developed
it in Spiti. A sorcerer and exorcist, he helped to degrade the faith by the
most debased Tantraism, but ho merits admiration as a great traveller.
The name Drugpa possibly means, according to Mr* Francke, the
Bhutia order, the Tibetan for Bhutan being Drukyiil or Drugyiil and for
a Bhutia ' Drugpa.' The Bhutan church is governed by a . very great
L&rna, who is almost a Tope in himself.t In Spiti his title is given as
Dorji. Chang, but in Lad&kh he is known as N(g)a(k)wang Namgial.
The Bhutan Lit::;a appears to rule the following religious houses in
West n Tibet:
(i) Dariphng and
Ox) Ganphug,
(ii) Zatulphug in ' the holy cirGesar and Sumor in the
cuit of Kailas,
Daba dzong. According to
a Spiti mane-pa (preacher)
(iii) Jakbyeb in Take Mdnasarowar,
his lieutenant m Tibet is
known as the Gangri
(iv) Khojarn&th,
Durindzin,or GyalshokpaJ
(v) Rungkhung and
and his influence is widely
(vi) Do. in the Upper Karn&li
spread. He is or should
river.
bo appointed for a term of
(vii) Garrdzong, near Gartok,
three years.
(viii) Iti.
In Ldhul there are two distinct sects of the Drug pas :
1. The Zhang Drugpas (Middle Bhuteas) or Kargiutpa (Tantraists).
This sect has 3 L&hula communities all connected with the parent com*
munity at Hemis : only one L&hula house boasts an abbot (khripa),
[pronounced thripa'] and he is appointed by the abbot of Hemis* The
head monastery is at Dechen Choskor near Lhassa.

DBUGPA,

* Padamsambhava was an Indian monk who became a great friend of the Tibetan emperor
Khrising bt^ btsaa (pron. Treshing detsam), who extended hid empire from the Chinese
frontier to Gilgit.
1 8 h e m n £ dosorlbes the curious B.ntaa administration wbicnrulrS one c«c tho most
t&cred regions*, of Tibet independent^ , :iud sometimes in defiance of the Lhasa a authorities ;
Wettifn Tibet, p. 278,
\ DfrShok, aooordinj oShemng vp. cit. and the Ka&sr Donj4n of the Gazetteer of

ihe Kicgife District, Part II,
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But the Zhun Drugpas acknowledge the suzerainty of the pope or
Dalai Lima of Bhiit&n, and in December 1909 the abbot of Hernia
Skoshok Stag Tsang Ras Chen passed through Kullu to attend the
Bhutan Dalai Lima's court.
2. Hlondrugpa, pruuounced Lodrugpa (the Southern Bhuteas). There
are no less than twelve houses of this order. All are subordinate to
Stagna (pron. Takna) in Ladikh and that house again is subordinate to
Bhu\&n. The abbot of Stagna appoints the abbot of the ancient house
of Guru Ghuntil or Gandhola which was founded by Guru Rinpoche
himself, and the Gandhola abbot appoints the other Lahula abbots of
the order. He sends an annual tribute of Rs. 30 to Gangri Durindzin
through the abbot of Stagna. The Drugpaa of L£hul thus keep up their
connection with Bhutan. Orders appointing or relieving an abbot are
supposed to be signed in Bhutan, and when the ritual dancing at
Krashis (Tashi) Dongltse (at Kyelong) was revised a brother was sent
to B h u ^ n to learn tho proper steps, instead of to the much less distant
Drugpa monastery at Hemis in Lad£kh.*
Like the Ningmapas the Drugpas are distinguished for their low
moral standard and degraded superstitions which are little better
than devil-worship. The brethren are allowed to marry and their
children (bnzhan or 'naked boys') let their hair grow till they
enter the community.
DcBfR, a weighman, in Muzaffargarh.
DUHLAB,

an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

the Buddhist sect to which all the monks in Lahul and
the monks of the Pin monastery in Spiti belong. Its peculiarity is that
no vow of celibacy is required of, or observed by, its members, who
marry and have their wives living with them in the monasteries. The
sect wears red garments and is subject to the Dharma Rfi,ia of Bhutan,
in which country it is most numerously represented. The Nyingma is
the sub-division of the Dukpa sect to which the monks of Pin and
the families from which they are drawn belong. The word merely
;
ancient/
and
they
appear
to
have
no
distinguishing
doctrines.
means

DUKPA, LO-DUKPA,

§

1881). But see Drugpa and Nmgmapa from Mr. Francke s accounts
of those orders
DUM or less correctly DOM : fern. Dumni, dim. Dumra. According to Ibbetson
k e Dum is to bJcarefully distinguished from the Dom or Domra, he
executioner and corpse-burner of Hindustan, who is called DUMNA m he
Mils o Hoshiarpurand* Kangra. But in Chamba the Duma* is called
Dum and in the Hill States about Simla he ,s a worker in bamboo t
A c c o r d i n g Ibbetson the Dum of.the plains is identical with the
M S s i , the latter being the Muhammadan, Arabic =
for ^ Hindu
and Indian Dum. But though the Duma may overlap the Miraais
- T F ^ t , however, certam ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ J T S L
fc„
separate sect called Hlondukpa (Hlo ^ w L t u r v bv N(g>a(k)v*ang Naragial: Diet*.
5 T K * 2 X f l S A { W M " t i & t S ' Z V&L*
fro* Bhutan iu
*i K £ v .

» - « « IK*. S Duma* is said to = • a species of bee.
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Dum—Dumna.
and be in common parlance confused with them, they appear to be, in
some parts of the Punjab at least, distinct from them, and the Mirdsis
are beyond all question inextricably fused with the Bh&ts. In
Gnrg&on the Dam is said to be identical with the Kanchan, and to be
a Mir&si who plays the tablet or sarangi for prostitutes, who are often
Mir&si girls. Such Dums are also called bharwa (pimp) or sufardai.
Dum women as well as men ply this trade. But another account from
the same District says that the Dum is the, mirasi of the Mir&sis ; and
that he gets his alms from the menial castes, such as the Jhiwar,
Dakaut, Koli, Chamdr, Bhangi, Jul£h£ and Dh£nak. In Lahore too
they are described as quite beyond the Mirasi pale, as the true Mirdsis
will not intermarry with fchem nor will prostitutes associate with them,
though, like the Bhands,* they sing and play for them when they dance
or flin^ professionally. In fact they rank below the Chuhr&. So too
in Ludhi&na they are distinct from and lower than the Mirasi.
In Dera Gh£zi Kh&n the Dum or Lang£ are said to be an occupational group of the MIRASIS, and to be the mirasi of the Baloch tribes.
In other words they are identical with the Dom or Dorub, whose name
means minstrel in Balochi.

DtJMNA.— The Dumnd, called also Domra, and even Dum in Chamba, is the
Chuhr£ of the hills proper, and is also found in large numbers in the
sub-montane tracts of Kingra, Hoshi&rpur and GurdAspur. Like the
Chuhr£ of the plains be is something more than a scavenger; bnt
whereas the Chubrd, works chiefly in grass, the Dumna adds to this
occupation the trade of working in bamboo, a material not available
to the Chuhri. He makes sieves, winnowing pans, fans, matting, grass
rope and string } and generally all the vessels, baskets, screens, furniture
and other articles which are ordinarily made of bamboo. When he confines himself to this sort of work and gives up scavengering, he appears
to be called Bhanjra, at any rate in the lower hills, and occasionally
Saridl. The Dumna appears hardly ever to become Musalm^n or Sikh,
and is classed as Hindu, though being an outcast he is not allowed
to draw water from wells used by the ordinary Hindu popi
' n.
TheDumndL is often called Dum in other parts of India, as .a Chamba;
.and is regarded by Hindus a9 the type of uncleanness. Yet he seems
once to have enjoyed as a separate aboriginal race some power and
importance. Further information regarding him will be found in
Sherring (I, 400) and Elliott (1/84). He is, Sir Denzil Ibbetson considered, quite distinct from the Dum-Mirdsi.
DtfifNA, a low sweeper caste, also called Bhanjr£, in the hills and in Gurd£s*
pur, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur. They make chiks, baskets, etc., of
bamboo and do menial service. Apparently the term is a generic one,
including Barw&l£s, Batw&ls, Daolis and Sansois. But in Lahore, where
the Dumn& is also found, he is described as distinct from the Batw&l,
and as a Hindu who is yet not allowed to draw water from ILudu wells.
\
Some of the Dumn&s will eat from a Muhammadan's I nds. Their
clans are Kalotra, Manglu, Pargat, Drahe and Lalotr
The word is
probably only a variant of Dum.
* The Dum ranks below the Bh4nd also. The latter are skilled in bhanddr a practise of
which the Dum ia ignorant. It consists in absorbing all the water in a large bath and
ejecting it through the pars, nostrils or mouth.

-*>&»*»—Dutan
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F
the sixth of the Sikh misls or confederacies, which was *
recruited from Jats.

FAIZULLAPDRIA,
FAQARTADARI,

a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Multan,

pi. F U Q A R A , ' p o o r / a mendicant (Arabic). The term faqir comprehends at least two, if not three, very different classes, exclusive of the
religious orders pure and simple. Many of these are of the highest
respectability; the members are generally collected in monasteries or
shrines where they live quiet, peaceful lives, keeping open house to
travellers, training their neophytes, and exercising a wholesome induence upon the people of the neighbourhood. Such are many at least
of the'BAiHAGis and GCSAINR. Some of the orders do not keep up
regular monasteries, but travel about begging and visiting their
disciples; though even here they generally have permanent headquarters in some village, or at tome shrine or temple where one of their
order officiates. So too the monasterial orders travel about among
their disciples and collect the offerings upon which they partly subsist.
There is an immense number of these men whose influence is almost
wholly for good. Some few of the orders are professedly celibate,
though even among them the rule is seldom strictly observed; but most
of the Hindu orders are divided into the Sanyogi and Viyoo-i sections
of which the latter only takes vows of celibacy, while among the Musalm£n orders celibacy is seldom even professed. Such, however, as live
in monasteries are generally, if not always, celibate. The professed
ascetics are called Sadhs if Hindu, and Pirs if Musalni&n. The Hindus
at any rate have their neophytes who are undergoing probation before
admission into the order, and these men are called chela. But besides
these both Hindu and Musalman ascetics have their disciples, known
respectively as sewak and murid, and these latter belbno- to the order
as much as do their spiritual guides; that is to say, a °Kayath clerk
may be a BAIRAGI or a Path&n soldier a CHISBTI, if they have committed
their spiritual direction respectively to a Bairagi guru and Chishti pir.
But the Muhammadan Chishti, like the Hindu Bairagi or Gosain, may
in time form almost a distinct caste. Many of the members of these
orders are pious, respectable men whose influence is wholly for good.
But this is far from being the case with all the orders. Many of them
are notoriously profligate debauchers, who wander about the country
seducing women, extorting alms by the threat of curses, and relying
on theii* saintly character for protection. Still even these men are
members of an order which they have deliberately entered, and have
some right to the title which they bear. But a very large portion of
the class who are included under the name Faqir are ignorant men of
low caste, without any acquaintance with even the general outlines of
the religion they profess, still less with the special tenets of any particular seet, who borrow the garb of the regular orders and wander
about the country living on the alms of the credulous, often hardly
knowing the names of the orders to which the external signs they wear
would show them to belong. Such men are mere beggars, not ascetics;
and their nurnbers are unfortunately large. Besides the occupations
described above, the Faqir class generally have in their hands the

FAQ*R,
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Fagir

miskin—JPirdusi.

custody of petty shrines, the menial service of village temples and
mosques, the guardianship of cemeteries, and similar semi-religious
offices. For these services they often receive small grants of land
from the village, by cultivating which they supplement the alms and
offerings they receive.
The subject of the religious orders of the Hindus is one of the greatest
complexity'; the cross-divisions between, and the different meanings of,
such words as Jooi, SANIASI and SADH are endless. See also Bharai,
Chajjupanthi, Dfidupanthi, Jogi, Sani&si, Ud&si, etc., etc.
FAQIR MISKIN,

see under Chitr&li.

'
*

FAQRAKH,
FAEUKA,

a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

FATTIANA,

one of the principal branches of the Sials of Jhang.

FEROZKE,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

FIRDUSIAN,

a sect or order of the

Firdus.

SUFIS,

founded by Shaikh

Naim-ud-Din
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G
Gaware (also called Mahron, from their principal village), a group
of some 300 families fouud in certain villages of the Kohi tract in the
Indus Kphistdn. They speak a dialect called Gowro and have a tradition that they originally came from R&shung in Sw&fc.—Biddulph'a
Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 10.
GABHAL, a Muhammadan J i t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GABIB, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
GABR, or, as they call themselves Narisati,* a small tribe found in a few
villages in Chitral. Possibly the Gabrak of Bihar's Memoirs, their
language differs considerably from that of the Gabare of the Indus
valley. The Chitrdlis speak of them as a bald race, and they certainly
have scanty beards. Sir G. Robertson describes them as all Musalmins of the Sunni sect, who have a particular language of their own
and are believed to have been anciently fire-worshippers.
The Gabr has no very distinctive appearance except that one
occasionally sees a face like that of a pantomime Jew. There are one
or two fair-visaged, well-looking men belonging to the better class,
who would compare on equal terms with the similar class in Chitral;
they, however, are the exception,
The remainder, both high and low, seem no better than the poor
cultivator class m other parts of the Mehtar's dominions, and have a
singularly furtive and mean look and manner. The women have a
much better appearance. They dress in loose blue garments, which
fall naturally into graceful folds. The head is covered with a blue
skull-cap from which escape long plaits of hair, one over each shoulder,
and two hanging down behind. White metal or bead neck and wrist
ornaments contrast well with the dark blue material of their clothes.
At a short distance these women are pleating and picturesque.
The Ramgul K&firs are also spoken of as Gabare or Gabarik, but
they have no relationship with the Gabr.

GABABE,

GADARAH,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

'

GipARf, a J £ t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
the shepherd and goatherd of Hindustan. Almost confined to the
* Jumna zone in the Punjab, the Gadaria has, even in that part of the
Province, almost ceased to be distinctively a shepherd, as the
cultivating classes themselves often pasture their own flocks, and has
become rather a blanket weaver, being indeed as often called Kambalia
as Gadaria. The Gadarias are Hindu almost without exception.

GAPARIA,

GADDI, GADK— (1)

The Muhammadan Gaddis of Delhi, Karu£l and AmMla
area tribe found apparently in the upperdoabof the Jumna and Ganges.
Closely resembling the GHOSI, they are perhaps like him a sub-division
or offshoot of the Ahirs,t and are by hereditary occupation milkmen,

* Fr. Nureut, one of tho So-called Gabr villages in the Kunar valley. It is alio oalled
Birkot, and by the Kafirs Satrgran, Nursut being itn Chitrali name.—Th# Kdfir$ of th$
Hindoo-Kooah, p. 265.
t There is also a Gaddi tribe among the Sainie.
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The Hill Gaddisbnt in Kam61, where they are moat numerous, they have settldd down
as cultivators and own several villages, though they are poor husbandmen. (2) The Hindu Gaddis of Chariiba and R&ngra are hillmen.
Like the Kanets, Muos and other congeries of tribes they are composed of several elements. Indigenous to the Brahmaur wizdrat of the
Chamba State they have spread southward across the Dhaula DMr into
tbe northern part of K&ngra Proper, and they give their name to the
Gaderan, a tract of mountainous country with ill-defined boundaries
lying on both sides of the Dhaula Dhdr, and their speech is called

, Gddi.
In Chamba they number 11,507 souls, but these figures do not include
the Brahman and R&jput sections which return themselves under their
caste names. The majority are Khatris.
The Gaddis are divided into four classes : (i) Brahmans, (ii) Khatris
and Rajputs who regularly wear the sacred thread, (Hi) ThAknrs and
R&thfs who, as a rule, do not wear it, and (iv) a menial or dependant
class, comprising Kolis, Rih&ras,* Luh&rs, BAdhis, Sipis and H61is,
to whom the title of Gaddi is incorrectly applied by outsiders as inhabitants of the Gaderan, though the true Gaddis do not acknowledge them
as Gaddis at all.
Each class is divided into numerous gotras or exogamous sections,
but the classes themselves are not, strictly speaking, exogamous. Thus
the Jhunun gotar of the Khatris intermarries with (? gives daughters
to) the Brahmans; and the Brahmans of Kukti regularly intermarry
with the other groups. Similarly the janeo-we&v'mg families do not
object to intermarriage with those which do not wear it, and are even
said to give them daughters (menials of course excepted).t
In brief, Gaddi society is organised on the Rajput hypergamous
sy stem.
The Gaddis have traditions whicb ascribe their origin to immigration
from the plains. Thus the ChauhAn R&jputs and Brahman Gaddis
accompanied Kaj6 Ajia Varma to Chamba in 850-70 A. D., while the
Churoh&n, Harkh&o, Pakbru, Chiledi, Manglu and Kuudail Rajputs
and the Khatria are said to have fled to its hills to escape AurangzeVs
persecutions. These traditions are not irreconcilable with the story that
Brahmaur, the ancient Brahmapura, is the home of the Gaddis ; for
doubtless the nucleus of their confederation had its seats in the Dhaula
Dh&r, in which range Hindus have from time to time sought an asylum
tfom war and persecution in the plains.
The Brahman, R&jput, Khatri, Th&kur> aud Rithi" sections alike
1
preserve the Brahminical gotra of their origina tribe. But these
gotras are now sub-divided into countless als or septs which are apparently also styled gotras. Thus among the Brahmans wo find the Bha^s
from the B h a ^ y a t wiz&rat of Chamba, and Gbungaintu [ghungha,
dumb), both als of the jCaundal gotra. The Brahman sept-names
disclose none of those found among the Sdrsut Brahmans of the Punjab
„ small caste or group of menials, employed as navvies. See footnote on page 259
+ K ia indeed stated that no distinction is now made between families which do, and those
which do not, wear the janeo ; but in former times the R&j as U3ed to confer the janec on
pithia in return for preaenta and services—and so some of them wear it to this day.

Gaddi al names.

-'.
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plains, so completely do the Gaddi Brahmans seem to havo become
identified with the Gaddi system. Many of the als bear obvious
nick-names, such as Chadhu, cross-legged;* Dundu, one-handed ; t Tanju and Tandetu, cat's-eyed ; X Bhangretu, squinter; §
Chutanbru, debauchee; || Ghunain, one who speaks through his nose ;1I
Jukku, gambler ; ** Mar&ntu, one who fled to the plains to escape
cholera, mari; «Jirgh, dumb; t t Nansain, adopted by a ndni or grandmother ; Sasi, one who lived with his mother-in-law. Litkar, lame; \%
§§
Otlier names denote occupations not by any means Brahminical:
Sundheta, seller of assafoctida (sundha) ; Palihan, sharpener ;
Bardan,
archer ; ^ Sahdhrdntu, onco a salt or wealthy man who became bankrupt (dharantu); Sipainu, tenant of a Sipi menial; Ranetu, a R&n&'s
tenant; Adhkdru, a physician who left his patients uncured (adh, half :
karut doer) ; Saunpolu, seller of saunf, aniseed ; Langhe, ferryman;
Jogi; Lade, a ' t r a d e r to Ladakh ; Khuthlu, kuth-se\\er; Jhunnu,
idler ; *** Phangtain, dealer in phamb, wool,
Totemism does not exist, unless Guarete, 'born in a guar or cowshed/
and Sunhunu, from one who had a sunnil tree in front of his house,
could be regarded as totemistic sections.
In Kangfa one got—Paunkhnu is said to provide purohits for all the
other Brahman Gaddis. The Brahmans in Kingra, it is said, intermarry with the Jhunti got of the Gaddi Khatris.
f
Among the Rdjputs we find the Ordi&n, 'ill-wishers : t t t Ranydn,
1
c
squinters ' % % % and Atis&n, pig- nosed *; §§§ all als of the Bacliar gotar :
Kurralu, ' brown-haired,' |||||| and Dinn'in, ' black/ %^% ah of thcDewal
andUttam gotars respectively. Very doubtful instances of totemism are
Phagdn bran ( phak)
hed
hooter
ghug (Dewal); Rikhdn}
tu, * bear-killer (Atar); Chaker, 'purveyor of chikor to the Raj4
€
(Ambak); Kadan, sower of kadu or pumpkins * (Bh&rdw&j) ; Pakhru
* bird-shootor' (Bisistpal).
,
A few 'als refer to occupations ; Charu, fr. chdr, ' headman (Bhardu&ri); Garhai^u, ' keeper of a stronghold/ garh (Atar) ; Baiduv
c
i
}
i
physician ' (Kondal) ; Makrdtu, boxer -**** Ghingain, seller of
ghi:
Others again are fanciful: Tharrotu, from an ancestor who threatened to drag his adversary before the thara or court at Chamba;
Dakiyin, from one who used to dance with ddkin, H&li, women : or
uncomplimentary, e.or., Kholu, greedy ; Jhurj&n, idle ; llohaila, noisy ;
Jhibidn, mad ; Chu t rainy a. debauchee ; MukhrAn, stammerer; Gulrin,
liar
Judr liar ; Kuhainta, hunch-back ; Kangru, scold; Jhirru,
Ft, chudda, buttocks: cf. chadha,
sedentary/ also an a/ name,
t Fr. d-mdd, one who has lost a hand.
% Fr. ij.nddt cats- .j
§ Fr, bhingra, squint
ii f r. chut, debauchee.
J Fr. gHvna, speaking through the nose.
** Fr. judt gambling.
t t Fr.fir%ngartdumb

It Fr. lattd. lame,

§§ Fr. tirid, squint.
||j| Fr. palnd, to sharpen.
%\ Fr. bari, arrow.
**• Fr. jhumd, to idle or to meditate,
t t t Fr. orda, evil.
J i t Fr. rina, a squint.
§§§ Fr. miao, snout.
||i||| Fr. kerra, brown.
•Hif Fr. dmna, black.
***• Fr. mulat fist.
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tease ; Amlaitu, opium-eater; Dharambar, pock-marked. In Kiingru
tho Agasni got of Rajput Gaddis is said to be really an offshoot of tho
Jariiil It&jputs.
Among the Khatris, no trace exists of the section-names current in
the plains. We find occupational names: S&hnu, shopkeeper (sdh) ;
Fadhotaru, from one who lived on a plain (padar) ; Rusahri, cook;
Charhain, climber; Nakletu, mimic; Sundhu, dealer in assafcctida;
Bangete, a physician who powdered zinc [bang); Mogu, dealer in coral;
Dhanchu, fr. one who lived with his flocks (dhan) ; Panjaru, woolcomber ; Gharati, water-miller : with two inexplicable names "r Drudhain,
one who recovers stolen millet from mouses' holes; and Druhru, one who
so recovers walnuts—fr. drudk, druhri, a mouse's hole ! Other Khatri
als (so-called (jots) in Kangra a r e : Bhundn, Bhakhn, Bachln, Bhatelu,
Bihan, Bihantu, Chadlrj, Chaledi, Chapotu, Chugainu, Dagrdn, Galoti,
Korarn, Jhurain, Pli&fco, Maglotu, Rahlu, Srflnu, Sundhu, Targain,
Thakleq, Thosarn, and Thakru. None of these names are found among
the Khatris of the plains, as Barnes appears to have been informed.
But just as among the Brahraans of the hills, e. g. in Chamba, we find
%
the ancient gotras oken up into countless al#3 so too among the Gaddi
Khatris ir, may well be that the old sub-divisions have been forgotten
among the crowd of al names. Other als found in Ohamba follow.
Traces of totemism can hardly be said to exist in Gohaina, killer of a
lizard (goh) ; Bersain, ' one who fetched ha* trees for his Hocks *; Potu,
one who ate sheep's entrfiils {pota) ; Thapliag, one who ate whoat-cakes
(thoplu) ; Sarw&n, planter of a cypress (Pers. saru !) ; Phakolu, ono
€
who was poor and ate phah, husks.'
One or two curious names are :—Sanglu, carrier of a sacred chain
(3angal); Sanjuan, maker of offerings (sanj); Mangnesu, beggar.
Mere nicknames are Kalsain, Kaletu and Kahiri, ' black ' ; Lateti,
l a m e ; Phingalctu, crippled,* Ki6ri,t b l i n d ; Ghusu,J boxer, Tatangru§
and Kachingar, dumb.
Among the R&this the als would seem in a few cases to be really
totemistic : Mnr&lotar, 'born under a moral t r e e / the ulmus
Walli*
chiana. Sinuri, 'born while it was snowing'; Salbainu, 'born while
locusts were at K u g t i ' ; R&ute, ' b o r n under a rai or silver fir';
Jotain, born in the Surai pass, jot.
Most of the names are however merely nicknames, e.g.} Jamuhdn,
clumsy (yam) ; Tan an, deaf; Dhageta, cragsman; Dapher, lazy, etc.
Some are derived from events, e. g., Harokar, said to mean ono ostracised for slaying a brother by his blood-km (har, bone).
Religious names also occur: Japaintu, from jap, repetition: Faqir,
beggar; Jogian, from a jogi ancestor.
Occupational names are : Phakru, maker of combs for cleaning/ wool,
Ghoru (royal) groom; Ghuletu, wrestler; Bhajretu,|| porter; G&hri,
Alpine grazier; Adttpi, collector of blankets {dap) in which part of the
revenue was paid; Lunesar, salt-dealer; Kahngheni, trader in combs
(hynghu); Palnu, sharpener^! of sickles.
* Fr. pKingola, cripple.
t Fr. kana, blind,
I Fr. guthut
fist.

I
I
I

§ Fr. lnttdtdumb.
|| Fr. bhdra, load.
T Fr. paint, to shtrpen.
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In Kdngra tho Ritthi als are said to be BArjati, Kutei, Ghardti (a
Khatri al in Chamba), and Sakhotru. The K&jiis used to confer the
janeo on Kathis in return for presents and services, and this is why some
of them still wear it.
Among the Thakkura of Kdngra are the Bardu, Harelu, Janwar,
Mar than and Siuri als. Other als whose members do not wear the janeo
(and are therefore presumably Thakkur too) are the Baghretu, Ghari,
Tutari and Ugharetu.
The Gaddis are an interesting people, and offer a striking contrast in
several respects to the other inhabitants of Chamba. The costume of
the Gaddis, both men and women, is characteristic and striking. The
old head-dress of the men is of a peculiar shape, with a fla,p round the
margin, and a peak-like projection in the centre, said to represent the
Kailas of Mnni Mahes. The flap is tied op for ordinary wear, but let
down over the ears and neck in time of moarning, as well as in severe
weather. Tho front is often adorned with dried 'flowers or beads.
But this head-dres* is falling into disuse, save on special occasions
its place being taken by the pagri. On the body a patttl coat
called chola, reaching below the knee, is worn. I t has a deep collar,
which hangs loose in two lappets in front, and in the sewing the
wearer stows away various articles, such as a needle and thread, pieces
of paper and twine. The chola is tightened round the waist by a black
rope worn as a waist-band. This is mado of sheep's wool and is called
dora. Above the waist-band the coat is loose, and in this receotacle
tho Gaddi carries many of his belongings. On the march a shepherd
may have four or live lambs stowed away in his bosom, along with his
daily food and other articles, Tho legs aro generally bare, but many
wear patiti paij&mas, loose to the knees for the sake of freedom in
walking, but fitting tight round the calf and ankle where it rests in
numerous folds. Shoes are in common use. From the girdle hang a
knife, a flint box at steel and a small leather bag, in which the wearer
carries money and other small articles. The hill people aro all fond of
flowers, and in the topi or pagri may often be seen a tuft of the wild
flowers in season, red berries, or other ornament. The chief ornament
is tho tabit, a square silver plate of varying size covered with carving
and hung from the neck. Gaddi women wear a dress like that of the
men, made of patttl and called eliolu. Tt hangs straight, like a gown,
from tho neck to the ankles, and round (ho waist is tho woollen cord
or dora. A cotton gown cf a special pattern is now common and is
called ghundu. It is worn in the same way as the chnlu. The head is
covered with a chadar, and the le*>s and feet aro bare. The Gaddi
women w ar special ornaments, of which tho chief is the gahari, and
soraet?]
a ta , similar like the men. They also wear heavy brass
anklet i,
led ghunkare which are peculiar to the Gaddi women.* 'Vim
Gaddi. . that they assumed the garb of Shiva and Parvati when they
settled it Brahmaur which they call Shiv-bhumi or Shiva's land,
but it is not
4 alone that makes them conspicuous. Their
•

who! bearing is char
ristic, conveying an impression of sturdy independence which is fully borne out by closer contact with thorn. They
i^o robust of frame,and accustomed to exposure in nil weathers owing
* Brass onkleU called rih&ru, aro worn by lioddi children to ward off tho evil oyet
*.nd to prevent them from crying. They are made by the menial caste, named rihdru,
which w itself supposed to have the power of injuring children by sorcery.
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to the migratory life so many of them lead. In their manners they are
frank and open, deferential to their superiors and yet manly and digniSed.
They delight in festive gatherings, and are fond of singing and dancing—
the latter in a style peculiar to themselves. Their women are pleasing
and comely, and have the reputation of being also modest and chaste.
The Gaddis are a semi-pastoral and semi-agricultural tribe, and own large
flocks of sheep and goats, which are their chief source of wealth. With
them they go far afield, the summers being spent in the higher
mountains oi P&ngi and Ldhul; and the winters in the low hills bordering on the plains. This duty the male members of the family take
in turn, tbe others remaining at home to tend the cattle and look after
the farm work. Many of them own land on both sides of the Dhaula
Dh&r, and reap the winter crop in K&ngra, returning in spring to cut
the summer crop iu Brahmaur. On the whole they a^e better shepherds than farmers, and perhaps for this reason they are the most
prosperous agricultural class in the State. The yearly exodus to Kangra
takes place in October and November, and the return journey in April
and May. With $ appearance of candour and simplicity, the Gaddis
have the reputation of being good at making a bargain; hence the
saying in the hills—
Gaddi mitt bhola,
Denda tap to mangda chela.
u
The Gaddi is a simple friend,
He offers his cap, and asks a coat in exchange."
The Gaddi wedding customs merit special notice.
In betrothal the boy's parents or guardians send their parohit to
negotiate for a girl about whom they have information, and he brings
back her parents' reply. If it is favourable the boy's parents send
two or more respectable men to the girl's home to complete the bargain. Then if it is clinched, two of the boy's family go with the
parohit to perform the ceremony. If the betrothal is dharrna puna
this consists in the bride's father giving the parohit a bunch
of drab grass with four copper coins or more, if they please,
n
to b handed over to the boy's father in token that the alliance
is accepted. The parohit hands over the drub, and the coins are
returned to the parohit with a rupee added by the boy's father. The night
is spent at the bride's house, and after a meal her father gives the boy's
father 8 copper coins and these be places in a vessel as a perquisite to
the servant who cleans it. In a betrothal by exchange (tola) the first
observances are the sanrj,but when all go to fiually complete the alliance a
grindstone and sil with 3 or 5 rorisoi gur, supdri, bihan and roliydn* are
Dlaced before the party and then the parohit places supdri, bihan and
roliydn in the skirt of his sheet and puts them on the si/. Before tapping
them on the sil with the grindstone he receives 4 annas from the boy's
father and mentions the names of the boy and girl whose alliance is to be
formed, and then taps them. After this the supari, etc., are placed in a
Yesael, with the balls of gut broken up, and distributed to those present
after the girl's father has taken a bit. The elder members of the girl's
family do not take any as it would be contrary to custom. The boy's father
puta Re. 1-4 in this vessel and this is made over to the bride'fc parents
*

+ Roliyan red colour for marking the tik* on the forehead; 2»7ia», coriander.
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who get jewellery to that amount made for her. After this the bride
appears before the boy's father and he gives her a rupee. The rest of
the ceremony is exactly as described above, but in this case the coins put
hi the vessel come out of the boy's father's pocket. The ceremony in the
other house is performed in exactly the same way, though not on the same
day for the sake of convenience. A propitious date is not fixed, but a
lucky day is desirable, and Tuesday, Friday and Saturday are considered
unlucky.
After having the date for the wedding fixed by a parohit two men
are sent to the girl's people with a her of ghi to notify them of tho date,
and if they approve ot it messengers from both sides go to the parohit
and get him to write the lakhnoteri. For this he is paid 8 Chamba coins
or 4 annas in cash, rice and some red tape (dori). At the wedding itself
the sumhurat rite is first performed by worshipping Ganpati, kuvibh *and
the nine planets and then the tupdri (a urixture of turmeric, flour and
oil) purified by mantras is rubbed on the t>oy. Three black woollen
threads are also tied round his right wrist to protect him from the evil
eye. He is then taken out into the court-yard by his mother, with part
of her red sheet thrown over his head, to bathe. At the bath the black
thread is torn off and he is led back by his mother. Next he must upset an earthen lid, containing burning charcoal and mustard placed at
the entrance to the worshipping place, and this must be thrown away
so as to remove any evil influence which he may have contracted in the
court-yard. The parohit then ties nine red cotton threads round the
boy's right wrist and gives him ghi and gur to taste. These wristlets
rfre called knngana. This is preceded by the Jelsand ceremony. Again
Ganpati, Brahma, Vishnu, humbh, diat and the nine planets are worshipped, and then a he-goat is sacrificed to the planets by the boy, its
blood being sprinkled on the sdndori (bagar grass rope) s*.nd munj mala
(a ring of bagar). The sdndori is then spread round the room along the
cornice and the bridegroom made to don a white dhoti or sheet round
his loins, to put flour mundras (jogi's ear-rings) in his ears, sling a satchel
over his shoulder, tie a black woollen rdpe round his chests and cover his
buttocks with an animal's skin, suspend bfanani (bow for carding wool)
t o ' t h e black rope and take a timbdr stick in his right hand with a
Brahminieal thread lied round his right thumb, ^his dress is assumed so
that he may appear a regular jogi (ascetic). After this the presiding
priest asks him; 'why hast thou become a jogi V His answer is ' t o
receive the Brahminical cord/ Then he is further interrogated by the
priest as to what kind of cord he requires, i.e., one of copper, brass, silver,
gold, or cotton, and he asks for the latter. The priest then sends him to
bathe lit Badri Narain, Trilok N&th and Mani-Mahesha, and these supposed baths are taken in turn by dipping his hands and feet in, and
pouring some water on his face from, a vessel put ready for the purpose
in the door-way. After these ablutions the pretended jogi begs, first of
his relations and then at the house, and they give him a piece of bread
and promise him cattle, goatB, etc.. according to their means. In conclus
sion the priest asks him whether he wishes to devote himself to jdtera
* Kumbh. k small pitcher filled with water, is placed over a handfuL of rice and potch
leaves or a few blades of drub are put into it. It is worshipped exactly like tho deota$.
t Dia. A small earthen lamp with a burning wick is placed over a handful of rice and
worshipped like the others,
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(worldly business) or mdtera (an ascetic life) and he invariably answers
1
to jdtera,' and then the priest makes him take off his jogi's clothes,
receiving 4 annas as his tee for this. The cattle, etc., which the relations promised to the boy go to him and not to the priest.
This over, the boy is made to sit on a wicker basket, or a sheep*ekin
bag for carrying grain (called khalrti), and a dagger is placed on the
wnunj mala* above his head. Then the people pour oil over bis head,
with a few blades of grass {drub), taken from a vessel containing oil
and held by h;s mother's brother or in hia absence by her sister. After
this the bridegroom fits an arrow to thefanani (bow) and shoots it at
the head of the dead goat which is placed over the nine planets, thereby
pretending to slay them. The rite of tasting gur and ghi by the boy
ends this ceremony. The bridegroom is then dressed. He wears a
white pagri (turban) and Jcuwd, a red luancha, and a white patka
with gulbadan suthan and s,jaulf thrown over the shoulders. The
present (suhdg-patdri) is then arranged. I t consists of a kharbdsj
ludncheri, ghngiu, § nau-dori, \\ ungifi chundi,** kdngi, manihdr% 8
roris of gur, dates, grapes, almonds, rice a.id 7 luchis, and these are
carried by the parohit to the bride'3 house, with the procession. The
boy is then veiled with a purified veil (sehra) by his mother's brother,
his brother's wife puts antimony on his eyes, and his sister fans him.
After this the boy gets up and the drii is then waved thrice from right
to left over his head by the parohit, and his mother throws three round
cakes (luchis) on three sides of him. The drii must bo sanctified by
mantras before being used at the door. After this the boy's father
gives him the tambol (present) of Re. 1, and 4 copper coins, the latter
being the parohit's fee. The br.y then gets into a doli in the courtyard and his mother gives him her breast to puck. The pdlki is then
carried by four bearers to the entrance, beneath the woollen parrots called toran, which, the boy, his mother and the parohit worship, and then
the bearers present the boy with a kumbh filled with water and he puts a
copper coin in it. The bridal procession, consisting of the male members of the house and friends, dressed in their best clothes and preceded
by tom-toms, goes to the bride's house. On arrival the boy with his
followers is put up in a house other than the girl's, or camps out in tho
open air. The boy's father or uncle, with one or two more, then takes a
basket full of round cakes to the bride's parents : this is called
hatpartana.
They return from the bride's house, after eating
something and putting 4 cupper coins in the plate, and rejoin the
procession. This observance is called juth p&i. Two respectable men
are also deputed to the bride's parohit, to settle the amount he will
take for performing the rites at the lagan > and then rejoin the camp.
The boy's parohit then proceeds to the a i d e ' s house to deliver the
barsuhiif
(brido's) dress to her. Tho h>ir*uhi consists of a white
sheet (dupatta), ludncheri, ghagaru, nana •/, i .gi, kangi (comb), (articles
* A small ring or wreath made of bagar grass.
| All these are articles of dress.
t Kh<>rb&*} a dopatta of white cotton cloth : ludncheri, the bride's 'Iress.
§ Q'nagru, coloured cloth for a shirt.
|j The nau-dori or * 9 dor is • are red cords, four on either side at the tacit of the h6ad
plaited into the hair and converging into a ninth thick dord which hangs down the back,
^j Ungi, of iron with which the hair is parted in front: ihe hmg\ is a comb,
•* Chundi is an antimony holder for the eyes, worn on the back of the head.
f t It will be observed that the barsuhi consists of the same article? *>3 the suhoy.pafM,
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of attire), chundi, 3 balls of gur, cocoa, dates, grapes, almonds, I ser of
rice ami 9 luchis, 3 wheat cakes, 7 puris of chandan cliura*
roliydn,
kesar,sandhur, nahdni,t muth and mpdri%. The priest then comes back
to conduct the bridegroom and his followers to the bride's house with
tom-toms playing. The boy i* received at the entrance by his motherin-law who performs the drti ceremony over him, waving it seven times
over his head with her right hand, holding her left over his turban.
Four turns are taken from the boy's right to his left and three in
the reverse direction. Three cakes, placed in the plate with the
drti are also thrown out towards the court-yard. The priest
gives 4 chahlis (copper coins) to the boy who then places them in the
drti after clasping his hands before ir.. The mother-in-law then retires, while the father-in-law comes to the spot and placing a path*
fwhite cloth) round his own neck, washes and worships his son-in-law's
feet. The boy's priest gives a duna (leaf-plate) with some rice, a walnut, drub and flowers into his hands. Both the palms are held upwards, with both thumbs joined, and held up in his hands by the fatherin-law who brings the bridegroom into the verandah while the mantras
are being recited. After this the bride is brought to the place and
made to stand a foot from him, face to face with the bridegroom.
The priest then takes hold of the boy's neck with his right hand and
of the girl's with his left and makes their shoulders thrice touch each
other, first pressing the boy's right to the girl's left. This is called
chdn par chdn. After this two torches are held on either side of them.
Seven small pieces of mdlti (jasmine) twigs are then put in the girl's
bauds, she drops them into the boy's hands and he breaks them one
by one, placing them under his right foot. This breaking of the twigs
is called chiri. It is preceded by giving bihuii into the hands of the
couple and they blow it at each other. This goes by the name offaruri.
The pair are next made to sit down and the boy's father-in-law offers
mnkalap, that is gives his daughter away, and then washes the couple's
feet as they sit before him. Certain minor rites, called chichdri,§ are
* Sandal-wood chips.
t A awcet smelling root: muth, the root of a kind of grass.
j tUipari betel-nut: kesar—saffron.
§ Chichdri, Two or three blades of dmb are tied together with red cotton thiead and
placed in a cup of green leaves. Then a chain (copper coin), iiJ, rice, roliydn (turmeric),
some flowers, water aud a walnut ore also placed in it. This cup is put in the bridegroom*
hands and his father-in-law's hands are laid over them. The priest then recites some
mantra*, aftti which the drub is taken up by the father-in-law and with it he sprinkles
Water from the c^ip thrico over the heads of the pair. This is called the pahU bixhtar or
first char. This is repeated, but the second (ime some blades of grass, ke*ar (saffron)
sarvdn shadht and flowers arc thrown into the water. While the priest recites mantia*
the father-in-law sprinkles water on the couple's feet. This second rite is called pdda.
The third or argh ceremony is similar, but this time the mixture is made of dhain, tit,
dmb and rice, and after reciting mantras it is sprinkled over the boy's head.
The fourth rhdr is called dua bi*htar and is an exact repetition of the first char.
The fifth char (ttchmani* is solemnised by putting water, tit, and rice in a cup which is
placed on the groun 1 as was done in the other chdr$t but at the end of the ceremony the
priest thrice throws a few drops of water from the cup on to the father-in-law's hands, and
the boy and they drink it from his hands.
The sixth and last char is called madh&parah. The cup is filled with milk, Ul and rice
and put in the boys left hand ; he daubs the four fingers and thumb of his right ha&d with
it and then lifts his hand towards his mouth and, putting it again into the cup, sprinkles
its contents on tho ground. This cup is then taken by one of the bridegroom's jan (one
who has come with the procession) and given to the tom-tom player. This jan returns to the
bridegroom ind after being purified by mantrai is allowed to mix again with the other men
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now performed by the bridegroom and his father-in-law.
Then
Ganpati,* Brahma,t Vishnu,! Kumbh, dia and the nine planets are
worshipped. After this one end of the girl's sheet is held out by her
brother and on this red tikka is sprinkled thrice by the boy. Similarly the boy's waist-band is held out and anointed by the girl. The girl
then holds up her h a n d s ; and into them 4 copper coins, a walnut, drub,
flowers, til and rice are thrown by the priest and then the boy is made
to lay his hands over hers. The priest then takes p a r t of the bride's sheet
and wraps both pairs of hands in it by running a tape (dori) round it.
The girl's father then performs the kanid-ddn
(giving the girl
away) with tho proper mantras.
At its conclusion the girl's maula
(mother's brother) touches her wrapper with a copper coin and it is
then unknotted, the thing* in the girl's hands being taken by tho
boy and given to the parohit.
Tho gur aud ghi is then tasted and
this concludes the ceremony called lagan. The girl now retires, b u t
the boy remains to go through another rite called tho manihdr.^
After
doing the drti over the bridegroom, the tapo with tho betelnut is then
p u t on th* boy's left toe and he is required to pierce the nut with
his dagger. This done, the priest takes the tape up and throws it ov*r
the boy s head, passes it down to his heels and under his soles, and
t h e n ties it round the pagri.
The boy is then drawn by the manihdr
by his mother-in-law and led inside the house to the kd-mdeo.\\ The
girl is also brought there by her brother and dressed in the barsuhi
clothes and placed by the boy's side before tho picture. Finally the
remaining 7 doris of the barsuhi are handed over to the boy by the
girl's mdmi (mother's sister) ; he places them on the bride's head and
then her hair is combed aud arranged with these doris by her mutni
and the following song is sung :—
8ARGUXDHI SONG.

Kun gori baithi sir kholi, hor
Run baithi pith gheri,
Gaura baithi sir kholi, hor
Isar baifod pi{h gheri.
" W h o is that beautiful girl sitting with her hair dishevelled ?
W h o is sitting with his back turned ?
Oh, Gaura is sitting with her hair uncombed,
Isar (Shiva) is silting with his back t u r n e d . "
* Ganpati is represented by a walnut in a green cup, placed before the boy under the canopy
oil a heap of rice. It is given a copper coin—Ganpati being thus invoked to keep off mishaps,
Brahma's effigy is made of a few blades of drab, which are turned down twice, the
s being fixed in cow-dung and placed in a green cup. He is then similarly worshipped
at being the Creator of the universe.
J Vishnu is represented and worshipped like Brahma, but the blades are only turned
down once from the centre in his case. Vishnu is worshipped as being the first Cause and
tha Protector of the universe.
§ Manihdr.—Nine walnuts (the nine planets) are put on rice and worshipped and their
blessing invoked. There must be a separate handful of rice for each of the walnuts. A
bored copper coin, a betelnut and a cotton dori (three cords about 1} spans long)—all these
together are called maniliar —but the ceremony is performed by taking the boy out to the
doorway and there he takes out his dagger from the waist and touches the coin with its
point, pretending to bore it. The string is then passed through the bored coin *nd put in
a mdni (grain measure) and then the manihdr is sanctified and tied round the boy's head*
dre«9 by his mother-in-law at the gate-way after the drti.
11 A picture.
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After this the boy's jaul (shoulder-banu) and the bride's kharvds
(sheet) are knotted together and the bride is carried by her maternal
uncle (maula) to the canopy where the wedding is to be celebrated.
Cinder this canopy (baid) they are placed, on bamboo baskets covered
with woollen cloths, facing east. The bridegroom sits to the right of
the bride and in front of tho sacred fire (homa or havan). The bride's
father then washes the couple's feet; after which Gaopati, Navagirah,
Brahma, Vishnu, Kumbh, Sat Rishi, Chaur Vedi, Chaur-disa (the four
quarters) and Chaur-updes (the four elemeots) are worshipped in due
order, to war J off mishaps. This is followed by placing fried barley
in &chhaj (sieve) which is brought to the baid. First, the bridegroom
takes a handful of this grain and puts it on three different spots, while
the bride's brother keeps wiping it away with his right hand as fast as
it is put down. This is repeated, but the second time the bride's
brother puts the grain down and the bridegroom wipes it away. This
is called kktla* hhedni and is done to break the tie of relationship, if
any exists, between the contracting parties. After this hhila hhedni
the boy's father puts 4 annas into the chhajt and the bride's brother
takes off the red piece which he has worn on his head during the cere*
mooy and puts it in the chhaj too. It is then removed and t h e 4 annas
are claimed by the boy's brother-in-law. Then the bride's brother's
wife comes and grinds turmeric (haldar) on the sil and sprinkles it wdt
on the feet of the pair, three times on each. She receives 4 talcas, i.e.,
16 copper coins, for performing this rite. Then the couple are made
to stand up and walk round the sacred fire four times from right to
left. The bridegrooji keeps his right hand on the bride's back all the
while. After each turn they are made to halt hear the baskets and
their feet are worshipped, by throwing til, drub, milk, and red colour,
etc., by the bride's father, and at the end the bride's brother worships
the couple's feet in the same way. These four rotuids are called
ch&rl&i, and constitute the binding Ate in the wedding. At the chdrldi
two women siuj she following soug :—
CEARLAI SONtf.

Pahlic lajdria phirde kudnre,
Dujia lajdria phirde lsar Oauraja,
Trijia lajdria anjan dhrir lai,
Chauthia lajdria anjan tori nahsa.
u
In the first round of the Hi go bachelors,
In the second round of the l&i go Ishwar and Gauraja.
In the third round they let the anjan% drag on the ground
In the fourth round the dulha (bridegroom) broke it and
ran away.
I bride and bridegroom now change seats and sit facing eacti
o%h% The bride then holds up her hand* and in them a green leaf
cs (ian«) containing soon walnuts, rice, flowers, 4 coins, etc., is placed
by the priThe bridegroom covers the bride's hinds with his hands
anu then tho pr
unknots the minihir from the boy's pagfi and puts
* Parched grain.
J
t Winnowing fan.
% In the marriage ceremo, tha boy wsiu a long strip of cloth round his shoalder ana
the girlftkharv&i (coloured sheet) o*cr h# head. 8Hh these are tied together when they
do i£e cMrldi and the kaot vhich fastens *a*ro together i* oalled anjan.
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it on their hands. The bride's father then takes til, drub, rice, flowers
and copper coins and the sankalap is performed to the recitation of
mantras. After this he places 4 copper coins and a rupee*ia the vessel
containing water, turmeric, milk and curd anrl sprinkles the mixture
on the baid (canopy). This is called s&j pan* or giving of dowry. The
bride's mother's brother then comes and touches the boy's and girl's
hands with a ser of rice and a copper coin, and then they are released, the
manihdr being given to the girl to be put round her neck. The rice
and coin go to the priest. After this all the girl's other relations and
friends give her presents, either in ca3h or in kind, according to their
social position. These presents are then divided thus :—To the bride's
and bridegroom'sparohits 2 annas each; to the bride's pdZfat-carriers 4
annas; to the bridegroom's the same; and to the carpenter (bddhi) who
. erects tho temple and the canopy (baid) 4 annas also : to the bride's
musicians 2 annp* ; and to tho bridegroom's 4 annas. After this the
bride's parohit counts the things received in dowry, receiving for this 8
copper coins, with four more as dehl (door-way) for acting as the family
priest. Of the residue a fourth goes to the bride and a tenth of the re*
raainder is appropriated by her priest. The balance with the canopy is
then given by the bride's father as sankalap to the boy's father and forms
part of the paraphernalia. After this the gotra-char mantras are read
and fried rice is thrown towards the couple bj both the priests. Each
gets 4 annas for reading the gotra-char. This is followed by making
the fathers of the couple sit under the canopy, and a blade of drub is put
by the bride's priest into the girl's father's hands. He holds it between
the tips of his middle fingers at one end, the other end being similarly
.held by the boy's father. The bride's father then says: " asmat kania,
u
tusmat gotra" meaning our girl passes to your got." The ends of the
blade are then reversed and the boj's father says: " tusmat kania, asmat
9
gotra/ meaning * your girl has come into our got." At the conclusion
the bridegroom conies to the end of the canopy where he receives ruldr
(salutation with a present) from his mother-in-law and the other elderly
women of the bride's house. The mother-in-law gives a rupee in cash
and 4 copper coins, the others only copper coins, aud without receiving
this gift from the women it is not etiquette for him to appear before
them. The boy touches the bride's mother's feet in token of her giving
him this privilege. The ceremonies at the bride's are now over and the
bride is taken in the palki, with all the paraphernalia, followed by the
bridegroom, his followers and friends, to his house.
Song sung on the bride's arrival at the bridegroom's house—
Soi (pichaik) aunde-jo ddar de—jande-jo bhali mar ;
Eallare jinde-jo mochar-mdr—bhale bhale ddar*
" Receive the soi (those who come with tho bride) with courtesy
and on their departure give them a good thrashing.
Give to this hallar (bastard) a shoe'boating, this is good treatment
for him."
On arrival at the door-way the following song is Bung :—
ATBLAI SONG.
I

Ham ku pujna kun gori ai,
' Ham ku pujna Gaura ai,
Bam ku pujdeputri phal mangde.
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" Who is that beaotifol girl who has oome to worship
a
pome*
V
yranatetree?
™
It is Gaura who has oome to worship,
-- •

W h i l e s h e is WOrshit)r>ino> fthfl ia r>ravincr fnr
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Then the drti is presented.
, s mother and she also gi/es the
bride a rupee. Next the pair are conducted to thefcimcZeo(picture on
the wall), and Gahpati, etc., are worshipped, after which they are both
made to go four times round the earthen lamp {diwa) and kumbh (pot
containing water), tape and a bunch of pomegranate. This circaroambulation is called the athldi (eicfht rounds).
bridal
the
their newly acquired mitras (brothers made by sacred observance).
Having done the athIdi the bride and bridegroom's wrist threads are
loosened by two men who thus become brothers. These threads were
put on by them at the commencement of the preliminary observances.
At the conclusion the bridegroom receives presents (tamhol) from the
men and women, ard similarly munhsdni from the women is received
by the bride for unveiling her. Songs are sung by the women on these
•:».*?:

lions.

•

-
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•

•

•
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e following feast-song is sung at the bridegroom's house:
Kuniaye chauka pa ya, kuni dhotore hath pair,
Janne chauka pdya} soi dhotore hath pair, darohi Ram Ram,
Bhat parithd9 mda parithd, upar parithe tare mare,
Bhate mass khde na jane soi, bahin kdrdi hare h&re.
" Who has smeared the floor with oowdung; who has washed the
hands and feet ?
The jan (followers of the bridegroom) have done it, the soi (followers of the bride) hare washed their hands and feet: we
appeal tp S&m (for the truth of our statement),
».fiir.:t
iled rioe has been given, meat has been given, ove^them have
been given small pebbles,
The soi know not how to eat rice and meat, the sister expresses
surprise (by saying) • hare h dre
Four feasts are given in the boy's house to the guest9: 1st, on the
Jay of the oil ceremony; 2nd, on the morning on which the prooession
starts to the bride's house; 3rd, on the day the procession returns home,
and 4tb, on the morning on which the bridegroom receives presents.
)

»

The first two feasts are given at the bride's house on the oil day to
the quests of the girl and the last two on the marriage day to the bridegr an and hU followers and to the bride's guests.
marriage called
saving
pensn
practise the form of marriage called
solemnised by hannna brushwood and circuira
•

« .

I
* ? •
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or with the bride's sheet tied to the boy's girdle,
>8 where a crirl's pprents have consented to her
betrothal but refuse to carry out the marriage, anc
forcibly by the bridegro6tn; or in cases in which a
lover. No priest or relative need attend it.
Widow remarriage is permitted, except among t
The
rite is called gud&ni or jhanjardra and also choli-dori and is solemni 'It
thus:—The pair are made to sit down by the diwa and kumbh, with
some dhup burning. They worship both these objects, then the bride*
groom places a doti (tape) on the widow's head and another woman
head
After this the bridegroom places a nose-ring (bdlu) in the woman's hand and she puts it on.
This is the binding portion of the ceremony. A foast is given to guests
and relations and songs are sung. If no priest presides at the ceremony
th« humbh, etc., worship is dispensed with, but the tape And ring cere*
mony is trone through and the guests, etc., feasted. A widow used to
polled
brother, but the
no
Divorce is permitted by mutual consent, but thero is no special
role
Sons
remar
dopted
The eldest son gets
share, called jaithund, but he has per contra to pay a proporproperty
larger s
divided
hundavand
ginally came from the southern side of the upper R&vi in Chamba.*
The Gaddis also have the custJtn whereby a widow's child (chauJcandhu)
born at any time after her husband's death succeeds to his property,
provided that the widow lias continued to live in his house and has
worn a red dori (tape) in the name of his chula (oven) or dardt (axe).
Gases have even occurred in which the widow has retained her late
husband's property without complying with these conditions, though
the Gaddis consider her rights disputable.
#

——

— 0

Gaddis burn their dead. Lepers and those who die of luhar, a kind
of typhus, are first buried, but their corpses are exhumed after three
months and burut. The ceremonies performed are the same as for those
who are burnt. The body is placed oo the funeral pyre with the head
of the deceased to the north, and all the jewellery and the blanket, which
it thrown over it when on the bier, are taken off and the body burnt.
A copper cdin is placed by the pyre as the tax of the land on whiobf
the body i9 burnt. Fire is first applied to the pyre under the head by
the nearest relative and the other gotris (blood relations). The purohit
- oins the relations in this observance, but no ceremonies are observed,
^he light is applied after going round the pyre once from left to right.
On the 10th day after the demise tho dazpinli ceremony is performed
> J. B. Lysll's Kingra Settlement Report, § 74, quoted in P. C. L. II, p
allusion to the idea that the Muhammad%ns own the world, Hindus
e owmtre' l*nd mutt not be used unless paid for.
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by the nearest blood relation*, with the aid of the parohit. Other relations wash their clothes and bathe on this day and remove the kambal
which is spread to receive the mourners. On the 12th day, at niebt, a
he-goat is sacrificed in the deceased's name. This goat is given to the
parohit. Next morning five pinds (balls of rice) or one supindi are
again offered to the deceased by the chief mourner, to the recitation of
mantras by the parohit. The clothes, utensils, cash, etc., are given to
him. On the 14th day the deceased's relations on the wife's side come
to the house in the morning and give a feast to the brotherhood, A
goat is killed for this feast and the mourning ceases from this day. At
the end of the third month oblations are again offered to the deceased
and the occasion is signalised by a feast to the brotherhood. All the
offerings made in this ceremony go to the parohit who presides over it.
Similar ceremonies are gone through at the end of the sixth month and
the 1st and 4th years.
If buried the body is laid Hat in the grave with the back
on the ground and the palms of both hands folded on the chest. The
head is kept to the vtar (north). Children and females are buried in
the same way. When burnt the ashes are collected, together with
the seven bones of the finger, knee and ankle joints, on the day the
corpse is burnt. They are brought to the house in a piece of matru *
and kept for ten days in the clothes in which the deceased breathed
his last and in the room id which he expired. After the daspindi
they are washed in honey, milk, clarified butter, cowdung and bilpatri
seed and then dried and deposited in a small wooden box, wrapped in
the piece of masru and buried in a recess made in the wall of the
house, with a coating of barley and mustard over it. They should be
taken to Hardwar to be thrown into the Ganges as soon as the family
has collected sufficient funds for the journey, and at most within four
years.
The religion of the Gaddis presents som9 interesting features. As
we have seen the Gaddis are by preference Shaivas,t but their worship
is catholic to a degree. Thus on Sundays and Thursdays Ndgs and
Sidhs are worshipped, on Sundays alone Kailung, Devis on Tuesdays,
and on Thursdays ' Birs.'
To the Ndgs, ahri or beestings, male kids or lambs, and ora (the
first-fruits of all crops), incense and small cakes are offered; and to
the Sidhs a sack, a stick of rose-wood, a crutch, sandals and rot or
thick bread.
To the Devis are offered vermilion, bindli (brow-mark), sdlu (a red
chidar), dora (waist-rope), sur (a coarse spirit), and a goat.
To the Birs a he-goat, a chola or thick woollen coat, a waistband, a
white conical cap (chukanni topi) and fine bread. Kailu Bir, the numen
of abortion, i9 only worshipped by women. Kailung is a K6g, and
the father of all the N&gs. He is worshipped, as is Shiva, under the
• The cloth in which the corpse is wrapped.
t As the verse goes :—
Oaddi ehdrda bhed&n :
The Gaddis feed their flocks:
Gaddin dindi dupa.
.
The Gaddins offer incense (to 8ha),
Qaddijo dinda bherfdn
To the Gaddis he (Shiva) gives she
Qaddin jo dindi rupa,
And to the Gaddins, beauty.
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form of the dara( or sickle, which is always earned by a Gaddi
when shepherding his flocks. Then there is the worship of autars.
$ An autar is the spirit of a person .who has died childless and causes
sickness. To propitiate this spirit the sick person dons clothes, which
are made for him with a silver image of the deceased, and he then
worships the autar idol (which is always set up near a stream).*
The clothes and image are worn t! in token of the deceased."
Autars are said to have been admitted inlo the category of the deities
k « owing to their evil influences on men and women. They are propitiated also on the Ami was and Puranmdshi day a.
Autors also appear in dreams and warn people that they will carry
them off to the next world. To scare away the ghost in soch a case
jamanivdla is performed, 4 halts, offerings of ghitnganidn (boiled maize),
nettle baths, and brau bread being offered four times by night.
But these do not exhaust the list of beliefs. Batal'is the sprite of
springs, rivers and wells, and khicheri, sodden Indian corn, 3 balls of
8ubdl (moss), 3 of ashes, 3 measures of water, a., pumpkin or a floursheep are offered to him;
pgmis or rock spirits, o coloured grains of rice, o sweet cakes, a
flour-lamp with a red wick, 3 kinds of flowers, 3 pieces of dhup,
and a she-goat are offered with prayers. Rdkshanis and baiiasat*
would seem to be the same as joginis. Chungic is the demon found
on walnut and mulberry trees and under the karangora shrub. He in
worshipped with a cocoa-nut, a chuhora (handle of a plough), almonds,
grapes, milk and a loaf of 5 paos with his effigy in flour (a basket on
his back), a four-cornered lamp of flour on ^he bread, and a piece of
'

!>

^^m

Gunga, the disease-spirit of cows, is propitiated by setting aside a
tawa of bread in his name until the final offerings can be made.
Then a piece of iron, something like a hockey-stick, is made, and the
deity taken into the cattle-shed where ho is worshipped by the sacred
fire on a Thursday. A he-goat is killed and a few drops of the blood
sprinkled on the iron. At the same time cakes aro offered and some
eaten by one member of the household, but not by more than one or
the scourge will not abate, and the rest are buried in the earth. Every
fourth year this deity is worshipped after the same fashion. Kail a is,
it seems, peculiar to the Gaddis, or at least to Chamba. Early in
pregnancy the woman puts asido 4 chaklis, (the copper coin of Chamba)
with her necklace in the namo of Kailu. Two or three months after
delivery the parohit, with the woman, worships the demon by putting
up a large stone under a walnut or kainth tree, which is sanctified by
reciting certain mantras.and then worshipped. A white goat (which
may have a black head) is then offered up to the demon, by making an
incision in its right ear and sprinkling the blood over a long cloth, 2^
yards wide by 9 or 12 yards long, and chaklis and some bread are also
offered to the demon.
|
Finally the woman tastes a piece of gur, and places it on the cloth,
which she then wears until it is worn out, when a new one is made and
Whenfirstset up the idol is worshipped with prayers and the sacrifice of a %
he-goat or
sheep. Dhain and khtcfcm are also placed beferc it and then eaUn by the o«ror a relative*.

*
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purified in the same way before being worn. The ceremony mav be
performed at the woman's house, in which case the cloth alone is used as a u l
symbol of the deity. The goat is returned to its owner with the four
coins. No other woman may use this Bheet, which would cause her
divers bodily ills.
Ploughing, sowing and reaping should be begun on the lucky d a y s Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday. If the wheat does not grow on a terraced
field the plough is not put on it again that year until a goat has been
sacriSced there, and neglect of this rule will result in a death in the
family. When new ground is to be broken up the parohit must be asked
to namo the day and a he-goat sacrificed before the plough is put to it.
But instead of this sacrifice, some people take lour young girls to the spot
and there wash their feet, mark their foreheads with red and give them
gur to eat before they begin to plough. And the first fruits of such land
are always offered to the deota before being used. The godlings associated with chinia, maize, wheat, pulse aud barley are Devit Chaund,
Kailung, Kathura Nag and Sandholu Nag respectively.
The chief fairs are seven in number, viz., the Basua on 1st Bais&kh,
v
the Patroru on 1st Bhadon, the Sair on 1st Assauj, the Lahori (or Lohri)
on 1st Magh, and the Dholru on 1st Chet. The dates of the Shibr6t
(in Phdgan on varying dates) and of the Holi (in Phagan or Chet) vary.
The first four festivals are celebrated by games and dances, but there
are differences. At the Basua pindiris or flour cakes are eaten with ghi
and honey. At the Patroi u a cake of a vegetable called siul is eaten :
only young girls dance. At the Sair babrus are cooked : and at the
Lohri khichri or rice and dal. At the Holi khaddas (parched maize) sro
fcatcn, the fire is worshipped at night and a performance called barn held,
songs being also sung. At the Dholru again pindiris are eaten, but
amusements are rarely allowed. There seems to be no annunl feast of
dead. Shiva and the Devis are sacrificed to on a Shibratri.
The seasons for worship are:—Chet, pilgrimages to Batvan and
Jaw&laji in K&ngra.
Bhsdon and Asauj, pilgrimages to the shrines of Narsingh, Hari-har,
Lakshini Devi, Ganesh, Kailung—all in Brahmaur j and in Bhfidon only,
aa a rale, to Maui Mahesha. Shiva is not worshipped at any particular
season.
The low-castes in Brahmaur are chiefly Halis, Kolis, Loh&rs and RihdU
r&s, with a few Sippis and B&dhis. All these are described in their
proper places. An obscure group is the Bararu, sometimes called Bh&ts*
who are described as Gaddis, and hold among them the same position
as Bt ahmans do among other Hindus. The name appears to be connected
with barari, a thorny shrub.
The Gaddi salutations are as follows :—Among Brahmans, namaskdr.;
to Brahmans 'roro others, pairi pauna to which they reply asir bachan.
R&jputs givejaijai to one another and receive it from those beneath them;
re3ponding with ram rim. Khatris, Thdkurs and Rathfs offer ludrki to
one another and receive it from the low-castes, giving in reply ram ram
GIDQKR,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

CADOOB,

a J&{ clan (agricultural) found m M«:JUn.

•
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(?) shepherd, cowherd ; also called rawanri in Peshdwar.
GADHI, a term of contempt said to be applied by Nihangs (Ak&lfs) to those
who smoke,
QAomoK, a tribe small in numbers, but intelligent and enterprising, found in
a few villages of the Central Salt Range. Their traditions assert
that their ancestor Mahta Chandii Rai came from Mathr& to Delhi and
entered the Mughal service under B&bar, who employed him with R&ja
Mai Janjila to drain the eastern Dhanni tract in the Salt Range.
Gharka Kassar and Sidhar Manilas afterwards aided them to colonise
the tract, and Uabar granted Chandii Rai a percentage in the revenue of
the Dhanni and other tracts in the vSalt Range. Hum&yun granted
K&Xi or Kalik Dds, son of Chandii Rai, a sanad * (dated 1554) of 30,000
tankiis for the improvement of the Kahun tract and the family also
received sanads from Akbar and Aurangzeb. In the latter's reign one
branch of the tribe was converted to Islam, but most of its members
are still Hindus. Gadhiok is said to be a corruption of gaddi-hok,
on its ancestoi'3 having presented 31 gaddis at a hiikm (the announcement of the presents brought at a wedding). The Gadhiok usually
marry among themselves, but some intermarry with Khatris of the
Biri group, though never with Bunjahis. iu neither case is widow
marriage allowed. Their Brahmans are of the Nauli got and at
y's mutinon. or head-shaving the father or head of the family himself
decapitates a goat with a sword and gives the head, feet and skin to the
Naule parohits of the tribe, though they do not eat flesh and other
Brahmans would not touch such offerings. The skin, etc , are sold.
A similar observance is in vogue at the janeo investiture. Gadhioks
eat flesh at weddings, a usage contrary to local Hindu custom. At
born son the custom found
ghbour
Khatris is followed and
who plays the part of her parents. Her husband would bring her br«ck
i
again, and remarry her by the duJcaja or second wedding' which costs
about half as much as the first. Gadhioks avoid touching weighing
icales,t at least in theory, and also usury, but one or two families, not
admitted to be descendants of K&li D&s or true Gadhioks, have no such
scruple. No Gadhiok will wash, set out on c journe^or begin a new
ta.sk on a Thursday—the day on which their ancestor left bis original
home. Hindu Gadhioks eat and drink with Khatris: Muhammadanc
with any Muhammadan save a Mochf or Muaalli. The latter style themselves Shaikh : while the Hindus generally use the title of Mahta, but
the family of DalwAl is styled Diw&n, Miilnij, one of its members having
been governor of Hazira under thp Sikhs, The samddh of K&li D&s
is a conspicuous object at Kallar Kah&r. The Gadhioks have many
fatbits, apparently in a down-country dialect, and now claim R&jput
Ariffin or statu?, but thev are probably of Khatri extraction as their
intermarriage
nndor Gaffi
. a Baloch clai
GADUN, or Jadun, as they are called indifferently,
are a tribe of
Path4ns found in H*z&ra and in Mtook. They claim descent fr •in
GADHA

•

established at K&llar Kahirby
ed in his
retail tie
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Barhang, a groat-grandson of Ghurghusht, two of whose Rons fled, they
say, because of a blood feud to the mountains of Chach and Hazara.
It is almost certain that the Jadun are not of Indian origin ; though it
has been suggested that in their name is preserved the name of Jddu
or Yddu, the founder of the K6jput Yadubansi dynasty, taany of
whose descendants migrated from Guzerat some 1,100 year* bvfcro
Christ, and were afterwards supposed to bo found in the hills of Kabul
and Kandahar. They occupy all the south-eastern portion of the
territory between the Pesluiwar and Hazjira borders, and the southern
slopes of Mah&ban, having been assigned their present lands in the ,
eastern Sama after Malik Ahmad and the Kashi chiefs of the Afghans had
defeated the Dilaz&k. And when Jah&ngir finally crushed the Dilazak,
they spread up the Dor valley «s high an Abbottahs'id. Early in the
18th century, on the expulsion of the Karlugh Turks by Saiyul Jal&i
B&ba they appropriated the country about D h a m t a u r ; and about a
hundred years later they took the Bagra tract from the few remaining
DilazAk who held it, while shortly before the Sikhs took the country
their Hassazai clan deprived the Karr&l of a portion of the Nil&n valley.
They are divided into three main clans, S&lar, Mansur, and Hassanzai,
of which the last is not represented among the trans-Indus Jadun and
has lost all connection with the parent tribe, having even forgottei.
its old Pashtu language. Bellew made them a Gakkhai clan, but
this appears to be quite incorrect. The true Parians of Haz&ra call
them mid tar or mercenaries, from the Pashtu equivalent for lakban or
" one who girds his loins". In Haz&ra a Salar occupy the Kajoia plain ;
the Mansur are found in Mangal aud in and round Nawanshahr; while
tho Hassanzais reside in Dhamtaur and the adjacent villages, and iu
the Mangal and Bagra tracts. Tho two former tribes keep up a slight
connection with the Path&ns to the west of the Indus, and a few can
still epeak Pashtu. After they had obtained a footing to the east of
the Indus, in Hazara, those three tribes elected a Hassanzai of Dhamtaur
to the khan-ship, and his son succeeded him, but the chief ship is now
in abeyance, though the family-is still looked up to. In this part the
Durrani rule was quite nominal and the Jaduns of Haz&ra only paid
them a horse, a falco >r two and a small sum of money as tribute.
GADWAB, a J££ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
GAO, a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
QXQ(% a Dogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
a small caste, for the most part Mussalm&n, and chiefly found
in the central districts. They wander about catching and eating
vermin, but their hereditary occupation is that of catching, keeping,
and applying leeches; and they are often called Jukera, from jonh} a
'leech.' They also make matting and generally work in grass and
straw, aud in some parts the coarse sacking used for bags for pack
animals and similar purposes is said to be made almost entirely by
them. The Muhammadan Gagras marry by nilcoh. They seem to
fulfil some sort of functions at weddings, aud are said to receive fees on
those occasions. It is said that they worship Bala Shah, the Chuhja
guru. Also called Gagri or Gegri aud Jokharu.

GAQRA,

GAGfeAH, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) fo.atd iu Muitaw,
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a Mulia'iinoaiau NAI converted from Hinduism, in Karn&l.
GAHI, see under Gh&i\
GAKKHA?, an important Muhammadan tribe, found in Jlielum, Rawalpindi and Ha-z4ra. Regarding the Gakkhars in the first-named district
Mr. W. S. Talbot writes : - *
u
The Gakkhafa, though not numerically important, are in other respects
one of the most prominent tribes in the Jhelum district, and in social
position amongst the Musalm&ns of the tract share with the Janj6£
the honour of the fir.it place : in popular estimation indeed they seem to
rank a little higher than even the Janju&s. They are almost entirely
confined in this district to the Jhelum tahsil, where they hold the bulk
of the Khuddar circle, with a good many villages in the Maid&n: elsewhere they are found in any numbers only in the Rawalpindi and
Haz&ra districts.

GAQREL,

Origin.—Of the nistory and origin of this tribo much has been written :
the earliest suggestion, that of General Court, that the name of the
Gakkhars points to their descent from the Greeks, has not found
later supporters : though it has now been adopted and improved upon by
some of the present representatives of the tribe, who claim descent from
Alexander himself ! Mr. A. Brandreth * adopted the local tradition, that
4
the Gakkhars came from Persia through Kashmir/ which is still the
claim of th# majority of the Gakkhar3 themselves. The views of
General Cunningham are set forth at length in his Archaeological
Survey Reports, II, pp. 22 to 33, to which tho curious must be
referred for the detailed rcasoos on which he bases his conclusion, that
l
the Gakkhars represent the 'savage Gargaridao of Dionysius the
n
Geographer, (who wroca probably in the 4th Century A. D.)> ^ ^
are descendants of tho great Yuechi Scythians, who enured India from
the North-West in the early centuries of the Christian era. Sir
Denzil Ibbetson t notices with approval Mr. Thomson's comment X
on Cunningham's theory ; ' though he Turanian origin of the Gakkhajs
is highly probable, yet the rest of the theory is merely a pi* uaible
l;
Burmise. On the whole there seems to be "tle use in going beyond the
sober narrative of Perishta, who represents the Gakkhars as a brave
and savage race, living mostly in the hills, with little or no religion, and
much given to polyandry and infanticide/
As already indicated, the story of muafcofthe Gakkhars is that they are
-.<. HI.AU ~c fu^ ^o;£ni§ family once
wu
descended
reigning in Ispahan : that they con iered Kashmir and Tibet, and ruled
those countries for many generation ., but wero eventually driven back to
K&bul whence they entered the Punjab in company with Mahmtid
Ghaznavi early in the 11th Century: thi9 story is rejected by Ibbetson,
• Jhelurn Settlement Report, § 48.
•f Punjab Census Report, 18.81, § 463.
% § &7» Jhelum Settlement Report.
j
§ It ie not possible to obtain satisfactory information regarding this word. Tho city of
Kayan was the capital of Kai Kayus, Kai Kubad, and Kai Khasru; and some say that the
GfetOtbars call themselves Kayani because they claim descent from these three kings.
Others say ^hat the Mughals proper, and especially the Chughattna and Qlzit* v^bei,• are
Kayiefc; and that the Gakkhafs call themselves Kanani or Caoaanites becanse they olaim
descent frtnt Jao&b and Joaeph who livejl in Oimajan; and that it is this word which has
a miascad Kayani.
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because on Perishta's showing a Gakkhar army resisted Mahmtid : and
that it is at any rate certain that they held their present possessions long
before the Muhammadan invasion of India: on the other side it will be
of interest to notice briefly below the contentions of the most prominent
member of the tribe of the present time, the late Kh£n Bah&dur Riji
Jah&nddd Kh£n, E, A. 0., who has made a most painstaking study of
the original authorities: it must be noted, however, that, particularly in
the exactness of the references to the authorities cited by him, there is
something wanting, owing to his omission to supply further information
asked for: his views are as follows :—
All the historians before the time of Ferishta agree that the Kho«
khars, not the Gakkhars, killed Shah£b-ud-din Ghori. Ferishta certainly confused tfhese two tribes, in other cases : thus he frequently
refers to Shekha and Jasrat as Gakkhar chiefs; there are no suoh
names in the Gakkhnr tree, whereas Shekha and Jasrat appear as
father and son in the genealogy of the Khokhars: see tree giveu in the
vernacular settlement report of the Gujrat district, by Mirza Azim Beg,
1865. (Tabaqdt-i-Akbari, pp. 18, 19, 127, 147 and 600; Rauzat-utTdhirin, Elliot, I, p. 301; Muntakhib-ut-Tawdrikh,
p. 1 8 ; Ibn-i-Asir,
Elliot, II, p. 433; Tabaqdt-i-Nanri, pp. 123-4, etc.)
Ferishta's account of the Gakkhars as a tribe of wild barbarians,
without either religion or morality, practising polyandry and infanticide, is a literal translation from the Arabic of Ibn*i-Asir, an earlier
historian, who was there, however, writing of the wild tribes in th^
hills to the west of Pesh&war, and not of the Gakkhars : the chapter in
Ibn-i-Asir immediately following deals with the murder of Shah£b-uddin by the Gakkhars : hence perhaps the mistake ; or Ferishta may have
borne a grudge against the Gakkhars, who are paid by him to have
maltreated an ancestor of his own named Hindu Sh&h. (Ibn-i-Asir,
p. 82, Elliot, XII, Ferishta, p. 159).
Gakkhar Sh&h, alias Kaigw&r Sh&h, is mentioned as one of the principal followers of Mahmud of Ghazni. (Iqbdlndma-i-Jahangiri, p. 109;
Akbar Ndma, p. 242).
The use of the Hindu title of " TtdjA" has been taken as evidence that
the Gakkhar story of their origin is incorrect; but up to comparatively
recent times the Gakkh.
:efs used the title of Sult&n. Some sanada
of the Mughal emperors
cited, and other evidence, but* the references need not be given, as it is certain that the title of SultAn was
formerly used by this tribe.
In La Perron's History of the Parsis* p. 27, it is said that a migration
of Persians to China, under a son of Yazdezard, took place in the 7th
century: it is suggested that this was the occasion when the ancestors
of the tribe srHled in Tibet: an old M.S. pedigree-table produced shows
a Sultaa Vt. iajar some 45 generations back.
An ofticfci ;7no knew the Gakkhars well wrote of them : * Some
of their principal men are very gentlemanly in their bearing, and show
1
flnmistakably their high origin and breeding : another says: 'They
are essentially the gentlemen and aristocracy of tho (Rawalpindi)
district: . . • The Gakkhars still bear many traces of their hiffh
descent in their bearing, and in the estimation in which they are held
•• VoL I, Karaka, 1884, citiDg the Zend Ave$ta, I, CCIXXXYI.
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throughout the district./ Mr. Thomson wrote of them: Physically the
Gakkhars are not a large-limbed race, but they are compact, sinewy,
and vigorous. They make capital soldiers, and it has been stated on
pood authority that they are the best light cavalry in Upper India.
They are often proud and self-respecting, and sometimes exceedingly
well-mannered.' All this dqes them no more than justice ; and to anyone who knows them well, the statement that as late as the 13th
century they were wild barbarians, without religion or morality, is in
itself almost incredible. R&jd Jah£nd£d Kh£n seems to have succeeded
i n t r a c i n g the libel lo its origin: he shows also that they have
sometimes been confused with the Khokhars ;* but it cannot be said that
his arguments in favour of their Persian origin are very couvincing:
in the matter of the assassination of Shah&b-ud-din Ghori, the historians who state that he was killed by the Gakkhars at Dhamiak in
this district are supported by a strong local tradition.
Clans and Mandis.—The Gakkhars have split into many branches, of
which the most important in this district are the Adm&l, the Iskandr&l
and the Bugidl, who occupy most of the Khuddar circle : a smaller
clan named Firoz&l hold a few villages close to Jhelum : and a still
smaller branch, the Tuli&l (which is little esteemed, and with which the
other clans do not intermarry), has four or five estates on the river near
Dina. The clan-names are in all cases derived from those of the common ancestors: the principal seats or mother villages of each branch are
called Mnndis, of which there are six generally recognised in the Jhelum
district: Sultdnpur (Admal) ;*Lehri and Bakr&la (Iskandrdl) ; Domeli,
Padhrf, and Baragowdh (Bugi&l) : Bheth and Salihril, formerly flourish*
ing mandis of the Bugi&l, are now decayed.
Character.—Regarding the character of the Gakkhars there is not .
much to add to what has already been said : pride of race is very strong
in them, and though they make good soldiers, they are bad farmers :
and where they have not fallen back on Government service, they are
almost always in a most unprosperous condition, being much wanting
in industry and thrift: their most unpleasing characteristic is their intense jealousy of one another, which leads to bitter feuds, and sometimes to murder.
History.—The first settlement of the tribe in this district is generally
admitted to be Abridm in Suit&npur, under the Lehri hills : thence
they spread over the Khuddar, southwards towards the river, and as
far as Landi Patti to the wes being constantly opposed by the Janju&s
who were almost invariably defeated and ejected : in his first invasiou
of India B&bar took the part of the Janju&s, and with them defeated
H&ti Kh&n, the great Gakkbar chief of Pharw&la, but in a subsequent
invasion made friends with the Gakkhars and procured from them an
auxiliary force. When B&bar's son, Hum&ytin, was in A. D. 1542
busted by Sher Sh&h, the principal Gakkhaj- chiefs took the side of the
exile: to bridle their pride Sher Sh£h built the huge fort of Kohtfift,
about ten miles from Jhelum : and in the constant warfare that followed
the Gakkhaj* cotptry was terribly harried, but the tribe was never subdued, and en Humdyun's return to power began to grow powerful, _
* See also an article in the Indian Antiquary, 1907, ' The Khokhars and tto GakkhafS
in Punjab Hiitory' by M. A. Bote, I.C.8
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Their subsequent history until the rise of " SalWn " Muqarrab Kh&n,
at 1740 A. D.f chiefly concerns other districts : he was an Adm&I
chief of the Rawalpindi district;and claimed to rule the whole of the
tract from Attock to the Chen&b ; the Dcmeli Bugi&ls however did not
acknowledge his pretensions, and on his defeat by the Sikhs at Gujrttt,
they at once rebelled, captured Muqarrab Kh6n and murdered him. The
usual internecine feuds then arose, and the different clans fell in turn
an easy prey to the Sikhs, though the eastern hill mandis were never
thoroughly subdued, and were in constant rebellion until the beginning
of the British rule: in 1849 the Qakkhars nearly all took the losing
side, and therefore forfeited much of their possessions and dignities,
falling on evil days, from which they have only extricated themselves
by the readiness with which they have since taken employment under
Government."*
In Hazdra the Gakkhars have had a still more chequered history.
Descended from Fateh Kh6n, founder of Kh&opur, to whom the hills of
Kh&npur as well as those of the Karr&l and Dhund were entrusted by
his grandfather Sult&n Sarang Khdn about the end of the 16th century,
the Ghakkars could not keep the Karr&l and Dhund tribes under control
during the decline of the Mughal dynasty. Under Durrfini rule however they were given charge of the lower parts of Hazira, their chief
Sultdn J&far Khan being famous for his uprightness. But Sirdar Hari
Singh drove them from their lands and they were not reinstated till
1868-72, when they recovered almost the whole of the Khdnpur tract.
GAJJA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
GAL, a J&f clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Mult&n,
GALBAHA, an agricultural clan found in Shabpur.
GALHAB, a J&( clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&p.
GAKDAPUE : A Path&n tribe of Ushtarini (Saiyid) extraction. Besides the
original stock they include by affiliation some offshoots of the Shir&ni,
the Mushezai section of the Ghurghushti Path&ns, and the R&nizai section of the Yusufzai tribe. They hold the whole of the north-W6stern
part of trans-Indus Dera Istc&il east of Tdnk and south of theNfla Koh
ridge of the Salt Range, comprising an area of 460 square miles, abutting
on the Sulaimins to the west; and the town of Kuldchi is their headquarters. They were originally a poor pawindah and pastoral tribe,
but they now cultivate more largely than any other Dera Ism&l Pa(hdns.
They reached the height of their prosperity about the middle of the
18th century, but lost their eastern possessions some seventy years later,
they being confiscated by Naw&b Muhammad Khin, the Saddozai
governor of Leiah. They still engage in the pawindah traffic. They
are lawless, brutal and uncivilised ; and their hereditary Khan has but
little power. Mr, St. George Tucker thus described their sections:
" The Gaodapurs profess to be all descended from one or two original
ancestors, but there is no doubt, as in most similar case?, that other
GALWATBAH,

»•

• Farther information will be found in Mr. Brandreth'i Jhelum Settlement Report, 1S6$#
| | 55 to 58 | Mr. Thomaon'a Settlement Report, 1883, 157 ; and in Punjab Government
Beleetione, New SeHee. No. XXI1L 1887.
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tribes and families have been associated with them from time to time,
divided
*ho all claim now to be of the original stock.
six main divisions or nallahs (valleys*). Most of these naUafa have a
but there are
single generic name, covering an wie men ui i » n^vun -, uu« » u ^ ..»
alsoioint waWa/is. in which two altogether distinct sections are combined,
eachhavintra generic name of its own. The hereditary chiefship
rested at fir°st with the Brahimzai nallah, but the Brahimzais having
been
chiefship was transferred some 200 years ago to the Hamranzai, who
have retained it ever since. Azad Khan was the first Hamranzai Khfa.
It was in his time that the Gandapnrs seized lakwara from the
cn
Driskhels. Kulachi was soon afterwards settled by fugitive J » ' °
from Dera Fateh Khan, from whom it obtained its name. These
own
eventually returned to th
town of the Gandapurs "
tract
GANDHI, a J&\ tribe, which seems to bo
the M&ogat.
degr
GiNDHfLA, fein. -ANJ
nore respectable than the Bawarias,» though in the Punjab their positions are perhaps reversed. They wander about bare-headed and bareW « d be* work in grass and st,-aw, catch quails, clean and sharpen
knees' and'swords, cut wood, and generally do odd jobs. They are said
to eat tortoises and vermin. They also keep donkeys, and even engage
£ *Z*« in a small way. It is said that in some parts they lead about
S r f ^ V b S f w f t h i . is doubtful. They have curious traditions
which are reported from distant parts of the Province, regarding a kingdom which the tribe once possessed, and which they seem inclined to
vlace beyond the Indus. They say thoy are under a vow not to wear
shoes or turbans till their possessions are restored to them.
GANDO, a smalUat clan found in Jind. It has bakhuds at Mddpur, and at
these it worships itsjatfiera* at weddings and on the Diwali.
GANDf, one who extracts and sells otto {itr), whereas the atdr makes 'arak
fi AUDIA a tribe of Jats found in Dera Ghazi Khan. Like the Cbfodia Baloch
GAN
t L V p r sent offerings to the descendants of
S ^ ^ ^ « ^ « ^ 1™ and are also called Rang Rangia. See under Gosain and Chhabihwala.
n, though
GAHQ, a tribe which, like the Mun
It
is
surthe leaders of the admittedly
rou nded by Awana on all side;
Gazetteer, 1904, p. 101).
GAHQAH, a'Jat clan (agricultural)
GANGO

£ « . . , £ « < — A Sikh sect, founded by Gangu cr Gangadas, a Basf
QAN
K hDaMt rni ol GaThshankar. Sikh history relates that lie presented foor
jS.nain
UJ.
•
>
•
»
_
a
fn
>IIB
finrii.
Amaidas.
and
0
0
^
• t f " r n J r — a l l his worldly wealth-to his Guru, Amaidas, and
we h
a
pice
^ ^ l j ^ " t K i l 7 c o u i J r y . He founded a shrine at Daun
W
Si
h
^ ^ ^ S 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
" g ' funded one of .till
^ I r T ^ ^ ^ r K ^
in Jullundur. Mahi Bhagat of
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Mahisar was another celebrated leader of this sect. Tho Gangush&his
J
possess Guru Amar D&3 bed and having refused initiation from Guru
Govind Singh were excommunicated by him,*
GANJ, a J4$ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
Sikh sect, few in numbers, of which nothing is known, f
except that Ganj-bakhsh was a faqir of Gurd&apur who received a
blessing from Guru Amar D&sJ,

GANJ-BAKBSHI.—A

GANWAN,

a J£\ clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.

GANWANEN,

a Jfy clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

G AN WEN, a J&t clan found in the centre of Shuj^Md tahsil, Mult6n district,
where they settled from Delhi in Maghal times.
GANWAB£,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
*

two factions into which the Path&ns
and other tribes of the North-West Frontier were, and to some extent
still are, divided. Many legends designed to explain the origin of
these factions are current. When R£j£, runs an old tradition, ruled
in the modern North-West Frontier Province his wazir Gomal governed
Balochist^n as far as Waziristan as his viceroy. Gomal had two
nephews, S£mal and G£rh, between whom the country was divided.
Hence S£mal comprises the Spin and Tor gund tribes bordering on
Khost in Afghanistan, and the Zakka Khel, Aka Khel, Sih Pai, Qamrai,
the Tamam Khatak of Tirah, the Afridi country, and generally speaking
all the tribes of the Koh£t and Bannu districts. G&r or G&rh
comprises the Qamar Khel, Kuki Khel, Adi Khel, Aya Khel, and many
villages of the Orakzai, Mus&zai, Mula Khel, Mushtai, Bazotai, Alisherzai, etc. According to Cockerell these factions are not now of much
importance, having been superseded by the more rabid enmity between
Sunni and Shi'a, but Major James writing in 1870 described the feud
between them as still very strong and bitter and merely supplemented
by that between the two sects. He assigned to the S^imil half the
Orakzai and Bangash, the Mohinand, Malik-din Khel, Sip£h (Sih Pai)
and Kamr, with the Zakk£, Ak£ and Adam Khels of the Afridis, and
to the G&r the rest of the Orakzai and Bangash and the Khalil, with
the Ktiki and Qambar Khels of the Afridis. The tradition, accepted
by Ibbetson, that the factions originated in the fratricidal enmity of the
two sons of the ancestor of the Bangash, who were called Bun-kash
;
or ' root-destroyers on that account, derives support from the fact
that the two great branches of the Bangash are called G£ri and
S&rnilzai, but how the feud spread as far north as the Mohmandsand
Khalils does not appear.

GAB OR GABH AND SAMAL OB SAMI:L.—The

G*,rra, a term applied to any doghld, or person whose parents were
of different castes, in the HilF States, especially to the issuo of a
Muhammadan RdJDut by a wife of another caste. [? vrhbther=2garri of
Muha
Jaminfi]

GARA,

• Maclagan, § &7.
| Murray's History of the Punjab, I, p. 121.
X Maclagan, § 98. Another Gaojbakhsh, a Muhammadan, has a shrine outside the BhL\{
Gate at Lahore.
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in Gnrg&on call themselves Gaur Shaikhs but are styled Q&x& by their
neighbours, and a proverb says :—
Khet meQ jdfd gdnw men Gdrd,
" As coarse grass tends to spread in the field, so a Gdrd tries to
convert his fellows/'
(3). In Karn&l the descendant of a Rdjput by a widow (of his own or
any other caste) married by tarewa is called G£r£.
GARALWAL, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
GABDEZI, a branch of the Husaini KAY Y IDS, also called B&ghdddi. They
once owned a large part of the Sarai Sidhu tahsil of Mult&n. The
Zaidis are an offshoot of the Gardezis. (See The Races of the
N.-W. P. of India, Vol. I, p. 125).
GA^BI, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GABKWAL

claims to be of sdu
or gentle status. Hindu Garewdl are also found in Montgomery.
G ABH, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GABHAB, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found iu Multdn.
GARH wf, a non-Pathdn tribe which with the Torwals holds the Sw&t Kofaisten.
The Garhwis speak a languago of their own called Garhwi. See under
Tor w A!.
GARNO, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
or G64i, a small class of milkmen and cultivators in Karn£l, known
as Gaddi in Delhi.

GA*$I,

GAafif, a low caste of strolling actors and mountebanks, mostly Hindu
who have their head-quarters in Jainmu but are not infreqnently found
in the Bajwat, or plain country under the Jammu hills, in Si£Iko$.
s
Girrii M * perhaps hardly actors '
or ' mountebanks/ but rather wandering minstrels like the Mir&sfs,
only they do not keep to one place like the latter. They stroll about
ill very small bands and do not visit the Punjab proper. They genervisit the Rajput villages in the Si&lkot and Zaffarwal tahsils about
the time of the kharif harvest, very rarely at the rabi. They say
^ ^ ^ they
^^^^^^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r e l i g i o u s beliefs
are hazy. They invariably have a zither-like instrument called a king.
They speak the Dogar dialect, which the JA^s do not understand, and
their songs generally relate to a great ancestress, the recital of whose
history is said to have a wonderful effect on the women. They occasionally dance to their own singing. They are not at all, criminal, and
their women are fairly respectable. They marry within the tribe only.
GAT, a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GATAB,

c an

a J&t ^

(agricultural) found in Mult&n.

(from gatha, a burden). A 3&% tribe, once carriers by trade*
It holds 10 villages in tahsil Jind, whither they migrated
Huhlnsi, a village in the Gohdna tahsil of Rohtak. They have Bdir&gis
HS their/ai/tera*.

GATHWALA

GATHANAH,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Gaur—Gaurwdh
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GrACR, a variant of G£vr or Gabr, unbeliever * among the Baloch. The
Gaur gave their name to the town of Gaurdm (Dames' Popular Poetry
of the Baloche8, p. 163). Cf. also Gibari and Gabr.
GAU$, a group of the Brahmans, confined almost entirely to the eastern
districts, the Puojab Himalayas and the sub-montane as far west as
Gujrdt. The Gaurs are generally divided into two classes, adh- or pure
Gaurs, and gattas who are of illegitimate descent. In the Delhi
territory the latter class appears to be called DHAEUKBA or Doghla. In
Sirmur State the oc?fo-Gaurs are said not to intermarry with the qattas.
are themselves sub-divided into chitti and kali kanthi~
€
wdlas, or wearers of white and black rosaries/ a division which is
undoubtedly sectarian. Trans-Giri in this State the highest section of
the Brahmans (and apparently Gaurs) is the Pabuch which does not
intermarry with the Bh&ts though its members may eat food cooked
by Bh&t girls, yet may not eat it if cooked by a Pabuch. On the
other hand a Pabuch may not eat food cooked by a girl of his own
section if she has been married to a Bh&(. The Pabuch refrain from
killing any animal and from eating flesh.
The Gaurs are divided into 36 sdsans* or sections which appear to
be exogamous, and every Brahman group similarly divided, as are the
DAKAUTS, may be taken to be of Gaur origin. It is not at all improbable
that the Khandiwdl Brahmans are also a branch of the Gaurs.t
•

•

•

The TAQAS of Karnil are certainly Gaurs who have taken to cultivation, and so apparently are the criminal T£gus also.
The Gaurs of Hiss£r say they came originally from Bengal,
but more probably they came as parohits or family priests of the various
immigrant tribes among whom they are settled.^ As elsewhere they
are fed on the 13th day after death, but will not take offerings of black
colour (kdld ddn)} nor those made at eclipses (grahn ha daw or on a
Saturday. They will however accept offerings not only from agricultural tribes but also from Kh&tfs, Kurah&rs, Lohars, Nais, Bair&gfs
and Jogis, though not from Chuhrds or Chamars. The great majority
of them have, like the S&rsut, adopted agriculture and are not directly
engaged in religious functions. The Gaur is held in peculiarly low
estimation by the people, apart from his religious status. See also
Gautam.
GAU^WAH—(Gaurai or Gaulai appears to be a synonym in Gurg&on)— a

term applied generally to any Rdjputs, who have lost rank by practising
karewa.§ In Delhi however they form a distinct clan, and though both
they and the Chauh£n permit widow remarriage, they are looked upon
as a separate tribe. They are described as noisy and quarrelsome, but
* The term edsan means originally a grant of land and is still used in that sense in Chamba
(Gazetteer, p. 131), and in Mandi <Ga~ct(cert p. 20), The process by which the term sdsan
came to mpan a section of a caste is obscure. The Brahminical gotra* are of course still
preserved by the <»aur and appear lo cross-divide the sdsatut. Roth sdsans and gotras are
further sub divided into countless als. Thus the Gaur 'sub-tribe' i*dt or jdt) contains an
oZ called Indauria, ' from Indaur' who are by yotra Bharadwij and parohits of the Lohin
Jits. The vagueness of the Brahmans in Gurgion as to their als and goL is however
astonishing i Gurgion Settlement Rep.% 1872-83, p. 32.
Hiasir Gazetteer% J 904, p. 78.
Cf. the note on p. 310 infra where i t is pointed out that Guda ^Thiaesar.
Of. CKfi.

^
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sturdy in build, and clannish in disposition—in contrast to the Chauhan.
In Gurgaon they are confined almost wholly to the Palwal tahsil; a
few are Muhaznmadans, but the majority are Hindus.
GAUTAM(A), a tat or group of Brahmans owning a few villages in Gurg&on,
where they are represented by a single got, the Maitbal, which has
52 aU. The Gautam appears to rank below the Gaur, for the latter
will smoke from the same huqqa as a Gaur, but in smoking with a
Gautam or Chaurasia will remove the mouthpiece and use his hand in
its stead. Gaurs too will drink from a Gautam's brass vessel, but not
from his earthenware, whereas, they say, a Gautam will drink from a
Gaur'g. But the Gautama deny this.
GAWAR, see Gwar. Also a rustic, a clown, an ignorant person : fern. -ni.
Punjabi Dicty., p. 375.

tahsil
a Gujar clan 'agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GizAB,=Dhobi.
GAZDAR, a Ja$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
GAWASI,

Montgomery
see under Gidri.
GEOI, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GKBLAN, au Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GIL&N, (1) a H% clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n; (2) an Ar&in clan
(agricultural) found in Amritsar.
l
GELUKPA, virtuous ones/ a Buddhist order founded about A. D. 1420 by
Tsonkhapa, the first Grand Lima of Gahldan, and now found cbiefiy in
Tiber, where both the Dalai and Tashi Lamas belong to it. The monks
are bound to celibacy, and certainly refrain from marriage, though in
the years of their novitiate they are said to be by no means immaculate.
Their outward mark is a yellow cap.
The founder Tsonkhapa belonged to a school of reformers of whom
Bromston (pron. Tomton) is the best known (circ. 1150). Brometon
lived in the Ki monastery and the tradition of his residence there
was preserved till the time of Csoma de Kosroes, about 1820, but
it was lost during the Dogra War in 1842. Mr. Francke thinks'that
de Kosroes rightly identified Ki with the celebrated Hons of Rvasgengs
(pron. Kareng). Bromston's name is preserved in Bromston-chu
(Tomton-chu) and Bromstonsna, «the stream and rock of Bromston *
near Ki. He apparently founded the Kadempa sect in the Rdreng
monastery and either there or at Ki Tsonkhapa studied his works*
and inaugurated a new reformation. His object was to restore the
ancient Buddhist faith and purify it from Tantraism. His brethren
were to be celibates and use no wine. Be even attempted to restore
the priestly garb of the ancient Indo-Buddhist church, and to this
day the Gelukpa novices {yetohul) wear nothing but yellow, at least
in Spiti : but Ldin£isin as usual proved too strong and though probably
the dress of the whole community was yellow f*« distinctive colour
GEDRI,

* Tsongkhapa eliminated
Hiagmapa still accept it.

Genda3—»Ghangh<i8.
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is now red, but a fully initiated brother (gelang) still wears yellow
in his cap and girdle, and on high festivals monks of high degree
wear yellow silk coats underneath their rea shawls. To some extent
Tsonkhapa's reforms produced a higher moral standard, and the
Gelukpas are in name celibate everywhere, though probably not proof
against temptation in the polyandrous homes where their summers
are spent. In Spiti they do not even profess to be teetotalers.
The Ki, Lhao(t)pai Gonpa near Dankhar, and T&bo monasteries in
Spiti belong to this order, and Ki keeps up an intimate connexion
with Tibet, those of its monks who aspire to high rank being obliged to
qualify at the dGuvai Khamszan monastery in Tashi Lunpo near
Shigatze which is ruled by the Panchan L£ma, the acknowledged head
of the order.
GENDAS, a small J&t tribe or got found in tahsils Sangrur and D&dri of Jind,
Its name is said to be derived either from ganddsa, an axe, or Gendw&s,
a village in tahsil Hias&r.
GHAG, a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GHAGAH,

a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.

a J^tclan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
GHAGHREL, a woman who wears a petticoat, a respectable woman. But cf.
Gagrel.
GHAI, GABI, a caste of grass-cutters found in Kingra Proper and in Nurpur,
where they also ply rafts and skins on the Beas. Apparently also
called GHASI.
GHALLU, a tribe found in the south-west corner of the Mult&n district since
the Ain*i-Akbari was compiled. It is also numerous in the kardaris
of Bah&walpur and Ahmadpur of Bah&walpur State, as especially in
the peshkdri of Ucb. Its eponym was a Hindu Kith (Rajput), converted to Xsl£m by Makbdum Jah£ni&n. From his seven sons sprang
as many septs, viz,, the Hanbirpotre, Ghanunpotre, Dip&l, Jhiiubu,
Kurp&l, K&nji and Gujj. The Ghallus in Bahiwalpur are both landowners and cultivators and their tenants and servants are the Ghul&ms,
once their slaves, a email tribe of unknown origin.
GHAXO, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
GHALO KANJANARAH, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Moltan.
GHALOWAKNUN, a 3i\ clan (agricultural) found in MultSn.
GHAMAN, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GHAMAN, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GHAMAR, -YAR, -IAR, fern. -Aaf, etc., GHUMAR, fern, -f, -N£, see Kumhdr.
GHAMBYE, a Gujarclan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GF> , a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
GU-XERA, a clan (agricultural) found in ShAhpur.
GH* GHAS, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Earnal.
It is also found in Jind tahsil. Folk-etymology derives its oaine from the
tale that its eponym once asked a smith for an axe, but got instead
a ghan (sledge-hammer) which he was told to shape into **n axe by
rubbing (ghisn*) it*
GHAGRAH,

f
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Ohanghrw—Oha\wal.

Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montg
(agricultural)
maker
form a small
probably distinct from the Jhinwars, and work in grass
GHARAjfA, a miller, also GHTJR-.
GHARHANA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
GHARIALA, a moulder.
GHARIALI(A), fern, -AN, one whose business it is to strike
gong (gharidl).
GBABSHIK. in Pashto originally Kharsin, a tribe of Sayyids affiliated to the
Mi&nas but resident among the Ushtartina Shir&nis. Its progenitor
1
Burnamed the P arshin,* belonged to the same family as the Sayyids
of Uch, and it furuished more than one saint to the Afghans Malik
Y£r Par&n, a contemporary of GLi&s-ud.din, Balban, was a Gharshin,
an J others are found near Kandah&r, among the K&kar and Musd
Khel Parini Pa^hdns and in Uch and other places in Bah^walpur.
GHARWAL, a tribe of R&jputs, found in the upper part of Kahuta, in Rawalpindi. They claim descent from one Pir K£l£, a son of R&j£ Mall (ancestor of the Janjttes). He married Kaho Rdni when he came to those
hills, and named the ildqa in which he settled Kahru after her. Hence
his descendants were called Kahrw&l or Gharw&l. The tribe is numerous and important, living in a picturesque country. The Dul&l is a
branch of this tribe.
GHAsf, fern, -AR : also ghdssi, a grass-cutter, in Mult&n ; the term is also
used in the hills. Cf. ghasidra, fem. -i,-an, a grass-cutter. Neither
appear to form distinct castes.
GHATTU, a Mubammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GBATWAL, one of the i&\ tribes of the South-East Punjab. They trace their
origin from Garh Ghazni, and place that city in the Deccan and not in
• Afghanistan. They claim descent from Saroha Rajputs. Their headquarters are at Ahulana in the Gohana tahsil of Rohtak, and they
occupy the country between it and the Jumna, being numerous in the
north of Delhi and to the south of Karnal. AhulAna is said to have been
founded 22 generations ago, and gives its name to the Hauhinia faction
The Gharwal are often called malak, a title they are said to have
obtained as follows :—
" In the old days of Ityjput ascendancy the Rtjputs would not allow
3&%s to cover their heads with a turban, nor to wear any red clothes noi
to put a crown {mor) on the head of their bridegroom, or a jewel (nat)
m their women's noses. They also used to levy seignorial rights from
virgin brides. Even to this day Rdjputs will not allow inferior castes
to wear red clothes or ample loin clothes in their villages. The Gbatw&ls obtained some successes over the Rdjputs, especially over the
Mandah&rs of the doab near Deoban and Mm^Iaur, and over those of
the Bdgar near K&ldnaur and Didri, and removed the obnoxious pro• The name is said to be derived from ghar, a mountain and shin, green or fruitful
because while residing about Bora and Peihfn, tvro Sayyids, at the request of the herdsmen
uerasmei
of the tribes, solicited divine aid to turn their hlaalr »nr) TL„„*A iJvErilZ: " _
J
ranges.

Qhamrar—Ghei'B*
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*

hibitions. Tiiey thug acquired the title of malak (master) and a red
a
distinguishing
red
Mr. Fanshawe says that the title is a mere nickname conferred
>y a malik or chief called R&i Sdl; yet in Rohtak they appear
enerally to be called malak rather than Ghatw&l.* In Jind the
-hajfw&l reverence Bair6gis as their jatheras. In Hiss&r the Brahmans
of Dep61 are their parohits to this day, because their ancestor re{wnori
the only surviving woman of the tribe, aftsr the K&jputs of Kalfinaur
had blown op all the rest of the G-ba(w£ls, who had defeated them,
a sept of RAjputs, descended from
Saugar Ohand, 16th R&J& of Kahlur.

GHAUNBAB,
GHAZLANI,

Mfdn Bajokhar, son of

a Pa^hdn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

R&jput
Tradition makes the
Gheba, Si&l and Tiw&na descendants of Gheo, Saino and Teno> the three
sons of R&i Shankar Punwir.t The Si£l and Tiw£na appear to admit
the relationship, and it is not at all impossible that this group of R&jput
tribes may be of Punw&r origin. The Gheba are said to have come to
the Punjab some time after the Si&l and Tiw^na, and to have settled in
the wild hilly country of Fatahjang and Pindigheb in Attock. Here
they held their own against the Aw^ns, Gakkhars, and neighbouring
tribes till Ranjit Singh subdued them. The Jodra are said to have come
from Jammu, or according to another story from Hindustan, whence
also Colonel Cracroft says that the Gheba traditions trace that tribe,
and to have held their present tract before the Gheba settled alongside
of them.J They row occupy the eastern half of the Pindigheb, and the
Gheba the western half of the Fatahjang tahsil in Rawalpindi, the
two tracts marching with each other. The Gheba is also said to be in
reality a branch of the original Jodra tribe that quarrelled with the
others, and took the name of Gheba which till then had been simply a
title used in the tribe ; and the fact that the town of Pindigheb was
built and 19 still held by the Jodra. and not by the Gheba, lends some
gupport to the statement. The history of the Gheba family is told at
pages 538 ff.
Chiefs. Colonel Cracroft
described the Gheba as " a fine> hardy race of men, full of fire and
energy, not addicted to crime, though their readiness to resent insult
OP injury, real or imagined, or to join in hand-to-hand fights for
thefr rights in
Jodra
and
Alpi&l
are
v
otorious.
GH;J(,

one who sells ghi: a section of the Khatrfs.

GFATAL-PANTHI, -IA,

one who has no religions guide, a bad man

G'•*?*;, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
' There are in several parts of fiidia, especially in Monghyr and its neighbourhood, tribes
o ow-class Kajputs called Ghatwil, who hold or held assignments of revenue on condition
c
Ending the ghat* or passes in the hills by which the hill tribes were wont to make
pi iatory incursions into the plains below.
t An amended genealogy is given at page 520 of Griffin's Panjab Chiefs.
% But Cracroft also noted that other tales assign U the Ghebas the same origin as the
Khegras. now cultivators in the tract.

*
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iZAi, GHALZAI, a tribe of the Matti branch of the Pathins, and till the rise
of the Darr&ni power, the most famous of all tbe Afghan tribes. The
official spelling of the name is Ghaleji at K&bul and Kandahar. They
first rose into notice in the time of Mahmud Gbaznavi, whom they
accompanied in his invasions of India. Not long afterwards they
pread
east and west over the country they now hold. Io the beginning of
the 18th century t&ey revolted against their Persian rulers, established
W
rulers
themselves
overran P. rsia. But a quarter of a century later they were reduced
by N&dir Sh&h, and their rule disappeared, to be succeeded not long
after by that of the Durrani. They are of the sara3 stock as the Issi
Khel and Lodi Pa^hins, as the following pedigree table shows:
Qais-i-Abdur Bashid or Shaikh B&it.
Bfbf Mito
x
Shih Husain, a Shansabini T4jik of Ghor.

I
Ibrahfm or Lodai.

GHALZAI.

r
Ni&zi.

I

I

Dotarni.

SvLrni.

I
Isk KHKL.

IsmaU.
I

Prangf.

r

Sir.

Mahp&l.

I
Mam&.

Mayal.

Tator.

V

r
Iiot or Sot.

Daulat

I

i

Aso.

M<U4.

Sin or Yaain.

i

r
Yaain or Yunas.
\

>JL

Hud.

Shaikh or Patakb.

i
Haidar or Khizr.

1

Yakub.

—

1
Hassan.
€

Tradition derives the name Ghalzai from ghalzoe, the illicit (tirst-born)
son* of Bibi M&to by Sh&h Husain, whom she afterwards married. Her
descendants first dwelt in the Shilghar territory, south of Ghazni, but
when the Ghalzai became numerous, they drove the Ni&zis to the eastward, and the Andar branch of the Ghilzai9 still hold Shilghar. Other
branches are the Hotak or Hotaki, Kharoti. Nfair or N&siri, Sulitn&n
Kh&n, Taraki and Tokli. Of these the Kharoji and Nisir however
do not appear to be true Ghilzais, but to be descendants of one of
the several Turk tribes located on the western frontiers of the Ghazni
kingdom, towards the Afgh&nist&n, by the Turk feudatories under the
S&m&nis and the Turk Sultans of Ghazni. The Hotaki is the royal
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clan, and from it sprang the Hdji, Wais,* and the Saltans, Mahmud,
Ashraf and Husain. The Ghilzai are found almost exclusively as
nomads in the North-West Frontier Province and the Punjab, and form
with the Lodi Pajh&ns the bulk of the PAWINDAH folk.
.GHIRTH.—The Ghirths fill much the same position in K^ngra proper and the

hills below it as do the Kanets in the parts to the east. They correspond
alco tc the Bahti in the eastern and the Ch£ng in the western portion
of the lower ranges. Ail three intermarry freely, and were considered
by Sir James Lyall as identical. The Ghirths of K&ngra and Hoshi&rpur were thus described by Barnes:—
" My previous remarks (see Rathi) will have introduced the reader to the Ghirths. They
form a considerable item in the population of these hills, and in actual numbers exceed any
other individual caste. With the Ghirths I have associated the few Jits that reside in this
district, and the Changs, which is only another name for Ghirths, prevalent about Haripur
and Nurpur. They amount altogether to 111,507 souls. The Ghirths are sub-divided
into numerous sects. There is a common saying that there are 360 varieties of rice, and
that the sub-divisions of the Ghirths are equally extensive, the analogy arising from tho
Ghirths being the usual cultivators of rice. The Ghirths predominate in the valleys of
Palam. Kangra, and Rihlu. They are found again in the Hal Dun, or Haripur valley.
These localities are the strongholds of ihe caste, although^ they are scattered elsewhere in
every portion of the district, and generally possess the richest lands and the most open
spots in the hills. The Ghirths belong to the Sndra division of Hindus, and this fact
apparently accounts for the localities wherein they are found. The open valleys, although
containing the finest lands, are also the only accessible portions of the hills. The more
refined castes preferred the advantages of privacy and seclusion, although accompanied by
a sterner soil and diminished returns. They abandoned the fertile valleys to less fastidious
classes, whose women were not ashamed to be seen nor to work in the fields, aod the men
were not degraded by being pressed as porters.
The Ghirtns are a most indefatigable and hard-working race. Their fertile lands yield
double crops, and they are incessantly employed during the whole year in the various
processes of agriculture. In addition to the cultivation of their fields, the Ghirth women
caTry wood, vegetables, mangoes, milk and other products to the markets for sale; many
sit half the day wrangling with customers until their store is disposed of. The men arc
constantly seized for begar, or forced labour, to carry travellers' loads, or to assist in tho
various public buildings in course of construction. From these details it will be perceived
that the Ghirths have no easy time of it, and their energies and powers of endurance must
be most elastic to bear up against this incessant toil.
To look at their frames, they appear incapable of sustaining such fatigue. The men are
short in stature, frequently disfigured by goitre (which equally affects both sexes), dark
and sickly in complexion, and with little or no hair on their faces. Both men and women
have coarse features, more resembling the Tartar physiognomy than any other type, and
it is rare to see a handsome face, though sometimes the younger women may be called
pretty. Both sexes are extremely addicted to spirituous drinks. Although industrious
cultivators, they are very litigious and quarrelsome; but their disputes seldom lead to
blows; and though intemperate they are still thrifty,—a Ghirth seldom waste? his substance
in drink. In their dealings with one another they are honest and truthful, and altogether
their character, though not so peaceable and manly as the Rathi, has many valuable and
endearing traits. The Ghirths being Sudras do not wear the janeo or thread of casie.
They take money for their daughters, but seldom exchange them. The younger brrfh^r
takes his brother's widow; if she leave his protection, ho was entitled by the taw cf
the country to her restitution, and under us he should at all eveits receive money
compensation."
* Mir Wais Hotaki gained possession of Kandahar in 1708-9 and on his death in 17209
was succeeded by his brother Abdul-Azfz, but he was speedily deposed and Mfr Wais
elder son Shah Mahmw! raised to power. He subdued Persia in 1722-23 and was there
succeeded by his cousin Shdh Ashraf, but thin ruler was overthrown by Nadir Shah.
Meanwhile Shah Husain, Mahmiid's brother had become ruler of Kandahir and he not
only refused Sh4h Ashraf an asylum, but had him put to death. Shah Husain reduced
the Shal district and Fushang, which tho Baloch chief Mihrib Khan had annexed, and
caused Dera Ghizi Khin to be sacked by a detachment—a disaster from which GMzi
Kh&n s family never recovered.
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The Gkirth septs.
The Ghirths are said to be of R&jput origin by mixed marriages or
illegitimate intercourse. They are essentially agricultural, and the
proverb says: ' As the rice bends in the ear the Ghirth lifts hi3 head."
can no mora make
Their social position is low.
Ghirth than expect chastity of a buffalo," and they practise widow
u
marriage, for You can't make a Ghirthni a widow, any more than you
can turn a hill buffalo into a barren cow."
Folk etymology derives Ghirth from ghi, because Shiv made them out
of ghi. In Hoshidrpur Ghirths are called B&hti.* In Hindustan they
are called Kurmi. Chdng is the Punjabi name, and Ghirth the Pah&ri
word.
The Ghirths have few large sub-divisions. The eight largest are the
Kandal, Bh&rdwAj, Path&ri, Cbh&bru, Rern, Badi&l, Cbhora, andBbattu.
Bhdrdw&j (a Brahminical gotta), is also found as an al among the Brahman s of Chamba.t Chh&bru is found only in Hoshi&rpur, and Chhora
and Bhatfcu only in K£ngra. The others occur in both Districts. But
360 in
large nun
all. A great part of these are named after villages. Others are
named after trades, occupations, etc., etc. A very few are possibly
totemistic in origin.
Among these septs occur the following names :
A*—Names of animals or plants :
(1) Chare, fruit of the wild I (4) Gidar, jackal.
(o) Gadohari, a kind of bird.
(2) Ghora, horse.
(6) Garuri, ' an animal like a small
(3) Khunld, a kihd of bird.
B.—Names of occupations or nick names :
(1) Surangi£l£, miner.
(10) Saini, vegetable-seller.
(2; Nande, nandhi, dumb.
(11) Hutl£, stammerer.
(3) Mormdr, peafowl-hunter. (12) Khiugar, Jchdnsii a cough.
(4) Jokhnti, weighman.
(13) Lahu, charred or burnt.
(5) Paniiri, panidrd, water(14) Top&, bought for a topd or 2
man.
seers of grain.
(6) Masand, long-haired
(15) Kumhdr, potter.
(said to be its meaning). (16) Ndul, neold.
(7) Lakrid, woodman.
(17) Pathr&la, founded by a leafseller (patta, leaf).
(8) Ghord, jockey.
(9) Haridld, born on the
Rihdli or 3rd Bhddon.

C.—Names of colours:
(1) R£l*£, black.
(2) Kahrd, red-brown

(3) Nil*, blue.

* Bauhtia appears to be a variant of B&bti. Possibly, this suggests, B£hti means simply
* ploughman/
t According to the account of the Ghirths compiled by the late Mr. At H. Ounter, C.8., the
Brahminical gotros are preserved but each comprises a number of ate, e.g., the Kundil got(ra)
includes the Chang, Sial, Thetar and Tholi zdts ( = als), the Konsal got includes the
Panih&ri, the Tul got the Patiku al, and the Kasab the Katt9J. The gots> it is distinctly
stated, are named after common ancestors ' who were ri$hi$.
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D.—(1) Khera, founded by a woman whose child was bora under a
kher tree.
(2) Bany£n<5, founded by a woman whose child was born under a
ban or oak.
(3) Dadd&j founded by a woman whose child was born near a
bamboo, and laid on the tree.
(4) Khunl&, an animal of some kind. The name was given to a
child as a token of affection. Hence his descendants are
still called by the name.
(5) Ladh£ri&j from ladhdr, a kind of tree.
(6) Ghurl, a wild goat; so called because its progenitor cried like
one.
(7) Khaj6r&, date-palm (c/. the Nagarkotfa Brahm&n al of this
name); so-called because its founder was born under a datepalm.
(8) Khatta, from Jchattd, a kind of tree : for a similar reason.
Other exogamous sections (gots) are Balaru, Banjdra, Barol,
Chakotra, Bhu^ Di£lu, Hangaria, Jalarich, Kathe, Narotra, Panjla,
Panjiu, Panydria, Sdkre, Sifil, Thimbu, Thirku, etc., all of unknown
derivation.
In the R&jput hypergamous system the Ghirth does not rank very
high for not till the seventh generation can his daughter become a
queen (Satwin pirhi Ghirthni hi dhi Rani hojdti), whereas the Rdthi's
daughter can attain to that position in four generations and even the
Kanei's reaches it in five. But the Rijas could promote a Ghirth to
be a R&thi, as Sir James Lyall records (K&ngra Sett. Rep., § 73),
The following accounts of the Ghirth social observances are given
as typical of the usages among all the Hindu castes of the Kingra Hills
and not as peculiarly characteristic of the Ghirths. They resemble
generally those in vogue among the Gaddis of Kdngra, but the local
variations appear to be endless. These are described in the foot-notes
to the text below—
In betrothal the father, mother or uncle, if alive, will tell the youth
to arrange to marry such and such a girl. If these are not alive, he
chooses himself; otherwise he remains passive throughout the arrangements* The father then finds a go-between (rubdru) who goes to the
girl's parents and makes the proposal to them. If they accept, a day
is arranged for the ceremony of betrothal (natd). On this day the
rubdru conducts the boy's father or other guardian (the boy does not
go as a rule*) to the girl's house. He takes with him cream, dehi, in a
* Provided the father has no infirmity rendering the son's assistance necessary, the son
will not accompany him. He will generally accompany
any
other
guardian.
If
the
boy
1
goes too, he is allowed to stay at the girls parents house if the Brahmans declare the
occasion favourable, otherwise he must stay in some other house. The boy's Brahman
may be one of the pirty. It makes a point of arriving during the particular watch of the
particular day which the Brahman has found to be propitious. He leads the way in,
followed by the father and next relative. The others stay in the enclosure outside. The
things are put down and a rupee in silver and a half anna bit in copper are placed by the
boy's father in the moveable shrine 'called diwa dera) of Gan^sh on the freshly plastered
chaukah. At the same time the girl's parents put down a tray containing a little guf of
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clay vessel (dehdli), grain, gur and clothes for the girl, and two rupees
two pice in cash (and jewels, if rich enough); and if a price for the
girl has been agreed upon, they take that too. When they get to the
house they find a ghard of water alnd an oil-lamp and a vessel containing a little gur and ghi in the girl's parents' house, and her parents
waiting for (hem, but not the girl herself. They put down the grafn,
gur and dehi, rupees and pice, and clothes and jewels by the water in a
wicker basket, put ready lor them, and no oue speaks a word. Square
mats made of sugarcane stalks are placed for the deputation. When
they luive set r'own the grain, etcll the boy's party bow with joined
hands to the lump and water vessel, and dipping their fingers into the
gur and ghi put them in their mouths. Then the boy's party salam
and the girl's party salam, and then all sit down for the first time.
Then the go-between takes the rupees and pice and clothes to the girl
who is with the women in another room, gives the money to her, and
gets down the clothes. Then the rubdru comes back, and receiving
the girl's price from the boy's father, gives it to the girl's father.
Then the boy' father gives pice to the girl's party's kamins, i. e., the
barber, the parohit (family Brahman) and the watchman. The boy's
party stays till night, when the girl's party entertain him with a meal.
Then the girl's mother calls in other women of the village, and they
sing and the boy's father gives them pice. Next day the boy's party
having breakfasted return homo.
From this time until the wedding, which in the case of a virgin is called
bidh, the boy's father sends once a year rice or maize, cream, gur and
clothes for the girl. The person who brings these gifts is entertained
at night by the girl's parents and goes away the next day. The date
of the wedding is arranged by the girl's father.* I t may take place
their own. The boy's father puts a half anna in this and tastes the gur. He puts a pice
in the lota of water (garivi) before the shrine, touches his forehead and bends down to
Gan6sh, the girl's Brahman worshipping all the time in the usual way. The girl's mother
puts the jewelry on the girl, and the ceremony is over. The girl's parents take all the
things brought, including the rupee and pice, into the shrine in the tray, out of which the
girl's mother takes them, and not the girl's father. It is the mother's right. There is a
feast next morning and pice are distributed to the poor, and a few annas to the Brahman,
the dhdi of the girl's family and the local, watchman. A few pice are also given to the
girl's sisters, if any, and her other female relations..
* The boy's family Brahman settles the day. Ajfyout 20 days before the day fixed tho
father takes him to tho house of the girl's parents, \vhere there is a consultation between
him and their Brahman as to whether the day fiked is also auspicious for the father,
paternal uncle and brother of the boy and girl respectively.
The girl's father puts some rice and pur and a few blades of drub grass and two pice,
and the boy's father also one anna in copper, into a tray. These are divided by tho two
Brahmans who throw out the grass. In the tray the girl's mother also puts the red paste
for making the tika on the forehead which is used for all religious occasions, except these
connected with death. The girl's Brahman puts the tika oh the boy's father's forehead and
then on tho foreheads of a few of the bystanders. Both families then make their preparations and summon their friends and relations to the wedding.
On the day the boy's party, which always includes the Brahman and the family barber,
goes to the girl's house, the boy being carried in a Q&lki and musicians accompanying. The
Key is dressed in red with a fringe of silk tassels (sera) bound round his turban and
hanging in front of his face. He has been washed and dressed by the harber before
starting. The sera and a pair of-shoes and a coat are given him by the boy's maternal
uncle When the party reaches the girl's house they all wait outside until the girl's
• Brahman announces that ther auspicious moment (the conjunction of two stars, ' lagan ') has
arrived The boy and his Brahman with the barber and a friend who has the custody of
the money for current expenditure go inside. The chaukah with the diwa dera is ready. The
friend puts a rupee and half anna in the shrine while the Brahiuaus mutter a few words.
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years old even; there is no limit of age. When
liner is fixed the boy's father gives whatever it was
date of
preparations
it. On the wedding day the boy is shaved, washed with bn^nd to makehim clean and dressed in a kwah (red cholu) and a red rngri, red
paijdmas and kamarband and sera (tasselled head-dress), Mehndi (the
plant) is put into his hand to make his fingers red, and he is put into
a vdlki and taken to the girl's house. The girl's father's nain there
spreads a cloth. On this cloth the two fathers meet. The girl's father
then gives the boy's father's nain pice, and the boy's father does the
like to the other nain. This is called awdrinda or in Punjabi warantla,
because each of the fathers waves the pice round the head of the other
before giving them to the barbers. This takes place outside the house.
Then the girl's party takes the boy into the house. Then the girl's
parohit reads the Ved mantar over the couple. Then they go into the
sahn and put four poles previously adorned into the ground, and place
others joining their tops. The boy and girl are then set underneath,
and more mantars are read. Then the girl and boy walk four times
round the poles with their clothes tied together (linjri). The marriage
ceremony is now complete. Then the parties feast at the bride's
house, but the women are not present. Then behind the pardd the
bride's head is anointed with chaunk. Then either on that day or the
next the bridegroom takes the bride to his father's house, if it is near
enough. Perhaps the girl's barber and the midwife may accompany
The girl's mother takes the rupee and half anna. A blanket is spread insiae the outer
room. The boy and girl sit facing each other on it with the boy's barber supporting him
and the girl's barber's wife supporting her, and the respective Brahmans facing each other
on the two other .sides. Both read the service. The barber's wife puts the boy's cloak over
the pair and the barber lifts the sera from his face and the barber's wife her cloak from
the girl's, so that they can see each other. The boy takes the ring off the little finger of his
right hand and puts it on the little finger of the girl's right hand. The cloak oyer the pair
is removed and the girl's face hidden again. Some gur mixed with phi is put by the girl's
mother in a tray and the boy takes some, after which the barber's wife gives some to the
girl. The friend with the money bag puts two pice into the tray. These are taken by the
barber's wife. The boy comes out to his relations and the girl goes into the inner room
among the women. After all have refreshed themselves four sticks with small cross-sticks
at the top are fixed iu tne ground in the enclosure to form a small square in which 5 or 6
can sit. The barber's wife makes a figure (chaunh) with flour on the ground and a small
heap of grain at each of the two points marked with a cross, and these heaps are covered
with baskets. The boy sits on one basket, and the girl on the other supported by their
Brahmans, the barber and his wife, respectively, the Brahmans being further off than the
barber and his wife. A fire is lit at the point marked with a double cross. The Brahmans
put rice soaked ia water and ghi on the fire. The girl's mother brings a tray containing a
little rice and a lota filled with water and puts them down by her Brahman in worship.
lie throws soaked rice over them and gives them to theboy's Brahman, who puts them in
front of the boy. The girl's mother or father then brings another tray with a little rice
in it and an empty basket and puts them down by the girl's Brahman, and the girls
parents put into the trav whatever j<v.vel>\v they intend to give to their daughter, and
the Brahman hands the tiay to the boy's Brahman who puts the jewelry down iu front of
the boy and returns the trav to the girl's Brahman.
Friends and relations are then called to bnrrg their presents, and they put money in the
tray, which is then offered to the girl by her Brahman The girl takes cut as much as she
can with two hands, and this is handed over to the boy's Brahman. The remainder in the
tray belongs to the girl's parents In the same way presents of cloth are put in the basket
and these belong to the girl's parents Next morning the barber and rarber's wife again
show the couple's faces to each other under the cloak as before ; but this time they are
sitting on the two baskets, and the girl has all the jewelry on. The boy puts another ring
on the girl's finger. They separate again as before, and the ceremonies are over. In the
evening the girl will be taken off in a p6lkit the boy preceding her in his v&lki.
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Qhtrth inheritance.
her, but none of her other people. The bride and bridegroom are
brought into the house and are set before a lighted lamp and ghara of
water to which they bow with hands joined. They are then given ghi
and gur to eat, and the bridegroom's marriage garments are taken off.
Then the bridegroom takes the bride to hi9 mother. Then the bride,
the barber, the midwife and the people who have carried the bride's
gifts (given by the bride's parents) and the Kahdrs are feasted, and
the next day they take the bride home again. If she is not of age,
she sleeps with her mother-in-law. If she has attained puberty, she
sleeps in a separate room with her husband. Then two or three
months later the bridegroom goes to his father-in-law's house and
brings her to his father's house again {hdr pherd)y and she remains
there, unless the girl's parents send for her again.
The reading of the mantars {lagan) and the going round the poles
(ghumdnd) are the binding and essential parts of the ceremony. Sometimes when the girl's parents are dead the purchase-money is paid and
the marriage completed by the observance of these two ceremonies
alone.
A bride-price is paid, but its amount is not fixed, No regard is
had to the poverty or wealth of the bridegroom. The older the girl,
the more is paid for her. The greater the necessity of the bridegroom,
». e., the more difficulty he experiences in getting a wife, the more he
must pay, e. g.y if he is a widower.
Widow remarriage is common. Indeed as divorce or rather sale of
wives is frequent* both widows and divorcees remarry. They go
through the simple ceremony called jhanjrdrd or widow remarriage,
which consists in the priest putting a red cloak over each party and
knotting the corners together as they sit on a newly plastered
spot (chaunkah) outside the husband's house. The priest then leads
the way in, the woman and the man following him in that order.
Both then do obeisance at the small shrine to Ganesh with its offerings
of a lota of water and lamp {chirdgh) placed outside, and the ceremony
is over. Before the cloaks are knotted a nose-ornament of gold given
by the husband is taken by the woman from the hands of the barber's
wife and put .on. This ornament is the common sign of marriage.
The Ghirths generally think the, younger brother has a right to
claim the elder brother's widow, but the claim is not enforceable, nor
apparently ever was. The elder brother cannot marry the younger
brother's widow, but the Ghirths of P&lampur say that it is done in the
K&ngra»tahsil.
Ghirths follow the Hindu law of inheritapce, but, it is said, all
the sons inherit according to the rule of chunddvand, i. e., all the
sons by one wife get as much as all those by another wife*t But
* Divorce is permitted at the pleasure of the husband ; under no circumstances can the
wife claim divorce against his will. It is called chhodni. If a wife be unfaithful, the
abductor pays the husband the price of her hartan (lit. ' user') in the presence of witnesses
and receives a bill of divorce. There is no ceremony. The jhanjrdrd takes place with
another man.
| The Gaddis who live south of the Ravi and are called Chanoti also follow this rule.
Those of Brahmaur observe the pagvand rule, In other words the chtnddvand rule is a
local one.
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when the property is divided the eldest son will get some weapon or a
head of cattle or a plot of land, with the consent of the brothers, in
token of his being the head of the family. The rest of the immoveable
property will be divided equally. That which is given in this way to
the eldest brother is called jethunda.
A Ghirth can adopt any boy of his own tribe, preferably one
descended from an ancestor of his own. If after the adoption a son
be born to the adopter, the adopted son will receive a share equal to
that of a natural son. If after the adoption offspring be born from
a number of wives, then first the share of the adopted son will be set
apart by the rule of pagvan<f) the remainder of the property being
divided by chuntfdvancj.
At Ghirth funerals there is always an Ach&rj Brahman. When the
deceased is laid on the pyre (salbi) the Brahman reads prayers and
then the heir puts the pind or balls of rice on the forehead and breast
of the deceased. The fire is then lighted. For ten days after the
Brahman comes and reads mantars, and pind is thrown down the khaf
or ravine daily. The ceremony of srddh is performed on
(a) The anniversaries of the death of the father, grandfather, and
great-grandfather-and their collaterals and are thus observed :—A Brahman (not an Ach£rj) is called in and makes the
<pin4. The observer then places rice, pice, cloth, etc., by
the pind, which the Brahman gets. The pind is finally
thrown into water. The Brahman reads the mantars, and a
feast is celebrated. This is done yearly. On the first anniversary {bdrkhi) and the fourth (chaubarkh) there is a
special celebration when all the Brahmans of the village
must be feasted, and the entertainment is costly.
(b) The suppind (next-of-kin) performs these funeral ceremonies
and commemorations when there is no son, just a3 if he
were a son. The kirid takes place for Ghirths 22 days after
the death in all cases. Then besides the balls of rice for
each ancestor of the deceased a large ball is made which is
broken up by the Ach&rj Brahman and added to the other
balls. This is called supindta.
(c) When a man dies a violent death, there are two kirids—one in
the heir's house and anofher, the nardin bal, which takes
place at the Ganges, at Kuruchhetar (iu Karn&l) or at
Matan in Kashmir or at the house of any of the family
who can afford it. This at Matan always takes place in
the month of Malmas (Lond). At the nardin bal there is no
supindta.
It cannot be said that the Uhirths have any distinctive belief
or special caste cults.* They affect: (1) Jakh, really a form of Shiv
in the form of a stone, only without the jaleri and generaly
placed among bushes. This is common to all Hindus owning cattle.
The milch cattle are devoted to particular jakhs and offerings
made for them to their particular jakhs when the cattle calve. Any
* MaUghat is aaid to be the ' place in the Deccan * whence the Ghirths and their deotd
(godling) came, and also their god's name. Aj&pal, a tree god, is also mentioned, and
tmmath' the lamp of GosiUO
*

•
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one may present the offerings, and those who live near the jahh
take it—in the case of jakha in the waste the gwdla who happens to be
grazing cattle near.
(2) N£g or snake worship. Every house or collection of houses
has its rough platform about three feet high, with a few pillars supporting a tbatch, in the enclosure and containing a few flat stones like thin
bricks, with reliefs of one or more snakes cut on them side by side, head
upwards. This must be worshipped, the first thing in the morning, by
every one, by pouring a little water over the stones. Flowers are also
to be seen on them and on the similar reliefs of ancestors which will be
found under the same shelter. Tuesday is the special day of the week
for this worship. The special yearly worship of the snake is on the 5th
of S&wan (Nig panchmi). All the available milk for the seven preceding days is collected, and on the 5th Sawan rice is boiled in it. A
chaukah is made inside and outside the threshold with three effigies of
snakes on each, white, red and black—the white of flour, the red of
clay, the black of charcoal. Then follows the usual worship, first with
water, then rice, then with a red tika on the snake's aud the worshipper's
own forehead, and incense. The milk is afterwards distributed. If
there are women in the house, they will do this worship and not the
men. In default of women, the men. Also at the time of the worship
two boys are made to wrestle after giving them as much as they can
eat of the things offered. Then they are dismissed with a few pice.
This is a test. If the boys go away happy, the god is pleased ; if not,
he is incensed. But this snake worship is not peculiar to the Ghirths.
(3) The Sidhs.—The Sidhs are shrines to Sidhs, i. e., seers, scattered
over the country. The most noted is Dewat Sidh, whose chief shjrine
is in the Hamirpur tahsil. Either a small shrine or merely a pillar
is devoted to a representation in relief in stone of the feet of the Sidh
and his staff by the feet; or it may be merely under the shade of a tree
and sometimes very roughly cut. A small pair of toy pattens*and a toy
staff may also be seen lying by the relief. In some cases there is a
figure of the Sidh in the shrine. Sidh worship is very general, though
particular men may choose not to follow it. It is not confined to
Ghirths. The Sidh is worshipped every morning like the other house*
hold gods or at least on Sunday. This is the Sidh's day in the week.
When crops are ripening the shrine of the nearest Sidh is visited on
Sunday. Sidhs are supposed to be special protectors of boys. Ghirths
generally wear the singhi or silver ornament at the throat, which is a
mark of devotion to a Sidh in the district, but the Ghirths say that it
does not specially appertain to a Sidh and may be worn as a mark of
devotion to any deity.
•

Ghirth women worship the pipal tree, so far only as to pour water,
over it on the death of a child. On the 14th day of the moon, i. e., at
full moon, only sweet food is to be eaten and one must sleep on the
ground. When the moon is seen water is poured out to it standing.
Occasionally one to whom a Brahman has said that the son is in
opposition to him will set apart the last Sunday of every month, eat
sweet food only, sleep on the ground, and pour out water to the sun
early next morning.
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Very occasionally a man becomes possessed, which is shewn by
contortions. The evil spirit may be exorcised by the charms of a
Brahman or there is a temple near Saloh village, at which there is a
spot, the earth of which has a peculiar virtue. The mahant of the
temple, who is a Ghirth, pours some water over a little of the earth and
makes the possessed one eat it, and puts an untwisted thread round his
neck.
Before commencing to plough a Brahman must be consulted as to
the propitious day and the iron of the share is sometimes worshipped.
Also as to sowing to find out from a Brahman which particular sort of
grain it will be propitious to sow first, A little of the particular sort is
sown according to the augury.
Ghirths sacrifice a goat in the first field which* ripens in the village
in order to propitiate the gods and prevent disasters, such as hail, etc.
In case of cattle-disease the wooden part of the plough-share is set up
in the enclosure of the house and marked with red and black spots or
tikas in order that the disease may be averted. Some Ghirths say it is
done by a chela or other special person who knows how, and is intended,
to keep away evil spirits ibhuts).
Besides the Diw&li, Lohri and Dasehra the Ghirths observe tbe following festivals :—
The Birru on 1st Bais&kh. I t consists in distributing earthen water
vessels (gharos) to Brahmans and married daughters.
The Sairu on 1st Asauj. It consists in cooking bread and distributing
it just as at the Lohri. I t lasts all day, and marks the ends of the
rains.
The Nauli marks the harvesting of the spring crop. Bread is cooked
j ancj eaten and distributed, and those who did not give the gharas at
^^the Birru do so now.
Ghirth women wear an ear ornament called dhetfu. The N&i or
barber plays a special trumpet called a nofiri for Ghirths only. It is
exactly like an English bed-room candle-stick with two handles opposite
each other inside instead of outside the rim. Ghirths dance at weddings and festivals facing alternately in different directions and
bending their raised arms inwards and outwards.
GHOQHA,

a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a tribe of R&jputs whose head-quarters are the Jullundur
district, of which they occupy the eastern corner, but they are found in
smaller numbers in all the adjoining districts. To the west of them are
the Manj, and to the north of them the N&ru. They are almost all
Musalmdn. They are Kachwaha Rajputs of the Gosal got, descendants
of Kash, the second son of R&ina. They say that R£ja Man,* sixth in
descent from Kash, had two sons, Kachwaha andHawdha, and that they
are of the lineage of Haw&ha. The two brothers met Sbah6b-ud-dfn
Ghori (!) with an offering of a horse, and received in return as large a *
territory as tbey could ride round in a day; hence their name. The
division of their country took place while they were yet Hindus, so that

QHOBEWAHA,

• Of Kot Knrtain, now Udaipnr !

•
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Ghorgasht—Ghori.
their settlement in their present tract was probably an early one* The
Ghorewiha of R&hon, who are still Hindus, would seem to have immigrated more lately than the rest of the tribe, as they trace their
origin from Jaipur, and their genealogists still live in Ko^a and Bundi
in RijpuW.ua. Mr. Barkley was disposed to put the Ghorew&ha
conquest of their present territory at some five centuries ago. In the
time of Akbar their possessions would seem to have been more extensive
than they are now.
In Hoshiarpur the Ghorew&ha hold a bdivani or group of 52 villages
around B&l£chaur in tahsil Garhshankar; near Balachaur they have
adhered to Hinduism; further north, in the direction of Garhshankar,
they are Musalni&ns, but they keep Hindu Brahmans and bards, to
whom they give presents at deaths and marriages, and retain various
other Hindu customs.
The descendants of Hawdha founded 9 chhat or principal villages and
12 makari* (the latter are said to be derived from men of inferior
position to those who founded chhat), and are also divided into 12
muhins named after 12 of the 13 sons of Uttam. The Ghorewiha also
have tika villnges, e. g.} Bhaddi is the tika of the 12 Ghorew&ha villagea
round it. Another account says the Ghorew&ha presented a river
horse (daryai ghora) to the ruler of the country and obtained the
country in jagir, whence their present name.t
The chhat in Hoshiarpur are four, viz., Garhshankar, Pun&m, Saroa,
and Simli,i all in tahsil Garhshankar, the remaining 5 being in the
Jullundur district. There are two makans.. Samundra and Bir&mpur
in this tahsil.

R&jputs
with a girl of the same locality (muhin). Muhammadan Ghorew&has
have a further restriction, in that they will not take brides from a
village in which daughters are given in marriage, but intermarriage
within the village is not forbidden. The Gborew&has of Garhshankar
and lUhon are said to give daughters to N&ru R&iputs. These, and the
rnakdn
villages.
one of the great branches of the Path&ns,
descended from Ism&il, surnamed Ghorghasht, one of the three sons
of Qais-i-Abd-ur-Rashid the Pa#Ln. Ism&il had three sons, D&nai
[who had four sons, KXKA?, Panai (PANNI), NAGHAR and D&wai (DAWI)].
MAHDU, and B&hai, the ancestor of the B&hi Afgh&ns of Kandah&r. The
tribes descended from Danai are by far the most numerous and include
many of the most powerful tribes of South-Eastern. Afghanistan,
c
Ghorgasht is said to mean leaping and jumping/ 'playing and
romping/ and to have been bestowed upon Ismdil as a nickname.

GHORGASHT,

GHOBI,

GHDEQHOSHTI,

a Mughal clan (agricultural) found in Amritsan

* For these chhat and mahdn compare the mandis and dheris among the Cbibh BijptitS.
f A variant, from KapurtbaU, says tbat once a hippopotamus covered a marc, Tbe
progeny wan presented to Akbar who rode round tbe laod afterwards oovered by 1,840
tillages. He cast his spear and it fell at Silanwali.
X Tbe Simli Ghorew4ua do not give daughters to those of Garhshankar, tbe latter
being descendants of the elder (tika) brother, Bup Oh and.

Qhoriar-Qhugiat.
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or GHWAMA KHEL, the Ghwari sept or branch of the Patfi&ns.
I t comprised five tribes, the Mohmands, Khalils, D&udzais, Chamkanni
and Zer&ni. It was the rival of the Khashi branch and its enmity
drove the latter to abandon its old seats round Nushki and Gh£ra and
seek refuge in the territory of the Gigi£ni Path£ns near K&bul. Uzbek
inroads however and the breaking up of the Timurii dynasty of Khor&s&n drove the Ghwaria themselves to the northward, the Diudzais
soliciting lands from the Khashis near Peshdwar, while the Khalils and
Mohmands obtained considerable power in that valley by allying
themselves with Mirz& K&nirfin who then held K&bul in fief under his
brother Hum&yfin* With his aid these two Ghwaria clans suddenly
attacked the Dilaz£ks and wrested from them the lands they still
held south of the K&bul river, about 1533-34. On K&mr&D's fall
however their power declined and their defeat by the great Khashi
confederation at Shaikh Tapur in 1549-50 crushed the power of the
Ghwaria Khel for ever. For accounts of the Ghoria tribes see Khalfl,
etc., and under Para Chamkanni.

OHOBIA

GHosi, fern, -AN, a caste of people who work as grass-cutters and sell
milk in the United Provinces; but the name also appears to be applied
indiscriminately to any low caste Purbia. The term is said to be only
used in the Punjab for a Muhammadan cowherd or milkman, whether
Gujar, Ahir or any other caste ; but there are Hindu Ghosis in Delhi
who are gwdlas or cowherds by calling and appear to be by origin
Ahirs. It is said that Hindus will buy pure milk from a Musalrain Ghosi,
but will reject it if there is any suspicion of its having been watered by
the latter, as they must not drink water at his hands ! The Ghosis
are a purely pastoral group, at any rate in the Punjab. They are,
however, sometimes butchers.
The Muhammadan Ghosis in Delhi are called Gaddi-Ghosis, and those
of Delhi city have a curious legend that they were once invited by
the disciples of a saint to rescue him from a R&j&'s tyranny. This
they did, though only armed with sticks and clubs, and as their reward
the saint gave them gowns and dosha Ids to wear, with green dnchals
(veils) for their women, but the latter ar* no longer in fashion. Still the
men continue to wear a pair of under-kurtas or shirts. The women do not
U3e the lahnga and kurta or petticoat and shift like other Ghosi
women. These Gliosis are strictly endogamoua, and a woman of any
other caste kept by a Ghosi is denied all social intercourse with the
caste, and her partner is not directly invited to feasts or weddings,
though he can attend them if other members of his family do so.
As these Ghosis protected the saint's gaddi or seat they came to be
called Gaddi-Ghosi. The Gaddi-Ghosis of Firoz&b£d are also Muhammadans, though they claim to beGaddis from Kingra, and they certainly
have no intercourse with those of Delhi city. They observe parda and
are generally strict Moslems.
QBOJJU, GHOTU,

a polisher or pounder.

a sept of R&jputs, descended from Mi&n Sainki, son of Sangar
Chand, i6th R&]& of Kahlur.

GHOWAL,

QUUQ, GHOGUT,

two agricultural clans found in Sh&hpnrt
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GHULAM.—These men are found

in the Pesh6war* district under the
name of G-hul&m-kh&naz&d,* and in Mult&n under that of Kh&naz&d
simply. The latter may, however, be an error for Khanzadah.
The Peah&war clans are given as Turkhel Ghul&m, and Malekhel.
They are said to be descendants of captives in war Who were made
slaves (ghulom), whence their name. They are still chiefly employed in
domestic service, and are generally attached to their hereditary masters,
though some of them have taken to shopkeeping and other occupations.
In Peshawar the . men are also called mrai and the women tcinza
(concubine). In Bah&walpur the Ghulam are a small tribe, slaves of

the GHALLUS.

a tribe of Jd^s, found in Si&lkot. It claims descent from
Malkir, second in descent from the Lunar Rajput, Rfiji Dalip of Delhi.
Fifth in descent from him, Jodha had three sons, Harp&l, Ranpdl and
Sanp&l. The descendants of the two former are the Hajaulit R&jputs,
while Sanpdl had 22 sons, from whom are descended as many clans,
including Ghumman, the youngest. Sanp&l's wives were of various castes
and so his children sank to 3&\ status. Their Brahmans are Bharw&kirs,
whom Muhammadans also consult. Ghumman came from Mukiala or
Malhi&na in the time of Firoz Shdh, took service in Jammu, and
founded the present tribe. At weddings they worship an idol made of
grass and set within a square drawn in the corner of the honse, and
cut the goat's ear and the jand\ twig like the S&bi J&ts. They also
propitiate their ancestors by pouring water over a goat's head so that
ho shakes it off. They are chiefly found in Si&lkot, though they have
spread somewhat, especially eastwards, and in that District they have a
Sidh called Dulchi. In Jii^d their Sidh is called D&du or K&1&, and his
samadh is at Nagrd in Pa^i^la. Beestings are offered to him on the
11th badi every month : offerings are also mado at weddings.

GHUMMAN, GHAMMAN,

fem. -Ay, one possessed of knowledge, especially one versed in the
traditional interpretation of the Sikh Granth.

GIANI,

a sept or khel of Rajputs in the Simla Hills. To it belong the chiefs
of Kot Kh&i, Kumh&rsam, Khaneti, Karangal and Bela(h. Said to bo
derived from Gayd, whence it came.
Also a sept of Brahmans of similar origin, founded by a Brahman
who married a Hill Brahman's daughter.
GIBABI, GfBARi, GABARI.—According to Raverty§ Gabar was a town in B6jaur and the Gibaris were the ruling race in that tract, speaking a dialect different from the other tribes. The Afghan historian describes the
people with whom the Afghans first came in contact in those parts as
speaking two dialects, the Gibari, spoken by that tribe, and the Dari,
spoken by the Mutriwi and Mumi£li.|| The Gibari, with the two lastnamed tribe*, were septs of the S^ILMANI. See also Gabare, Gabr and
G aur.
GIARU,

• Muhammad Hayat Khan in his Haiydl-i-Afghdni states that the Qizilbaxh of Kabul
are collectively known as Ghulam-khana, and possibly some of the Ghulam-khanaiid
may be Qizilbash.
t Bajauli.
X But another account says they cut the her instead of the jand.
§ Tabaqdt-i-N&siri, r 10434. Gabr,fire-worshipper,is a different word*
IF Note$ on Afghdnistdn, p. 278.
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doubtless from gidar, ' jackal/
Reputed immigrants from
Hindustan and Bik&ner, the Gidris are now found mainly in the Bah&walpur State. Closely resembling the Sdnsis of the Punjab Proper,
who look down upon them, the Gidris are split up into various camps,
which are supposed to meet once a year in S&wan at Tulla Darya Kh£n
in Kh£n Bela police station in Bahawalpur. There all tribal disputes
are settled, just as is done among the S&nsis, The Gidris live by labour,
but also make baskets, cages, fans, etc., and sometimes hawk knives
and cheap jewelry for sale. Each camp has its own headman who exercises quasi-judicial authority in it. The women journey direct from
one camping-place to the next, while the men go further a6eld in
search of work. Nominally Hindus the Gidris will eat the flesh of any
animal and are regarded as outcasts. - The dead are buried without
any obsequies. Marriage is always effected within the tribe, generally
by exchange, but failing that a bride can be purchased for Hs. 15. No
rites are observed save an announcement of the union before relatives.
They speak a language of their own which is allied to the dialects of
Bik&ner and Jaisaimer.

GIDRI, GEDRI,

a Khashi Pathan tribe, descended from Mak, the
third son of Khashai. According to one tradition Mak has two sons,
Hotak and Jirak, and a daughter Gagai or Gagai, whom he gave in marriage to a shepherd. As she had espoused a man of low degree her
descendants styled themselves Gagiani. Another tradition makes their
progenitor a foundling, who was adopted by Mukai, son of Khashai,
and married to Gagai, a daughter of Tur, the Tarin. By her he had
two sons, Hotak and Jirak, and from their seven sons are descended as
many Gagiani clans. Mukai's own descendants are^, known as the
Mukah Khel. Originally settled in territory near Kabul, the Gigianis,
despite their alliance with the Mughals of Mirza Ulugh Beg, were overthrown by the Yusufzai Path6ns in the Ghwara Margha,* near. Kabul.
Soon after they made an ineffectual attempt to establish themselves in
B&jaur, and then besought the Yusufzais and Mandnrs to grant them
lands in the Doaba in the Peshawar valley. Speedily, however, they
intrigued against their benefactors and in 1519 also called in Babar to
aid them against the Dilaz&ks, but their internal dissensions led him to
suspect treachery and he left them to face the Dilazaks, by whom they
were completely vanquished. Nevertheless in the great redistribution
of Khashi territory which followed the overthrow of the Ghwaria Khel
the Gigi&nis received half Bdjaur, Ambar, Niwagai and Chh&rmang,
in addition to the Dodba.

GIGIANI,

GAGIANI,

GIL, one of the largest and most important of the Ja^ tribes. l i s main settlements are in the Lahore and Ferozepur districts; but it is found all
along the Bi£s and Upper Sutlej : and under the hills as far \ve8t as Sialko$.
Gil its ancestor, and the father of Sher Gil,t * a s a J a t of Raghobansi
Rajput descent who lived in the Ferozepur district; he was a lineal
* The Polloted Plain.
f The origin of the name Sher Gil is thus rein ted : Pirthipat had no son and was advised
to take to wife y woman from a lower clan, 80 he espoused the daughter of a Bhalar J i t .
She bore him a son, but his three Rajput wives replaced him by a stone, and had him
abandoned in a forest. But Pirthipat, when out hunting, found him with a lion and
broaght him homj. As he was found in iv marshy (gilt) place he was named Sher Gil!

!The Oil Jals.

»

descendant of Pirthip&l, Raja of Garh Mithila and a Waria Rdjput,
by a Bhular Jat wife. The tribe rose to some importance tinder the
Sikhs, and the history of its principal family is told at pages 352 jf
of Griffin's Punjab Chiefs.
had
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The Gils worshin their eponym on the Chst Chaudas at Raji&na,
re he has a temple. He also appears to be called
Moga
lUj^L Pir and to be specially affected by the Wairsi Gils. In Jind
their j at her a is Surat B&tn} whose shrine is at Bajew6la in Patidla and
offerings to which are taken by MirSsis. In Ferozepor the tribe is said to
affect Sakhi Sarwar and its men prefer to be called Dipa, Sarupa, etc.,
instead of Dip Singh, Sarfip Singh, and so on, with the title of 'Mian*
preBxed. At weddings they dig earth from the pond of Sakhi Sarwar
near their home. They eschew jhatka meat, but will eat it if hold
Muhammadans When some of the tribe took to eating the flesh
of animals killed in the Sikh fashion by jhatka, one lost his eyes,
another found himself in jail, and so on, so they reverted
practice.

I
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The Gil, like the Her and Sidhu Jdts can intermarry in their
maternal grandfather's got, contrary to the usual Hindu rule. A Gil
bridegroom cuts a branch from the jand tree before setting out on his
wedding journey.
a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Montgomery;
see Jilani.

GILANI,

GIB, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
a Muhammadan Ja£ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
In Bah&walpur they are also called Garwanh and are found as landowners and cultivators in the Bah&walpur and Ahmadpur Kdrddris,
with three septs, Attu, Jalap and Karer.
' '

GIRWANH,

a Baloch tribe, now found scattered in Dora Ismail, Muzaffargarh and Montgomery; also in Mekrsin. Apparently derived from
Gishkaur, a torrent in the Boheda valley of Mekran. Tho Lashari
sub-tuman has a Gishkauri sept and the Dombki a clan of that name.
In Montgomery the Gishkauri is listed as an agricultural clan.

GISBKAURI,

a prosperous clan of J&ts, of tho Shibgotra group, found in
Hissar, where it owns large areas in Sirsa and Fatehabad tahsils. They
trace their descent from Nimbuji, who founded a village near Bikaner,
and say that as they could not agree upon one of their own clan as
chieftain they asked the Raja of Jodhpur to give them one of his
younger sons as their ruler, so he gave them Bika in whose honour
Bikaner was founded. To this day, it is said, the rdj-tilak is marked
on the forehead of a new Raja of Bikaner by a Godara Ja$, and not by
the family priest.

GODARA,

i
i

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

GOHA?.,

a Jat tribo found in Jind tahsil.
Tur Rajput.

Its eponym is said to have been a

GOHRA,

GOJ, a J»t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
GOKHA,

a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

GOLAH, a weaver, in Peshawar. There are
•
the JOLAHAS, KUMHARS, NAIS and SUDS.

Gola groups or classes among

a tribe which gives its name to the tract in Rawalpindi so called.
It is descended from its eponym, the third son of 'Qutb Shah, and in
Sialkot has four branches, Golera, Kahambarah, Dengla and Mandu.

GOLKRA,

G olera.

i

Bindu.
•inr.

Banjur.

I

_1

I

Dongla

f

Mandu. Bharahwin.

I
j
Samduh.

1

Siogf.

I

Kahambirah.

*
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QoUriar-*Goratah.
According to Cracroft the Golera are Aw&ns, a statement confirmed
by their claim to descend from Qutb Sh&h.
an offshoot of the great Rajput clan, the Katoch, bearing a territorial designation from Goler.

G-OLERIA,

or GAWALIA, a very curious tribe of J&ts, only fonnd in Rohtak
and KarndJ. They declare that they were originally Brahmans, who
lost caste by inadvertently drinking liquor placed outside a distiller's
house in large vessels (gol). The local Brahmans apparently admit the
truth of this story. They now intermarry with J&is, but not with the
D&gar or Salanki; for while they were Brahmans the latter wore their
clients, while when they first lost caste the former alone of all J£t tribes
would give them their daughters to wife, and so have been adopted as
qvasi-brethren.
They came from Indoro to Rohtak some 30 generations
ago.

GOLIA

a J ^ t clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur, Multdn, and (classed as
Rajput) in Montgomery, They hold the upland known as the Gondal
B£r. running up the centre of the tract between the Jhelum and Chenib.
They are also numerous in the riverain on the right bank of the former
river in the Jhelum district, and a few have spread eastward as far as
the Ravi. They are said to be Chauh&n Rajputs, but they are now of
l
Jat status and intermarry with other J a t tribes. Physically they are a fine
race, owing doubtless to the free and active life they lead, and the quantities of animal food Bhey consume ; and if we except their inordinate
passion for appropriating their neighbours' cattle, which in their estimation carries with it no moral taint, they must be pronounced free from
vice.' They ^y their ancestor came from Naushahra in the south to Pdk*
pattan, and was there converted by B£b£ Farid ; and if this be so they
probably occupied their present abodes within the last six centuries.

GONDAL,

a tribe of Muhammadan J&-(s in Gujr£t which claims Chauh£n
R&jput origin. Its eponym came from the Deccan to visit the Bhrine of
B&w& Farid and P&kpattan and embraced Isl&m.

GONDAL,

GOPALAK,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

one of the broken BALOCH tribes of Dera Gb&zi Khin.
It lies scattered along the Indus and is also found in Muzaffargarh
and on the Lower Indus and Sutlej in Bahdwalpur and Mult&n.

GOPANG, GOPHANG,

a tribe of J&ts, claiming Solar R&jput origin and descent
from its eponym through Millu who migrated from Amritsar to Si&lkol*
Also found in Muzaffargarh and Montgomery in which Districts they are
classed as agricultural clans.

GOPA RAI,

GOB, a Jat clan (agricujoural) found in Multan.
GOBAE,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

GORAH,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

GORANG, a

Gurkh£ clan (Nipalese) found in the Simla Hill States.
(agr

;
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a Ji\ tribe, said to be descended from the Sarona tamily of
Lunar R&jputs, and to have come to Gujr&nw&la as a nomad and pastoral
tribe from Sirsa. Another story is that they are descended from a
Sombansi Rajput called Gur&ya whose grandson Mai came from the
Lakki thai some 15 generations ago. A third tradition is that Rdna,
their founder, came from the Jammu hills in the time of the emperors.
They are now found in Gujr&nw&la, Si&lkot and Gurddspur. They own
31 villages in Gujrttnwila and are excellent cultivators, being one of
the most prosperous tribes in the District. They have the same peculiar marriage customs as the S&hi J&\&. In Stiilkot they revere Pir
Mundd, round whose hhdngdh a bridal pair walks seven times, and offerings are made to it. This is done both by Hindus and Muhammadaus.
They are said to be governed by the chundavand rule of inheritance. In
Montgomery'the Muhammadan Gor&y£ appears as a J&\, R&jput and
Arain clan (all three agricultural), and in Shdhpur it is also classed as
J&t (agricultural). The word gordydis said to be used for the nilgai
(I orcax picta) in Central India. They are sometimes said to be a clan
of the Dhillon tribe, but in Si&lkot claim descent from Budh who had
20 sons, including Gordyd.
GOEI, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
GOBIA, a small J&t clan found in Ndbha. I t derives its name from Goran
Singh, a Rdjput, who settled at Alow&l in Patidla and thus became
GOBAYA,

a Jat.
agricultural clan found in Shahpur
GORKHA. See Gurkhd.
c an
GORON, a J&t ^
(agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GORSI, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
GORWAH, a J&t clan (agricultural; found in Amritsar.
GOBYE, (I) an Ar&in clan (agricultural); (2) a Mughal clan (agricultural):
both found in Amritsar.
9
GOSAIN, a term even more vaguely used than 'JSanni&si Bair&gi
and
very difficult to define in the Punjab. Roughly speaking, it denotes an
ascetic of any order, but it further connotes that he is of some standing
and influence. Strictly speaking, however, the Gos&ins form a distinct
order, which differs both from the Bairdgis and the Sanni&sis, though
tbey are often entitled Gos&ins, and often the Brahmans alone are considered privileged to be so styled. In K^ngra the Gos&fns form a
separate caste, as well as an order, and are known as Sanniasis or
Basn&mis, because they are divided into ten schools. These were
founded by the ten pupils of Shankar Ach&rj and the following scheme
exhibits their spiritual descent and distribution*:
* Kroro the dasndm of the Gosains : "Bhaktmal", Nawal Kishor, 1927, p. 77. But
another account gives Rukhar and Dandi instead of Asratn and Saraswati. It also
states that the Rukhar is like an Acharj (Brahman) in that he receives gifts on the death
of a Gosiin. In the Brahmacharj dsrum or siage the * Gosafn' dons the janeo or
sacred thread of caste, in the second dsrum or degree he becomes a Gosafn and puts
it off again- In th9 third dsram he becomes a paramhans. and in the fourth an ABDHUT.
The paramhan* shaves his head and the abdh&t generally lives naked. This is the
order observed in the Sanyas Dharm, but now-a-days a Gosiin merely besmears himself
with ashes and goes forth as an abdhut. The true Gosain must not appreach a fire
and when he dies be is buried, not cremated.
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These correspond with the ten pads of the Sanni&sis, and the
Go9&in may be regarded as a semi-secularised offshoot of
SanniAsi
order. When the Muhammadan invasions began, says one account
K&nerra and Simla
of the Sanni£sis, many of
where they formed colonies. In some places they intermarried with
Brahmans and took to cultivation, gradually amassing such wealtb
that the hill people, including their R£j£s and R&nas, were in their
debt and they controlled all the trade between the hills and the plains.
In their practice of usury they were rapacious to an incredible degree,
charging 24, 60 and even 72 per cent, a year, and making regulav
tours in state after each harvest, in spring and autumn, to collect their
dues in kind. Once in debt to the Gos&ins there was no escape for
a debtor, and they preached the doctrine that the removal of a debtor's
name from their books was an ill-omen to both parties. To the power
of capital they added the influence of their own sanctity and though
the Gurkha invasions broke up their domination they con(inued to
exhaust the resources of the people in the Outer Sar&j tract of Kullu
till quite recently. On the other hand the Gos&ins of Kdngra, who
are principally found in N&daun and Jaw&lamukhi, were au enterprising
and sagacious community engaged in wholesale trade. They monopolised the trade in opium and speculated in charas, wool anil cloth.
Their transactions extended to the Deccan and indeed over all India,
but generally speaking, they are now impoverished and their brickbuilt ware-houses at Jawilamukhi are mostly in ruins. Most of the
K&ngra Gosains are of the Giri sub-order, and affix »gir to their names.
In theory the Gosiins are celibate, and recruit by adopting chelas
from pure castes who may be willing to dedicate their sons to them,
but in praotice marriage is usual. Those who marry are styled
gharbari. Natural sons do not succeed unless adopted as chelas.

*
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Widows are merely entitled to maintenance. Secular Gds&ns will not
plough, but they do not wear any janeo, retain the choti and yet wear
a pagri dyed with red ochre. The religious or mafddri Otos&ins form
fraternities and, though they do n^t marry, keep women. They are
divided into akhdras or small colleges each under a mahant who has
supreme control of all its property, the disciples being dependent
on his bounty A mahant designates his successor, and his selection
is rarely disputed, but if he die without having named a successor
the fraternity meets together and with the aid of other Gosiins electa
a new mahant. After his installation the late mahant's property is
distributed by him as he caiuks fit, and this distribution, or bhanddra
as it is called, is rarely impugned. Like a Sanniasi the Gosdin is buried,
a cenotaph or samddh, dedicated to Mahadeo, being raised over him,
as he is supposed at death to be re-united with the god. Initiation
1
consists simply in thn guru 8 cutting off the choti ; the head is then
close shaved and the guru mantar read.
In Sirsa the Gosdins form a separate caste, originating in a
sub-division of the Sannidsis which was founded by Shimbu Ach£rj.
Every Gosdin is given at initiation a name, which ends in gir, puri
(the two most commonly found in this tract), tirath, dsram, dean or
nath, by his guru.
Each of these sub-orders is endopamous, i.e.,
a gir may not • marry a puri.* The Gosains are also said to have gots,
and to be further divided into the ghnrbdr or secular and the celibate
who are either (J) matddri (whose dwelling, mat, is inside the village
and who may engage in all worldiy pursuits, but not marry), (2)
dsanddri (whose hou*e is on the outskirts of the village), or (3) abdhut,
who wander about berrpincr, but mav not beg for more than seven hours
at one place. The abdhut carry with them a ndrial or cocoanut shell,
and may only take in alms cooked grain which they inust soak in
water before they eat it. Nor may they halt more than three days at
any place unless it be a tirath (place of pilgrimage) or during the rains.
Gosiins are generally clad in garmeuts dyed tvith geru.
In the south-west of the
who are Khatris and found
Gosains. The Khatris and
disciples dewaks) of these
those of Baddoke,

Punjab the priests of Shdmji and Lilji
largely at Leia and Bhakkar, are called
Aror£s of the south-w°st are either
Gosains or Sikhs.t Other Gosf ins are

The Gosiins appear to b» correctly classed as a Vaishnava sect or
rather order, though in the bills they affect Mah&deo and are mahanta
of temples of Shiva.
a small J£( clan which is found in jfnd and hns a Sidh, B&la, at
Badrfikhan, where offerings are made to his aamddh.

GOSAL,

GEANTHI,

a reader of the Sikh Granth, an expounder thereof; but cf. Gidni.

a tribe of J&\$ found in Kapurthald State, Sultanour tahsil.
tradition avers that it migrated from Delhi in the Mughal times.

Its

GUDA,

• •

•

•

•

•

i

—

•

•

_

i

_

• The gur& of the p<rt« resides at Kharak, and that of the gfri* at Balak, both io
Hissar. His«£r Gazetteer, 1904, p. 81.
f Census Report, 1891, § 66, p. 127-8.

N
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Qugera—Gujar.

(1) one of the principal muhins or clans of the Si&ls in Jhang. I t
gave its name to tlie^township of that name, once the head-quarters of
the present Montgomery district and still of a tahsi); (2) also a Kharral
clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GUJAR, GUJJAR, -or, fern. -i. Dim. GDJARETA, fern, -i, and GUJRETHA fem. •!.• s»
young Gujar. Derivatives are Gujr&l or Gujrehr£, a dwelling-place of
i
Gujars; and Gujrit, the country or tract of the Gujars/ The District
of Gujrit takes its name from the town of Gujr&t, but the present town
though a modern one stands on the site of an ancient city called Udanagri,
the everlasting or fragrant township. Popular tradition assigns its
foundation to Rdj£ Bachan Pdl, a Surajbansi Rdjput who came from the
Gangetic Do£b, and attributes its restoration to AH Kh&n, a Gujar,
doubth ss the historical Alakhana, Raja of Gurjara, who was defeated
by Sangkara V; rma between 883 and 901 A. D. Captain Mackenzie,
however, recorded another tradition which assigned the restoration of
Gujr^ttownto Rfini Gujran, wife of Badr Sain, son of R&ja Risdlfi
of Sidlkot who rebuilt it in Sambat 175 (A. D. 118). Both accounts
agree in ascribing the ' refoundiug of the modern town to the time
of Akbar. According to Stein, Shankara Varma of Kashmir, soon
after his accession in 883 A. D., undertook an expedition to the
south and south-west of Kashmir and first invaded Gujaradesa, a
tract certainly identifiable with the modern District of Gujrat, which
lies between the Chen&b and Jhelurn/* At an earlier period, in the
latter part of the 6th century, the R&j£ of Thdnesar, Prab&kara-vardhana,
had also carried on a successful campaign against the Hun settlements
in the north-west Punjab and the ' clans of Gurjara't, so that it would
appear that a branch of the Gurjara race was firmly established in the
modern Gnjr&t before 600 A. D.J
The modern District of Gujrat, however, comprises the Her£t or J&t
pargana and the Gujrdt or Gujar pargana.§
These parganas used to
be divided into tappas and the tappas into tops, each top being under
a chaudhri.
The modern District of Muzaffargarh also possesses a Gujr£t or the
Indus, in the riverain which runs parallel with the Dera Gh6zi Rb4n
district.
GUQKRA,

THE DJ.8TBIBUTJ.ON OP THE GUJARS,

The present distribution of the Gujars in India is thus described by
Sir Alexander Cunningham :—
great
W st ot ludia, from the Indus to the '.. ges, and
r
from the Haz&ra mountains to the Peninsula of Gujar£
They are
specially numerous along the banks of the Upper Jumna, V>P. -Tagadhri
~,nd Bnrlya, and in the Suh&ranpur district, which flur:ay> t h e last
century was actually called Gujarat. To the east they ocou .y the petty
* Stein, Zur Qetcliichte der Cdhia von Kabul (Festgruss an Rudolf v-tn Path Stutte&rfc
1893). See also Stein'a Raj&tarangin*t p. 204, Vol. I.
'
* '
t V. Smith, Early -list, of India, p. 283.
He
country/ a distinction overlooked in Baden-Powell's Indian Village Community
§ Gujrit Gazetteer, 1892-93, p. 19. Cf. the Sett. Rep, of the Gujrat District 1861 p 2
The term Herat is of unknown origin, but it appears to be also called die JaUtar '
4
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State of Samptar in Bundelkhand, and one of the northern Districts of
Gwalior, which is still called Gujarg&r. They are found only in small
bodies and much scattered throughout Eastern R&jput£na and Gwalior;
but they are "more numerous in the Western States, and specially
towards Gujarat, where they form a large part of the population. The
J&j&s of Rew&ri to the south of Delhi are Gujars. In the Southern
Punjab thtey are thinly scattered, but their numbers increase rapidly
towards the north, where they have given their name to several
important places, such as Gujninwdla in the Rechna.Doab, Gnjr&t' in
the Chaj Do6b, and Gujar Kh&n in the Sindh Sagar Doib. They are
numerous about Jhelum and Hassan Abd&l,* and throughout the Hazira
district: and they are also found in considerable numbers in the Dardu
districts of Chil&a, Kohli, and Pdlas, to the east of the Indus, and in
the contiguous districts to the west of the river."
In the runjab they essentially belong to the lower ranges and submontane tracts; and though they have spread down the Jumna in
considerable numbers, they are almost confined to the riverain lowlands. In the higher mountains they are almost unknown. Gujrat is
still their stronghold, and in that District they form 13£ per cent, of
the total population. There alone have they retained their dominant
position. Throughout the Salt Range, and probably under the eastern
hills also, they are the oldest inhabitants among the tribes now settlod
there; but in the west the Gakkhars, Janjuas, and Pa^hdns, and in the
east the R&jputs have always been too strong for them, and long ago
deprived them of political importance. In the Peshdwar district
almost any herdsman is called a Gujar, and it may be that some of
those who are thus returned are not true Gujars by race. Bun
throughout the hill country of Jamrau, Chibh&l, and Haz&ra, and away
in the territory lying to the north of Peshiwar as far as the Sw&t
river, true Gujar herdsmen are found in great numbers, all possessiBg
a common speech, which is a Hindi dialect quite distinct from the
Panj&bi or Pashto current in those parts. Here they are a purely
pastoral and almost nomad race, taking their herds up into the higher
ranges in summer and descending with them into the valleys during
the cold weather; and it may be said that the Gujar is a cultivator
only in the plains. Even there he is a bad cultivator, and more given
to keeping cattle than to following the plough. In Chitr&l also Gujars
are found in the Shishi Kuh valley, while the Bashgals (the K&firs of
the Bashgal valley are so styled by Chitr&lis) are described as curiously
like the Gujars in the Punjab.t
I t is impossible without further investigation to fix the date of the
Gujar colonization of the lower districts. They are almost exclusively
Musalm&n except in the Jumna Districts and Hoshi&rpur, and they
must therefore have entered those Distriots before the conversion of the
great mass of the caste. The Jullundur Gujars date their conversion
from the time of Aurangzeb, a very probable date. The Ferozepur
Gujars say that they came from D&ranagar in the south of India, that
they moved thence to R&nia in Sirsa, and thence again to Ferozepur
via Kasfir. The Musalm&n Gujars of all the eastern half of the Pro* Hassan was himself a Gti jar.
t But Baehgaii is essentially an Iranian dialect. See Sten Konow'e Clarification
Bashgali, in J. B. A. 8., 1811, p. 1.
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vince still retain more of their Hindu customs than do the majority of
their converted neighbours, tfyeir women, for instance, wearing petticoats instead of drawers, I just as they do in Jullundur also), 'and red
instead of blue. In Jnllandur the Gujar shoe is usually of a peculiar
make, the upper leather covering lir.tle of the foot. It is noticeable that
Gujr&t is to the Gujars what Bhatner and Bhatti&na are to the Bhafti,
a place to which there is a traditional tendency to refer their origin.
The Gujar is a fine stalwart fellow, of precisely the same physical
type as the J&t ;* and the theory of aboriginal descent which has sometimes been propounded, is to my miad conclusively negatived by his
cast of countenance. He is of the same social standing as the J&\, or
perhaps slightly inferior; but the two eat and drink in common without
any sciuple, and the proverb says : " T h e J at, Gujar, A Mr, and Gola
1
are all four hail fellows well met.' But he is far inferior in both
personal character and repute to the J&t. He is lazy to a degree, and
a wretched cultivator; his women, though not secluded, will not do
field work save of the lightest kind; while his fondness for cattle
extends to those of other people. The difference between a Gujar and
a Rajput cattle-thief was once explained to me thus by a J&t: " T h e
B&jput will steal your buffalo. But he will not send his father to
say he knows where it is and will get it back for Rs. 20, and then
1
keep the Rs. 20 and the buffalo too. The Gujar will/ The Gujars
have been turbulent throughout the history of the Punjab, they were
a constant thorn in the side of the Delhi emperors, and are still ever
ready to take advantage of any loosening of the bonds of discipline to
attack and plunder their neighbours* Their character as expressed in
u
the proverbial wisdom of the countryside is not a high one :
A
1
desert is better than a Gnjar : wherever you see a Gujar, hit him.'
il
Again :
The dog and the cat two, the Hangar and the Gnjar two ;
il it were not for these four, one might sleep with one's door o p e n " :
so " The dog, the monkey, and the Gujar change their minds at every
step;" and " W h e n all other castes are dead make friends with a
Gujar." As Mr. Maconachie remarks: "Though the Gujar possesses
two qualifications of a highlander, a hilly home and a constant desire
for other people's cattle, be never seems to have had the love of
fighting and ihe character for manly independence which distinguishes
this class elsewhere. On the contrary he is generally a mean, sneaking, cowardly fellow; and I do not know that he improves much with
the march of civilization, though of course there are exceptions ; men
who have given up the traditions of the tribe so far as to recognise
the advantage of being honest—generally."
Such is the Gujar of the Jumna Districts.t But further west his
character would seem to be higher. Major Wace describes the Gujars

• This description would appear to require some qualification. The Gujar of Kashmir
is described as tall and gaunt, his forehead and his chin are narrow, his nose fine and
•lightly curved. The Gujar of the United Provinces is above the medium height, well mad©
and active, his face long and oval, and his features fine rather than coarse. Crook©
describes him as a fairly typical Indo- Aryan.' J. R. A. 8., 1907, p. 98f The Punjab
Gujatr might be well described in the above tennis. As compared with the J i t he has
better features, but is not of such a good type.
M
:
t Sir J Wilson however, wrote : The «*ujar village j\ Gnrgaon have on the whole stood
the late bad times better than those of almost other ea*te—better than the Jats, alnd almost
as well as the Ahirs. Our Gurg&on Gujars are ?ery little given to thieving, and I have
father a high opinion of them."
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of Hazara as a simple all-enduring race, thrifty and industrious, witk
no ambition but to be left alone in peace with their cattle and fields ";
M
and many of them are fine men in every way." Mr. Thomson says
that the Gujars of Jhelum are the best farmers in the District (perhaps
not excessive priise in a District held by Gakkhars, Aw£ns, and
Rdjputs), though the Mali&r or Ar&in is a better market gardener;
and that they are quiet and industrious, more likeable than (Salt Range)
J6fs, but with few attractive qualities, Mr. Steedman gives a similar
account of the Gujara of Rawalpindi, calling them "excellent cultiu
vators." So the Gujars of Hoshifirpur are said to be a quiet and
well-beha*ed set." In Jullundur Sir Richard Temple described them
as " here as elsewhere of pastoral habits, but more industrious and less
predatory than usual" ; and Mr. Barkley writes : " At present, aftef
30 years of British rule, they are probably as little given to crime as
any other large class in the agricultural population.
I t is still
generally true that they occupy themselves more with grazing than
with agriculture; but this is by no means invariably the case." Bat
in Ferozepur again Mr. Brandreth describes them as "unwilling'
cultivator^ and greatly addicted to thieving," and gives instances of
their criminal propensities. Thus it would appear that the further the
Gujar moves from his native hills, the more he deteriorates and the
more unpleasant he makes himself to his neighbours. The following
description of the Gujars of K&ngra by Mr. Barnes is both graphic and
interesting:—
11

The Gujars of the hills are quite unlike the caste of the same desig*
nation in the plains. There they are known as an idle, worthless and
thieving race, rejoicing in waste, and enemies to cultivation and improvement ; but above and below they are both addicted to pastoral
habits. In the hills the Gujars are exclusively a pastoral tribe,—they
cultivate scarcely at all. The Gaddis keep flocks of sheep and goats,
and the Giijar's wealth consists of buffaloes. Thess people live in the
skirts of the forest?, and maintain their existence exclusively by the
sale of the milk, ghi, and other produce of their herds. The men
graze the cattle, and frequently lie out for weeks in the woods tending
their herds. The women repair to the markets every morning with
baskets on their heads, with little earthen pots filled with milk, buttermilk and ghi, each of these pots containing the proportion required
for a day *8 meal. During the hot weather the Gujars usually drive
their herds to the upper range, where the buffaloes rejoice in the rich
grass which the rains bring forth, and at the same time attain condition
from the temperate climate and the immunity from venomous flies
which torment their existence in the plains. The Gujars are a fine,
manly race, with peculiar and handsome features. They are mild and
inoffensive in manner, and i»n these hills are not distinguished by the
bad pre-eminence which attaches to their race in the plains. They are
never known to thiave. Their women are supposed to be not very
scrupulous. Their habits of frequenting public markets and carrying
about their stock for sale unaccompanied by their husbands undoubtedly
expose them to great temptations; and I am afraid the imputations
against their character are too well founded* They are tall, well-grown
women, aod may ba seen every morning entering the bazars of the hill
towns, returning home about the afternoon with their baskets emptied
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of their treasures. Tho 6ujars are found all over the District. They
abound particularly about Jw&l£mukbi, Tira, and Nidaun. There
are some Hindu Gujars, especially towards Mandi; but they are a small
sect compared to the Musalmans."
i(

It has been suggested/' continued Sir Donzil Ibbetson, " and is I
believe held by many, that J&ts a»d Gujars, and perhaps Ahirs also, are
all of one ethnic stock; and this becau.se there is a close communion
between them. I t may be that they are the same in their far-distant
origin. But I think that they must have either entered India at different times or settled in separate parts, and my reason for thinking so is
precisoly because they eat and smoke together. In the case of Jafc and
R&jput the reason for d rentiation is obvious, tho latter being of
higher rank than the former. But the social standing bf Jfits, Gujars,
and Ahirs being practically identic: . I do not see why they should
ever have separated if they were OLCS \e same. I t is however
9
possible that the J£t were the camel graziers and perhaps husbandmen, the Gujars the cowherds of the hills, and the Ahirs the cowherds
of the plains. If this be so, they afford a classification by occupation
of the yeoman class, which fills up the gap between and is absolutely
continuous with the similar classification of the castes above them as
Brahmans, Banias, and R&jputs, and of the castes bdow them as Tarkh&ns,
Chamdrs, and so forth. But we must know more of the early distribution of the tribes before we can have any opinion on the subject. I have
noticed in the early historians a connection between the migrations and
location of Gujars and R&jputs which has struck me as being more than
accidental; but the subject needs an immense deall of work upon it
before it can be said to be even ready for drawing conclusions.*
T H E ORIGIN OF THF GOJARS.

A full history of the ancient Gurjaras and of the great Gurjara
empire, the existence of which the late Mr. A. M. T. Jackson claimed to
have established,t would be beyond the scope of this article, but the
reader's attention may be directed to certain incidents in their history
in the Punjab. According to Dr. Rudolf Hoernle the Tomaras (the
modern Tunwar R&jputs) were a clan of the Gurjaras, and indeed their
imperial or ruling clan. The Pehowa (Pehoa in the Kam£l district)
inscription records of a Tomara family that it was descended from a
raja, J£ula, whose,name recalls that of the fSh&hi Javuvla or Jahula
and of the mahdrdja, Toram&na Shdhi Jauvla of the Kura inscription.
Dr. Hoernle thinks it probable that the Kachwdh&s and Parihars, like
the Tomaras, were all clans or divisions of a J&vula tribe, claiming
descent from Toram^na, king of the White Huns or Ephthalites.f
Mr. Bhandarkar has shown that the Solankis (Chaulakyas), Parihars
* Mr. Wilson notes that the Gujars and the Bargujar tribe of Rajputs are often found
together; and suggests that the latter may be to the Gujars what the Khanzadahs are to
the Meos and what most Rajputs are to the Jats.
f See his note in J. R. A. S. 1905, pp. 1634, where he identiBes the Gurjaras with the
Gaudas (Gaurp, now Brahmans) and points out that according to Albertini (Saohau's
3(,
TrttM. i.,P. °) Gnda = Taneahar. The Gaar Brahmans were and indeed are parohitt of
the Hindu Gujars and still minister to some who are converts to Islam.
% J. R. A* 8., 1905, pp. 1.4. It may further be noted that the Baf. or Bad-Onjar
Rijputs are probably of Gujar descent.
H^H
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(Pratih&ras), Parmars (Paramaras) and Chauhins (Oh&hum&nas or
Ch£huviinas), the four so-called Agnikula clans of K&jputs, were originally
divisions of the Gurjaras, and to these Dr. Hoernle would thus add the
Tomaras and Kachhwahas, The exact ethnic relation of the Gurjaras
to the Huns is still very obscure, but as a working hypothesis Dr.
Hoernle thinks that in the earlier part of the 6th century A. D. a great
invasion of Central Asiatic peoples, Huns, Gurjaras and others, whose
exact interrelation we do not know, took place. The first onset carried
them as far as Gwiili<>r,but it was checked by theernpororof Kauauj, and
the main portion of these foreign hordes settled in R&jput&na and the
Punjab, while the Chaulakyas turned south. In the north the invaders
fused with the nativfts of the country and in the middle of the 7th
century the Parihars emerged an upgrowth followed by that the
Parmars, Chaub&ns and imperial Gurjaras about 750 A. D. About 840
the Giirjara empire, with its capital at Kananj, embraced nearly the
whole of northern India, under phoja I, hot after his death it declined.*
Another problem of great interest in the history of Indian religions
is the connection of the Gurjaras with the cult of the child Krishna of
Mathura, as contrasted with that of the a/ieient Krishna of Dwaraki.f
This cult was, almost beyond question, introduced into India by
nomads from the north, very probably by the Gurjaras. No doubt the
modern Gujars, even those who have retained their Hindu creeds, have
lost all recollection of any special devotion to the cult of Krishna, and
he is now prominent in the traditions of the AHIRS, but certain groups
of the Ahfrs appear to be of Gurjara origin. Among them we find the
Nandbansi whose name reminds us of Nand Mihr, a legendary progenitor of the Gujars, and a Solanki (Chaulakya) got appears among the
J&dubansi. If we may assume that these two great races, the Gujar
and Ahir, once pastoral, and still largely so, are really identical, the
theory that the cult of the child Krishna was introduced into India by
the Gujars in general or. more particularly by the Nandbansi and
Gu^lbansi branches of the Ahirs becomes greatly strengthened. Like
the Huns, the Gurjaras were originally sun-worshippers, but they havo
lost all traces of any special devotion to the cult of the Sun-god, aud
may have acquired some tincture of Christianity either from their
neighbours in Central Asia or from their connection with Christians
among the Huns.t
*

Various origins are claimed by different Gujar clans. Thus in
Gujr&t the Chauh&n claim descent from Rai Pithora of Delhi.
TheChhokar in Karndl say they are Chandarbansi and an offshoot of
the J£du Rdjputs of Muzaffarnagar in the United Provinces. The
Bhodw&l, Kalsi&n and Raw&l all claim to be Chandarbansi, the
Kalsi&u being Chauhins and the Raw&is Khokhar Rajputs by origin ;
but the Chham&n say they are Surajbansi and Tnnw&rs.
In Gurdfopur the Bhadj£na/Chh£la, Kas&na, Munin§ and Tar gota
claim Rajput descent and the Banths and Bujars J&t extraction, while
* Ibid. pp. 31-32, and p. 4.
t See Krishna, Christianity »nd the Gujars, by Mr. J. Kennedy in J R. A. S.. 1907, p. 975
X Ibid. p. 989.
§ From the Mnnin Gujars some of the Bharais and Bazigars are said to have branched off.
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the Chapras say they are Khatrfs by origin, and the Modis, Pa(hdni.
The Chhdla got claims descent from Rdjd Som Bans, Raid of Gah?
Gajni in the Deccan, and its ancestor embraced Isldm at Rdhon in
Jullundur, married a Gang Kasdna girl and so became a Gujar. The
Kasdna declares itself descended from Rdja Kans, the Munin from Rdjd
Indar Rai, and the Panddna from Rdjd Panda Rai.
The Paswdl ascribe their foundation to Wajih Kalbi, a companion of
the Prophet, who accompanied Ahutas, ruler of Yemen, when he
conquered Kashmir. The Paswdl originally settled in Sidlkot but have
spread iato Gnrddspur.
The Hindu Rdwat Mandan got is found in the Bdwal nizdmat of
Ndbha. It traces its descent to one Rdwat who fell in love with a
damsel, Gorsi, whom he only carried off after a great struggle. His
mesalliance cost him his status as a Rdjput and he became a Gujar.
The got derives its name from him and from the number of heads
(mandan) which fell in the struggle for Gorsi. Thia got is numerous
ia Jaipur, where it keeps its women in par da and forbids widow
remarriage, but this is allowed in Ndbha. Formerly the Rdwat
Mandan did not roof their houses or put planks to their doorways,
though they now do so. A child's first tonsure should be performed at
the shriue of Swdmi Pun Dds in Rewdri tahsil.

The Chokar of Ndbha, who appear to be distinct from the Chhokar,
are Hindus and trace their descent from Sankat, a Chauhdn Rdjput of
Sdmbhar in Jaipur, who was a great robber. Once on the road he
forcibly espoused a beautiful girl whose kinsmen came to her aid, bat
Sankat sought help from Ban Deo and he and his comrades took the
shapes of birds, and escaped. A barber too rang a wedding-bell in
front of their pursuers, and they resolved to turn back. So the got of
Sankat was called Chokar, ' one who misses/ and it still affects Ban
Deo, holding the first tonsure of its children at his shrine in Jaipur,
never burning cotton sticks for fuel and only using cotton after first
offering it to Ban Deo.
In Ndbha the Bhargar, Chaprdna, Doi, Kasdna, Khardna and
Sardhdna Gujars all vaguely claim Rdjput origin, but unlike other
Hindu Gujars they only avoid three goto in marriage, permitting it in
the mother's father's got They specially affect Devi and do nob give
the beestings of a cow or buffalo to any one till the Amdwas, when they
cook rice in the milk, place it on a spot plastered with cow-dung and
- then give it to their children. The Bhargar, like the Rdwat Mandan,
use no doors or roofs of timber, and ascribe this tabu to the faot that
one of their women became a sati and a house raised in her honour
•was left incomplete.*
The Melu Gujars in Ndbha are converts from Hinduism, but still
avoid four gofs in marriage. They do not build two hearths close
together, or wear blue cloth. Their women wear gowns. This got
never sell milk, lest the animal fall ill, but they may sell ghi.
The elements of the Gujars are not easy to describe. Local traditions, as has already been shown, vary as to the origins of many clans,
t
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* Or unroofed ? Apparently a hypeotnral shrine is meant.
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bat the following addenda may be noted||a* to the elans descended
from the various R4jput races:—Chauhin origin ie claimed by the
Bbalesar,' ions of Bhallu/ BaharwaJ, Jhandar, Kala&n (in Karnil).
Pan war descent is claimed by the Bahlot> Chh^li, Pbambhra,' sons of
y
Phamar and Paur* : J4du (Chandarbansi) descent by the Chhokar (in
Karnil), Janjua origin by the Barr&h, Khokhar (Chandarbansi) by the
Raw61 (in Karn&l), Manhis by the Dhinda, Sombansi by the Dhakkar,
Snrajbansi by the SaramdcA, and Tur by the Chhamtn (in Karnil).
Folk-etymology and legendary lore hare been busily engaged in
Ending explanations of various clan names'among the Gujars. Thus of
the Barraa, (a word meaning 'holy') it is said that their ancestor
Fatihulla used to bring water from the river at Mult&n barefoot, for bis
spiritual guide's ablutions. One day the Pir saw that his disciple's foot
had been pierced with thorns, so he gave him his shoes, but Fatihulla
made them into a cap, as worthy to be so worn, and again his feet were
pierced with thorns. The Pir seeing this blessed him and called him
Barra.t
The Bhary&r claim descent from R£j& Kara. The children of his
descendant R&ja Dhal always used to die and his physicians advised
him to feed his next child on the milk of a she-wolf [bhairya), whence
the name Bhary&r. Buta embraced Isl&m in B&bar's time and settled
in Sh&hpur.
Of the Gajgahi section it is said that Wali, their ancestor, was
Khat&na who wore a gajgah or horse's silver ornament, so hie descendants
are now called Gajgahi.
Of the Khat&nas' origin one story is that one day Mor and Mohang,
sons of RaVjd Bhans, came back from hunting and ate on a hhqt or bed.
For this breach of social etiquette the Brahmans outcaeted them, saying
they had become Muhammadans, so they adopted Isl&m and were
nicknamed Khat&na. Another legend makes the Khat&nas descendants
of R&j& Jasp&l and the P&ndavas. Jasp&l had extended his dominions
from Th&nesar to Jhelum and, when Sult&n Mahmud Sabuktagfn
invaded Hindustan, Jasp&l met him at Attock, but was defeated and
slain. His son, Anandp&l, ruled for two years at Lahore and then fled
to Hindustan, leaving twor ^ns, Khat&naand Jaideo or Jagdeo, of whom
the former ruled at Lahore *nd turned Muhammadan. Other Gujar
clans also claim descent from Anandpil, and Sultan Mahmfid assigned
the Ehatdnas jagirs in Gujr&t where they founded Sh&hpur, now a
deserted mound near Ghak Dina\
The Khat&naa are not only a leading Gujar clan but have many offshoots in the minor sections,-such as the Gajgahis, Topas, Amr&nas,
Awtaas, Bhunda, Bukkans, ^Thilas, and the Janga), Debar, Doi, and
Loh«ar olar
Hindu KbatAnas are also found in the B&wal nizdmat of N&bha and
there claim Tur Rdjput origin, deriving their name from Kbatu Nagar,
village in Jaipur. As followers of B&W& Mohan Dds BhadawfiawAla
#

O&a la tempted to connect hia name with Porna.
t No auoh word is traceable ia the P&njdbi Dicty. The term recalls the Banrujer
KejpuU.
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they abstain from flesh and wine. At weddings the J£$ ceremonies
are observed and on the departure of the bridegroom's party his father
is beaten by the women of the bride's family.
The To pas are renlly Khatfinas and when the J&(s and Gujars were
competing for the honour of giving the biggest contribution to Akbar's
rebuilding of Gujrdt town one Adam, a Khatdna, paid a lakh and a
quarter of rupees into the imperial treasury, measuring the money in a
topa, whence his descendants are so named.
In Haz&ra the Terus say they are really R&jputs and descended
from a raja who was so generous that when once a faqir to test him
demanded his head he stooped so that the faqir might cut it oil,
which he did. Having thus proved his generosity the faqir replaced
his head on his shoulders and prayed for his life to be restored to him.
The clan name is derived from trer, a scar.
In Delhi certair T-ujar clans claim descent from eponyms. Such are
Budhana, descendants of Bhopal; Amlaota, from Ambap&l, Bhotla, from
Bharup ; Balidn, from Baniapal; Dhaidha, from Diptipdl; Chinori, from
Chhainp&l; Nangri, from Naghpdl, and Tanur, from Tonpfil. As to the
Adhana, tradition says that R&ja R&m Chand of the solar race had two
sons, Lu and Kush. The latter was the progenitor of the Kachhwfii
Rajputs; while Lu's son Ganwat had a son named Rajd who made a karao
marriage and was nicknamed Gujar. He had two sons Adhe and Swahi.
The latter died sonless, but Adhe founded the Adhana clan.
Organizationally is generally asserted that the real (asli) or original
Gujars are the 2£ sections, Gorsi, Kas£na and the half tribe Burgat,
so-called as descended from a slave mother.* Next to these rank
the Khatanas who for a long period held sway in the Gujr£t, in which
tract, however, thp 2\ sections were the original settlers, the other
sections having become affiliated to them in course of time, though
not necessarily Gujars by origin. As an instance of this process of
accretion the Gujars point to the Barras, of HasilanwaU village in
jujrdt, whose forebear Fati-ulla, a Janjua by birth, was deputed by
3ne of the saints of Multdn to colonise that tract. All Gujars give
daughters to the Barras, but never receive them in return, and the
Barras all rank as Mianas, except those of certain families which have
forfeited their sanctity, and are designated Pir.t
l

In Hazara the 2£ r e a l ' sections do not appear to be recognised, but
it is generally conceded that the 1 'atharia, HAKLA and Sarju sections
are of Raj nut origin, though this L? crin is also claimed by several
others. Tradition avers that the Kath&rias once ruled a large part of
* In Delhi the a&li sections are said to be 3J : — Chichi, Nikadi, Gorsi, and Kasina
;the half). And in Karnal the 2J sections are said to b« the Gorsi, Cbeobi and
Knsi -a (the halt). But the Chechi nre *>Hid, in Gnjrat, to be by origin Khat4nas, so
that the accounts generally agre» in representing tbe Gorsi, Kasana and Khatana as the
3 or firmal Gujar clans
Several stories ar« told to explain their preeminence.
Thus in Ludhi£na it is said that Jappil, <Jon»i, and Abaya, Khatana, successfully
resisted Raja Jag's father, Dda Dip, in a mock campaign for 3 years, while Nandu
Lai, Bargatj pave in after a few months—hence his cUn was called the half.
f i n the Jhelum Gazetteer the Bharras (sic) are said to be descendants of Shaikh
Natha, of the Manikhiala family, who fled from his home after killing a kinsman, and

died io the oaour of sanctity.
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the Punch valley, whence the Dogras expelled them, though their chief*
still hold large jdgirs in that fief of Kashmir. Naturally the Kathririas
only take wives from Gujars of Rijput descent and only give brides
to men of their own section.*
The Gujars are often said to have 84 clans or sections and in
Ludhi&na their Mir&sis address them as ' Chaur&si got dd diwa,' i. e.3
'Light of the 84 clans'; but other accounts assign them 101, 170 or
even 388 sections.
Of these numerous clans none have any definite superiority over the
rest, though a few have a vague local standing above their neighbours.
Such are the Khobar, Raw&l, W&pe and Dhaliikt in Karnfil—because
they abstain from flesh and liquor, whereas the Chhokar, Kalsfin,
Datyar, Dhosi and R&thi sections do not. Of regular classes there is
hardly a trace, excepting the Minnas who form in Gujrdt a semi-sacred
class. They are descondants of men who have acquired a name for
learning or sanctity and so their descendants cannot give wives to
Gujars of less exalted rank.J Indeed the leading Khat&na family of
Dinga used to consider it derogatory to give daughters to any Gujar
at all and sought bridegrooms in more exalted families, or failing them
let their girls remain unwed. In Gujr&t the Gujars also possess a
curious social organisation, being possessed of 84 darrs or lodges.§
Originally the number was only 54—distributed over the 7 tappas into
which the tract was divided in Akbar's time, but 20 have been added
from various families, and 5 assigned to the Gujars of K&la in Jhelum.
To become a darr-icdld or member requires money, influence and popularity. A candidate must-first, at his son's wedding, obtain the consent
of the existing darr-wdlds, which is not easily done, as there must be no
1
black-balls/ and he must be on good terms with the leading men.
Having been thus elected he must pay so much per dart to the mirdsis.
At present the rate is Rs. 11 per darr so he has to pay 84 x l l = R s . 924,
or nearly 60 guineas as entrance-fee. His descendants remain darr*
wdlds, but his agnates do not acquire the privilege. At a son's wedding in the family a darr-wdld has to pay a fee of not less than 4 annas
to each darr for its mirdsi. The darr-wdlds do not as a rule give
daughters in marriage to those who do not possess equal social standing. The real origin of
\ system does not appear to be known, but it
has some resemblances to the R&jpnt chhat and makdn, and perhaps
more to the lodges of the B£r4 Sdd6t.
*

The social observances of the Gujars are ordinarily those of the other
Hindus or Muhammadans, as the case may be, among whom they live
bat one or two special customs are to be noted.
In Delhi a child is betrothed in infancy by the barber and Brahman
jointly, bn* he is not married till the age of 10 or 12. Prior to the
wedding ie or the other on the bride's part go to the boy's house with
the lagan to discuss the arrangements for the wedding. Half the lik
• P. N. Q. II, § 280.
f The Dbaliks of Keorak in tahail Kaifchal regard themselves as exalted in rank above
the other «ojars in Karnal and used to give daughters to the Khoter and Chhokar
Gojars east of the Jumna. Naturally this led to female infanticide in Keorak.
$ In LndhiAna a few families also bear the title of M&o.
| lit. a door or threshold.

Oujor observance*.
or due* are paid to both these functionaries at betrothal and the other
half at the toga*, whereas JAjs pay the whole at betrothal.
A day or two before the wedding tnadha worship is held, the beam
of a plough being pitched before the house door with a little straw tied
to its top. A large earthen jar with a smaller one full of water on top
of it is also placed beside the beam, a red thread (kaldwa) being
fastened round the uppermost pot. Clearly this is a fertility charm,
and the usage does not imply that the Gujars are devoted to agriculture.
I

In Hoshttrpnr the Gujars have a curious custom at weddings.
Money, called mudda ji rupaiya or ' mudda at one rupee per soul/ is
given by well-to-do Gujars on such an occasion to every Mirfisi present,
regardless of age or sex, aod a pregnant Mirasan gets two rupees, one
for each life. When a Gujjar at a eon's wedding gives this money to the
Mir&sis of cert i specified Gujar got* it is called bhdji, and on the
wedding of any boy of those specified got* the Mir&i of the Gujar who
gave the original bhaji is entitled to a rupee. A Gujar who gives
mudda ji rupaiya is held in high esteem socially and the Mir£ais style
him gharbhin ha data or 'one who is generous even to the child in the
womb/
The Gujars of Nakodar tahsii in Jullundur have the following custom
(called pindwalna) at marriages, a survival of marriage by capture.
The young men of the bridegroom's party gallop round the village,
so as to encircle i t ; those of the bride's party endeavour to prevent
this. If any one of the former succeeds in completing the circle, he is
given a present by the bride's parents. Another custom is, for the
girls of the bride or bridegroom's family to try and prevent one of
their brothers-in-law fron; lighting the fire on which food for the
marriage feast is to be cooked. If he succeeds, he is rewarded bv a
m
present of some article of dress. This custom is called jhalka~bhathi.
In Gurd&spur the Muhammadan Gnjars date their conversion from
Hinduism to the time of Aurungzeb. They still observe Hindu rites,
and on the birth of a son the women make an idol of cow-dung
(govardhan), which is worshipped. The birth of a son is an expensive
event, as besides the Q&zi and Mirttsi who are fee'd, the child's sister
and paternal aunt get clothes and a she-buffalo or money, and the Gaur
Brahman still visits some families as a parohit to bless the child's father
by placing dab grass on his head. At a wedding too he observes this
rite, but the chauka is made by a ? Jir6*j. Herein the boy is seated on a
basket before he dons his wedding ^jrinents and sets out for the bride's
house. No Gujsr is allowed to marry in his own got, but the Bbatia
have given up this restriction, and generally Hindu customs are dying
out among the Muhammadan sections.
In Gnjrdt the customs of the Muhammadan Gujars are in general
similar to those of the Muhammadan Jd(s, but after a birth on the
dkawan day, when the mother bathes and leaves the place of her
confinement, a Brahman comes and makes a square (chauka), on which
a diwd made of aid (flour) is lighted. Big rotis too are cooked, each a
topa in weight, and given to the menials. The Brahman also gets a
* But this custom is not confiaed to the Gujars. It exists among the Mauns alto.
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top* of dU. In mpeotable families Aatoxi ia cooked as well, but it is
eaten only by persona of the aame " bone," i. e., of the aame got.
Married daughtera cannot eat this hal*a because they have left the
got, or section. If a son's wife ia away at ber parent*' house her Hhare
j* aeot her, but none of her parents' family can eat it.
tiilni is not obterved at a marriage by the GuirAt Gujars, but they
obnerve the dawa, or ' imitation' instead. Before the wedding procession leaves the bridegroom's house, the MiMai of the bride's family
goes to see what the numbers of the proceaaion will be and so on. He
and returns, after whioh the weddi
*ww „ w MWP -house. The Gujara also have a da*. w vunum MI payment to the MirtUis of particular families, but it ia done only by those
families, not by all Gujars, whereas the J*ts have their rathackari
chooses. The darr has already
been
weeks before the wedding the gala
oereroony is also observed. Qala means a handful of grain which is
put into the chalet (mill). The gain marks the commencement of the
wedding and is celebrated, after the women of the birddri have
grai

a„ pitcher round which mauli thread has been tied. Amongst Hindus
this mauli ia first tied not onlj to the pitcher but to the chaki> pestle
and mortar, chhaj, etc, as well, and then the dtd and other articles
required for the wedding are got together.
As a caste the Hindu Gujars appear to have no special cults, though
in Gurgaon they fervently celebrate the Gordhau festival, but it is a
Hindu, not a speoial Guiar, fete. In Hissdr Bhairon or Kim
village deity, ia their obief object of worship. The tradition is that
he was born of a virgin. His chief shrine is at Ahror (near Uew&ri in
Gurgaon) where many of the Hiss&r Gujars attend a great festival
held in hia honour in February.
The Muhammadan Gujars of Haz&ra have a ourious legend whioh
recalls those of Drfs, the Prophet, and of Hazrat Ghaus of the Ohihltan
mountain near Quetta.* Their anoestor Nand Mihr, they relate, used
to serve the Prophet and once gave him a draught of water while at
prayer. The Prophet promised to fulfil his every wish and Nand Mihr
asked that his wife might bear him children, so the Prophet gave him
a charm (tawiz) for her to eat, but she did not eat it. This occurred
thirty-nine times, and when the Prophet gave Nand the fortieth charm
he made his wife eat them all at once. In due course she bore him
forty children, but finding that he could not support them all Nand Mihr
turned thirty-nine of them adrift. They prospered and built a house
into whioh they would not admit their unnatural father, so he, on the
Prophet's advice, surrendered to them hia remaining son also,
Deaoendanta of these forty sons are said to he found in other parts of
the Punjab and Kashmir but not in Haa&ra itself, save as immigrants.
•ml
that in the Gojra (? Gujret) something like a regular aidpd is observed
on the death of a buffalo, the women mourning for it almost as if for
•

*

4

• Bet Damea' Popular Poetry of the Balochee, p. 189, and Maaaon'i Travels, London
1844.1L p, 86.

\
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human being. A. similar custom is noted in Attock, in which Distriot
the women may often be seen with veiled faces weeping over the death
of a milch buffalo.
In Hoshiarpur Gujar women are in great request as wet-nurses and
dwellers in towns frequently put out children to nurse with them for a
year or more in order that they may grow up strong. Some Gujars
will not allow their women to go into the towns with milk, and regard
themselves as superior to those who allow this practice, refusing th«m
their daughters in marriage. The freedom of Gujar women in this
respect has given rise to a general idea that they are immoral.
In dress the Gujars are not distinguished by any. marked peculiarities. In Gurgaon it is said that the Gujri dresses like a Kanjri, which
reminds one of the proverb :
Zainin b<i yah sul banjar shawad,
Gujar he yak nukta Kanjar shawad,
" In one year land becomes waste,
4
By one dot Gujar' becomes ' Kanjar' "*
and probably is just as near the truth. In Karn&l the women weave
f
chausi, both 6ne (dhotar) and coarse {g irhd)t of cotton, and it is usually
dyed blue or red, and then printed. In Nabha they-are said not to
wear gold ornaments.
The Gujars in Bahdwalpur have a hereditary representative (pagband)
who presides at weddings and funerals, but he exercises no powers and
receives no fees.
The dialect of the Gujars is Gujari or Gojari. I t has strong
affinities with the language of Jaipur and is akin to R&jasthani. Gujari
is spoken by the Himalayan Gujars, including those of the Siw&lik in
Hoshiarpur, but elsewhere the Gujars generally speak the dialects of
the people amongst whom they dwell.t
GUJARATi, or Bids, are described by Sir Denzil Ibbetson as "Brahmans who
came from Gujar&t in Sindh, are in some respects the highest class of
all Brahmans; they are always fed first; and they bless a Gaur when
they meet him, while they will not eat ordinary bread from his hands.
They are fed on the 12th day after death, and the Gaurs will not eat
on the 13th day if this has not been done. But they take inauspicious
offerings. To them appertain 'especially the Rihu offerings made at
an eclipse. They will not take oil, sesame, goats, or green or dirty
clothes; but will take old clothes if washed, buffaloes, and satndja.
They also take a special offering to Rahu made by a sick person, who
puts gold in ghi, looks at his face in it, and gives it to a Gfijardti, or
who weighs himself against satndja and makes an offering of the grain,
A buffalo which has been possessed by a devil to that degree that he
has got on to the top of a house (no difficult feat in a village), or a
foal dropped in the month of iS&wan, or a buffalo calf in M&gh, are
given to the Gujardti as being unlucky. No Gaur would take them.
At every harvest the Gujar&ti takes a small allowance (seori) of grain
from the threshing floor, just as does the Gaur." The divisions or the
Gujar&ti are described on pp. 140-1 supra,
*

^H^H^H^^^^Hl

* HoBhidrpur S. R., 1885, p. 54.
t Census Report,
p. 335.

^ H ^ ^ I ^ ^ H ^ ^ H
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GtfJJRAL, a Muhammadan J i t tribe found in Gujr&t, and descended from a
boy who was suckled by a Gujar foster-mother. I t settled in Gujnit in
the time of Auraugzeb.
a Sikh sect, or rather order, founded by one GuMb D£s,
an UdJsf of Chatthd or Chattianw<ila near Kasur.
Its doctrines
may be described as Epicurean in tendency, though the accounts
given of them vary as to the precise tenets of the sect. One story is that
they disbelieve in the existence of God, and only revere living priests
of their own persuasion. Gulab Das, though originally an Uddsf, is
6aid to have fallen under the influence of one HiraD*ts, nsadh of Kasur,
and about 70 years ago he discarded a faqir's nudity for ordinary
raiment, proclaiming that he had had a vision which convinced him
that he had no religious superior, that pilgrimages were waste of time
and temples not possessed of any sanctity. Mr. Maclagan says that
the real founder of the sect was an Udasi named Piitam Das who
received some slight at a Kumbh bathing festival on the Gauges and
so started a now sect. His principal disciple was Gulab Dds, a Sikh
J&t, who had been a r/horchdra or trooper in Maharaja Sher Singh's
army and joined the new sect on the collapse of the Sikh monarchy.
He compiled the scripture called Updes Bilds, and it is his tomb at
Chattianwdla which is resorted to by bis disciples. Mr. Maclagan
added:—

GULABDASI(A),

" T h e Gulabdasis have thrown over asceticism and have proceeded
to the other extreme. They originally held that all that was visible
in the universe was God, and that there was no other. It is said that
Gulab Das declared himself to be Brahm and many of his disciples
believe themselves to be God ; and, properly speaking, their faith is
that man is of the same substance as the deity, and will be absorbed
in hirn, but for the most part thoy are looked on by their neighbours
as denying the existence of God altogether. They do not believe in
a personal future life, and dispense with the veneration of saints
and with pilgrimages and religious ceremonies of all kinds. Pleasure
alone is their aim ; and renouncing all higher objects they seek only
for the gratification of the senses* for costly dress and tobacco, wine
and women, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life. They are
scrupulously neat in their attire and engage in all worldly pursuits,
some of them being men of considerable wealth. They are said to have
an especial abhorrence for lying, and there is certainly little or no
hypocrisy in their tenets. In appearance they v a r y ; some always
wear white clothes; others preserve the Ud&si dress ; others are clothed
r
like tho Nirmalas ; and others are distinguished b} being always shaved.
They are of course greatly distrusted and, to some extent, despised by
their co-religionists, and their numbers are said to be on the decrease.
The Gul&bdasis are returned mainly from Lahore and Jullundur.*
They admit any caste to the sect, but the different cartes admitted
do not eat with each other or intermarry.
>>

Gul&b Dis abolished the hes or Sikh fashion of wearing the hair,
allowed bis followers to smokn and only acknowledged such passages
#

They are also found in 4mritsar and Ferozepore and have dehras in Amblla and
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of tha Granth as aocorded with his own views. The Gulibdisfs do not
frequent the ordinary fairs, but have a large fathering of their own,
which lasts six days, during the Soli. The author of the Panjdbi
Dictionary says that GuIAb Dis inclined on the whole towards
paathetsm.
Gcujaiaa, fan. -f, a v
QiiAu, see Ghul&n.
GGLEHAB, «** Golara.
GoiMkju, GGLHAJMA, a section of tha Aroffs, a man of that section, {Panjdbi
Dicty., p. 410).
Guuuisi, see Kunih&r.
GCMBANI, a clan of Path&ns found in the Nowshera tahsil of Peshawar.
*

the '• white' party in the Marwat plain of-Banna j see under
Spin. The ' black ' or Tor party is known as the Gundi-Abezar.
Shihp

GUHDI-NAWAZAN,

R&jputs. They claim to have
^3
acquired their lands from Naw&b Ghdzi Khdn to whom they present
gave them as much land as they oould compass
day and a night': (Panjdbi Dicty., p. 415).
-

•

GOEAYA

an unimportant Path&n tribe, which accompanied the WAZIB in
their movements, and once occupied the hills between their Mabstid
and Darvesh Khel brethren, where they disputed the possession of the
Ghabbar peak with the Bitanni. They have now returned to their
original seat west of the Khost range and north of the Dawari, who
hold the trans-border banks of the Toobi river.

GGRBUZ,

an organized BALOCH tuman, own the Mdri and DrAgal
hills, and their boundary extends further iuto the mountains than that
of any other of the tribes subject to us; while their territory does not
extend much to the east of the SulaiirAns. They are divided into eleven
claus, of which the chief are the Durkfini, ShekAni Lash&ri (a subturban), Pit&6, Jisatk&ni, and Sabz&ni. The last four are true Baloch
and the last three Rinds ;* the remainder of the tribe being said to have
descended from Gorifh, a grandson of R&ja Bhimsen of HaidarilbAd,
who was adopted by the Baloch and married among them. He is
said to have accompanied Hum&yun to Delhi, and on his return to
have collected a Baloch following and ejected the Pethdn holders from
the present Gnroh&ni holdings. It is not impossible that a considerable number of the Lashdri clan, who are not too proud of their affiliation to the Gurch&ni, may have returned themselves as Lashdri simply,
and so have been included in the Lasbiri tribe. The whole of tbi
Durk&ni and about half of the Lash&ri live beyond our border, and are
not subject to us save through their connection with the tribe. The

GOBCHANI,

t*<

* Dames' account is different. He says that the principal part of tha tribe if Dodai, the
Sy4hph4<Zb Durkini being Rinds, and the Pitifi, Jogini ana Ohio* are probably partly
Rinds: while the Lashiris (except the Gahola and Bhandi) ana tha Jiitktnif art
Laahiria; and the Suhriinis and Holawinis are Bolethii.

Gurdali—GutM.
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latter is the most turbulent of all the clans, and they and the Pitdfi
used to rival the Khosa tribe in lawlessness of conduct. They were
given fresh lands prior to 1881 and gradually settled down. They are
only found in Dera Gh&zi, and have their head-quarters at L&lgarh,
near Harrand, in that District. There is also a Gurch&ni clan among
the Lunds of Sori.
GUBDALI, a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
GUBKE,

an Ardin clan (agricultural) fonnd in Montgomery.

GUBKHA.—The ruling and military race of Nep&l, only found in the Punjab

as members of our Gurkha regiments. The Gurkha invasion will be
fouud described in the Sirmur Gazetteer} pp. 16—18, the Simla
Gazetteer, and the Kdngra Settlement Report, by Sir James LyaJi, § 82,
but it left practically no traces on the ethnic elements of the Punjab
Himalayas. The Gurkhas are of mixed Aryan and Mongolian blood.
An interesting account of them will be found in Hodgson's Essays,
and their organisation which in some respects closely reproduces
phenomena found in the Hindu castes of the Punjab, is described in
Vansittart's work.
GDBMANG.—An insignificant class of criminals found in the Rawalpindi
district, where some of them are registered as criminals,
a BALOCH tribe scattered through Deras Gh&zi and Ismail Kh&a
and Muzaffargarh.

GURMANI,

Brahmans who minister to the Cham£rs, Aheris
and other outcasts. They are not recognized as Brahmans by the other
classes; and though they wear the sacred thread it is perhaps possible
that their claim to Brahman origin is unfounded. Yet on the whole it
seems most probable that they are true Brahmans by descent, but have
fallen from their high position. They are often called Chamarwa sadhs.

GOBRA OR CHAMARWA.—The

GORDN,

a Hindu J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

or RUFAI.—One of the irregular Muhammadan orders, said to
have been founded by one Sayyid Ahmad Kabir. It is so called from
the fact that its members excite the compassion of the public by
beating their breasts
ith studded maces (gurz). They also carry
about iron chains which they handle when red-hot, and knives and
daggers and needles which they thrust through their flesh. The
author of the Qdnun-i-Isldm
(a book relating to Southern India)
gives some details of their powers:" they level blows at their backs
with their swords, thrust a soit through their sides or into their eyes
both of which they take out and put in again ; or cut out theii toiigm &
which, on being replaced in their rnoutbs, reunite. Nav, they even
sever the head from the body and glne them together aga-n with
1
saliva/ and so on, ad nauseam.

GCRZMAR

a small sept, some 60 souls in number, of the Bhall section of the
J&ts found in Hadi&ra, a village >n Lahore. They are descendants of
one Gurbakhsh Singh, a Sikh Jat who earned the nickname < Guf!<
,;
(" a collection of all that is Lad ) by his thieving propensities i t hbefore the British conquest of the Punjab. He owned littlo i r
,L
poverty compelled his descendants to continue his career of crime/

GCTKA,
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Gyani—Ghodr,
•

one possessing divine knowledge, a sage, from gydn, divine know
traditional interprets
of the Grar. •7.

GYANT,

GYAZBINGPA,

*ee Chdhzang.

an occupational term for a Hindu cowherd and shepherd. In the
Punjab a Hindu milkman, butter-maker and cowherd is called a gwdld
f
and is generally b} caste an Ahir* ; but if a Muhammadan, he would
be called a ghosi and is often a Gujar by tribe. The Ahir gwdld* of
the Punjab used to buy milk largely of the ghosis for butter-making,
of which they had the monopoly. Till the Mutiny the ghosis were
simply milk-sellers, but after it they took to butter-making also,
Hindus will buy milk of a Hindu gwala, or a Muhammadan ghosi, but
not of th« latter if water has been mixed with the milk, a6 the water
would de61e them. When gwdlds purchase milk of Muhammadan
ghosis to make b ter they are supposed to see the cow milked.

GWALA,

GwAB,t GWARIA, a nomad caste of Hindus, low in the social scale, and said
to be broken-down Banj&ras who having lost their cattle and other
property have taken to wicker work and lead a gipsy existence. But
other accounts make them an offshoot of the Sdnsis or Nats. They
also make sirki or screens of reed and set millstones. In Hiss&r
popular legend makes them descendants of a Bhil woman by a Rajput,
and in this District they are settled in Hd-nsi and Bhiw&ni tahsfls,
engaged in ordinary labour as well as mat-making, and described
as intermarrying with Banj&ras. They are con6ued to the south-east
Districts of the Punjab.
* For the Gw41bans of the Ahirs see under Ahir.
| Possibly Gaw&r, q.v.
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H
HABiAsr, a synonym of KUKA.
HADI, a general labourer who makes bricks, carries earth, Vegetables, etc.,
for hire, in Kingra. He resembles in some respects the Kumh£r in
the plains.
HADWAL, a numerous and powerful tribe in the territories of Kashmir and
rivals of the JUNBALS.
HAIBOKS, a Kbarral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
HAJARI, see HAZARA.

the name by which a branch of the Ghuinroan Jats is known.
It is of Rdjput status, and is descended from Harpdl aud Kanpdl,
two of the three sons of Jodha. The thi»'d son, Sanpdl, espoused
twenty-two wives of various casres, and so the Hnjauiis, who remained
R&jputs, refused to iutermarry with their children and they sank to
J&t status.*
HAJJAM, a barber ; see N A I .
HAJIJAH {Rajputs), a branch of the Rajputs, apparently extinct, from whom
the Ghumman, Hajudh, Khira, Tatli and Wains J£t tribes claim to
be descended.t
HAJAOLI,

HAJRA,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in (Multdn, probably Bijra or Hinjrd).

J^t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
HAKLA, a section of the Gujars.
The Haklds of Gujr^t boast origin even more exalted than the
Gujars of R£jput blnod, for they claim descent from Alexander the
Great and give the following pedigree :

HAKI

ALEXANDER THE GREAT.
I
Gang, grandson, held Khorisdn.
Raja Jagdeo of Mathra, which his deHcendants ruled for 14 generations.
I
R£ja Nand P a l l

r
Godan.

I

*

i
Dhor.

M4au\

i
Dhol.

i
V

1

Raja Bham&na.
Ri.j'4 Sang£na, rnler of Mathra and Narwarkot
R4ja Hik.
I
Ra/ja Baru, founder of Barnali in 1009.
I
Grandson, dethroned by Muhammad of Ghor.
* Amin Chand's Hist i>f the Stalkot Diet, pp. 45-6. This account of the Chaman
(Ghumman) tribe adds that the genuine Bajoali (sic) Uajputs arc still to be found in
Riwalpiudi and Jhelura.
t-flt«*. of Si&lkot. pp 21, 22. 24, 2<; and 20. [? A misprint for Bajwa\]
J In Ludhiana the tradition is that R«ji Garb of Mathra had two sons, Dara (who*»e
descendants became R4jputs) and Nand Mahr, who settled in Guzerat and thus bccamo
the progenitor of the Gujars, by a woman of Guzerat, who bore him 19 sons.

/
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Sdl~Hdli.
As Rajputs the H a t Ids claim to be PanwSrs, and derive their name
c
from R£j£ Hik or Hikdar who overran all India * and was king of
R£jput&na. Raj& Baru, however, held the Jatch Doib and Mathra, but
Muhammad of Ghor deposed his son and grandson for aiding Khusrau
Malik, last of the Gbaznivides.* Under the Sikhs the Haklis again
rose to some power. Their chief, Chandu Ahmad Khan recovered
Zamdn Shah Abd£li's guns from the Jhelum for Ranjit Singh and
received a grant of Barn&li and Bh&go, with Rs. 25,000 a year. His
grandson, Mihr Ali, sided with the British at Chili&nw&kL.

HAL, a tribe of J&ts which once held the tract now occupied by the Lillas
in the Jhelum Thai, but now reduced to a few families. Extensive
mounds west of Lilla village mark the site of their ancient settlement.
a term applied to a converted sweeper, Chuhrd, or any other
outcaste who has embraced Isl&m and only eats what is permissible
under its law. Properly, according to the Panjabi Dicty., p. 424, halaU
khor, ' one who e. J carrion/

HALAL-KHOB,

HALAWAT,

see Ahl£wat.

the skinner and dresser of hides among the Gaddi tribes. He also
makes shoes and weaves baskets of hill bamboo, and makes green leaf
platters. Occasionally the H&li removes nightsoil. The H61is are
the most numerous and important of the menial castes throughout
Chamba and are chiefly employed in field labour, either as farmservants to the higher castes or as tenants. They also weave pattu
or woollen stuff. The following is a list of the H£li gots found in
Kangra:
Badhora.
Khawal.
Khripir.
B4di.|
Basitira.
Khar ere.
Chilkhwin.
Kodhe.
Dhulkan.
Marenu.
Ghahi.
MhahiD.
Ghelin.
Pachrin.
Jurgho.
Rimsin.
Kahan.
Rihinn.
Kardocha.
I
Torain.

HALI,

The Hilis are ; or claim to be, endogamous,and would not at any rate
give a daughter to a Baxii (who was not a Hali), a Dhaugri, a Rihara
or a Sippi. Marriage is both infant and adult. A man may espouse
his wife's si3ter. Sexual license before marriage is not tolerated, even
in the case of a ghar-jucmtru (the ghar-jawai or resident son-in-law of
the plains). Halis follow the Gaddi wedding customs. The plaiting of
the brides hair before the bed rite is dcno by the bride's mother and
is called khrdru sir. That done after it is done by her mother-in-law
and is called suhdgan sir. Polygamy is allowed and so is divorce.
A divorcee can remarry, but a widow may not esponse her husband's
elder brother. Widow remarriage is celebrated by the women's putting
a dori on the bride, and her husband's placing a bdla in her nose.
* Yet the Haklas are said to have accompanied Muhammad of Ghor when he conquered
Herit. (Is the Herit tract in the modern District of Gujrit meant r) For a ballad
composed by a mird$i of the Haklas see Indian Antiquary, 1908, p. 2108.
t Apparently a separate caste.
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HAMANDK»C,
HAMAR,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n tahsil.

HAMARA,

a 36% clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

HAMATE,

a 36% clan (agricultural) found in MultSn.

HAMDANI,
HAMDI,

a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and Amritsar,

a J&t clan (agricultural) W n d in Mult&n.

HAMOKA,

an Agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

a neighbour, a client: as Applied to a clan on the Frontier the
term implies clientship, subordination to a true Pajhan clan, and,
usually, Hindki origin.
HAMSBIBAH, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n and in Bahdwalpur.

HAMSAYA,

one of the four great schools of doctrine of the Sunni Muhammadans. Described by Mr. Maclagan as " followers of Ibn Hanbal
(A. D. 780-885), chiefly confined to the neighbourhood of Baghdad
and not found iu the Punjab—at leant none have been entered in ourCensus returns/' The modern Ahl-i-Hadfs follow, to some extent, the
teachings of this school.
HAKBI, a J a t tribe, which has one branch settled in the Gurchani and
another in the Tibbi Lund country of tahsil J£mpur in Dera Gh£zi
Kh£n, where for purposes of tribal organization they are reckoned as
belonging to those tribes. The tribe has adopted Baloch manners,
customs* and dress.
HANDA, a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
HANBALI,

HAND A,

a KHATKI got o section.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Kapurthala, Amritsar and in
Si&lkot, where it claims solar R&Jpui orig
and descend ^frora Rim
Chandra. Handal, its eponyra, lived in Ajudhia; and Sir, fifth in
descent from him, being outcasted migrated to the Amritear district
in the Punjab and is descendants married J£{ wives and took to
agriculture.
HANDAL, a tribe of Ji^s.
HANDALI, the third oldest sect of the Sikhs. The Handili were the followers
of Bidhi Chand, son of Hand&lr a Jdt °f the Minjha, who had been
converted by Amar D£s, the third Guru. BidM Chand was apparently
a priest at Jandi&la Guru, in Amritear, who was abandoned by hifl
followers on account of his union with a Muhammadan wife, and who
then devised a creed of his own. He compiled a granth and a janmsdkhi, in which he endeavoured to exalt Hand&l to the rank of chief
apostle and relegate Guru N&nak to a second place,];, representing him

HANDAL,

* Punjab Customary

Law, XVI, p. ii.

fHindal was the Guru's cook, but was appointed hmatandi. Maclagan, § 97.
1 He assign* Nanak's birth to the month of Kitik.
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as a mere follower of Kabir. Bidhi Chand died in 1654 A. D. and
was succeeded by Devi D&s, his son by his Muhammadan wife. Under
Muhammadan persecution the Hand&lis denied they were Sikhs of
N&nak,* and subsequently Ranjifc Singh deprived them of their lands.
The Handalis are now called Niranjaru?, or worshippers of God under
the name of Niranjan, "The Bright." They reject all Hindu rites at
weddings and funerals, paying no reverence to Brahmans. They have
a special marriage rite of their own, and at funerals perform no kiria
harm or phul.
HAN^YB, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
one of the great schools of doctrine of the Sunni Muhanimadana*
Mr. Maclagan described them as " followers of the lin&in Abu H&nifa
(A. D. 699-769), whose doctrines are distinguished by the latitude
allowed to private judgment in the interpretation of the law. The
greater part of th9 Sunnis of Northern India who belong to any school
at all belong to this. The founder of the school is known to his
followers as the Im&ni Azam or Great Jm&m, and our figures for
H&ni6s include those who have returned themselves as adherents of the
Im£m Azam."
HA$JJAN, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
HANIFIA,

HANJI,

fem.

-AN,

a boatman, a caste in Kashmir.

HANJftA, a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery
(doubtless Hinjr^).
HAKJEAB, a J£fc clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar (doubtless Hinjr&).
a clan of the Kodai Karl&nri P a g a n s , affiliated to the Mangal, but
of Sayyid origin. With the Mangal they left their Karl&nri home in
BirmiV crossed the Sulaimans into the modern Bannu and settled in the
valleys of the Kurram and Gambila rivers. They were expelled by the
Bannuchi P a g a n s a century later. Raverty, however, makes " H o n a i "
and Wardag sons of Kodui's sister and adopted by him, but ho relates
the story that a Sayyid, a pious Darvesh, Sayyid Muhammad, settled
among the Karlarnai and other Patb&ns and took to wife a daughter
from the Karlirnai and two other tribes. The Sayyid origin of the
Hanni thus appears undoubted.
HANOTBAH, a Brahman sept which ministers to the Malhi J6ts.
HANNI

a small H\ clan foujjd in Jind, Ludhidna, Multdn and Montgomery.t
In the latter District it has a Sidh, B&ba Sulaim&n, at H6ns, to whom
bridal pairs make offerings. The name appears to be connected with
hane, a swan or goose.

HANS

HANSALAH,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

HAHBABAH,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

HANBI,

an Ar&fn. clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
A

>

* MaclagaD (§ 97) aays the guriu of the Niranjan! actually took service with Ahmad SMh
Abdali and thereby drew down on themselves terrible vengeance irom Charat
Singh
k
early a91762, when he attacked Jandi41a.
B

tin these two latter districts it is classed both as Jit and Rijput (agricultural), but
alone, in Mtiltin, and in Ludhiina. M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H

•
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HAQfQi, a sect doubtfully identified with the A H M - H A D I S ; but the term
u
v
simply means genuine" or •' literal and may refer to some other sect.
HABAJKE,

a sept of the Bhattfs, found in SidlkoJ.

h J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&o.

HABAR,

HARDASIA,
HABGAN,
HARJ,

a small religious sect or order of faqirs.

a Bijput clan (agricultural) found in Shiihpur.

a Jty olan (agricultural) found in MulWn.

a trifie of J6ts found in Jind. They have ajathera at Shadi Hari and
out of a pond there cast seven handfuls of earth at the Dew61i in his
name,

HABI,

a sept of Rijputs found in Hoshi&rpur.
Dadw<U.

HARCHANP,

It ranks below the

HABIPAL—HABPAUi (the latter is the older form), one of the three sons of

Dom or Dam, son or grandson of J£r and founder of the Haripdl division of the SHE RAN* i Pajhrins.
HABL,

a J£( clan (agricultural) found in Sb&hpur (doubtless Harral).

fern. HABNIANT, a highly criminal tribe, with a non-criminal minority,
found in the Ludhiina, Jullundur and Hoshi&rpnr districts.
The H&rnfs of Ludhi£na have a ctfrious tradition of descent from one
Najaf Kh6n,a Pajhin, who was a friend of Sh^h Abdul Karftn of Gilan.
With his 8 sons Najaf Kh£n accompanied the saint in the army of
Mahmud of Ghazni, receiving for his service lands at Mansuri near
Delhi. The sons married Hindu Rajput wives and thus became Rajputs.
?
Najaf Kh6n 8 descendants settled in various parts of L,dia. those of bis
four'younger sons in Bhatner, Uch, Dhodiikot and Mult^n, whence in
1671 A. D. they migrated into Kapurthald. At Barnfen Khera, their
settlement in Bik£ner, the Bha((is among the Eirnfs quarrelled with
the Tur and Mand£har septs, and were driven out. But they were
accompanied by those of their women who had married into ether septs
and whose children fled with them. Another version is tnat famine
drove th6m from Bik£ner.
However thifi may be, the Harnfs became mercenaries of R£i Kalla
Kh&n of R&ikofc and he gave them several villages in jdgir. In return
they ravaged his enemies' lands, but when the K&i's family declined the
Hirnis* villages were handed over to the Kapurthali chief by Banjit
Singji, and they themselves were soon banished from the State on
charges of killing kine. This was in 1818 and in 1847 they made an
unsuccessful petition to the British authorities to be reinstated in their
land. They were then allotted some waste land near Jagr^on io tho
Ludhiina; distriet, but it was wholly inadequate for their support and
the Barnfs settled down to a life of crime, rapidly becoming expert
burglars and daring thieves. Almost every form of theft is attributed
to them, but they are peculiarly skilful in the form of burglary called
tapd which consists in jumping on to the roof of a house and snatching
the ornaments off its sleeping inmates. The H&rnis of Kirf in Ludhi£na,
and two or three villages in Jullundur and HoshiArpur are known M

HASNI,

^
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Gannfm&r* H&rnfs. Their women used to enter the houses of well-todo people as servants, mistresses or even wives, and eventually plunder
them in collusion with their male relatives, who obtained access to the
house in the guise oifaqirs.
In their own argot the Hdrnis call themselves B&hli. Various explanations of the name H&rni are suggested: from heri, huntsman, from her
a herd, and from hdr a road. Others say that Xtai Kalla so nick*named
huntsmen. Probably
the word means thief;
The H&rni gots are numerous, considering the smallness of their
numbers. The Hdrni genealogies are reported to be kept by the family
of Pir Shdh Abdul Karim and all the information regarding them was
obtained in 1881-82 from the late Pir Zahtir-u 1-Din of Delhi, his
descendant. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B ^ ^ ^ ^ H
Bhattf Sejpfil.
N£ru or Chhajle or Bhattf Lakhanp41.
Bhattf Bharipa'l or Rahmir.
" R4hmasurke.
„ Rihdir.
DhaddA.
Bhanas.
Chauhan.
Walta or Bahli.f
Bhattf Phuski.
Sangri.
Sacne

? Ghuni* or Ghumia.
Ladhar.
Padhar.
Shadiwal.
Lathik.

MArf.

Baki.

Tur.
i, Shaikh-parhaX
„ Dhoduko or Dhuddfke.
Ma dahar.
„
Gujjar.
Paw£nr.

Jitang.

The curious point about these gots is that the forebear of each is
speciBed in the table of descent from Najaf Kh&n. All these gots are
descended from his four younger sons. To these must be added the
Gul and Pachenke gots found in Tappar and Kfrf respectively. The
superiority of the Bh»t(f got is recognised by placing several cloths
over the corpse of one of its members on its journey to the grave :
other fi&rnis have to be content with a single cloth.
By religion the H£rnis are strict Muhammadans of th« Qddiria and
Hanifia sects, it is said, and frequent the shrines of Sh&hi Sh&h in
Gagra, of Hassu Sbiih in Tappar, of Z&hir Willi in BodalwdW, besides
those of Sh£h Abdul Karim in Delhi, the Chishtf shrine at Ajmer and
that of Taimur Sh&h in Surat. The Hirnis do not, however, refrain
from liquor.
The male H&rnf averages 5 feet 7 inches in height, is well but not
heavily built, wiry and perfectly healthy. In disposition the tribe i s
frank and out-spoken, and less secretive than other criminal tribes.
•Probably from gaunit the Harni word for road, and so meaning highwayman: or
possibly from g<mit 'the.'.'
m
t
The Harnfs of Kiri are now well-behaved, having given up thieving and taken to cultivation The Gaunfmars are Also said by their fellow Harnfs to be so called because they slew
one of their women, named Gaum, en account of her frailty. For this reason, and also
because the Kfrl Harm's committed offences ihrough their women, the otht-r Hiims have
few dealings with Gaunfmira and rarely intermarry with thfm- a stoiy which is wnclly
incredible.

t Cf. the Bind? own same for themselves BihH,
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From boyhood habits cf endurance and activity are inculcated and a
HArni man will walk 30 or 40 miles in a single night ia carrying out a
burglary.
Huuriit, a bran ch of the A win..
a li&jput tribe, which claims to be descended from the same
ancestor, RAi Bhtipa, as the Kharral, but by another son ; and to be
Punwir R&jputs who came from Jaisalmer to Uch, and thence to
Kam&lia in the Montgomery district- Mr. Steedman said that in Jhang,
where only they are found on thb left bank of the Upper Cheuib,
tradition makes them a branch of tht Ahirs, and that they are almost
the worst thieves in the district, owning large flocks 8 nH herds which
they pasture in the oentral steppes, and being bad cultivators. Another
account says they were originally Bhuttyi J&ts settled at Majela, a
village in Shihpur, whence they migrated under their Pir, Shfih
Danlat. As strict Muhammadans they employ no Brahmans and will
not eat anything left by one who does not perform the daily nimdz.
1
Marriage within tho tribe is preferred, but is allowed with Bains,
Gondal, Sindhan J&{s, Lalis, Laks, Kharrals, etc. In Montgomery tha
Harral (Harl) are classed as a 3&% (agricultural) tribe. They are all
Muhammadans in this District.

HAIRAL,

HisAL, an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur.
HASAM,

a J&( clan (agricultural) found in Multin.

HASANI, see SAYYID,

a well known sept of the Adam Khel Afridis, which with the
Jawakki occupies the range between Koh£t and Peshawar, from Akor,
west of the Kohdt Pass to the Khatak boundary. Tho Hasau Khel
hold the southern border of the Pesh&war district.
BASNANA, a clan of the Si&ls.
HASAN KHBL,

a Baloch tribe of uncertain origin which once held a large part of
the country now held by the Marris, by whom they wore all but destroyed. A fragment now forms a clan among the Khetr&ns near the
Han Pass. Possibly Pa thin by origin but more probably Khetnin, the
remaining Hassanis speak Balochi.
HASSAMZAI, one of the three main sections of the Jaduns (Gaduns) in fiaz&ifej
settled in and round Ohamtaur and in the Mangal and Bagra tracts. The
obsolete chieftainship of the Jadans was vested in a family of this
section.
HATAMO, an Ar&fn clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
HASSAKI,

HATHAB, a

J£( clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
HATIKHKL.—The most numerous, orderly and wealthy clan of the Ahinadzai
branch of the WAZ{B Path£ns settled in Bannu. It is divided into two
• main branches, the Kaimal and Idal, tho Kaimalkhel oatnumberipg tbo
Id&Ikbei by four to one. ' The Kaimalkhel has three chief sections,
Ali- or Khaidar Khel fwith a Patolkhel sub-section mostly found in the
hills), Musa and Purha Khels—all settled iu tho Marwat plain. Th©
Idalkhel have four sections Bai, Bakkar, is a and Kahnal (II)—also
settled in the plain. The Sirkikhel is* a trtiifcll clan, now practically a
•
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HatuLr-Bensi.
branch of the Hatikhel, with three main sections, Tohla, Bahla and
Shuni, all settled in the Bannu Thai.
•

a tribe of J&Js found in Gujr£t and so called because they asea to
practise female infanticide. They migrated from Sh£bpur to Gujrit in
Akbar's time.

HATIAB,

HATTAB,

an agricnltnral clan found in Sh6hpur.

a sept of the Bha^is, in Sialkot, descended from Bhoni, 7th in
descent from Bha((i. One of Bhoni's descendants, Kai D&nu, in whose
family the custom of female infanticide prevailed, had a daughter who
was rescued by a Brahman and kept by him for four years, but at
last, thinking that her father would be certain to kill her, if be ever
found her, he put her to death himself, and the sept has become known
9
as Hatti&ri, lit* ' one guilty of killing a cow or a Brahjnan.

HATTIAIU,

a se( t of Br*1imang who migrated with the Mairs from Jnmmu and
still receive small fees at weddings, etc., from the Chaudhri&l of Chakw&l. The weighman's business of that town is in their hands, but they
are Swill recognised by other Brah mans as of that caste. Their name is
ascribed to their former dread {haul) of forcible conversion to Isl&m.

HAULI,

a race usually but erroneously styled Pa^hin. They are almost
certainly Mongol Tartars, and derive t^eir name from hazdra, the
u
Persian equivalent of the Turki ming or legion." Settled in their
present abodes by Changiz'Kh&n they hold the Paropamisus of the
ancients, from K&bul and Ghazni to Her&t and from Kaudah&r to
Balkh. Owing to thfeir strict rule of intermarriage they have retained
their physical and physiognomic characteristics and are " aa pore
Mongols as when they settled over 600 years ago with their families,
their 6ocks and their worldly possessions." In the interior of their
country they were almost wholly independent until subdued by the late
Amir Abdur Rahmdn of Afghanistan. They do not give their name
to the Eaz£ra District of the North-West Frontier Province, nor
apparently to the Chach-Haz&ra in the Attock tahsii.* The Haz&ras
are not settled in the Punjab, but are found in it as labourers and
also enlist in Pioneer regiments. All are Sbias by sect, and in consequence regarded as heretics by the Sunni Afghans. They are fully
described in Bellew's Races of Afghanistan.

HAZABA,

HBMBAJI,

an obscure Hindu sect found in Multdn.

Hesi, a low caste of professional musicians and dancers found in
Kullu and the Simla Hill States. Their women perform as dancing
girls. They appear to be also called BspA (or the Bedas are a group
of the Hesis). In Spiti the Hesi appears to be also called Hesir (aw
Ohahzang) and BETA (incorrectly Batia) and there they form a low
caste, which is returned as Hindu, and which, like the Lohdr, is
excluded from social intercourse with the other classes. The Hasi is
1
called ' the 18th caste, 1 or the odd caste which is not required, for no

HBNBI,

• See Imptrial OaMetteer, new ed. X, p. 115.
t The l8ih would apparently be the lowest caste or clas*. The expression reminds us of
the ' eighteen elements of the State * referred to in the Chamba inscriptions; see the
Serological Survey Rep. for 1902-03, pp. 251 and 268.
i

*
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one will eat; from his hands. Yet he too has his inferiors and professes
not to eat from the hands of a Lob£r, or from those of a N4th, the
Kullu title for a Jogi. Ordinarily a beggar the He3i sometimes
engages in petfcy trade, and to call a transaction a Hesi's bargain is to
imply that it is mean and paltry. In Lahul and Spiti the Hesi is the
only class that owns no land, and a proverb says: ' The Beda no land
and the dog no load.' The men play the pipes and kettle-drum and
the women dance and sing, and play the tambourine.
Hen,

or PoRAwir,/* the third of the group of JaJ tribes which includes
the Bhullar and M&n also. Their home appears to lie north of theSutlej
and they are found in considerable numbers under the hills from Amb&la
in the east to Gajr&c ia the we9t, and throughout the whole upper
valley of that river. There is a very old village called Her in the
Nakodar tahsil of Jullundur which is still held by Her J&fs, who say
that they have lived there for a thousand years ; in other words for an
indofiuite period.
AHEB,

HSBI, see AHEBI.

Hssij see
HJESIB,

HENSI.

see Ohahzang.

(1) an important J£( clan, i.q. HINJBA : (2) a eunuch, also called
khun8<i, khojd, khusrd, mukhannas, or, if a dancing eunuch dressed
in woman's clothes, zankhd.
Formerly employed by chiefs and
people of rank to act as custodians of their feiaale apartments and
known as khwdjasard, nawdb ovndzir, they are still found in R£jput&oa
in this capacity. In the Punjab the hijra is usually a 4*raidr> i.e.,
attached to a 4&ra. He wears bangles on his wrists, and other
feminine ornaments. If dressed in white, he wears no turban, but a
shawl, and his hands are stained with henna. Hijras affect the names
of men, but talk among themselves like women. They visit people's
houses when a son has been born to d-ince and play upon the flute,
receiving in return certain dues in cash and cloth, (n «ome villages
they are found collected in chaukis,t and, like singing-girls, are
bidden to weddings. They act as buffoons, and are skilful dancers
Iu a (fera a chela succeels his guru, his accession being celebrated by
a feast to the other inmates of the aera. The hijris are all Muhammadans, and especially affect Shaikh Abdul Q*dir Muhf-ud-Din
Jilani. At the Maharram they make tdziaa. Hindus joining the
fraternity become Mubammadan

HIJJU,

The eunuchs of the Punjab have divided the Province into regular beats from which biri
or dues are collected. Panipat contains a typical Hijri fraternity. In that town they live
in a p*lcka house in the street of the Muhammadaa Biol is and, though retaining men's
names, dress like women and call one another by such nam»s as mi$i% ' mother's sister/
vhuphi,' aunt,' and so on. Tas parmanent residents of this abode only number 7 or 8, bat
* As regards this name the following tale is told :—
A Mirasi happened to meet some children of the Min, Bhullar and Her tribes pasturing
cattle. Those of the two former tribes were in charge of boys, those of the latter in
charge of girls, and so be asked them which of their tribes was the chief. The boys
answered ironically that the Porawal, who had sent their cattle out in charge of girls, were
chief. Owing to their custom of so doing the Her Jats were only regarded as half a tribe,
and the other two tribes refused to marry with them.' The Dh&riwil are also called Phor.
t The chatiki appears to be much the same as a $*ra%

*
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an ur$ or anniversary is held at which a fairly large number collect. They also observe the
Holi and Daschra. But the largest gathering takes place on the occasion of a gadi nathin*
or succession to the office of headman, when-some 200 assemble.
It is commonly asserted that no one has ever seen the funeral of a eunuch ; and the super
stitious belief is that when about to die they disappear. They are, as a rule, long-lived,
woll-built, and, being so few, deaths among them cannot be frequent. Eunuchs dread a
dead body, and when one of them dies none of them dare approach the corpse. All that
they will do is to crj ani weep like women, and it devolves by custom on their Badhi
neighbours to wash the dead body and carry it to the graveyard. As th«* eunuchs are
looked upon as impure, the Bidhis never admit that they serve as their coffin-bearers and
the popular superstition is thus strengthened.
Eunuchs are admitted into the fraternity from all castes; e.g., Sayyid, Shaikh, Gujar,
Juliha, etc. One of them, Sahib Jan, a pious man, who died at the age of loo in Mecca,
was a Brahman. All are, or become, Muhammadans. They have a rite of initiation, which
they term ch&dar urhna (donning the sheet;, but the proceedings are kept secret * None of
the eunuchs now in Panipat are natives of the town. Two or three men of Panipat who
became eunuchs had to go to Patiala for initiation and to earn a livelihood. It is admitted
by the eunuch.3 that no person is born a hijra, and the common belief that children are so •
born seems to b6 wrong, none can say that he has ever seen such a child.f It appears to be
a fact that eunuchs are permanently unsexed, and it was vauntingly Masserted that, however
rich their food may be, they are never * intoxicated. They say:— We are broken vessels
and fit for nothing ; formerly we guarded the harems of kings—how could they admit us
into the zandna if there was the least danger ? We go into the houses of all, and never has
a eunuch looked upon a woman with a bad eye: we are like bullocks." How this is brought
about may be guessed, but the eunuchs say they get recruits from the zandna or zankha
class, who are impotent even before initiation. A meal known as Mir buchri hi hhichri hts
to be eaten by every initiate, and its effect is supposed to render a man impotent for life.
What the ingredients of this meal are no one knows, and the eunuchs themselves are reluo*
tant even to mention its name, saying that it was a myth, and who would dare to administer
such drugs now-a-days ?
Another institution in Panipat is the zandna mandli, which comprises some 25 or 30
persons and is a well-known class or circle in the town. It consists of adult and young men,
who flirt and pietend to imitate the gait of women. They learn tc dance and sing, and pass
their days in indolence. They can be recognised by their matak chdl (behaving like females).
Each of them has a "husband." For some years past the ?andvas have celebrated the Holi a9
a carnival. They assume female names, by which they are called in their own circle. Most of
them are beardless youth; tnose who have beards shave them. Ndz nakhra iflirtation)becomes
tbeir aecond nature. There is no distinction between Hindu and Musalman in the mandli,
bnt most of its members are the latter: they wear narrow paijdma* and a cap. In Delhi
also the zandna* are a recognised class : they hire kotha* oi the upper store} s of shops
like prostitutes They are invited to wedding parties, where they dance and act as
buffoons (nakkdl), and their fees are bigfr. Their • friends '-are sakkds (watermen,;, kunjr&t
(vegetable-men), and other low castes. The eunuchs speak of then tauntingly, and say
that all the members of the tandna-mandli are impotent men given1 *** sodomy, though
some of them are married and have children. " They are prostitutes/ remarked a eunuch
" if we acted like them, how could our jujm&ns allow us to come near them ? They have
deprived the prostitutes of their means of livelihood : we are not such."
Asked why they do not get more recruits from the zandna*, ;he eunuchs say that ao>
such attempt is resented by the relations of the laundas (boys); but if a stranger boy
comes and asks for admission they initiate him. It is alleged that the number oi the
tundnas is on the increase in Panipat.
A eunv.ch once initiated very seldom deserts the " brotherhood." If * cheia goes away
no other eunuch can keep him without repaying bia guru the expenses of big initiation and keep. And if be goes to the Khojas the eunuchs are powerless. The Khojas
are a separate class who live in villages. They are married mrn with families, but earn
their livelihood by levying bin fees like eunuchs. They employ a euni^h to dance for
them and play on the drum after bim\.~~ If they cannpt get a eunuch tbey get a boy of their
own to dance.
v ^
The eunuchs in Panipat are fairly well off. Their house is full of furniture and
necessaries, and they lew bin or charitable fees on certain occasions. At a wedding or UM
* Probably for excellent reaicna : see the next foot-note.
| Eunuchs are undoubtedly made by mutilation. There is a custcmof placing 6 j k *
under the foot of the boy who is to be operated on. Apparently this is done to prevent rait*
as a similar custom is t*lie?ed to be followed *t birth*.

*
*

Eindal—Hinjrd.
birth of a ion the? go to the family concerned, dance at the house and sfag. and receire
Be. 1-4-0, or sometimes less. The tamind&r* do not acknowledge them aC their homing
and they hare no claims upon them; but persons of the lower castes, such a* Telia, Rains,
Jhiwars, etc, dare not refuse them their fees, and every shopkeeper has to pay them one
pice in the year.
Eunuchs do not appear to be employed in mosques in the Punjab.
H I N D A L , a Muhammadan tribe found in Montgomery (doubtless Hand&l).
a generic term, half contemptuous, applied to all Mnhammadana,
who being of Hindu origin speak Hindko and have been' converted t o
Isl&m in comparatively recent times, i n fiannu the term usually
denotes an Awkn or ik\ cultivator, but in a wider sense i t includes all
Muhammadans
w
h
o
talk
Hindi,
Panj&bi
or
any
dialect
derived
from
A1
nil
. i
•
•
them,
are
One
says :

HINDKI,

(a) " If a Hindki cannot do you any harm, he will leave a bad smell
as he leaves you."
And again
(b)

K

hough you duck a Hindki in the water he will
a dry seat (hence he is lucky).'*
W
uet round a tathan by coaxing; but wave a olod at a Hindki."
(d) " Though a Hindki be your right arm, cut it off."
HiNDtfaiA, a Hindu Rajput sept of the 1st grade found in Hoshiarpur.
HINDWAL, a synonym of Hindki.

HIHDWANAH,

a Ja* clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
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Hir— Htuaini.
(2) A clan of the Muhaminadan Pach&das, found in HissAr,* and alto
claiming descent from Saroha Rdjputs.
The HirjrA are also found in Shdhpur, as an agricultural clan, I.I
in Montgomery, in which lalter District they are all Hindus.

HIB, a Muhammadan Jdjclan (agricultural) found in Montgomery (doubtless
Her).
*

HIBAJ,

one of the principal clans of the Siydle.

HIBRA,

a Khokhar clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.

HITHABJ,

the inhabitants of the Hitbdr.

(fr. Hlo,' Bbu#u'), a Buddhist sect, fonnded in the 15th centur?
by N(g)a(k)uang Namgiai: Ramsay, Dicty. of We$tern Tibtt, p. 88.
See also under Drugpa.

HLONDUKPA

Hoii, a J6j clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
see Hanni.

HONAT,

tribe

iba
grated from Ajudhiato
oame to Si&lkot. Thev are governed
by the chundavantf rule of inheritance.
HONH,

a Jfy clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

HORAH,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
*

HOT,

one of the original main sections of the BALOCH and very widespread.
They still form a powerful tribe in Mekr&n and ruled at Dera Ism&l
Khan for 200 years. Part of th^ Khosa tribe and the B&ldch&ai Maz&«
ris are said to be of Hot desceot, ami they are also found wherever
Baloch have spread. In Montgomery tahsil they are claased as an
agricultural clan, and are also found in Lyallpur.

HOTAK,

one of the two great divisions of the Gugi&ni Path&ns.

one of the Sufi sects, founded by Khw&ja Hubaira Basari, whost
shrine is at Marash in Turkey.

HITBAIBIAN,

a J&t tribe found ia the Rohtak and S&mpla tahsils. It claims
Chauh&n Rijpufc origin and descent from one Sudal, who settled some 35
generations ago in Rew&ri (where the people intercharge s and h).

H(5DA, SUDA,

HUJJHAN,

an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.

a Aluhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery
(doubtless Harral).

HUBAL,

See under
HcsAiNi, a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Montgo
Sayyid. For the Husaini Brahmans see uuder Brahmao, supra
found
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I.
TCBBAB, an agricultural clan found
ICHBIADHABI, one who follows his

in Sh&hpur.
own desires in all things, possibly a

Gattbdfaf.
ICHHRAL, an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.
IDAL, see under Hatikhel.
IDIA, see under Utm&nzai,
IKWAN, a Mahlam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
ILIASZAI, one of the main divisions of the Yusufzai Pa(h4ns. They hold
western Buner.
IXAMIA, a synonym of Shia: one who believes that the Muhammadan
religion consists in recognition of the true Im£m.
INDAURIA. —(1) A sept of 2nd grade Hindu Rajputs in KAngra, among whom
all sons inherit equally in the baa or residential estates, while the
remainder, called the chaudkdr go to the eldest son as chdudhri, though
the custom is now disputed. (2) An al or sept of Gaup Brabmans found
in Gurgton. They are parohils of the Lohain J&\&. In both cases the
name is territorial.
iBANf, an inhabitant of Ir&n: sometimes used as equivalent to QIZZTLBASH.
Also Irani, or Baloch.—According to Mr. J. P. Warburton the gypsies
of Central Asia who migrate * tween Asiatic
. . . . Turkey
— .
and the extreme
south and east of India. They are so:ii ; times to
met with in the
cold weather with herds of sorry ponies, and earn a living by selling
sham ancient or foreign coins, Brummagem ware and trinkets, and by
fortune-telling. Audacious frauds and cheats, they have the impudent
and truculent dameanour of the Sansi and like them are good linguists
and very loquacious. They are also addicted to open pillage and the
village folk are afraid of them.
ISA KBBL, (1) the branch of the NIAZI tribe of the PaJhAns, which gives its
name to the Is£ Khel tahsil of MftLn w£li.
The following pedigree is preserved in an unpubb'shed work, entitled
the Tazhara-i*Afghani which was compiled under the supervision of
Ahmad Kh&n, Is£ Khel, about a century ago :
LODHL
Nf

I
atialrf, by a lady
denoeodad from
Patan.

r
Bapini.

Haidax.

L

Jamil, by Zakia, a
lady descended
from PrangL

Bahf, br a SanrAni
Atghin wifa.

"1
I
I
Moihini. Mahyir. Sirbing.

Wsg»n,
Hamfm.
T«r.
Jim or Him.
Khir.
Umr.
ImKkimi

sde

ted Ehel pedigree*.
Bat the ]£dkhzan*i*Afghdni erives the following table of descent*:<
SH AH HDSAIN.

I

Lodbi.

I

^ \

Dotonni.

Si; £ni.

I

f"

Jim or Zam.

Khaku

f
Khizr.

I

I

M«sa.

r

I

T

Mahyir.

Bahi.

Asad.

I
Ala.

Kundi.

i m
Sarhang.

f

Jakki.

r
Bamitn

Marnal.

I

Sud.
I
Daulat.

I
lea.

Ali.

t

Khan.

Sumbal.

Bindar.

"I

Le<e or Lelah Nia»i.

• It will be noticed that Jamil has here been confused with Jam or Zam. Jamil was th
son of Niizi. It is highly improbable that Isi Khan, a contemporary of Sher Bhih Sur and
8alim Shih Sur, was a grandson of Niizi.
The present Khins are thus descended from Isi Khin :
ISA KHAN.
Zakhii Khan, the Zakhu Khel branch is named after him.
Khwaja.
I
Dalu Khin.

I

Sher Khan.

I
Dili war KhinBairim Khin.
Fateh Khin.
Jhargi Khin.
DaKlKhin.
Khin Zamin Khin (or Muhammad Zamin Khin).
Umar Kb in.

BHL/i

I

f

ilftfcammad
alim Khin,

Ahmad Khin,
Muhammad Kbia
i
I
1
I
I
Zulnqar
Shah- Muhammad -Muham MuhamKhin.
mad
Sarmad
Abnawiz
Ajaa
faraz dulla Kbio,
Khin.
Khin.
Khan, acknowledged
cbief of the
Isi Khel.

I

Abdul
Sattir
Khin*

1
Muhammad
Abdul
Azis Khin,

Isazai— Ithvod I.
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Raveriy, on the other hand, writes that J£in or J&I, son of Nia£zi, had
by his three wives seven sons, viz., Is£, Ali and Daulat, by the first :
Sanbal and Pindir or Pandir, by the second ; and Maj-bal and Jalai or
Jakai, by the third. But another account gives J i m an eighth son,
Khan, and adds that J i m had two brothers, Bai and Khako. From
the latter are descended the Sahrdngs of Mi&nv?£li, the Mahyars, Michan Khel, the Musi&ni I s i Khel, and the Kundi*. who are confined to
Tank. The earlier history of the I s i Khel belongs to that of the
Niazis, but, it may be noted, they were in possession of the Khuahdb
pargana of the Siad-S&gar Sarkar before the close of the 16th century,
and prior to that period Bibar alludes to their village of Is& Khel as
concerned in a night attack on his camp in 1505 A. D.
(2) There is also an Is£ Khel subdivision of the Tarakzai branch of
the Bar Mohmands on the Peshawar border.
ISAKHBL, a Pafchin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
one of the principal clans of the Y(JSCJFZAI Path&ns. They hold
the north-east slopes of Mahaban and the mountainous country on
both sides of the Indus in Haz£ra and the Gadun valley. They have
three clans, Hassanzai, Akazai and Medu Khel in Haxira, and in 1907
elected a Khan to their vacant Khanship.t
ISBKB, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
ISEZAI, a Path£n clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
ISHAQZAI, one of the four main clans of the Khalils in Pesh&war
ISMAILKHEL, a d a n of Pa^hans found in Peshawar.
ISMAILZAI, a sept of the Karailzai clan of the Usm5nzai branch of the
MANDAUR Path&os fouud in Pesh&war.
ISO, see under WAZIR.
ISOT, SOT, an offshoot of the great Panni tribe of the Afghans which
formerly held a great parii of Siwi or Sihist&n. Their lauds lie west
of ohe Jafir Pa^hans on the Dera Ismail Kh£n border.
ISPBBKA, one of the five clans of the Ahmadzai branch of the WAZIR Pafhins
settled in Banna. Its main divisions are the Muhammad Khel, who
now rank as an independent clan, and Sudaukhel and Saddakhel who
alone are now termed Isperka. The tribal land -of the Muhammad
Khel is divided into four tarafs or shares of which one is held by the
Shudakai, an affiliated Khel from the remnant of some old hill tribe
which cannot trace deicent from Isperka. The Sudankhel has four
sections, Baghlao, Bokul, Kundi and Bharrat, with a fifth called Dhir,
affiliated hamsdyas of another stock.
ISAZAI,

the ITHWAL or UTHWXL, according to the late -Sir Denzil Ibbetson,
seem to be found chiefly in Amb&La, Ludhiana, Jullundur, and the adjoining territory of Pa(n*la^ But unless two distinct names have been
confused, they have a curiously largo colony in Delhi, which appears
to be completely separated from that of Ambala. They are said to
be descended from a Surajbansi Rajpui called Mah&r&j who received
the nickname of Unthw&l from his love for camel-riding.

ITHWAL,

* Said to practise veth.
fHazira Qatetteer, 1907, p. 185.

4

m
J.
a J&\ clan ''agricultural) found in Mult&n,

JABAB,

a group of Sayyid families found near Kahror in Mult£n.
from some mountain (jabl) io Arabia.

JABLI,

So called

(1) a Kharral clan and (2) a Muhammadan J£( clan (both agri*
cultural) found in Montgomery.
JACHAK, a beggar, an examiner, a prover,* finom jdch, guessing, an
estimate, trial or skill,t The word JAJAK appears to be a corruption
of Jichak.
J i p , JAB, ZAD or ZAB, a group or class of Kaneta found in Kan£vrar and
comprising many kheU or septs. But other Kanets do not form matrimonial alliances with them, because they are considered of low status.
JABOKK,

JADBAK, JANDRAH,
the MANOALI

one of the sections of the B&la or Upper Bangash tribe of
Pa thins settled in Kurram, on the borders of Khost.

a Rijput tribe of Lunar race, who are called by Tod
" the most illustrious of all the tribes of Ind." But the name has
been almost overshadowed by Bhatfi, the title of their dominant branch
in modern times. They are returned chiefly from Delhi and the south
of Pa(i&)a>
JAD6N, see G-adun, The form Jadun is clearly the later, and it is impossible
to follow James % in identifying the Jaduo with the J&du or Y&du

JADTJ, JIDIJBANSI,

Rajputs.
a weak Pa(h&n tribe, which holds the village of Drug in the pass
of that name on the eastern slopes of the SulaimAn range. It is an
offshoot of the Mi&na Path&us, being descended from J&far, one of the
thirteen sons of Mi&nai. With the Jdfar are found the Rawini or
Rah£ni sept, descended from a brother of Jfifar. Jukes describes the
J&far Pa(h^ns as speaking J6{ki or Western Punjabi :§ (2/ a J i t clan
(agricultural) found in Mult&n,

JA/IB,

JAFIRANI,
JAQA,

U

a clan of the Bozd&r Balooh.

awakener," see under Bh$ti but cf. Jbfinera.

JAQOCL,

a olan of the Khosa Baloch.

JAG, a Muhammadan J&\ olau (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JAQAL,

a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amrifsar.

JAOHDAL,

the Mnltini and Balochi term for a J&(.

a tribe of Ji^s, found in Karn&I. They are descended from Jagla, —
a 3&\ of Jaipur, whose shrine at Isr&na is worshipped by the whole
thdpa or group of 12 Jagl&n villages which forms the bdrah of Naultha.
• Their ancestor is also worshipped at the village shrine called deh,
which is always surrounded by kaim trees, and if a woman who has

JAOLAN,

• Panjdbi Dirty., p, 468.
f Jukes' WuUrn Panjdbi and In?. Dicty., p. 103.

$ Peshiwar Settlement Report, 1862, § 17.
S Jukes' Wiittrn Panjdbi and Ena, Dicty.t p. iv.
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Jahdnbar—Jain.

married into a Jajjl&n family, passes a kaim t^ee, she always veils her
face as if it were an elder relative of her husband. In Jind the Jagl&n
are described as descendants of J&gu, founder of J&glan in Hiss&r.
JIHANBAB, a J&t olan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
JAHAHBO, a J<ty d a n (agricultural) found in Multan.
JAHANQIE{, a dynasty of Sultdns who, according to Raverty, once ruled from
Nangrahir to the Jheluoi, but, by the time the Kheshi Pa(hans overran Sw&t, their sway did not extend far beyond the Indus on the
east. The last Sultan of Swat and of the Gibari tribe was Awes, a
#
son of Sult&n Pakhal, whose subjects, a T&jik race known as Dihk&ns
or Dihgins, were expelled by the modern Swdti Path£n9 from Swat.
Sult&n Awes retired northwards towards the sources of the Oxus and
for several generations he and his descendants ruled therein as far
as the frontier of Badakh*h£n after which they are suddenly lost
sight of, but the rulers of Chitral, Shighn&n and W&khin may be their
descendants, and like them, they claim descent from Alexander the
Greafc.t The Jahdngiri atao appears to survive as a sept of the Gibari.
JAHOJA, a Purbia caste which keep milch cattle. It is Muhamuiadan in the
United Provinces.
JAI, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Shuj&bid tahsil, Malfc&n district. Its
eponym was a brother of NUN.
JAIKARI (A), a group of R&jputs, entitled to the salutation jai dia.
JAIKISHKNI, see under Krishni,
JAIN, a generic term for all who affect the Jain religion. It is now
recognised that the Jain faith is older than Buddhism and that
Buddha's doctrines were probably adaptations or developments of
Jain tenets. A full account of the Jains and their tenets wonld be
entirely beyond the scope of this article, and the following accounts of
the Jains as a religious community, in part from the pen of L&la Jaswant Rai, a Jain of Hoshiirpur, are reproduced as giving, as far as
possible in the words of a Jain, an account of their representatives in
the Punjab.
" The Jains are so called as being the followers of the JinasJ, Arhats
or Tirthankaras who were 24 in number, but they are also called
Saraogis, a corrupt form of Sharawaka or 'disciple' ($ewak). They are
recruited from various groups of the B&uiaSj snob as the Aggarw&l,
Osw&l, Shrim&l aud Khanderw&l, the last three of whom are also called
BHAB^AS—a corrupt form of Bhao-bhala (from bhao—motive and
bhala—good) or * those of good intent \ Their chief aim is to injure
no living creature and to attain nirvana or peace. Among the Jains
it is a strict rule that no flesh or intoxicant shall be touched.
As a religious community, the Jains are divided into two great sects,
viz., die Swetambara and Digambara.
SWBTAMBARA—The Swetambara* worship idols, which are often
adorned with gold and silver ornaments set with jewels, such as
•From whom Pakhli in Hazira derives its name. He was a descendant of a SuJUn
Bah rim.
t Raverty in his Traufi. of the tab&q<U+ Sdsiri Ut pp. 1043-4.
J The word Jina is derived from the Sanskrit root ji—to conquer, hence Jain means
conqueror \

The Swetambara Jains.
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Mukta, Angia, etc. They have their eight sacred days, viz., the
Pajusaoas, beginning from the 12th badi to the 4th sudi (both daya
inclusive) in Bh&don, the 8th day being called Chhamachhri, the
holiest day of the Jains. During these holy days, they spend much
time in reading and listening to their scriptures, the Sutras, and much
money in performing certain ceremonies in their temples and in saving
the lives of living creatures. During these days a fast is kept; some
fasting for one day, some for 2, 3, 4 and' some for all the eight days/'
Mr. Fagan writes that the Swetambaras believe that a woman.can
attain salvation [mukti), while other Jains hold that she must first be
bovti again as a man. In Biss&r the principal caste which follows the
Swetambara doctrine is the Osw&l BANIA.
The Swetambaras have ascetics who are thus initiated. A man who
wishes to become an ascetic must first live for some time with an
ascetic and become fully acquainted with the austerities which he will
have to undergo. On an auspicious day the Saraogis of the neighbourhood are invited. The candidate is then first rubbed with bafna*
(barley flour, oil and turmeric), and then bathed. He is now dressed
in handsome apparel, and, seated on an elephant, is carried in
procession through the bazar to a Jain temple or such other place as
may have been made beforehand to resemble a Jain temple. There his
head is shaved, and his tator or guru, after performing certain
.religions rites, gives him saffron clothes, the ugha or rajaharna (a kind
of brushing stick), the munh patti, (a piece of cloth placed before the
lips when speaking or reading), patras (wooden utensils) and a stick.
He accepts these things joyfully and makes the five following vows
(pancha mahabratas) 'of the Jain monk :—
1. • I take the vow not to destroy life (ahinsa).
2. I take the vow not to lie (asatya).
8. 1 take the vow not to take that which is not given (asteya).
4. I take the vow to abstain from sexual intercourse (brahmcharya).
5. I take the vow to renounce all interest in worldly things,
especially to call nothing my own (aparigraha).
Thus he becomes a monk and is often styled a sambegi sddhu.
A S&dhu has to walk barefoot; to use no conveyance when
travelling, to take no food or drink after sunset; to abstain from
touching a female; to refuse to accept uncooked vegetables, and only
to eat certain of them if cooked; to use wooden utensils; never to
prepare his own meals, but, always to beg food of his followers *nd
others ; always to drink boiled water; never to give an opinion on any
worldly matter; and never to possess * farthing. In short, he has to
break off all connection with the world and lead the life of a strict
hermit.
The chief aim of the sadhu is to liberate himself from the bondage of
karma and thus obtain salvation.
In Hissdr the priests of the Swetambaras are however called jab*.
•

• As if he wore a bridegroom.
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The sddhu* is in reality an ascetic of a different order to the jati
and their practices vary in important points.
Both orders admit females, widows as well as unmarried women.
main rules of the two orders are noted oelow ;
Sddhus.

The

Jatis.

1. A sddhu must touch nothing feminine 1. The jatis have DO such restrictions.
whether human or animal. If he do so inadvertently he must undergo certain rites of
expiation and be re-initiated. Conversely, a
addhwi must touch nothing male.
2. The sddhus have no proselytizing zeal 2. The jatis are active in making converts
and adroit no disciple who is not desirous of
and sometimes buy children of destitute
entering the order.
parents making them disciples [chela s).
a. A sddhu must not touch coin, nor 3. The jatis hare no such rules.
anything of metal or made of a combination
of metals. All their ordinary utensils are of
wood.
4. The sddhus are itinerant monks, never 4. The jatis live permanently in up&saras
halting at any place save to recover from and do not regard itineration as a religious
fatigue, regain strength, or to preach to the duty.
people.
5 A sddhu must not use a razor or scis- 5. The jatis have no such rule.
sors and bis hair therefore remains unshorn.
The hair of the beard may however be
broken, if it grow too long, but not more
than twice a year.
6. A sddhu may not wear shoes or ride,

6. The jatis may do both.

7. A sddhu may not travel by night.

7. This is permitted to a jaU.

8. Sddhus and sddhwis travel together, 8. Among jati* the men and women
lodge in the same house, and study together separate quarters (in the up&saras).
by night.
The sddhus are admittedly superior in religions merit to the jatis
and if a jati meet a sddhu the former
latter.
A sddhu may however read the sutrus with a W r n e d jati.
In Bfkaner the sddhus have three sects :—Dhundia, 8amegi and Terapanthi.
Of the 84 sects or orders of the Jain priesthood or Samegi sddhus only
four appear to be represented in Bah&walpur and these are the Kharatara,
Tapa, Kanwala and Launka gachhas. There is an updsra or monastery
of jati gurus or celibate priests of these orders a t Maujgarh, and pilrimages are also made to the updsras at Bik&ner, Rani, Rdjgarh,
uj£ngarh, Chora, Bid&spur, Sardir Shahr and Rajab Dosar in Bikaner State. Updsra$ are to be found at every locality where Osw&la live
in any numbers.
tea in his Hindu Annals of
of Oujrdt in Weste
this sect did not arise, it
bef
. 1664)". They neither use temples nor
worship idols, they do not believe in all the Jain Scriptures, but only
in 32 scriptures and of even these iu the text only. Thej disappro
commentaries, etc., and condemn the learning of Sanskrit grammar,
DHUNDIA

• Feminine sddhwi, Jati ia also the feminine form.
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They too W e eight sacred days, pajusanas. The Dhundia ascetic is a
d u s t i n g , object, he wears a screen of cloth, munh-patli, tied over his
mouth his body and clothes are filthy and covered with vermin. The
Dhun jia is also called sadhmdrgi or thdnakbdsi. He is initiated like
a sambegi sadhn with some differences in certain rites. The Dhundias
are dividedlnU several sub-divisions such as Bafs-tola, J,' v a P a n t h i ,
Ajiva Fanthi, I era Panthi, etc.
'
These sub-divisions originated in this way s - T h e Lanka sub-division
of the Swetambaras was split up into three gaddis or schools viz
Nagari, Gujarjti, and Uttaradh (northern). Under the influence 0 f
e

gan
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di3tinct from t h e
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Swetambara
and indeed frotn all the other Jains. It became known as the BaisS
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Dhundias were in turn split up by the
defection of the Terapanth, or " sect of the 13 » It has hX S guru*
...«,!
R£jnagar
B&i
form the
Jain scriptures, but the Terapanthis have a scripture of their own
consisting;of 52\sloHa, They refuse to protect an animal from the
attacks of another, but the Bafs-tola rise to even that height of re-ard
for life. The TerapantMs are on the whole more advanced, if more

—The Digambaras worship naked idols and their monks
are also naked. Ihey a.so keep fasts and have eight sacred days, called
athat, which occur every fourth month—in Asarha, Kartika and
a
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ten sacred days (called
me Uas Lakshm), from Bhadon audi 5th to 14th. Many of their tenets
agree with those of the Swetambaras. They are divided into two
divisions, Bis-Panthi and Tera-Panthi.
DIGAMBABAS
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<* the Shastras
While the lerapanthi deny that there is any guru save the Shastras
themselves.
They clothe their idols, worship seated, burn lamps
before them, out present no flowers or fresh frnit to them, holding it to
be a sm to take away eyen vegetable life, thongh they will
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lamps

Wilson they both deny the supremacy of a
guru
lration
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•
s of Brahmans, and according
to the same authority the Bispanthis are the orthodox Digambaras,
while the Terapanthis are dissenters. The Bispanthis are the more
orthodox, and they arc divided into four sub-sects—Nandi, Sen, Sinrii;
and Bir—called alter the names of their Rishis. The Terapantbi
appear to be far the more nuiuafous of the two.
The Jains in Hisufir nrc thus described by Mr. P. J. Fagan :
"The Jains appear to revere the gods of the Hindu pantheon
but reject the divine origin of the Vedaa. Their supreme deity is
Nirankdr. corresponding apparently with the Hindu N&r&in but their

The Jain sects.
immediate objects of reverence and worship are the 24 arhats or saints
who have obtaiued final union (mukti) with Nirank&r. They do not
appear to reverence or feed the Brahinans, but they have sddhus or
priests of their own, and their pun on meritorious conduct consists to a
large extent in worshipping Nirank&r and in feeding the sadhus. They
do not wear the janeo or sacred thread, they have a certain amount of
reverence for the cow ; bathing is not considered any part of their
worship, nor do they appear to reverence the Ling, the symbol of Siva.
Their scriptures consist of the 32 Sutras written by Mahivir, the last
arhat. The leading principle of conduct inculcated by their religion
is abstentiou not alone from taking human life but from causing harm
to any kind of living creature [jiv)"
Mr, Pagan describes the Jains a3 " divided into two main sections
Mandirpanthi (or Pujari) aud Dhundia-panthi, the former being successors and representatives of the original Jains while the latter are a
schismatic offshoot. The Mandirpanthis are again sub-divided into
1
Swetarabaras and Digambaras/ the ancient sects, of which the
l
9
former are the ' white-clothed ' and the latter the sky-clad or naked,
<l
though they also wear tawny clothes.
The Swetambaras," to quote
from the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson, are somewhat less strict in their
observances than the Digambaras: their ascetics will feed after
sunset; are said to use wine, and will eat out of a dish and from
the hands of any Hindu: whereas a Digambara devotee must have
his food placed in his hand by another of the faith. Various stories
are current as to the origin of the two sects. One account relates
how in the time of Chandra Gupta a famine fell upon the country
of Ujain, and how a part of the Jains there consented to accept
clothes, without which they were not allowed to enter into the city
to beg for alms, while the other section emigrated southwards rather
than abandon the nakedness which had till then been the common
rule of the faith. But the older and better account is that of the
23rd and 24th arhats, Parasn&th and Mahdvir, who wero probably
real persons and the actual founders of the Jain religion: the former
wore clothes, while the latter did not, and the disciples of each adopted
the example of their leaders."
' T h e least punctilious of the Jains are sometimes known by the
name of M£rgi: they follow the path (mdrg) of the Jains in some
particulars, such as in their scrupulous regard for animal life, but
in other respects revere Brahinans and follow the greater number
of Hindu prevalent practices.
The word M&rgi, however, is also
used as an euphemism for B&m-raargi—those who follow the left-hand
path.
The History of the Jain

Seels.

The Jains, as a body, have a remarkably complete historical and
religious literature which has been, or is being, thoroughly studied by
German scholars. Unfortunately the results are hardly yet available
in a form intelligible to any but specialists. Further, the Digambara
tenets which are of great interest, are also contained in an extensive literature, but as their pandits preserve the old-world hostility to printing,
little has as yet been published regarding them.

The Jain pontiffs.
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To make clear what follows it should be noted that the 42 semi-divine
Jinas, whose series ends with Mah&vira, Mahabir, ('the great hero'), were
succeeded by aline of human teachers, called 8itris,a, term we may translate
by 'pontiff/ Of these the first was, according to one sect (that of the
Kharatara garhha), Mahavira himself, and his first disciple was Gotama
(Buddha), who did not however succeed him, Sudharman becoming the
second pontiff. The other sect, the Tapa gachha, regards Sudharman
as tha Grst pontiff. Both these sects trace, though with some differences, the pontifical succession down to Uddbyotaua, who founded the
84 gachhas* of the Jain (? caste) which still exist, and yvas 38th in
succession from Mahivira.
After the time of Uddhyotana there are two distinct lines of pontiffs.
One, reverenced by the Kharatara gachha, is a succession of pontiffs
who all (with the exception of Abhayadeva who was a leper) bear the
title of J i n a . t The other, accepted by the Tapa gachhas, bears various
titles, and was founded by Jagach Chandra, 44th in succession, according to the Tapa gachha records, from Sudharman. These two historical
gachhas or sects of the Jains have apparently been lost sight of in the
maze of sects and orders into which the community has become divided
in more recent times.
The origin of the Digambara and Swetambara sect3 is very obscure.
According to one account the former sect was founded by Nataputta
Nirgrantha (or Nigantha), who has been identified with Mahibfr
himself. Indeed it has been held that Mah£bir only reformed an
ancient order of naked ascetics. According to the Kharatara records
the Digambaras arose in the time of the 18th pontiff, Chandra, whereas
the Tapa gachha account is that the name of the Nirgrantha sect was
changed to Kotika gachha as early as the time of the 9th pontiff. I t
thus seems likely that the Digainbaras represent an older phase of
belief than even Jainism itself, but, however this may be, it is certain
that in the time of Bhadrabahu, the 27th in succession; from Gotama,
the Digambaras and Swetambaraa had finally separated. The Digambaras forth
split up into various sects or rather orders under the
following pontiffsj :—
Digambara Pontiffs.
Bhadrabahu II
Guptigupta
Maghanandin
Jinachandra
Kundakunda

m

The Digambara

Date of accession.
Sainbat
4
„
26
„
36
„
40
„
49
orders.

The successor of Guptigupta founded the great order of the Nandi
S^ngha, sakha, or school, which from its importance appears to have
.adowed the three minor orders founded by his other disciple3
- hose include the Khandowil, Agarwil, Sriraal, Vanswil or Oswal •, %' or gachhas
ding to
a; Religions Secia of the Hindus, p. 345.
t
>bably .:• re- incarnations of the Jinas or arhah. The Tapa gachhas by denying to
:eir pontiff
tie may signify their rejection of tine doctrine that they re-incaniaU
* at hats.

1 l*d. Ant. XX (U

p. 841 and XX, p. 670,
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Later Jain sects.
and which is, it would seem, often regarded as co-extensive with the
whole Digambara sect. These four orders were thus designated :
Order.

Synonyms.
farijata* Gaohha.

I—Nandi Sangha i
| Balatkara f Gana.

Titles of Munis.

^ Maghanandin :
who
.. | observed tho period of
N^ndin.J Kirtti
y the rainy Benson under
Chandra, Bhushana
J a nandi tree {cadrela
J toona).

t Pushkara Gachha.
Haja, Bhadra
II.—Sena Sangha j Surastha Gana.
Vira, Sena
I (Vrishabha Sangha).
C Chandra- Kapata
Jll. — Simha Sangha < Gachha.
CKanur? ~ana.

Simha, Asrava

... *) Vrishabha: who observed
... / it under a Jinaeeoa or
j sena tree.
. . . ) Simha: who observed it
> in the cave of a lion.

Khumba, Sagara

r Pushtka Gachha.

Dewa, Naga

( Desi Gana.

Datta, Langa

IV.—Dewa Sangha

Founder.

... ) Dewa: who observed it
> in the house of the
...) 'courtezan Devadatta.

The Digambavas insist strongly on the essential unity in matters of
doctrine and observance between all four orders, whofte members alone
can cousecrate images. Collectively these four orders appear to be
known as the Saraswati gachha, though perhaps that term is in strictness only a synonym of the Nandi Sangha. So too they appear to
l
be called Kundakundanwaya, or the line of Kundakunda/ their fifth
pontiff. In some obscure way the three minor orders would seem to be
subordinate to the chief order, the Nandi Sangha, as they all four owe
allegiance, it appears, to the same pontiffs.
Later sects.
Subsequent to the rise of these four orders or sahhas, there arose
four other sam is} via., the Mula, Kashtha, Mathura and Goppa
Sangha. But Mo; Sangha meant* literally / t h e Original Communion/
and the term is also used of the whole Jain community and of the
Digambaraa before they spilt up iuto sects.
Still later there arose various panthis, such as the Visa-, Tera-,
Gumana, and Pota-Panthis, i.e. those who worship a book (pustaka)
in lieu of an image. And again it is said that, in Sambat 1709,
Lavaji of the Lnmpaka sect.§ together with one Dharmadasa, a cottonprinter, founded the mouth-covering Dhuudakas. These divided into
22 sections (presumably the B&fo-tola), one of which was called
Dhanaji. Dhana's disciple was Budhara, and tho latier's disciple
Raghun&thji, whose disciple Bhishma founded the Ternpauthis or
Mukhdbandhas (mouth-coverers). Whether these sects are confined to
the Digambaras or not it is impossible to say.
But even these do not exhaust the list of sects. The Kharatara
gachha records enumerate ten gachhabhedas, the last of which was
founded as late as Sambat 1700, but whether these still exist or not is
not known. Indeed wo do not know if they are sects or orders, or
* Parijata is the name of the celestial tree, and also of the coral tree (erythina indie ).
f The ' powerful* order.
X Strictly speaking then these titles ate confined to Uie Nandi order.
Antiquary,
12J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
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« P°i - The Tapa gachhas also have various d m ua
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Uddyotana consecrated Sarvedevasari, or according
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m
under a large fig-tree Ivata).
'
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7'Ae Jain tenets.
The Jam Jfnas T,rtbankaras or Arhantas were 24 in number each
having his separate chmha or cognizance and being d i s t i o g ^ I e d ^ v
the colour of hi* complexion. Images of one or more Arhantas firuVX
every Jam temple T^usRisahha-Nathaor A.iinatha has H , s coJnizaoce the elephant, Sambhava has the horse, Sumati the curlew T d
other Arhantas ,he lotus, the swastika (doubtless a. sun-syvbol) the
moon, a crocodile tbe snvaUa (like a four leaved . h a m r o c / f e s a o e )
a rhinoceros a buffalo, a tortoise, or a boar. Parasva-Natha's coTni'
Ce
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Mahavira, the
ast of the Jinas, a ion Thes« two latter, with Risabha-Natha are
the most widely worshipped, and next to them come Santi (the a n t e W
and Nemi (the blue water-lily). To what primeval cults these J
S
may point one can hardly conjecture.
It is easy to point to the resemblances between Buddhism and
Jaimsm. Apart from mere religious phraseology, which tends ™o be
the same in every rel.gion, Buddha was often called Jfna < t h v i e !
tenons : his death was the nirvdm: both Buddhists and Jains X
employ the swastika or satya as a 6 acred symbol: the Buddhists IZ
have or had a D ^ b a r a or order of naked ascetics. Further the
Jain indicate South Bihar as the scene of the life and labours of
nearly all their T.rthankaras, as.it was of Buddha's, and Mahavfra is
said to have died at Pawa, to which place also Buddha's death £
8ttttUe8 f the JainS a l S reSemble those

BuTdTkts *

°

°

°* *"*

The Jain ritual is exceedi..A 7 complicated, but it has few features of
interest. Their places of p.lgnmage are five m number, viz Satrunjaya, Parasnath, m B.har, Mount Abu, Girnar, and Chandragiri i n the
H.malayas. The oldest Jam remains are probably at GirnarTa hill also
sacred to Buddhists and H.ndus. Their holy seasons appear to be
peculiar to themselves, but the observance of the rainy season as a
sacred period of the year is a'so characteristic of Buddhism.!
U
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t " n e s diverge
from those of the Hindus, but apparency the chief differences are that
the Jains repudiate the Vedas, and disavcw the authority of the
Brahmans. In other words, they represent an element of Hinduism
*h.ch never subm.tted to, or at an .early peri-.d revoked fr„m, the
quasi-social supremacy of the Brahman ea*te, ™d in this they have
much in c,m...on w.th the Buddhists and S.khs. They also r e i m b l e
the latter in having a line of spiritual teachers whom they reverence tn
the more or less complete exclusion of the Biahmaos.
• Indian Avitqvary, 1673, pp J4, 13-A, 854, 16. 1884,p. 191.
f Indian Antiquary, X), 1*62, p. 247, and IX, 1880. p. IOC.
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The Jain Butras,
The Jains hold that their religious books or sutras were 84 in number.
About 1,500 years ago the whole of India was visited by a famine ^yhich
lasted for fnil 12 years, and during t h a t period 3D sutras were lost,
only 45 being preserved.
No Jain in Bahiwalpur will reveal the name of a sutra because,
he says, he cannot accurately pronounce it, and mispronunciation of
its name would bring upon him the wrath of the gods. This, however,
is an excuse, and the truth is that an orthodox Jain is reluctant to tell
an outsider the names of his sacred books. The sutras are believed to
be written in Masdhi BhAka (or Bhrisha), the language presumably of
Magadha empire. The Jains believe that MagdM was spoken by
the god Indra..
I t is also-a tenet of the Jain faith that 8,400,000 (84 lakhs) jiws or
invisible and visible germs exist in the animal, vegetable, and mineral
kingdoms and ineurg, narq, etc., according to the details given below:
Number of jiws.

7 lakhs
7

7
7
10
14

Explanation.
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In the outer crust of the earth.
In water.
In the air.
In fire.
In underground vegetation, e. g., carrots,
turnips, onions, etc.
ID vegetations above the surface of the
ground, c. g., shrubs, trees, etc.
In animals having a body and mouth.
In animals having a body and mouth and eyes.
In animals having a body, mouth, nose and
eyes.
i.e. In the *vrg or paradise of the Jains
In hell.
In one-legged and two-legged men.
In quadrupeds/

Perhaps the above tenets anticipate the modern science of bacteriology.
The Jain caste.
How far the Jains constitute a true caste it is not possible to say for
the community appears to bo organized on two distinct but concurrent
principles, one based on natural descent and so on caste, the other
sectarian, i.e., on the beliefs of the different sub-sects within the sect.
Hence arise cross-divisions which have yet to be elucidated. F o r example, the Nandi Sangha* or order is also called the Nandi Amnaya, b u t
amvuya means simply hula or family, so that Nandi A run ay A means the
1
generations of N a n d i / Gachha (with which gana is said to be synonymous) is used indifferently for the religious sects or orders, and for the
natural groups within the caste, there being 84 gachhas or gots, i. e.
families or races, of the Jains. Whether these are in any way connected with the spiritual gachhas or not cannot be deBnitely stated.
This was a matam or mat, (monastery), founded by the Lekhaka Lunka inn fiamhnt
8. and from this mat the Veshadharas took their rise.
' eamDaf

*
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It is curious, if Mr. Fagan's classification be correct, that the
Swetambam and Dhundia sects intermarry, at least in Bahawalpur
(where apparently the Digambara do not intermarry with the otner
two 6ects). The Jaiu teaching strongly reprobates polygamy and in
consequence monogamy is practised by the Bh&bras generally, e. g., in
Sidlkot, while in Ferozepur they disallow polygamy under pain of
exclusion from {he caste. On the other hand, Jainism ha9 little effect
on social observances for at weddings in the latter District the Jain .
B&nia (Aggarw&l) bridegroom mounts a she donkey, after putting a
red cloth on her and feeding her with gram. He then mounts a mare,
according to the usual Hindu custom. The donkey-ride is a form of
Sftla worship.
€

followers of one Jair&n/ a sect whose founder was also known as
BabA Kurewala or Bhangewrila, which would point to alow origin.

JAIRXMI,
JAISAK,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

a Purbia caste. In the United Provinces a Jaiswdrd section is
found in many castes, such a.s the Chamrir, Dh&nak, Kal&l, Kurini, Teli,
B£nia and R&jput. The name is supposed to be derived from the town
of Jais in Oudh. The Jaiswara of the Punjab cantonments is probably
a Cham&r, and many of Uiem are grooms or grass-cutters, though a
few take service as bearers.

JAISWARA,

JAJ, (1) a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery :
(2) a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JAJAH,

a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

the term for a Hindu ndi in the Rawalpindi Division, and the Deraj&t,
according to Sir Denzil lbbetson. But in Mnlt&ni the vrord is said to
i
mean priest? and to be the same as JACHAK, and in Der& Gh£zi Kh6n
the J&jik is a sewer of shrouds. The Jdjik is certainly distinct from

JAJAK,

the JHANGA.
JAJI,

a tribe now ranking as PathAn, and claiming desceut from Khugi&ni,
son of Xakai, but perhaps of A win stock. The Durrani Afghans,
however, admit that the Khugiini are akin to them. The J&ji lie
west of the Turis on the western border of Kurram, holding the Iri&b
valley west of the Paiwar pass. One of their sections, the tJji Kbel,
holds Maid&n, a large village in the valley of that name, and another
section is the Shumu Kb el. The Jajis are now at bitter feud with
the Turis.
a tribe of Jnts, found in Si&lkot. They claim Solar
Rijput origin and say that their ancestor, J&m, migrated from Mult&n.
His two sons J&j and Jathol founded villages in the Pasrfir tahsil of
Siilkot- Their mirasts are Posla, their Brahmans Badhar and their
ndis Khokha • by got. According to the Customary Law of Sidlkot
the Jajjah is distinct from the Jathaul.

JAJJAH (AND) JATHOL,

JAJOHAN,

a J&t or Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

' TAKHAJL—A tribe of Desw&li J&\a, claiming R&jput (Chauhiin or Udhf) descent.
J&kfi, their epooym, migrated from Bikioer to Jhajjar in Rohtak.
A R&ji of D w i r k i had a bow which J&ku failed to bend, in spite of
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JaJchar—Jalap.
the promised reward. In shame he left his native land and settled in
Bikdner. The legend clearly points to the loss of military status
by the J&khars. Of the same stock are the S£ngw&n, Pf ru, and K&di&n
J&ts. The Jdkhar aro almost confined to Gurgdon and the adjoining
Jhajjar tahsil of Rohtak. They also own a large village iij H&nsi.
a Muhammadan Jat or Rdjput clan (agricultural) found in
Montgomery, where they appear also as a clan of the Bhatti R&jputs.

JAKHAR,
JAKBO,

a Pogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

a sept of Kharrals, which like the Piroke is of supposed Chuhfi
descent. Both are hence called Chuhrere. The legend goes that S&nrial
the famous Chuhni dacoit who gave his name to the S&udal B&r,
demanded a Kharral bride as his fee for allowing them to graze in that
tract. But the Kharrals blew up S&ndal and his followers and took
the ChuhriL women as their booty.

JALABKE,

*a well-known Mughal tribe/ according to Raverty. Not apparently
represented among the modern Mughals in the Punjab.

JALAIR,

JALALANI,

a clan of the Bozdar Baloch.

one of the regular Muhammadan orders, founded by Sayyid Jal&lud-din, a pupil of Bah&wal Haqq, the Sphrwardi saint of Mulr&n, and a
native of Bukhara whose shrine is at Uchin Bah&walpur. This teacher
was himself a strict follower of the Law, but his followers, who call
themselves Jal&lis, arc in many ways backsliders. They pay little
v
attention to prayer. A candidate for admission t o ^ h e ' o r d e r shaves
completely his head, face, and body, burns his clothes and is branded
on his right shoulder.

JALALI,

an agricultural clan found in Shdhpur and in Jhelum. In the latter
District they were classed by Thomson with the Lillas and "Shaphras as
a " semi-Jat tribe," wnile Brandreth referred to them as being, like the
Khokhars, a " quasi-R&jput tribe," who helped to oust the Janjuas from
the ?ind Dadan Kh<in plain. They are the predominant tribe in the
u
J&lap ildqn" the rich well tract between the river and the hills east
of Pind Dadan Kh&n, and in position and influence are one of the principal
tribes of that tahsil, though their numbers are small and they actually
own little more than 25 square miles of liand: this is their only seat in
Jhelum, and they are not known t j hold land in any other district, except
to some small extent on the opposite side of the river.
They say that they were originally Khokhar Rajputs, who took the
name of their eponym, Jdlap, who became a famous Pir, and was
buried at H&mdi&ni in the Shdhpur district, where they then dwelt, and
where they still go to do reverence at his tomb : they moved to their
present location in the time of Sidharau, who was several generations
in deseent from J&lap. Another account states that in the time of the
emperor Sh&h JahAn they were established on the banks of the
Chen&b, when one of their chiefs was asked by Sh&h Jah&n to give him
a daughter m marriage, as other Rajputs had done: the J&lap agreed,
but the brotherhood disapproved of his action, and when he came home
to fetch his daughter, set upon him and killed him. Sh£h Jahdn sent an
army to punish them, and being driven from their homes they crossed the

JALAP,

Jalapke—Jammun.

35*

Jhelum, and after many 6ghtB with the Janjuas established themselves
where they are now found. A third version, given by the d e t r a c t e d
R&j&s
of
Nandana,
a
fisherman
close
under
thff
Ut
C0n t
in
ftrR^V
?, ^ ° t
^ «mall boy : the child was taken
T T
to the Raja, who called him Jalap, because he was found in a net (ial)
and made over to him as his inheritance the lands along the riveraccording to this account the Jalaps are reaUy Machhis.
These fables throw little light on their real origin. Their neighbours
do «ot admit their cami to be considered Rajputs, and in social standing
they stend much beloAr the tribes locally supposed to be of fUiput descent, though on the other hand they rank considerably above the Jats
There is no striking difference between them and the surrounding tribes'
either in physique, appearance or manners : as agriculturists they are
fair: of martial sp.rit they have shown but little in recent times, and
K 1 7 H X
r ' ^ e a r m y , which may be as they say, because
they mostly have large holdings, and can well afford to live at home
and i is certain that without fighting qualities they could not have
established and maintained themselves in the most valuable tract in the
Uistnct, against the Janjuasand others: there is no bar to their enlistment
and there are some signs that they may in future betake themselves to"
military service more freely than in the past. Their customs are those
of the tract generally, but they maintain relations with Brahinans as
parokits : and various common Hindu customs are observed by them at
m a m a p s Their marriages are mestly »Wer 6 e ; but they take eirls
from the Kh. «a, Kallas and Bharat, to whom they do not however live
their daughters: m marriage* with the Janjuas and Khokhars on the
contrary they give daughters but do not receive them. Widow remarriage is very rare amongst them.
,

—

—

_

_

v

same as the Jalabke.

Montgo

J i l l , a tribe of Jats, found in Jind. Kalu, their iatherd h™ a *,,ntk «•
Lahawara in P^iala. They offer him U man of^ttt' atl"
Ttt
(purds)
man.
^^^^^^m
JALLAD, fr. the Arab, jtld, ' s k i n ' ; a fiogger or executioner. It was applied
to the Kanjars in Amtala who were emnloyed as executioners at he
Delhi court, and in the south-west Punjab is a common term for a
sweeper (see Chuhra). Cf. the derivation of KDBTANA. ' whipper'
Kharral
a tribe of doubtful origin, affiliated to the Turi branch of the
Knattak rathans.
JALWINI, a small Path/in tribe lying, with the Haripal, to the south of the
JALOZAI,

S t J T D 4 XT f
SHIEANI.

^

JAM, a Siudhi title, meaning chief or headman.
' p --—
• "«ou uurue uy tne neadmen of a Punjab tribe it usually points to a Sindhi origin, i e to its
migration from S.ndh or the valley of the Indus. Jn former' timee
bindh denoted that river valley as far north as the modern Mi4nw61f.
4UN, (1) a RAjput and (2) a Muhammadan Kamboh clan (both agricultural)
found in Montgomery. Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amrifcar
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lamogi—Jamwal.
an al of the Kanets which derives its name from Jamog, a village
in Dhaini, and is one of the chief tribes in that State. (See Bathin&nu.)

JAMOGI,

a Ja£ tribo, of notably fine physique, found in Dera Gh£zi Kfc&D
district. Probably aboriginal or immigrants from the eastward.

JAMRA,

JAMUN,

a Muhammadan J<£t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a Hindu R&jput clan (auricultural) found in Montgomery : and also
in Siulkot where two accounts of their origin are current. According
to their miraaiv they are of Solar Ii&jput descent, and their ancestor
Agnigar migrated from Ajudhia to the Rechna Doib. His son Jammu
defeated one Raja Chanda Rihds and founded the town of Jammu,
whence their name, Jamwal. One of the chiefs, however, by name
Milhan Minhas, took to agriculture and founded the MANHAS tribe.
The other account is that Bham Datt, migrating from Ajudhia to
Kashmir, returned and settled at the place where Manko^ now stands.
His descendant Jammu founded an independent state of that name,
and fourth in descent from him reigned Jograj, circa 474 Sambat.
From him descended the Deo dynasty of Si&lkot, whose pedigree ia thus
givou :•

JAMWAL,

KAJA RXM DEO,

11th in desceut fr

i

.

'

Jogra j .

1
Sansar Deo.

I
Hai Jaggu.

Sajji Deo.
I

»<f<

Jaisingh Deo.

Narsingh Deo.

i

Jodh Deo.

f

i

Mai Deo.

1
Jhagar Deo.

i

The Minhas.

T
Pakhar Deo.

11 amir Deo.

Mauak Deo, founder
of Mankot.

I
The Maukoiia*.
tUja Kfaokhor 1
J M Deo, fonn<
of Jaarota.

Kapur Deo.

I
Sindha, founder of Sanaa.
TheSunial Rajputs.

I
Raja Kan jit Deo.

I
Brij RAj Deo,
killed at KuWal by
tbe Sikhs and t»»e laat
of the Deo dynasty.

I
Balwant Deo.

Singram Deo#
I
Dhruk Deo.
)

I
Manaa Deo.

1

Sarat Singh.
Kaatir Singh.

r
Gulab Singh,

Raja
founder of the ruling
houao of Jammu
und Kaahmfr.

I
Raja D! a
ISingh.

Raja 8ucnet
Singh*

Ityjputs rank' as' HT sept of the lsi grad

Jan—Janjua.
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JAN, a wild and lawless tribe dwelling in the southern part of ihe Biri
Do£b, and famous marauders: Punjabi Didy., p. 475. Probably the
same as the JUN.
JANDANI, a olan of the Khosa Baloch.
see Gandapur.
JA^DI, a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JANDBAKK, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
1
JANDRA, 'cotton-clad, a term applied to the Hindus of the plains as opposed
to those of the hills, e. g., the Gaddis, who wear wool (Kdngj-a).
JANDRAN, (1) an Arfiin, (2) a Muharamadan J&t clan (both agricultural)
found in Montgomery, and (3) an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.
JANER, a tribe of Jd$s, found in Kapurthala, whither it migrated from the
east, beyond the Jumna.
JAIVGAL, a Giijar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JAMQALI, a Jiif clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
JANOLA, a Jdfc clan (agricultural) settled in Multfin from Jhang in Mughal
JANDAPUR,

times.
a generic name for the nomads of the S&ndal Bar. The term is of
recent origin: see Hithdrf.
JANI, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JANIKHEL, see under TJtm^nzai.
JANIL, a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multin.
JANJUA, a Rajpnt tribe found, though not in large ntimbers, throughout the
eastern Salt Range, their head-quarters, in the south-west Punjab
iucluding.Bahiwalpur,* in Hoshiirpur and Amritsar. The Janjuaonce
held almost the whole of the Salt Range tract, but were gradually
dispossessed by the Gakkhars in the north and by the Awtfns in the
west, and they now hold only the central and eastern parts of the Range
as tribal territory, which is exactly what they held at the time of
Bihar's invaeion. They still occupy a social position in this tract
which 19 second only to that of the Gakkhars, and are always addressed
as R£j6. Various origins have been ascribed to the Janjua.
According to B&bar the hill of Jud was held by two tribes of common
descent, the Jud and Janjuhah. The Janjuhah were old enemies of the
Gakkhars.t Bihar records that a headman among them receives the
title of Rii (the same purely Hindu title was used by the Khokbars
and Gakkhars), while the younger brothers and sons of a Rai were
styled Malik.
According to a modern account Rdjd Mai, Rathor, had six sons:
Wirifil and Jodha, whose descendants intermarry, their settlements
being contiguous; while those of the other four, Khaklia, Tarnoli,
Dabochar and K&1&, do not. Disputes between the brothers led to
their dispersion and disintegration, so that the septs regard themselves
as distinct tribes. Moreover many adopted various handicrafts, so that
JANOLI,

• Where they are said to be a clan of the Gakkhars.
t E. H. I. IV, pp. 232, 231-6. Nearly all traces of the Jud, as a tribe, have disappeared,
but see under Jodh.
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Janjda got* are now found among tho Telis, Loh&rs, Tarkhdns and even
Musallis; and the Ghummao, Ganji&l, Bhakri&l, Nathi&l, B4nth,
Basoya and other J&ts are of Janjua descent.
The four younger septs are each endogaxnous, and it is considered
discreditable to marry outside the sept. Widow remarriage is strictly
prohibited. Their observances are the same as those of the Chibhs.
The following pedigree comes from the mirdsi of the tribe
RAJA MAL.

I
Raja

Dabnchara.
Pfr K*la.
Khakha.
Tarnoli.
|
In Hazfira.
Descendants Descendants in
Descendants Pesh&war and
found in the H&qa of Pakhli numerous in
il&qa Kahro
Hazara: some in Rawalpindi
Kashmir,
in Hazro.
also foand in
Sialkot.

Raja Jodh
Sanpal.

Ac

I

BiWwal.

Kirpal.
Chohar.

Amli Kb&n.

Daulat.
I
Descendants
at DalwaM
in Jhelum.

K&s-ud-vKn.
Taman.
Budha Khan.
I
Azfc.
Nnr AH.

Sultan Sahk

Descendants in different
localities.

I

i

Sultan Bahata.

Sultan A km.

At BSdshahpur in
Jhelum.

9ultln Khair
Muhammad.

I

Sangu.

Sultan Ali.

Descendants in
Jhelum.

I
SulUn Taja.
Descendant* in
Da«ond
Makhyila and villages
near Jhelum.
I
Descendants in Khaul
Tahail KMrifa

Sultan R6ja.
I

Khan

Ohuhar.

Isl4m Kuli.

Descendants
Kharian
Another pedigree"* makes them descendants of Jaipfit who opposed
Mahmfid of Ghazni at Nandana 900 years ago. B&bar certainly de*
scribes thorn us rulers, from old times, of the Salt Range hills and of the
tract between N i U b and Bhera. He also describes Malik Hast, Janjfia,
as ) ahim of the Us and nlvses in the neighbourhood of the Soh&n. As
rulers, the Jud and Janjuha ruled according to fixed customs, not
arbitrarily, realizing a shdh-rukhi (2 4 rupees) yearly on every bead of
cattle and seven shdh-rukhis on a marriage.t

• Jhelum Gazetteer, 1904, p. 93.
| Bhih Rukh was a son of Timur «nd succeeded to his father's empire in 1404-05, A. D.
The fact that his coins were in use among the Janjtia points either to their having been
tributary to him or to the inclusion of the Salt Range in his dominions. The latter conclusion is the more probable.
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Mr. Thomson's account of the tribe in Jhelum, which follows, is not
contradicted on any material point by the present day Janjuas :—
" At some uncertain period, then, some clans of Rahtor Rijputs, emigrating from Jodhpur,
occupied the uplands of tho Salt Range. The leader of this movement according to tha
common account, was R4ja Mai; but this chieftain is a little mythical, and any large action
of doubtful origin is apt to be fathered upon him. The Rajputs first seated themselves at
Malot in the west Salt Range. This place, although picturesque, is so inaccessible and
uu fruitful, that it must have been chosen for safety more than convenience. From here the
Rajputs extended their supremacy over the uplands of Jhangar and Kahun and the plain
country near Girj£kh and Dara*pur. In these regions they were rather settlers than conquerors. They not only ruled, but to a great extent occupied also. It stents very doubtful
whether their real territories ever extended much further, but their traditions certainly
point to a former lordship over the western upland of Vinhaf, and over much of the present
tahsils of Tallagang and Cbakwal. If Babar's,accou'nt be read with attention, it will be
seen that he represents the Janjuas as confined to the hills, and ruling over various subject
tribes who cultivated the plains. This account s&Yes to explain the utter extirpation that
has befallen the Janjuas in the Vnnhar and elsewhere. If we conceive them as holding
detached forts in the midst of a foreignr population which gradually grew hostile, then this
extirpation can easily be understood. J his. also serves, to explain how one or two villages
of peasant Janjuas have escaped, while all the Chiefs and Rajas round about have perished.
The vague accounts of the people seem to point to some such history as this, and not to any
great racial or tribal war.
The Janjuas were long the predominant race in the centre and west of the District. Raja
Mai is said to have roigned in the days of Mahniud of Ghazni, and his authority was probably more or less recognised from Rawalpindi to the Jhelum. When Mahmud invaded
India the Janjuas opposed him, were defeated, and tied to the jungles. Mahmud followed
them up, and succeeded in capturing Raja Mai himself. The Raja was released on condition, that he and his tribe should embrace Isllm. When this conversion took place, the
jatiju or caste-thread was broken, and the neophytes have been called Janjuas ever since.*
Raja Mai is said to have left live sons. Three of these settled in Rawalpindi or Haz£ra.
Two, Wir and Jodh, remained in Jhelum. They speedily divided their possessions. Wir took
the west, and Jodh tho eastern share. Choya Said an Shah was the boundary between thtin.
Wir's descendants are now reprpsented by the Janjuas of Malot aud the KsMn ildqu.
Their chief seat is at Dilwal. Jodh's descendants have split into many branches. A general
supremacy was long exercised by the Sultans of Makhiala in-Jhangar. But the chiefs of
Kusak and B£ghanw&lu soon becamo practically independent, as did also those of Dilur,
Karangli, and Girjakh, whose descendants are now either extinct or much decayed. The
plain ildqa of Darapur and Chakri seems to have broken oil from the main stock even earlier
than the others. This passion for separatism is fatal to any large authority. Tho feuds to
which it gave rise, joined with an endless Gakkhay war, and the establishment of new and
strenuous races beyond the mountains brought the Janjtia dominion to destruction. The
Dhani country, called Maluki Dhan after the great Raja, and the forts in Tallagang and the
Vunhir seem to have been all lost not long after the time of B&bar. But in tho centre and
east Salt Rauge and round Darapur the J anjua supremacy remained undisputed until the
advent of the Sikhs. And the rich Salt Mines at Khewra and Makrach must have always
made this territory important. The Sikhs conquered the whole country piecemeal. Ranjit
Singh himself besieged and captured Makhiala and Kusak. Most of the influential chiefs
received jdyir* but were ousted from their old properties.
The Janjuas are physically a well-looking race. Their hards and feet in particular are
often much smaller and more finely shaped than those of their neighbours. They largely
engage in military service, where they prefer the cavalry to the infantry. They aro poor
farmers, and bad men of business. They are careless of details, and apt to be passionate
when opposed. Too often they fix their hopes on impossible objects. As landlords they
are not exacting with submissive tenants. They are willing to sacrifice something to retain
even the poor patodies of feudal respect which time has not destroyed. Their manners ire
* The Janjuas themselves now reject this ttory, which is not in itself very plausible: they
f the name of the tribe is derived from that of one of their forefathers, Janjuha, who in
tt3*t of the genealogies comes eight or nine generation* before Raja Mai. It is moreover
improbable that the general conversion of the Janiuas took place 900 years ago; it is likely
chough that Mahmud made converts, and that these (everted AS soon US hisfcackwas turned:
but the Janjua village pedigree tables nearly all agree in introducing Muhammadan names
only about 16 ^eneiations back, which would poiutrto their general conversion about the
middle of the 15th century. Cracroft however noted that the Janjuas in Rawalpindi still
continued to feast Bnhmans, etc., at weddings.

»
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Janjuhan~Jaria,
often good. They have a large, share of vanity which is generally rather amusing than
offensive. They are at the same time self-respecting, and not without a certain kind of
pride, and are eminently a people with whom slight interludes of emotional government are
likely to b-3 useful."

In Hoshi&rpur the Janjuds are fairly numerous to the north-east of
• Dasuya.* The Bihals of Badla are said to be an al or sub-division of
the Janjfia which takes its name from the village of Beata in tappa
Kam&hi. Bah means a settlement, and the Janjua villages seem
often to begin with Bah. The Janjuas in this District say they migrated
from Hastinapura to Garh Makhi&la in Rawalpindi or Jhelum, and
thence, to escape Muhammadan oppression to Badla under K&jA
Sahj P&l, 8th in descent from K&j£ Jodh. His son Pahar Singh
held 132 villages round Badla. They claim to be H&n&s of the Pogars,
and the head of the family is metalled t with the common ceremony of the
tiha under a banip- tree at Barndr or Bah Ata, though Badla (Bar- or
Bobarwala) also claims the honour, amidst the assembled J)ogars of Mehr
Bhatoli, a village near Badla, who present a horse and shawl, while the
Bih&ls pay a nazar of Re. 1 or Rs. 2 each. They are said to only give
daughters to Dadw&ls, who are 1st grade Rajputs, and to take them from
Barangw&ls, Laddus, and GhorewSMs, who are in the 3rd grade.
The Badli61 is another Janjua sept, deriving its name from Badla,
the ancient R&jput tiha. Badla is now in ruins and its rana't family
is extinct, but the sept has made one of its members their rand and
presents nazardna, etc., to him as usual. Still, as ho has not been
installed or made a tilakdhdri, his rdndship does not count for much.
JAKJDHAN, a Muhammadan Jat clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,
JAHJUNHA, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JJJIOHA (doubtless Janjua).-—A B&jput sept, an offshoot of the Bhattis
whose ancestor Johad (? Judh) came to Garh Makhila in Akkar's reign
and founded Ntirpur Janoha in Kapurtbala.
JAKBAN, a Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Monfgomery.
JAHWAF, a Muhammadan J&V clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
J A $ , a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JAKA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur,
JARAH, a J&Y clan (agricultural) found in Mult&u.
a Bept of 3&\B found in Jind. In that state five gots of Ja$s derite
their names from as many parts of the beri tree, viz.:

JARIA,

(i) Rangi, from the rang, or bark of the beri tree used, for dyeing,
(ii) Jaiia, from jar, the root, I (iv) Jbari, or seedlings, and
[in) Beria, from ber, the fruit, J (u) Khichar, or bud.
These five gots may however intermarry and are, collectively, called
Jaria, which is also said to bo derived from jord and to mean ' twin.'
* The Pahri of Kuhi is a branch of the Jsnjuas "which has taken to karewa and so lost
status, so that Janjuas and clans of equal or higher grade do not intermarry with them.
•f The formalities at the accession of a new Sultfn of Makhiala are somewhat similar t
7, 9, 11 or 13 days after his predecessor's death the principal men of the tract are feasted •
in the afternoon they assemble at a rock behind the SulUn's house and the family
Brahman puts the tika on his forehead The 8ulUn then appoints a xcazir and four dixvdm.

JartfJ—Jdt.
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JABIIO, ft clan

of Hindu Rajputs found in Hoehiarpur, in greatest numbers in
the north-east of Daauya tahsil. Also a clan of agricultural Brabtnans
in the Ri]giri taluka of Bamfrpur tabsil in Kangra. They rank in the
2nd grade in both castes.

(1) an agricultural clan found in Shahpur, (2) a Jat clan x(agricultural)
found in Multan.
°
'

JAHOLA,
JABBAO,

a surgeon and dentist who is almost always a tun.

JABSODD,

Balochi: a washerman, fr./or clothes, jAodhaofc to wash.
olan of the Khosa Baloch.
clan of Muhammadan Rajputs.

the

urree
Like
Manaf, an ancestor
the Prophet, and got possession of the tract they now occupy under
Gakkhar rule, when, one Zuhair, a descendant of the Prophet, cam
Arabia and settled near Kahiita.
*

LL, a clan of Hindu Rdjputs, of Saldmia status, found in Hoehidrpu
*L, an agricultural olan found in Shdhpur,
{> an agricultural clan found in Shdhpun
Rajput clan, an ofFsl
It derives its name
asrota and is of Jaikaria
JASWARA, see Jaiswdra.
AB, a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Ainritsar.
rAL, an offshoot of the Katoch, the great Rujput clan which gave
to the kingdom of Trigarta; It derives its name from (or possibly
its name to) the Jaswdn Dfin of Hoshidrpur, and at its original seat
Jaswdn, are remains of buildinc*. wells and fountain** whinli **>.
former
ranks high, being
1596
f
an army and gave
trouble to the imperial authorities
fern. JATNI, dim. Ja(e(a, fern. -I, the child
of
a
J6(.
. .
.
The form
T
Jdt is USGCI in the South-East Pun*%
In the Central Punjab Jatt
f«m. JaM is usual. Another dim, Jatupgapi, a Jatfs child, is used
contemptuously. In the south-west of the Province the Multdni and
Baloohi term for a Jdt is Jagddl, and Jat (with the soft t) is used
to .denote a camel-driver, as in Upper Sindh, where jat now means
a rearer of camels or a shepherd, in opposition to a husbandman.
The Ja \e in History.
Fragmentary notices of the Jfys occur in the Muhammadan historians
Of India, aa will be seen from the following excerpts from Elliot's
History of India.
Ibn Khurdddba, writing ante 912 A, D., gives the distance from
the
frontier
of
Kirmdn
to
Mansura
as
80
parasange,
and
ad
11
This route parses through the
flats
kf«n
wstch over it." E. H. /,, I, p, 14.
• if

• Elliot's Hi*, o/ India, YI, p. l».
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The Jits in history.
According to the author of the MtijmaUut-Tawdrlkh* the JaU+ ahd
Meds were reputed descendants of Ham. They both dwelt in SindJ
and on (the banks of) the Bahar river, and the Jats were bub4ect to
the Meds whose oppression drove them across the Pahan river. The
Jats were! however, accustomed to the use of boats and were thus able
to cross tbe river and raid the Meds, who were owners of sheep.
Eventually the Jats reduced the Med power and ravaged their country.
A Jut chief, however, induced both tribes to lay aside their differences
and send a deputation of chiefs to wait on King Dajushan (Duryodhana), son of Dahr&t (Dhritar&shtra), and beg him to nomin*
ato a king, whom both tribes would obey. Accordingly the emperor
Dajtishan appointed Dass&l (Duhsal&j, his sister, and wife of the
powerful kiug JandrAt (Jayadratha), to rule over the Jats and Meds. As
the country possessed no Brahmans, she wrote to her brother for
aid, and he sent her 80,000 from Hindust&n. Her capital was Askaland.
A small portion of the country she made over to the Jats under their
chief, Judrat.§
Ohach, the Brahman usurper)! of Sind, humiliated the Jats and
LohAnas. He compelled them to agree to carry only sham swords:
to wear no under-garments of shawl, velvet or silk, and only silken
outer-garments, provided they were red or blaok in colour: to put no
saddles on their horses; to keep thoir heads and feet •uncovered; to
take their dogs with them when they wont out: to furnish guides and
spies and carry firewood for the royal kitchen.^ Of the Loh6na, i.e.
Lakh a and Sam ma, who were apparently Jats, it is 6aid that the same
rules were applied to them and that they knew no distinction of great
and small.** Muhammad bin Q&sini maintained these regulations,
declaring that the Jats resembled the savages of Persia and the mountains. He also fixed their tribute.tt
The Bheti Thokurs and Jats of Ghasui, who had submitted and entered the Arab service, garrisoned S&garn and the island of Bait,it in
the time of Muhammad bin Qtteiin, c. 712 A. D.
The Jats, like the Baloch, the Samuias and the Sodhas, revolted
against Umar,§§ but they were soon reduced to submission, aide 1300
A.D.
In 884 A. D., and again in 885 Ajff bin Isa was sent agniosi the
Jats, whose chief was Muhammad bin 'Usm&njl j| and commander Samlu.
9
Ajif defeated them' in a seven months campaign, and tool: 27,000 of
them, including women and children with 12,000 fighting men to
Written
• By the Arabs*' the writer interpolates, • the Hindu* ure
Sind « the valley of the Indus from the modern Mifav
riw
E

Bis usurpation dates from 691, A. U.
If E. H. I., I, p. 151.
•Ib,p,18T.
ft lb. p. 18*.
.
%% B. H. !., I, p. 1«7. This can hardly lb thu uiodferti GJ ;um. It c*h
rhazni or Ghajti of modem Jafr legend, as it lay apparently <>s the Indoi
Or Unaar : E. H. I , I, pp. 9 & 1 .
J E, H. I., IX, p. Stt.
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Baghdad, whence they were transported to the northern frontier and
soon perished, exterminated in a Byzantine raid. The seats, of these
Jats lay on the roads of Hsjar, which they had seised.
Amran, the Barmecide governor of the Indian frontier, marched to
Kfk4n* against the Jats whom he defeated and subjugated. There he
founded Al-Baiza, the 'white city', which he garrisoned, and thenoe
proceeded to Muhan and KandAbfl. The latter city stood on a hill and
was held by Muhammad, son of KhaKI, whom AmrAn slew. He then
made war on the Med9, bnt summoned the Jats to Alrtir, where he
sealed their hands, took from them the ./t*ya or poll-tax and ordered
that every man of them should bring with him a dog when he waited on
him. He then again attacked the Mods, having with him the chief
men of ilc Jats.t Amran was appointed in 836 A. D. to be governor
of Sindh.
The Tukfat-n'UKiram appears to assign to the Jats and Biloches
the r;me descent, from Muhammad, son of HArfin, governor of Male Win,
who was himself descended from the Amir Hamza, an Arab, by a

fairy.t

The Jits of Jud, which we most take to mean the Salt Range,
were, according to the later Muhammadan historians, the object of
Mahmud's 17th and last expedition into India in 1020 A. D. It
is however hardly possible that Mahmud conducted a naval campaign
in or near the Salt Range, and the expedition probably uever took
place. It is moreover exceedingly doubtful whether the Salt Range
was then occupied by Jats at all.4
Jats, under Tilak, hunted down Ahmad, the rebel governor of
MulWn, in 1084 A. D., until he perished on the MihrAn of Sind. For
this they receivod 100,000 dtV/mro*asa reward. The Jats were still
Hindus.||
#

After the defeat of Rai Pithaura in 1192, and the capture of
Delhi by Mohammad of Ghor, Jatwan raised the standard of national
resistance to Muhammadan aggression at HAnsi, but was defeated
on the borders of the J&igar by Qutb-ud-dfn Ibak who then took
H&nsi. It is apparently not certain that Jatw£n was a Jat loader.
Firishta says Jatwan was a dependent of the R&i of Nahrw&l& in
Guaerat.H
In November 1398 Timur marched through the jungle from Ahrunf
in Karn&l to TohAna, through a traot which he found inhabited by
Jats, Musulrnftns only in name, and without equals in theft and highway robbery: they plundered caravans on the road and were a
terror to Musulm&ns and travellers. On Timur's approach the Jats
had abandoned the vilUgb (Tohftna) and fled to their sugarcane
fields, valleys, and jungles, but Timfir pursued them, apparently after
• Or Kaikan,' which was in the occupation of the Jats •; E. Ii. I., I, p. 440,
t E. H. I., If p. 128: cf. App. pp. 449-50
1 E. H. I., I, p. 336,
§ E H. I., II, p. 477.
E. It I., II, p. 133.
T.N.fpp, 616-7.
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Ja\ origins.
Lis deceased brother's wife. In the south-east the practice of widow
remarriage differentiates the Hindu J&t from the R&jput, but it is
not universal even among the Ja^s, for in Gurg&on some J&i families
disallow it and others which allow it do not permit it with the
husband's relations.* In other words, as we go eastwards orthodox
Brahmintcal ideas come into play.
The origins of the Ja\.
Perhaps no question connected with the ethnology of the Punjab
peoples has been so much discussed as the origin of the so-called 46\
4
:
race/ It Is not intended here to reproduce any oi the arguments adduced.
They will be fo* d in detail in the Archaeological Survey Report^ II,
pp. 51 to 01 ; in Tod's Rajasthda, I, pp. 32 to 75 and 96 to 10i (Madras
Reprint, 1880) ; in Elplrinstone's History of India, pp. 250 to 253 ; and
in Elliot'* Races of the N.-W. P . , I, pp. 130 to 137. Suffice it to say that
hoth Sir Alexander Cunningham and Colonel Tod agreed in considering
the J&ts to be of lndo-Scythian stock. The former identified them with
the Zanthi of Strabo and the Jatii of Pliny and Ptolemy; and held thai
they probably entered the Punjab from their home on the Oxus very
shortly after the Meds or Mands, who also were Indo»Scytbians, and
who moved into the Punjab about a century before Christ. The J&ts
seem to have first occupied the Indus valley as far down as Sindb,
whither the Meds followed them about the beginning of the present
era. But before the earliest Muhammad an invasion the J&ts had
spread into the Punjab Proper, where they were firmly established in
the beginning of the 11th century. By the time of B&bar the Jats
of the Salt Eange had been subdued by the Gakkhars, Awdns, and
Janjuas, while as early as the 7th century the 3&\s and Meda of
Sindh were ruled by a Brahman dynasty. Tod classed the Jd^s as one
of the great Rdjput tribes, and extended his identification with the
Gette to both races ; but here Cunningham differed from him, holding
the Rajput6 to belong to the original Aryan stock, and the J&\& to a
late* wave of immigrants from the north-west, probably of Scythian
race
1

It may b e ' continued Sir Denzil Ibbetson, 'that the original RAjput
and the original J&t entered India at different periods in UB history,
though to my mind the term B£jput is an occupational rather than
an ethnological expression. But if they do originally represent two
separate waves of immigration, it is at least exceedingly probable,
both from their almost identical physique and facial character and
from the close communion which has always existed between them,
that they belong to one and the same ethnic stock; while, whether
this be so or not, it is almost certain that they have been for many
centuries and still are so intermingled and so bJended into one people,
that it is practically impossible to distinguish them as separate wholes*
It is indeed more than probable that the process of fusion has not
ended here, and that the people who thus in the main resulted from
the blending of the JaJ and the R&jput, if these two ever were distinct,
is by no means free from foreign elements. We have seen how the
Pathan people have assimilated Sayyids, Turks and Moghals, and how
* i'0. Cutlomary Law, II, (Gurgaou), p. 132,
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ifc was sufficient for a Jat tribe to retain its political independence and
organisation in order to be admitted into the Baloch nation ; we know
bow a character for sanctity and social exclusiveness combined will
in a few generations make a Quresh or a Sayjid; and it is almost certain
that the joint Jdt-Rajput stock contains not a few tribes of aboriginal
descent, though it is probably in the main Aryo-Scythian, if Scythian
be not Aryan. The M&n, Her, and Bhullar J4fs are known as. aslf or
original Jata because they claim no fldjput ancestry, but are supposed
to be descended from the hair (jat) of the aboriginal god Siva;
the J i t s of the south-eastern districts divide themselves into two
sections, Shivgotri or of the family of Siva,* and Kdsabgotri who
claim connection with the Rajputs; and the names of the ancestor Bar
of the Shivgotris and of his son Barbara, are the very words which
the ancient Brahmans give us as the marks of the Barbarian aborigines.
Many of the J&t tribes of the Punjab have customs which apparently
point to non-Aryan origin, and a rich and almost virgin field for
investigation is here open to the ethnologist.
In other words, the Shivgotri J a ^ of the south-east like the M&n,
Her and Bhullar, are unassuming tribes which do not lay claim
to descent from a once dominant or ruling clan, whereas nearly all
the other Jfit clans arrogate to themselves R&jput ancestry, meaning
thereby that once upon a time tbey, or some representatives of the
clan, were sovereign or semi-independent chieftains acknowledging
no raja but their own head.t
* We may regard Shiva here as the earth-god and the Shivgotri as autochthones. In
Hiss&r, where they are few in numbers, they say that their forefather was created from the
matted hair cf Shiva, who consequently was named Jat Budhra. Regarding (heir origin
there is no historical account. But tradition tells that one of the clan, named Barh, became
master of a large portion of Bfkaner; where, at first he created a village which ho called
after his name; and thereafter went and resided at Jhansal, where bis descendants live to
this day, and which il&qa belongs to them. He had 12 sons :—Punia, Dhania, Chachnk,
Bali, Burbxira, 6nlukhunt

Chiria, Chandia,

Kho'k, Dunuj,

Liter,

and Kakkar.

From these

sprang 12 subdivisions. (Khok is also a Gil muhin. Punia was ancestor of the Punnu).
The descendants of the first were most in number, and had the largest possessions. They
owned the oountry round Jhansal which was called the Punia ildqa and which is mentioned
in the Afn-i-Akbari. Marriages among members of this clan cannot, according to their
custom, be formed amongst themselves ; t. c, they must intermarry with the Kasabgotris.
The latter are in reality degenerate Rajputs, and call themselves Kisabgotris after Kisab,
son of Brahma,
t Mr. H, Davidson in the following passage clearly went too far:—
" U is not generally known that the J i t race is entirely of Rijput. origin. A Rajput
marrying the widow of a deceased brother loses caste aa a Rijput; the ancestors of all
the J i t families were thus Rijputs, who had taken to wife the widows of their deceased
brethren, who had died without male heirs. The Phulkiin family, if questioned as to
their Rijput descent, being now to all intents and purposes Jits, would state this to have
been the manner of the transition. I myself have the fact from one of the most intelligent
members of the family. The headmen of more than one Jifc tillage of different §Mnt or
clans, have likewise given me the/ same information, and I am convinced of its general
truth. The sub-division of (or) got* among the Jits is endless, and I have been at some
pains to trace the circumstance, which constitutes the origin of each got. The result i.s
entirely confirmatory of the above account of the general origin of the race. The Rajput
ancestor, who ceased to t>t a Rijput, furnishes the name of the aatt not usually directly
from his own name, but trom some surname he had acquired, as-the ' toothless ' ' the fair '
or from circumstance attending his family, or the birth of his sons A very powerful got
is style J ' the bay.stack ' from the fact of his wife having been suddenly confined near
one ; in some cases the name of the village he or his sens founded gave the name of the
got which derives its ancestry from him. One got never intermarries within itself, one
got marrying with another got. Much has been written on the peculiar meaning of the
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Rajputs and Ju\s.
Are the Jd\s and Rajputs distinri ?
' But* continued Sir Denzil, whether J ^ 9 and Rajputs were or were
not originally distinct, and whatever aboriginal elements inty have
been affiliated to their society, I think that the two now form a
common stock, the distinction between J6J and Rajput being social
rather than ethnic. 1 believe that those families of that common stock
whom the tide of fortune has raised to political impoi'tance have
become Rdjputs almost by mere virtue of their rise : and that their
descendants have retained the title and its privileges on the condition,
strictly enforced, of observing the rules by which the higher are
distinguished from the lower castes in the Hindu scale of precedence;
of preserving their purity of blood by refusing to marry with families
of inferior social rank, of rigidly abstaining from widow marriage,
and of refraining from degrading occupations. Those who transgressed
these rules hav« fallen from their high position and ceased to be
lUjputs ; while Mich families as, attaining a dominant position in their
territory, began to affect social exclusiveness and to observe the rules
have become not only Rajtis, but also Rajputs or " sons of R&J&9."
For tho last seven centuries the process of elevation at least has
been almost at a standstill. Under the Delhi emperors king-making
was practically impossible. Under the Sikhs the Hfijput-was overshadowed by the Jiit, who resented his assumption of superiority and
his refnsal to join him on equal terms in the ranks of the KMlsa,
deliberately persecuted him wherever and whenever he had the power,
and preferred his title of J&t Sikb to that of the proudest Rajput.
On the frontier the dominance of Patb&ns and Balocbes and tho
general prevalence of Muhammadan feelings and ideas placed recent
Indian origin at a discount, and led the leading families who belonged
to neither of these two races to claim connection, not with the
Xshatriyas of the Sanskrit classes, but with the Mughal conquerors
#
of India or the Qureshi cousins of the Prophet j insomuch that even
admittedly djput tribes of famous ancestry, such as the Khokhar
have begun to follow the example. But in the hills, where RAjput
dynasties with genealogies perhaps more aucientand unbroken than can
be shown by any other royal families in the world retained their
independence till yesterday, and where many oi them still enjoy as
great social authority as ever, the twin processes ot degradation from
and elevation to R&jput rank are still to be s*en in operation. The
R£j& is there the fountain not only of honour but also of caste, which
is the same thing in India/ And Sir James Lyall wrote :—
11

Till lately the limits of caste3 do not seem to have been so immutably fixed in the hills
U in tho plains. The Raji was the fountain of honour, and could do much as he liked.
I have heard old men quote instances within their memory in which a Riji pvomoted a
word Maminddr, in different parts of India. Here the use of the word is very peculiar
Those, generally, who derive their livelihood directly from the soil, are not called »amind&r*
but kas&ns. On approaching a village, and asking what people live in it, if any other r\w
but Jits lire in it the name
of
the
race
will
be
given
in
reply.
But
if
the
population
are
l
.Tats, the reply will be zaminddrs live there' - tamlnddr log baste; in fact the word
zaminddr is here only applied to the Jits." This last remark, Sir Donald McJ*od noted,
applied equally almost throughout the Punjab, even where the Jits have been converted
to Islim. Ludhiina Sett. Rep., 1*59, pp. 2«-29. Tho ' hay.stack'* got is saHtobetbe
Garewal.
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Ghirth to be a Ittthi, and a Thakur to be a Rijput, for service done or money given; and
at the present day the power of admitting back into caste fellowship persons put under a
ban for some grave act of defilement, is a source of income to the j&girddr Rdjas. I believe
that Mr. Campbell, afterwards Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, has asserted that there is no
such thing as a distinct Rajput stock ; that in former times before caste distinctions had
become crystallized, any tribe or family whose ancestor or head rose to royal rank became
in time R&jput. This is certainly the conclusion to which many facts point with regard to
the R&jput families of this district, viz., Kotlahr and Bang&hal. are said to be Brahmans
by original stock. Mr. Barnes says that in K&ngra the son of a Rajput by a low-caste
woman takes place as a Rithi: in Sar»j and other places in the interior of the hills I hare
met families calling themselves Rajputs, and growing into general acceptance us Rajputs, in
their own country at least, whose only claim to the title was that their grandfather was
the offspring of a Kanetni by a foreign Brahman. On the border line in the Himalayas,
Utween Tibet and India proper, any one can observe caste growing before his eyeR; the
ncble is changing into a Rajput, the priest into a Brahman, the peasant into a J&t, and so
on down to the bottom of the scale. The same process was, I believe, more or less in force
in Kangra Proper down to a period not very remote from to-day.'*

A very similar process has been going on among the J6ts. The
Golia J&(a were certainly by origin Brahmans and the Langri&l were
Chdrans. And in the plains countless traditions say that the son of
a R&jput by a J&\, Gujar, Ror or other wife of low degree became
JA\H. But in the plains, as in the hills, a Rajput can lose his status
aud &ink in the sooial scale by allowing the practise of karewa, and
numerous J&\ traditions point to the adoption of that custom as
having degraded a blue-blooded R&jput family to J&t or yeoman
status. As Sir Denzil Ibbetson wrote :—
1

The reverse process of degradation from Rajput to lower rank is too
common to require proof of its existence, which will be found if needed
together with further instances of elevation, in the section which treats
of the Rajputs and kindred castes. In the eastern districts, where
Biahmanism is stronger than in any other part of the Punjab, and
Delhi too near to allow of families rising to political independence, it
is probable that no elevation to the rank of R&jput has taken place
within recent times. But many Rijput families have ceased to be
R&jpute. Setting aside the general tradition of the Punjab Jdfcs to the
effect that their ancestors were R&jputs who married J£{s or began to
practise widow-marriage, we have the Gaurwa Rfijputs of Gurg&on and
Delhi, whe have indeed retained the title of R&jput because the caste
feeling is too strong in those parts and the change in their customs too
recent for it yet to have died out, but who have, for all purposes of
equality, communion, or intermarriage, ceased to be R&jputs since tbey
took to the practice of karewa; we have the Sahnsars of Hoshidrpur
who were R&jputs within the last two or three generations, but have
censed to be so because they grow vegetables like the Arain; in Karnal
we have R&jputs who within the living generation have ceased to be
Rijputs aud become Shaikhs, because poverty and loss of land forced
them to weaving as "an occupation; while the Delhi Chauhin, within the
shadow of the city where their ancestors once ruled and led the Indian
armies in their last struggle with the Musalin&n invaders, have lost
their caste by yielding to the temptations of karewa. In the Sikh
tract, as I have said, the J&t is content to be a J&(, and has never since
the rise of Sikii power wished to be anything else. In the Western
Hlaintt the freedom of marriage allowed by IsUin has superseded
caste restrictions, and social rank is measured by the tribe rather than
by the larger unit of caste.

But even there! families who were a few
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generations ago reputed J&ts have now risen by social exclusiveness to
be recognised as Rajputs, and families who were lately known as
Riijputs have sunk till they are now classed with Ja$3 ; while the great
Tilling tribes, the Sial, the Gondal, the Tiw&na are commonly spoken of
as Rajputs, and their smaller brethren, as Jd^s. The same tribe even is
JRAjpnt in ono district and J&$ in another, according to its position
among the local tribes. In the Salt Range the dominant tribes, the
Janjila, Manilas aud the like, are R&jputs when they are not Mughals
or Arabs; while all agricultural tribes of Indian origin who cannot
fstablish their title to Rjijput rank are J i t s . Finally, on the frontier
the Path£n and Baloch have overshadowed J£(; and Rrijput alike; and
Bhatti, Pnnw&r, Tiinwar, all the proudest tribes of Rajputdna, are
included in the name and have sunk to the level of Jilt, for there can
be no Riijputs where there are no Rdj&s or traditions of Rdjd3. T know
that the views herein set forth will be held heretical and profane by
many, and tliat they ought to be supported by a greater wealth of
instance than I have produced in the following pages. But I have no
time to marshal my facts; I have indeed no time to record more than
a small proportion of them; and all I can now attempt is to state the
conclusion lo which my enquiries have led me, and to hope to deal with
the subject in more detail on some future occasion/
These conclusions are confirmed by facts observed with regard to
other so-called castes, such as the Gaddis, Gujars, Kanets, Meos, and
others too numerous to mention. The term J&£ may now connote a
caste in the ordinary acceptance of the term, but whatever its derivation may be, it came to^ signify, in contradistinction to R&jput, a
yeoman cultivator, usually owner of land, and in modern parlance Jdtzainfnd&r is the usual description of himself which a J&f will give.
As Sir Denzil Ibbetson said
.—
The position of the Jdt in the Punjab.
4
The Jdt is in every respect the most important of the Punjab
peoples. In point of numbers he surpasses the Rijput, who comes next
to him, in the proportion of nearly three to one. Politically he ruled
the Punjab till the Khdlsa yielded to our arms. Ethnologically he is
the peculiar and most prominent product of the plains of the five rivers.
And from an economical and administrative point of view he is the
husbandman, the peasant, the revenue-payer par excellence of the
Province. His manners do not bear the impress of generations of wild
freedom which marks the races of onr f ontier mountains. But he is
more honest, more industrious, more sturdy, and no less manly than
they. Sturdy independence indeed and patient vigorous labour are his
strongest characteristics. The J&t is of all the Punjab races the most
impatient of tribal or communal control, and the one which asserts the
freedom of the individual most strongly. In tracts where, as in
Rohtak, the J&t tribes have the field to tnemselves, and are compelled,
in default of rival castes as enemies, to fall back upon each other for
somebody to quarrel with, the tribal ties are strong. But as a rule a
man w
J4t is a
ho does what seems right in his own eyes and sometimes
what seems wrong also, and will not be said nay by any man. I do not *
mean however that he is turbulent: as a rule he is very far from being
so. He is independent and he is self-willed; bnt he is reasonable,
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peaceably inclined if left alone, and not difficult to manage. He is
usually content to cultivate his fields and pay his revenue in puace and
quietness if people will let him do so; though when he does go wrong
he "takes to anything from gambling to murder, with perhaps a
preference for stealing other people's wives and cattle." As nsual the
proverbial wisdom of the villages describes him very fairly, though
u
perhaps somewhat too severely:
The soil, fodder, clothes, hemp,
grass fibre, and silk, these six are best beaten ; and the seventh is the
ii\. " "A Jat, a Bh&t, a caterpillar, and a widow woman; these four
are best hungry. If they eat their fill they do harm." " T h e J i t ,
like a wound, is better when bound." In a'griculture the J6$ is preeminent. The market-gardening castes, the Arriin, the Mdli, the Saini,
are perhaps more skilful cultivators on a email scale; but they cannot
rival the J&t as landowners and yeoman cultivators. The J6t calls
himself zaminddr or "husbandman" as often as J£$, and his women and
children alike work with him in the fields: "The Jtftfs baby has a
plough handle for a plaything." " The 3&\ stood on bis corn heap
l
and said to the king's elephant-drivers— Will you roll thoee little
donkeys ? " Socially, the J i\ occupies a position which is shared by
the Ror, the Gujar, and the Ahir, all four eating and smoking together.
He is of course far below the Rajput, from the simple fact that he
practises widow-marrisge. The Zi\ father is made to say, in the
rhyming proverbs of the country side—* Come my daughter and be
married ; if this husband dies there are plenty more/ But among the
widow-marrying castes he stands first. The Bania with his sacred
thread, his strict Hinduism, and his twice-born standing, looks down on
the J i t as a Sudra. But the Jat looks down upon the Bania as a
cowardly spiritless money-grubber, and society in general agrees with
the SA%. The Khatri, who is far superior to the Bdnia in manliness and
vigour, probably takes precedence of the J£$. But among the races or
tribes of purely Hinau origin, I think that the 3A% stands next after
the Brahman, the R&jput, and the Khatri.
There are, however, J i t s and 3&\Q. I shall here do nothing more
than briefly indicate the broad distinctions. The J&$ of the Sikh
tracts is of course the typical J&$ of the Punjab, and he it is whom
I have described above. The ; J£t of the south-eastern districts differs
little from him save in religion ; though on the Bfk&ner border the puny
Bagri J&$, immigrant from bi« rainless prairies where he has been
held in bondage for centuries, and ignorant of cultivation save in its
rudest form, contrasts strongly with the stalwart and independent
husbandman of the M6lwa. On the Lower Indus the word J&t is
applied generically to a congeries of tribes, J£\& proper, Rajputs, lower
castes, and mongrels, who have no points in common save their
RJuhammadan religion, their agricultural occupation, and their
subordinate position. Io the great western grazing grounds it is,
as I have said, impossible to draw any sure line between J&f and
R&jput, the latter terra being commonly applied to those tribes who •
have attained political supremacy, while the people whom they have
subdued or driven by dispossession of their territory to live a seminomad life in the central steppos are more often classed as J&(s; and
the tt-te of things in the Salt Range is very similar. Indeed the
word 2i\ is the Punjabi term for a grazier or herdsman j though l£r#
I
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E. O Brien said t h a t in Ja^ki, J6t, the cultivator, is spelt with a hard
and J&t, the herdsman or camel grazier, with a soft t. Thus the
word J&{in Rohtak or Amritsar means a great d e a l ; in Muzaffargarh
or Bannu it means nothing at all, or rather perhaps it means a great
deal more than any single word can afford to mean if it is to be of
any practical u s e ; and the two classes respectively indicated by tho
term in these two parts ot the Province must not be too readily
confounded/

elements

to their
The
origin are summed up below, but it must be confessed that these
traditions are not only hazy but often inconsistent and not infrequently
contradicted by legends current among the same tribe in another
locality
Afghan origin is asserted by the Lang&h. Arab origin is claimed by
the Tahini and Lilla. Brahman descent is alleged by the Golia and
(
Langri&l—who say they were Brahman Ch4ran8.' J at descent is
admitted by the Bhullar, Her, and M£n; by the Sipra (Gils^y origin),
the Bhangu, who say they came from Nepdl, by the War&ich and
apparently the Nol. Bdjput origin is vaguely alleged by the Bal,
Chhandhar Dbindsa (Saroha), Qbatwal (Saroha), Hijr£ (Saroha), Mahal
and Suinrd.
Other J&t tribes have more specific claims to Rajput ancestry.
Thus Solar R&jput origin is claimed by the Aulakh,* Bains,t Janjtia,
Bhutta, Buttar, Chahil (Tunwar), Deo, Dhotar, Ithwal, Kang, Lodika,
Punnun, Sdhi,Sindhuand Tarar; Lunar R&jput byJjie Dhillon (Saroha),
Ghumman, Goraya (Saroha), Kahlon.
s
And in many cases the J i t tribe can point to the R&jput tribe from
which it sprang. For example, Bhatti Rajput descent is claimed by the
Dhariwil, Randhdwa, Sard,J and Sidhu; Chauh&n R&jput descent by the
Ahlawat, Bajw&, Chatta, Chima, Dehia, Jdkhar, Marral, SargwSn, and
Sohal: ManhAs R6jput blood by the Wirk : Punwar Rajput descent by
the Kharral, Blarral and Sarai : Raghobansi Rdjput origin by Gil :
Tunwar, by the Dhankar, RAthi and Sahr£wat: and Rather by the DalAl
and Desw&l.
Similarly, In Gujrat the Muhammad an J at tribes claim very diverse ori, ins. TLui
M ughal origin is claimed by the Bhaddar, Malana, Marar and Narwai. who caim to be
Bar lis ; and by the Bahlam, Chaughatta, Phiphra, Mandor and Babal, who claim to be
Chaughatta. Aw an origin i9 claimed by the Bhagwal, while the Hfr claim to be descendants of Qutab-ud-Din, like the Aw&ns and Khokhars. Quraish descent is claimed by the
Jam.
Khokhar Rajput descent is asserted by the Jali; Punwar Rajput ancestry i« claimed by the
Jakkhar and SU1; Sombansi descent and Rajput ancestry, i e., a last «tatua as Rajputs—
are claimed by the Janjua Jats, Chauhin Ja-ts, Dhul, Sohial, Kalial, ftoriya, Langarbal,
Maral, and Mangat; Janjua Rajput origin is claimed by the FTTAKZBL, Tatla, Dahb,
Kaujial and Ghumman; Gakkhar origin ?s a erted by the Kotharmai; iihaiti RAjput origin
is claimed by the Bhatti, Dhariwii Parol, Tori. Dhamul Dbali, Randh ra, 8ahotra, Soya,
Surai, Kalwil, Kaher, Kawar, Korantani, Guhlo Oudho, ( jril, L lar, Mehar, MahCta
But one tradition makes them Lunar.
| Bains is one of the 86 royal families of Rajputs, but was
SuryabansL
1 Also daiii* Lunar descent
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Multani, Nijjri, Hunjar and Hatiin; Punnu (Surajbansi) origin is claimed by the Dudhrai
Poti, Gil, Thuthil, Mathi, Nat; Raghbaasi by the Rahang Chauhan; Rajput origin is claimed
by the Thanel, Gohi and Kaler; Tur Rijput descent is claimed by the Takkhar; Langih
R4jputs gave birth to th9 Chach, and Manhis to the Raihsi, Katwar Lohdra, Mah6, Mair,
Nangiil and Wirk ; Gondii Jit extraction is admitted by the Tola, Jaspal, Sandrina, and
Ghug; Waraich by the Suggar; Dhariwil bv the Sidh, and Rinjha by the Khamb,
Gudgor.

Distribution of the Jdts.
Beyond the Punjab, J&^s are chiefly found ia Sindh where
they form the mass of the population; in Bikiner, Jaisalmer, and
Mdrw&r, where they probably equal in numbers all the R&jput
races put together, and along the upper valleys of the Ganges
and Jumna, from Bareli, Farrukh&b£d, and Gwalior upwards. In the
Punjab and North-West Frontier Province they are especially
numerous in the central Sikh districts and States, in tlie south-eastern
districts, and in the DerajSt. Under and among the hills and in the
Rawalpindi division R&jputs take their place, while on the frontier,
both upper and lower, they are almost wholly confined to the cis-Indus
tracts and the immediate Indus riverain on both sides of the stream.
The Jdts of the Indus are probably still in the country which they
have occupied ever since their first entry into India, though they have
been driven back from the foot of the Sulaim&ns on to the river by the
advance of the Pathdn and the Baloch. The Jats of the Western Plains
have almost without exception come up the river valleys from Sindh
or Western Rdjputana. The Jdts of the western and central submontane have also in part come by the same route ; but some of them
retain a traditional connection with Ghazni, which perhaps refers to the
ancient Gajnipur, the site of the modern Rawalpindi, while many of
them trace their origin from the Jammu Hills.
The J&ts of the central and eastern Punjab have also in many cases
come up the Satlej valley; but many of them have moved frotri Bik&ner
straight into the M&lwa, while the great central plains of the Mdlwa
itself are probably the original home of many of the J&t tribes of the
Sikh tract. The J&ts of the south-eastern districts and the Jumna zone
have for the most part worked up the Jumna valley from the direction
of Bhartpur, with which some of them still retain a traditional connec*
tion; though some few have moved in eastwards from Bik&ner and the
M&lwa. The Bhartpur J&Js are themselves said to be immigrants who
left the banks of the Indus in the time of Aurangzeb. Whether the
J i t s of the great plains are really as late immigrants as they represent,
or whether their story is merely founded upon a wish to show recent
connection with the country of the R&jputs, I cannot say. The whole
question is one in which we are still exceedingly ignorant, and which
would richly repay detailed investigation.
The J at migrations.
A noteworthy feature of the Z&% traditions is their insistence
on the recent advent of nearly every J£\ tribe into the Punjab,
or at least into its present seats. Probably the only tract in
the Punjab in which the Jdt has been well established from a
period anterior to the first Mnhsmmadan invasion is the Eohtak
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«"*( migrations,
territory. If the Mrtwy of the various tribes in MulWn be investigated
be found that there is scarcely a single important tribe now found
District m\\mk Ins not immicrrated within the last 500 or 600
years. The whole population in Mult&n has for many centuries been
in a state of constant flux, and it is of very little use trying to discover
who the original inhabitants were even in the pre-Muhammadan
times. The Khaks, P&ndas, Pahors and Sahus in Kabirw&la tahsil,
the Dhudhis in Mailsi, and the Kharas, north of Multfin, are reputed
vaguely to have been converted to Isl&m in the Mult&n district) during
the 13th century, but the traditions cannot be trusted. When the Ain-iAkbari was compiled the Sahfis, Sandas, Marrala, Tahfms, Ghallus,
Channar3, Joiyas, Utheras and Khichis were settled in or near their
present seats, and tradition assigns many tribal immigrations to Akbar's
time.* The same might be said with much truth of almost every J&\
settlement throughout the Punjab plains. If we except the Nol and
Bhangu in Jhang, the Hinjra in Gujr&nw&la and a few other clans,
tradition almost always makes a J&t tribe a comparatively recent
settler in the Punjab. In Dera Ismail Khan, where the term J&\ is
applied to SiAls, Awfina and a host of petty tribes of miscellaneous
origin, the lower portion of the Districts was probably occupied by a
^ ^ scattered tribes of pastoral ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Early in
that century all tradition goes to show that an immi
Biyars, China, Khothars, etc., set in from Mult6n and Bahfiwalpur.
Pausing up the Indus these J$t tribes gradually occupied the country
on the edare of the Ml£n
East
Sayyid
which was of the
«pite
naiuie of a military occupation rather than a permanent colonisation,
and the whole of the Kachi or riverain on the east bank of the Indus
waa divided in blocks among the J&ts, a strip of the Thai or steppe
being attached to each block. J&t tribes settled also in the Thai itself,
notably the Chinas and Bhidw4l, the latter a good fighting tribe. The
China tract stretched right across the Thai. The modern District of
Dera Ismail Kh£n was settled in much the same Way by the J ^ s , but
the Baloch also occupied it as cultivating proprietors, leaving the
actual occupation however to the J&ts. Early in the 19th century
Sarwar Kh&n of T&nk located large numbers of 3&\B in the
south-east of the present T&nk tahsil and this settloment gave tbe tract
its name of the J&t-dtar.f J&ts however appear to have been settled
in the modern Nutkini Baloch country prior to that period, and to
have formed its original population.
ft

9

The migrations of the J4ts into Kapurthala also illustrate the history of the population
of the Punjab. Thus from Amritsar came the Oil, Padah, Ojla, Dhol, Randhawa, Khera
andSamrai; from Hoshiaorpur the Dhadwil; from Sialkot came the Bajw4 or Bajwai,
Goriya and Ghumman; from Gurdispnr the Mahesh ; and from Lahore the Wirk, Sindhu
and BhuUar ; from Gujr*nwala came the Dhotar, Baraich (Wariich), Pfoglai, Kaler and
Johal, 8ujin and Bat-ah; from the Mtlwi the Dh4riwil; and from Patiala the Chibil; from
Delhi came the Hundal, Dhadah, Bhaun, Bal, Bhandal, Bisal and Bulai; from Sirsa tha
• B— Mr. E. D. Maclagan's interesting sketch of the tribal immigrations in the Multdn
QamrtUrr, 1901-02, pp. 144-5.
t There is also a Jatatar in Gujrat—see p. 306 supra. It appears to be identical with
the Herit, whioh may derive its name from the Her Jats, though a local tradition derive*
SI from Herat in Afghanistan, It is curious that the J4ta give their name to DO other
BBSBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBISBH
N
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Basrai and Daulat; while from beyond the east of the Jumna came the Nijhar and Janet.;
and from Sahiranpur, the Dhillon : while the Baich s^y they came from the Ganges. The
Paddah have a tradition that they came from Ghazni.

The cults of the Jd\ tribes.
The J£t8 of the Punjab cannot be said to have any distinctive tribal
cults. When Mnhammadans or Sikhs they follow the teachings of
their creeds with* varying degrees of strictness. When Hindus they
are very often STJLTANIS or followers of the popular and wide-spread
cult of Sakhi Sarwar Saltan. In the south-east many are BISHNOIS.
The Shib-gotri J&ts do not form a sectarian gronp. The only distinctive J6t cults are tribal, and even in their case the sidh or sati, Jogi,
Gosfifn or Bair&gi, whose shrine is affected by the tribe, is doubtless
worshipped by people of other tribes in the locality. For detailed
accounts of these tribal cults reference must be made to the separate
articles on the various Jdt tribes in these volumes, but a few general
notes may be recorded here. It will be observed that these customs are
not as distinctive of the J&(s of Si£lko( as Sir Denzil Ibbetson thought,*
Parallels to them will also be found among the Khatris, and it is very
doubtful whether they can be held to indicate aboriginal descent.
JatJiera.—Among the Hindu and Sikh J6{8, especially in the northcentral and central Districts, a form of ancestor-worship, called ja\hera9
is common. It is the custom of many clans, or of a group of villages
of one clan, for the bridegroom at his wedding (bidh or shddx) to
proceed to a spot set aside to commemorate some ancestor who was either
a shahid (martyr) or a man of some note. This spot is marked by a
mound of earth, or it may be a pakkcb shrine. The bridegroom bows his
head to the spot and walks round it, after which offerings are made
both to the Brahman and the Idgi.t If the mound is of earth, he throws
a handful of earth upon it. The name given to the ja^hera may be,
and generally is, that of an ancestor who was influential, the founder of
the tribe, or who was a shahid.
Jantfi katna or Jandian, the cutting of a twig of the jan4 tree.—
The bridegroom, before setting out for the marriage, cuts with a sword
or talwdr a twig from a jand tree anywhere in the vicinity. He then
makes offerings to Brahman*. This ceremony ensures the success of
his marriage.
•

In those parts of the Qurgaon District which adjoin the Jaipur, Alwar
and Ndbha States it is customary to fix a' small wooden bird on the
outer door of the bride's house, aud before the bridegroom is welcomed
by the women standing there he is required to strike it with his stick.
This ensures the happiness of the marriage. The rite is reminiscent of~~^
the old Tar Pariksha or test of the bride. The bird is made of jcm4
wood. This is almost the only trace of any jandidn ceremony in the
southern Punjab.}
• Ibbetson, § 421.
t Hie menial who is entitled to receive dues (lag) at weddings, etc.
X l a Hiaair the jandi in rite is rare, though that of jathera is said to be almost unireraaL
Bat fa that District the observances are local, rather than tribal and the Bigri Ji$* 4m
not perform the jandid a in Hiasar though they would observe it in the B&gar, where it if
general.
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The chhatra rile.
The jan4io.11riteis very common in the central Punjab,* but it assumes slightly different forms. Thus among the Hans J&(s of Ludhi&na
the bridegroom's uncle or elder brother cuts the tree with an axe or
sword and the bridal pair plsy with the twigs, chhitian, the boy first
striking the girl beven times with them, and she then doing the same
to him. Worship is then offered to a Brahman and after that the
house-walls are marked with rice-flour. The pair solemnly prostrate
themselves, worship Sakhi Sarwar and give the offerings made to him
to a Bhar&i. The Daleo, Aulakh, Pammar, Basi. Dulat, Boparai, and Bal,
have the same U3age as regards the chhitidn, but among the Gurum
J&\8 the boy himself cuts the tree and both he and his bride ' worship
chhatras.' But the Lat do not cut the jandi at all.
Chhatra.—In connection with the observance, common at Hindu
weddings, of the i%ka, there is a curious custom called the chhatra (ram)
or chhedna (to bore—the nun's ear). In this a ram is hired, 8paisa
(N&nak-shdhi) being paid to its owner. The bridegroom cuts off a
small piece of it" ear and rubs this piece on the cut till the blood flows.
He then places the piece in the centre of a chapati, with some rice
and, smearing his thumb with the mixture, imprints a \%ka or mark
with it on his forehead. The chapati is then offered at a shrine,
food is distributed and the lag is each receive at least 14 paisa (Ndnaksh&hi). In some cases the ram or goat is also sacrificed.
Among the J&ts of the south-eastern Punjab the chhatra rite, involving as it does animal sacrifice, is unknown. This is clearly due to Jain
influences. It is very rare in the central Districts too, and is said to
be unknown in Jullundur, but'in Ludhi&na it is not uncommon for the
bridegroom's forehead to be marked with blood from a goat's ear e. g.
among the Chela, Bhangu and some others.
Not only do these usages vary among different tribes, some no*
observing them at all while others perform one or two or all of them
but a given tribe may have varying usages in different localities!
Thus the Bhulars' cult of Kalanjar has already been described at
p. 108 supra, but they are also said to have a jathera called Pir
Y £r Bhur&w&la,t a revered ancestor who performed a miracle by turning
a blanket into a sheep, and to this day the Bhular will not wear sit
or sleep on a striped blanket. Their Sidh Kalenjai or Kalangar is also
called Kalandra, and he has a tomb at Mfiri in Pa{i£la where the first
milk of a cow is offered to hiin on the 8th hadi of the month. A
Bhular too can only build a house after offering him two bricks. The
Bhfilar also avoid the use of ak fuel.
The Ch&hil as noted on p, 146 supra affect a Jogi pir, but he is
also said to have been their jafhera. He was killed in a fight with the
f
Bhalti R&jputs at a place in Pat&la, bu . his body remained on his
horse and continued to smite the -foe after his head had fallen, so a
Bhrine was built to him on the spot where he fell and it also contains
• But it is Baid to be onknown in Jolltmdur.
t Apparently the Bhura Sidh of the Sialkot Bhulars. Bhtird means a striped blanket, of
light brown with black stripes, or black with white stripes, and the Bhurd are also said
to be a division of the Jats. Bhurd also means brown, Panjdbi Dicty.t p. 146. Clearly
licit is either a pnn in the name or Bhurd was the original name of the tribe.
/
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the tombs of bis hawk, clog and horse. It lies in a grove, and the
milk of a cow or the grain of a harvest are never used without offering
first fruits to this pir. The fact that the pir is called or named Jogi
points to a Shaiva origin for the cult.
The Chima again are said to be served by Jogis, and not by Brahmans.
They perform jathero. and chhatra as follows :—Eight or ten days before
a marriage rice is cooked and taken to the spot dedicated to their
ancestor; from one to five goats are also taken thither and washed
and a lamp is lighted. One of the goats' ears is then cat, and the
brotherhood mark their foreheads with blood (chhatra). The goat is
killed for food, but the immediate relatives of the bride do not eat of
its flesh, which is divided among the others; the rice, however, is
distributed to all.
The Deo have their jaftera at a place close to some pool or tank
where on certain occasions, such as a wedding, they congregate, 'the
Brahman marks each man's forehead as he comes out of tho pool with
blood from the goat's car : this is done to the bridegroom also. The
and 18 to every
married man.
As already noted, on p. 236 supra, the Dh&riw£l have a jathera
and also a sidh, called Bhai or Bhoi. The latter was slain by robbers.
A Brahman, a Mir&si, a Chuhra and a black dog were with him at the
time. The Brahman fled, but the others remained, and so Mirdsis
receive his offerings, and at certain ceremonies a black dog is fed first.
The Sidh's tomb is at L£low&la in Pa^idla, and his fair is held oh the

Nimdni Ikidshi.
The Dhillon appear to have several jatheras, Gaggowahna being
mentioned in addition to those described on p. 238 supra. No particulars of these are forthcoming. But the fact that .Dhillon was R&j&
Karn's grandson is commemorated in the following tale :—Kara used
to give away 30 sers of gold every day after his bath but before his
food. After his death the deity rewarded him with gold, but allowed
him no food, so he begged to be allowed to return to the world where
he set aside 15 days in each year for the feeding of Brahmans. Ho
was then allowed to return to tho celestial regions and given food.*
Other jatheras are Bdb& Alho, of the GAREWALS, R&ja R&m of the
GILS, Rajput (sic) of the KHAIRA, Sidhsan, of the KANDHAWAS, Tilkara,
of the SIDHUS and K&Jd Mihr of the SiNDHUs.t
The Dhindsa have a sidh, of unrecorded name, at a place in Pati&la
and offer milk, etc., to his samddh on the 6th sudi of each month. The
* The Dhillons have th6 following habit or saying—8at jindki bahin, Dhillon Jcadh kosatti
iahint meaning that a Dhillon will always perform what he has promised.
f" Among the genuine Jits, or those who can took back to a Rajput origin, it is not
jncommon to find a great veneration paid to the thehs or mounds which in bygone days
were the sites of their first location. They are marked by a few scattered tombs or a grove
of trees, or have since been selected by some shrivelled faqir as the place suitable for a
solitary life. With the J4ts, it is also curious to which the reverence they nay to the
jand tree, which is often introduced into these places of worship. The Rajputs are more
lofty in their religion, and more rigorous in their discharge of it,"—Prinsep's 8tflkot
Sett. Rep., p. 27.
•

Tribal vs. Village deities.
Gil sidh is named Surat R&in and only gets a goat and a handful of gur
at weddings, aq offering which is taken by Mir&sis. The Gandi have
a sati whose mpt or shrine is in Pa^i&la.
Jatheras ar© also commonly worshipped in the central Districts, bat
the rites vary Thus in Ludhiina nearly every J&% tribe has a jathera
though his name is rarely preserved, and a very common fond of worship to him is to dig earth from a tank at weddings in his honour.
Thus Tolls, the Basis' jathera, who has * mat ov shrine, is commemorated in this way and earth is also dug on the Diwdli night. The
Sarapiya and Sodi J£{s also dig earth to their unnamed ja\heras—and
the Daula, Dhad, Sangra and many others do the same. The Dhanesar
have a special custom, for after the jandi has been cut, water is poured
over a goat's head, and if he shivers the ancestors are believed to have
blessed the pair. The goat is then set free. The GHAKGHAS in this
District appear to have no jathera but make offerings, which are taken
by Sikhs, to the samddh of Ak£l D£s, their ancestor, at Jandidla in
Ainritsar, where an annual fair is held.
Thus the jathera rite is essentially a tribal, not a village, institution
and this is strikingly brought out by the fact that in villages composed
of several tribes each tribe will have its own jathera. Thus in Kang, in
Jullundur, the Kang J&ts have no jathera, but they have one atDhauli
Mambli in Garhshankar tahsil, and say he was a refugee from Muhammadan oppression. The Mors of Kang have their jathera at
Khankh&na, the Birks theirs at Birk, the Rakkars theirs at Rakkar,
the Jhalii theirs at Dhamot in Ludhiana. But the jathera is often a
sati, ard the Her iu Jullundur have a sati's shrine at K&la M6jra in
Ru par tahsil. And it is not necessarily the progenitor of the clan, or
even the founder of a village who is worshipped, but any prominent
member of it who may be chosen as its jathera. Thus among the
Dhillon of Mahrampur it is not Gola, its founder, who is worshipped,
but Phalla, his descendant and a man of some note. And at Garcha
the Garcha J£\s worship Adhi6na, a spot in the village named after
Adi, one of their ancestors who was an ascetic. The place now forma
a grove from which fuel may be gathered by Brahmans, but no wood
may bo cut by J6ts under penalty of sickness or disaster. When the
jathera is at any distance it is sufficient to turn towards it at a wedding
and it is only visited at long intervals.
In marked contrast to the tribal jathera is the village bhumia of the
south-eastern Punjab. There, when a new colony or village is founded
in the south-east Punjab the first thing to be done before houses are
actually built is to raise a mound of earth on a spot near the proposed
village and plant a jan4 tree on it. Houses are then built. The first man
who dies in the village, whether he be a Brahman, a J6$ or a Chani&r,
is burnt or buried on thin mound, and on it is built a masonry shrine
which is named after him. The fortunate man is deified as thp Bhumia
or onrth-god, and worshipped by Hindus of all classes in tho vitlage,
being looked upon as its sole guardian deity. At weddings the bridegroom before starting to the bride's village resorts to this Bhrine and
makes offerings to him. If an ox is stolen, a hotise is broken into, or
pestilence breaks out, if crops fail or the rainfall is scanty, if locusts
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visit the village
first place to whi
Bach faith is placed in thi3 deity that in the event of plague the
villagers will not vacate their houses without consulting the Bhumia.
Thus in Jfnd we find the PHOGAT with a tribal Sidh and also a Bhumi£
in every village. Nearly every J&t tribe in that State has its Bhumia,
bat some have a Khera instead, and others again style their jathsra
Khera Bhumia. Such are the CMhil. The Labanah affect the Khera
alone.
Gos&ins
Gathw&l and Lambe are said to have Bairdgis as their jatheras • and
the Ridhu have Nigiis for jatheras, but also worship Khera Bhdmia.
Probably the Jogi, Bairdgi, Gos£in or N&g£ is the tribal, and the Khera
the village deity or his representative. But several tribe3, the Bhondar,
Bhangu, Kharod, Radbina and Tam&na worship the Khera as their
jathera, and a few, the Baring, Baniwal, Boparai, Jatdna, Khagura,
Lit, Sohi, Thand and Tur have no jathera at all.
Instances of J6ts accepting votive offerings appear to be very rare but
Jdts, not Brahmans, take the offerings made in cash or kind at' the
shiineof Sitla Devi at Gurg&on.
divisions of
The J i t s
w&li from 6
in Bik&ner.

be superior
lit to say to which group a tribe belongs. Thus the Bhaini
o be Desw&li, bu.t they are really Bsigri as are probably th<
whose connection with the legend of Guga is consistent witl

i m m i g r a t i o n from t h e B&P-ar.

The
and K&shib-gotra, The former are also called asl or real J4$s and confess that their progenitor sprang from Shiva's matted hair and was so
called jat bhadrd. They have 12 gots, which are descended from 'the
12 sons of Barh, who conquered a large part of Bik&ner, His descendants are ohiefly sprung from Punia and they held the country round
Jhansal
These 12 gots are
1.
2.
8.
4.

Punia.
Dbanian.
Cbbaoharik.
Bali

5. Barbra.
6. Solahan.
7. Ohiria.
8. Chandia

9. Khokba,
10. Dhanaj.
11. Letar.
12. Kakar,

weddingi fite Brahman at the sakha or announcement gives out
yotra as Kfchib^otra—not Shib-gotra.
These
12
gots
are
said
x
J
> form •xogamous groups **
the K&shib
who claim BAjput descent
got
however
• Original fi^jml *U%.
Tunwar

• • •

Ob&akin

Jdt tribes derived from it.
Pfti&fci*, Rachhi, Nain, MallaDj LaDba, Khatgar, Karb
Jataasra, Db&nd, Bb£do, Kharwal, DhdJcd, Sokhira'
lanchiri, Kali, Ronil, Sakan, Berwal and Nard '
Saikar, Kbcrn^i, Lakhlin, Sawanoh, g0hrf ObibaJ
O M . Bio. Nabri. Pankhal. Ltini J*cU„ ' P I T " * : '

if
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Ja\ totems.
form exogamous sections, though it may be that, as a general rale, they
give daughters to the K&shib-gotra. The term Shib-gotra clearly implies
some disparagement, but the Punia were once an important tribe because there used to be ftix cantons of J&Js on the borders of Hari£na and
Bikiner, and of these four, viz., Punia, Kassua,* Sheorin and Gcd&ra
consisted of 860 villages each']
The B&gri 3&\s have certain sections which might appear totemistic,
but very rarely is any reverence paid to the totem. Such are :—
Karir, a tree, Koh&r, a, hatchet, Waihri, a young heifer; Bandar,
monkey, Gidar, jackal; also Katdrid, sword, and Gandisii axe, Pipli,
pipal, and Janditi, jand tree, all in tahsil H&nsi. The JARIA and
others are said to be named from parts of the her tree, but Jaria
itself is also explained as meaning ' descended from twins, jora,' and
they are said to be an offshoot of the Gathwdl. Mor is so called
because a peacock protected thair arcestor from a snake. Pankhal,
peacock's feather, is so called because a Doh&n J£t girl had been given
in marriage to one Tetha, a R&j put of Musham. The couple disagreed and
Tetha aided by the royal forces attacked the tribe and only those who
had placed peacock's featherfe on their heads were sparod

t
wal, Legba, Janaw4, Bedwal, Mahlu, Wih4, Mehrin,
Raparia, Bha.fi was, Bohla, Mor, Sinhma-r, Mahil,
Goyat, Lohin, 8heoran,* Lobhawat, Somaddhar,
Dohan, Hela, Lobach, Rdmp&rid, Sedhu, Hod4,
Samin, Eojia, Bhini alias Chotia, Bhattu, Bar and
Lomadb.
*

Bhatti

...

L&har, Sara, Bharon, Makar, Mond, Kohar, Sabaran,
Isharwal, Khetalao, Jatai, Khodma, BJoda, Batho
and Dhokia.

Saroyd

...

Pnnwir
Khokhar
Joiy4

...
...
...

B&tbor
Gablot
PuniAr
Lai
Ude
Kacbbwii
Kihchi

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Kalerawan, Bhore, Hinjriwan, Saroyfi, Kajli, Gh'.nghas, Sarawat, Son, Kbot and Balra.
Kharwin, Pacbdr, Lob-Chab and Moban.
Bobl4 and Khokbar.
Pfaal, Mondhla, Kbicbar, Jani, M&chra, Kacbroyi,
8or and Joiyi.
Dallih and G&warn&.
Godari.
•• • 8 on da and Tarar.
Jaria.
Jikbar.
Dhondwal
Kbichar.
*

* The Kassua cannot be traced.
t Elliot's Races of the North-Western Provinces, II, p. 55.
J Certain villages in Hiss&r derive their names from a tradition that a giant was killed
and eacb of bis limbs gave a name to the place where i* Cell, e. g.:—
1. Sarsnd s= wbere the giants sar (bead) fell.
t
2. Balak
„ idl (hair) fell
i>
n
3. Palra
„ pah (foot) fell.
—
«i
ii
4. Biobpari =
„ middle part (bich-l'a.hi$sa) body fell.
i»
y*
5. Kanwa ?
„
hart (ear) fell.
»•
?•
W
Hatbwa =
hath (band) fell.
n
••
i»
r
/
7 Jotua
jMiia
jewar (orn*me t) felL
?.
M
H
li
=

= =

=

Jatdla<—Jathidna.
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Social distinctions among the Jdts.
Among the J&ts the only* social distinctions aro the well-known
'Akbari* or Darb&ri makans—35 in number according to the usual
account. But in Amritsar the Akbari is only the highest of a series of
four grades, the Aurangzfebi (or those admitted to this rank in the
time of AurangBGb), Khals6i (or those admitted iu Sikh times) and
Angrezi (or those admitted since British rule began) being the other
three, and no less than 150 villages, all generally speaking in the
M&njba, now claim Darb&ri statu*. There is also a Sh&hjah£ni grade,
the Siusi J6 of R£j& Sdnsi, having hi a admitted in the rei*m of
Shah Jahin The origin of the Akbari group is thus described. When
the emperor
bar too a marriage the daughter of Mihr Mitha, a J6(,
of the Min]ha,t 35 of t a principal J&t, and 36 of the leading Rdjput
families countenanced I marriage and sent representatives to Delhi.
Three of those 36\ families are still found in Hoshidrpur, and aire called
the Dhfiighar Akbari, as they comprise the Bains Ja^sJ of M&hilpur,
the Lahotas of Garhdiwdln and the Khungas of Budhipmd, which latter
is styled the • half ' family, so that lie three families are called the 2£
(dhaighar). The Akbari J6$s foliovr some of the higher castes in not
allowing remarriage of widows,
J in practising darbara, which is a
custom of giving vails at weddings to tho mirdsis of other Akbari
families. Their parohits also place thejaneo on them at their marriages, removing it arfew days afterwards. Below the Akbari (according
to the Hoshi&rpur account) is the Darb&ri grade, descendants of those
who gdve daughters to the emperor Jahangir. Thus some of the M&n
Jfi$s are Darb£ris, and they will only marry with Darb&ris as a rule.
But they will accept brides from J&ts of grades below* the Darb&ri
provided the dower (dahej) is sufficiently large.
w
As regards Gurd&spur, Sir Louis Dane wrote:— Some of the better
• gots of Hindu J&(s br those living in celebrated villages or ndmas will
not give their daughters to men of gots considered socially inferior, and
the restriction often gave rise to female infanticide, as eligible has- *
bands were scarce."
JATAUA. (t) an
m clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery and Amritsar,
(2) a J&t
& (agricultural) found in Malt&n.
JATATI2, a J 6
^n found in Si61ko$.
a
itle- Lit. one who keeps the jaf or uncut matted hair of
faqir anc
strict Sikh as opposed to the Munna Sikh who ahaveo.
See also
;r Jogu
JATHIANA, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

JATHEDAR,

* Mr. J. R. Brumraond indeed observed :— * There can be no question that the Randhiwas, who are st\ll Thikurs in their native homes, I believe, in Rajputana, are at the head
of the hype•
^na scale among those Jits who have a more or less distinctly Rajput
origin, such the Gil, Sindhu, Sidhu-Barir (or Variar), Pannu and the like." Unfortunately no
seems able to say what the hypergamous scale among the Jit gots is, and
several in! marts explicitly say that there is none.
| The Mihr Mitha who figures in the tradition of the Dhiriwals must be intended. It
is hardly neoesaary to say that neither Akbar nor Jahangir ever took a Jit bride.
J The Bains Jit have a bdra or group of 12 villages near Mihttpnr, bot the pnnreatfoa
of a bdra doea not appear to make the Oil Sanghe or Pote Jits Akbari though they too
bdras. The Min too hare a bdra, but some of them are only Darbiri and mot ail
i have that standing.
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Jathol—Jdtu.
a small J&t clan found in SkUkof, and in Amritsar (where it ii
classed as agricultural). Its ja\hera, B&b& Amar Singh, has a hhdngah
of masonry, to which offerings are made at weddings.

JATHOL,

a clan of the Si&ls.
JATXATTA, from j a t s w o o l or the hair of the body; and Icalta—spinning :
a weaver (Gujr&t Sett. Rep., Mackenzie, § 53).

JATIIHA,

JATKK,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

JATUB,

a Qujar clan ^agricultural) found in Amritsar.

(1) an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur ; (2) one of the original
main sections of the BALOOB, but not now an organised tribe. Found
wherever the Balooh have spread. ID Montgomery it is classed as
agricultural. In the Chen&b Colony it is the most numerous of the
Baloch tribes.
'

JATOI.

JATOWAL,

a Muhamm ^an J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery. .

a Rajput tribe, said to be a Tdnwar clan who once held almost the
whole of Hiss&r, and are still most numerous in that District and the
neighbouring portions of Rohtak and Jind. When the great Chauh&n
Bisaldeo overthrew Anangpil II, the Tunwar king of Delhi, the
Tfinwars were driven from Delhi to J&lopattan in the Sheikhawatti
couotry north of Jaipur and tnere Dul R&m, a descendant of Anangp&l,
ruled. His son Jair&t extended the Tdnwar dominion to B&gar in Jaipur
and the tract is still called the Tunwarwatu In fact the Tdnwar of
Hari&na are said to have been divided into three clans named after and
descended from, three brothers, J&tu, Raghu and Satraula, of which
clans J&tu was by far the largest and most important, and once ruled
from Bhiw&ni to Agroha. They are the hereditary enemies of the Punw&r
of Rohtak, and at length the sandhills of Mahm were fixed upon as the
boundary between them, and are still known as Jdtu Punwdr ha daula
or the Jatu-Punw&r boundary. In Karn&l, however, the J&tu describe
themselves as Chauh&n also.

JATU,

Jair&t, the Tdnwar, had a son, Jdtu, (so-called because he had hair,
jdta, on him at the time of his birth) by a S&nkla R&jputni, and his
son migrated to Sirsa where he married Pal&t Devi, daughter of
Kanwarp&l, a Sir oh & R&jput and sister of the mother of the great Guga
Pir. Kanwarp&l made the tract aboat H&nsi over to his son-in-law and
the latter sent for his brothers Raghu and Satraula from Jilopattan to
share it with him. J&tu's «ons: Sidh and Harp&l, founded R&jli and
Gur&na villages, and on the ovei row of the Chauh&n Rai Pithanra by
the Muhammadansthe J&tus extec Aed their power over Agroha, fl&nsi,
Hiss&r and Bhiw&ni, their boast being that they once ruled 1,440 kheras
or settlements. Amrata also seized 40 villages in the K&naud (Mohindargarh) ildqa of Patf&la. The three brothers, J&tu, Raghu and
Satraula divided the pargana of H&nsi into three tappas, each named
after one of themselves. Umr Singh, one of theif descendants took
Tosh&m, and after him that ildqa was named the Umrain lappa, while
that of Bhiw&ni was called the Bachw&n tappa, after one Bacho, a J&tu.
At Siw&ni J&tu's descendants bore the title of Rai, those of Talw»v4i
R4n& that of R&o&, while those at Kulheri were called Chaudhri. ID

Jawnr-'Jewatha.

'
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1857 the people at once revived all their anoient titles, but the descendants of Harpal, a son of J&tu, remained loyal, th ' ascendants of S&db,
another of J&tu's sons, having rebelled.
The J&tus, Baghus and Satraul> % do not, it is L M, inl
,rry. The
J&tus are nearly half Hindus, ^e rest being Muhama^dans, The
J&tus appear to -give their name to Jatus6na in Gur^&on.
4

K

a tribe of J^ts descended from an eponym, who was a J&\ oi » njrAon
descent.
JAOND, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
JAUN,

(1) a Hindu and Muhammadan Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in
Montgomery, (2) a Khokhar clan (agricultural) found in Sh&hpur.

JAUBA,

(1) a Hindu Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery; (2)
a Khatri got.

JAUSAN,
JAWA,

a J&t plan (agricultural) found in Multfin.

a well-known sept of the Adam Khel Afridis, dwelling in the
range between Koh&t and Pesh&war. In Kob&t they hold Upper
Gandi&li and Togh.

JAWIKI,

a tribe of J6ts, immigrants from Sirsa but found in Sidlkot.
. claim kinship with the Bhattfs, but now intermarry with J&fa.

JAWIA,

They

a small clan, found only in the Jhelum Thai between the river of
that name and the Lilla estates. It claims Bhatti R&jput
pedigree is traced to ±shutta who some 12 or 14 generations ago
married cue sister oi unorian king's wife. The king, however, d rove
Bhutta with his 21 sons into the B&r, whence Jethal crossed the Jhelum
and settled at Ratta Pind, now a mound near Kandw&l. They also
say they were settled at Neh of Sayyid Jal&l in Bab&walpur which
points to descent from the Bhuttas of Mnltdn. They usually inter*
marry amonj
)S, but occasionally with the Lillas. Omitting
the mixture
pedigree
R£j& Panwir.
I
Gandar..
v
|
y T §f» four names appear
Salangf.
Vfran.

JJRHAL,

Bhutta.
Jethal (and 20 others, inoluding Lang4h, Bhatti, Kharral and Harm),
Akkf.
Strang.

Mela.

sih.

Wartwt

generation now
(10th generation (12th generation in
n Jethal.)
' in Kahana.) Dhudhi and Musiani
JROZAI, a Pathdn clan (agricultural) found iu Montgomer
JewiTHA, a sept of the Silhari* B&jputs, found in Si6lko{
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Jhabel-~Jhajhar.
*

(or as they are called in the Ain-i-Akbari CHHABEL), a fishing tribe
found in the Multnn and Muzaffargarh districts, and in Jullundur,
Hosbiarpur, Kapurthala and Gurddspur,
Closely resembling the
KEBALS and Mors the Jhabels in Muzaffargarh once had the reputation
of being cannibals. They live mainly by fishing and gathering pabbans
(seeds of the water-lily), say they came from Sindh and of all th*
tribes in the District alone speak Sindhi. They also enjoy the title of
Jd.ni. Many have now taken to agriculture atid all are reckoned goor
Muhammadans. They are fond of growing sam&kaj* a grain sown in
the mud left by the rivers. In Gurd&spur they say they came from
the south, and that their ancestors were sportsmen, a Bhatti, founder oi
their Katre got, a Naru, from whom sprang their Nareh and Bhugge
gots, and so on. They fell into poverty and took to selling game.
These Jhabels do not intermarry with those on the Indus and Sutlej,
but only with those on the north bank of the latter river. Some are
cultivators and even own land. Others are shikaris, but some are
boatmen ana they look down on those who are and refuse to marry
with ihem. The Jhabels of Jullundur have the same usages as the
Meuns and other fisher-folk of that District. Some of them, owing to
want of employment as boatmen have left their villages for the towns
and taken to tailoring, weaving, well-sinking, chaukiddri, and small
posts in Government service.

JHABEL

The Jhabels also preserve (hejhulka custom. The large fire needed
for cooking the eatables required at a wedding must be lighted by a
son-in-law of the family, but whea he attempts to bring a blazing
bundle {jhulka) of wood, etc., and put it under the furnace, he is met
by all the females of the family and has to run the gauntlet, as they
try to stop his progress with pitchers full of water, bricks, dust, and
sticks. This game is played so seriously that the women's dresses
often catch fire and they, as well as the son-in-law, are seriously hurt.
When he finally succeeds in lighting the fire, the son-in-law gets a
turban and a rupee, or more if the family is well-to-do. This usage is
occasionally observed among Ariins, Dogars, and Gujars too, but it is
falling out of fashion.
Like the Meuns the Jhabels will not give the milk or curds of au
animal which has recently calved to any one, not even to a son-in-law,
outside the family. After 10 or 20 days rice is cooked in the milk and
it is given to maulavis or to beggars. It can then be given away to
anybody. The Jhabels are good Muhammadans, but revere Khw&ia Pir
or KbwAja Khizr, the god ot water, and offer porridge to him in lucky
quantities at least once a year It is taken to the river or a well and
after some prayers distributed there or in the village to all who are
present.
JHAD,

a Ja$ clan (agricultural) found irvMultan.

a sept of Kanets which derives its name from Jh&lri in R6win pargana
of Jubbal and supplies hereditary wazirs to that State. At one time
these wazirs virtually ruled Jubbal.

JHAIK,

JHAJHAR,

an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
* 0phi4m$nu$frum§ntac$MB.

Jhakar^-Jhinwar.
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JHAKAR, a

J*( clan (agricultural) found in Shnjib&d tahsil, Mult&n District.
JHAKKAB, son of Jai aud eponym of a tribe in M ult6n : see Nun.
JHALAN, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
JHAUI,

small »;lan of Ja^a in Ambala.

The word is said to mean « mad."

Chhaman, a man, apparently a Chuhra, who fulfils the functions of
Ch
(Sirmu r).
JHAMAT, a Muhainmadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in MulWa and
Montgomery. See Jhumniat.
JHANDA, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JHANDIB, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsaraud Mult£n.
JHAND£R, a semi-sacred tribe of Muhammadans said to be of Qureshi origin
like the Nekokdxa. Though they do not openly profess to be religious
directors, there is a certain odour of sanctity about the tribe. Most of
them can read and write, and they are " particularly free from ill deeds
of every description." They own land in the extreme south of the
Jhang District and are also found ia the Mailsi tahsil of Multdn. They
are said to have been the standard-bearers of one of the great saints,
whence their name.
JHANDO, an Ar&in clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JHANDUANA, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JHANJOTE, an Arain clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
Montgomery
JHAMAN,

JHAEI

a section of the Mir&sis, from one of whose families Jab£ngi*r (they
assert) took Nur Jahin, who was a Mirdsan, and so it got the title of
jhatta.
JHIWAEI, a lUjput clan (agricultural) found in Shihpur.
JHIDU, a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JHINWAB, JflfwAR. The Jhinwar * also called Kahir in th* puf M fi Hfoi,«0 +
carrier
and basket-maker DI the east of the Punjab. He carries palanquins and all such burdens as are borne by a yoke on the shoulders • and
he specially is concerned with water, insomuch that the cultivation of
waternuts and the netting of water fowl are for the most part in his hands,
and he ia the well-sinker of the Province. He is » true village menial
receiving'customary dues and performing customary service. In this
capacity he supplies all the baskets neeqed by the cultivator, and brines
water to the men m the fields at harvest time, to the houses where the
women are secluded, and at weddings and other similar occasions. Hi-j
JHATTA,

fern
a

m
^^f
«M

*«Mr is a ijnonym for '«chief »infee» X w £ u f
£ftSSn?^WhLM
Wbea e m p l
waterman the Jhinwar ia often called Panihai*
"""^
** *
burd0nS
b m
Un9i o r yoke , e e n u to
Mt
we?^XpSuab
" ^
*
* ™
"^own ia the
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Jhinwar synonyms.
occupations in the centre and west of the Province are described under
MACBHI. His social standing is in one respect high ; for all will drink
at his hands. But he is still a servant, though the highest of the class.
The Bhishti, M&shki and Saqq£, the terms for Musalm&n watercarriers, may be of other castes than Jhinwar, but as a rule they would
belong to that caste.
The J hi wars, as a caste, are one of these occupational groups found
in the Punjab which {ire conventionally called castes but which really
include or overlap numerous other 'castes ' of similar status and kindred
occupation. When a man of the J hi war caste is a baker or seller of
ready-cooked food he is called and apparently becomes a Bhati&ra by
caste as well as by occupation. Similarly, the Jhiwar who parches gram
is styled a Bharbhunja in the east of the Punjab or a Bhojwa,* whereas
in the west of the Province he remains a Jhiwar or rather a M£chhi and
is on the Indus styled a Chat&ri.
If the Jhiwar on the other hand plies a boat or skin for hire he will
be called and become a MALLAF, a Darydi, a Dren, a T&ru or even a Ji%
or a Motana according to the locality in which he works, his religion,
and the kind of craft he uses. Mallah is the most usual term for a boatman but Moh&na which is said to mean a fisherman in Sindh, is in the
Punjab as often applied to a fisherman as to a boatman. The Darydi is
a Persianised form of Dreo, the Muhammadan waterman who ferries
people across and down the rapid hill rivers on inflated hides. If a
Hindu he is styled Td.ru. On the Indus the boatman ranks as and would
be called simply a J£t. Lastly, the MACHHI may acquire land, form a
tribe and rfenk as a land-owning community under its own tribal duels,
as in Bahdwalpur; or the Dhinwars may sink to the level of a criminal
tribe But even these do not exhaust the synonyms and sub-divisions
Jhinw
are
Mdchhis
very numerous, the largest are the Khokhar, Mah&r, Bhatti, Manhds,
Tank and SuhdJ. These groups do not appear to be found in any numbers among the Bhatydra or Bharbhunja.
Jhiwar origins.
According to one account Akis, a Chautan Rdjput of Garh Mukhi6la
(in the Salt Range), died leaving a son of tender age named Dhingar.
The people treated him as a servant and nicknamed him Jhiwar.
Bh£t his son, who fed the people at eachfull moon with rice, had four
sons/who founded 4 muhins, each containing several gots :—
Muhim. Gots.
I Muhins.
Gots.
(Mikhu

I

(MannJ.

(Dhengi?
I
tBhal.
/Gidrf?
I
„, . \ Harem'.
I
(Khone.
2. Ghul j W a d d a o .
I 4. Tik
jGadri?
(Malle.
I
(Phogle.
* The Bhoiwa is also a grain-parcher. Bhujwas form an " occupational rather than a
ffular caste
and in the United Provinces include Kayaths, Ahirs, etc. In the Punjab
a
&
--i9 also ply this trade and most of them are immigrants fronrthe united Pro*
icompamed
the
"British
troops
in
the
Sikh
Wars,—N7l.
N.
Q.
I.,
*!*•
Yincea
•

Jhinmr group$.
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According to Sir Richard Temple* a Jhiwar is said to have taken to
wife BAni Ko.kildn, the guilty heroine of the U&ja Ras&la legend and she
had by him three sons from whom are sprung the three Punjab gots—
Sabir, Gabir and Sir.
Territorial group*.
The territorial grouping of the Jhinwars is vague. In the Shakar1
garh tahsi of Gurd&spur is a Dogra group. In the Jullundur Do£b
the groups appear to be three in number (i) Paajiibi or indigenous, (u)
R4iigru,t immigrants from the B£ngar, and (iii) Chhangru. In Pat&la
we find the usual grouping, Deswdl and Multdni, but in Jind Bi,ngru and
Panjdbi are reported. Lastly, in the south-east about N&rnaul are
found the B&gris.
The B£ngru do not intermarry with the Panj&bis. The former ascribe
their immigration to Akbar's reign, during which at the siege of Chittaur,
a Jhiwar was killed and his brother desired to marry his widow, but she
refused to consent and fled to the Bist dodba with her infant son.
The remaining groups appear to bo usually, but not rigidly, endogamous.
i

Occupations and occupational groups.
The Jhinwars are a remarkably composite caste and comprise several
groups whose names depend on their various occupations, and indeed
probably vary with the occupations they pursue from time to time.
In the south-east we find DhinwarJ as a synonym of Jhinwar. ,
Kab&r may also be regarded as a synonym in the sense that it designates a Jhiwar employed as a carrier, especially a doZi-bearer.
Sodid is the terra applied to a Jhinwar who has taken the pahul as a
Sikh. The word means pure or purifier and the Sodi£ is employed as
a cleaner of utensils. Sikh Jhiwars are also employed as jhatkais or
butchers who slaughter by jha\kd ; and in Sikh regiments they work
as bakers (langris).
We may thus regard the Jhinwar as par excellence the drawer of
water and palanquin-bearer of the Hindu community, and Panih&rd and
Kah£r as synonyms of the caste, as a whole, Sodi£ being restricted to
the Sikh Jhinwars.
But the Jhinwar has many other occupations. His association with
water confers on him such purity that he can enter any Hindu's kitchen,
even a Brahman's chauka, provided that culinary operations have not
reached the point at which salt is mixed with the food. Nevertheless
Brahmans, Khatris and even Bdnias will not eat kachi food at a Jhinwar's hands.
But besides cookery the Jhinwar follows almost any occupation con«
necterl with water. He is a fisherman, or machhi, and sometimes a
• Legends of the Punjab—I, 35.
The Singrt extend into Sidlkot.
Plait (Wet dhivar, dhimar, ei the fisher caste, Jcah&r, a fisherman. He doe* not
fi?e;M«ar.
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Jhinwar occupations.
boatman,* a sinker of wells, chobhd / and in the villages he makes
baskets, mats and fans. Last, but not least, the Jhinwar is a cultivator, especially of the ringhtira or water-nut.t
Jhinwar women also follow divers callings.
grain

As a pure caste they
Buri& or Budn&,t which

Changar
whose members live by extracting oil from animals and practise cupping [singi). This group is looked down upon by the other Jhinwara
and is not allowed intermarriage with them. It thus forms an endogamous sub-caste, if indeed it can be regarded as a branch o£ the
Jbinwars at all.
Sometimes Saqq^s, M&chhis, Panjari&s, Meos, Chirimdrs, Chhanbals,
Bor, Mir Shik&ris, Mall4hs, Bhatidrds, Pakhiw&rfis and Gagr£s claim
Jhinwar descent, or assert that they are jhinwar* because they follow
the same calling, but they have no real connection with the Jhinwar
caste. Similarly, Ghirtlis, Chhangs and Bahtis work as water-carriers,
etc., but they are not thereby Jhinwars.
The social grouping of the Jhiwars is nebulous to a degree.
account divides them into 4 muhins, thus :
1.
2.
3.

M3har.
Narani&.
Jamoe.

?£ Forming an endogamous

One

group.

1

The last, as already mentioned, being excluded from all social intercourse with Nos. 1—3.
The term Mahr |] or Mahrd however is applied to all Jhiwars, and it ia
generally understood in an honorific sense, though it is also said to
mean effeminate and to be applied to the Jhiwars because they are
employed in domestic service. Panch^ or headman is sometimes applied to them. On the other hand, they are contemptuously termed
T6hli tap, or servile (?) and Bandar-z£t or monkey caste (?)
i

In Gujrdt the Jhiwar claim descent from the (Bdri) Khatris and are
as such called Barhia Jhiwars.
* They are said to have learnt the art of rowing from Manauti, Jhiwar.
(Another
account says Kalu bhagat was of the Manwauti got),
f When the smghdrd crop ia ripe the family' got is bidden to a feast, the amount spent
being proportioned to the value of the crop and varying from 1J to 5J seers, whioh qaantity, or its value is given to the chela of Kalu bhagat.
t In Karnal the Bddnaa are also said to be called Kanohhf and to worship L41 Gurti, as
well as Kiln bhagat.
§ The Jbfowars of P&nipat iaKarn&l have two groups Mahir and Bodne or Kanchhia
whioh are divided into a number of gots.
|| Mahr, H. = mehtar, chief headman, is applied to men of the Rain, Gujar and Jhiwar
castes. In Panjabi it takes the forms mahir and mahira fern, mahiri. Platte eayB
apartments.
If For par

Lobanas.

%rs becaose they hare acoees to the wooen'i
chief * or ' headman' cj. *«*, aoow the
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The Cult of Kdln Bhagat.
The cult of Kdlu bhagat is professed by the Jhinwars in p
jular,
and by members of a certain number of other castes also. i&
K&lfi
was by caste a Hindu Jhiwar, of the Manauti got, bom at Bariai near
Hari&na in H^hidrpur and buried at Panch Nangal in the same oahsil.
His temple, he ever, lies in Princhhat, in the Kapurthala S e. Of
0
bis two sons Ganesha and Mahesha the latter alone ler issiu o his
descendants, who are styled Bawas, live in the three above places and
in Khutiar and Kahnpar also. They receive presents from the Hindu
Jhiwars, as well as from some S&hni J&\s, Chuhr&s and ( \ttiC ^.
Various stoned are told of K&lu's origin. According to < * °&rbati
made a clay invige of a boy and gave it life, leaving it
a well.
Two women, a lirahinani and a Jhiwari, came to draw watei and each
claimed the child. The village elders decided that it belonged to her
from whose breasts milk flowed, and the Jhiwari fulfilled this test.
She named her child K£lu or ' the dark one.' xls a boy K£lu was
employed as a cowherd, and a sddhu bade him milk an ox, which he
did successfully.
In remembrance the sddhn gave him his gudri
(quilt) which conferred on him omniscience. Thi n Bdlu wandered over
the world until he came to Panch Nangal, where b^ died, and there
his gudri and sandals (pavve) are preserved.
K&lu left four* disciples—Lachhmi Chand, Sri Chand, Megh Chand
and Tara Chand, from among whose descendants a priest is elected by
divination.t He makes visitations to his followers, going every year
or two to every part of the Province, and collecting alms. Each panchayat gives him Re. 1-4, and in return he bestows four cardamoms,
and a red pnd blue thread (Ganga-jamni-dhaga) at every mat.
This thread is worn tied round the neck. Females are not peruitted
to assume this thread, but they and the Jhiwar children of both sexes
wear the kanthi, a necklace of black wool and cotton.
1

He who chooses the life of an ascetic/—says K&lu — 'of him both
his enemy and his king are afraid/
Another version is that K&lu was a RajputJ who lived in Hastinapur.
Once he was catching fish on the bank of the Jumn£ against the order
;r
of the king, and seeing the kir
, his retinue coming tQwards him
from a distance and being afraiu, **e threw his net, etc., into the river,
rubbed earth on his body, so as to look like a / a j i r , closed his eyes and
sat down near the bank of the river. As the king with his officials
passed by, he supposed K4)u to be a faqir and threw some money to
him. When the king had passed by, K&lu opened his eyes and saw
the monf , and was so much impressed by the incident that he
remaine
*aorr till the end of his days, and spent the rest of bis life as
* Some ad • Ifth—K&nh Chand.
f All the available persons are invited to a foast, and dishes (chiefly of rice) are sat
before each and covered over with a cloth. After a few minutes the cloths are removed
and he, in whose dish wo^ms are found, is elected. He must remain celibate and eat fruit
only, not grain, except porridge made of singkdra flour. He receives all offerings made
at the samddh. The idea underlying this rite of divination appears to be that he who has
given up eating grain, and before whom grain turns into worms is the destined priest.
J Or a Mihir Jbfnwar ays z third version.
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an ascetic at Panchnangla, He found fishing less profitable than begging
^ H and j ustly" remarked :
Band bard dial da, tilak chhdp (gal) aur mdl,
Jam darpe, Kdlu Jcahe, to bhai mane bhopdl.
u
The garb of an ascetic, with marks of a sacred order on his person
and a rosary on his neck, is a great thing. (Before it) even the Angel
of Death shrinks back, says K&lu, and a king is overtaken with fear."
The Jhinwars in Gurg£on have the following 13* sections:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Borna Kanthew&l&.
Badhia.
Changar (Machhera or Kalbfit).
Oharihar.
Dhanw4r, a corruption of Dhlnwar.
Dharia.
Guria.

i

8 Kalhdt (Machhera or Ohangar).
9 Machhera (Kalbut or Changar).

10

Mahar.

11 Tariha,
12 Tathi.
13 Tulati.

Tlie Jhinwars of Gurgion are Kalubansi of the Boria Kanshiw&ta
caste which contemns 84 groups.
Quild organisation.
Despite its complex and perhaps heterogeneous character the
Jhinwar caste possesses a fairly strong guild organisation. Thus in
Jind the caste has a sadr or principal chauntra, with subordinate
chauntras. Each chauntra has a chaudhri and two kotwdls as his
assistants with a chobddr, who acts as convener of the panchdyat.
In
Rohtak district there are 6 Jhinwar thappas or jurisdictions which are
apparently subordinate to the chauntra at Rohtak itself, and in that
town lives the chaudhri who has 84 villages under his control. Each
village sends sarddrs or panch as its representatives to the chauntra.
Delhi is the great centre of the Jhinwar guild in the south-east Punjab!
Other accounts make the panch synonymous with the chaudhri and
the organisation is doubtless as loose and elastic as such organisations
usually are, though its strength is indisputable. The office of chaudhri
is hereditary, as-a rule, but if the successor is deemed incompetent
election is resorted to. A chaudhri gives lag on ceremonial occasions
receiving double bhdji.
'

V

In Si&lkot the chaudhri or panch receives a turban and some money
at festive gatherings. He has under him a hotusdl or messenger, and
bedhahs or singers, who sing on such occasions.t
The Dhinways have already been noticed, but fuller information as to
their organisation is here given. ^ In Gurg&cm they. are locally called
Mall&hs or Thanterias, from their largest village, Thanteri: they are
however, found on the banks of the Jumna as far down as Agra and
have three groups—the Bharbhfinjas, those who live by service as
water-carriers, and the pilfering section who are called Thagfiras. They
appear to have three tribes — Sakkrawdl,J from lUkot" in Agra Dewil
and Nadma, in Gurgaon. The Dhinwar gots^ave very numerous and
• 0 1 these Nos. 1,10 and 11 nan smoke together but not intermarry.
v
i a.**w v~.—.._*. ——-—
.
** "~-^« «**%/*» "UU-RUUWU ivii/rb are suns, These
inese
vo&rs describe Akbar s dealings with thb R&jputs- and their heroes' prowess. The sone
K
of Jaimaland Fatah is the most famous of these wdYs.
"
% Thanteri formerly belonged to a race called Paroki, but they abandoned it It WM
granted to HarpAl, leader of the 8akkarw£l, 580 years ago, but the Mai Ufa oWnoTsnd
in it nOW.

\
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include such names as Jaisl&n, Tunwar, J&dhun, Gaur, Punw6r, Badii,
Badgujar, J&dbansi, Chirimdr, Dikhat, Ch&n, Morathia, Naj&r, R&mandoa,
Dhanu, Mihrania, Besli, Chhataiya, B hardy a, Gang!' %, Dhol&na.
Baisla, Sakr&wan, Chauharina, etc., in Gurg&on, and Chaunan, Dbankar
and Jhfinga, from Muttra, etc.
JHONJAH, a J'd\ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
JHOON, see under Pacheda.
JHOK, a J&$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan and Amritsar.
JHOTAH, a 3&\ clan {agricultural) found in Multdn.
JHUJH, (1) an agricultural clan found in Shahpur; (2) a Mubammadan J£(
clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
JHOLLAN, an agricultural tribe found in Bah&walpur. Tbey claim descent
from Rai G^jun, and pay dan or nazar to their chief. The Drighs are
said to be akin to the Jhullar, but others say they are a Bhatti sept.
JHDMMAT, a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Sh&bpur.
JHUMRIALA, lit. " family servant/' a term applied in Chambd to any tenant
who rents land in cash or kind,
JHONJH, a tribe in Bah£walpur which claims to be a branch of the Janjuhas
though others say they are Bhattis. They have three septs : Gasura,
Ghakhkhar and T&nwari.
JILDI, see under Ulamd.
JINDEKB, a Kharral clan (agricultural) fcund in Montgomery.
JINDWALI, a sept of Rdjputs descended from M&nak Chand, son of Sangar
Cband, 16th Rdjsi of Kahlur.
JISTKANI, formerly a powerful tribe in the Sindh S&gar Doab, with headquarters at Mankera and still numerous there. They take brides from
the Lash&ris, of whom they are believed J o b e a branch Found also as
a clan in the Gurcb&ni and Drishak tribes. Mackenzie sails them
Jask&ni and says they have 10 septs.*
Jo, (1) vulg. Thfikur.—A title applied in L&hul to the noble families which
rank with the Nonos of Spiti and the old ruling family of Lad&kb.
The Jos of Barthog in L&hul frequently marry princesses of that family,
a privilege bestowed on them because, when the Kullu R&j&s attempted
to wrench Lahul from Ladfikh, they remained true to their allegiance.
Like the Nonos of Spiti the Jos of Lahul cannot always find husbands
for their own daughters, and so some of the minor Jo families have
begun to sell their girls to ordinary Kanet families in the Kullu
valley, the climate of which is very trying in summer to ladies born
and bred in L&hul. On the other hand, the Jos have begun to marry
Kullu women. (2) a J&t sept without whose nominal leave the Mair
ehaudhris of Kot Khil&n in Jhelum cannot give a girl in marriage.
JOOHO, fern, JO-JO, Tib., the son-in-law of a high-class family, in Sptyi: see

Ch&hzang.

,

/

JoDfl, see under Jaujfia.
The Jud of B&har's time, the Jodk still hold a
few villages in the Chakw&l tahsil of Jhelum and claim Janjfia descent,
•

•

-

• Jask&ni, Sarg4ni, Mtfr£ni, Shahani, Mandrfoii, Momdani, Kandini, Lashkarini,
KUPOHINI and MaMiani: Capt. Hector Mackenzie, Leia and Bukker Sett. Rep., 1865, p. 23,
For their history see under Mirrani.
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a Pogar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JODHRA, JODRA, a Rajput tribe of the Attock District, where it holds the
aoutn-east of Pindigheb tahsil, owning a little less than a third of its
cultivated area and paying more than a third of its revenue.
It is said to have come from J[ammu or, according to another story,
from Hindustan and to have held its present tract before the GHEBA
;
settled alongside of them. The Jodhras eponym was, they say, converted
by Mahtnud of Ghazni, yet they still retain traces of Hindu customs
iu their festivals and ceremonies. They appear to have come to the
District about the end of the 16th century, and possessed themselves
of the So&n and Sil ildqas which, with much of Tallagang tahsil,
they ruled from Pindi Gheb.* They found Awfins in possession of the
soil and retained them as tenants. Malik Aulia Kh&n was the 6rgt
Jodhra Malik of anv importance known to history. Under the
Mughals he held Pindi Gheb, Tallagang and parts of Chakwil and
Fatehjaog tahsil i s revenue assignee and he probably it was who overran Tallagang. The Sikhs found the Jodhra power at its zenith, but it
rapidly decayed owing to the secession of important branches of tb*
tribe and the rise of the Ghebas, The tradition that the Gheba is really
a branch of the Jodhra is supported by the fact that the town of Pindi
Gheb is held by the Jodhra, not by the Gheba. Cracrott described
them as " fine spirited fellows who delight in field sports, have horses
and hawks, are often brawlers, and are ever ready to ti^rn out and fight
out their grievances, formerly with swords, and now with the more
humble weapons of sticks and stones." Tho Maliks of Pindi Gheb are
the leading Jodhra family.t
JODSI, see Jotsi. Jodd is the form used in L&hul, where the jodsis o?
astrologers hold a little land rent-free, called wwo-zing, and could not
apparently now be evicted, however inefficient. The beds or physicians
hold vian-ring land on a similar tenure. Cf. Hensi and Lohfir.
Joai; fem. JOGIN.J—A devotee, a performer of jog. The Yoga system of
philosophy, as established by Patanjali, taught the means whereby the
human soul might attain complete union with the Supreme Being. The
modem Jogi, speaking generally, claims to have attained that union
and to be, therefore, a part of the Supreme§ and, as such, invested with
powers of control over the material universe. The history of the deveJODBA, JODAH,

* Settling originally on the north bank of the Sil the Jodhras founded Pindi Gheb,
then called Dirahti. Later they moved their colony to the south bank of the Sil. Pindi
Gheb was also named Pindi Malika-i-Shahry4r and Pindi Malika-i- Aulia, the village of the
royal princess or queen of the saints, according to Raverty.
f For a detailed account of the Jodhra families see the Attock Gazetteer, 1907, pp. 78-81.
i Jogini is a female demon, created by Durga, a witch cr sorceress: see Piatt's s. v. The
Yoginis or sorceresses of Hindu mythology may be of a modification
of
tf
Yakshinis
or
r
Dryads of Buddhist iconography.—Grtinwedel, Buddhist An in .nd%a, y. Ju.. The jogini
is a sprite common in modern Punjab folklore, especially in the Hills. Thus in Kullu
besides the devtas there are other biings who must from time to time be prop'"*?.ated, but
who do not generally possess temples. The woods and waterfalls and hill-tops are p*x>pled
by jognis, female spirits of a malignant nature, the gray moss wh'"h floats ff> . the branches
of firs and <. <*ks in the higher forests is '• the jog «* hair/' The „ >gni '" <U, a pe\k of -he
Jalori ridge, sends hail to destroy the crops if the people of the village
yw fail on i a
appointed day to make a pilgrimage to the peak and sacrifice sheep.
§ Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul dissents from this view and would *ay :—" I me of the modern
Jogis claim supernatural prowess, acquired by practising auster es or
black magic."
The point of the observation in the text is that the practice
aus! mes or religious
exercises confers, dircotly or indirectly, dominion over the material i .use.

f
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lopment of the modern Jogi out of the ancient professors of Yoga is as
fascinating as it is obscure, but it would be entirely beyond the scope
of this article, the object of which is to give a matter-of-fact account
of the actual beliefs and customs of the latter-day Jogi.
The tern Jogi may be said to include two very distinct classes of
persons. First are the Jogis proper, a regular religious order of
Hindus, which includes both the Aughar Jogis and the Kanphatta Jogi
ascetics W'IO are followers of Gorakh N&th and priests and worshippers
of 8hiva * These men are fully as respectable as the Bair£gis, Gosdins,
and other religious orierp. They are all Hindus, but the gharishti or
secular Jogi, even if a Hindu, appears to be commonly called RAWAL
and makes a living by begging, telling fortunes, singing and the like.t
Another synonym for the Hindu Jogi is NATH. The second class is that
miscellaneous assortment of low-caste faqirs and fortune-tellers, both
Hindu and Musalm&n but chiefly Musalm^n, who are commonly known
as Jogis. Every rascally beggar who pretends to be able to tell
fortunes, or to practise astrological and necromantic arts in however
small a degree, buys himself a drum and calls himself, and is called by
others, a Jogi. These men include all the Musalm&ns, and probably
a part of the Hindus of the eastern districts, who style themselves Jogis,
They are a thoroughly vagabond set, aud wander about the country
beating a drum and begging, practising surgery and physic in a small
way, writing charms, telling fortunes, and practising exorcism and
divination; or, settling in the villages, eke out their earnings from
these occupations by the offerings made at the local shrines of the
malevolent godlings or of the Sayads and other Musalm&u saints; for
the Jogi is so impure that he will eat the offerings made at any shrine.
These people, or at least the Muealman section of them, are called in
the centre of the Punjab Rdwals, or sometimes Jogi-Riwals, from the
Arabic ramm&l, a diviner, which again is derived from ramal, "sand,"
with which the Arab magicians divine. J The Jogi-R£wals of Ksithiawar
are said to be exorcisers of evil spirits, and to worship a deity called
Kori&L In Si&lkot the Jogis pretend to avert storms from the ripening
crops by plunging a drawn sword into the field or a knife into a mound,
sacrificing goats, and accepting suitable offerings. Mr. Benton wrote:—
u
The Jogi is a favourite character in Hindustani fiction. He there
appears as a jolly playful character of a simple disposition, who enjoys
the fullest liberty and conducts himself in the most eccentric fashion
under the cloak of religion without being called in question." The
Jogis used to be at deadly feud with the Sani&sis and 500 of the former
were once defeated by two or three hundred Sani^sis. Akbar witnessed the fight and sent soldiers 'smeared with ashes to assist the
Sanidsis who at length defeated the Jogis.§
•

»

• It might be more correct to say Bhairava, not Shiva.
f TWa was Sir Denzil lbbetson's view, but the Gharishti or Grihasti Jogi is now accurately
dfltiribed as distinct from the Jogi Rawal. The latter may be by origin a Jogi, but he is
ft degenerate and has now no connection with the Jogis properly so called.
X The derivation of R4wal from rawal appears quite
untenable.
The
word
Jtawal
is
used
4
%s a title in R6 jputina. It means * lord or ruler' and is thus merely aXsynonym of
nath, but appears to be specially afiected by Jogis of the N£g-nathia punth, see ih/ra, p. 3U0.
§ E. H. I., T, p. 31*.
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Jogi origins.
The Jogis as a body cannot be said to have any history ; so numerous
and indeterminate are the branches into which they have split up in the
course of time. Regarding their origins the Jogis have a vast body of
nebulous tradition, the debris of much primitive metaphysical speculation now hardly recognisable in its fantastic garb.
•

The origin of the Jogis.
According to the Tahqiqat-i-Chwhti,
a devotee of Shiva desired offspring, so the god, at Par batiks intercession, gave him some ashes from his
dhnni or fire and told him his wife should eat them. The wife, however,
was incredulous and did not do so, but let the ashes fall on a heap of
cowdang. Eventually the devotee found a child where the ashes bad
been thrown, and took it to Shiva, who said it would grow up a great
ascetic and should be given to him.* He named it Gorakh.Nath,from the
place of his birth and instructed him to find a Guru. As Shiva could find
no one worthy, Gorakh Nath set forth to seek a teacher, and reaching
the sea, offered there a large loaf on a plpal leaf. This was swallowed
by Rakho, the fish, who 12 years later restored not the loaf, but a child
whom Shiva named Machhendra Ndth and who became Gorakh Ndth's
Guru. Another version makes Machhendra Nath the issue of Gorakh
Nath himself.
Shiva then told Gorakh Nath that he must, though an ascetic, have
children, and advised him to make disciples. Shiva also gaVe him dubh
grass, saying it should be their clothing, and a stick cut from an ak tree,
saying it should be tied to his garments, and used as a ndd, to be sounded
thrice daily, in the morning, in the evening, and before the Guru. He
also asked Parbati to bore Gorakh N&th's ears and place earthen earrings in them. This she did and also mutilated herself, dyeing a cloth
with the blood and giving it to Gorakh N&th to wear. Gorakh N&th
then made twelve disciples :—
1. Sant Nath.
5. BairSgNath.
0. Gangai Nath.
2 Ram Nath.
6. Darya Nath
• 10. Dhajja Nath.
3. Sharang or Bharang Nath.
7. Kaik N4th.
II. Jalandhar Nath.J
4. DharmNath.
8. Nag N4th.|
12. Nfm Nath.§
A tradition says that Narinjan Nirankar, the formless Creator,
created Gorakh N£th from the sweat of his breast, whence he is also
called Ghor Nath (fr. ghor, filth). The Supreme then bade him create
the universe, whereupon a creeping plant sprang from his navel, and a
lotus blossomed on it. From this flower sprang Vishnu, Brahma, Shiva
and Shakti, the last a woman who straightWay dived beneath the
waters, before earth or sky, air or fire had been created. As Earth was
indispensable to the complete manifestation of the universe, the Supreme
sent Vishnu down to the lower regions beneath the waters to bring
Earth to the surface. When he reached the Patal Lok Vishnu saw
Shakti with a dhuni in front of her. while light rayed from her body.
* An instance of a chiljd being devoted to the god from birth. This legend is doubtless
of quite recent origin, made up by ignorant Jo^is out of fragments from the Pur&na*. No
classical authority is 4>r could be quoted for what follows. It is pure folklore, possibly
ancient but probably modern.
t Jogis of the Nag Nathia pa-nth are called R&wals.
+ Jogis of the Jalandhar-Nathia pantlu are called pd instead of nath,
§ Jogis of the Nim-Nathia pauth are called Gaphain.
--—
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A Voice asked who had come, and Vishna replied that his errand was
to bring up Earth by the Supreme's command. The Shakti answered
that he could do so, provided he first wed her, but Vishna urged that
intercourse with her was impossible, since even at a distance of 12 koa he
found her effulgence insupportable. So he returned unsuccessful.
Brahma likewise failed, and so at last Shiva was sent. To his reply that
€
Shiva had come/ the Voice said : ' There have been crores of Shivas,
which Shiva art*thou ? "-Shiva answered that he was the Lord of Kailis,
and he agreed to espouse Shakti when Earth and Sky had come into
being. Shakti then gave forth the four Vedas, and bestowed two
handfuls of ashes with some smoke from her dhuni upon Shiva, who
carried them up. The smoke when sent upwards became the sky, and
the ashes when strewn upon the waters formed land. Hence the Jogis
worship only Gorakh Ndth and Shiva. By a process which reminds us
of the myth of Hephaistos and Athene,* Gorakh N&th became by a fish
the father of Machhendra N6th, who forthwith went into the wastes to
worship. When Gorakh N&th was reproached with his incontinence he
felt that he must seek out & guru of his own, but finding none better
than himself, he bethought him that his own son was fitted for the
office and exclaimed:—
Barte khasm, nikalte puta,
Yun bhdkhe Gorakh abhdutd.
u €
The husband's embraces cause sons to be born ' : Thus saith the
&scetio Gorakh."
He then sought out Machhendra Ndth, who would have fallen at his
feet, but Gorakh addressed him as his own guru. This is how
Machhendra N&th became Gorakh's guru as well as his son.
The Brahmans tell quite a different tale : Bhasmasur, a rdkshasa,
had long served Shiva, who in return promised him any boon he might
claim, so he demanded' that wh-'oh when placed on anything would
reduce it to ashes. Shiva thereupon gave him his bangle. Bhasmasur
coveted P&rbati, Shiva's wife, and he endeavoured to place the bangle
on her husband's head. Shiva fled, pursued by the demon, and at last
hid in a cave on Kail&s and blocked up its entrance with a stone. Bhagw&u
now assumed Pdrbati's form and approached Bhasmasur, but whenever he tried to grasp the vision it eluded his embrace, and at last
declared that Shiva used to sing and dance before his wife. Bhasmasur
avowed his readiness to learn and while he was dancing as she taught
him she bade him place his hand on his head. In it he held the
bangle, and was" burnt to ashes. Bhagw&n then brought Shiva,
who was afraid to show himself, out of the cave. Shiva's curiosity
was now aroused and he demanded that Bhagw&n should again assume
the form which had enchanted Bhasmasur. This was Mohni, P&rbati's
double, but even more beauteous than she, and when her shape appeared
Shiva by a process similar to that alluded to above became the father
pf Hanum&n, who was born of ^ Anjani'a ear, and of Machhendra
N&th. By a cow he also fathered 'Gorakh N6th.
Once, lays another legend, the sage Bashisht recounted the following story to Sri R4m Chandraji :—" My mind was ill at ease, and I
_
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taught yog by his mother, and desiring to become & jogi sought out
Jallandaripa, who t a u g h t hi in a certain maxim (shald).
Unable to
understand this, he consulted his minister who falsely told him that
its teaching was contrary to the Vedas and true religion, fearing that
if lie disclosed its real import, the Rdja would abandon his kingdom
and retire from the world. Hearing this false interpretation Gopi
Chand had Jallandaripa cast into a well, into which he ordered horsedang to be thrown daily. There he remained, until Gorakh NcUh,
resolved on his rescue, reached Ujjain. The seat of Jallnndaripd at
Ujjain was then occupied by Kanipa. the mahant.
Gorakh Niith chose
a lonely spot for his bathing-place and thither, according to Jogi
usage, food was sent him from the kitchen of the monastery by the
hands of a man who was not himself a Jogi. When this messenger,
bearing food for one, reached Gorakh N&th he found tivo persona:
vihen he took 'DOCI for two, he found four, and so on. Hearing this
Kanipa guessed ic must be Gorakh, so he sent him a taunting message,
l
saying :
Thy guru is but a worldling, find thou canst not free him.'
But Gorakh retorted that Kanipa ought to be ashamed to let his guvu
remain so buried in the well. Upon this Kanipa, with the Raja's
leave, began to clear the well, but Gorakh declared that the horsedung should ever increase, and left for Sangaldip.*
On arriving there, however, he found that the R£ja had posted men
to turn back any jogi trying to enter his kingdom, so he turned
himself into a fly, and thus succeeded in entering the R&ja's court.
There he caused all the instruments and the very walls to chant,
1
Awake, M hhendra, Gorakh Niith has come.' The Rajti bade him
show himself, and he appeared before him among the musicians.
(There is clearly a gap in the recorded legend here.t I t continues:—•)
The Raja's queen died, and, after her death, Gorakh asked Machhendra
to come away with him. On the way, after a repulsive incident,
1
Gorakh killed Machhendra s two sons and placed their skins on a
tree. W h e n Machhendra asked where the boys were, Gorakh
showed him their skins, and then to comfort him restored them to life.
Further on their road they were sent to beg in a village, where a man
bade them d r a g away a dead calf, before he would give them alni9.
They did so and in return he gave them food, but when they reached
Machhendra and Gorakh again they found it had turned to blood and
worms. So Machhendra cursed the village^ and when the people
* Kamr'ip in the variant. On the road he meets a troupe of actors (r&sdhdris) on their
way to K;imr.-up, and is engaged by them as a servant. Bidden to cany all their stage
propei ties he bears the whole burden by his spiritual power. On their arrival the
TUB ih&ris perform before Machhendra but not one of them was able to play on the tabla,
as Gorakh held it spell-bound, and they had to get him to play it. As soon as it began to
play, it rang ' Awake! Machhendra!' Risdharis are found in Lahore and Amritsar and
the adjoining Districts They are said to be called bhugats. like worshippers of the Devi.
| The variant too is silent on this episode. It makes the two Ranis transform themselves into kites and pursued them for a while, oft compelling them to stop, hut at last they
escaped from Kamrup. As soon as they had got out of the country they halted by a well,
into which Gorakh threw four gold bricks and as many gold coins, which Machhendra had
brought from Kamrup, and this so enraged the latter that he refused to go further. Ro
Gorakh turned the water into gold, hut Machhendra thinking this would cause disputes
among the worldly, begged him to block up the well. Gorakh then turned the gold into
crystal, the first ever created.
% A particular rite.
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asked him to visit them he promised to do so in the Kaljng (Iron
Age)*
P^ras Nath and Nim N&th then separated, and each founded
a new panth, the Piij and the Sartora, with which other jogis have DO
concern. Gorakh and Machhendra now reached Ujjain, and found J a l landarip^ still buried in the well. With Kanipa they rescued him,
turning all the horse-dung into locusts \ oh flew away, and, v.
ion]y
a little was left, forming a human body v h a blanket and infusing life
into i t : this man they bade bring the Nath out of the dung.t The man
asked him to come out and give him bread, but the Bawd, (saint
Jallandaripa) asked who he was. He replied ' Gopi Chand/ aud the
saint thereupon burnt him to ashes seven times. But at the eighth
time Gorakh asked Raja Gopi Chand to go himself to the saint.
Jallandaripa then consented to come out, and declared that since lie
had not been consumed by fire, he should become immortal, and this
is why Gopi Chand never dies. J He was also made a Jogi by Kanipa,
with the saint's permission, and assumed the name of Sidh Sanskartpa,
one of tho 84 sidhs. The Jogis of this pa?^/i are called spddhd, as
they keep snakes. They are generally found in Bengal. One of them
initiated Ismail, a M u h a m m a d a n into tho panth, aud he founded a new
panth like that of Sidh Sanskaripji.§
Gorakh and Machhendra now left Ujjain and came towards the
Jhelum. There they took up their abode on the hill of Tilla. Here
f
they initiated the following as Jof 3 :—(*) Kapal Muniji, who in turn
had two chelasy one Ajai-p&l, who founded the Kapal&ni panth ; the
other Ganga Nath who established the panth called after his own
name|| : (n) Kharkai and Bhuskai, each of whom founded a
panth:
[Hi) Shakar Ndth. The last named in his wanderings reached a land
where a Mleohh (low caste) R<£j£ bore sway. By him* the Jogi was
seized and promised his liberty only if ho would cause it to rain
sugar, otherwise he would be put to the torture. But he induced the
R£ja to promise to become his servant if he performed this miracle.
He succeeded, and then seizing tho JRaj£ buried him in the ground.
Twelve years later he returned, and found the Rci>j£ a skeleton, but he
restored him to life and made him his disciple and cook. Nevertheless
the R&jaVs disposition was unchanged, and one day he took out some
of the pulse he was cooking and tasted it.^[ Bhairon chanced that
day to appear in person,** but he refused the proffered food and the
* In the variant this episode is different: Gorakh goes with the boys to beg alms at a
banias (merchant's) house, and they are made to take away the dead calf. When Gorakh
sees their food transformed he catches them by the hand, takes them to the bdnias house
and there murders them. Thereupon all the Banias complain that he has polluted their
jig 'sacrifice^ by this murder, and he retorts that they had polluted his chelas, but he agrees
to restore them to life if the bdnias will henceforth worship him and no other.
They assented, and this is why Gorakh left Paras Nath, one of the two boys, with the
Banias, among whom the* Jains deem him an incarnation of God.
t In the variant Gorakh makes seven bundles of grass, each of which says : " I am Gopi
Chand," in reply to Jalandhar Nath, and is burnt to ashes at his command.
J In the variant the slabs of the well were turned into kites, and the horse-dung into
locusts and so they were created.
§ So Gopi Chand also founded a panth, that called after his second name, viz., Sidh
Sanskaripa. See also infra p. 407.
|;'A Jogi of this panth in turn founded the Kajan or Kayan-nathi panth, found in the
ancient town of Bhera on the Jhelum. This must be the Kaya-Nathi panth.
11 According to the doctrine of the panth the food thus becajme ' leavings * (jvth).
When fool is cooked, Jogis first oiler it to Bhairon.
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ex^R&ji^H villainy was detected. As a punishment a handi or earthen
pot was bung round his neck and he was condemned to wander the
livelong day getting his food out of the pot. His punishment lasted
four years, and he was then pardoned, but his disciples were called
Hinrii-pharang and the panth still bears that name : (iv) Another
initiate was Sant N£th, whose disciple Dharm Nath founded the
Dharm-n£rhi panth, which now has its head gaddi on the God&wari,
having replaced the Rnmke panth there: (v) The next initiate,
Santokh Nath, made oneR&m N£th his chela, and he founded the
K3in-ke panth which, replaced on the Godawari by the Dharm-n4thi,
now has its chief gaddi at Delia: (vi) Lachhman N£th succeeded
Gorakh at Tilla, and his panth, is styled Darbdri Tilla B&1 Gondai.
Subsequently was born a Jogi who founded a panth called the Sunehri
Tilla, a famous order : (vii) Arjan Nanga, whose seat is near
Jwalamukhi, founded the Man Manthi panth, or ecstatics, now settled
at B >har. If a/agfr goes to the mahant of this panth be is given
a hoe and some co^d and told to go and cut grass. A long time ago
one Sant Nath mahdtmd of the Dharm-nathis went to this mahant
and was bidden to cut gras9 like any one else. So he asked whether
he was to cut the grass from below or from above. He vas told by
a mahdtmi
that he should so cut it that it would grow again.
Accordingly ever since then when a chela is initiated into this ecstatic
panth a guru dies. Sant N&thjfs panth is called the B£w£ji k6 panth.
He had many chelas, of whom two deserve mention. These were
Ranbudh and Mahnid&td. Once as the Bawd wandered north his
camels were stolen and when he told the people of that part that he
was their pir or spiritual guide, they replied that he must eat with
them. When the meal was ready he bade these two dieciples eat with
the people, promising them immortality, but forbidding them to found
any more new panths.
So they did not do so, and are called N&ng&s,
and to this day two persons always remain in attendance at their
tombs.
One account says that Sharang or Shring Nath, who attained to the
zenith of spiritual power after'Gorakh N£th's death, introduced new
rules of his own and bade his followers bore their ears and wear the
mundra of wood. After his death the following sects or orders were
formed—(1) the Giri Nath, who marry and indulge in such luxuries as
drinking, (2) the Purinama, some of whom are secular and eat
meat, (3) the Saniasis, (4) the militant N&ngas, (5) the Ajaipdl
whose founder was ruler of A jmere and a profound believer in the earpierced Jogis. His followers are said to have once ruled India. (6)
the Gwdli-basda, (7) the Ismail Jogis—one follower of Ismail was
Nona Chumari, a famous professor of the black a r t ; (8) Agam Nath,
(9) Nim Nath, and (10) Jalandhar N&th.
The mythology of Qorahh.
The nine Naths and the 84 Sidhs always follow Gorakh in his
wanderings, and the route can be traced by tho small trees bearing
sugarcandy which spring up wherever they go. It is related in the
Bhagvat that R&ja Sambhfi Manu once ruled in Oudh over the whole
world. When the four mid-born sons of Brdhma refused to beget off-
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spring, Brahma wept and a tear fell to the earth, whence sprang
Satubhu. His descendants were—
Sambbu Manu (Swiyambhuva, the self-existent).

r
Tthan Pad,
Dhruva, the ascetic.

|

^i
Piya Barat.
Agnfdhar.
Nibhi.
Rakh Bhideo or Rikhava (Rishabha).*
Bharat and 09 others.

Bharat with eight of his brothers ruled the 9 divisions (khandds) of
the world : 81 became ascetics and Brahmans, and 9 became the Ndths
or perfected Jogis, whose names are given below.
The Naths are always said to be nine in number, in contradistinction
to the panths which are, ideally, twelve. Their names and titles are
variously given:
1. Aungkar Adi-nitb (Lord of Lords), I 5. Gajbali Gajk&nth-nath (Lord of the
Shiva.
I
Eleplant's Strength and Neck): Ganeta
t. Sholnith (Lord of the Arrow-shaft) : I
Gaja-karna, elephant-eared, in Sanskrit
variously said to be Krishna or Ram 6. Praj-nath, or Ddaf-nath (Lord of the
People): said to be Pirvati.
Chandra.
7. May ana pi Machhendra-nith (the won3. Santokh-nith <Lord of GraiiUcation).
drous Form): guru of Gorakh.
4. Achalachambu-nath (Lord of wondrous
Immoveatility) : variously said to be 8. Gatbepinde Bichayakari or Naranthar:
Hanumln or Lakshmana.
Shambujaiti Guru Gorakh-nith.
9. Gyansarupe (or Purakh) Siddh Chauranjwe-n&th, or P^ran bhagaff

Gorakh plays a leading part in the legend of Gaga, and naturally
therefore Jogis, both Hindu and Muhammadan, take offerings made
to him, giving but a small share to the Chubj-as; and also carry his
flag, chhari, of peacock's feathers, from house to house in Bh£don. %
3, are properly speaking
attained to a semi-divine
i the eyes of the vulga
ed power from Gorakl
especially worshipped
i he low hili8,§ e. g. in Amb&la and Hoshiarpur, in the form
and under various names. The distinctive emblem of their cult appears
to be the eingi, a cylindrical ornament worn on a thread round the
neck. Gh6zfd&8 is a Siddh of some repute near Una : Chanu is said to
have been a Chamdr, and people of that caste feast on goat's flesh and
6ing on certain dates to his memory. Another Siddh is the jafhera, or
ancestor, Kdla Pir, who is worshipped in the low tills and throughout the
eastern Districts generallv and more particularly, as K&la Mabar, by the
Sindhu J&ts as their forebear. Bis shrine is at Mabar in Samr&la but
shrine with
Lobars • •J
iginal
V

The Jain,
•
8ee P. N. Q., II, § 279.
P. N. Q., I, § 3.
Not an inappropriate tract if we regard Shiva as the great hill god and the Siddha at
emanations from him through Gorakh,
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worship him. Hie shrine usually takes the form of a mud-pillar under
a tree or by a pond, and images of him are worn in silver plates as
charms. His samddh at Khot is in charge of the Ai-panth Jogis.
The mundra.—How the kundal was turned into a mundra is
explained in the following story :—When Bhartari was made a Jogi
he was put to a severe'test. Jallandaripa was his guru, but he was
also a sddiq or pupil of Gorakh, and his chief companions were of
the Kapl£ni panth, whence he was known as Bhartari Kapl&ni and
reckoned one of the 84 sidhs. One day he said to Jallandaripd:
" Thou hast put me to a severe test, but henceforth the faqirs of this
panth will be mostly men of the world for they will mingle with such
men." Gorakh said that he would be the more pleased with them, and
Bhartari asked for some mark to be given them to distinguish them
from worldly people. Accordingly a hole three inches wide was made
in the J o g f s ears, and clay mundras were inserted in them. Subsequently the mundras were made of wood, then of crystal gilt, then
of ivory. By wearing the mundras, a Jogi becomes immortal, as
Bhogu-rikh had told Shakti. Wheb this practice was permitted, two
sidhs Kharkai and Bhuskai began to bore each J o g f s ears with
Gorakh's assent. The latter with these two sidhs and several other
Jogis settled at a place on the road to Hingldj in Balochist^n, a place
which every Jogi of this panth must visit if he wishes to be considered
a perfect sddhu and attain yoga. Since then it has been usual to bore
a Jogfs ears, but once when the two sidhs tried to bore the ears of a
Jogi who had visited that place they found that they healed as fast
as they bored holes in them, so they gave up the attempt, and Gorakh
>
exclaimed that the pilgrim was 'Aughar.
Thenceforth Aughars
do not have their ears bored and form a body distinct from the other

Jogis.
Jogi Nature-ivorship.
The Jogis claim, inter aliay po*er to transmute any metal into gold
or silver. In the time of Altamsh, says one legend, a Jogi named
Din* Nath begged a boy sitting in a shop with a heap of copper coin to
give him a few pieces. The boy said the money was not his, but his
lather's, and he gave the Jogi food. The Jogi prayed to Vishnu for
power to reward the boy. Then he melted down the copper and
turned the mass into gold by means of charms and a powder. Altamsh
heard of the occurrence and wituessed the J o g f s powers, but the latter
declined to accept any of the gold he had made, so it was sent to the
mint and coined, with his name as well as that of Altamsh upon it.
e
Jogis allege that these Dinanathi' gold mohars arc still to be found.
Similarly the Jogis claim power over hailstorms, and in Sialkot the
rathbana* is a Jogi who can check a hailstorm or divert it into
waste land.
The connection between Jogis and snake-worship is naturally a
close one. In some places Jogis are said to eat snakes—a kind of
ritualistic cannibalism—and the snake is often styled jogi, just as the
i
parrot is designated
pandit.'t
l

1

• FY. rath, hail/ and bar?a, * one who imprisons or checks.
to in Frump's Sidlkot Settlement Rep., p. 37.
f P. N. Q., H, § 2*6.

This practice is alluded
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The cults of the Jogis contain strong elements of nature-worship
which finds expression in the names assumed by them after initiation.
Such are Nim-n£th,* Kanak-n6th (wheat), N&g-nath (snake), Tota-n&th
(parrot).
The Jogis hold everything made of earth in great respect, whence
the saying:—Mitti kd asan, mitti ha bdsan, mitti kd xarhdna, mitti kd
bdna.—' The earthen dsau (carpet), the earthen pitcher, ihe earthen
pillow and the earthen woof;'
The Jogi Jane*.,.
The Jogis generally wear &janeo of black wool, which is made by
certain members of the order, not by any member, nor by a Brahman.
It is 9 cubits long, made of 3 strands each, woven of 8 threads on a
bobbin, and plaited into a bobbin-thread, like an- English braid necklace, t Round the waist Jogis wear a similar thread of 2 separate
bobbin-threads of 8 strands each, twisted together, with a loop at
one end and a button at the other.
The Kanphatta should be branded at Kales&r near Dw&rk& with two
concentric circles within a third incomplete one, both ends of which are
finished off by a circular bend in ihe arm.J
The rudraksha§ with two facets is sacred to Shiva, and can only be
worn by the Jogi who has his wife with him : One with 5 facets is
devoted to Hanumdn ; and one with 11 is highly prized, being sacred to
Gauri Shankar and worn by celibate Jogis.
The Jogi funeral rites.
A dying Jogi is made to sit cross-legged. After death the corpse is
washed by the deceased's fellow-Jogis, a langoti tied round its waist
and ashes smeared over it. A coffin is then made, if means permit,
but a poor Jogi is simply wrapped in a blanket and carried by two
men on two poles, and the body thrown into a river. A wealthy Jogi
is> however, placed on a wooden chauki shaped like a palanquin, and
upon this flowers are cast. The procession to the grave is called
sawdri and is headed by horses and band3 playing music. The grave
is made deep With a spacious niche like that in Muhammadan graves,
and the body placed in it cross-legged and facing the north^f. The
Jogi's bairdgan is placed before him, with, a gourd full of water on
his right, a loin-cloth, a kanak or sta^f of Mahadeo, a loaf of wheaten
flour, and two earthen plates, one full of water, the other of rice and
milk. An earthen potsherd is also placed on his bead. Then a mound
* At P. N. Q., II, 562, it is noted that the chela gets a flower or plant-name for life;
but animal-names appear to be also adopted.
t To the janeo is attached a circlet of horn (rhinoceros it should be), and to this is attached the ndd or whistle, which makes a noise like a conch, but not so loud: P. N, Q.,

II, 126.
t P. N. Q, II, 345.
^ Beads made of the seed of the badar or jujube.—P. N. Q., II, 558.
|| But Jogis arr said to bury their dead facing the oast; Saniisis east or north-east,
P. N. Q.; II, 1?7 ,fi) the Simla hills the Jogis were originally mendicants, but have now
become househo/cfers . They bum the dead, and for every corpse get 4 annas in mono/,
together with a plate of brass or kansi and a woollen or cotton cloth. They also get some
grain at each Wre*t. They are considered denied as they take offeringfl made at death,
and the Knoet* and higher castes will not drink with them.
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is raised overthe grave,* and all the Jogis wash their hands with water
supplied by the deceased's disciples. They then bathe and the disciples give them sweets. On the third day they are also fed (churma
alone being given if the disciples are poor). Later on the shrddh i*,
if possible, performed thus:—Jogis are invited and keep a vigil all
night. About a pahr before dawn thay are fed with fish, or pakauras
(vegetables coated with baiaan or paste of powdered gram fried in
mustard oil), or khir, i. e. rice boiled in milk, gram and ghungnidn, or
pildo, or rice, wine, flesh, fruit, etc. Seven thrones or gaddis are now
erected to : (i) the Pir, ({*) Jognis, (Hi) Sakhya or witness, (\v) Bir,
(v) the Bhand&ri of Guru Gorakh Ndth, (vi) Goru Gorakh N&th, and
(vii) to Neka. Mantras are then repeated, and clothes: gold, silver and
copper: a cow and earth given away in charity. The wake is now
attended only by Jogis but formerly men of all classes, even Muharamadans, used to take part in it. Lastly, after all these ceremonies, a
council (pindhdra) of Jogis is held, and one of the deceased's disciples
is elected Guru or Bir Mahant, three kinds of food, puri, kachauri and
pildo being distributed. The deceased's clothes and the coffin are
given to the kotwdls, or banhias, or else to Jangara/ajtVs. As the Jogi
is not burnt his bones cannot be sent to the Ganges, so his nails are
removed and taken to Hardw^r. The saniddh of a Jogi may be of
earth or brick, and belpattar (leaves) are strewn over it. On it & lamp
is also kept burning for 10 days, flowers and water being placed near
it and a conch being blown. Kice balls are given in the name of Ihe
deceased for 10 days as among other Hindus, On the 10th day clothes
are washed and on the 13th kirya karam ceremony is performed. The
ceremonies are the same as among Hindus.
The following story is told to account for the fact that Jogis bury
their dead: In Gorakh's time there arose a dispute between the
Hindus and the Muhammadans, the latter saying they were masters
of the earth and of all the living and the dead. Gorakh sat on the
ground, placing all his food, etc., by his side, and bade the earth yield
to him, if he too had a share in it. It opened and Gorakh sank into it,
and so Jogis usually bury their dead.
Initiation.
In theory any Hindu can become a Jogi, but in practice only those of
the twice-born castes are admitted into the order. In theory caste is
abandoned upon entering it, and as marriage is, in theory, forbidden,
no question as to caste can arise in connection with it. But as marriage is in practice tolerated the original caste is preserved in practice
for matrimonial purposes, though in theory all Jogis are caste-less.
Further, there is a tendency to avoid marriage in the same panth,
as all the members of a panth are in theory spiritually akin.
Within the order there is in theory equality and no restrictions are
placed upon eating, drinking or smoking together, but even a Hindu
of high caste who joins the panth of J&landhar N6th is excluded by
other panths. Moreover, the theoretical equality does not extend to
the women, as the Jogi does not allow his women-folk to eat with him.
Women of every panth may, however, eat together.
* Over the grave an earthen potsherd is also placed on a three-legged itool.
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A would-be disoiple Is dissuaded from becoming a Jogi, the hardships
of the life being impressed upon him. If he persists lie is rosde > fast
' for two or three days. After this, a knife is driven into the
. f;, ~nd
the novice is made to swear by it~
{%) not to engage in trade;
(«) not to take employment;
(Hi) not to keep dangerous weapons ;
\iv) not to become angry when abused ; and
(v) not to marry.
He is also required to protect his ears, for a Jogi whose ears were
cut used to be buried alive, but is now only excommunicated. After
this probation his ears are bored by a guru, or an adept, who is entitled
to Re. 1-4 as an offering which may or may not be accepted.
Dp to a certain point the Jogi initiatory rites resemble those of the
Sanidsis. The choti of the novice is removed by the guru : the janeo
is also removed : and he is given saffron-coloured clothes to wear. Of
these the kafni is worn compulsorily. The guru-mantar is then com{
municated, secretly. After this the Jogis of a certain sect * pierce the
r.hela's ears, and insert the kundal or earring, and the chela, hitherto
a aughar* now becomes a nath, certain set phrases (not mantras)
otfing recited. According to Macauliffe Jogis smear ashes on their naked
bod'es as clothing or a protection against the elements,t but the ashes
.-.ppear to symbolize their death to the world, like the kajni.
We may thus safely distinguish three stages in a Jogi's initiation.
At first he is a chela (pupil or candidate), then an aughar or no vice, j:
€
and finally a darshani, vulg. kanphat^a,^ ( or uplit-eared'). An
Aughar is not entitled to all the privileges of the sect, e. g., at a feast he
only receives half the portion of a Kanphafta. A Jogi who is fully
initiated certainly loses all rights of inheritance in his natural family,
but it is doubtful whether an Aughar would do so. It is also not clear
whether initiation involves the loss of property already vested in the
initiate, but presumably it would do so.
* According to this account aughar simply means novice.' Nath is a title acquired by
the fully initiate. An account of the Jogis of Ratn Nath says that the candidate is given
a razor and scissors seven times by his guru, who deters him from entering the Jogi order,
but if he perseveres the guru cuts off a tuft of his hair and he fs then shaved by a
barber. Then he is made to bathe and besmeared with ashes, a kajni or shroud, a lingoti
and a cap being given to him. The ashes and kajni clearly signify his death to the world.
After six months' probation his ears are pierced and earthen rings inserted in them.
| 8ikh Religion, VI, p. 243.
j It is indeed said that an aughar can become a Saniasi, an Ddasi, a Bairagi, a
Suthrashnhi, etc., etc , as weli as a Jogi or a Jangam. On the other hand, some accounts
represent the Aughars as a distinct order, followers of Kanipa Nath and J^landhar Nath,
while the Kanphatta9 are followers of Gorakh and Machhendra (in other words, the more
perfect Jogis)
or again they are connected with two schools of the Patanjali philosophy :
while a third account splits up the Jogfs into Shiv worshippers and Serpent worshippers.
§ Jogis themselves do not use the word Kanphatta. It is a popular term. So too in
common parlance Jogfs are distinguished by various names according to their dress or
the penances they observe, and so on. Such are the bastardhdri who are decent'y clad
and live in temples (among the Saniisis this term means 'secular'): the dudhddhdri,
who live on milk: the jatddhdri who wear long matted hair: the muuU who observe
perpetual silence; and the "'har tnpetari, who stand in contemplation. The atit, • destitute *
or liberated from worldly restraints does not appear to be a sect of the Jogis, as MacauLffe
toys's8ikh Religion, I, p. 1G2), bath popular term for any mendicant: see Plattsf pf 18,
It is believod that Jogis liv6 for centuries as a result of their austerities,
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The derivation of Aughar is obscure. The grade or order, however
we regard it, does not appear to be connected with the A^hori or
Ghor-pauthis who are cannibal faqirs of a singularly repulsive type.*
The Aughars of Kir&na in Jhang are of good repute and retain larrre
jagirs granted them by the Sikhs. They are distinguished by an ochrecoloured turban over which is twisted a black net-work of thread
covered with gold. The mahant is styled pir} and once elected may
never again descend the hill.
To these three degrees may perhaps be added a fourth, that of
mahdtmd, a dignity hardly alluded to in the accounts rendered of the
sect. A Jogi who attains to great spiritual eminence is exempt from
wearing mundras, the janeo, and so on.
After initiation a Jogi may apparently select the function which he
is to fulfil. Thus he may become a militant member of the sect, vowed
to celibacy and ptyled Nanga, Nrfga, Nidi, Nihang, Kanphaja or
K&nphatta.
Or he may relapse and, breaking his vow of celibacy, become a
secular Jogi, designated Bindi-Nagi, Sanyogi (Samayogi), Gharb&ri or
drill isti.
Lastly, the initiate Jogi may join one of the various panths or
orders. These panths are in theory limited to twelve in number, but
in reality they number many more than twelve.
The divisions and offshoots of the Jogis.
The grouping of the Jogis is exceedingly complex and appears to
vary in different parts of these Provinces.
€

Thus in K i n g r a the Hindu Jogis are classed as Andarld,' or Inner
i
1
and Bdhirla or Outer Jogis ; and the former are further divided into
Darshanis and Aughars.t
The distinctions between these l o n e r and Outer groups are not
specified, but they have different observauces.and their origin is thus
accounted for:—Once when Gorakh gave two goats to Machhendra's
sons he bade them slaughter the animals at a. place where none could
see them. One boy killed his goat: but the other came back with his
alive, and said that he had found no such spot, since if no man were
present the birds would witness the slaughter, or, if there were no birds,
the sun or moon- Gorakh seated the latter boy by his side and he was
called AndarU, while the other was expelled and dubbed B&hirlfi.
Both groups observe the usual Hindu social customs, except at death,
the only difference being that the B&hirhi only give Brahraans food and
do not feast them, and at funerals they blow a nud instead of t h e
conch, which is used by the Andarlas.
• P. N. Q., I, 41, 136, 375, 473. There is no sufficient evidence to connect Aughar with
• ogre/ A-ghori — un-terrible, Monier-Williams, Sansk. Dicty., *. v. According to Platts
(p .106) aughar means awkward, ungainly, uncouth.
t The Darshanis have four sub-groups: Khokhar, Sonkhla, Jageru and N^tti; while
the Aughar have six : Bhambaria, Bin*, A wan, Jiwan, Kalia, Bharsi and Saroe. It does
not appear whether these are schools or sections.
,
The Bahirla are all Aughars and have a number of sub-groups: Raipur Mar^lu, Hetam,
Daryethi, Molgu, Tandiilu, Chuchhlu, Gugraon, Kehne, Tiargu, Dhamarchu, Phalcru,
flidhpuru, Karan and Jhak.
i
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Elsewhere the Darshanis* appear as a group which is distinguished
from the Nangas, who use flesh and spirituous liquor, which the former
avoid. The hitter also are said to wear no clotiies—as their name denotes,
but the Darshauis are said to be further divided into two classes, of
which one is clothed, while the other, which smears the body with
ashes and affects the dhuni, is net. However this may be the Darshanis
must Lave their ears pierced and are thus identical with the Kanphara
or Kanphatta Jogis, The latter are celibate and live by begging, in
contradistinction to the Sanyogis who can inarry and possess property.t
l

In Jind the Jogis are said to be classed as (i) Bari-dargah, of the
greater court/ who avoid flesh anq spirits, and as (ii) Chhoti-darg&h^
who do not. Both groups are disciples of Mast Nath, the famous
mahant of Bohar. Jalandhar Nath was the son of a Raja, whose wife
remained pregnant for 12 years without giving birth to her child, and
she was thought to be afflicted with dropsy (jalandhar).
At last
the Rajd vowed that, if a son were vouchsafed him, he would dedicate
him to Gorakhndth. Jalandhar Nath was born in response to this
vow, and founded the panth named after him.
Raja Bhartari was the son of Raja Bhoj, king of Dhiraiiagar. H e
had 71 ranis, of whom one, by name Pingla, was a disciple of Gorakh,§
who gave her a flower saying it would remain ever fresh as long as her
husband was alive. One day (o test Pingla's love Bhartari went
a-hunting and sent back his blood-stained clothes and horse with the
news that he had been killed, but the rdni, seeing the flower still fresh
knew that the Raj£ only doubted her love for him and in grief at his
mistrust killed herself. When she was carried out to the burningground the Raja evinced great grief, and Gorakh appeared. Breaking
his chipi9\\ the saint walked round it, weeping, and Bhartari asked
him why lie grieved. Gorakh answered that he could get the R£j&
a thousand queens, but never a vessel like the one he had just broken,
and he showed him a hundred ranis as fair as Pingla, but each of them
(
said: Hold aloof I Art thou mad ? No one knows how often we
have been thy mothers or sisters or wives/
Hearing these words
Bluirtari's grief was moderated and he made Gorakh his guru, but
did not abandon his kingdom. Still when he returned to his kingdom,
the loss of Pingla troubled him and his other queens bade him seek
distraction in hunting. In great pomp he marched forth, and the dust
darkened the sun. On the banks of the Samru he saw a herd of deer,
70 hinds with a single stag. He failed to kill the stag, and one of the
hinds besought him to kill one of them instead, since the stag was as
dear to them as he was to his queens, but the R&j&'said he, a Kshatriya,
could not kill a hind. So the hind who had spoken bade the stag meet
the Raid's arrow, and as he fell he said : ' Give my feet to the thief
* e.g. in Ambala. Darahan is said to = mu-ndra : it is ordinarily made of clay or glass,
but wealthy gurus v/ear darshana of gold.
| So at least runs one version from Ambala.
X But in Dera Ghazi Kh£n we fiud Bai/i-darg£h given as equivalent to Ai-panthi, and the
Chiioti-dargah described as the foundation of a Chamar disciple of Pfr Mast Nith. who
bestowed the title on him in reward for his faithful service.
§ Bhartari, it is said, had steadfastly refused to become a disciple of J41andhar N&th
though repeatedly urged to do so by Gorakh himself.
tt
|J Chipi, ^nd °* vessel made o£^ocoanut and generally carried by faqirs.

*
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that he may escape with his life; my horns to a Jogi that he may use
them as his ndd; my skin to an ascetic that he may worship on i t ;
my eyes to a fair woman that she may be called mirga-naini* ; and
9
eat my flesh thyself. And to this day these things are used as the dying
stag desired.
On his return the R&j& was met by Gorakh who said he had killed
one of his disciples. Bhartarf retorted that if he had any spiritual
powers he could restore the stag to life, aod Gorakh, casting a little
earth on his body, did so. Bbartari then became a Jogi and with his
retainers accompanied Gorakh, but the latter refused to accept him
as a disciple unless he brought alms from his rdnis, addressing them
as his mothers, and practised jog for 12 years. Bhartari did as he was
bid, and in answer to his queens' remonstrances said: " From the point
of view of my raj ye are my queens, but from that of jog ye are my
mothers, as the guru has bidden me call you so." Thus he became a
perfect jogi and founded the Bhartari Bair&g panth of the JogisUpon no topic is our information so confused, contradictory and
incomplete as it is on the subject of the various sub-orders into which
the Jogis, as an order, are divided. The following is a 1' *> of most of
these sub-orders in alphabetical order with a brief note on *ch :
The Abha-panthi is probably identical with the Abhang N&th of
the Tahqiqdt uChishti.
The Aghori, Ghori or Aghor-panthi is an order which smears itself
with encrement, drinks out of a human skull and occasionally digs up
the recently buried body of a child and eats i t ; thus carrying out the
principle that nothing is common or unclean to its extreme logical conclusion.
The Ai-pan^ is a well-known order, said to be aucient.t In Dera
Ghdzi Kh&n it'is called the Bari-darg£h, and one of its saints,! when
engaged in yog, cursed one of his disciples for standing before him with
only a langoti on and bade him remain nag a or naked forever. So
to this day his descendants are called N&gas. Another account says
that this and the Haith-panthi order were founded by Gorakh Niith.
The chief dsan of the Ai-panth is at Bohar in the Rohtak district
It is said to have been founded by a famous guru, named Narm&f-ji§
who was born only a few generations after Gorakh's time at Khot, now
in the Jfnd State. In veneration for him all the succeeding gurus
adopted the termination Ai in lieu of N&th, and this is still done at
Khot but not at Bohar. Five generations after Narm&i, Mast
Nath or Mast&f-ji became guru at Bohar in Sam bat 1788, and after
him the affix Ndth was resumed there, though the dsan is still held
by the Ai-panth. Mast Nath died in Sambat 1804, and a fair is held
here on Ph&gan sudi 9th, the anniversary of his death. The dsan
contains no idols. Hindus of ail castes are employed but those of the
menial castes are termed Chamarwd,|| but other initiates lose their
caste, and become merged in the order. At noon bhog or sacramental
* With eyes like a deer—one of the chief points in Indian beauty,
t It is mentioned in the Dabistan: II, p. 128.
JPfr Mast Nath, apparently
§ From narm, gentle. The meaning of di is unknown or is at any rate not disclosed.
|| They also appear to be called Sirbhangi.
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food is offered to all the samddhs (of Baba Mast Ndth and other lights
of the order); and then the bharufdr or refectory is opened and food
distributed freely to nil, no matter what their caste. A lamp, fed
with ghi, is kept burning in each samddh. In a dharmsdla near
Bohar is a Sanskrit inscription of Sambat 1333.
The Bairag or
Bhartari Bairdg order was founded by K&jd, Bhartai% and ranks after
the Sat-N£th.* But in the west of these Provinces the Bairdg's foundation is ascribed to Prem N&th of Mochh in Midnw&li, the head-quarters
of the order being at Midni in Sh&hpur. Like the Darya-n&thi this
order is an offshoot of that founded by Pir Ratn N&th of Peshdwar.
It has also representatives at K&l&b&gh and is&khel.
The Bhartari Bairdg Jogi's found in the Bawal nizdmat of N&bha
are secular and belong to the Punia (Jat) got, which they retain. Their
forebear Mai N£th was as a child driven from his home in Delhi
district by famine, and the Muhammadan Meos of Solasbari in
Bawal brought him up. When the J&ts seized the village he lived
by begging and became a jogi, so the J&ts made him marry a girl
belonging to a party of juggler Jogis. Then he went to Narainpur
in Jaipur territory and became a chela of Gorakh Nath.
The Bharang Nath ol the Tahqiqdt is possibly the-Handi-pharung.
The Brahma ka order appears to be the same as the Sat-nfith.
The Dary^-nathi order is chiefly found in the west, especially trans*
Indus. It possesses gaddis at Makhad on the Iudus, in Kohfit and
even in Quetta.
The Dhaj-panthi order is found in or at least repoited from Peshawar
and in Ambala. It may be that the order derives its name from dhaj
meaning flag. Mr. Maclagan mentions the Dbaj-panthi as followers of
Banuin&n. The Tahqiqdt gives Dhaji-panthi as the form of the name.
The Dbarm-ndthi order is widely spread, but its head-quarters are
on the Godawari. Its foundation is ascribed to a Kaja Dbarm.
The Ganga-n£tbi order was founded by one of Kapal Muni's two
disciples. It is mentioned in the Tahqiqdt as Gangai-n^th.
The origin of the J£laudbar-n&th order has already been related.
In Amritsar it is known as B&wa Jalandhar ke, and its members
keep snakes.
The Kaniba-ki are said to be chelas of Jalandhar Natb. Of this
branch are the Sapelas : Maclagan, § 55.
The Kapl&ni or Kapil-panthi order ascribes its origin to Kapal
Muni, and is thus also known as Kapal Deo ke. Or it was founded
by Ajai Pal, Kapal Muni's disciple, and is thus cousin to the Gangan6thi order.
t

The Kaya-ndthi or Kayan-n&thi is an offshoot of the Gang^-nithi.
But in Dera Gh£zi Kh£n it is said that they received their name from
Pir Ratn N&th who made an itnace out of the dirt nf bis own hnAv.
* At least in Dera Ghazi, in which district it is returned as Bairaj, another order (said
to be derived from it) being styled bairaj Marigka. In Ambala a Baraj order is
mentioned. In KarnaU b&irAg and bhartari appear as two distinct orders.
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The Kanthar or Khantar order owes its origin to Gan&sba. In
Amb&la it is said to be endoganious.
Lachhman N&th's order is said in Hoshidrpur to be also known as
the Darbdii Nath Tilla B&l Gondai, but in Amritsar is said to be
the same as the Natesri (as in Maclagan, § 55).
The M&i-ka-panth are disciples of the Devi Kali.
The Man Mantlii appear to be identical with the Man Nath, returned
from Pesh&war, and the Manathi or Mannati in Jhelum who ascribe
their foundation to Raja Rasalu. Mr. Maclagan mentions the ManN&th as followers of Ras&iu, § 55.
The Mekhla dlidri is a class or order which is returned from Amb&la
and its name is said to mean wearer of the tardgi.
The Natesri order appears to have no representatives in the Punjab
but see above under Lachhman Nath'a order.
The Nim N&thia is distinct from the order founded by P&ras NAth q.v.
It is said to be also called Gapldni or Kisgai.
The P&panth appears to be also called Panathi or Panpatai, a sub*
order founded by J&laudhar as a disciple of Maliadeo.
The Pagal appears to be identical with the R&wal-Ghalla.
The P&ras Nath order is sometimes shown as half an order, the
Rawals being its other half. But P&ras Nath was one of Machhendra's
two sons and he founded an order which soon split up into two distinct schools, (i) the Puj—who are celibate but live in houses and observe none of the rules observed by (ii) the Sartoras, who always
wear a cloth over the mouths, strain water before drinking it, never
kill aught that hair life : further they never build houses, but lead a
wandering life, eating only food cooked by others, and smoking jxoni
a ckilam, never from a hukkah.
That these two sub-orders are both
Jains by religion, il not by sect, is perfectly obvious, and it is indeed
expressly said that this P&ras N&th is he whom the Jains revere.
The Rani-ke, or Ram Chandrn-ke, panth was founded by R&m N£th,
a disciple of Santokh Nath, and had its head-quarters on the God&wari
till it was replaced there by the Dharm-n^thf. I t aprjpa^s to be sometimes ascribed to Ttsini Chandra, biit erroneously so.
The Sant-nathi appear -o be quite distinct from the Sat-n&thi.
The Sat-n£th (or Brahma-ke q.v.)
The Santokh Nithi are mentioned by Mr. Maclagan as followers of
Bishn Narain, and arc probably the Vishnu of Amritsar.
Other orders mentioned are the Bade ke, in Dera Gh£zi KMn, the
Baljati in Karn&l, the Bharat in Dera Ghdzi Kh£u, Btaith-panthi in
Amb&la and Jhelum, Hari&ni, Latetri and Mai ka panth in Dera Gh£zf
Kh&n, the Path-sana in Karndl (Patsaina in Jind), Ridh N&th in
Amritsar, Sahj in Ambala, and the Bishnu in Amritsar.
In Mr. Maclagan's lists also appear the Kalepd and Ratn N&th : and
in the Tahqiq£t-i-Chishti the Dhar N&th, Darpa-N&th, Kanak N6th and
Nag N&th* are also mentioned.
• Possibly the Rawais.
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I in Amb6la as a caste, originally Joeis. but
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The influence of Jogis on and beyond the north-west frontier is one
of the most remarkable features of the cult. Legend connects the Gorkhatri at Pesh&war with Gorakh, and it was once a Jogi haunt, as
^ th B&bar and Abu'1-Fazl testify. The chief saint of the Jogis in
the north-west is Pir Ratn N&th of Peshawar/ in which district as
well as throughout K&bul and Khor&s&i, a habit is said to be current
which describes his power.
Pi
account
orders
had assembled at Til la for a tukra observance, Ratn N£th, who had no
earrings,t was only assigned a half share. He protested that a Jogi
who had earrings in his heart need wear none in his ears, and he opened
his breast to exhibit the mundra in his heart I So his disciples are ex*
empt from the usual rule of the sect. They appear to belong to the
Dary£-n&tbi panth but the branch of Pfr Ratn N&th's dera at Mi&ni in
Sh£hpnr is held by Bairdg-ke-Jogis.
The Bachhowfilia is a group of Mohammadan Jogis who claim descent from one Gajjan J&% and yet have more than one Hindu got
(Pindhi, Ch£hil, Gil, Sindhu and Rathora}). Like Hindus they marry
outside the got. They are chroniclers or panegyrists, and lire on alms,
carrying sjholi (wallet) and a turban composed: of two dopaftas, each
of a different colour, as their distinctive costume* Originally Hindus
they adopted Isl£m and took to begging, their name being doubtless
derived from H. bichha, 'alms/ But they have, of course, a tale to
explain their name and say that their forebears grazed a Kumhar's
bachha—a story inconsistent with the fact that they are not all of one
and the same got, but which doubtless alludes to their ancient worship
of the earth-god.
Another Muhammadan group is that of the KAl-pelias as the die*
ciples of Ism&'il are sometimes called. Little seems to be known about
Tsm&'fl except that he was initiated by one of the Sidh Sanskarip£.
He is also said to have been an adept in black magic and 'a contemporary of one Kamakha devi.' It is difficult to avoid the conjecture
that he is in some way connected with the Ismailians.
The R6wal8, however, are the most important of the Muhammadan
Jogi groups. Found, mainly, in the western districts they wander far
and wide over the rest of India, and even to Europe where they practise
as quack occulists and physicians. The name is, indeed, said to be a
* There are Jogi shrines at Koh/U, Jal£lab£d and Kabul, as well as at Pesh&war, atftt
the incumbent at the three last named is styled Gotdin. Pfr Bar N£th of Kohit waa
initiated on a stone near the BawAna springs. Even the fanatical Muhammadans of these
parts reverence Pfr Ratn Nath.
t As a novice (Aughar) he would wear no earrings and only be entitled to half a share.
Another version is that Ratn Nath demanded a double share and, when objection was taken,
created a man, named Kanian Nith, from the sweat and dirt of his own body. Other
stories explain that a Jogi of eminent piety is exempt from the rule requiring a Jogi to
wear earrings and eijanen.
Ohima, Sahnti, Sah£ran, I
pears to be a numerous
States
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corruption of the Persian rdwinda,' traveller/ ' wanderer *: and tradition avers that when R&njha, iu his love for Hir, adopted the guise of
Kfaqir and wandered till be came to Tilla, he became Pir B£la N&tb's
disciple and thence weut to Jhang where he sought for his beloved.
All his disciples and companions were called R&wal.*
The Rawals are sometimes said to be divided into two groups,
Mandiat and Ghal,J but according to one account they form a half of
one of the 12 orders, the other being the P&ras Nath, i.e. tbo Jains.
Probably this latter tale merely means that the R&wals like the Jains
are an offshoot of the Jogi colts.
The Ja'fir Pirs.
In the reign of Akbar there lived in Rajauri a Jogi named Shakkar
N&th who was challenged by the Muhammadans to provide sugar in
that country, in which the article was scarce. ' S h a k k a r ' by his
prayers caused it to rain sugar on the 10th of Rajab, 910 A. H
[Shakkar was the disciple of Badeshar Nath of Badeshar, and when
Akbar visited that place and ordered a fort to be built there Badeshar
Ndth caused a*, ae springs to dry up, by throwing a stone, whicl
made Akbar abandon his project.]
i
P i r ' Shakkar N&th on his death-bed, having no disciples, called to
one
his
successor, thus starting a new order. He advised J&'fir to make only
1
nncircumcised Muhammadans his disciples, and this rale is sit obcooks. and whose meinb
bore
their privileges. The Jogis of Pir J&'fir are Sant-n&thi6s by seco.
TheJangams.
The Jangam, or Jogi-Jangam as he is sometimes called
tinction to the Jogi proper, originated t h u s : When Shiva married
Pdrbatf no one would accept alms at his hands, so he created a man
from his thigh {]dng) and, giving him alms, promised him immc .afcy
but declared he should live by begging. The Jangams are divided into
four groups, (i) Mul, celibates, who pract'^/ogr in the prdnaydm form :
(ii) Langoch, celibate, also who carry the imRge of SMva in theNarbadeshwar mcarnation in a small phylactery round the neck (chiefly found
in the south of India): (Hi) Sail, also celibate, found chiefly in the hills
as they avoid mixing with worldly people ; and (iv) Diru, found in the
sonth-east Punjab. This last-named group is secular and is recruited
from the Brahman, Rijput, Bh&t, J&t and Arora castes. But the got
appears to be often lost on entering the group, for it is Said to comprise
•
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15 got8:
Pow4r
Kajw£hi.
Tanur.
Duple.
Laran.

Indauria.
Sad her.
Nehri.
Sahag.
Narre.

Bhat.
Bainfwil.
Chandiw/il
Redhu.
Chhal.

• The story is dearly based on the time-honoured analogy which compares the desire
of the soul to human passion. The word Rawinda is of considerable interest,
f Founded by Gorakh N&tb.
I Founded by Mahadeo and also said to be called Pagai.
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Marriage is effected by exchange, two gots being avoided.*
Rupees 50, 25, 15 or 10 are spent on a wedding, according to its class.
Widows remarry, but, if a widow marry one who is excommunicated,
the man is made to bathe in the Ganges and feast the brotherhood ; then
the pair are re-admitted into the caste.
Another version is that Shiva at his wedding created two recipients
of his alms, one, Jangam, from the sweat of his brow, the other,
Lingam, from his thigh. These Jangams accept alms from all Hindus 4
at least in the western Districts, wheieas Lingams only take them
from Jogis and Saniasis. Bnt it is usually said that the Jangam accepts alms from Jogis.
To the Jangam Shiva gave the bull's necklace hung with a "bell or
jaras, and everything that was on his head, and so Jangams still
wear figures of the moon, serpents, etc., on their heads. He also ordered them to live by begging, and so Jangams still sing songs about
Shiva's wedding, playing on the jaras as they beg. Instead of the
mundra they wear brass flowers in their ears, carry peacock's feathers,
and go about begging in the bazare, demanding a pice from each shop.
They are looked'upon as Brahmans and are said to correspond with the
Lingayats of Central and Southern India.
*

The Sapelas or Sampelas.
The sampelas, or snake-men, claim K&nnhipi (Kanipa), the son of the
Jhinwar who caught the fish from which MachhendraN&th had emerged :
Kannhipi was brought up with him and became a'disciple *f Jalandhar
N&th. By which is meant that snake-charmers, like snakes, owe much
to the waters. The sampelas are not celibate; though they have their
ears bored and wear the mundra, with ochre-dyed clothes, and they rank
lower than the Hindu Jogis because they will take food from a Muhammadan and eat jackal. They tame snakes, playing on the gourd-pipe
(6m), and lead a wandering life, but do not thieve. Their semi-religious
character "places them above the Kanjars and similar tribes. Some oi
their gots a r e :—Gadaria.
Tank.
Phenkra.

i

Linak.
Chauhan.
Tahliwal.

Athwal.
Sohtra.
Bamna.

In marriage four gots are avoided.
The Jogis as a caste.
The secular Jogi or Samyogi, as he should apparently be called, aoes
in parts of the Punjab form a true caste. Thus in Kulluhehas become
a NATS and in Amb&la a Jogi-Padha, In Loh&ru there is a small Jogi
caste of the J&tu tribe which was founded by a R&jput of that tribe.
Of his two sons the descendants of one, Bdre N&th are secular, when
those of the other Bar Nath remain celibate, pierce their ears and wear
the mundra, though how they are recruited is not explained. In all
respects they follow the usual rites save at death. They bury the body
seated, facing noxth and place a pitcher of water under its right arm
and some boiled rice under its left arm. Widow remarriage is
allowed.
* Marriage by purchase appears to be forbidden, and if the bride's family hu> not a boy
eligible to marry at once, the bridegroom's family will owe them a girl till one is required.
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In Ambfiia the Samyogis (not the P&dhas) are said to have i 2 sections, including the :—
Ai.
Dhaj.
Hahj.
Hait.

Kanihar.
Pagal.
Paopantbi.
Rawal.

The Kanthars are said to be endogamous, but all the others inter*
marry. In N6bha the pddhas, however, do not appear to be a caste,
but are simply Jogis who teach children Hindi.
Though professing Jogis are forbidden to marry, many of them
do so, and it is impossible to disentangle the Jogis who abandon celibacy
from those who do not profess it at all and form a caste. In Dera
Ghdzi Kb&n, fo^ instance, Jogis intermarry but not within their caste
as Jogis. There is no bar to Hindu or a Sany&si taking a Jogi girl
in marriage, but respectable Hindus do not do so. Their marriage
ceremonies are generally like those of Hindus, as Brahmans perform
them. A Jogi who marrjes is regarded with comtempt by his brother
Jogis, who do not smoke with him until he has given a feast at a
cost of Rs. 12-8 to an assembly of Jogis at some sacred place, Buch
as the bank of the Ganges, or a fair.
On the other hand Grihisti Jogis retain many outward signs of the
professing Jogi. They wear saffron coloured clothes and sometimes
smear ashes over the body. They use the janeo of black wool which
is smaller than that worn by a Brahman or other twice-born Hindu.
They wear a ndd of horn or else have a bit of wood made in the shape
of a ndd and attached to the janeo. They are obliged to wear a
paunehi of wool round their hands and feet and a woollen string round
the waist. They also use the rosary of rudraksh beads. Some have
their ears bored while others go to Gorakh Nl-th's gaddi and get a
Jeanthi tied round the neck. Though the use of flesh and liquor is
\ permissible ,they follow the Brahmans and abstain from them. They
live on alms and by singing the love tales of Hit and Rdnjha, etc., and
ballads like those of Jaimal and Fattah, etc. Others live by exhibiting
nadia bulls. In Karndl the Jogis by caste are generally Hindus and
receive offerings made to the impure gods. They form one of the
lowest of all castes and practise witchcraft and divination, being also
musicians.
JOHAL, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JofUR, a Hindu family of Talagang in Jhelum.
JojyA.. The Joiya is one of the 36 royal races of R&jputs, and is described
in the ancient chronicles as "lords of the Jangal-des," a tract which
comprehended Hari&na, Bhatti&na, Bha^ner, and Nagor. They also
held, in common with the Dehfa with whom their name is always
coupled, the banks of the Indus and Sutlej near their confluence. Some
seven centuries ago they were apparently driven out of the Indus tract
and partly subjugated in the Bigar country by the Bhatti; and in the
middle of the 16th century they were expelled from the Joiya canton
of Bik&ner bv the Rdthor rulers for attempting to regain their independence. Tod remarks that " t h e R&jpnts carried fire and sword
iato this country, of which they made a desert. Ever since it hap
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remained desolate, and the very name of Joiya is lost, though the vestiges
of considerable towns bear testimony to a remote antiquity." The
• Joiya, however, have not disappeared. They still hold all the banks of
the Sutlej from the Wattu border nearly as far down as its confluence
with the Indus, though the Bhat(is turned them cut of Kahror, find they
lost their semi-independence when their possessions formed a part of
the Bah£walpur State ; they hold a tract in Bikdner on the bed of the
old Ghaggar just below Bha^ner, their ancient seat; and they are found
in no inconsiderable numbers on the middle Sutlej of Lahore and Ferozepur and on the lower Indus of the Deraj&t and Muzaffargarh, about
a third of their whole number being returned as J&ts. The Mult&n bar
is known to this day as the Joiya bar. General Cunningham says that
they are to be found in some numbers in the Salt Range or mountains
of Jud, and identifies them with the Jodia or Yodia, the warrior class of
India in Panini's time (450 B. 0.), and indeed our figures show some
2,700 Joiya in Sh&hpur. But Panfnf s Jodia would perhaps more probably be the modern Gheba, whose origioal tribal name is said to be
Jodra, and Gheba a mere title. The Joiya of the Sutlej and of Hiss&r
trace their origin from Bbatner, and have a curious tradition, current
apparently from Hiss^r to Montgomery, to the effect that they cannot
trace their R&jput descent in the male line. The Hiss£r Joiya make
themselves descendants in the female line of Seja or Sameja, who accompanied the eponymous ancestor of the Bhatti from Muttra to Bhatner.
This probably means that the Joiyas claim Y£du ancestry. The Montgomery Joiya have it that a lineal descendant of Benjamin, Joseph's
brother, came to Bik&ner, married a RAja's daughter, begot their ancestor,
and then disappeared as a / a j i r . The tradition is perhaps suggested
u
by the word jot, meaning wife." The Montgomery Joiya say that
they left Bibiner in the middle of the J 4th century and settled in
Bah&walpur, where they became allie? of theLangdh dynasty of Multfin,
but were subjugated by the D&udpotra in the time of Nfidir Shah.
The Mult&n Joiya say that they went from Bikiner to Sindh and thence
to Multin. This is probably due to the fact of their old possessions on
the Indus having died out of the tribal memory, and been replaced by
their later holdings in Bik&ner. They are described by Cap tan
Elphinstone as " of smaller stature than the great Rdvi tribes, and
considered inferior to them in regard of the qualities in which the
latter especially pride themselves, namely bravery and skill in cattlestealing. They possess large herds of cattle and are bad cultivators."
The Mah&rs are a small tribe on the Sutlej opposite Fdzilka, and are said
to be descended from Mah&r, a " brother of the Joiya. They are said
to be quarrelsome, silly, thievish, fond of cattle, and to care little for
k
agricultural pursuits."
In Bahiwalpur the mirdsU of the Joiyas have compiled for them a pedigree-table which
makes them and the Mahars Quraishis by origin and descended from Iyas, a descendant of
Mahmrid of Ghazni. But the mirdsiu of each sept of the Joiyas give a different pedigree
above Iyas, a fact which tends to show that the Joiyas were in their origin a confederation
of warrior clans.
The Lakhwera sept and others recount the following tale. They say that Iyas, son of
Ba kr, came to Chuharhar (now Anupgarb), the capital of9 R&ja Chuhar Sameja, in the guise
of &faq<rt and married Nal, the R&ja's eldest daughter, by whom he became the father of
Joiya in 400 H. Joiya was brought up in the house of his mother's father as a Hindu.
* Pal and Sal being the other two.
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though his father was a Muhammadan and had married Nal by niJcdh and so Joiya's
children, Jabbu, Isung, bisung, Nisung, and Sahan Pal, received Hindu names. From the
youngest (apparently) of these sons the Joiyas claim descent.* The Joiyas as a tribe regard •
Ali Khin, Lakhwera, ra'is of Shahi Farid as their chief, and bis influence extends over the
Joiyas in Multan. A Joiya who has committed theft will not deny the fact before
this chief.
The Lakhwera, Bhadera, Ghazi Khanana, Kulhera, Daulatana, Kamera and Mangher septs
and a few others, observe the winaik ceremony. This consists in slaughtering two rams
(ohatt'i*) and making a pulao (with rice cooked in ghi) of the flesh. This is giv«n in
charity in the name of their ancestor Allahditta who single-handed resisted a party of 60
* Baloch who tried to raH the cattle he was tending in the Cholistan. Allahditta was killed,
but his bravery is commemorated in the winaik and his tomb in the Taj-Sarwar is greatly
frequented by the tribe. Luuan's name is also mentioned in the winaik, because he fell in s
fight with Lahr Joiya, a descendant of Jai Sung at Kharbara in Bikaner, where his tomb
still exists. The descendants of the Joiyas shown in the pedigree-table from Bansi upwards
observe only the winaik of Lunan, not that of Allahditta.
*

The Joiyas are brave, but, like the Watt us, addicted to theft. The Lakhwera sept is the
highest in the social scale and has a great reputation for courage. The tribe is devoted to
horses and buffaloes. No Joiya considers it derogatory to plough with his own hands, but
if a man gives up agriculture and takes to trade or handicraft the Joiyas cease to enter into
any kind of relationship with him. Sahn Pal is said to have coined his own money at
Bhatner, a proof that he exercised sovereign power. Bawa Farid-ud-Djn, Shakar-Ganj,
converted Lunan, Ber and Wisul to Islam and blessed Lun4n, saying '^Lundn, dundn,
chaunan" i. e.t " may Lunan's posterity multiply." These three brothers wrested the
fortress of Bhatinda fron "<e Slave Kings of Delhi and ruled its territory, with Sirsa and
Bhatner, independently.
Lakhkho, son of Luos.n, headed a confederation of the Joiyas, Bhattis, Rathors and
Waryas against the Vikas, or Bfkas, the founders of Bikaner, whose territory they devastated until their kingv Raja Ajras, gave his daughter Kesar in marriage to Lakhkho, and
from that time onwards the Hindu Rajputs of Bikaner gave daughters to the Muhammadan
Joiyas as an established custom up to within the last 50 years, when the practice ceased.
After Lakhkho, Salim Khan rose to power in the time of Aurangzeb. He founded a
Salimgarh which he gave to Pir Shauq Shah, whence it became called Mari Shauq Shah,
and founded a second Salimgarh, which was however destroyed by Aurangzeb's orders, but
on its ruins his son Farid Khan I founded Shahr Farid in Bahawalpur. After the downfall
of the Mughal empire the Lakhwera chiefs continued for some time to pay tribute at Multan
and Naw&b Wali Muhammad Khan Khakwani, its governor, married a Joiya girl, Ihsan
Bibi, and thus secured their adherence, which enabled him to find a refuge among the
Admera and Saldera Joiyas when the Mahrattas took possession of Multan in 1757 A. D.
After this the Joiyas under Farid Khan II revolted against Salih Muhammad Khin, whom
the Mahrattas had appointed governor of Multan, and plundered his territory, but in 1172
A. D., when Ahmad Shih, Abdali, had expelled the Mahrattas from Multin he reappointed
Wali Muhammad Khin to its governorship and to him the Joiyas submitted. Under the
emperor Zaman Khan, however, the Joiyas again rose in rebellion and at the instance of
the governor of Multan Nawib Mubarak Khan of Bahawalpur annexed the territory of
Farid Khin II.
The Joiya septs are very numerous, 46 being enumerated as principal septs alone f Of
these the more important are the Lakhwera, Daulatana, Bhadera Nihal-ka, Ghizi-Khanina,
Jalwina, which has a sub-sept called B-haon, their ancestor having been designated
Nekokara-Bhai or the " virtuous brother " by Abdulla Jahanian. Most of the Joiya. septs
are eponymous, their names eoding in -ka and sometimes in -era.

The following septs are found in Montgomery (where they are classed
as Rdjput agriculturists) :—Akoke, Bahhina, Bhafti, Firozke, Hassanke,
* This table is printed in full in the Bahdwalpur Gazetteer, p. 46.
t Joiyas are divided into a large number of " naha" t (i) Lakhwera. (irt Mahmtidera,
Kamrana, Madera (all three equal), (iii) Jalwina and Daulatana. The grading of the
tribe in the social scale is as above. They intermarry, as a rule, only among themselves,
but a n*k of one grade will not give daughters to a nak of a lower grade, though the former
will take from the latter.
In the time of Akbar they were the rredoaunate tribe of the Mailsi and Lodhrin tabsils,
ind then, or soon after, four brothers, Jagan, Mangan, Luddan and Lai colonised the country
round Luddan, and were followed by fresh bands from across the Sutlej. Multan Qr.%
[902, p. 139.
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Jamlera, Jhandeke, Jugeke, Lakhuke, Lang&heke, Luleke, Mihruke,
Momeke, Panjera, Ranoke, S£buke, Sanatheke and Shalbazi: and in
Mult&i Sabul and Salhukd, and Saldera, but the latter are in this
District classed as J6$s. Indeed both in Montgomery and in Multan
the Joiyas as a tribe appear to rank both as Ja^s and Rajputs. In
Amritsar they are classed as Rajputs and in Shahpur as Jats. In
Montgomery
(agricultural)
JOJAH, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
JOKHARU,

a leech or leech-applier: see Gagni.

a weaver, rope-maker, etc.: the joldhs in Yusafzai form a trade-guild,
rather than a caste like the Jul£h£.

JOLAH,

JOLDAHA,
JOMAK,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

a Jilt clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

JONDAH,

a J£t clau (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

Jopo, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
*

JOJIYE,

f

(1) an Ar&fn, (2) aKatuboh clan (both agricultural) found in Amritsar.

{1) a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Muluin, (2) an Arain and (3) a
Kamboh clan (both agricultural) found in Amritsar.

JOSAN,

Josi, Joshi, a sub-division of Brahmans, apparently meaning astronomer
(JOTASI).

an astronomer or astrologer, from jota* (Sanskr. jyotislia, astrology). The L&hula form is jndhsi, q. v., and in Spiti the choba is the
hereditary astrologer. Josi or Joshi is apparently a derivative.

JOTASI, -SHT,

•i

Jun, a tribe, now almost extinct, which with the JANJUA are described by
B<£b>ir as holding half the Salt Range which was called the Koh-i-Jud
after them. See under Jodh.
JUH AN, an A wan tribe said to be descended from Pusu and Hainfr, the
two sons of Jah&n, eon of Qutb Sb&h, found in Sialkot.
fern, -i, syn. safed-baf. The weavers proper, of which the Julaha, as
he is called in the east, and thePaoli as-he is culled in the villages of
the west, is the type, are an exceedingly numerous and important
artisan class, more especially in the western Districts where no weaving
is done by the leather-working or scavenger castes. I t is very possible
that the Julah& is of aboriginal extraction. Indeed Sir James Wilson
who had, in the old Sirsa district, unequalled opportunities of coinparing different sections of the peoplo, is of opinion that the Julah&s
and Cham&rs are probably the same by origin, the distinction between
them having arisen from divergence of occupation. Be this as it may,
there is no doubt that the present position of the two is widely dissimilar. The Julaha does not work in impure leather, he eats no
carrion, he touches no carcases, and ho is recognised by both Hindu
and Musalm&n as a fellow-believer and admitted to religious equality.
In a word, the Charair is a menial, the Julaha an artisau. The real
fact seems to be that the word Julaha. from the Persian iulah. a ball

JCLAHA,
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Julaha groups.
of thread, the equivalent Hindi term being Ttoti, is the name of the
highest occupation ordinarily open to the outcast section of the comm unity. Thus we find Koli-Jul&h&s, Chamar-Jul&hfis, Mochi-Julahds,
Rdmd£si-Jul£h&8, and go forth: and it is probable that after a few
generations these men drop the prefix which denote* their low origin,
and become Julahas pure and simple. The weaver appears to be called
Golah in Peshawar and K&sbi in Haz&ra.
The Jul&hd. proper is scantily represented in the south-east Punjab,
where his place is taken by the Koli* or Cham&r-JulAhi and
Dh&nak; and he is hardly known in the DerajSt, where probably the
J&$ does most of the weaving. In the rest of the Province he constitutes some 3 to 4 per cent, of the total population. He is generally
a Hindu in Kfingra and Delhi, and often Hindu in Karn&l, Amb61a, and
Hoshiirpur; but on the whole some 92 per cent, of the Julah&s are
Musalmdn. Sikhs are few in number.
•
The Juldha confines himself almost wholly to weaving. He is not
a true village menial, being paid by the piece and not by customary
dues. He is perhaps the most troublesome of the artisan classes. Like
the shoe-maker of Europe, be follows a wholly sedentary occupation,
and in t h e towns at least is one of the most turbulent classes of the
u
community. There is a proverbial saying : How should a weaver be
patient ? " Indeed the contrast between the low social standing and
the obtrusive pretentiousness of the class is often used to point a proverb : " A weaver by trade, and his name is Fatah Kh&n (' victorious
, :>
chief ).
" Lord preserve u s ! The weaver is going out hunting!"
" Himself a weaver, and he has a Saiyad for his servant! " " W h a t !
Pathans the bond servants of weavers! " and so forth.
The JuUiM sub-divisions are exceedingly numerous, but the names of
most of the larger ones are taken from dominant land-owning tribes.
Some of the largest are:—Bhattis who are very widely distributed;
Khokhars chiefly found west of Lahore ; J&njuas and Aw&ns in the
Rawalpindi division; Sindhus in the Central Punjab, and the Jarydls
in K£ngra. The Kabirbansi are found in Ainb&la and Kangra, and apparently this word has become a true tribal name and now includes
Musalm&n Juldh&s* It is derived from the great Bhagat Kabir of
Benares who was himself a Jul£bci, and whose teaching most of the
Hiudu Julahds profess to follow. The eastern Jul&h&s are said to
be divided into two great sections, Desw&le, or those of the country, and
Tel, the latter beiig supposed to be descended from a Juldhi who
married a Teli womi-u. The latter are socially inferior to the former.
In the Jumna distric s there are also a Gangapuri (? Gangap&ri) and a
Multdni section, the . ormer being found only in the Jumna valley and
the latter on the borders of the M&lwa
Further west we find the Muhammadan Jul&has divided into several
groups, mostly territorial, e. g., in Jfod we have the J&ngli, Deswili,
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• According to Mr. J. G. Delmerick Hindu weavers are only found in the Punjab cisSutlejr -In the Punjab hills they ore Kolis, in the United Provinces Kolis or Koris. In the
plainatbey style themselves Bimddsias. In the Upper Punjab the weaver is always a
Muhammadan, and is called Nurbaf or Bafindah as well as Pioli, Safedbif or Julibi. Jn
Sikh times they were glad to accept grain as wages, but they now exact cash. *
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Bajwarya and P6ry6 sub-castes. But the N&bba version gives six
fci-oops, four territorial, viz., J&ngla, Pawddhre (' of the Paw&dh'), B&gji
and Multdni (these two latter are not found in the State), one called
P&re and a sixth called Mochia which is nominated from the Moohis.
The four groups found in Jind all eat and smoke together. The J&nglis
are found in the Jangal tract of tahsil Sangrur. They have hereditary Pirs, who are Sayyids. In adopting a Pir a murid (disciple) takes
a cup of sharbat from his hand and drinks it, believing that by so
doing he will attain to Bahisht (Paradise). They revere their Pirs,
give them a rupee and a wrapper when they come to their house and
entertain them well. The Jdngli gots are those of the 3&\s and Rajputs,
and it is said that they were converted during the reign of Aurangzeb.
Some of them still retain thei^ Brahman parohits and give them money
at weddings.
They only avoid their own got in marriage.
The Pare in N&bha follow th$ Muhammadan Law as to marriage,
whereas the other five groups avoid four gots in marriage, like Hindus.*
The Muhammadan Julah&s are said to be very strict observers of the
Id-ul-fitr, just as the Qassdbs (butchers) hold the Id-ul-zuh£ in wpecial
esteem, while the Kanghigar&ns affect the Shab-i-bardt ana the
Sayyids the Mnharram.t
On the other hand the Hindu JulAhto of these Phulki&n States are
divided into sectarian groups, such as the R&mdfisis and Kabfrpanthfo.
The R&mddsis are the followers of the saint* R£m D&, the Cbam&r
who was a chela of Lakhmir. Having abandoned his calling as a shoemaker, he took up weaving and followed the teachings of the Granth.
The R&md&si do not eat, smoke or intermarry with the Cham&rs.
They practise karewa and perform the wedding rite, according to the
anand bdni of the Granth S&hib, fire being lighted before the scripture
and seven turns (pheras) being made round the fire, while the anand
bdni is read. No Brahman is called in. They burn their dead and
carry the ashes to the Ganges. Some of their gots are :
1. Bhangaf,
2, Barah.
8. Berwil.

*• &*?•
5. Chohan.
6. Saroe.

I
I

7. Samjar.
8. Senhmir
9. Miti.

ianthis are the followers of Kabfr
of BAmananJ, founder of the RAmfoandi sect of the Bairagis] Kabfr
is said to have been born at Benares and adopted by a Musalmfin
Juiaba during the reign of Sikandar Shdh Lodi
The story goes that Kabir wished to be Rdmanand's chela but he readopt him as he was a Muhammadan. So one day
the road by which R&manand went to bathe in the Gangei
in*
touched
every ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
He exclaimed " U&m. Rdm
assumed the mala or beads and tilak or forehead
* Mubammadan Jnlihds of the Katahra got in Zira tahsil of Ferozepur do not inter,
marry in their own got and also avoid that of the mother's father. They also refuse to
marry a son into a family in which his sifter is married
t N. !• N. O.. t 648.

/
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Jwi—Juta.
a Bair&gi, At first Rdmanand was opposed to him, but after som discussion he accepted him as his chela. His doctrine and precepts are
very popular and are embodied in the Sukh Nidhdn Granth, the Bijak
and other poems.
Kabir used to earn his livelihood by weaving blankets which he sold
for 7 takkas a-piece. One day Falsehood (jhu\h) appeared to him in
human guise and urged him to demand 12 takkas instead of 7 : he did
so but only received 9, so he said :—
Sache'kahdn to mariye—Jhuthe jagat patidwe,
Sat takke kd bhxlrd,—Mera nau takke bik jdive.
u

If I speak the truth, I shall suffer, since the world is content with
lies, so I spoke false and sold my blanket for 9 takkas"
Since then falsehood has been rife in the world. Starch owes its
origin to a sparrow's having let its droppings fall on Kabir's cloth, as he
was weaving. Every weaver invokes Kabir or Luqman on beginning
work.
% *
As a Kabirpanthi, or follower of Kabir^s teaching, the Jul&ha calls
himself Kabirbansi or a descendant of Kabir, just as the Chhimba
prefers to be called Namdevi (descendant of N&mdeo). They will never
take a false oath in the names of these supposed ancestors, and even
when in the right, seldom venture to swear by them. Both castes are
offended at the ordinary names of Jultiba and Darzi, i. e., Chhimba).*
The Jul£h&s, like the darzis, are recruited from various castes, but
especially from the Dh&nak and Cham&r below, whereas the tailors
are recruited from the castes above them.
(
JUN, lit. louse/ a J&t tribe found in Karn&l, originally settled in Delhi.
a tribe in BaMwalpur, descended from J£m J u n a , t who ruled
Sind in the 8th century of the Hijra. They give their name to the
State of Junagadh. The Junans migrated from Shik£rpur in the 18th
century A. D. and were granted lands in Bah&walpur.

JUNAN,

a clan of the Aw&ns, so called from Jund, their principal
village, found in Rawalpindi and Pindi Gheb. Their traditions point to
their being a race of marauders.
JONHAL, a Rajput tribe, once numerous and powerful. It is found on tho
borders of Kashmir and the Kahuta taWl, in Rawalpindi, in a beautiful
country. They were nearly all destroyed by the Gakkhars and were
rivals of the Hadwals.

JUND-BUGDIAL,

JUNHI,

a Muhammadau J&\ clau (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

JUBAI,

a Mahammadao J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a JAt clan (agricultural) found in Mult4n and Montgomery.

J6TA,
-

.

•

-

'

.

.

.

4..,,,

•

••

tm

• N. I. N. Q. I., § 72.
f This must be the Jim Juna, Samm4, who succeeded Unar, the second ruler of the
Saxmzia dynasty. Duffs Chronology of India, p. 302.
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a follower of Kabfr.
earlier
_ been born in 1440, and who died in 1518 A. D.,
is beyond the scope of this 'article.* Of all the fourteen persons
usually classed as Bhagats or saints$ viz., Benf, Bhikan, Dbanna, Shaikh
Farfd, Jaidev, Kabfr, Nfimdeo, Pip6, Rdmdnand, BavicUs, Sadhnd,
Sainu, Nurdds and. Trilochant (whose lives are, for the most part, given
in the Bhaktamdld, or the North Indian ' Lives of the Saints ') Kabir
and lulsi D£s have had the greatest influence for good on the uneducated classes of Northern and Central India.
A mystery hangs over Kabfr's birth, but it appears that whoever
his parents may have been, he was brought up in a family of Musalman
weavers at Benares. He is generally looked on as having been a
weaver by caste, and the weavers of the country by a process well
known in eastern ethnology are fond of calling themselves the descendants of this celebrated member of their cnste.J Many of the Ju!&h£s
in the Punjab return their caste as Kabfrbansi, and many of those who
return their sect as Kabirbansf or Kabirpanthi, are pr bably little more
than ordinary weavers who have no idea of distinguishing themselves
from other Hindu weavers in mattern of doctrine. However, Kabir,
whatever his caste may really have been, is s»id to have been a pupil
of K/im&nand, and whether this be true or not, it is beyond doubt that
he imbibed a good deal of that master's teaching. From ope point
of view the Kabirpaothis are merely U£mdnand?s who refuse to worship
id<?ls.
In the 14th century R&m&nand, the founder of the BairAgis, lived
at Benares. One day he went to gather flowers for worship in his
garden, but there he was seized and taken by the gardener's daughter
to one of the rulers of that period. The girl took with her also the
flowers which she herself had picked, and on the road found that they
had turned into a handsome child. Thinking RAmAnand a wizard she
left both him and the child on the spot and fled homewards.
R6m£nand then gave the child Co a newly wedded Muhammadan
Jul&h& and his wife who chanced to pass that way, and they brought
the boy up as their own sou.

KAB£ R-PANTHI,

Another version is that a Brahman's wife craved the boon of a son
and used to do homage to her sadhu for one. But one day her hns'-and's sister went to do him reverence in her stead, and it was to her
:hat the sadhn granted the desired boon, though she was a virgin. On
learning this the aadhu declared himself unable to recall his gift, and
in due course a child was born ?o her from a Jboil wLich formed on her
hand when it was scratched by the rope at a well. In her shnme bhe
\See Kdbir ond the Knbir Panth, by tVe Bevd. O. H. Westcott, Cawnpore, J907.
*JThi8 list is from Troropp's Religion der Sikhs, p. 67.
The collection between wearing and religion In the Fatijftb is as interesting as that
between cobbling and irreligion in England. There aie rome. UusuJmHn tnb>s (the
Khokhars, Chnghattas and Cbaohins for instance) who are found in rnsnj parts of the
Piorince performing indifferently the frncticn* of the wear*r and the mullah.
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The life of Kabir.

secretly cast the child into a stream, where it was found by a wearer
and his wife on their way home after their mukldwa. The child was
named Kabfr, from kur, palm, and bir, a son, and one day his adoptive
mother took him to a tank to bathe. There too came R&m£nand and
hurt the boy with his sandals, but when he began to cry, the saint
endowed him with miraculous powers. On his death Hindus and
Muhammadans disputed for possession of his body, so it was placed
under a cloth and when that was again removed it had disappeared.
Half the cloth was then burnt by the Hindus, and the other half
buried by the Muhammadans.
"In the midst of the dispute," says Professor Wilson, "Kabir
\ himself appeared amongst them, aud desiring them to look under the
cloth supposed to cover his mortal remains, immediately vanished. On
obeying his inductions they found nothing under the cloth tut a heap
of flowers." The Hindus took a h»lf of them and burnt them at
Benares ; the Muhammadfins took the other half and buried them near
Gorakhpur, where his death is said to have occurred.' Flower-born,
Kabir at his death turned to flowers again.
Kabfr is in many ways rather a literary, than a religious, celebrity,
and his writings, in the common Bh&sha> are very voluminous. The
Adi-Granth of the Sikbs is full of quotations from him, and he is more
often quoted there than any other of the Bhagats. His apothegms
are constantly on the lips of the educated classes, whether Hindu or
Masairoan,even at the present day; and possibly there is no native
author whose words are more often quoted than those of Kabir.
It is noticeable, too, that Kabfr instead of impressing oc his disciples,
like most Hindu leaders, the necessity of absolute adherence to the
Guru, was fond of stimulating enquiry and encouraging criticisms, of
his own utterances.
Kabir was probably a Mubammadan Sufi,* but as a Stifi his teaching
was addressed to Hindus as well as Muhammadans. Wilson's description of the Kabfrpanthi doctrines is still exact:—11

The Kabirpanthfs, in consequence of their master having been a reputed disciple of
Ramauand and of their paying more respect to Vishnu than the other members of the
Hindu triad, ara always included among the Vaishnava sects and maintain, with most
of them, the Ba-mawats especially, a friendly intercourse and political alliance. It is
no t>art of their faith, however, to worship any Hindu deity, or to observe any of tl*e
rites or ceremonials of the Hiodos, whether orthodox or schismaticai. 8ooh of their
members as are living in the world conform outwardly to all the usages of their tribes
and caste, and some of them even pretend to worship the usual divinities, although this is
considered as going rather further than is justifiable. Those, however, who have abandoned the fetters of society abstain from all the ordinary practices, and address their
homage chiefly iu chanting hymns exclusively to the invisible Kabfr. They use no
mantra nor fixed form of salutation ; they have no peculiar mode of dress, And some of
th<»m go nearly naked, without objecting, however, to clothe themselves in order to appear
dressed when clothing is considered decent or respectful. The mahants wear a small scull
cap; the frontal marks, if worn, are usually those of the Vaishnava seots, or they make
a streak with sandal or gopitfiandan along the ridge of the noso ; a necklace and rosary of
tulti are al*o worn by them, but all these outward signs are considered of no importance
and the inward man is the only essential point to be attended to."
• According to Macanliffe {Sikh lUligion, VI, p. 141), Kabfr hold the doctrine of
ahin$a or the duty of non-destruction of life, even that of flowers. This doctrine would
appear to be doe to Jain influences. Kabfr is reported to have had a SOB, Katnil, who
refnsed to look with favour on Hindus (Westcott, op. citt p. 42} aud who was thereupon
lost to his father, thongb, according to Macanliffe, he Is believed by the Kabfr pan this to
have been re-animated by Kabfr.

Kabirpanthi—Kabirwdh.
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It is however very doubtful if the view that Kabfr was probably
a Muhammadan Sfifi can be accepted with confidence, and Dr.
G. A. Grierson would regard the sect founded by Kabfr as one of
the bhakti-secta. A common feature of many of those sects is the
mahdpar8dda or sacramental weal. On the evening of the appointed
day the worshippers assemble and the mahant, or leading celebrant,
reads a brief address, «nd then allows a short interval for prayer and
meditation. All who feel themselves unworthy to proceed further then
withdraw to a distance. Those that remain approach the senior
celebrant in turn, and placing their hands together receive into the
paim of the right hand, which is uppermost, a email consecrated wafer
and two other articles of consecrated food. They then approach another
celebrant, who pours into the palm of the right hand a few drops of
wuler, which they drink. This ford and water are regarded as Kabfr'a
special gift, and it is said that all who receive it worthily will havn
€
9
eternal life. Part of the sacramental food is reserved and is oaref ally
kept from pollution for administration to the sick. After the sacrament there is a substantial meal which all attend, and which in its
character closely resembles the early Christian bve-feasts. It is possible that this rite was borrowed from the Jesuit missionaries at Agra,
but the bead-quarters of the Kabirpanthi sect are at Benares, and
the rite is now likely to be a survival of hist^Wan. influences.*
The Kabirpanthi sddhs or faqirs in this Province wear generally
clothes dyed with brickdusfc colour [gem); and both they aad the laity
abstain from flesh and spirits. The present followers of Kabfr hold
an intermediate position between idolatry and monotheism, but'the
mission, of Kabir himself is generally looked on as one directed against
idolatry; and at Kan warden, near Ballabgarh, in the Delhi district,
there is a community of Kabirpanthis descended from an AggarwAl
Bania of Puri, who used to travel with 52 cart-loads of Shivs and
S61igr6ms behind him, but who was convinced by Kabir of the error
of his ways. The sect of Kabirpanthis is probably better known in the
Gangetic Valley than in the Punjab, and the Kabirpanthis are largely
found in the south-east of the Province; but considerable numbers are
also returned from Si&lko( and Gurc&spur, and it is said that the
Megh8 and Batw&ts, so common in those districts, are very generally
Kabirpanthis. The sect is also very largely recruited from the Chamfir
(leather worker) and Jul&bi (weaver) castes, and it is open to men of
all classes to become Kabirpanthis. The Kabirpanthi will almost
always describe himself as a Hindu, but a certain number have
returned the name as that of an independent religion, and some as *
sect of the Sikhs.
An offshoot of the sect is the Dharm D&»i4s, founded by a wealthy
merchant of Benares who turned sddhu. The Dharm D6sf&8, however,
appear to differ in no way from the Kabirpanthis in doctrine, and they
are vpry rarely found in the Punjab.t
KABI'BWAH,

a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Mult&o.

* J, B. A. S., 1807, p. 326. Dr. Grierson also caller attention to Kabir's doctrine of the
shdbda or word which is a remarkable oopy of the opeuing verses of ft. John's Gospel
| Tpr ao account of the Dharm Di§ section see Mr. Westoott's book, p. 106,

*
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Kachdla—Kafir.

KkCEALk, a J£( clan (agricultural) found in a solid group in ShujAbid
tahsil, Mult&n district.
KACMELA, a J£t tribe, found in the Legh&ri Baloch country of Dera GhAzi
Khan. It has adopted Balcch manners, customs and dress.
KACBKKA.—An occupational caste of glass-workers.

The term is sometimes
applied to the CHOKIGAR or makers of bracelets. The Kacheras in the
Bdwal nizdmat of Mabha are both Hindu and Muhammadan and claim
E&jput origin, e. g. their gots include Chauhins from Jaipur. They
were ou teas ted for* adopting their present occupation and now intermarry, avoiding four gots, only among themselves. Their customs are
those of the J&(s, with whom they can smoke, etc. They still worship
the well* after the birth of a son and it is again worshipped at weddings,
when the bride's father gives sharbat to the barat, an old Rdjput
usage. Hindu Kachera women nev&r wear blue, because one of their
caste once became sati. She is worshipped at all festivities, a cocoanut
being offered to her. The Kacheras' guru is the rnahant of a Bair&gi
dehra at Bngw&ra m Jaipur, but they have Brahman parohUs.

like the Lodi«», a well-known cultivating caste of Hindustan, found
in the Punjab chiefly in the Jumna districts, though a few of them
have moved on westwards to the great cantonments. Almost without
exception Hindus, they are.-said to be the market gardeners of Hindustan, and of low standing. In the Punjab they are said to be generally
engaged in the cultivation of water-nuts and similar produce ; indeed
in raary parts they are called Sioghari (from *inghdra, a water-nut) as
commonly as Kachhi.
KACHDRE, a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
KADHAR, an agricultural clan found in^Sbihpur.

KACHHI,

a tribe of Ja(s, found in Karn£l. It has its head-quarters at Siwa
and its original home was near Beri in Rohtak.
KADIAHI, or, more correctly, Ahraadiya. A follower of the late Mirza Ghul£m
Ahmad of K£di&n in Gurd£spur. In 1900 in view of the approaching
census of 1901, the sect adopted the designation of Ahmadiya. The
founder of the sect was a Barlis Mughal, whose family came from
Persia in the time of B&bar and obtained a j&gir in the present District
of Gurd&spur. Beginning as a Maulavi with a special mission to the
sweepers, the Mirza eventually advanced ciaims to be the Mahdi or
Messi&h, expected by Muhammadans and Christians alike. The sect
however emphatically repudiates the doctrine that the Mahdi of IsLira
will be a warrior and relies on the Sahih BuJfhari, the most authentic
of the traditions, which says ' he shall wage no wars, but discontinue
9
war for the sake of religion. In his voluminous writings the Mirza
combated the doctrine of jihad and the sect is thus opposed to the
extreme section of the Ahli-Hadis.
KArASH-ooz, an occupational group of the Muhammadan Mochis whe sew
shrouds.
KAFIR.—The generic term bestowed by the Afghans on the tribes which
occupy the large tract of country, called K&6rist&n, which lies between
KADIAN,

I
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* All the relatives isiemble under a canopy and drink •Kartot on this occasion.
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Chitrdl, Afghanistan and the Hindu Kush. Kafir means simply
'inBdel, and the Kafirs converted to Isldm are styled Shaikhs, but
regarded by the Kdfirs as still their kin.
Sir Georgra Robei tson* divides the Kdfirs into Sidhnpsh or black-robed.
Wa
mentions a fourth tribe railed
Ashkunt, as to whom little or nothing is known, though they are probably
allied to the Waiffulis. The Presun, Waiguli and Ashkun are classed
as Safedposh or white-robed. The Siahposh comprise 5 clans—Katir,
Mamun or Midugal, Kasht&n or Kashtoz, Kdm or Kamtor and Istrat
or Gaurdesh. Of these the Katirs are probably more numerous than
all the remaining tribes of K&firistan put together. 'They are subdivided : into the Kamor or Lutdebchis, in the B&shgul valley; the
Kti or Katwdr of the Kti valley; the Kulani; and the R&mgulis or
Gabariks, the latter, the most numerous of the K&tir clans, being
settled in the west of K&firistin on the Afghan frontier. The K&m
inhabit the BdshgulJ and its lateral valleys. The Gaurdesh folk
are said to be very different from the other Si£hpo*>h and to be, t in
great part, a remnant of an ancient people called Arom.
Of the Safedposh the Presun, who are called Viron by their Muhammadan neighbours, inhabit the Presungul and are probably a very ancient people, different from the Si&hposh on the one hand and the Wai
and Ashkun on the other. They are poor fighters and have patient,
stolid faces. Though heavy in their movements compared with other
K&6rs, they are very industrious and capable of gveat feats of endurance. The Wai speak a language quite different to that spoken in
Presungul or by the Siahposh and are a brave high-spirited race,
quarrelsome but hospitable. The Ashkun, half of whom are Muhainmadans, speak a language like the Wai"dialect and are friendly to that
tribe though au war with all the others.
Another
to exist at PittigulS and
ntermarriage
now be distinguished from the Bashgul.
The clans are farther sub-divided. Thus the K&m have 10 septs and
the Bashgul Katirs 7, including:
f Utahdari, which produces the
("Jannabdari.
j tribal priests.—
Kam septs. { Garakdari \ the two largest
vo^v
.nn(.
i
ShakJdan.
t
Kattr septs ] M u t a d a w i d i r i >
Bilezhedari ) septs.
[ Demidari, the wealthiest sept.
^Charedari, etc.
• The Kafirs of the Hindu-Kuah : Ch. VII.
t ' Yeshkun.
J The Bushgali, a tribe of the 814bposh K46rs, are found in several ptnall valleys on
the western side of the Swat and Panjkora valleys below Birkot and have been long
subject to Chitral.
Biddulph's division was : (tYtbe Rumgalis or Lumgalis in the upper valleys which
ran down south-west from the Hindu kusb till they come into contact with tbe Afghans
of Kabul; (n) the Waigalis, who bold the valleys which extend joutb-east from the
Hinda-kush and joiu the Knner valley : and (Hi) the Bushgnlis who hold the valleys
which run from further north in a south-south-easterly direction and join the Kuoer
valley at Birkot. The Waigalis alone havo 18 clans. Besides th«se Biddulph mentions
the Kalashi, a broken clan, subject to Chitral but claimed by the Busbgalis as their slaves,
and the Sufedposh. Kittigalis or Wirigalis. Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 126.
§ Pittigul is a village which 13 remarkable for "having a priest of its own, which no other
Kim village has. Moreover tbe Karadesh utab or priest is not only a village, but alto a
tribal, fvncf'onary.
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The Kafir grades.
All the septs are closely connected, however, by marriage ties, as all
KA6rs are to a certain extent polygamous and marriage is prohibited
within one's own clan or those of one's mother and father's mother.
Nevertheless the sept always acts together as such without regard to
the marriage ties.
Each sept has one or
represent it, bat some of 1
eight
. councils. In the more im
portant septs these representatives are invariably jaet or tribal headmen and they are generally so in the minor clans.
Socially, a K&fir clan, such as the K&m, is divided into the following
grades
1. The mire and priest.
2. The/a*i (elders or seniors), and ur jast.
8. Members of important septs.
4 Member? of very small septs or groups o
5. Poor freemen, pateae or shepherds.
6. Slaves.
The family is the unit of the K£fir body politic and the importance
of a sept depends largely on the number of its families, just as the importance of a family depends on the number of its adult males.
I Kill

V-

The head of the house is an autocrat in his own. family, obeyed during life and honoured after death by his descendants. A son rarely
opposes his father, though if hopeless of redress he may leave the clan
and turn Muhammadan for a wbil*. But occasionally a son will be
supported by public opinion in a quarrel with his father, and in a case
where a man ran away with his own daughter-in-law, bis son obtained
eight-fold compensation. The father's authority naturally weakens as
he grows old and he is succeeded as head of the family by his eldest
son (if not the son of a slave mother), but his authority over his brothers
is not very great and only lasts until partition of the family property
becomes inevitable.
In spite of their social gradations the Kdfir
cracies, but actually they are oligarchies and hi some cases autocracies.
No individual can achieve importance until he become a jaet.
Amongst the K£m to b9C0xne a jaet takes three years* and involves
giving 21 feasts, 10 to the jast and 11 to the clan. Complicated
monies also have to be gone through,
boys may become
though they will still be treated as boy
A jaet wears a woman's coronettod earrings in the upper part of the
ear and any gorgeous robes he can procuro for religious ceremonies and
dances.
The feasts are most expensive and among the Kam many men utterly
ruin themselves in becoming jast and praise themselves for having
done so. To go through the ceremonies a man must have a female coadjutor^ but she is usually net his wife because the cost of giviog a
* Or, among the Katirs, 2 years
f The woman's only privilege is to wear mdrkhor or goat's hair round the top of her
inoing boots and to take part ID the dancing, when on the completion of all the formali*
M. there is a ceremonial dance at a particular featiral.
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double set of feasts would be too great. Two men therefore usually
arrange for one to go through the rites with the other's wife as his companion and vice versa.
The initiatory rites are sacrifices of bulls and he-goats toGisb, and the
animals are jealously scrutinised to see that they are up to standard.
The meat is divided among the people who carry it home. These
special sacrifices at the shrine recur at intervals, but the great slaughterings take place at the feast-giver's own house, though on these occasions too one or two goats are offered at the shrine of Gish. Here, too, «
the flesh is not eaten but taken home, only china cakes, cheese, salt and.,
wine being consumed on the spot. At the feast-giver's house, however,
flesh is eaten on certain days, but on others it is skewered together in
great heaps or portions for the guests to carry home, bread ghi, etc.,
, being partaken of at his house.
The feasts given to the jasts alone are called mezhotn and as the guests
are few in number, some he-goats and a bull suffice for a day's entertainment. The feast-givers are known as kansash and those who have
already completed their virtuous work are called sunajina.
Apart from the feasts, the kaneash undergo a complex ritual, which
becomes more and more complex as the time approaches when they
may don the earrings. At the sanaukan observarce the kaneash is
4
the simulacrum of a man in that he closely resembles one of the decked
out effigies/ and Sir George Robertson thus describes the initiation of a
priest which he was invited to witness :—
t!

He had on a thick stumpy turban, having in front a fringe of cowrie shells strung
together with red glass beads, and furnished with a tail. A plume-like bunch of junipercedar was stock in the front of this striking head-dress, between the folds of the cloth.
His ears were covered with a most complicated collection of earrings of all shapes and
sizeB. About his neck was a massive white metal necklace, brass bracelets rudely stamped
with short lines and marks adorned his wrists, while he had on his feet the ordinary
dancing-boots with long tops, ending in a mnrlhor hair fringe. He wore a long blue
cotton tunic, reaching nearly to his knee:?, and the curiously worked blnck and white
nether garments made for these occasions at Rhal in the Kunar Vallej. Perhaps the
most striking part of the costume was a Badakhshani silk robe of the usual gaudy pattern,
which was thrown negligently across the shoulders. In his hand was the dancing axe of
his fathers. He was bursting with pride and delight at his own appearance. After a
short interval, Utah (the kaneash) being unable to officiate as priest, a jast stepped
forward end acted as deputy. He bound a white cloth round his brows, took off his boots
washed his hands, and begoD the night's proceedings by the sacrifice of two immense
billygoats, the largest I have «ver seen, the size of young heifers. The sacrifice was cuu.
ducted in the usual way with the customary details. The special feature of the ceremony •
was the dabbling of some of the blood on the forehead of tytah and on the forehead and
legs of his son Marak, who, seated opposite his father, was sfill weak and ill, for he w o
only just recovering from small-pox. For the boy, this proceeding meant that he might
thenceforth wear trousers. Besides the ordinary flour, bread, and ghi, placed by tbe nre
ready for the sacrifice there were some enormous chap&tis, about 15 inches in diameter,
;
like those- given to elephants in India. At this point these were lifted up, a spr g of
blazing juniper-cedar thrust in the centre, and tbey were th^n solemnly circled round
Utah's head three times and made to touch his phoulders, while tbe deputy priest who
handled them cried * such' ' such! * The same thing was then dene to tbe boy. After an in*
terval for refreshment there was dancing ; but just before they commenced, a visitor from
another village, Bragarnatal, burst foith into panegyrics upon Utah and on his dead
father, and spoke of the immense amount Of property which had been expended On tbe
feast. This fulsome flattery was rewarded according to custom by the present of a lungi
or turban cloth, which was taken from the waist of the little boy, Utah's bOn, who waa
•till suffering from the effects of small-pox. The fire was then taken away and four of
fire visitors war* provided with turbans and dancing boots, as well as scarves to wear o?er
tfceir shoulders or round the waist."
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Kafir magistrates.
This double rite of initiation was followed by dancing, the first three
dances being in honour of Gish, and the next to Imra, Dizane and other
deities. The dancers included visitors as well as the initiate's sister
and her daughter, the two latter being dressed in full dancing attire.
The sanavknn was completed next day by ceremoniously changing the
initiate's turban for a broad-brimmed crownless hat, mto the front of
which a sprig of juniper was thrust. This changing of the head-dress
9
is called shara ute. The kanea«h initiated early in February were considered pure in their uniform which they wore till the spring, and the
greatest care was exercised to prevent their semi-sacred garments being
defi led by dogs.

A curious duty of a kaneash is to grow a miniature field of wheat in
the living-room of his house. With this no woman must have anything
to do, and it is remarkable as the only agricultural work done by th6
men.
Just iu front and to the east of the tiny field is a flat stone and an
iron tripod, on which lie pine sticks ready for lighting. The whole
forms a miniature altar and before it is placed a stool with a flat piece
of wood as a footstool Every evening the kaneash goes through the
followmg rite :—
He seats himself on the stool and takes off bis boots,- while some
friends or relations light the fire, bring forward a wicker basket piled up
with cedar branches, a wooden vessel containing water, a small wicker
meesure with a handful of wheat grain in it and a large carved wooden
receptacle full of ghi. The kaneash, having washed his hands,
assumes the crownless hat he must never be without except in his
own house, and begins by burning and waving about a cedar branch
while he cries, Such! such !—? be pure . '
He thrusts this into the water vessel before him, and then burns
a second branch completely, after waving ib as before, and sprinkles it
with the now holy water.
He then proceeds to sprinkle the cedar branches, the fire, the ghi
vessel. Next he piles cedar branches on the fire, with a few wheat
grains and a handful of ghi, he begins his incantation while the
flames are dancing merrily and the smoke rolling upwards in clouds.
He pays tribute to all the gods in regular order, every now and then
pausing to sprinkle and cast his offering on the fire, aa at the. begin-

. ning.
The temperature of the room gradually grows terrific, for the ordinary
house fire is blazing on th$ hearth all the time. The scene altogether
is a strange one ; the walls of the room are frequently adorned with
grotesque figures painted in black on the clay-coloured ground. The
sprig of cedar worn in front of the hat shows that the wearer is an
ordinary notable who has become a jast. If lie has gone through
the caremony before, he wears two sprigs of cedar. This is very rare
indeed.
The ur or urir jast is the chief of the ur or wnr, 13 magistrates who
are all elected annually, the other 12 being merely his assistants. As
a body it is their duty to regulate the amount of water which each
cultivator is to get from the irrigation channels and to keep them in
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good order.

Another duty is to see that
ppointed time—a rule relaxed in favour of
guests. j^isoufcuienco is pumsnea oy nnes wtiicn are me urirs perquisite and the only remuneration they receive. The urirjast also acts
as master of the ceremonies at all festivals and dances and has to light
the fire at the gromtna every Wednesday (Agar) night. He is also the
official entertainer of guests. The urir are elected in rhe spring at the
Durban festival, after a bull has been sacrificed to Gish and some simple
rites. The urjast receives all the flour not used in sacrifices, and
basketfuls of flour are also presented to him by the women on the last
day of each month. In return he has to feast all comers for several
days on election, but on the whole his office is a lucrative one. I t is
interesting to note that slaves can be "elected members of the urir
provided they are not blacksmiths and are jast bari,* i. e.} skilled
mechanics. Pines are imposed for making fun of the urir within 7
days after their appointment.
A form of adoption which is clearly akin to the milk-tie of Chitr&l is
practised in K&firistin. A goat is killed, its kidneys removed and-cooked
at a fire. A K&fir then places the adoptive father and son side by side
and feeds them alternately with fragments of the kidneys on the point
of a knife. At short intervals the pair turn their heads towards each
other and go through the motion of kissing with their Kps a foot or so
apart. Then the adoptive father's left breast is uncovered, some butter
placed upon it, and the adopted son applies his lips to it. Adoption
of a brother is effected in precisely the same way, but the latter part
of the rite is omitted.
Murder, justifiable homicide and killing by inadvertence are all
classed as one crime for which the penalty is an extremely heavy bloodransom to the slain man's family, or exile combined with spoliation
of the slayer's property. The slayer at once takes to flight and becomes a chile (? chail) or outcast, for his sept will not aid him. His
house is destroyed and confiscated by the victim's clan, and his moveable
property seized and distributed, even if it is held jointly with his relatives. Their separate property is, however, exempt, nor is his family
deprived of his land. The chile is not compelled to leave his tribe, but
he must quit his village and always avoid meeting any of .the family
or sept of the slain, though it suffices if he merely pretend 'to hide so
that his face may not be looked upon. His sons, if not grown up,
and his daugh»ers' husbands and their descendants, also become chiles,
and even Muhammadan traders who have married daughters of chiles
must behave like any other chile when they visit the slayer's village.
f
Several cit^s of refuge ' are inhabited almost entirely by chiles, descendants of the slayers of fellow-tribesmen. The chief of these is Mergrom. The shedding of blood may be atoned for by a heavy payment
in cash or in kind, but the amount is uncertain as ijt is rarely paid.
I t is said to be 400 K&buli rupees, and if paid reflects so much honour
on the stayer's family that its males are for ever afterwards permitted
to carry about a particular kind of axe.
* Bari ifl \ Blare and jast bari would appear to mean '*jaat amorg the bari.
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Kafir beliefs.
Slaves (lari) form a curious and interesting class in Kifiristfo.
All the craftsmen, such as the carpenters, dagger-makers, iron-workers*
and weavers, are slaves, as are also those musicians who beat drums, but
the skilled mechanics, wood-carvers, boot-makers and silver-workers
are called jast-bari.
Lowest of all are the blacksmiths. The slave
artisans live in a particular part of the village, work for their masters
with materials supplied them and get no wages; but if they work for
others they are entitled to keep the pay. These slaves are entirely selfsupporting. House slaves rank much higher than artisan slaves, live
with their masters, and are not treated harshly.
impure
that they may not approach a god's shrine tc
priest's house beyond the doorway. They are always liable to be given
up to another tribe to be killed in atonement for a murder, as well as
sold, and their children are their master's property. They are however permitted, a f W giving certain feasts to the free community, to
wear the earrings of the jast, and this privilege exalts the wearer—at
least among the slave community. Moreover a master and slave occasionally become adoptive brothers. Slaves adopt all the customs of
the rest of the community, and give feasts at funerals and on other
great occasions. Neither sex haa any distinctive badge, but they are
recognizable by their phvsiognomy, being low-browed, very darkcomplexioned, but of powerful build. The bondsmen are just as patriotic as the rest of the community. There is but little traffic in slaves
as they are not sold unless their owner becomes very poor indeed; but
female children of slave parents are sold to the neighbouring Muhammadan tribes, who are thereby enabled to make converts to Isl&m.
Children born to a K&fir hy a slave mother would appear to be free, but
of very low status. The slaves also are accorded a semi-divine origin,
as the following narrative shows:

^" I t appears that one day up in the sky a father blacksmith said to
i
his son, Bring me some 6re.' Just as the lad was obeying the order
there was a lightening flash, and the boy fell through the slit thus
caused in the floor of the sky on to the earth. From this youth one
portion of the slave population is derived, the remainder being the
offspring of Waiguli prisoners, taken in war. Of the Presun the
following account was given me. In the beginning of the world God
created a race of devils. He soon afterwards regretted
but felt Himself unable to destroy all those He had so r
WWWk
with breath. But Moni (sometimes called Muhammad by Kdfirs^
under the impression that prophet ^nd Muhammad are synonymous
terms) grieving at the terrible state of affairs, at length obtained a
sword from ImrtL and was eiven
destroy all the devils.
illed very
ged to esc
Kafir theology divides the world into Urdesh, ' t h e world above/ the
abode of the p o d s : Michdesh, the e a r t h ; snd Yurdesh, the nether
world. Both the heaven and hell for mortals are in Yurdesh, which is
reached by a great pit, at whose mouth sits Maramalik, the custodian
created by Imr& for this duty. B e permits no one to return. At
death a man's breath or soul (short) enters a shadow form, such* an we
tee in dream0, and it then becomes a parttr.
The good appear to
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wander about jn B i A j apwrndwein Yurdesh, while the wicked burn
in Zozuk * hell. Kdfirs have no great fear of death, but suicide is
to them inexplicable.
Presungul is r
the-old water-co
miraculous hand
to Imr&.

Devils' villages abound,
built bv the deities •

Kafir mania g
bargain wherebv

When the price

goat
is completed
Bat the wife is not allowed to leave her parents' house
until the full price has been paid and girl-children born to her there
would certainly belong to her family. It is not certain, however if
sons would not belong to the father. It is payment of the full price
winch gives the husband a right to take his wife home to work in the
nelds.
are
sometimes affianced to grown men. A girl of 12 who i 3 unmarried
must be of hopelessly bad character. On the other hand, young and
even middle-aged women are sometimes married to boys, for an orphan
lad who owns land must marry in order to get it cultivated.
All well-to-do Kafirs hav e more than one wife but rarely more than
4 or 5, and it is a reproach to have only one wife. The price paid depends on the suitor's status, a poor man paying Rs. 8 and one fairly
well-to-do, fte. 12. A Kaffir takes over his dead brother's wives, to
keep or sell as he deems fit. Divorce is easy as a man can always'sell
a wife or seud her away. When a woman elopes with another man the
husband tries hard to get an enhanced price for her.
'
Women are regarded as chattels and can therefore hold no property
even in themselves. Accordingly on a man's death his property is
divided equally among his sons, but the eldest son gets a single article
of vague such as a cow or a dancing robe over and above his share
while the youngest inherits his father's house. The inheritance is
strictly coo fined to legitimate sons by free mothers, and slaves' sons get
nothing. If there be only a very young son the brother would practically do as he chose with the property, provided he feasted the clan
lavishly out of it. A son may also dispose of or even marry his
stepmothers, and his mother too is often remarried, her price probably
going to her son. Failing near male agnates, the estate goes to
the more remote and, failing them, to the sept It never goes to
daughters or to relatives by marriage as it might then go out of the
clan altogether.
Kifir relig
_,.. form _ ™™^, —^—.»*„« «**w.,»,wx w^xoixip auu some traces of
fire worship. The difficulties of getting information were however great
* Clearly the Pers. dozakh, hell.
t For birth customs see p. 433 infra.
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27ie Kafir pantheon.
and in Presungul the people objected to his being shown their gods
at all. The principal gods and goddesses are :
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Imra.
Moni.
Gish.
Bagisht.
Arom.
Tauru.
Sataram or Sudaram.
Inthr.

•

I1
I

9.
10
10.
11.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Duzhi.
Noug.
Parade.
Shomde.
Saranji or Sauranjif)
Kriamai or SLumai J

Imr& is the creator. By his breath he created his ' prophets/ Moni,
Gish, etc., but Dizane sprang from his right breast. Placing her on his
palm Imr& threw her violently upwards into a hike where ^he was hid.
Bagisht alone was born in mortalwise to Dizane.* Besides his prophets
lmr& also created seven daughters who watch over agriculture and as
sowing-time approaches goats are sacrificed to them for ample crops.
Imra also created fairies and demons, but the latter gave so much
trouble that Moni had to be permitted to exterminate them. One he
destroyed by s e c r e t withdrawing seven screws or plugs from his body
so that ho fell to pieces.
For the legends and myths which gather round Irnr£ the reader
must be referred to Sir G. Robertson's book, but one deserves special
notice. I t relates how Inthr had made Badawan his resting-place and
there created vineyards and pleasaiices, but ImrA suddenly claimed it
as his. In the fight that ensued Imrd drove him from place to place
until he had to abandon the Bashgul valley and take refuge in
Te&rogul.
Frequent saerificest are made to Imr£, sometimes for recovery from
sickness, seasonable weather or other material benefits; sometimes
from motives of simple piety. He is not more honoured than the other
gods at the religious dances, and though he receives three-rounds there
is none of the enthusiasm which is displayed for Gish. Possibly Irara",
was once chiefly worshipped and he probably still retains his ascendancy
in Presungul, Avhere his principal temple is found though he has
temples in every village, and they are also met with far from any
dwelling. In Presungul his great temple, at Kstitigrom, the most
sacred village in all K£firist&n, is an imposing structure, elaborately
ornamented. On its east side is a square portico, as spacious as the
temple itself, supported on carved wooden pillars which form a kind
of rough colonnade. The carving is of three types, a favourite one
being two rows of rams* heads, one on each side of the pillar, extending from top to base: another consists in an animal's head carved
at the base from which the horns extend, crossing and recrossing each
• The birth of^ Bagisht happened in this wise : In a distant land in the middle of a lake
grew a large tree—so great that it would have taken 9 years to climb it and 18 io
journey from one side of its spread to the other. Satardm became enamoured of it, but,
when he approached, it burst asunder disclosing Dizane and he fled in consternation.
Dir.ane emerged and began to milk goats, but was ravished by a demon who had four
•yes, two in front and two behind. To her was born Bagisht in a swift-Cowing Presungul
river whose waters parted to allow the child to step ashore unaided. On his way down
the stream he met a stranger and learnt that he was named Bagisht. Another atory is
that Dir.ane was the trunk of the sacred tree and Nirmali its roots: the tree had seven
branches, each a family of seven brothers.
f Cows are commonly sacrificed to Imra throughout Kafir is tin.
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other at iufcervals and ending in points, between which a grotesque face
appears; and the third is the common basket pattern. Under this
portico many sacrifices are made. The effigies of Imr&are in wood carved
in relief. The figures are about 7 feet high and represent the god seated
and working a goat-skin churn. The face of each is prodigious. The
square-cu chin reaches within a hand's breadth of the goat-skin on the
pod's knee . The brow and nose are, iu the majority of the figures,
scored with lines, while those on the two practicable doors have rough
iron bells suspended between the eyes. The goat-skin churns are represented as carved all over. Above the faces of the images a large
circular head-dress appears, with a horizontal line of carving across the
middle, and vertical cuttings running upwards and downwards from it.
Between several of the figure^there are vertical rows of what appear
to be intended for cows' or rams' heads.
From one of these rows the heads can be drawn out of their sockets,
and the glories of the interior be partially disclosed. Above the big
images is a board ornamented with small figures and horns. On the
outer side of the temple, to the north, are five colossal wooden figures
which help to support the roof. On the south side the ornamentation is
almost entirely confined to the upper part of the wall, which consists of
a series of carved panels. On the west there is little or no attempt at
ornament of any kind.
Moni ranks next to Imr& in the Kd-fir pantheon and is called ' the '
prophet.
Ho always appears as the god selected to carry out
ImraVs behests. He has a temple in almost every village, and in
Presungul, where he retains his rightful position, two small patches of
glacier several miles apart are called his marks and said to be the
places where he stands to play aluts (quoits). Once Mo'ni found
himself in Zozuk (hell) and had to be rescued by an eagle.
Gish or Great Gish is by far the most popular god of the Bashgul
Kafirs aod every village has one or more shrines dedicated to him.*
He is the war-god and as a man was a typical Kaffir. Some say his
earthly name was Yazid, and he is reported to have killed AH, Hasan
and Husain and nearly every famous Musahnan known to the Kafirs.
Countless bulls and he-goats are sacrificed to him, and for 15 days
in spring slaves beat drums in his honour.
To the east of K&mdesh village is a very sacred spot with a temple
to Gish, fitted with a door which is removed for a limited period each
year. Poles project upwards from three of its cornel's and two of .
them are crowned with caps, one of iron, another of mail, the spoil
of a foray; while the third is hung round with a buoch of rude,
tongueless bells, which are carried about at some festival.t Immediately facing this shrine is a similar, but-smaller, one dedicated to Moni,
and this is occupied by three stones in a row, the middle and largest
of which is worshipped as Moni.
* One is tempted to identify (ifsa wilh Krishna who appears as Gisane in Arminian. But
if Gish be Krishna at all, he is clearly the elder Krishna.
f This is also done in spring during the period while slaves beat drums in his honour
and for four additional days. They are then carried about by an inspired priest on three
rings, 6" in diameter, three bolls on each ring.
0
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During this period of spring alluded to above the door of the temple
of Gish remains open, the door being replaced early in July. For
10 days in September drums are beaten morning, noon and night in
his honour. Every raid, in which an enemy has been successfully killed,
terminates in the heroes of it dancing at the gromma in honour of
Gish. Only male animals, »uch as bulls and he-goats are offered to
Gish. Certain smooth holes in rocks are often pointed out as his cannon.
The god however appears to be less admired in Presungul than he is
among the Si&h-posb.
Bagisht is a popular deity who presides over rivers, lakes and
fountains, and helps good men in the struggle for wealth and power.
* He appears to have no temples, but three celebrated places are the
scenes of his worship and others are sacred to him. Sheep, and
occasionally goats, are sacrificed to him.
Arom* is the tutelary god of the Kim K&firs and his little shrine
resembles one of the ordinary effigy pedestals. At the close of a war
the animals which ratify the treaty are sacrificed at his shrine.
He bad seven brothers. When the time comes for the kaneash to cast
aside their distinctive garments, a part of the ceremonial consists in
sacrificing a he-goat to Arom. Satar&m or Sudaram is the weather
god and regulates the rainfall.
Dizane is a popular goddess and the Giche or new year festival is
held entirely in her honour. She also has special observances during
the Dizanedu holidays. She takes care of the wheat crop and to
increase its culture simple offerings, without sacrifice, are made to
her. In Presungul a great irrigation channel is attributed to her and
a good bridge is called by her name. While the men are away on a
raid the women dance and sing praises to the gods, especially to
Dizane. Some say she was Satarim's daughter, and she may have been
originally the goddess of fruitfulness. She usually shares a shrine
with other deities, but at Kamdesh she h a s . a pretty shrine, built by
men brought from Presungul for the purpose. It has the wedgeshaped roof common in that tract and is covered with carving. The
poles, which are fixed along both sides of the sloping roof, support
wooden images of birds, said to be pigeons.
Nirmali is the Kaffir Lucina, taking care of women and children and
protecting lying-in women; the pshars or women's retreats are under
her special protection.
Krumai lives on the sacred mountain of Tirich Mir and is honoured
by a comical dance which always winds up the performances at the
regular ceremonies when each important deity is danced to in turn.
The religious functionaries are the utah or high priest, the debildla
who chants the praises of the gods, and the pshur, who is temporarily
inspired during religious ceremonies and on other occasions. All the
utiihs are greatly respected and in Presungul there is one to each
village, some of the elders among them being men of great sanctity.
All are wealthy and have certain privileges. An utah may not visit
cemeteries, use certain paths which go near receptacles for the
dead or enter a room where a death has occurred until the efSgy has
been erected* Slaves must not approach his hearth.
* For the ancient race of this name see p. 421.
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Festival
Festival*.—(i) The Giche or new year's day is called the Kdfir Id
by their Mubammadan neighbours and appears to fall about January
] 6th. All men who have had sons born to them during the past year
sacrifice a goat to Dizane, and the night is spent in feasting. Early in
the momiog of the 17th torches of pinewood are deposited in a heap
in front of the shrine of that goddess and the blaze is increased by
throwing ghi on the fire.
(ii) The Veron follows about the 3rd February and the urir entertain the whole village. It is quite a minor festival.
(m) The Taska falls about February 18th. Small boys areenconraged
to abuse grown men and snowball fights take place. On the 20fch th*™
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on its members with a sprig of juniper. A cow is sacri6ced to
Imrfi, and baskets full of flour, with a bread-cake shaped like a rosette
en top, are placed before the jhrtoe. Then the assembly moves a
little to the north, and a goat S sacrificed to Bagisht at his distant
shrine, the idea being that the sacrifice is offered through the air.
A display of archery follows.
(viii) The Gerdnlau falls about June 5th and appears to be of
secondary importance.

The
Imrit
(x) The Dizanedu, falling on July 9th, merits a full quotation of
Sir George Robertson's account: " F o r two days previously," he
writes, "men and boys had been hurrying in from all sides bringing
cheeses and ghi. Every pshal or dairy farm contributed. At two
o'clock the male inhabitants of Kfimdesh went to Di**ne's shrine
to sacrifice a couple of goats, and make offerings of portions of cheese
and bread-cakes.
^ Then the whole company returned to Gish's temple. An immeose
pile of fine cheeses was heaped upon the wooden platform close by,, and
from each one a shallow circular fragment was cnt out. The convex
pieces were placed on the cedar branches with bread-cakes and ghi
during a regular worship of Gish.

This ceremony over, the people collected into groups, scales were
produced, and all the cheeses were cut into portions. Each share was
weighed separately, the wake-weights being neatly skewered on to
the big pieces with little bits of stick. While this was being done
the goat's flesh, divided into "messes", was being cooked in two
large vessels, the green twigs used to bind together the different
sharos simmering away merrily with the meat. Women brought
bread from the different houses, and ultimately stood in a row in the
background, while their male relations thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
There was a regular religions ceremony performed by Utah, and just
before this began, Shahru, the mad priest, at the invitation of the
oldest of the Mirs, replaced the shutter which closed the tiny door
or window of Gish's temple. This shutter bad remained on the top
of the shrine ever since Shahru had removed it early in the year."
(xi) The Munzilo, held about August 17th, appears to be mainly
devoted to the final ceremonies for the Tcaneash. It lasts several days.
Gish and Dizane are chiefly honoured.
(xii) The Nilu festival begins late on the evening of September 17th
and on the 18th boys of 6 to 12, the only performers, collect about
4 p.m. and are dressed in gala costumes. After they have
danced, Imri is worshipped, without a sacrifice, and a fire lit. On the
19th the men dance and songs are chanted in honour of Gish, Dizane
and other deities. The proceedings close with a dance to Krumai,
This is the last festival of the year.
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Birth customs.
When delivery is imminent the woman goes to the Nirmali house*
and remains there for 20 days if the child is a girl, or 21 if it is a
boy. After a ceremonial ablution she then returns home, but is
allowed a further rest of 12 days there. The instant a child is born
it is given to the mother to suckle and an old woman names all its
ancestors or ancestresses, as the case may be, and stops the moment
it begins to feed. The name on her lips at that moment is the child's
for life. Suckling continues for two or three years.
Boys may not wear trousers till they have been taken to Dizane's
shrine at the Giche festival, dressed in that garb of manhood, and
sacrifice has been made there. This is followed by a feast. The sons
of poor men are often associated in this observance with boys who
are better off. Boys who take part in the sanauhan of a kaneash
are exempt from further observances.t
Games.—Games play an important part in K£fir life. Wi*h one
exception boys and girls play separately, the former playing rough
games. One is played by four boys on each side, each player holding
a big toe with the opposite hand and hopping on the other foot. The
l
object is to enable the back' to get through to the other side's
goal. The game is played with wonderful pluck and good temper.
Shooting arrows, rough and tumble fighting and pitching walnuts are
the less violent amusements. Girls play at ball, knuckle-bones (in
which walnuts are however used) and swinging. The only gam©
played by girls and boys together is an imitation of the national
dance. Men play a kind of touch, in which the object is to tread
on a man's instep to make him prisoner, archery, aluts, which is a
kind of quoit, played with flat stones and various athletic exercises.
The stone-bow is used by both men and boys and exactly resembles
the Indian gulel. A fairly popular game is a kind of curling with
walnuts on the house-tops.
No game, however, plays so important a part as dancing. Kafirs
dance when they are happy and when in mourning. They dance to
• ' amuse ' the injured, the sick and the dying, but possibly this is.really
done as a form of supplication to the gods, who are propitiated by
songs, dancings and feasting, which includes sacrifices, and never in any
other way. The chief occasions for dancing are the dances of the
jast to the gods, those to the illustrious dead, those performed by the
women to the gods while the men are raiding, those of homicides to
Gish, at a Kafir's death and on the erection of effigies. These dances
are performed inside the gromma or dancing-place which is thus
described by Sir G. Robertson : —
" T h e dancing-place is always the most important spot in a Kfifir
village. There is usually only one, but K&mdesb and Bragamatil
* Or pshar. It is always placed on the outskirts of the village, or even outside it, and is
a low, square apartment, in whose construction very little wood enters. In the Bashgul
valley it is also distinguished by two or three sheep-skins fastened to a pole and stuck on the
roof. Elsewhere it may be the merest hovel, half undergrouud, yet incompletely sheltered.
In Presungul the pshar may be separated from the village by a river, but it is much better
Duilt and consists of two or three rooms in a line, the doors all facing the water, if it is on A
iver-bank ; and the sheep-skins are not in vogue.

f For marriage customs, see p. 427 supra.
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have two each. A dancing-place should consist of a house to be
used m winter and in bad weather, a boarded platform, and a level
piece of ground, on which particular dances are performed, furnished
with a rude stone altar. A description of the upper Kamdesh dancing,
place will also apply, with some modifications to all similar places
r
m the Bashgul valley.
J

The whole place is called the gromma, a name evidently derived
from the word grow, or brom, the Bashgul term for a village. A
Ka-fir who had been to India with me always called the gromma the
church when he spoke Urdu. To the north of the Kamdesh
dancing-place is the gromma or dancing-house.
It is 12 feet high, 35 long and 30 broad. • Its sides are barred, not
closed, by heavy square beams, between the intervals of which
spectators can thrust their heads and shoulders restfully.
During a spectacle these apertures are generally crowded with
the h ads of girls nd women. Down the centre of the gromma run
two rows ol massive pillars which support the heavy roof. They
are about six feet apart. The central four are quite plain, except at
tne top, where tt.ey are ornamented with carved horses' heads The
remaining four are completely covered with the ordinary basket-work
carving In the middle of the roof there is a four feet square smokehole. Bordering the gromma to the south is the largest level space in
the village. It is about thirty yards square. On it there is a rude
altar formed of two upright stones, with a horizontal one on top.
On this altar there is almost always to be seen the remains of a recent
nre. Jo the east this space is continuous with a platform which is
carr-ed out from the- steep slope and maintained in that position by
wooden pillars and beams. It looks, and is, a shaky structure. A
railing runs round its three dangerous sides. Seats are provided on it
in the shape of long planks of comfortable breadth, a few inches off the
0I
? ° \ -, These platforms are always to be seen if the village is built on
the side of a hill. Most of the shrines at Kamdesh are provided with
gromma in point of size,
in villages built on the flat, such as those in the upper part of the
Bashgul valley, the platforms are lifted off the ground on trestles '
I hey are indeed an essential part of every dancing-place, because
certain ceremonies cannot be performed except upon them.
The gromma of a Prosun (Viron) village differs considerably from
those of the Bashgul valley. In the first place, they are nearly all of
them half underground, that at Digrom, for example, is like a huge
bear-pit and is reached by long passages sloping down from the village level. They are very large, as they are used for guest-houses,
and are capable of holding a large number of people. In one corner
fliey generally have a small shrine, containing a quaintly carved idol
of some god. The four central pillars are hewn into marvellously
grotesque figures, the huge shield-shaped faces of which are more
than two feet m length. The arms are made to hang from the line of
is represented the long narrow breasts,
winch look hke a pair of supplementary arms, start from between the
arms and the brows. There is never any doubt, however, about the
the sex of an effigy of this kind. The knees of tho figure are made
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to approach one another, while the feet are far apart, as if, indeed,
the god or goddess was swarming up the pole backwards."
KAFSH-DOZ

(Pers.) a boot-sewer: see under Mochi.
V

fern. -£, -Nf, a synonym for JBIWAR. The Kahnr is also styled
Mahra, and in Ferozepur at least settles all his disputes in a
caste fanchdyat.
Curiously enough the Mnhainmadan Kahdr retains
the cult of the water-god KhwaVja Khizr, which the Jhivvar also affects.
On the Jumna he worships the KhwaVja, repeating his name and that
of Hanum&n every night and morning to keep himself safe for the
ensuing twelve hours. They call themselves the haIhd or children of
the Kbw&ja. The Gharuk sub-caste of the Kaha,rs, however, claim
descent from the Kauravas and never bathe in the Kurukshetr.

KAHAB,

KAHDAR,

a Muhammadan J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a tribe of J£ts, which in Ludhidna observes thejhavdi rite at weddings.
A loaf 1£ mans in weight is also cooked and of this £ man goes to
Bharai, the rest being distributed among the kinsmen.

KAHL,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and other districts,
especially in SiaUko$. They claim descent from R£ja Vikrnmajit of the
Lunar race, through Raja Jagdeo of Da*rdnagar, concerning whom they
tell the well-worn legend that in his generosity he promised his sister
whatsoever she might ask. She claimed his head and he fulfilled
his promise, but was miraculously restored to life. His descendant in
the 4th generation Kahlwdn gave his name_to the tribe. Fourth from
him came Soli or Sodi under whom they left D&ramagar and settled
near Batata in Gurd&spur, whence they spread into Siklkotr Muhammadan Kahlons perform the nikdh, but they also observe Hindu
observances at a wedding and when the procession sets out they go to
a chhari or malha tree outside the village. There a lamp is lighted iu
an earthen vessel and a thread tied round a branch of the tree. The
bridegroom then cuts off the branch with a sword and puts it in the
vessel.* Its jathera is Bdba Phul Johad.

KAHLON,

'of Kahlur/ one of the Simla Hill States.
of the 1st grade, found in Hoshiarpur.

KAHLUEIA,

KAHON,

A Hindu Rajput sept

a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Mult&n.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Shahpur, Gujrat, Rawalpindi
Haza>a and Jhelum. They give their name to the Kahuta hills of Rawalpindi (now held by the Ketw&l andDhani&l) and to the town of Kahuta
now a Janjua possession. Their present head-quarters are. found in the
Salt Range and give its name to the Kahutdni ildqa of Chakw&l tahsil.
They now declare that they were originally located in Arabia, and are
Qureshis, the present tribal name being merely that of their common
ancestor: 24 generations ago, about the year A. D. 1359 their ancestor
Said Naw&b Ali migrated to'Delhi, in the reign of " Firoz Sh£h,
Ghori": (Firoz Tughlaq, son of Muhammad Tughlaq, is no doubt
meant; he reigned from 1351 to 1388 A. D.): on the way to Delhi

KAHUT,

wedding

brid»*
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they fought and conquered a pagan king of Sialko*, ,, a m *d Sain Pal
who was, they say, probably a Dogra prince. On reaching Delhi thev
t0
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;
^ e r 3 h i p of Kah6t, the son
of Nawib Ah they accordingly retraced their steps to this district, and
settled first at Gagnelpur, of which the rained site is shown in Mauza
,.
.. .
• — ~- —~ -«iu xvnxjvD, iiere mey remained tor
some time, realising the revenue
and
th
Ixujar graziers of the Dhanni, and remitting if. tn n * l ^
T I ^ I**I_
The Mdirs
and Kassars had not then arrived in these parts, but came six or seven
generations atterwards. The eastern
then
V.A» Dhanni
^MUUMIi was
Liien
ia«e, wmcn
was then a lake,
which
on the coming of Babar was drained at his command, the Kahuts taking
partiu the work and colonising the land reclaimed. Chaudhri Sahnsar,
8th in descent, from Kahut, was their ancestor in the time of Bdbar.
They have no peculiar customs, except that the males of the tribe
never wear blue J»jthes, or, if they do, fall ill: this is ascribed to the
vow of a sick ancestor. The tribe is not divided into clans. They intermarry to some extent with M&irs and Kassars, and now and then with
Awdns, both giving and taking daughters : but usually marry within
the tribe.* The remarriage of widows is permitted, but is not customary in goo-1 families: where it is allowed, it is not necessary that the
widow should marry her deceased husband's brother.
The mirdsis of the tribe give some of the usual rhymes : one relates
Co the passage of Bdbar through Kallar Kah£r, the 6rst two lines being
as given by the Kassar mirasis, with the addition of a third, Kahut
potre Abu Talab de awwal a'e : but the latter does not hang well together with what precedes i t : the Abu T^lab referred to was the uncle
of the Prophet. Another runs : Kahut charhid Dihlion sat mar naqdre :
char hazdr bhird aur ha rami sdre : Kahut Dhoni surhhru hoid: sunnid
chandal sdre. Dhon£ is the name of a Kahut leader, they say. A
third is a war song relating to fights of the Kahuts with the Janjuas.
KASSAR
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tribes it is doubtful whether they are of the same stock. Though they
may be regarded as Rajputs by status they do not appear to have ever
claimed Kajput descent and indeed their bards claimed for them Mughal
^ H origin
KAiMAt-KHKL, see under Hatikhel.
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In the plains the Knyath or Kayasth is a caste—the well-known
writer class of Hindustan. A full account of the caste and of its
origins, which are fiercely disputed, would be beyond the scope of this
article, but it msy be noted that the Kayasthas say that they sprang
from -the body of Brahma who by virtue of his ascetic powers gave
birth to a son named Chitrd Gupta.* This son he bade go to Dharampuri, serve Yfima R£ja, and make the people of the world fulfil their
karma. His descendants are known as Kuyasthas or K&ydkd Sthdn.f
By R£ja Mann's daughter Chitra Gupta had four sons, Mathar, Blia(n&gar, Saksena and Srib&stana. By Snsarman Rishi's daughter he
had eight sons, Nigam, Anshat, Gaur, Karam, B&lmf k, Uniyfi, Kul,
Sarsat and Suraj Dhaj. The 12 groups of the Kayasthas are flamed
aft»r these 12 sons. But all 12 are not represented in the Punjab. In
Jfnd for instance only four are found, viz., Mathar, Bhatndgar, Saksena
and Sriv&stana. A s a rule they mix freely but in some places Sriv£stana and Saksena do not smoke from the same hukka or eat kachchi rati
together. They form one endogamous group. In Jfnd they are chiefly
of the Kashyab gotra, but some families belong to the Bha^s and one or
two other gotras. -In all the groups there are sub-groups (ah) named
after places, so that there are 84 ah in the 12 groups. Two ah, vix.
thos3 of the father and mother, are avoided in marriage.
Karewa is never allowed and polygamy very rarely practised.
Kayastha marrying a female of a kuf or tribe below him in the social
scale is usually excommunicated. But the extreme step i3 not taken if
the woman be of ffood family and ho sf.nVilvr oKofomn *-~.« —i.*_
kachchi rati prepared by her. Children born of such unions are martieu
to persons of similar status. Marriages are generally performed at
mature age and great attention is paid to a boy's education.

The nayatn is no& indigenous in trie Punjab, and is found in decreasing numbers as we go westwards. He is only to be found in the
administrative or commercial centres and is being rapidly displaced so
far as Government service is concerned, by Punjabi clerks. His origin
is discussed in Colebrook's Essays.
}
KAJLA,

a landlefls nomad tribe of the Northern Bar in the Gujrfinwfila district.

a Jat tribe found m Jind and Hissfir. It claims descent M •XI
W.
Kajla, a ChauMn Rajput who married an Ahir widow bv kareua'and
thus became a J&\.

KAJLAN

KAKAKHIL,
KAKAR,

see Sayyid.

a branch of the

PARNI

Afghans.

one of the PathSn tribes which hold the Koh-i-Si4l or
1
black range', i. e. the Sulaimdn range. It occupies the elevated
plateau of Bora, which is described as extensive, well-watered fertile
and carefully cultivated, and other tracts. The vallevs between Bora and

KAKAV,

* Chitri Gupta means concealed like a picture. Brahma said to his son: * Thou hast
been concealed {gupta) by me like a picture (chitra) and shalt therefore be called
Ghitt*
Wlire
Gupti by the learned/
f Kayastha in Sanskrit means " one who resides in the body." A detailed
account of0 Ithe
ffll
we
legend is given in the Pdtdi Khand of the Padam Ptrdn.
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Kahur—Kaldl.
Khel
Kakar clan, and the ISOT, a clan of the Parni Afghans who are afcin
to the Kakars. Kakar h a l 18 sons of his own and adopted 6 more
and these founded 24 clans. It is difficulttn r gard
Scythie.

KAKAK

Ar&ii) clan (agricultural)
Montgomery

See also under Kaldl.
K a n u A i , * a cl»ss of Muhammadan traders found all over India and as far
west as Kandahar. They claim to be by descent Afghans of Seistan
sprang from Kakka a son of Earn, and the nucleus of the class may
well be a pure Pa t han clan But the sections of the Kakkezai include
each names as Bhursi Malak Kethale, Kasoliya Shaikh, Vansare and
Nakhasna, and, m bialkofc Bale, Bhagfrath, Chandi, Handa.t Khoria
Wadrath

and

Wa

lend colour to the theory that the Kakkezai were, like the Khoja, Hindus
converted at an early period of the Muhammadan invasions and affiliated to a Pathan clan. A family at Pasriir in Sialkot is called Mir Daha
and the office of that name at Bajwara in Hoshiarpur was held by a
Kakkezai family in H20 Bijri. In the Jullundur Doab a branch of the
Kakkezais, entitled Shaikhs, rose to eminence during Sikh times and
even gave governors to Kashmir. The community i 8 an influential
and enterprising one in the Punjab.
KAKRA, a military Brahjman family, settled at kv& in Jhelum.
KARRI,

an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
•

KAKUANA.—The term for Kumh&rs in the Sandal B&r in Jhang. • They are

found as cultivators in many rahnae or hamlets, and also ha\« *«,,„•«*
of their own to which they have gathered to avoid the begat laid on
them in other villages. They are called Kaknfina, and say they are
not Kumhdrs, but Jilts, descended from one K&ku : and that they took
to pot-making a few generations ago.
>

(1) a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery
and Mult&n: (2) Kaldl or Kar&l, a class of very varying status and
probably composite origin. The Kar£l claim Hindu Bdjput ancestry
and derive their name from Karauli, the State in R&jput£na. They are
divided into 52 clans or gots including the Tulsi and Pital (in Kapurthala). These Kar&ls are also styled Ahlnw&lia, from Ahlu, a village
in Lahore, and the Ahluw&lia sections are said to b e : Tulsi Phfil
Mali, Rekhi, P4d and Segat. The Kar&ls are found in all the Districts
of the Northern Punjab from Gujrfit to Hoshi&rpur, and are said to
avoid widow remarriage.

KALAL,

The Kaldl or NEB are alpo Hindus, but they more frequently embrace Sikhi&m than the Kardls. They are by profession distillers, and
the word Kalal appears to be derived from kuldl, a potter.
• Mackenzie says the Kakkezai are also called Bulledee (Bileladll), but he does not explain
the term. Gnjrat
Sett.
R&p.,
1861,
p.
27.
Bulledee
may
be
a
transliteration
of
Baledi,
'one
1
Tho herds oxen : Punjabi Dicty., p. 86#
+ Handa is a aot of the Khatris.

Kaldl—Kalir.
bhagar.
Bhamral.
Bhandari.
Bharwathfa.
Bhukai.
Bimbat.

These* t

U.SS
v&&£si
see Qalandar.

KALANDAR,
KALAIQAB see
KALAR,
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Hatyar.
Jajj.
Janwatiiia.
Ladhathfa.
Maipmak.
PaintaL

d
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x>*•
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ThafJi flrn.

( l ) . a J4J clan (agricultural) fannd in A ^ •*

^ ,.

K i u s , » Guj.r clan (agricultaral) found in Amritaar'

Kdfimtan

flontler

as

far as Gilgit was once inhabited by the Kalach
ZALAD^JT, KALAWAIST, fern, -AN*, -NI. a c W nf ^'t
• ,
singers : see under Bhat.
professional musicians and
KALKKA, an agricultural clan found in Shahpur.
(I) A Jat tribe found in Jind, where the wnAAi e u c..,, ~
Singh, at Bhammawadi is
. ^ t t e S ^ W ^
W
Magh
cf
Bharanch. It is also found in Sialkot where if 1 • nf* ,
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'
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origin, like the Chunas, and d e s c e n d ^ m fiiL £ " 1 " °
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^
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Muhaffimadan
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' (2) an
KALERA, a Muhammadan tribe, found in Montgomery ( p r o b a bly Kaler)
HAIEHOTH, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
KAtaiN, Kalghan, an Awan clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar
KiiHfB (? Kalfr) a tribe of Jats. It holds abonr ifi «-n
Indri in Karnal but describes the number a 8 J ^ f e '° ^ 7 ° " °
Kaldn is its parent, village, and it is also the J L S M l "
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^ • ^ ^ • ^ • ^ H

The Kalhoras.

^ H ^ ^ H

or SABAI, originally a J£t tribe, also known as Doddi La^i,* which
gave a dynasty to Sind and is still represented in Dera Gh&zi Kh6n.
Its ancestors were darweshes or religious mendicants who followed the
tenets of the Sayyid Mubammad, the Junpuri, a noted teacher, and
one of them, H annus, espoused a daughter of the Abara Jd$s of Sind,
receiving a grant of land as her dower. His son or grandson, Shaikh
Nasir, nnd his son Shaikh Din Muhammad established their temporal
and spiritual authority over the Abara territory in Upper Sind. His
brother Ydr Muhammad threw off all allegiance to the Mugbals, seized
the Siwistfin sarkdr of Tha^ha, the Siwi mahall of Bakhar in the
Multen Province, and Dih£r, and wrested the title of Khud&yAr from
the Mughal authorities.t His descendant Nur Muhammad drove the
D^udpotrus out of the zaminddri of Lakkhi, in the Bakhar mahdll.%
In 1736-37 theLa(i Khan, Khud&y6r,§ received theproviuceof Thafha,
together with the southern part of the Bakhar sarkdr, but two or three
years later he was stripped of two-tbirdsof his territory by Nadir Sh&h.
;
After Nadir Shdh s death however the Khuddy&r assumed authority
over all Sind, under the nominal suzeraignty of the Durr&nis, but their
rule was short-lived. Nur Muhammad Kalhora was succeeded on his
death in 1752 by his son Muhammad Murad, but he only ruled for five
years and was deposed by the Talpur Baloch, who set up his brother
Mi&n Ghul&in Sh&h (1757-58). An attempt by his brother k\\Ar Khdn
to regain Sind, under the authority of a J)urr&ni grant, failed, || GhuUin
Sh£h died in 1771, while superintending the erection of the fortress of
Haidar^bad in Sindh, after'a stormy reign of 15 years. He had in
1758 allowed the East India Company to establish a factory in Sindh,
but Sarfardz Kh&n, his son and successor, cancelled the permit in 1775.
A year previously he had caused Bahrain Khdn, head of the T&lpurs,
and one of his sons to be assassinated, and this led his dethronement, in
H o r about 1786. • ^ H ^ ^ H ^ ^ H ^ H ^ ^ H ^ H ^ ^ H ^ H ^ ^ H ^ H H
KALHORA

* Lati is said to be dorived from the Hinduf tat, • tangled or clotted hair/ and kalhorah
in Sindhi is said to bear the same meaning A derivation from lat% a ' club' in Sindhi has
also been suggested, and in front of the Kalhora chiefs tomb at khudi-abad a number of
clubs are suspended.
t According to the Dera Ghazi Khan Gazetteer, p. 23, Yar Muhammad aided by the Khan
of Kalat defeated the governor of Sevi about 1700. After establishing himself in Northern
8indh, he made his formal submission to Jahaudar Shah on his succession to the throne of
Delhi and was invested with the title of Naw&b, and the governorship of Sevi.
t And soon came into contact with the Mir ranis, tbt'd.-p. 23.
§ The title Khudayar appears to have been hereditary, or to have been bestowed upon
the mamdbddr or office-holder for the time being by the Mughals. But according to the
Dera Ghizi Khan Gazetteer (p. 24) Nur Muhammad submitted to Ahmad Bh&h Durrani on
Nidir Shah's assassination and received from him the title of Shah Nawax Khin. A year
or two later-however he rebelled and was driven into Jaisalmer.
II According to Shamimat Ali (P-cturasque Sketches in India) Attar Khan was sent along
with a force by Ahmad Shah and on his arrival at Shikarpur Miin Ghula-m Shah Mod, but
he was supported by the Abbissi family, rulers of Bahawalpur, and he and another brother
Ahmadyar defeated AtUr Khan. The latter obtained a second forco from Ahmad Shah, and
the brothers then divided their territories, Ghulam Shah taking Thatha, and Atta'r Khudi-ibad
and Ahmadab4d. Attar was however soon dispossessed again and settled at Ikhtiyar Khan
whence he made several more attempts to oust Ghulam Sh£h. The story given in the Dera
Ghizi Khan Gazetteer that Mahmud Sh4h Gujar helped Ghulam 6hah to re-ostablish the
Kalhora power at Dera Ghazi Khan is probably incorrect. The other version, that he was
opposed by Mahmiid Shah and also by the Ghizi Khan is more probable. That Ahmad
Shah despatched Kaura Mai, governor of Multin, against the Kalhora in 1768 is also likely,
but his defeat by Kaura Mai. if it ever occurred, cannot have been severe, for in 176P
GhuUm Shih finally broke the Mir rani power after taking Dera Gh&ri Khan.

KaUar—Kalydr.
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- The name SABAI or Serai is borne by the notable Kalhora family of
Eijipur in the Jdmpur tahsil of Dera Ghazi KhAn. For an account of
it reference must be made to the DeraGhdzl Kh6n Gazetteer, pp. 91—94,
but it should be noted that the statement therein made that the Daudpotras are descended from Jim Junjar and therefore akin to the
jfalhorasis repudiated by the ABBASSI or DAUDPOTBA tribe, though it was
accepted by Raverty.
KALIAB, a sept of Rajputs, found at P&uipat. Its family saint, K£l£ Sajyid,
is a great worker of miracles, and anyone sleeping near his shrine
must lie on the ground or he will be bitten by a snake. But if a snake
bite a man on a Kali&r'a ground he will suffer no harm.
a tribe of J&ts, claiming descent from a Siroha Rdjput by a
Nain J&t wife : found in Hissar.

KAMBAWAN,

a tribe of J&\s, descended from Kala. It has for 25 generations been settled in tahsil Jind, but came originally from R6ropur
Khandal in Delhi.

KAL KHAND,

A

KALL 9,

a tribe found in Jhelum : see under Bharat.

a 3&% clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, in Montgomery (where it
id Muhammadan), and also in Sh&hpur.

KALLCT,

tribe. Formerly of great importance, the Kalmats
Dames describes them as a Levitical tribe
v. fought with the Marris.
robably non-Baloch. They are now found at Pdsni in Mekr&n and in
indh. The name is probably derived from Khalmat in Mekrin, the
connection with the Karmati (the Karmatian heretics of Elliot's History
of India) being doubtful.
KALO, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and Multen.
KALHAT, -I.—A BALOCH

g

a 3&\ tribe, found in S&lkot. It is described as of Somabansi or
Lunar descent, from R£j& J&gdeo of Dharanagar, and has three movia or
clans, Nehut, Jodh and Banna. Doubtless KAHLON.

KALON,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multen tahsil, where KAlrii employes
of Sh&h Jahrin's army received grants of land.

KALB6,

an agricultural clan found in SMhpur, and in Montgomery (where it is
Muhammadan).
KAXSAN, a Gujar tribe, claiming descent from F4na Har Rai, Chanhan, by a
Gujar wife. He assigned them a part of his conquests in the Jumna
Do6b and they still hold a little land in the Chauhfin Nirdak of Karnil.
KALSAN, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
KALS,

KALSIYA,

a Kamboh clan (agriculcural) found in Amritsar.

KALTERA,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

(1) a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery: (2) a
R&jpui; clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar, and (3) an Awan clan
(agricultural) found in Amritsar.

KALYA,

(1) a R&ipnfc clan (agricultural) found in Shihpur: (2) a J i j o i a n
(agricultural} found in Mulmn,

KALYAB,

*
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Kdma—Kamboh.

KAMA.—(1) A man, generally of low-caste, who has brought himself

and
even his descendants for several generations under obligation to serve a
land-holder on account of debt, the service being rendered in lieu of the
interest while the principal remained as a perpetual debt. This condition of service still exists in Chamba, though more or less secretly, as.it is
contrary to the State law, and also in Kullu in spite of the law. It probably exists all through the hills. (2) The kdma of the plains is a field
labourer.
: see liadaria. In Karnal Muhammadan J4(s who have
taken to blanket weaving are also called Kamslias and are said to
marry only among themselves. But the Hindu Kamalias appear to be
all Gadarias in fact.

KAMALIA, KAHBALIA

a small t**je of vagrant minstrels, apparently akin to the
Mfr£sis.

KAHACHI,

one of the four main divisions of the MANDANB branch of the
Khakhai (Ehashi) Path&ns. The Kamalzai and Amazai, another branch,
are found in Mard&n and the Razzar in Pesh6war.

KAMALZAI,

Kamagar, a bow-maker. With him may be classed the tir-gar
or arrow-maker, and possibly the pharera, but the latter appears to be
merely the hill name for the rangsdz.*
The Kamagar, as he is commonly called, is chiefly found in towns and cantonments and, except in
Kdngra, is always a Muhammadan. Now that bows are only made
for presentation the Kamagar has taken to wood decoration in general.
Any colour or lacquer that can be put on in a lathe is generally applied
by the Kbar£di, but flat or uneven surfaces are decorated either by the
Katmingar or by the rangsaz, the former doing the 6ner sorts of work.
The Kam&ngar does not form a distinct caste, but is professionally
inferior to the Tarkh6n or rangadz, though he belongs to the Tarkhan
casce.

KAMANGAB,

KAMBALIA.

See Gadaria.

KAMBOH.—(1) The Kamboh is one of the finest cultivating castes in the

Punjab- Thgy seldom engage in market-gardening, but they are no
less industrious and skilful than the Arains. They are found in the
upper Sutlej valley as low down as Montgomery, throughout the
northern portion of the eastern plains, and as low dowi) the Jumna
valley as Karn&l. They are especiHlly numerous in Kapurthala. The
Jumna Kambohg seem to have come into the valley from the west, and
there has late'y been a very large influx of Kambohs from the northern
tracts of Pa^iila into the great dhdk jungles between Thdnesar and the
river. The Sutlej Kambohs of Montgomery are divided into two
branches, one of which came up the river from the Multan country
(whence they are called lammawdlas, fr. lamma, 'west') and the other
down the valley from the neighbourhood of Kapurthala (whence they
are called tappawdla, from tappa, said to be the region between th&
Beds and Sutlej), both movements having taken place under the Sikh
• The fharera or bharera is also said to be a silversmith; see under LoMv.

*
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rule. Under t h a t rule they also came into Jullundur from Kapurthala.*
They claim descent from R&ja Karan, and say t h a t their ancestor fled
to Kashmir. The Kambohs of Bijnor also trace their origin to the
trans-Indus country, and Mr. Purser accepts this tradition as evidently
true. They are said by some to be ancient inhabitants of Persia, and
the Karndl Kambohs trace their origin from Garh Ghazni; but the
fact that 40 per cent, of them are Hindus and 28 per cent. Rikhs is
conclusive against their having had any extra-Indian origin, unless at
a very remote period. Arains and Kambohs are commonly supposed to
be closely related : indeed in Montgomery a man appears to t>e called
, Arfan if he is MusaliMn and Kamboh if H i n d u . t But that this is not
always the case is evident from the fact of a very considerable proportion of the Kambohs of Amritsar, Lahore, Ferozepur, Pati&la, N&bha,
and Maler Kotla having .returned themselves as Musalm&ns, although
Musalm&n Ardins are also numerous in those tracts. I n Jullundur the
village of Bhalow&l is owned partly by Kambohs and partly by Ar6iris,
both being Musalmdn. It is perhaps doubtful whether the supposed
relationship has any further basis than the fact t h a t they both came
from the west, and are both of much the same social standing and
agricultural repute. I t is highly probable t h a t the nucleus of t h e
Ardin caste was a group of Hindu Kambohs converted to Islim. Thus
in Jullundur the Gaure, H&nde and Momi clans are found in both
castes, and in Montgomery several of their clan names are identical.
I t is said by some that the chief distinction is that the Kambohs take
money for their daughters, while the Ar&ins do not. But the social
standing of the Kamboh is on the whole superior to that of the Ariin,
and very markedly so where the latter is a vegetable-grower. The
Kamboh, moreover, is not a mere agriculturist. He not infrequently
engages in trade, and even takes service in the army or in offices or
even as a private servant, while his wife not infrequently lends money
even where he is a mere husbandman ; and under Akbar a Kamboh
eneral called ShAhbaz Kh&n commanded 5,000 men and distinguished
imself greatly in Bengal. J Musalmdn Kambohs held Sohna in Gurg&on some centuries a g o ; and the tombs and mosques that they have left
show t h a t they must have enjoyed a considerable position. The military, mercantile, and clerkly Kambohs are said to be distinguished as
Qalmi or " m e n of the pen," <*nd not to intermarry with the agricultural
or K h a k i section of t h e caste. But this is probably a mere social custom and not a caste ruls. The Kambohs do not.seem to bear as high a

f

* The Kamboh villages in Jullundur are clustered together in Nakodar tashil in the
extreme south-west on the Kapurthala border. Tradition Bays that in 1654 A. B. the
Punjab was devastated byflood*,so Jahangir sent Shor Sh&h, a Suba, to restore it and he
brought with him from Sunam in Fatiala (Mr. Purser thought this possibly a mistake for
Sohna, a former Kamboh stronghold in Gurgaon) two men, Achhr&, whom he located near
Chunian in Lahore, and Rath whom he seltled neai Sultanpur in Kapurthala where the
Kambohs founded a bdra or group of 12 villages.
The Kambohs of Phillaur though few merit special notice. They claim to be Surajbanai
Raj puts who came from R6mrup (Assam) on the Brahmaputra to Delhi in HumiyuVs
time. Thence Bohd Rai migrated to Lahore and Dala Rai to Jullundur. This may be a
poetical way of saying that Shahbaz Khan's career in Bengal raised his family to Rajput
StrltUS

ln Mult£n, where the Kambohs are poor and unimportant, they often cultivate vegetables
those so occupied are not uncommonly called Arains by the people.
± He had 9,000 men under his command when operating on the Brahmaputra \ Blochmann l
Ain-*Akbarit I, 399-402.

I
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Kamboh etymologies.
character for honesty as they do for skill. There is a Persian proverb
current in the United Provinces: " The Afghans, the Kambohs, and the
Kashmiris; all three are rogues (badzat)" and in Karn&l Mr. Benton
u
described them as notoriously deceitful and treacherous." On the other
hand Sard&r Gurdi&l Singh states, it is not known on what authority
t h a t " during the reign of terror in India, it was the Kambohs who were
trusted by the rich bankers for carrying their cash in the disguise of
faqirs." The Kambohs are said to be exceptionally numerous in
Meerut. Their location under the hills lends some slight support to
their tradition of origin from Kashmir.
The Kambohs are not very numerous in the State oi Bahdwalpur,
but they offer some points of interest. The Hindu Kambohs 150
years ago, occupied Jhullan, a village on the right bank of the Sutle]
not far from Pdkpattan.. Being oppressed they migrated and founded
Jhullan, a village in K&rd£ri Minchin&bad. Jhullan was a Bodla faqir
to whom they paid special reverence and after whom they named their
villages, and his descendant Ihsan Ali is still greatly revered by the
Hindus. The Kambohs say they originally came from Amritsar and
that they and the ArtLins have a common origin. The Ardins, who are
scattered all over the State, claim Rdjput origin, and say their old headquarters was Uch, whence they migrated to the R£vi and the Ghaggar.
Some popular accounts of the origin of the name Kamboh follow:

(1) Once a powerful R4j& of the Solar race, whose capital was at Ajudhia, marched
]hence to Derat and having killed Parmar, its Raja, took possession of his kingdom. He
founded Warangar and his son founded another town, which he named Dejapur, and the
cities of Lambni and Gajni. The latter was his capital, and lay near the city of Kambay,
the peninsula south of Guzerat. At the Solono festival when he was performing religious
rites he was attacked by an enemy who had conspired with his parohit, his city was
plundered and its people massacred. Of those* who escaped some fled to 8&m£na along the
Ghaggar, passing by Jaipur and Sirhind on their way, thence spread over the country
between the Jumna and the Sutlej, and after wandering through the country watered by the
Sutlej and Beas scattered over the whole Punjab. Others reached Multin via Sind and
thence spread into Montgomery. They are called Kambohs because they came from Gajni,
near Kambay. Others assert that the name is a corruption of kamhudh (men of little
intellect) because they did not take up arms on the Solono day, but preferred to die.
(2) Raja Sodakhfh of Kamboj of the Solar race and a descendant of the god Chander
Eurman sided with the Kauravas in their fight with the Pandavas. He perished with nearly
all his men in the battlefield, and those who escaped settled in N£bh* and came to be called
Kamboj i whence Kamboh.
(3) Kamboh is said to be compounded of Kai and anboh, and the tribe is said to be descended from the Kai dynasty of Persia, to which the emperors Kaik&us, Kaikhusro, Kai Vubid,
Kai-Lehrashab and Darius all belonged. When they migrated to th* Punjab they came
to be called Kai-ambohs or Kamboh&s.
(4) Hazrat Abduila, son of Zuber, was sent with a large army to conquer Persia, where
he settled and built many huts on tl e bantfs of the river. The Persians could not understand their tongue (Arabic), so they became lcam-go or taciturn. Zuber's army comprised
men of many beliefs. In time their settlements were destroyed and the ' Kamgos' Bed.
The first story is the one naturally favoured by the Kambohp themselves and the fact re«
mains that the Solono festival is not observed by them, because they regard it as inauspicious. The author of the Aina Tdrikhndnr.a and Qur Tirath Sangra has given an
accoun of the Kambohs and assign? their origin to the Kambojas, but against this it may be
Urged that the Kambohs—
(i) do not observe the Salono or tie tne rafchri on it:
(it) at the phera their parohits proclaim Garh Gajni or Ghaggar Bas as their original
home:
(iit) that their gots correspond with those of the Brahmans and Chhatris:
(iv) that they perform the parojan oi bandhan ceremony:
(v) that they worship weapons at the Dasehra And wear them at weddings j and
(vi) that they cut the jand tree and sacrifice a he-goat at a mania?"
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The only point which merits notice in these folk-etymologies is the
allusion to Sodaksh (Sudakshina), king of Kdmboja, a territory which
lay onder the hills, which now form the northern border of the
Attock and Rawalpindi Districts, from the Indus to the Jhelum. That
king*, according to the Mahdbhafata, joined the Kauravas with an army
containing Yavanas and Shakas. But K&mboja also appears to have
been the name of a tribe. These facts are in accord with the tradition
that the Kambohs came from Kashmir, but bejond that there is absolutely nothing but the resemblance in the names to enable us to identify
the Kambobs with the Kdtnbojas. How their gots can be said to
correspond with those of the Brahmans or Chhatris is not clear. The
Kambohs have very few large sub-divisions. The ?ine largest are—
Dahut, Jaura, Sande, Jammun, Jbande, Thind, Jaueao, Mahrok, Uninal.

The Kambohs are by religion Hindu, especially in the east, Sikh,
especially in the Sikh Districts, while some are Jain, and a great many
are Muhammadans. The latter are in Lahore described as hardly distinguishable from the Ar&ins, but the Sikh Kamboh is better than
either, being equal to the Ar&in in industry, but more enterprising and
more provident. H e matches the Ar^fn as a market gardener and is
not inferior to the Sidhu J&t in general farming though he is smaller
in physique and less intelligent than the J&$0 The Sikh Kambohs in
the Chendb Colony numbered over 10,000 in 1904.
The Hindu Kambohs wear no janeo and do not purify the chaukd.
Their women wear the gown and formerly wore no nose-ring. Widow
remarriage is allowed.
The Kambohs of Montgomery, who are almost without exception
Hindus, affect the cult of Bhuman Shah, an Udasi faqir whose shrine
is at the village of that name in Dipilpur tahsil. H e is said to have
lived from 1687 to 1756 and was himself a Kamboh. He is looked
upon as a patron saint.
Hindu, Sikh and Jain Kambohs avoid 3 gots in marriage, the Muhammadans only one. The Hindu Dhat Kambohs perform the first tonsure
under a dhdh tree and the J ham got at a Bah£'s shrine in Lahore.
The Kambohs reverence Sultan and Bhairon.
The Muhammadan Kambohs have two groups :—
(i). B&wan-gota, * i.e., 52 gots.
(ii). Chaur&si-gota, i.e., 84 gots.
These groups do not intermarry or smoke with Hindu Kambohs,
though they are said to be of the same origin (as the Hindus ?). I t i«
said that when Gafh Gajni was destroyed a Chaur&si Kamboh took
refuge with a bard named Kam&chi and so the ancestor of the Biwango te severed all connection with him.
The Karn&l account is that the Kamboh first settled in Lalaohi, now
in Patf£la, whence they founded 82 villages. The Lalachi Kambohs
claim to be Biwan-gotas. A section of these Kambohs embraced Isl&zn
only nnder Jah&ngfr, and hence the mass of the B&wan-gotas became
Mchammadand, while the bulk of the ChauMsi-gotas remained Hindus.
• The I&wan-gota got* will be found in the Appendix.
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Kamera—Ranauri.
The two most important centres of the B&wan-gotas are Sanaur and
9
Sun&in in Pa^idla. The ' 52 are in their own estimation superior to
}
the ' 84*gota8. The latter are found in the Banur and Thuri (? Dhnri)
ildqas of Pati&la, in Maler Kotfa, N&bha, the Nar&ingarh tahsil of
Auib&la and in Sahiranpur east of the Jumna; also in Amritsar,
Mult&n, Montgomery and Lahore. A note from Ambdla makes the
}
,
'52-gotas descendants of a cadet branch and the '84-<7otoa of an
elder branch.
The Kambohs follow many occupations, as confectioners, retail
dealers, etc., as well as cultivators. As agents to bankers they are
much trusted. (2) an Ardin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multin.
KAMIL, a sept of R&jputs, found in Sidlkot.
KAMJN, fern, -ANI.
KAM£BA, a weaver, see under JuUh6.
KAMLANA, a sept of the Sid Is.
KAMERA,

KAMOKE,
KAMON,

a Muhammadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery

a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

KAMYANA,
KANAQ,

an Ardfn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a J&t clan (agricultural) found-in Amritsar.

(Doubtless Kang)*

0

an inhabitant of Kanaur, the valley which, lying
on the Upper Sutlej, forms an appanage of the 3ashahr State.
Its inhabitants are almost entirely Kanets or J&ds, but differ as completely from the Kanets of Bashahr proper as do the L&hula Kanets
irom those of Kullu.
Besides the Katiets or J&ds the only two castes in Kanaur are the
CWmang.t who make shoes and weave, and the Domang,J who are
blacksmiths and carpenters.
Water or cooked food which has been touched by the lower castes is
not used by Kanets, nor are people of these castes allowed to enter a
Kanet's house. If a Kauet eat such food inadvertently he applies to his
R&j& who bids him make expiation (prdyasr.hitta) and pay some
nazrdna or forfeit. This custom is called sajeran or $acheran.
The Kanets of Kanaur are said to be divided into three grades, eaoh
comprising a number of septs, whose names do not appear among the
Kanets of Bashahr proper.

KANAUBI, KANAWARI,*

The Kanel aepU of Kanaur\ according to thtir gtographical dittrib ution,
1ST GBADB KANBT4.

Bairyao.
Skamtaa.
Wing mo.
Thingar,
Dimes.

Pargan& Rajg&on,
McBlas.
8ana.
8hwil.
Daprato.
Bitaryin.

* Kan aura appears to be the more correct form
t The Ohamirs of the plains, doubtless.
t The Doms of the plains.

tfakhen.
BokeiA.
De*ran.
Daly&n.
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Kanet sept$ in Kanaur
Pargane 8h&wd.
Khadara.
Barji.
Shyalta.
Tbolpe.
Lojctaa
PiogtlS.
Shuryan.

Bo***, Tib. Pores

Hanahyin.
Dhanahvan.
Famkp*.
Palsan
AI da Da,
Ohhngpo*.
Bfet.
Kallam.
JMpalt*.
Chethi.

Ynlto.

I

ParganA Inner Tukpd.
Ratho*.
Nyokch6*
Pargana Outer Tukpd.
Chingkung.
Fanyan.
Pargana Pandarabti.
Ohogli

Litpa.
Bhilf.
Gyolang.
Tharmf.
Pnao, Tib. Puang.
Makala
MiapoQ or Miahpon.
Dhangch.

Dtfdyan.

I

tea

Pargani Thdrdbis.

I

Ty^rae.

Jogtf.

I

Zintu.

2ND GBADI KINITS.

Pargana Inner Tukpd.
Mojraitrf.
Pinkar.
Rakahas.

Brilbang.
Cbimapo.
K*fbo.

SbyiH.
Botha.
Ungyl.

Pargani Shfaod.
Tarkyan

Kbaryin.
Shytini.
Anohhfo, Tib. Asgoban.

|

Pargani Rajgdon.
Maehtn.

Khinpi, Tib. Khyimpa.

I

3BD GBADB KAN1T8 WHO WORK AS F0TTIB8.

I

Wingohhang.
1.
8.

A.
&

Wazi.

I

Ittwar.

Titles ef official*.
Chiree, the hereditary headman of a village (in each Tillage)
e deifcy, who apeaka on hia behalf.
Mathae, the hereditary kdrddr
Hia duty ia to petition the deity on
behalf of the pabho.
jyaree. whoae hereditary duty it ia to worahip
Not.
are
found in e?cry village where there ia a deity.
Bathungrn*, an official like the dafdddr of the State.

In the Kanaur valley Buddhism is the dominant faith, but though
the social customs of the people generally resemble those of the Hindus,
the observances bear Tibetau names, and the ritual is oonduoted in that
language.
I
Birth custom*.
During pregnancy the following chant is sung :—' 0 goddess Tint, I
bow down to thee, be pleased to bestow on this woman thy choicest
blessings.' And a charm written on a bit of paper or birch-tree barb
is tied round the woman's neck.
On the birth of a son the goddess Polm6 is adored, and the chant
called Bhum chung, which runs : Om tdyathd gate gate pari gate
$wahi$ (' May God bless the child ') is song. The old women of the
*

i
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family perform the midwife's functions ; and for a fortnight the mother
lives apart, being debarred from touching anything. At the end of
* leriod she and all she possesses are sprinkled with cow's urine mixed
with Ganges water, as among Hindus. The ohild's horoscope is cast
by a l&ma, who also names the child when it is 15 days old, or on any
other auspicious day. It is generally brought out of the house for the
first time at the full moon and, if possible, at an auspicious moment
when one or two months old. Charms for its long life are also made
by the lamas.
A boy's head is shaved when one year old, the lamas performing a
ham,* pujd, or path sacrifice. As the Kanauris only rank as Shadras
they are not entitled to wear the sacred thread, so they wear instead a*
kaythif or necklace from the age of 8.
Marriage customs.
The marriage customs in Kanaur resemble those of the Tibetans,
Brothers marry a joint wife, the lamas solemnizfng the wedding by chanting certain hymns and worshipping the gods or goddesses, goats also
being sacrificed.
The nuptial rites in Kanaur are peculiar. In the first place the
amount of the ^fcarf is unusually high, varying from Es. 100 to
Rs. 1,000. J The custom as to dower is also different. Many people
give the bride as many pewter vessels as there are in the bridegroom's
family, but ornaments, lie-goats, cows, etc., are also given. The wedding is thus solemnized :—
One of the brothers, most usually the one who is the bride's equal in
e
68 w fc 8 0 m e
ag > g** * k
°f his relatives to her father's house on the day
fixed by the lama (priest). There the party are well entertained, and
the lama solemnizes the wedding by reciting some chants in Tibetan
after the Tibetan manner. Next day they return to their own house
with- the bride richly dressed and adorned. On reaching home the
bride is made welcome, especially by her motW-in-law, After a
religious ceremony, the bride's right hand is held by all the bridegroom's
brothers, and then all of them are deemed to have married her. A feast
is then given to all who are present, and the lamas and musicians are
fee'd. This marriage is a valid one. The child of an unmarried girl
is called puglang (bastard), and has no right to anything by way of inheritance. Such children live by service and marry with some one of
their own class, i.e., with a puglang or puglahch.
In case all the brothers have only one joint wife, there can be
no question as to the right of inheritance. And just as the bride's
• Horn is a rite in which games are fed with clarified butter mixed with barley and
eesaroum seed; if possible almonds and dried grapes are also mixed in it. JM/a is an
Offering to the deity of a lamp fed with butter, water, flowers, sweetmeats, fruit, eto.
while p&th consists in reading or reciting the Tibetan scripture called Ohhas or Chhoss. *'
| The hanthi is an ordinary neoklao* made of tulsi, the holy basil (Ocymum sacrum).
These kanthis are generally made in tlardwar, Bindraban, Ajudhya and Benares.
J The dheri prevents a woman's going to another man, as only he who takes on himself the responsibility for it is entitled to keep the woman. It is a §um paid to the bride's
guardian by those of the bridegroom, and muet be refunded to the latter if the marriage
turns out badly, e.g., if the wife leave her husband and go off with another man, he has to
refund the amount to them.
a older than her husbands, or than some of them, and her age, especial
sharp tongue, gives her a decisive voice in the family councils.
ly
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mother-in-law is mistress of the family, so oq her death the wife
succeeds as its mistress. Thus the movable and immovable property
of a family remains in its joint possess or\ :nd is never divided. But
the custom of polyandry is now-dying out by degrees.
Death custom •
As the trade and wealth of Kanaur increase and its people come mo
in contact with India, they are rapidly abandoning the old customs, sue
as dubant (drowning), phukant (burning), bhakhant (eating), etc. 1ms
last method of disposing of a dead body was formerly observed only by
the inhabitants of H&ngrang ghorl who are called by the Kanaur is
Nyfim, and by the Kochi or Pahari people, Zar or Jar, Z&d or J&d.
The lamas used to consult their scriptures and advise as to the
disposal of the dead according to the time, etc., of the deach^ but now
the Hindu shrddhs, and so on, are observed. The only old custom which
survives is the annual shrddh called phuiaich,* in which a he-goat,
reared in the dead man's name, is dressed in his clothes, sacrificed and
eaten by the members of his kindred,
At a death-bed, grain is distributed among all those present, and ths
lamas read from Buddhist writings. The body is burnt on the same
day, or at latest on the next. Drums, sandis, karndlsf and couches
are played when the corpse is carried to the burning-grouud. Some of
the bones are picked up, and sent either to M£nasarowar in Tibet, to
Rawilsar in Mandi State, or to the Ganges.J In the deceased's room
a lamp is kept burning for seven days from the death, and incense is
also burnt in it. The chkolpa (Hind, kiria karm) is performed from the
eighth to the tenth day ; all the deceased's clothes are given to the
lamas, with other gifts.
constellations^
is inauspicious for the family of one who dies under it, and to avert the
evil, images of roasted flour are made and burnt with the corpse, to the
F
accompaniment of Tibetan chants.
'
After 15 days the lama does a hompujd, and path, reciting Tibetan
chants of purification. This ends the period of mourning. Aiter a yea?
the phulaich\\ is observed by giving food and clothee to a lama in the
deceased s name; and until this is observed the family roust not wear anv
new clothes, etc. The shrddh, called dujang in Kanauri, is also solemnised
1>y the lama
The burning-grounds are haunted by Mashan, Rakshas,
Shyuni and Khar-shyun a of whom th first two are conceived of as
evil spirits or demons, and the two latter ns Jack-o'-lanterns or ghosts, t
* Fnlaiob or Phuiaich, from Hindi phiil, flower, is so oallod W»„<.o Kir„a n •—1
wear new clothes till ore year after a death in the family
but after
^ efr fno i a . " " » *»«•«*
7
ftei
they may wear flowers and new olothee.
'
*
P
»°K the dujang
f The eanai and htrndl are both musical instruments used in the hilla Th« *„
made of wood and is about a foot long with seven holes on whi«h thl «'
former is
?
d
while playing and its sound i. like that of an algo]d ;Te Z t T u ^ L ^ T *** T
likea-ooghorn witharound, broad m.,uth; iVaonnd i t S ^ S X ^ o h ™ " "*
"
G t t n g e S 19 8 M d t 0 b 6
L^oV^Z" ^
^ — t inoovutioo-only dating
akthatrtu

and RewatT *

a r e Dhani

h

"* *. Shatbhl.h4, Purvabhadrapad*. mtarabhadrapada,

|| Phuldiobis also-the name of a fair held in October eveiv
„
7 yvear
e a r aat
t BRr.Un,,
r !lD
Ropa. See Ukhyang in the list of fairs.
« & near
f Mashan and Rakshasa a r e of course Sanskrit terras. The other two are Kanawari
possibly corruptions of Tibetan words. It is worth remarking that Mashin Shrrfni .IV
Rakshas are also seots of Kanets, found in Mellam, A, rang and S r a n g v n ^ e s rSpwtiyrfy.
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Religious days in Kanaur.
The following chant M repeated by the lama more than a thousand
times to exorcise>an evil spirit from a man or woman : Om band kild
kilayadimo shakcha ucha thaydld faf. Any one bitten by a mad doe
is healed by repeating the following chant more than a t h o u ^ i d
times: Om khu-khu racha khd-thdm dewd chdng-ghi dwishok.
of the Buddhist religious observances in Kanaur

/

. The Kangso a religious ceremony, in which the horn, puid and
path are performed by the lamas and zomos, observed in every temnle
throughout Kanaur• on the 8th, 10th, 12th nnd J4th of the brLbt half
as well as on the full moon and amdwas of each month.
h

Zin6ho

fcA*T ?«
*> celebrated in Kanam village on the 8th of the
bright half, as well as on the full moon of each month, including the
amawas.
3. The Torgyfi, performed at Kdnam, once on the 14th of the
half and again
a^ain on the full mnrm of Piirf~nn
4. The Toni, also celebrated at Kdnarn on the 11th of Chait for
ie day.
Tfb&ngm^
6.

Phfigu

7. The Namgang, also observed at Kinam for two dayL
amduas of every month. H6m, pujd and path are performed *b7
the
J
lamas and zomos.
8. Tho Shibrat (Sanskr. Shivaratri, the birthday of Shib or
Mahadeo), is a religious ceremony uot only of the Hindus bat also
of the Buddhists. It takes place on the 14th of the dark half of
Phagon, on which day the people adore Shib, whom they oall Lofan
and distribute food among relatives and friends.
'
9. The Shonetang, (Sanskr. Shravanarchaua, meaning 'worshin
of Sawan'), is celebrated at Gramang or Kathgaon in Bhaba parqana
on the full moon of Sawan. About a dozen young men, takine with
them cooked food for three days, go out to gather wild flowers and
plants from the loftiest snow peaks. They pass two nights there
collecting various kinda of wild Bowers and plants, and on their
return they are received with joyous music by the villagers The
garland which they bring from the forest is offered to tho deity and
they then, together with women, dance and sing songs.
10.

The L&m4 paza, a Buddhist religious rite, 'is observed at
uL wna.il,. rne Lamas and zomos
v « »,.v «,,„„ ^
>rship of the deity Chhakoling Pambar
performed by men and women with great
rejoicings
11. The J£gro (Sanskr.
religious
ceremony
ceremuuy,
uuawvou tmuu^uuui jxanaur OQ tne zubtx oEBhidon.
Bh£don The
The
—
•—"La •_
night is spent in singing and dancing to music, and worship'of
the
r
deity is performed in all the temples,
&

s
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A list of the fairs held in Kanaur, with a brief description of each.
1. Losar, or New Year's Day, is observed at K&nam for three
d«ys, from Parish shudi 13th till the full, moon of Paush. All the
people assemble to ask the lamas about their gains and lesses during
the coming year. It is the most characteristic fairt>f Kanaur. Feasts
are given to friends and relatives, but dancing by men and women
to music iy the chief function,
2. The Kangyur-zilmo (ft\ kdngyur, library, and z&lmc, a visit),
takes place on the 15th gate of Hftf (Ashirh) at K£nam. People visit
the Tibetan Library, called K&ogyur-t&ngyur, in the large village
of K&nam.
3. The Menthako fair also takes place at K&nam ou the 20th
gate of Bbidon (August) and lasts two days. The chief event at this
fair is a pony-race, feastiug, drinking, dancing to music and singing.
4. The Khwakcha fair takes place at Ka^nam and lasts for 5 days
from the 20th^a^"of Magh, ending ou the 25th. The nights are passed
iu
dancing
and
singing
to
music
before
the
temple
of
the
deity
called
P*bla.
5. The G£ng£ fair takes place iu Chdngmang forest above Lippa,
in Sbuwd pargana, on the full moon of Ka^tik. Men, women and
children climb to the Cb&ngmang forest, and eating, drinkiog,
dancing and singing are features of the festival.

6,

The

important
on the 13th and 14th gate oi Magh ( J a ^ r /

gather wild flowera and J e w * a X $ f
the deity. Men and w o m e n f u ^ f c h a £
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^
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a

^

high
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Again to whom should we offer a garland of .i. • i r t t^ ?
We must offer it to the deity of Y&oTiirfil ^hj" name
Where is the remainder of the fair heldI ? ^
illage
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\

l
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The fair 01 Maheshras*, the Bhiba pargand^ deity, takes place when the aatumn
moon is full.
A handsome Raja is B£ja Shumsher Singh.
And Maheshras, the deity of Bhabi.
LikefchuwaOhandika.J is beautiful.
In Tukpi pargand there are nine water
channels.
1
But Sh~aw& pargand has only one.'

8. The 8hogch fair is held at Chfni and lasts for 5 days, from Man gar
shudi 10th to the full moon of that month. People from all the
surrounding villages assemble to dance and sing and a great deal of
merriment results.
9. The Rathin fair is also held in Chfnf on the 1st of Paush and is
celebrated by dancing and singing.
10. The Agtarang fair at Richpa or Rispa in Inner Tukpi lasts
for one day. All the people of the surrounding villages assemble, and
dancing and singing before the temple of Kulvo deity are the features
of the fair.
11. The Mdng fair is also observed at Richpi and lasf° for about
a week from the 18th of M£gh. The lamas and zomos c ote th : ii
selves to the worship of Buddha, meu and women dance and sing
to r^usic with great merriment till the end of the fair.
12. The Yungnas or Jungnas fair is also held at Riohpa in Paush,
the exact day being fixed by the zamindirs to suit their own convenience, and it l^sts for five days. Worship of Buddha is observed
with general rejoicings. Eating, drinking, dancing and Binging are
the principal features of the fair.
J3. The Sherkan fair is held in "'.luainon the 3rd of Katilc and
lasts but one day.
14. The Dumgyur-z6lmo fair takes place at Kw£lda, in Shfiw£ pargand on an auspicious day appointed by the zamindare in Hdr (Ashfirh).
Dumgyur means a Buddhist praying wheel, and zahno, a visit. The
people visit the huge praying wheel, and turn it round to the right as
often as they are allowed.
15. The Kail£s-zalmo, or • th.e visit to the Kail&s mountain/ is
celebrated at Pilo or Spilo,ia Shawa pargand, on any auspicious day in
H6d fixed at the will of the zamiuddrs, and lasts one day. Worship of
the Kailfis mountain is performed with great rejoicings, dancing
and singing being the main features of the fair.
•

16. The KhepA fair is observed throughout Kanaur, for three days,
from Mapgar badi saptami to Maggar badi dasmi. The people bring
thorns and put them on the doors of their houses in order thai no evil
Bpirit may enter and on the 3rd day they take all the thorns outside
the village and bum them, as if they were burning au evil spirit.
Dancing and singing with music are main features of the fair.
17. The R£s-k6yang (ras Sanskr. rdnhi, a zodiac i sign and
kdyang, Sanskr. kdyat body), is the day on which the sun reaches
* Maheshras (2nd), the deity of Bhaba pargand,
| Bhaba is A pargand in the Wing valley.
J Shuwang Chandikd, the goddess of Eothi or JCostampi, a village in Shu w* pargand.

•
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the zodiacal sign of Aries. In India known as the Meshi-sankrilnti
or Visbuva sankrdnti, throughout the Simla Hills it is called Bishu.
This fair is celebrated throughout Kanrtur and the Simla Hills on the
1st of Baisakh. The houses are well whitewashed and decorated,
and dancing and singiug with great rejoicings are its main features.
18. The Ldbrang-zalmo fair takes place at K&nam on the 17th
of Jeth. At this fair people visit the temple of D&bld, and dance and
sing there with great rejoicings.
19. The Chhokten-z&lmo fair is held at L&brang, .in Shuwa
pargand, on the 15th of Bdj. People visit the temple called Chhokten
at Librang. Siuging and dancing to music are its.main features.
20. The Suskar fair is observed in Ko^hi or Kostampx as well
as elsewhere, about a week from the 9th of Pb&gun. Two parties, one
of young men and the other of young women, fight with snow-balls
until they are tired. Singing and dancing to music before the goddess
Shu wing Ohandika are the main features of the fair.
21. The Jagang fair also takes place in Ko^hi on the 3rd of AfAgti,
and lasts for a day. Dancing and singing songs to music, and worship
of the deity are performed with great rejoicings. ^Jagang,
from
Sanskr., yajna, means sacrifice.
22. The Bishu fair is the same as the R&s-kayang, which takes
place on the 1st of Baisakh. In Upper Kanaur the people call it
R&s-kdyang, and in Lower Kanaur, Bishu.
23. The Bang-k&yang fair is held at Gnimang or Ka^hgaou,
in Bhab& pargand, on the full moon of Paush. All the Bh£b£ people
assemble in the temple of Maheshras and worship him. Dancing and
singing are the main features of the fair.
Monasticism.
Kanet girls, who do not marry, but devote their time to the study
of the Tibetan scriptures are called zomos or jamos. They live in
nunneries. The two principal nunneries are at Kanam and Sunnam,
and in these a great number of 2omos live. Besides this, every
village has a few zomos.
Kanet boys, who learn the Tibetan Scriptures, and are well versed
in the Buddhist doctrines, are called Idmas. They live in monasteries
and are looked upon as very holy. In ftict they are the priests of
all of the Kanets. There are several monasteries of these lamas iu
Kfinam, Sunnam, and other villages. Lamas'are either Gyolang or
celibate, like the Brahmach&ri, or Pugpu, wh6 marry but never
shave the head.
The lama is consulted with regard to every important undertaking.
Thus he is asked to name an auspicious day for beginning to plough
or sow, and at the time ascertained he recites chants like the one
beginning : Orn akdni nikdni ambit a mandate man tale swahd, ' May
the gods bestow on us abundance of grain/ When a new roof is pnt
on a temple, which is called shdnt* the lamas perform a ceremony,
* From Sanflkr. shdntt, peace.

•
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reciting charms a n d performing hom9 with t h e sacrifice of sheep
and goats. This is called parestdng (Sanskr. pratislhd,
consecration).
"Vyhen a new house is read^ the lama fixes the time auspicious for ita
occupation, a n d t h e owner, dressed in .new clothes, is then t a k e n
into it with his wife, who rings a bell. This is called
gordmng.*
N e w g r a i n is first offered to the village-god and may then be eaten.
Cults in

Kanaur.

An alphabetical list of the deotas in Kanaur, together with the name of the village in which
each %8 located.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Badrfnath, at Kamru or Mone village.
Bhfmaka-lf, at Kamru or Mone village. (Also at Sarahan.)
Chhakoling Dambar, at Labrang village in pargand Shuwa.
Chandiki, at Ropa village in Shuwa pargana, Gangyul ghori. Also at Yawring
village, Shuwa pargand.
Chhwedung, at Ch&ngo village in Shuwa pargand.
Dabla, at Kanam, Dabling, Dubling, Lio,fcJpuwaor Poo, Shyasho, in Upper Kanaur.
Deodum, at Nako, in Shuw4 pargand.
Gyangmagyum. at JaDgf, in Shuwa pargand
Kasurajas, at Rfrang or Ribba, in Inner Tukpa pargand.
Khormo, at Pilo or Spilo, in Shuwa pargand.
Kulyo, at Richp& or Rispa, in Inner Tukpa pargand.
Mah^shras, atSbungri or Grosnam in Tharabis pargand, at Gramangor Kathgaon
in Bhaba pargand, and at Chugaon or Tholang in Rajgaon pargand.
Markaling, at Khwangi in Shuwa pargand.
Mathf, at Chhitkul, in Outer Tukpa pargand.
Milakyum, at Akp£ village in Shuwfc pargand.
Na-ges, at Barang, Bruang,t Chasanfr, Chhota Kamba, Kilba, Mewar, Mini, Sangla,
Sapn£ or Rapang villages. •
Nagin, at Bari village in Tharabis pargand.
Narayan, at Barsering village in Outer Tukpi pargand.
Narenas, at Asrang, Chini, Shohang, Urni, and Yula villages ; and also at
Chugaon, Gramang and Shungra, with the three Maheshras.
Orraig, at Morang or Ginam village in Inner Tukpi pargand.
Pathoro, at Rarang and Pun nam villages, Shuwa and Rajgaon pargana*,
Rogshu, at Rogi village in Shuwa pargand.
Shankras, at Pwari or Por village in Inner Tuki a pargand.
Shanshras, at Rakchham village in Outer Tukpa pargand.
Sh6sh6ring, at Pangf village in 8huw£ pargand.
Rapukch, at Th£ngi village in Inner Tukpa pargand.
Shuwang Chandika, at Kostampi or Kothi village in Shuwi pargand.
Tarasang, at Tranda village in Tharabis pargand.
T6ras at Rupi village in Pandrabfs pargand.
Tungma Dambar. at Gyabung village in Shuwa- pargand.
Ukha, at Nachar and Bard Kamba villages, Tharabte and Pandrabfs parganas.
Yulsh4, at Sunnam village in Shuwa pargand.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
U.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
KANAZAI,

a nadddf or cotton-carder iti Pesh&war.

KANAZAI,

one of the three main sections of the Dtmdnzai Path&ns in Haz6ra.

fern. -1, this like the KANJAR is hardly a caste, Kanchan simply
meaning a pimpj or prostitute, and being the Hindustani equivalent for

KANCHAN,

* From Sanskr. grihapravtishtha, entering in a house: it is called ghardsni in the Simla
Hills.
f Niges deotd in 8angla ia thus addressed by the pujydres in worship:—
O thou, who livest within the wall, who livest in holes, who canst go into a vessel, who
canst swiftly run, who livest in the water, on the precipice, upon the trees, in the wasteland, among the meadows, who hast power like the thunderbolt, who livest within the
hollow trees, among the rocks, within the caves, be victorious*
J In this sense it has a plethora of synonyms.

Kdnchi--Kandarke.
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the Panjdbi Kan jar. The word kanchan IB said to mean 'gold* or
' p u r e and illustrious/ The Hindu prostitute is commonly known as
Rdrujani, Harkain being also used.* Randi is also used for a prostitute
(
in the east of the Province, but it only means a widow' throughout the
Punjab proper. Only two-fifths of the Kanchans are males. They form
a distinct class, though not only their offspring, but also girls bought
in infancy or joining the community in later life and devoting themselves to prostitution, are known as Kanchans. In the south-east of the
Punjab, however, the Kanchans appear to form a fairly distinct caste.
Those of them who have followed their profession for generations are
styled fieradars and look down upon the later recruits. They have a more
or less definite custom of inheritance^ and the birth of a girl is the
occasion for greater rejoicings than that of a boy, as a girl is a source of
wealth. The unmarried girls are generally prostituted, but vfives and
sons' wives are kept in even more rigid seclusion than high caste women.
Wives have to be purchased from poor people of any tribe at considerable cost, as Kanchans do not give their daughters in marriage and cannot obtain brides in their own caste. When a girl attains puberty and
po-habits with a man for the first time a feast, called shadi missi, is
nveu to all the brotherhood, and menials get their doles. Prior to this
ceremony the girl may wear a nose-ring, but not after it. Seven months
after a pregnancy too the brotherhood is feasted and menials paid their
dues. The mirdsi of the Kanchans is called dddd and gets a rupee a
year. A woman of another caste is admitted into the sisterhood by
drinking a cup of sweetened water and she is then entitled to be treated,
even in matters of inheritance, like a natural daughter. The Kanchan,
Rdmjani and Harkain are said to rank above the Barikka,J Malzdda,
MusALLr and NAT—all of whom appear to be or rank as prostitute castes.
The Kanchans of Ludhi&na found in N&bha say they were Chughattdi
Mughnls descended from one Mirza Jeb. His grandfather Mirza Alam
was put to death for some reason at Delhi and fltd to R&nipur. He is
said to be still spoken of as ' R&mpur J u n i ' and in order to conceal his
identity he joined the Kanchans. See also PERNA.
KANCHI,
KA^PA,

c

a J&t ^

an

(agricultural) found in Mnlt&n.

a J6 V clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

KANDAN,

an agricultural clan found iu Shihpur.

KANDABKR,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

* The story told is that Ahid's son, the king Shidad, built a magnificent palace, which he
named Paradise. In it he placed virgins instead of the houris of Paradise, who are lawful
to the dweUers therein. This recalls the practice of the Assassins as told in the History
of 11
that sect by von Hammer, p. 137 of the English translation : A youth who was deemed worthy, by his strength and resolution, to bo initiated into
the Assassin service, was invited to the table and conversation of the grandmaster or
grand-prior : he was then intoxicated with henbane (hashish) and carried into the garden,
which, on awakening, he believed to be the Paradise : everything around him the houris in
particular, contributed to confirm his delusion."
The Ramjani of course claims descent from Ram Ohandra.
f Kanchans and Kanjars generally follow Muhammadan Law in cases of inheritance
Punjab Record, 95 of 1884, 52 of 1893, G2 of 1892 and 98 of 1885. In Nibha, however'
ii is stated that sons and daughters succeed equally, contrary to Muhammadan Law.
1 A low class of Muhamroadaas: Punjabi Dicty., p, 100,
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the same as the dhunia or pcnja, or rather ' a Hindu dhunia :
see Kanera.

KANDERA,

but

one of tha phratries of the Rajputs in Karn&l and like the
Mandhar, Panihar, Saokarwil and Bargujar descended from Lao.
Intermarriage betweeo these tribes is forbidden on the grouud of their
common descent.

KANDHAK,

KA^DKANAB,
KANDWA,

a Rijput clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

a Ja$ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

(1) a mat-weaver but now a weaver of any kind (Mult&ni): (2)
the Kaneras form a small Muhammad an caste, found only on the lower
courses of the Sutlej and Chenab, and on the Indus. They must be
distinguished from the Kandera or Penja of Delhi. They are a river
tribe, and their original occupation was plaiting mats from grass and
leaves, making string, and generally working in grass and reeds ; but
they have now taken to weaving generally, and even cultivate land.
In Dera Ismail Khan and Bannu, however, they still work in kathud and
kander, of which they make mats and pa talis for the roofs of houses, as
well as ropes. They are a low caste, slightly but only slightly superior
in standing and habits to the other grass-workers and tribes of the river
banks. " A Kaneri by caste,andher name is GhuUm Fafcima, and she is
au associate of the gentlemen of the desert (tfild-pigs) ! " (2) a J i t clan
(agricultural) found in Muit&n.

KANERA,

KANERAN,

a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Multin.
•

KANET.—The Kanets are the yeoman peasantry of the eastern Himalayas in

the Punjab, and of the hills at their base. On the west they extend as
far as Bangahal and the eastern portion of the KAngra Valley, occupying
the whole of Kullu,* Mandi, Suket, the Simla Hill States and Sirmiir.
A few are also found east of the Sutlej in the Jhandbari ildqa of Hoshiirpur and the Kot&ha Valley of Amb£la is also held by them. In Kingra
Proper their plac* is filled by the Ghirths. Th« R&jpats are, ganerally
speaking, their over-lords, but in many places, especially in the Simla
Hills, thoy have retained their original independence and are directly
subordinate to the R&jput R£j£s.
€

The common derivation of Kanet or Kanait is from kunit
indifference * or * hostility' to the Sh&shtras, and the R&jputs or Chhatris who
9
did not observe them strictly are said to have been called 'Kanait.
Their laxity was mainly with regard to wedding and fm. jral rites and
in keeping widows as wives. Others say that the word is really kania
9
het or 'love for daughters because Kanets did not kill their girl-children. The true R&jputs used to kill theirs at birth. Another suggestion
is that ait signifies sons, just as aik signifies brothers and kinsmen,
e. g. R&mais means R&mu's sons and Ramaik his brothers and kin.
Now R£ja Kans of the Pur&ns is called K&n in PahAri and his sons
would be called Kanait, but sine* Kans persecuted Brahmans and was
The Lahul*8, or peasantry in Lahul, are b ginning; to cull themselves Kanets na^ they
become Hinduized. See under Lihula. The Kanets of Lahul are said to be called * J ad by
the Kanets of Kullu, but that term appears to be unknown both ia Lahui and in Sp iti.
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looked upon as a dait (a devil OP rdkshasa), he was killed and left
no descendants. Others say that Krishna, also called Kdn in Pah&p,
invaded Bashahr and advanced to Shurinatpur (now Safthan); so his
descendants are Kanait. But neither suggestion appears tenable.
Speaking generally, the further we penetrate into the Hills the less
pure is the Kanet and the lower he stands in Hindu estimation. In the
Siw&lik hills, in Sirtnur, below the Chaur Peak, in lower Suket, Mandi,
Ndligarh, Bilispur, etc., the pure Kanets at least rank higher than those
in the upper hills of Kulla, Sar&j and the other Simla States. The
latter in turn look down upou the Kanets whose country stretches from
the Nogri Jehad to Kanaur, and they in turn despise the Jdds of
Kanaur itself.
•

In Kulla Proper, i.e., in the Kullu Valley, the Kanets have three groups
or grades: Khash, R&hu and Niru*, the latter apparently confined «to
the Dugi-Lag waziri in Kullu. Sir James Lyall, ho'wever,- only noted
€
4
two divisions the Kassiya' and Rdo.' The latter say that a Rdjd of Kulla
ordered the Kanets to reform their loose practices, and conform altogether
to Hinduism ; those who obeyed were called Kassiya* and those who
stuck to their old ways, Rdos. It is a fact that at the present day the
former are more Hindu in all their observances than the latter and the
story is otherwise probable, as one can see that the.foreign priests round
the R&j£s were always striving to make the Kullu people more orthodox
Hindus, greater respecters of Brahinans and less devoted to the worship
of their local divinities. The Kassiyas wear the janeo, and pretend to
some superiority which, however, is not admitted by the R&os. They
intermarry and eat and drink together out of the same cooking-pots bat
not oat of the same dish or plate. The late Mr. A. Anderson noted that
the Kassiya were more common in Kullu proper and the Rio in Saraj.
The Kanets of the remote Mat&ti* Valley will be found described under
Ra Deo. According to Cunningham KAos are also in possession of the
lower P&bar, Rupin and Tons valleys iu the Simla Hills, but these may
be the Rdhus of those Hills. They give their name to the petty fief
of Raw&hin or Rawain.
In the Simla Hills the groups are Kanet, Khash, R£hu and Kuran (For
Kuthira), the Khash ranking below the Kanet, who take their daughters
in marriage ; while both rank above the K&hu, who are votaries of RAhu,
and the Kuran, devotees of Ketu. These two latter groups keep an
T

• In 8imla the Nfru, Noro, Niuru, Nonu, Neonu and (or) Notu sept(s) arejeaid to be old
Kanets and descended from the Kajputa—of a tribe not speciBed—who were mates'* or
movannas, Brahmans and Mians or sons of* Rajas who took Kanet wives. They often
intermarry with the Khash or Khosh. 'The Niru and Khosh do not intermarry with the
Rahu and Knran, though the two former eat food cocked by each other, and alao with the
R6hu and Koran txeepe at times of sutak and fdtalc. ^ In Kulla and Bashahr the Rihn and
Kuran cook food on an angetha or stove, while the Niru and Khosh use chula*, but ttyiais a
custom rather than a caste distinction. The Rahu and Kuran disregard th« ru e offiit/t,
i. e.t they can drink from the same cup. With them demise mourning ends after three
days and on the 5th they kill a goat. These Kanaits can cohabit with a Kolin,. if they
keep her in a separate house, and any son .by her will be a servant in the family but
cannot claim inheritance. Hut a Da^i woman oanuot be kept, as the Dapi is inferior in
caste to the Koli. These Kanaits eat the tlesh of the owe, bheri. They can marry the
maternal uncle's or father's aster's daughter. They are found in Kullu and Bashahr but
there arc very few to the sooth of the Nogri. The Rahu and Knran hardly differ at all t
They intermarry and oat together during sutak and pdtah. Bihu is said to be derived from
Rahu the eun-devouring dragon, or, in Kullu Proper, from mahu, a bee.

Kanet factions.
eclipse as a fete-day, feasting just as it takes place. On the Shivr&tri
too they make an ox of flour and worship i t : and then the head of the
family shoots it in the belly with an arrow or cuts it with a sword, and
the pieces are distributed to all present, in spite of attempts to rescue
the image.*
In Sirmur the Kanets are found throughout the State, but trans-Giri
only the Khash. The latter have an offshoot called Sharai from shara,
the Mohammadan Law, because their ancestor when hardpressed
acknowledged himself the Koli of his Muhammadan oppressors. The
Khash will give no daughters to the.Sharai. Most of the Kanets in
Sirmur are returned as runw&r.
The relative position of the different groups can hardly be stated
with precision. Thus in Kullu Proper the Khash rank higher than the
Rahu, despite the saying :
RhnshiL, Khash lis,
Man eh, bdb bis.
" To every Khashia,t twenty Khash,
One mother, twenty fathers."
In Sar&j the Kanets are polyandrous, yet they profess to look down on
the Kanets of Kullu Proper: and in the Simla Hills the Khash are inferior to the true Kanets.
In the Kanaur tract of Bashahr, the Kanets are called JAps or Zfids
and form a distinct sub-caste with which the Kanets of the lower ranges
do not, as a rule, intermarry or eat, though they will smoke and drink,
with them. They are not at ali particular abput their food or drink,
and will actually eat yak-beef. These Kanets will be found fully
described under KANAURJ.
I

Throughdut Sirmur and the Simla Hills there were until quite recent
times two great factions, the Shitis or followers of the P&ndavas. and
the Bishis who were adherents of the Kauravaa.j; Social intercourse
of any kind between these two groups was absolutely forbidden, but
they now intermarry, and so on. In Sirmdr the adherents of the
Kauravas are also called Sathnrs, those of the P&ndavas Pasars. The
origin of there terms is lost in obscurity.
The Kanets are, or claim to be, of impure RAjput descent, but the
race is of diverse origin. In Kullu the? are often classed by other
Hindus as on a par with the R4this§ of K&ngra, and just as the latter
* In the Simla hills, four classes among the Kanets were said to rank higher than the rest
and are known as the Chir Khundh. Their names are Bhaunthf, Parhfar, Chhippar, Balhfr.
Other sub-divisions in those hills are:—Kohrfl, Gahru, Baruri, Chikar, Katlehru, SurAji.
Khaft, Badni, CharolA, Badalwai, Jalanu, Rohal, Katilik, Pirwil, Janwil, DolAl, Rohana,
Kulharnun, Norn, Laddogarh But a large number of IcheU are now given as superior to
the rest of the Kanets.
9
f Said to mean "female* (? Khas). The word Kbaaha in Sanskrit is said to hare
meant the country inhabited by the fourth class of the Hindus (PSddras). It extended
from Kumano to the Simla Hills.
t The Basbis kept the Shkrttri on the 14th, the Shitis on the 15th of Pbigan.
§ The Kanets rank well above the Ghirths in the hypergamy scale, for whereas a
Ghirthni becomes a queen in the 7th generation a Kanotni may aspire to that honour la
the 5th, which places the Kanets juat below the Hat bis.
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claim to be R&jputs, who have lost status by taking to the plough, or
the offspring of Rajputs by women of Sudra rank, so the Kanets say
that they are the children of women of the hills by Rajputs who came
up from the plains. On the other hand, another story makes the mass of
the Kullu population homogeneous and assigns both the Kanets and the
Dagis to one stock. Two sons of the demi-god, Bhim Sain, Pandava,
each had a son by a daughter of a Kullu rdkahasa or demon. One of
these married a Bhotanti or Tibetan woman, who fed him on y&k's flesh,
so that he and hit* children by her became D/igis. The other son was
the ancestor of the Kanets.
But if the mass of the Kanets claims descent from various Rajput
tribts, some, such as the Chibhar, from Kishtwir and Lahore, and the
JDogra, from Jammu, claim to be Brahmans by origin. Besides thei>nebulous staius groups the Kanets are divided into countless septs of
which only a few can be noticed here. More than 1,100 Kanet khete*
or septs are enumerated. The khel is quite distinct from the gotra
which is often, if not always, retained. The origin of some of the khels
is quite recent and well authenticated. Thus the Sain sept is descended
from R&nas of Kot Kh£i, Khaneti, Kumhfirsain and Del h a t : the Maliira
sprang from a cadet branch of the ruling families of Bilispur and
N&lagarh; and both, originally Rdjputs by birth, have sunk to Kanet
status.
In Sirmur the Jaitki khel is so named from the village of Jaitak,
but it is said to be descended from a Khatri of .Simana who espoused
a Kanetnf.
From the Agnikula R&jputs have sprung the Agnibansi and PunwAr
septs; and from the Punw&r the Bhaunthi, Badh6r, Baler, Khanogd
•and Ram&l septs.
The Tan war or Tanur Kanets are descended from Rajputs of (hat
clan and are found, chiefly, in B&ghal, Mahlog and Kunhidr.
From the ^hauhAns are descended the Rah&uf, Namohi, Biphr&la.
Padh&r, Padbdn, S£di, Chauh&n, ChAndal and Chandel septs, all
claiming Baldeo of Delhi as their progenitor. The Bad hoi Kanets,
who are very numerous in the Simla Hills, are also said to be ChauhAn;
they are divided into a number of sub-septs and can marry within their
own sept. Other septs are :—
J. Bh6radwajet: this gotra name is still in use, but it includes the
Bafc&l and Mfinlu (Kanet) septs and the Chandra (Brahmans). Tradition pays that once a Brahman mdwi of Sonwal, a village in Ko$i,
had two sons who married £ a n e t brides. One settled at M&nl& village,
an(
the other at Bh&tl**
* 'hey founded the M£nlu and Bat,£l septs.
Those of the family who remained Brahmans settled at Chan^rf, a
village in Kotf and are called Chaniru. 2. Kaldl: a sept which takes *
its name from Kelo, a village in Kotf, and gives its name to the KaUljhi
vargana of that State. H. Chauhan, a sept which occupies the upper
valley of the P6bar in Jubbal, and is numerous in Keon(hal, Sirmur,
•The word khel is pronounced like kher, with the hard lt in the Simla Hills. It may,
however, be identical with the Pashtu khel.
f The occurrence of tbia gotra name among the Gaddia and Ghirtha also will be noted.
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Mandi and Sn^nt. 4. Manga], a sept which gives its name to the
Mdngal, a tract lying west of the PAbar basin. 5. Kdsib, another
gotra name, more thau hnlf of whom are returned fiom Bash afar, where
the Kanets are divided into numerous septs.
The Ranets of Kulliu
Kanets of both sexes wear a dress which is picturesque, and not at all
oriental. A red and black woollen cap, not unlike a Scotch bonnet at
first sight, a grey or brown loose woollen tunic girt in, with a rope or
sa?h at the waist, a striped cr chequered blanket worn like a Scotch
plaid round the chest and over the shoulders, form the dress of the men.
If well enough off/ they add loose woollen trousers tight round the ankle.
Some of the women wear a cap like that of the men, under which their
hair hangs down in long plaits lengthened out with plaits of worsted,
but most of them do without a cap, and wear their hair puffed out and
twisted into a high sloping chignon, not unlike the fashion once prevailing among English women. Instead of a tunic they wear a plaid or
blanket fastened aroond them with bodkins, and so* skilfully put
on that while the 3ck and arms are bare, all the rest of the body is
modestly covered to below the knee : the leg is bare or covered with a
woollen gaiter : broad metal anklets are not uncommon, and set off the
leg very prettily ; the arms are generally overloaded with bracelets.
Both sexos are generally shod with sandals made of plaited straw or
hemp, but many «o bare foot, and a few wear leather shoes. Both sexes,
especially on festival days, are fond of wearing bunches of flowers stuck
in their caps or in their hair, and strings of flowers hung round their
necks. Some are hardly darker than Spaniards in complexion, with a
ruddy color showing in their cheeks ; others are as dark as the ordinary
Punjabi.* They are not tall, but look strong and active, and generally
have handsome figures. Many of the women have fine eyes, and a mild
f
and gentle expression of ace, but the men, on the wholfc, have the
advantage in regularity of feature. The finest men are to\*be found in
Sardj. The women do most of the field work, with the exception of
ploughing, but in return they have more liberty than in most parts of
India. They attend all the fairs and festivals (jack) held periodically at
every tetuplo in the country. At these fairs both sexes join in the
singing and dancing, but the women in Kullu dance separately, and at
night only. In Bashahr the Kanets of both sexes dance together. In
the L&g and Parol waziris it is not uncommon to see many of both sexes
returning from the fairs decidedly tipsy, the result of deep potations
of sur or lugri, a kind of weak acid beer, generally brewed at home, from
rice. I n Rupi and Sardj drinking is considered a reproach, and almost
universally eschewed.t In the winter, when confined to their houses by
I
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* With the exception of a few families, descendant* of the Rajas' priests or parohits, the
Kullu Brahmans differ very little in appearance, dress or customs from the Kanets. The
same may be said of nearly all of the few Rajputs. The blood is in fact generally very
mixed, for both Brahmans and Rajputs commonly marry Kanet girls: such wire* are
know a as «Hl in distinction from tho l&ri, or wife of the aamd'oaste taken by the regular
bidh ceremony : Lyaifs Kangra Sett *ep.,§ 114. The text ia from § 11*.
| In Rupi a mildly intoxicating, but very refreshing, infusion of hemp-leaves (bhangy,
violets and sugar is occasionally indulged ip at fairs. In the other waziris of Kullu Proper,
towards the sources of the Beas, there is much drunkenness. The hiII-beer is of two kinds,
lugri and chakH ana sur. The former is made from rice, fermented witb phap, a kind of
yeast which is imported from Ladikh or Baltistan, and the composition of which is a trade
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the snow, the men spend most of their time in weaving blankets and
cloth for sale or home consumption : the women do not weave in
Kullu.
Social usages.
'The 6 cial uoages of the Kanets are not peculiar to the caste, but arc
those which are followed by the other castes in the localities concerned, the upper classes of the Kanets observing the same usages »s
the Brahmans or Rajputs, while the lower are content to follow much
the same customs as the artisan castes below them. A full account
therefore of all the Kanet social usages and religious beliefs would be
tantamount to a description of all the Hindu usages in vogue in the
hills of Kullu. Mandi, Suket and Simla, together with an account of all
the Hindu beliefs in those hills. Such an account is attempted in the
Introductory Volume; and the notes which follow give only the barest
outlines of the social observances in Kullu. Those of the Kanets of
L&hul, Kanaur and Bashahr and separately described under LARULA
and KANACEI, and below on p. 000 will be found an account of the
people of Bashahr.
On the birth of a male child in Kullu there is a feast, and a present
is made to the headman (negi) of the Kothi. The child is christened
some time within the year following, and is then produced in public,
and there is another fea9t. It is a common custom in Outer Saraj to
give two brothers names that rhyme. According to one informant,
who ranks all Kanets as Sudras, the Khash observe the same rites at
birth as the twice-born castes, while rhe Raos, like the low castes, simply
offer a bunch of green gross to the child's father and he places it on
his head, but gives no alms.
' Three kinds of marriage ceremonies arc in use in Kullu, viz. (1) Bedi
bidh,the ordinary Hindu form; (2) ruti maniii, lour or five men go from
the bridegroom to the bride's house, dress her up, put a cap on her head,
and then bring her home to the bridegroom ; (3) Ganesh puja, the form
used by Brahmans, Khatrfs, Suni£s&s, etc., in marrying a Kanet girl. The
bridegroom sends his priest and others to the bride's house where worship
of Ganesh is performed, and the bride then brought homo. Suniaras
send a knife to represent them. The children of a Brahman and R&jput
by a Kanet wife are called Brahmans and R&jputs ; the term Rathi is
often added as a qualification by any one pretending himself to unmixed
blood. In the absence of other children they are their father's full heirs,
but in the presence of other children by a lari wife they would ordinarily
only get an allotment by way of maintenance, put by some at one-6ftb,
but the limit seems rathor vague m practice. The rule of inheritance in
secret of the brewers, who are nearly all Ladakhis or Lihulis, and thus able to keep
the roadside public-houses and the drinking-tents at fairs in their own hands. Four
measures of rice are mixed with 4 equal measures of phap, aud to the mixture is added the
same bulk of water, tbe whole sufficing to fill a large earthenware vessel in which it is
allowed to remain for 4 daj's : the liquor is then strained off, and will keep good for 8 days;
it is acid and sickening, and an acquired taste is necessary for its appreciation. Bur is the
" table beer " of the country, brewed by the people in their homes, and is made in the same
way as chakti, but with kodra millet instead of rice, and a ferment called dhiti, instead of
pkap. Dhili is a mixture of sutu and various herbs kneaded into a cake without any admixture of water, and kept warm below a layer of barley straw for 20 days or so, when it
begins to smell, it is then dried, and is ready for use.
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u among all tribes at the present day is pagvand, or, as it is here
called, mundevand, that is, all legitimate sons of one father get an equal
share without reference to the number of sons born of each wife or
mother. Among the Kanets and the lower castes the real custom hitherto
has been that every son, by a woman kept and treated as a wife wag
legitimate. It was not necessary that any ceremony should have been
performed. If no one else claimed the woman, and she lived with the
man as a wife, the son born from such cohabitation was legitimate. In
the same way among the same classes a pichlag, or posthumous son
(called ro-ndu in Kullu), born to a widow in the house of a second husband,
is considered the son of the second husband ; and a widow cannot be
deprived of her life tenure of her husband's estate for want of chastity
so long as she does not go away to live in another man's house. It
appears to be a general idea in Kullu that a father could, by formal deed
of gift executed in his lifetime, give his estate to a daughter, in default
of sons, without consent of next of kin. It is, I think, doubtful also
whether a distant kinsman (say, more than three or four generations
apart) could claim against a daughter without gift, and, it seems,
generally allowed that a gharjawdi or son-in-law taken into the house
becomes after a tune entitled to succeed as a kind of adopted son
without proof of g i f t ' : (Lyall, § 115).
1

Polyandry now prevails only in Saraj, and there the custom seems to
be tending to fall into disuse. It is in reality a mere custom of community of wives among brothers who have a commuuity of other goods.
In one house you may find three brothers with one wife, in the next three
brothers with four wives, all alike in common; in the next house there
may be an only son with three wives to himself. It is a matter of means
and of land ; a large farm requires several women to look after it.
Where there is only one wife to several brothers it will generally be
found that some of the brothers are absent for part of the year working
as laborers. In former years I nave seen perplexing claims arise from
this custom. The soim or grandsons of a family which has lived in
polyandry agree to divide the ancestral estate, and quarrel as to the
shares, some saying that each son should get an equal share, others that
the sons of each mother (where the fathers had several wives in common)
should get an equal share, others that the sons of each putative father
should get an equal share. Of late years such disputes have seldom
arisen, as it has become a pretty generally recognised principle that, as
far as our courts are concerned, the woman in these cases is the wife
only of the eldest son or head of the family, and all sons she may bear
must be presumed to be his. This principle agrees in results with, what
I believe to have been in former times, the general rule of inheritance,
as between the children of brothers all living in community of wives
(but itmu8t be confessed that no one cuscom seems to have been rigidly
followed in all oases) ; on the other hand, as between the children of
brothers all of whom did not live in community of wives, the old custom
of the country was, 1 believe, as follows :—If of three brothers, one
separated off his share of the estate and set up for himself, and the other
two lived on in common and a son was born in their house ; then such
son was considered to be the child of two fathers and heir to the estate
of both : the separated brother or his children could claim no share of
such estate on the death of either of the united brother*. This appean
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to me to have been the custom in past times, but it is opposed to the
principle, above mentioned as at present in for
of only recognising the
mother to be the wife of one of the brothers, and J am not aware that it
has been ever affirmed by our courts/* Lyall, § 117.
A corpse is burnt ordinarily on the day following the death, before
the cremation it is covered with a cloth, and the musicians play. If
the deceased is of good family his ashes aro at once taken to Hardw&r,
wbateverthe season of the y e a r : otherwise they are kept till the
winter, when a party is made up io convey to the Ganges the nshes of
all who have died in the neighbourhood during the summer. The for- '
raal funeral ceremonies (the gati) are performed on the tenth day
after death, when the deceased's clothes
are divided among the
officiating Brahmans and the Kumh&rs who provide the earthen pots
for the funeral. On the 13th day (pachi) a goat is sacrificed and
is eaten at a feast by the relatives of the family. Kanets of the lowor
class (the Raos) perform all these ceremonies on one day, the third after
the death. In some places it is usual after a cremation to make a small
foot-bridge over running water somewhere in the neighbourhood to
help the passing of the soul of the deceased. On the fourth anniversary of the death the chaubarkha feast is celebrated, and until then
the widow, if faithful to the memory of the d»*ad, should remain in
mourning »nd refrain from wearing her ornaments, she is forbidden for
ever to wear again her gold nose-ring and buldk.
' T h e Kullu people are good humoured among themselves but rough
ar.d inhospitable to strangers, very shy and distrustful of any new officer
but almost fond of one they know well, very submissive to constituted
authority if exercised with any tact, not given to theft, and not much to
falsehood ; but this is partly the result of a simplicity or want of cunning
which does not see how a fact perfectly well known to the questioned
persou can be concealed from the questioners. On the other hand, they
are not so industrious, so frugal, or so enterprising as the Kfingra people,
and they are still more superstitious. That they have imagination is
proved by many of their legends and fairy tales which contain as much
of t h a t quality as any in the world. Their sense of the picturesque is
proved by the situation they chose for their temples, by the wild stories
they attach to each cave, lake, frowning cliff, rugged rock, or waterfall,
to explain the impression which its form produces on their minds. They
are very fond of music ; the tunes, which are quick and lively, remind
one of Irish jigs or Scotch reels. The women sing a great deal, and
rhyming songs are made at each marriage or funeral, or in commemoration of any remarkable event. As a general rule, one line in each
couplet is not original and has no reference to the subject in hand. I t
belongs, in fact, to a collection of old lines, which is used as a common
stock by all the poets of the country, like a Gradus ad
Pamassum.
This is a splendid invention for reducing the difficulty of rhyming,
which keeps so many poets mute in other countries. Their heads are
full of strange fancies about things spiritual; fcr instance, thoy believe
••Among the Kanets of Kodh Sowar, %. e., in Bang4hal the vands or separate holdings
were indivisible, so that if the owner of a single xand died it went to his kanna or youngest
son. while if he held two, the other went to his next youngest, and so on. The elder sons
went oat into the world and took service with the RAjior elsewhere, earning a grant of
landlthereby, while the younger son* remained at home and succeeded.
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in the soul leaving the body during sleep, and account in this way for
dreams : in these wanderings they say the soul can hold converse with
the spirits of deceased persons, and communications are often received
in this way. Both men and women are very susceptible of the passion
of love, and do wild things under its inlluence. They will run off and
live together in a cave in the mountains till forced down by the pangs of
starvation. Men of the best families constantly incur imprisonment or
loss of office-for breaches-of marriage laws, or social outlawry for the
sflfke of some low caste womati. They are not. manly or martial in
manner, but I doubt if they can be called a cowardly race. I have seen
them attack bears and leopards without firearms in a rather coura<*eou8
way.'* Apart from the jollifications at the fairs, the people, even the
children, have few amusements. A game called chagols or "sheep and
panthers " is sometimes played with pebbles for pieces on a rough sort
of chessboard chalked on a rock.
To describe the religious ideas of tho Kanets would be tantamount to
giving an account of modern Hinduism in the Himalayas. But to show
the curious natures of their superstitions it is worth while to describe an
expiatory ceremony, which is occasionally performed with the object of
removing grah or bf-d luck or evil influence which is supposed to be brooding over a hamlet. The deota of the place is, as usual, first consulted
through the chela and declares himself also under the spell, and advises
a jag or feast-,, which is grven in the evening at the temple. Next mornirg
a man goes round from house to house "with a kilta or creel on his back,
into which each fafcnily throws all eorts of odds ''and ends, pairing
of nails, pinches of salt, bits of old iron, handfuls of grain, etc.;
the whole community then turns out and circumambulates the village,
at the same time stretching an unbroken t irend round it fastened to
pegs at the four corners. This done, the man with the creel carries it
down to the river-bank, and empties the contents therein, and a sheep,
fowl, and some small animals are sacrificed on the spot. Half the sheep
is tbe perquisite of the man who dares to carry the creel, and ho is aUo
enteitained from house to house on the following night.
Tea

PEOPLE OF BASHAHR STATE.
I

*

The Bashahris or people of Bashanr, the Simla Hill State which lies
tnont remote from the Punjab proper, differ in their customs so materi- ally from the peoples of the other Simla Hill Stfetes that it is necessary
to describe them separately. While the mass of the population is
Kanet, RAjputs or Th&kurs, Brahmans and the low castes of the Simla
Hills are also well represented in Bashahr, but the customs of the
people as^i whole are those of tho Kanets, the dividing line between the
different castes being very indistinct. The following account of the
people of Bashahr is from the pen of Pandit Tika R&m Joshi. It excludes
the customs of Kanaur, for which reference must be made to KANAUBI.
Tho Kanets of Bashahr appear to be divided into two hypergamous
sub-castes (groups) : —
(i) Khash.
(ii) Karau, or KAhu, from whom the Khash take daughters but do
not give them brides in return.
* Lyall's K4ngra sett. Rep* § 118, The rest of the above account isfromthat work or
thtf ICullu Gazetteers.
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There is also a third, a sectarian group, the Ganesha, 60 called because they adore the deity Ganesb.
The Kanets were originally Th£kurs, but lost status by adopting
widow remarriage.
The Brahmans of Bashahr are divided into three grades :
(i) Uttain, who do not plough.
(i%) Ach&raj, who receive the ashubh dan or impure alms of the
other Brahmans and R&jputs. They take daughters in
marriage from the
(tit) Krishna, who plough.
Like the other two twice-born castes most of the Brahmans in Bashahr
are sirtords and not of pure descent. Those that are of pure blood may
be divided into two grades:
(a) The State purohits, who intermarry, and eat kachhi with the
purohits of Rdnwi, a village of Brahmans who are priests
to the R&j£, and Brahmans as well as with those of Dw&rch
and Singrd.
(b) B&z&r purohits.
All the twice-born castes will eat pakki with one another, and even
from the Khash and Kar&n K a n e t s ; but they never do so with the
Krishna group of the Brahmans.
Observances at:
1. Birth.—During pregnancy the kuldeotd is worshipped, if necessary, and between the seventh and eighth months the Ashtam Rihu is
also worshipped,* but these observances are confined to the twice-born
castes and to the better class of the Khash Kanets. Brahmans predict
the.child's sex by counting a handful of almonds, odd numbers indicating a boy, even a girl. The birth of a girl passes unnoticed, but that
of a boy is the occasion for festivities and almsgiving. As a rule the
midwife is a woman of low caste, but sometimes Kar&n women are so
employed. Curing the last five months of pregnancy the midwife
massages the woman at the end of each month to keep the foetus in
position.
The gontrdld is observed by Brahmans, Rdjputs and Vaisyas after
11, 18 and 15 days, respectively. Some of the Khash also observe it.
On the expiry of this period the family is deemed clean again, and
other families of the tribe can eat with them. The mother is also purified after the gontrdld. The impurity only lasts three iays among the
menial tribes.
The ceremony of feeding the child for the first time is called lugru,
and is observed at an auspicious moment, with worship of Ganpati and
the nine planets, and various festivities.
The child is named at the annodakrf and as usual given two names.
This is done when it is five or six months old as a rule. JJdtwa is ob3imply by making gifts to priest9 and othef Brahmans.
t At which the child ia fed for thefirsttime on grain and water* (From Sanskr. anna
grain, and udakt water).
#
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served among tho three higher castes, and since recent times by some
of the Khaeh.
0

Women whose children die prematurely have recourse to various
charms, but the favourite remedy is'the worship of the Ash tarn R&hu,
especially m cases of ashtamrdh* or falling sickness, to which children
are liable.
The first tonsure (locally called kanbdlft is done at the kuldeota's
temple alone. I t is observed by the twice-born castes on a day fixed
by a purohit or pddha: and by other castes with the deota's permission.
2. Marriage.—Ritual marriage is confined to the ruling family and
to some Darbskis, Brahmans and Banids of Rampur town. Amongst
them a betrothal once made is irrevocable, except on account of leprosy,
constant ill-health or apostasy on the bridegroom's part, or in the event
of his committing a crime.
As soon as the date of the wedding is fixed, the preparations for it
are begun on an auspicious day. The commencement of the wedding
is called the sarodrambh.% A kangnd is tied round the bridegroom's
wrist, and after that he must not go outside the house. Ganpati is
then worshipped, and batnd is rubbed on the bodies of both bride and
bridegroom lor three to five days, according to the means of the family.
Worship of the Kuljd, i.e., the boy's family god, is then performed.
When the marriage party sets out, the bridegroom is garlanded,§ but
those of his family who are under the influence of gharastak (Sanskr.
grihastak, ' family') must not see the garland or it will bring them bad
luck. The cost of the garland as well as the expenses of the graha
shdnti\\ are borne by the bridegroom's maternal uncte.
After the departure of the wedding party the women observe the
parohd or parowdn,^ but this is not known in the villages. This custom, general throughout the Hills, is confined to the women because
all the men have gone on the wedding procession. The women perform the wedding rites at the bridegroom's house, one representing the
priest, others the bride and bridegroom, and so on, with songs and
dances.
When the bridegroom reaches the bride's house the parents meet
first—an observance called milni—and the bridegroom must not see his
parents- or sister-in-law until the lagan pherd rite has been solemnised.
* If Ashtamrah or asht wrahti, that is, the planet Kahu (the eighth grdh) is at the eighth
place from the lagnd in which the boy was born, brings sickness to him ; and to avert this
Rahu must be worshipped. Since the eighth place from the janma-lagnd (birth lagnd) is
that of Death, there is danger of sickness if it is occupied by Rahu, Shaxd and Mangal
grahns.
t KanbJlt from Sanskrit, karnavedhd, meaning boring of cars, is the ceremony in which
the ears are pierced for the insertion of earrings. The Kuladevati and Ganpati are worshipped.
J From Sanskrit sarb, all, and drambh, commencement.
§ i. e., a ehehrd is placed on the bridegroom's head. Children by a former wife are forbidden to see their father put on the shehrd on the occasion of his second marriage; throughout
the Hills, children by a former wife are not allowed to see their fether in the guise of a
bridegroom.
|i Qraha shanti or worship of the nine planets.
*T Parohd or paroudn appears to be derived from paurdnd, to send to sleep.
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At this rite he recites chhands*
There corne the sir-gondi, menhdi and
oiling of the bride. After worshipping Ambika and performing jaljdtrdf
• the bridegroom's sihrd is untied by his best man, who must bo a relative. The wedding concludes with the untying of the bride's kangnd
by a man who is regarded as a great friend of the bridegroom.
The bride returns to her father's house three weeks or a month after
the wedding. This is called the dwirdgaman, aud sometimes costs
one-fourth of the amount spent on the actual wedding.
Dower.
Only among the twice-born castes does a bride receive dower, stridhan. This includes the presents made to her by her father and husband, and the gifts made to her by her mother-in-law and others at the
end of the wedding ceremony.

The Bashahr State has recently bestowed two villages on the two
Deis of Bashahr who were married to the R&jd of Kdshiprir. The 'income of these two villages will go to the two Deis at Ka^hipur, and to
their offspring after their death.J Occasionally the chief or a rani
gives dower to a Brahman girl. She is then called a kankori, and is
regarded as the donor's own daughter. Even poor men give a daughter
some dower according to their means. Locally this is called sambhdl
a term which includes any present made to a married daughter on
certain occasions.
* Some of the chhands recited by the bridegroom are given below :—
1.

Chhand pakdtin chand pakdftn,
Chand- pakaigd bird,
Bar at di chdndni Jamdi,
Ayd lard hird.
2. Chhand pakdun chhand pakdun,
Chhand pakaigd khwrmd,
Tumhdri beti ko aisd rakhun.
J aisd dnkhon men surmd.
3. Chhand pakdun chhand pakdun.
Chhand pakaigd rord,
Dusrd chhand tab kahuny
Jo saurd dewe ghord,
4. Chhand paydgd chhand paydgd,
Chhand paydgd thdli,
Dusrd chhand tab kahungd,
Jab saura'degd sdli.

I recite a metre like the betel leaf,
The wedding procession has arrived4 the canopy is pitched.
The bridegroom is like a diamond.
X recite a metre sweet like a sweet.
I will keep your girl as well
As (women keep) lamp-black in the eyes.
I recite a metre as hard as a slone.
The next metre will recite
When the father-in-law gives me a horse.
I recite a metre as fine as a metal dish,
The next metre will recite
When my father-in-law gives me my wife's sister also.
Chhand means quatrains ; but they also recite some couplets or doha
j- This " pilgrimage to a spring " i^ made on the fourth day after the wedding.
X " It seems quite opposed to all custom," wrote Sir James Lyall, " for a Hindu Rija to
give territory as dower with a daughter." KAngra Sett. Rep., § 12&. No doubt the custom is
inusual but under certain circumstances it clearly exists.
*

-*

t
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Formal marriage is not, however, universally observed even by
Brahmans or Rajputs, on the one hand : while, on the other, even Bfaifts
in townships observe the rites in vogue among Brahmans of the higher
classes. Brahmans in the villages only observe the lagan phera.
Among the Rajputs the Th^kurs who live in villages and marry in
their own class omit the lagan phera, as do the agricultural Kha&h,
but ThAkurs who aspire to Midn status, and the upper classes among
the Khash, do observe it. In brief formal marriage is confined to
families resident in a bazqr or township or connected with the Bashahr
darbdr.
Customary marriage.
Customary marriage is usually observed by the Thikurg and Khash
who perform no lagan vedi rites, but simply worship the dw&r-mdtri*t
the hearth, and the nine planets. Collectively these observances are
called 8hank-bhari.-\ These are the binding ingredients in the rite, although if a girl is being married to several husbands, the attendance
of one only is indispensable.
Another form of customary marriage with a maid, who is wooed and
won from a fair or a place of pilgrimage, is prevalent among the Khash
and Kardn. It is solemnised by worship of the door and hearth, and
by the andarera or andrela,% and the pair are regarded as bride and
bridegroom.
If the girl's parents have a husband in view, b u t ' she is forcibly
carried off from a fair or elsewhere by another man, they will nevertheless go to her wedding and give her a dower in money, clothes, etc.,
while the bridegroom gives his mother-in-law, father, or brotherin-law a present in cash.§
The consideration paid by the bridegroom to the bride's guardians is
called dheri) and if from, aoy cause the marriage is dissolved this sum
must be refunded to the bridegroom. The man who abducts or seduces
a married woman is liable fen the payment of the dheri to her first husband. Moreover, if she has a child by her first husband and takes it
with her, the second husband becomes liable for this child's maintenance ; but it does not inherit its step-father's property.
An unmarried woman who gives birth to a child is called lahbi or
hahr-i, and the child, who is called jdtu or jhotu, has no right whatever,
if she marry, in her husband's property.,
* The dwdrm&M are seven nymphs, who reside in the doors; their names are as follows : Kalyani, Dhanada, Nanda, Punnya, Funyamukhi, Jay* or Vijayi. * The whole group
is called Dwar-matri.
•
••«•| From Sanskrit ahdkhochch&ra, the recitation of the bride s and bridegroom s got. akdkhd
(whence the name), and parvara. Hence this rite corresponds to the gotrachdr of the plains.
Brahmans are paid for this recitation. Twice-born castes observe the akdkhochchdr, while
the fourth class, that is the Kanets. call the wedding ceremony the shankh-lhart.
X Said to be the Sanskrit vadhfapraveah, the observance by which a lawfully married wife
enters her husband's house at an auspicious time, with music and singing.
§ Customary narriage is not permissible among the twice-born castes, and if such a
marriage occur, the issue are only entitled to maintenance, or to a field or shop (for maintenance) without power of alienation: but such issue may succeed in default of fully
legitimate issue or agnates.
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Observances at Death.
The
^. w v««»u #wM*f--# wo, *~ u^ovt* aan, gau dan,
o
baitarni dan, and panch ratn, and are offered by all castes.
A mdli or nachhatri, called the ashdnti, can predict the fates of those
who accompany the bier. The mdli is a worshipper of ghosts (mashdn
and bhut). He is not a Brahman, but a Kanet, or even a man of low
caste ; and he predicts after consulting his book of divination {giqme ki
kitdb).
In the villages of Bashahr are men who can foretell deaths.
man is called a mushdni. They differ from the mdli.

Such a

Ghelds (lit. disciples) in Bashahr are called mdlis of the deotdi and
in order to ascertain if a man, woman or child is under a demon's influence, the demon's mdli is called in. Taking some rapeseed^in his
hand he predicts the period within which the patient will recover. If
the latter regains his health, a bali is offered to the demon.
~ Bakrd, sundhd-t is performed after 13 days among Brahmans, and
15^*aniong Rajputs, while Kanets perform it after 15 or even after 10
dayp, If the proper day chances to be inauspicious the observance is
held a day earlier or later. The Brahman bhojan, or feast given to
Brahmans, is called dharmshdnti, and after it the twice-born castes
are considered purified.
The ma ski is a ihrddh held one lunar month after the death.
chhe-waeki is held six months after it.

The

The
mg a shayya\, a palanquin, horae, e t c , are given to the family Acharai
or, m villages, to the Krishna Brahmans. A similar shradh is held on
the second and third anniversaries. On the fourth is held the chaubarkhi. The soul goes through three phases, prdni, pret and rishet II
and on the completion of the fourth year it is purified and becomes a
pilar deotd. In addition the pdrbaw] and kdnidgat thrddha are observed for four or five generations.
The deceased is also worshipped among tho twice-born castes as a
godling, sati, pdp or neva ; and among others an image is made of
some gram is set apart at each harvest, and
• Khat.ras ddn generally called dashaddn, the gi't of ten thing, via, a cow (2) hnd n\
.esamum,^.goldI, (*) clarified.butter(ghi), (6) a cloth, (7) impounded rice, (8) sugar
J?> «lver, UO) salt. Jntddn is a gift made, given by the son on his father's breathing
his last. Dev-dan is fc offer some gift to the deities. Those who receive the death- bed gift*
from Brahmans and Rajputs are called Achiraj or Maha. Brahmans. and those who receive
the death-bed gifts from other castes are termed Krishan Brahmans.
t The m&Ui are exorcists as well, and also give oracles.
JiSaird means a goat, sacrificed 15 days^after a death, and ,undhd means assafoetida,
which is never eaten until the ceremony called bakrd (and) sundhd has been performed
§ Shawd means bidding. In the shayya-ddn the following articles are. given ; a cot

m u l t . h A r t - n n o M p n n k ' i n c r VABQAIU
quilt
all according to one's means.
|| For one year after death the BC
is called rmhet, from ribhi, a sage.
^f The jtdrvnn shradh is that wh
8th and Uth of the dark half of a
fcMrtfncr
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Temples in Bashahr.
sometimes p. he-goat is sacrificed and liauor drunk, the belief being tha
omission to keep up the worship of the dead will end in disaster,
Brahmans and Rajputs observe the sapintfana, snpindi ehrddh ant
karchhu. In the latter rite khir (rice, milk and sugar) is prepared, an<
a Mahabrahman is fed with it. Then the corpse is put in a shroud am
carried out to the burning ground. On the road pinds are given t<
ensure immunity to the deceased, and an earthen vessel is also broken
A lamp is kept burning till the kind, to light the soul on its dark road
and the dharm-ghata placed beside it to quench its thirst.*
Cults in Bashahr.
The temples in Bashahr are of undoubted antiquity, and those ol
Nirt, Nagar and the Four Theris (see p. 471) are said to date back to
the Treti-yug; those at Khar&han and Sungr& in Bhaba pargand and
at Chug&on in Kanaur to the Dw£par-yug. Most of them were
originally constructed in those periods.
The temple servants are the kdrddr or manager, pujdri, bhanddri,
tokru, math, kdyath, malif and bajantri.
In the villages the term pujdri or dectv% is applied to those who
carry the deotd's car or rath, as well as to those who accompany the
deotd to their villages.
At Shungra, Chug^on and Gr&rnang in Kanaur are temples of the
three Maheshras. Grimang is a village in Bh$b& pargand also called
Kath-gaon.
The bajantri are drummers or musicians and get grain, a he-goat
(and sometimes a shroud at a death) for their services. Others offer a
cloth, called shari§, to the temple for the decoration of the god's rath.
The pujdris ordinarily belong to the first class of Kanets. The
bhanddri is the storekeeper. The tokru's duty is to weigh, and the
function of the math or mdlhas is to ask oracles of the deity on behalf
of the people.
The gods of the village-temples are subordinate to the god of a Deo
u
mandir or great temple/' and they perform certain services for him,
e. g., at a yag\\ and at fairs, in return for the fiefs (jdgvs) granted
them by him.
Similarly the temples at Sungr&H and Khar&hon contain subordinate
deotd*, and a Deo mandir usually possesses one or more hire** to whom
food and sacrifice are offered, and who are also worshipped.
Further in the temple of a village-god will generally be found two
cars, one for the presiding god, the other for bis subordinate, or kotxcdl.

* A person of the same name and rdshi as the deceased muit not accompany the bier,
and should perform a graha-ddn for his own protection.
t Here mail means the man called dinwdn in these hills, and grokch in Kanaur,
X Deotus are those who worship the deity; they are also called pujdris. Deotus are
especially those who carry the rath of the deity, and cause him to dance.
§ Shdri a dJioft'-cloth or piece of cloth attached to the car of the deity.
|| Sanskrit yajna, a sacrifice.
«I In turn Maheshwar of Siingri is subordinate to Blum* Kili at Sarihan.
** Bir is 'par excellence the deity Mahibir, that is Hantimdn; Bhairab is alto termed a
Bir. Linkrabir too is a Bhairab deity.

t
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The
Prat Puj&, Tekar, and Sarvamandal pujans. They are observed in
S&wan or PLtLgan, and the yag or observance is paid for from the jdgir
of the deity or from funds supplied by hia deotust (devotees), who also
give grain, ghiy oil and he-goats. On an auspicious day choben by a
Brahman as many as 50 he-goats are sacri6ced, and the people of the
neighbourhood are feasted, the priests and deotus receiving the goats'
heads and fee, with some grain and ghi.
The Shdndt yag.—In Bashahr the Sh£nd yag is celebrated where
there has been a good crop or an epidemic is raging. Sometimes 108
balls, sometimes less, are offered, and sacrifices are also made to the
ten dishas or quarters. The gods of the four fheris and the five sth4ns§
(temples) also assemble at it and other gods from the country round
attend the yag. The expense incurred is considerable. In Bashahr
the people also perform the shdnd for their own villages.
A minor yag, called Sh£nd$u or Bh6tpur|| is also observed every
third year, but not universally, Brahmans perform worship and are
feasted.
Less important yags are the jdgrds and jatdgras% which are observed
annually or every third or fourth year. The biggest, that of Maheshwar of Sungrd, is held every third year at Nachdr temple, with the
following rites:—
Balis (sacrifices) of he-goats are offered on all four sides, and at
night a combat takes place between the villagers and the gawdl*,** who
are armed with large wooden clubs "having fire burning at the ends."
The combat lasts all night. The women sing, dance and make merry,
and are feasted in return.
In Bashahr the Didoli is observed in Maghar. It is the special festival of the peasantry, and held only in the village temples. Women
observe it by visiting their parents' homes and their eating cold viands.
The Kh&pp&, held on the 25th of Poh in Bashahr, resembles the
Diaoli in that State. It is probably the festival called Khwakoh£ in
Kanaa r.
The Jal J&tr&tt held in Jeth in Bashahr is the occasion on which the
\hakurs are bathed in the rivers with songs and music, for which the
performers are rewarded.
i —

^<

• 8o-called because some hhir (rice boiled in milk) if offered to the deity Kali. Prctp6ian is the worship of ghosts. Teikar and 8arb«mandal-ptijan is the worship of all the
deities at one place,
t Deotus here are the persons to Whom the Deoti belongs, not the pujdrU,
X Prom 8h&nti, peace.
§ Those are enumerated iathe couplet: Landsa, Dandsa, Singaf, S a n e r , — — Nirt, Nagar,
Nirmand. Kao, Mamel. The villages of Lindsi, Dindsa, Singr* and 8anerf, are the four
th&is; and Nirt, Nagar, Nirmand, KAO and Mamel are thefivesthdns. Kao and Mamel are
both in Suket, Nirmand in Knilu, and all the rest are in Bashahr. Klo has a temple of Devi,
Ifarel one to Mahadev*. Nirmand has t^e temples, one of the goddess Nrimunda, and the
other of Paras ram. In Nirt is a temple to Suraj (the sun>.
|| So-called because boiled rice (bh&t) is offered to the deitj.
f Jatdgrd, a small jagrd.

** Cattle-grazers.
f
f t Jal MM. a visit to a spring. Ifcre f Mfcr means * deitj" or " fold,
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Superstitions in Bashahr.
9

In Bashahr at the Jal or Ban Bib4r the pidkurs chariots are carried
out into the gardens, and alms given to Brahmans, musicians, etc.
The Rdm-naumi is called Dharm-ko^hi* in Bashahr, and is the occasion for general rejoicings, the fhakurs* tbi'ones being decorated with
heaps of flowers, and many thousands of rupees spent.
In Bashahr the Baisikbi is called Lahol, and the girls who marry
their dolls in Pirbati's name are given money by the State or from the
bazar.
As in the Simla Hills, generally, the abandonment of land is called
sog or mandokri. When a house or field is believed to be occupied by
a demon it is regained by sacrificing a he-goat in the name of his mane.
Bin even then a cultivated field so regained cannot be ploughed, and
must only be used for pasture.
An oath in Bashahr is termed dib. It is administered when it is
impossible to find out the truth of a case, and there is no reliable evidence* One party agrees to take the oath. First he has a cold bath.
Then he goes to the temple and says that if he is in the right he ought
to be successful, but if unsuccessful, in the wrong. Two balls of kneaded
flour, one containing a silver coin, and the other a gold piece, are put
in a narrow vessel full of water, and the man is bidden to take one ball
out. It is then broken, and if it contains the silver, he is supposed to
be successful, and if the gold, he is deemed to have failed.
A man can be released from an oath by the fhal darohi, which consists in making a present to the Rija and also performing a yagf i.e.,
Sacrificing a he-goat in honour of the god.
The 14th of the dark half of Bhdion is termed Krishan chaudas or
X>&gjA\i'chaudas (from J)&g-v?&\i-chaudas); and on that day the worship of Kali is observed. It is a general belief in the Punjab hills that
some women are D&gs or P&ins, that is to say that a sight of them is
not lucky, or in other words they know some incantations by which
they can assume the form of a tiger or vulture, and that any beautiful
thing which comes into their sight is destroyed. The 14th of the dark
halt of Bhado is their feast day, and they then assemble in the Beds
Kund in Kullu, or at some other place, such as the Karol hill, which
lies between Solan and K&nd&gb&t. Some mustard seed is thrown on
to the fields so that the D i g may not destroy the crops. On that day
no man goes'out from fear of the Dag, and on each house door some
thorns are stuck with cow-dung, so that the Dig may not enter.
If a part of a field is left while being sown, worship is made on the
spot and a he-goat sacrificed because it is unlucky to leaves bit bejindit
(banjar, uncultivated).
KANO.—A tribe of J 6 ^ , found chiefly in the angle between the Beds and
Sutlej, though they have crossed the latter river into Ambdla and
Perozepur, and are apparently found in small numbers all along its
banks and even on the Lower Indus. Their tradition is that they came
from Garh Ghazni, but in Amritsar they say they were first settled in
11

It is so called because on this occasion the Dharm-\othi or 'storehouse of charity*
remains open to all, and everyone is given food from it for a week or so.
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Khirpur, near Delhi. They occapied a position of some considerable
political importance in their own tract daring the early days of Sikh
rule. Mr. Barkley wrote of the Jullundur Karig :—" Most of the Sikh
SardArs of the Nakodar tahsil either belong to this tribe,, or were connected with it by marriage whea they established their authority there.
Tdra Singh Gheba (sic), who wad their leader at the time of the conquest,
was himself of this race and a native of Kang on the Sudej, where it is
said that eighteen Sardirs at one time resided ; but cm the village being
swept away by the river they dispersed themselves in their separate
jogirs on both sides of the river." The Kang are said to claim descent
from the Solar Kfjputs of Ajudhia through their ancestor Jogra, father
of KftQg, and in Amritsar give the following pedigree i
Rim Chandar.
^
' Lalra.
Ghaj
Har

am

^ *
Talochar.
pfah

| (According to the Siilkot tradition Jogra
S»
had four sons, Rai, Natt, Kang and Abala
I
who fouoded as many septa.)

Hid.
Kalng.

J
#

Bib& Malha, son of M£ngu, 6th in descent from Kang, fell in fight
with the Kheras on the spot which still marks a village boundary, and
he is now worshipped, Mir&rfs taking the offerings made to him. Kangs
and Kheras still refuse to intermarry.
KANQ, a Hindu Z&\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
KANG, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
*

Ki*a-CHiMPA,4it. 'great house/ The head of the family in Spiti, who is
primarily responsible for the revenue, the corvee and the share of common expenses deuiandable on the whole holding. He is ordinarily the
eldest son as primogeniture prevails, but it does not follow that hia
father is dead, for by custom the father retires from the headship of
the family when his eldest son is of full age and has taken to himself a
wife. On each estate (jeola) there is a kind of dower house with a plot
of land attached to which the father in these cases retires. When in
stalled there, he is called the kdng-chungpa or small-house-man.
Sometimes in the absence of a living father, tne widowed mother, or
the grandfather, or an uncle, aunt or unmarried sister, occupies the
small house and the land attached to it. A person occupying a separate
house of even lower degree is called
may be the grandfather
been pushed out of the small house by the retirement of his own son,
#
4
L
1 :
the father, but it is commoner to find unmarried
r
~* ~- — -— ~ ™ * -- illegitimate offspring in this position.*
* In Pfa both* or village tho botan families, descendants of monks of orders which par*
mit marriage, commonly hold a hou«e and a small plot from the family from which they
•prang, and are ia the position of a ydng-chungpa. For the fiscal terms on which th#
Ung and ydng*ehu*tpa$ hold, see LyaiTs Kingra Settlement R*p.t § 148.

1
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Kdng-chumpa—Kanjar.
\
*

a cottager or farm servant in L&tiul. Like the chdksi, the
kdng-chumpa does not appear to be a mere tenant on the garhpdn or
demesne lands of the fhakurs, but holds on the same tenure as the yulfa
or dotoen, i.e as a subordinate proprietor. The kdng-chumpa, however,
pays no rent and do private service only for the Thdkur. j j i a holding
is a quarter of ajeola or less, as against the half or whole jeola of a
chdksi and the one or two of a dotoen. The family in possession of a
holding of this kind is bound to furnish one man or woman for continuous work at the Thikur's house or on his garVpdr land. The person
in attendance gets food and does work of any kind. Those who live at
a distance work on the garhpdn land near them, bat are also bound to
feed a sheep for the Th&kur during the winter. Some kdng-chumpa*
now pay Rs. 5 a year in lieu of service.

KANG-CHOMPA,

Kangar is a travelling hawker, but he confines his
traffic to small artic^s of earthenware such as pipe-bowJs, and especially
to those earthen images in which native children delight. These he
makes himself and hawks about for sale. But Baden-Powell gives at
p. 267 of his Punjab Manufactures a long account of an operation for
a new nose said to be successfully performed by the Kangars of K£ngra.
According to Mr. H. L. Williams the Kingar are also called Ale Bhole
and are Muhammadans, often suspected of petty pilfering from threshing-floors and hen-roosts; a primitive race whose conditions of life
resemble the Kuchband.

KANGAB, KINGAE.—The

KANGIARA,

a got or section of the Telis.

KANGEAH,

a J&tf clan (agricultural) found in Multfin.

or GHANIA, the fifth of the Sikh mists or confederacies which was
recruited from J&(B. I t derived its name from Ghani, a village near
Lahore.

KANHIA,

a tribe which belongs, according to the late Mr. B. B. Steedman,
to that miscellaneous body of men who call themselves R&jputs, hold a
large portion of the south-eastern corner of the Rawalpindi district, and
are of much the same class as the Budh&l and Bhakr&l. They also
appear to stretch along the sub-montane as far east as Gujrat.

KANIAL,

KANITBT,

see Kaitb.

KANJAN,

a Muhammadan JA\ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a J&t clan (agricultural) well-known in Lodhr&n tahsil, Multan
district, see under Channar and Nun,

KANJAN,

KANJAR.—(1) The Kanjar of the Delhi territory, or as he seems to be

called in the Ambila division the JALLAD, is a wandering tribe ?ery
similar to the P e r n a ; and in that part of the country a pimp or
prostitute is called KAMCHAN or by some similar name, and never
Kanjar. In the remainder of the Punjab the word Kanchan is not
used, the wandering tribe of Kanjars is apparently not found, and
Kanjar is the ordinary word for pimp or prostitute.- Thus Kanchan and
Kanjar (including Jailed) are separately returned in the eastern districts,
but only Kanjar for the rest of the Province. The Kancbans are
almost all Musalm&ns, while the Kanjars are all Hindus, except in Siraa;

•
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and probably the Musalm&n Kanjars in Sirsa are really Kanchans.
Tha Kanjars of the Delhi territory are a vagrant tribe who wander
about the country catching and eating jackals, lizards, and the like,
making rope and other articles of grass for sale, and curing boils and
other diseases. They particularly make the grass brushes used by
weavers. Tbey are said to divide their girls into two classes; one
they marry themselves, and them they do not prostitute; the other
they keep for purposes of prostitution. The Kanjars appear to be
of higher status than the Nat, though they are necessarily outcasts.
They worship M6ta, whom they also call K£li M&i; but whether they
refer to Kali Devi or to Sitla does not appear, most probably to the
former. They also reverence Guga Pir. Delhi is said to be the
headquarters of the tribe. But the word Kanjar seems to be used in
a very loose manner; and it is not certain that these Kanjars are not
merely a Bauria tribe; and it is just possible that they have received
their name from their habit of prostituting their daughters, from the
Panj&bi word Kanjar. The words Kanjar and Bangili also seem
often to be used as synonymous. Further, to quote Mr. H. L. Williams,
SANSIS in Hindustan and the Districts of the Punjab east of the
Ghaggar river are known as K&ojars, but the relations between the
S&nsts of the Punjab and the Kanjars of Hindustan are not always
clear. There are permanent Kanjar colonies in several important
cantonments, the men being mostly employed in menial offices in
the barracks while the women attend the females of other castes
in domestic duties, as cuppers and sick-nurses ; they also sell embrocations and curative oils. The members of these colonies intermarry on
equal terms with the wandering Kanjars of the Delhi division,
journeying down country for the purpose. They admit a relationship
between the S&nsis and the Kanjars of the south, and that they
1
speak a common dialect, which may be a thieves patter or a patois
of their original home. Wandering S6nsis style themselves Kanjars
only in the Delhi territory and parts of the east, dropping the name
when they approach the Sutlej. (2) A J&\ clan (agricultural) found
in Multdn.
KAtutf, an agricultural clan found in Shsihpur.
a J£f clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

KAHON,

KANONKHOB,

a J&t clan (agricultural; found in Mult&n.

KAtfsifif, see Sayyid.
KAffWA&f, a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Ifult&n*
KANVHHJ

a J&( olau (agricultural) found in Mnlt&n.

i

KAPAHf, (of the colour of the cotton-plant floorer), a section of the Khattrfs.
KAFki, a 3&% clan (agricultural) found in Molten.

a caste which claims Brahman origin and makes the mor and othe i
ornaments worn by the bridegroom at weddings, artificial flowers
and similar articles of talc, tinsel and the like. (These would appear
to be by caste Phul MAMS). They also appear to be connected, at
least .in Delhi, with the Jain temples where they officiate as priests,

KAPBI,
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K&prfa—Katl&ni,
and receive offerings.* They also act in GurgSon as Bb&t* at weddings in singing the praises of the pair. They are said to come
from Itajpatina or the Bdgar, where they are known as Hindu Dump.
The following account appears to confuse them with the Khappari:-—
In Rohtak the Kipri are a Brahman clan, which is divided into two
classes, tapashi and kdpri. The story goes that when Mahddeo was
going to be married, he asked a Brahman to join the procession and
ceremony. He refused saying,' what can I do if I go ?' Mahideo t h "
crave him two dhatura flowers and told him to blow them as he
s
went along with the procession. He said, bow can I blow two
flowers f' He then told him to pick up a corpse {kdyd) lying (pari) on
the ground, but it at once rose up and took the other flower. The
progeny of the Brahman were henceforward called tapshi (worshippers)
and the offspring of the corpse kdpri (kdydpari).
In N&bha they make cups (dunna) of leaves and also pattals or
platters of them. J" AmbSla they are said to print cloth.
a sect which covers the whole body, even the face, with
Maoauliffe's Sikh Religion, I, p. 280; VI, 217.

KAPBIA, KAPARI,

clothes.
KAPUR

(camphor, fr. Arabic kdfur), a section of the Khattris.

KAB>$, see KIBA?.
p

KARAIJNKH, KARAWAK,
KARBLA,

see KraAUnr.

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KiRHALAH, a J£$ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
KARKHIAD,

a sect or order of the Sdfis, founded by Khwaja M4ruf Karkbi.

one of the principal branches of the Path4ns, whose descent is
thus given:
(Judah)

KA$LANI,

BaniMakhrfm.
Walfd,
Khilid.
Qaiaa-Abd-ur.Rashid, the JPatia.
Sarabasu
Sharf-ud-Dfa alias Sharkhabun.
!

Amar-ud-DIn or Amir-Din.

MiAna.

Urmur.
Tw>menof Urmur's family, Abdnlla and Zakaria, were once out
hunting, and Zakaria, who had a large family and was poor, found a
male child abandoned on an encamping ground, where Abdnlla who
was wealthy and childless found a shallow iron cooking vessel {kardhai
or karhai). The brothers agreed to exchange their finds, and Abdnlla
adopted the foundling whom he named Kaf l£nai. Another account
• Tfcts* are probably th* Sipria or JUptri, f. ».

makes KayUnai a Saprtmn by descent and (he adopted son of Amarud-Din; while Muhammad Afaal Khin, the Khattak historian, makes
K ^ u ^ i * brother of Amai and Urmuf, and relates how the latter
found Kafttni, who had been left behind when the camp waa
hurriedly struck, and placed him in a htrhai. Amai accepted the
harhai in exchange for nim, and be was then adopted by Urmuf who
gave him a girl of his family to wife. On the other "hand, the
Dilaz&ks give KayWnai a Sayj id descent.
By bis Urmnr wife Karl&nai had issue :

Utmaa. Dilaxik, Warak. Minai. Luqmiu alias Kfcogai. Mangalai
Khatak.
|

Jadrto,

i—--<->
Sulatain.

r—J—-J...
Wasir.
Bai.
Malik M(r.

1
8haraf-ud-dia alia* Shitak.

I

r—i—~\
Qiwai.
Ado.
Dawar.

~
T
:
.
T
^
Malakhai. Surrinai.

Khushh&l Kh&n, however, gives a different table. He makes Burhin,
progenitor of the Dilaz&ks, and Warak, sons of Kodai; but he gives
Kbafak, Utm&n, UsmAn and Jadr&n as descendants of Kodai.
Further, Sayyid Muhammad, a pious darwesh, espoused a daughter
of the Kajlanai family and had by her two sons, Houai and Wardag.
The Kayldnis, generally, were discipled of the Pir-i-Rosh£n, and
those of Bangash (the modern Kurram) were peculiarly devoted
BOSHINIAS, but they were regarded as heretics by both Shias and
Sunnis. Their tenets brought great disasters upon the Kafl&nis as the
Muglials made frequent expeditions against the tribes addicted to the
Boshiuia heresy.
KifiLUQH, KASLUK, see QARL<JQH.
KABHATAK, a got of the Osw&l Bhdbyas, found in Hoshiarpur.
i

a Mahtam clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
KiaNiRB, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
KABNAUL,

*

KABOL,

see Qarol.

KARULA,

a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery,

a tribe found only in Haz&ra. According to the late Colonel H. G.
Wace " the KarrAI country consists of the N&ra ildqa in AbbottAbid
tahsil. The Karrdls wefe formerly the subjects of the Gakkhars, from
whom they emancipated themselves some two centuries ago. Originally
Hindus,Hheir conversion to Ial&m is of comparatively modern date.
Thirty years ago their acquaintance with the Muhammadan faith wrt

KAHBAL,
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Kartdri—Kashmiri.
still slight; and though they now know more of it, and are more careful
to observe it, relics of their former Hindu faith are still observable in
their social habits. They are attached to their homes and their fields
which they cultivate simply and industriously. For the rest, their
character is crafty and cowardly." He further noted that the Karr&ls
are identical in origin and character with the Dhunds. This would
make the Karr&ls one of the Rfijput tribes of the hills lying along the
left bank of the Jhelum; and they are said to claim Rijput origin, though
they have also recently set up a claim to Kay&ni Mughal descent,
in common with the Grakkhars; or, as a variety, that their ancestor
came from Kay&n, but was a descendant of Alexander the Great! But
the strangest story of all is that a queen of the great Rdja Ras&lu of
Punjab folklore had by a paramour of the scavenger class four sons,
Seo, Teo, Gheo, and Karu, from whom are respectively descended the
Si£ls, Tiw&nas, Ghebas, and KarrtUs. They intermarry with Gakkhafs,
Sayyids and Dhunds.
a Hindu sect which has sprung up in the south-west of
the Punjab of late years. Its founder was one Assa, an Arora of
Bhakkar, in Dera Ismail Kh&n, who made disciples not only from among
the Hindus, but also from among the Musalm&n cultivators of that
District. The followers of this Pir usually go through the ordinary
business of the world up to noon, after which they will paint their faces
with tildks of wonderful patterns and various colours, and will either sit
in the bazar without uttering a word, even when spoken to, or will
wander about with fans in their hands.. They are indifferent to the
holy books of either creed. Their behaviour is harmless and the sect
does not appear to be progressing.

KARTAEI, KALTARI,

fern, -i, a seller of vegetables, i. 5. Kunjri.
KASAI, fern, -IN, (fr. Arab. QASAB, a butcher).
KASANYE, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
KASBI, a synonym for JuUha in Haz&ra.
KASERA, a brazier, a worker in pewter or brass. See THAfHKRA.
KAEUNJAUA,

*

KASHMIRI.—The word Kashmiri is perhaps applicable to the members of any

of the races of Kashmir; but it is commonly used in Kashmir itself to
denote the people of the valley of Srinagar. In any case the term is a
geographical one, and probably includes many of what we should in the
Punjab call separate castes. The cultivating class who form the great
mass of the Kashmiris proper are probably of Aryan descent, though
perhaps with an intermixture of Khas blood, and possess marked characters. Drew describes them as " large made and robust and of a
i€
really fine cast of feature," and ranks them as the finest race in
the whole continent of India/' But their history is, at auy rate in recent times, one of the most grievous suffering aftd oppression; and
they are cowards, liars, and withal quarrelsome, though at the same
time keen-witted, cheerful, and humorous. A good account of them
will be found in Drew's Jummoo and Kashmir.
In the Punjab the term Kashmiri connotes a Muhammadan Kashmiri.
It is rarely, if ever, applied to a Hindu of Kashmir. The tnost im*

Kashmiri
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titles.

portant Kashmiri element in the Punjab is found in the cities of Ludhiina
and Amritsar, which still contain large colonies of weavers, employed
in weaving carpets and finer fabrics. Besides these, many Kashmiris
are fourd scattered all over these Provinces, many being descended from
those who were driven from Kashmir by the great famine of 1878 into
the sub-montane districts of the Punjab. Many of the Kashmiris in
Gujrdt, Jhelum and Attock are, strictly speaking, Cl»ibhs£lis. A fftll
account of the Kashmir krdms and tribes will be found in Sir Walter
Lawrence's Valley of Kashmir, Ch. XII. The principal tribes returned
in the Punjab are the Bat, Batti, D£r, Lun, Mahr, M i n , Mir, Shaikh,
Wain and Warde. Ju is also common and like Bat and other tribenames is now practically a surname. A Khokhar tribe—who do not
intermarry at below 20 years of age—ia also found in Ferozepur.
Watorfield noted the followiog castes and titles or occupations among
the Kashmiris in Gujr&t:

Caste or designation.

No.

1 But (Bat)
2

Beg

3

Busbainde
Dir

*

• •

•

5

Don

0

Gar

7

Kanae ...

Corresponding to

• •

•

• •

•

• •

•

• •

•

9 •

*

Pandits and Brahman
proselytes.
• • •

« t •

Caste or desig
nation.

No.

14 Mochi ...

• •

15 Pandit ...

Mochi.

•

Proselytized Aroras or
Khatris,

• • •

High caste.

16 Pallu

...

Low-class zaminddre.

17 Pilik

...

Painja.

18 Pandi ...

A tar Pansari

19

Pande ...

Average

20

Rathur

zaintnd&rs.

Corresponding to

• •

•

Ajar-Ahir.

•

Dek-ru^ner.

•

• •

A porter.

•

• • •

0/ high rank.

•

Zaminddrs

• •

of

degree.
S

Khan

9

KarrAr...

• • •

t • •

Those who may be con
nected by marriage
with Pathans.
Ktimbar.

2L

Paper-maker

23

8ufz

...

. . . I Darzi

Dharwai.

24

Aram ...

Rain.

25 Yair

JO

Kotu

11

Lavinah

12

Malla...

Manjhi

13

Malik ...

Rajput

I

%

...

• •

•

• •

•

*

• •

Raishu ...

22 Shah

1

t •

• •

•

•

•

•

Majawar, Pirzidft.
•

Sayyid-Fakfr.

•

•

•

I Khoja, tfannia.

* • I
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Kasrdna—Kassar.

KABEANA,

a Kharral olan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

Qaisarani, is the northern most of the BALOCB organised tumans,
its territory lying on either side of the boundary between the two Derats,
and being confined to tbe hills both within and beyond our frontier
and the sub-montane strip. The tribe is a poor one, and is divided into
seven clans, the Lashkarani, Rubadan, Kbepdin, Bud&ni, Wasu&ni,
Leghari, Jarwdr and Bada, none of which are important. They are of
Rind origin, aud are not found in the Punjab in any numbers beyond
the Dera Gh&zi and Dera Ismail Kh&n districts.

KASB^NI,

KASBAK.—The Kassars hold the ginater part of the north-west quarter of the

Chakwal tahsil in Jhelum, and as far as is known are not found in any
numbers in any other part of the Province: Ibbetson (Census Keport,
§ 508) remarks that until 1881 they seem to have enjoyed the rare distinction of being one of the few Salt Range tribes which claimed neither
R&jput, Awan, nor Mughal descent, but according to Bowring they
once claimed R&jput origin* asserting that their original home was in
Jammu; and that they obtained their preseut territories by joining the
armies of B&bar; most of them, however, recorded themselves as Mughals
at the Census of 1881, a claim "evidently suggested by their association
with the Mughal power'': this claim has now developed into a genealogical tree in which the Kassars are shown as being of common origin
with the Mughal emperors. Their present account of their origin is as
follows:—
11

They were originally located in tbe country of Kinan in Asia Miuor, whence they
migrated to Ghazni at some time unknown with the ancestors of the Mughal dynasty,
and subsequently accompanied Babar in his iuvasion of India in A. D. 1526, their anoes*
tors at that time being Gharka and Bbin (or Bhol), according to some ; or Jajha, L&tiand
Kaulehi according to others: all agree, however, in stating that Gharka is baricd on a
mound in Mauza Hatar, not many miles from Dbok Pipli in BBI Kassar, which is said to
be the original settlement ol the tribe in these parts. The Dhanni was then in tbe hands
of wandering Gojars, while Gbangas Khan Janjua held the bills to the south, living at
Fort Samarqand near Mauza Mail a. Babar made over to them the western part of the
Dhanni, on condition that they would drain off the water with which the eastern part
was then covered, a work which they proceeded to carry out: and Gharka obtained soma
additional country to the south-west as a reward for restoring to Changas Khan a
favourite mare, which tbe Janjui Baja bad lost. Ihey claim that the mime, Baluki Ban,
under which tbe traot figures in the Ain-i>Akbarit is derived from that of their ancestor
Bhal, who also gave hie name to the important village of Bal Kassar; aud in this they
ara supported by the spelling of the lithographed edition of the Ain>uAkbari} against the
assertion of the Janjuas, that the name is Maluki Dhun, from the Janjua chief, Mai of
Malot. They explain the presence now of the Mairs and Kahtfta in the Dhanni by stating
. that, as relations of the reigning dynasty they were themselves able to keep out all intruders in the time of the Mughals; but in Sikh rule the Mairs, beiug of tbe same stock as
the powerful Jammu Rija, were able to obtaiu a footiug in the tract: thoy generally
admit that the Kahiits came with them in Babar's train and settled here at the same
time as themselves, but say that they were of small aocouut until the time of the
Sikhs. They state that the original profession of the tribe was ' hakxiinat' or govern
ment; aud that it is now agriculture or Government emplovmeot. They use the title
of chaudhri. They have no special Pirs or places of worship, and their customs do not
differ in any respect from those of the tribes surrounding thara, except that the gravos of
women are distinguished by stouo at the head and foot parallel to the breadth of the
grave, while those of men's graven are parallel to the langthj this is just the opposite of
the custom in the Jhelum Pabbi."

Whatever may be thought of the claim of the Kassars to rank as
Mughals, they certainly have a. good position amongst the tribes of tbe
District, ranking in popular estimation with the M&irs and Kahuts, thev
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intermarry freely with the former, both giving and taking daughters :
but a Kassar of good family who married.his daughter to a Kahut of
fair standing incurred the displeasure of the brotherhood : they do not
intermarry with any other tribe> though as is usually :1IP case in the
Jhelum district low caste wives are occasionally taken by them. Mairs,
Kassars and Kahiit3 eat together, but not with kamins.
The doggerel rhymes of the tribal Mirasis contain littlo of ini est,
either setting forth in extravagant terms the power of individual c .aefs
of bygone generations, or recording the incidents of the comparatively
recent internecine feuds of the tribe : the following is well known, and
Another version is given by the Mdirs also :
Charhid Bdbar Bddahdh ; Kahdr tambu tande :
Bhin te Oharhd Kassar doen ndl de.
" B£bar B£dsh&h marched, and pitched his tent at (Kalla) Kahdr :
Bhin and Gharkd, the Kassars, both came."
An abbreviated tree of the tribe io given below:
»

J

Ibclial Noian.
i

r

8 generations.

7 generations.
Kassar.
5 generations.
Bhol (or Bhin).
4 generations.
|
Bhfn.
1
1
Kaul Shfnh.

1

Lati.

Bibar.

1

f
Ghanni.

Gharka.
i
1
Bh4dar.

1
Bai.

1

Jhajhi.

The earlier part of the tree connecting the tribe with Bdbar is obviously fanciful, and the latter part not altogether reliable. .Such names
as Tilochar, Nand, Pres, etc., are mixed up with Muhammadan names
in the former part, while a Jhan Deo occurs low down in the tree : these
names may iodicate a Hindu origin, though the tradition of the tribe is
that they were Musalra&ns long before they came to these parts. About
35 generations on the average intervene between Kassar and members
of the tribes now living. In character they resemble the Mairs.
an
KAT, a J&t ° '
(agricultural) found in Multfin.
RATALBASHI, see Qizzilbdsh.
KATAKYE, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar,
RAjput
To it belong the chiefs
of Jubbai, Itawin, Sairi and Tarhoch* The Khaus or Khash sept of the
Kanets is also called Ka(&l.
v *

a small 3&\ clan, found in B&wal; it derives its name from
a dagger.

KAJARIA,

katar,

•

KATAYA,

a fine wire-drawer :

see under Tdrkash.

a Baloch clan said to be found in the Derajdt, as well as in Mult£n
and Lahore, But c/. Katp&l.

KATBAL,
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KalMn*—Rathia.

KAJHANE,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritear.

KATHANYB,

a Grujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

KATHAB, KAHTAK,

see Kha v tar.

KATHIA.—One of the Great R&vi tribes, and next in importance amoug them

to the Kharral. The K&thias claim to be Punw&r Rajputs, and are
almost confined to the R&vi valley of the Multnn and Montgomery
District?, but they hold a considerable area in the south of Jhang, which
they are said to have acquired from the Kaml&na Siils in return for aid
afforded to the latter againsL the Naw£b of Mult&n; The K£ y hias once
practised female infanticide. Previously they had lived on the R&vi
and in the lower part of the Sandal B&r. They were supposed to be the
same people as the Kathaai, who in their stronghold of S&ngla so stoutly resisted the victorious army of Alexander. The question was elaborately discussed by Sir Alexander Cunningham at pp. 33 to 42 of Vol. II,
of his Archaeological Reports, and in Vol. I, p. lOljf of Tod's Rdjasthdn
(Madras Reprint, 1880). Captain Elphinstone thus described them in
his Montgomery Settlement Report :—
" The remarkable fact that a people called ' Kathaioi' occupied a part of the Gugaira
district when Alexander invaded the Punjab, invests the Kathia tribe with a peculiar
interest. After much enquiry oa the subject, I have come to the conclusion that the
Kathias of the present day have a strong claim to be considered the descendants of
the same * Kathaioi * who so gallantly resisted the Macedonian conqueror. Their own
account of their origin is, of course, far different. Like all J4ts they take a particular
pride in tracing their descent from a Rajput prince about the time of their conversion to
Muhammadanism under the Emperor Akbar. But an examination of their alleged pedigree
shows that, like many other popular traditions of this kind, this account of their origin
must be altogether fictitious. They state that a prince named 'Khattya,' reigning in
Rajputana. was compelled to yield up one of his sisters in marriage to the emperor of
Delhi. After brooding for some time over this great outrage to Rajput honour, he contrived
to assemble a large army with which he attacked the imperial forces : he was, however,
overcome by superior numbers, and was made a prisoner after nearly all his adherents had
been slain. Ho was then conducted with great honour to the Court of Delhi, where the
emperor treated him with kindness, and at last induced him to embrace the Muhamraadan
faith, and placed under his charge an important post near the Court. Some time afterwards
he was sent with a force to subdue a portion of the Ravi tribes who had risen in insurrection, and after conquering them was so much attracted by the beauty of the country,
that he remained and received a grant of the whole tract for himself and his descendants.
All the Kathias claim descent from this prince, but, unfortunately for the credibility of this
story, the only way that his 8,000 descendants manage to arrange the matter is by assuming
that the prince had no less than 150 sons; whilst in a pedigree prepared by the chief
Mirasi of the tribe, in which the increase of offspring in the different generations is arranged
with more accordance to probability, the line is only brought down to a few of the principal
families of the tribe.
" In their habits the Kathias differ little from the other J at tribes. Before the accession
of Ranjit Singh they lived chiefly on cattle grazing and plunder. Like the Kharrals and
Fatttfnas they still keep up Hindu parohits, who take a prominent part at all marriage
festivities, an undoubted sign of their conversion to Muhammadanism having been of recent
date. They are n handsome and sturdy race, and like nearly allJats of the ' Great Rari*
do not allow their children of either sex to marry until they have attained the age of
puberty, because, as they justly consider, too early marriages would be detrimental to the
'physique of the race. Their chief and favourite article of food is buttermilk; the
consumption of wheat among them is very inconsiderable."

Mr. Purser, however, gave a somewhat different account of their
migrations. He said :—
11

The
Kithias
have
been
identified
with
the
'
Kathaioi'
of
Alexander's
time.
According
r account tnev are
•° S*?*
descended from Raja Karan. Surajbansi. Originally they resided
in Bfkaner, whence they emigrated and founded the State of Kithiiwir. From there they
went to Sirsa and than to Bahiwalpur. Next they crowed over to Kabul* and went on tp
/
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Daira Dfnpanah. Here they quarrelled with the Balochis and had to leave. They then
settled at Mi'rah Siil in Jhang. They stole the cattle of Aliwal Khan of Kamilia, who was
killed pursuing them. Saadat Yir Khan obtained the release of their leaders (who were
imprisoned on account of this affair) on condition of their settling on the Ravi. Thus the
Kithias obtained a footing in this District. They always held by the Kara alia Kharrals,
but plundered the others whenever they could get a chance. The Kathias are Punwir
Rajputs. There are two main divisions; the Kithias proper and the Baghelas,"*

This would make the Kdthias of theR&vi immigrants from KS$hiaw£r.
But a Pandit of Guzerat who was sent into the Punjab by the R&ja of
JazdAn, one of the principal K&trhiaw£r States, to make enquiries on the
subject, found that the Kityhiawar R&jputs, who also claim descent from
R6ja Karan, have a tradition that they came to their present territory
from the Punjab via Sindh and Kach. The K&thia tradition is that
they were driven out of Sirsa Rania, or the valley of the lower Ghaggar,
about the time of Tamerlane's invasion. Balwfina and Pawar are two
leading clans.
In recent times the tribe has in Jhang been going from bad to worse,
and it is now of little importance in that District.
RATHURA, an Ariin clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
a R&jput clan found in Gurddspur. Their founder Raja Karet,
driven from the plains in the time of Mahmud of Ghazni, settled
in Mangla Devi, a fort in Jammu and thence raised Kharipur,
whence his descendants became known as Khokhars. They still
hold large estates in Jammu. One of them took to robbery in the
forest round S&mbha,t and thence seized a Sambi^l girl, so her
kinsmen gave him a large tract of land in Shakargarh taheil. In this
he founded Katli and his descendants were called Katils. The tribe
founded 860 villages, of which there remain only 100, 60 in British
territory and 40 in Jammu. The Katils claim to be Surajbansi, and
descended from B&w£ S&bi, regarding the Mah&jans, Kupr£s, Asw£rs
(horse-tamers), Cham&rs, Batw&ls and Dumn&s as branches or offshoots of the tribe, whose observances those castes follow.
In Aurangzeb's time the K&tils, Rao, Balel, Mai and Nih&la became
Mubammadaos, but remained Katils by caste.
The Kfitils do not intermarry with the higher R^jpufc septs, such as
the Sambidl, but they intermarry with a number of the R&jput septs of
Jammu, as well as with the Lalotari and Deowania, and the Thakkar
septs. Intermarriage with the Khokhars is prohibited because they
are regarded i s akin to the K&til by descent.
c
This is based on the following tradition:— Brahma, who was descended from Suraj (sun), Mirichak, K&syab after whom our got (subcaste) is named, Taran, Karao, Sompat, Brihaspat, Avagy6dh£t£,
Dayadhdt&, Mah£ndh&t&, Beaspil, Ratanpil, Atter, R6j& Sahasranar,
Santan Raja, Karet Raja, Kood R4j&, R£j£ Chit, RAj& Gora, Bharatb;
Rfij£ S&ntal, R£j& Bil and Rajd Jasrath took possession of the fort of
Mangla Devi in the Khari territory and settled there. His descendants
thus became known as Khokhars, and still hold lands in the Jammu
State though they have become Muhammadaus/

KATIL,

* The Baghelas are confined to the neighbourhood of Kamilia aad Tfere nrobably only
retainers of the Kifchia originally.
f The then capital of Jammu.
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The Katock.
Kelan who was descended from Baoi, Sugga, and Sai settled a t
Katli in Jammu and his descendants became known as KAtals.
Pamn 9 Khang, Gega, Dheru and L£d£ were the ancestors of Bbura
who founded the village Bhfire Chak and named it after him3elf. Ladha,
the son of Kundan and praadson of B<£nou had two sons:—Nihdla
and Surjao. Nih&la founded Nih&l£ Chak. Rughal was the son of
Surjan.
Dhareica, also called udhdld, is practised by the K&tils,* e /en Brahman
widows being espoused under this system. But the offspring of such
unions are looked down upon and find it difficult
Main wives.,
though they succeed equally with the children o- L.U** legitimacy,
Dharewa is most usually contracted with a man of the is band's family
and, provided the second husband declares that the widow is his wife
before all the brotherhood, no rite is necessary or custc iary. But if
she marry outside Ver husband's family she loses the
.atody of his
f
children; and she forfeits herricrht to succeed to his prop .y if she remarry.
The Brahmans of the K£tils must be of the Manutara or S&rsut
branch, and of the Kasyapa golra, as they themselves are.
In the government of the tribe a learned Brahman is associated with
a leading man of good position and influence, who is elected from time
to time, not for life but for an indefinite period. He alone, or in
consultation with 3 or 4 members of the brotherhood, decides ail
disputes. Mauy disputes are decided by oaths—a deponent being
made to bathe and touch a pipal, ? .aple or an idol, or to hold his
son in his arms, and then sweat
Boundary disputes are settled by
one of the parties placing a clod of ea. oh on his head and walking along
what he declares to be the true boundary. This is a very solemn oath
as if eworn falsely the earth will refuse to receive him.
The only tribal cult of the K&tils appears to be that of their satisi
whose tombs still exist at Katli, to which place pilgrimage 3 are made
twice a year. But the K&tils have various other cults in common with
other K&jput tribes on the Jammu border. Such are Kali Bir, Vaishno
Devi, B&wa S&rgal, a snake god, B. Sadda Garia besides the betterknown Lakhdatta, Narsinghji, Bhairon N&th and others.
The generic name of the dynasty whose original capital was at
Julltmdur but whose territories were subsequently restricted to the
Kangra hills. The kingdom whose capital was at Jullundur (Jdlandhara)
wa$ called Trigarta, but the name of its dynasty does not appear to
be recorded, and the name Katoch is confined to the house of K&ngra.
From it sprang four or five branches, the Jaaw&ls or rulers of the
Jasw&n Duu in Hoshi&rpur, the Goleria, once rulers of Goler or
Haripur in Kangra, the Sib£ia or 'lip&ia of Sfba in Kangra and
the Dadw61s of Datarpur on the orders of K&ngra in Hoshi£rpm\
A fifth branch which claims Ku^ooh descent is the LUDDU Rdjput

KATOCH.

* Or rather in some families: those of position disallowing the practice,
f TwicefiyGWmurandas (sweeU) and til-r Hawaii 'sesame and rice) are ottered to Ihe
atiavati. These offerings are takeji by th* ' r
rj brahmans.
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sept The Katcch are by status Jaikaria Rajputs of the 1st grade.
The Golaria represent the elder line and from it sprang the Sfb* and
DadwlV the Jasw£l being an offshoot of the main branch,
a race mentioned by several Muharutnadan historians of India.
Baihaki in his Tdrikh-i-Sabalctigin
mentions that all the 'Hindu
Kators were brought under the rule of the Sultan Mas'ud, but he
does not specify their locality.* Abu Rih£n at Biruni speaks of
Kajormfin as the laet of the Turk kings of K£bul,t but the dynasty
appears to have been also called Katormdn, Katorian or Kayormdn.J
Elliot gives a full account of them, but it is doubtful if the dyna^y
was generally called Katormd.n.§ Taimur howevor unquestionably
found the Knfors in alliance with the Si£hposh and holding a kingdom
which extended from the frontier of Kashmir to the mountains ot
Kabul and contained many towns and villages. Their ruler was called
'Ad&lshu, Ud& or Ud6shu (which recalls Uri&yana or Sw4t) and had
his capital at Jorkal. He describes the Ka(ors as men of a powerful
frame and fair complexion, idolaters for the most part, and speaking
a tongue distinct from Turki, Persian, Hindi or Kashmiri.[| Taimur
attacked their strongholds, reaching, according to Raverfcy, that part of
K6firist&n known as Kasb^ur while the prince Rustam advanced into
those parts where the KAtibi, S&hposh, Ptfodu and S£l£o now dwell.1T
This was in 1398 A.D., and in the end of the 15th century Sultan
Mahmud, a descendant of Taimur led expeditions against the Ka(or
Kafirs and Si£hposh and thereby earned the title of Gh^zi. Raverty
identifies the Ka^or with the Spin or White K&firs,** but the historians
of Akbar, who sent an expedition under Jab£ngir in 1581 against the
Si&hposb K&fira of the mountains of Kafor, and Abu'l Fazl in his
history of Taimur's expedition apeak of the Hindu&n-i-Kator, a
country which they describe as bounding Buner, Sw&t and B&jaur
on the north. The family of the Mihtar of Cbitrdl is still called Kafcor
(vide p. 174 supra), and Biddulph's proposed identification ot the
4,1
Kat! r or KHATTAR of Attock cannot 1je regarded as proved. "

KATOR,

KATOR'

a lf&% clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.

KATPAL

iJ f o b e a synonym for or a'sub-group of the Pakhiw&ra. Of. plso

KATRAH,

a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
*

a story-teller, a rehearser of the ShAstras: a singer, a dancing
boy. fr. kath, hatha, a story, fable.

KATTBAK,
KATWAL,

a P e g a r cian (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

a small tribe found near Mitru in Muli£n which is said to have come
from Central Asia.

KACM,

* E, H. I.. I. p. 128.
t Ibid. p. 403.
X Ibid. pp. 405*6.
§ Ibid. pp. 407-8.
|| Ibid. pp. 400*1. Of. pp. 480-1.
IT Notes on Afghdnistan, p. 136.
• • Ibid., p. 135.
ft It is abandoned by Irvine: J, R. A* 8., Mil, pp,| 217-9
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Kaurd—Kehal.
an agricultural clan found in Shdbpur: also in Montgomery where it
is recognised a9 a Kharral clan.

KATJBA,
KAURI,

a Mu'mmmadan J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
*

KAURIANA,

a sept of the SiAls.

KAWAKJ,

a J&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult6n.

KAWEBA,

a Muhammadan JAt clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KAYANI,

see under Gakkhaf.

EAYATH,

see Kaith.

Kkzii see QAzi.
one of the sects or orders of the Sufis: founded by Abu Ish&q
Kazrum, whose shrine is at Sbir&z.

KAZRUNIAN,

KKHAL.—A nomad tribe of fishermen and

boatmen, who ply their boats
between Kal&bagh and Sakkar on the Indus, rarely if ever quitting the
vallev of that river. But MalUhs, described as Jhabel by caste and
Kehal by got are found in Ludhi&na, and doubtless elsewhere.

The Kehals claim to be the earliest converts to Islam between Kalabagh
and Karachi, but profess to follow Imdm Sh&fi, and eat uneloan animals
and fish found in the Indus in spite of the Qur&n.
Thus their favourite food is the flesh of the sisdr or long-nosed fisheating crocodile, but they avoid that of the bagu or snub-nosed crocodile.
Centuries ago the Kehals had a saint, one Ch£cha Mith&, of their own
tribe, but nothing is known of his life or history.
Like the Moh&nas and Jhabels the Kehals invoke " Dum Dia-pandh,"
Dum B&h&wal Haqq, L£l ls£ and Aili R£jin or simply Aili.*
The Kehals are said to have no belief in devils, but the Moh&nas and
Jhabels hold that any disease is due to demoniacal possession and that
these demons of disease belong to certain saints of the neighbouring
tracts, such as L&i 1&& of Karor, Aili R&jin, Dinpan&h, Jaraman Sh&h,
etc. These dembns have human names such as Gord Khetrfp&l, Zulf
Jarn&l, Nur Jam&l, Nur Muhammad, Chingu, Ghul£m Rasril, Kundai,
Shabrdfcin, etc., etc., and of these the last two are female jinns.
Women
are most commonly possessed and they promptly inform their relatives
of the jinn's name, and which sain*; he or she belongs to. Children of
both sexes have to swim when 5 years of age and ore expert in swimming and diving by the time the^ aro 10.
Fishing is practised at any time of th( day or night, bat avoided on
Fridays, a i d forbidden on the day when a wedding is being celebrated
Alligators are caught in the following way : a back-water or pool which
forms a branch of the main scream is chosen and a heavy net, in which
is a )hrge opening, is placod across its mouth. A putrescent carcaae
ox* fish bones are placed in the pool as bait, and four Kehals lie in
ambush on the bank. When th^ alligator is seen inside the pool two
• AH, whc3e name is pronounced Aili by dodi -players also. Of. Yaili, the Balochi form
of AH.

t
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of the hunters rush to close the hole in the net, while the other two
drive the animal into it, or harass it until it is tired out, when it is
speared and killed. Occasionally a man is bitten but fatal bites are
very rare. Tortoises are killed in a similar way. Sometimes in shallow
pools nets are unnecessary, and in the cold season when alligators,
tortoises and large fish lie concealed in the mud at the bottom of the
shallow streams and back-waters the Kehals prod it with their speara
and kill the animals before they can escape. Fish are sometimes caught
by stirring up the mud until they float half-dead on the surface.
Kehals ply their boats for hire, sell baskets and mats, reap crops for
hire and beg for grain. They do not sell fish in the bazars of a town.
Birth customs.-?-A first-born child, if a boy, is peculiarly auspicious,
and if a daughter, unlucky. I t is very unlucky to have three daughters,
and still worse to have a son after three girls, as he never fails to cause
his mother's or father's death within S years. Great rejoicings are
held for a first-born son, mullahs, Sayyids, eunuchs and their followers
being feasted. On the 3rd day a boy is named, and on the 7th his head
is shaved. A girl's head is merely shaved on the 7th day, and her ears
pierced in 10 or 15 places before she is 5. Kehal women do not pierce
the nostril for the nose-ring. A boy is circumcised before he is 10 by
a pirahin, precisely as he is among the Baloch. He is made to put on
a gdnd or string of red cotton thread round his right wrist, a piece of
cotton cloth l\ yards long by £ wide, as a tahmat, and a second piece
about 3 yards long for a pagri, but his hurta should bo white. If a
mosque is handy, he is taken to it, followed by drummers who dance
and sing. A new earthen pardt or jar is placed on the ground at the
gate and on it the boy is seated with hi3 feet on the ground. A man
holds his hands back while the pirahin operates.
Marriage.—Muhammadan rites are observed at weddings, but one or
two points deserve notice. The boats, etc., are swept and all bones and
refuse removed to make them fit to receive strangers. The bride is
dressed in r9d (chiini, choli and ghaghard): the bridegroom in white
(pagri, hurta and tahmat). The day before the nikdh drummers and an
eunuch are called in to dance and sing. Muhammadan friends also
corae with their own cooking vessels and kill two or more goats or
sheep. On these they feast, giving a share to the Kehals, but no
K^hal may approach while the animals are being killed, cooked or eaten.
After mid-day they all play, dance and sing together, going homo in the
evening. Next day all re-assemble at the same place, the nikdh is read,
the strangers withdraw, after congratulating the bridegroom and his
parents. The bride and bridegroom are then shut up together in a hut
of reeds for an hour or two to consummate the marriage, and the
ceremonies close. The cost of the wedding falls on the boy's father, but
the bride's dress, ornaments, if any, and the household chattels are
provided by her father.
Unlike other Muh'ammadans a married Kehal goes to live permanently with his father-in-law and subsequently becomes his heir. If he is a
minor at the time of his wedding he continues to live in his father's
house till of age. A newly married wife waits 6 months and if not
pregnant by then she gets herself circumcised, whereon pregnancy usual! v ensues.

*

t
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Kejah—Ketwdl.
Succession.—Daughters and sons share equally in their father's property, and disputes regarding succession are said to be decided by the
mullahs according to Muhammadan Law.
The Kehals are divided into three groups, Loria, Daphala and Mori ;
of which the first is the chief. It is said to derive its name from the
mullah, a Lori of Luristdn, who first taught them Isl&ra. The Daphala
axe so called because they have large mouths,* and the Mor& because
they have dark complexions.
Closely akin to the Kehals, or at least allied to them b
occupation
and habits, are the Jhabelst and Moh&nas, The latter ai said to be
More-hind, or " allied to the M o r i " branch of the Kehals and they have
u
two divisions, the Kutpil and the Rora. Kutp&l is said to mean feeder
[pal) of a la^ge city or a r m y " [hut), because centuries ago a large
force of a king of MuU&a who had met with defeat was marching westwards to cross the Indus and the Kutp&ls supplied it with fish, in return
for which its leader tausrht them to avoid eatingr unclean animals and
made them perfect Moslems. But it is also said that many Kehals have
become Moh&nas, Jhabels or Mancheras, since the introduction of
lsl&ru, and taken to cultivation. In former times these tribes were wont
to combine against a common enemy.

K -JAHj a Jdt clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.
KXJAB, J,

Ja$ clan (agricultural) found in Mnlt&n.

K CLE, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
K -fiAH, a J4t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
i^ K3, a Muhammadan tribe, apparently J i t . found in Montgomery.
Ktt NR-SHABI.—On the death of Faqfr Sayyid Mir Sh&h, also styled Mian
*lir (from wl«om the Cantonment of Lahore took its former name),
Sayyid Bh&^an Sh£h of Nurpur Chaumak in Jammu succeeded him as
faq'rf and conferred that same title upon his frieud Ibrahim Khan, r.
:
"im 'ddr or the Gujr&nw&la district. When the latter oied -lif zoa
Gnulam CL&h became faqir.
He was n turn s >c^9eded b • hii nor
Liesar Sh&h who rounded a sect. He died aged 35 in 7868 and h ^ ivc,
Muhaiumad Husain or Sube Sh&h, theu became i s leader Hindas <w
well as Muhr.mroadans can enter it, and the latter, thouga supposed
to follow the Q&dria tenets, do not. a Klein from winv do nut fast or
pray, and are fond of sport. When a new member ig admitted there
is ro cereinory, nor is he bound to adhere to any prescribed mod3 of
life. Members of this sect are founu in 3ujr£nw6la, Siulko% Sh&hpur,
Gujr&t and Lahore.
Ki?tt.% a F&jput tribe in Rawalpindi. I t belongs to the same group oi
tribes as tho Dhtind and Satti, and l u H s toe hills to the eouth of t i n
Satti country. The KetwfLl t*aim d e c e n t fro n Alexander the Gieafc (!)
and say that thoy are *ar older inhabitants oi the.e *ills than ei'aer
* Said iO be from 8indhi da phi, a large woo in apoon : cf Mult&ni Q?o88arv. 2nd i.
Dicty. o. 20.
f Ti.dbel is saia to be derived from jhiba a Linall leathor sack used for holdfoyflc~?f
saltcr anything except water. ID the Aln*i>jtk**vi OWociurana's irans.) they appear as
tbo Jjihahels. This would suggest a dei vation .torn cf*nnmh9 a *narsu or swt^p.

the Dhund or Satti; but the tribe was apparently almost exterminated
by the Dbfind at some time of which the date is uncertain, and they
are now few and unimportant.
ETHABj.a J&( olan (agricultural) found in MnlUta.
KHABSRA, a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
KHACHI,

a Rajput clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.«

a J&\ clan tound in the north of MulWn tahsil where it settled in
Mughal times from Jammfi.
KBXDANA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
KHADAL,

KHXDAB,

a 3&% olan (agricultural) found in Mult&n and in ShAhpur.

(I) a Jat olan (agricultaral) and (2) a Qureshi clan (agricultural),
both found in Multdn (doubtless Khagga).
KHAGAB, a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n.
KHAOAH,

a semi-sacred tribe found in the south-west Punjab. Mr. Purser
thus described them: " The Khaggas came to the Montgomery district
after the conquest of Mdlten by Ranjit Singh. They claim to be
Qureshi, and name as the first Khagga, JaUl-ul-dfn, disciple of
Mubammad Ii4q. Khagga is said to mean a peculiar kind of fish ; and
the name was given to Jal&l-ul-dfn by his spiritual teacher on the
occasion of his rescuing a boat overtaken by a storm." In Multin the
Khaggas uv?n land in Multan and Mailsi tahsils and are still regarded
with a certain amount of respect. In the troublous days before S&wan
Mai if any one was distressed he took refuge with a Khagga, and if a
marauder entered a Khagga's house he was miraculously struck blind.
KHAINTWAL, a R&jput tribe ; see Ketwftl.
KBAIBF, a sept of R6jputs, descended from Zdhir Chand, a son of T£r6
Chand, 31st Riji of Kahlfir.
KHAJAH. a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
KEAJAN, a Ja$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
KHAJJI, a tribe in Bah£walpur, some of whom are Jchatiks or tanners by
profession.
KHAK, a J£t clan (agricultural) found in Kabirwj£i£ tahail, Multan district,
and reputed to be one of the four most ancient tribes in that tract, the
other three being the Panda, Pahor and Sahu.
KHAKH, a Hindu J6J clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
KHAGGA,

said to be a not uncommon epithet to apply to any petty Khatri
trader. The Kbakhas are in fact Khatris converted to*Isl£m, and are
found in greatest numbers in the Kasbmfr hills, lying along the left
bank of the Jhelum; whence a few have made their way in to Haz&ra
and Rawalpindi. Sir George Campbell called -them " a curiously
handsome people.
KHAKI (1) a Z&\ clan found in a more or less solid block between the
Ntins and the Chenab river, in the Khuj&bad tahsil of Mult£n, where
they settled from Bhatner in Jahangfr's time, and (2) a class of

KB-AKHA,

KAMBOHS.

*
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Khdkwdnir-Khalil.
a Pathdn family of Molten, which derives its name from KhAkln,
a village near Herat or from an incident connected with the hunting
of the boar (khoh). Ali Muhammad Kh&n of this family was Sfibahd&r
of Multdn under Ahmad Shah Abdali till 1767 A. D., when he was put
to death.

KHAKWANJ,

KHAL,

a $&% clan (agricultural) found in Mult£n,

KHALAFZA£,

a Pathdn clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
T

a At clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
KHACANI, a Ja( clan (agricultural) found in Multdn.
KBALAH,

Arab, a successor. (1) a title not infrequently borne by the successors of famous saints, especially in the south-west Punjab*; (2) a term
said to be applied to Mirasis who are servants of Pirzadas ; (3) a title
bestowed half satirically upon Darzia or tailors. It is said to be the
title of the head of a guild of Dhobi3.

KHALIFA,

a tribe of the Ghoria Khel Pathans. It occupies the left bank of
the B&ra river, and the country along the front of the Khyber in the
Peshawar plains between that pass and the Dsiudzai. Of its four main
clans, Matuzai, Birozai, Ish&qzai and Tilarzai, the Barozai is the most
powerful. The Khalil are not good cultivators. According to Raverty
the Khalils were in the early Mughal period an exceedingly powerful tribe, the strongest among the Ghwaria or Ghoria Pafchins, and
having compelled the Khashi Pa^h^ns many years before to abandon
Gara and Nnshki they first occupied part of B&jaur with some of
Yusafzais about 151.7 A. D., but they subsequently drove their allies
out of that territory,t and in 1550 we find them in possession of the
country immediately west of the Khyber. Like the Mohmands they
threw in their lot with Kamr&n and took part in the attack on Humaytin's camp in which Hind&l lost his life. They must have suffered
;
heavily in K£mr&n s final defeat by Hum&yun. But the real cause of
their downfall was the hostility of the Khashi Afghans. Holding, as
they did, all the coantry from Dhdka to Attock, with the Khyber and
Kharappa passes, they had become very rich, for the Peshdwar district
was very fruitful and as the rojal road lay through it and all the tradi n g caravans halted at Bagr&m (Peshdwar), the Khalils levied tolls on
them in return for escorts, and as their wealth increased so did their

KHALIL,

* For instances see the Bahiwalpur Gaz&tteer, Chap. I C; and also Temple's Legends
of the Punjab, III, p. 173, where Pir Wali, a follower of l Mian Shaikh Ghaus Wali of
Jullnndur, i3 said to have borne the title of Khalifa Irsh£d, the expounder of the orders
of God;
t Elsewhere Raverty gives a fuller account of these operations in Bijaur. He relates
how a portion of the Khalils having quarrelled with the other Ghoria Khel, left Tarnak and
KalitiGhiUai and settled in the Lashora valley in Bijaur. Then in alliance with the
Yusufzais and Mandars they defeated the Diiazdks under Malik Haibu and partitioned
Bijaur among themselves and their allies, but they soon fell out with them and drove them
out of Bajaur. The Yusufzai and Mandar, however, soon combined with the Umr Khel
Dilazaks and, though the Khalils retreated to the fastnesses of the Hindu-Rij raijge,
they secured the help of the Hindu-R4jis, who were probably Arabs, and surrounded the
Khalils in the Chharmang valley. Here the Khalils were completely defeated and lost
so many captives that Khalil boys and maidens were sold for a pot a-piece, until Malik
Ahmad and other chiefs of Yusufsai and Mandar directed that all the Khalil prisoners should
be set free. The Khalils however never regained B'ijaur.

*
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arrogance. The plunder of a Tfisufzai caravan, the murders of tlm
two sons of the Malik of the Abazai and of the G a g i a n i Z S who was
venerated as a saint, in a Khalil mosque, roused the Khashis andI t S
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Shaikh Tapur m 1549 or 1550, according to Raverty.*
The present Khalil lappa or tribal area consists of a tract 20 miles
long by 10 broad along the foot of the Khyber hills from the K 4 b 3
river southward to the Mohniand tappa. I t is 73 square miles in a r ^
great
dark bke coats of quilted cotton which are discarded in s u m m e r for I
large Afghan sk.rt. A white and blue turban, with a lungi twisted "und
the waist or thrown over the shoulder completes the costume S S h
Jahan conferred the title of arbdbf on Muhammad Asil K h a u ^ ' q
and their chiefs have borne it ever since, instead of the older' fcit£ «f
mahk. The arbabs all belong to the Mitha Khel section.
an extinct tribe of Turk origin, claiming descent from Khali, s o „ of
YafisJ
Yafist (Janhethk a™™!,™ ^ ™ . >.~A;^
I t Wfts a kin to t h i Ghuz*;
po
^ portion or tms preat tr.be was settled in Garmsir, and some held
lands in Nangrahar, north of the Kirman district, several centuries
before the Afghans came mto it. The pressure of the Mughal invasions
however compelled them to move eastwards, and in the latter J r I
he year 623 H a body of Khalj, which formed p a r t o t i e ^ h X a z m
forces, overran Mansura, in Sewistdn. I t was however o v e X o w u T v
Nasir-ud-Din Kabajah and its chief slain. The Khali save R V ! ! !
to Lakhnauti (Bengal), but as a tribe it never e s t a f f i d Z * f o
India. The Khalj are entirely distinct from the Ghilzai Pathans

KHALJ

K BALSA.

ham§
were the followers of Govind Singh^ as opposed to *th e U „ W
"
followers of Nanak. He adds thafthe S u r 2 ? Khalsa t who e V h
m e t DCe a y a
• £ $ !
°
. f / !* ^ i t s a r . The terms Khulasa and Surbat
Khalsa are now obsolete, the latter being replaced by Tat Khalsa.
KHALWAH, a J a t clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
KHAMAH,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

XBAMAN,

a J a j clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

KHAND,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multan.

an agricultural clan found in Shahpur. It is, however, mafoto
found in Peshawar, occupying a few villages east of the city of t h 2
aame. It claims indeed to hare once occupied the whole couniry between Peshawar and Nowshera Folk-etymology derives its n a n / f r o m
the Hmdko word khand, 'one whose front teeth are broken,' because ite
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Khand cuiiotn.
once entertained a king who had come into its territory to hunt with
bread and sugar. The name no doubt suggests some connection with
Gandh&ra, the ancient name of the Fesh&war valley, bat the tribal
tradition is that Mahmud of Ghazni on his return from one of his
expeditions to Hindustan brought the Khands back with him from some
part of the Punjab and settled them in the Pesh&war valley which was
then uninhabited and filled with thick iune4e.* The trih« nn the
"
hand, says it was converted to Tsla
quests, though its head assumed his
Ito
leaders, who affect the title of arhdl
Khd.ii and his brother Muhammad
appearance
ants or the valley, and the ordinary
guished from their A win neighbours. Indeed they are often called, and call themselves,. A wins, though the
latter tribe does not admit the kinship. The Khands however claim to
be superior to the Aw&ns, and the karnins or menials of Khand villages
are actually called -1 .v&ns. Both tribes speak Hindko as well as Pashto.
The Khands commonly intermarry with Awins, as well as with
Pa(b£ns; and marriage with the karnins who are called A wins
is also allowed provided they do not follow an unclean occupation. Marriage with impure castes such as Mochis and Cham&rs is
also forbidden. The Khands have no sub-divisions, though they
are divided into about a score of birddaris or brotherhood ..-,-—
all intermarry, except that the arbdbs only form alliance with the
birddari, named L&la, which is descended from Muhammad Kh&n.
Outsiders of good caste are admitted into the tribe, if they wish it,
on marriage with a Khand woman, but, unlike other married Khands,
visiting their wives' parents they are not admitted into the
women's apartments. There is no leremony of admission. Marriage
u
sometimes
't, audit is permissible between
cousins german. Marriages are arranged by the parents, any other
being viewed with disfavour. Adult marriage is nsual at from 15
to 20 for boys and from 13 to 16 for girls, and marriage at a later age
for girls is unknown, a girl who remains unmarried in her father's
house being honoured rather than despisedt and succeeding on his
death to a full share of his estate for life. Adultery is regarded with
abhorrence, the man beitig heavily fined hyzjirga of bis fellow-villagers
and the woman divorced by her husband under the pressure of public
opimou. In all other observances, such as weddings and funerals
t l i a general
rYonntK.1 Mil ha. m m a r l art stnatnm v\%%^** «1~ t i • t_ _ •*
«
Law. The Khands are Suunis and
borders, viz.. those of
Akhfin Darweza Sfihib, Mi4u Shaikh Umr Sihib, Akhtin Panja SAhib
ard K4ka Sahib. None of these was a Khand or has any particular
connection with the tribe. Annual fairs are held at th«ir shrines
The most noteworthy is that of the K4ka SAhib, which takes dace
A

time
alluded

M

made in the history of i
The
*
"

artob.
ition of mMtaUa-MiMirf, to common ia the Rawalpindi district
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on 16th—20th Rajab, as it is said that the saint died on one of these
days. The K&ka S&hib lived in the time of Aurangzeb and is therefore
comparatively modern. But on the anniversary of his death, at the
time of the fair, his people, the K&ka Khel Path&ns, put out cooked
meats and rice, etc., by the shrine, which are then carried off by the
pilgrims.
KHANDOYA, a tribe (agricultural) found in Jhelum. They appear to be
a branch of the Chaabdu Rdjpats.*
KHANPYI, a Kamboh clan (agricaltural) foun^ in Amritsar,
KHANGUBWAH,
KHAHJAII,
KHAMNA,

a synonym of Kh&nz&da, q. v.

a J&( clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
lit. 'half/ a section of the Khatris.

K HAHUAKA, a sept of the SiAls.
KHANZADA.—A tribe of ft&jputs, practically confined to the Qturg&on district

in the Punjab bat also'fouud in Alwar, in which State, Captain Powlett
thus described them :—
"They are the Mewati chiefs of the Persian historians, wno were probably the representatives of the ancient Lords of Mewat. These Mewatis are called Khanzadas, a race
which, though Masai man like the Meos, was and is socially far superior to the Meos, and
has no lore for them; but who in timed past have nnited with them in the raids and
insurrections for which Mewat was so famous, and which made it a thorn in the side of
Delhi emperors. In fact, the expression Mewati usually refers to the ruling class, while
Meo designates the lower orders. The latter term is evidently not of modern origio,
though it is not, I believe, met with in hi«torv ; and the former is. I think, now unusual,
Khanzada having taken its plaoe.
"The Khanzadas are numerically insignificant, and they cannot now be reckoned among
the aristocracy. In social rank they are far above the Meos, and though probably of more
reoent Hindu extraction, they are better Mosalmins. They observe no Hindu festivals,
and will not acknowledge that they pay any respect to Hindu shrines. But Brahmani
take p*xtf in their marriage contracts, and they observe some Hindu marriage ceremonies.
Though generally as poor and ignorant as the Meos, they unlike the latter say their
prayers, and do not let their women work in the fields.
"They are not first-rate agriculturists, the seclusion of their women giving them a
disadvantage beside most other castes. Some have emigrated and taken to trade in the
Gangetio cities, but these have no connection now with the original Khanzada country.
Those who have not abandoned the traditions of their clan are often glad of military service, and about fifty are in British regiments. In the service of Mie Alwar State there are
many. There are 26 Khanzada villages in the State, in most ot which the proprietors
themselves work in the field and follow the plough.
"The term Khanzada is probably derived from Khauasad, for it appears that Bahadur
Nahar, the first of the raoe mentioned in the Persian histories, associated himself with
the turbulent slaves of Firoz Shah after the death of the latter, and, being a pervert,
wonld contemptuously receive the name of Khauasad (slave) from his brethren. The
Khanzadas themselves indignantly repudiate this derivation, and say the word is Khan
Jidd (or Lord Jadu), and was intended to r n der still nobler the name of the princely
Rajput raoe from which they oame. Converted Jadns were called by the old Masai man
historians Mewitis, a term Ohand applies to a Mewat chief of the Lunar race, of which
race the Jadu Maharaja of Kasauli calls himself the head."

To this Mr. Charming added :—
" Khanzadas are a raoe who were formerly of much more importance than at present;
they claim to have been formerly Jadu Rajputs, and that their ancestors l«akhan Pal and
Sumitr Pil, who dwelt at Tahangarh in Bhartpur, were converted to Islam in the reign of
Firoz 8h%h (a. D. 1351 to 1388), who gave Lakhan Pal the name of Nahir Khau and
Sumitr Pal the name of Bahadur Khan, aod in recognition of their high descent called
• Punjab fUcord, 88 of 1896.
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them E h i o i i d a s and made them bear rale in Mewafc. At first they are said to have lived
at Sarabta near Tij£ra, and afterwards, according to tradition, they possessed 1,484
villagflH. However this may be, there is no doubt that they were the ruling race in
Mewat down to the time of Babar; since then they have gradually declined in importance,
and'now in this district own only a few villages near Null and to the north of Firozpur.
Traces of their former importance exist at Sohua, Buodsi, and Kotila. Kotila was ona
of thoir chief fortresses ; the village is situated in a small valley, wholly surrounded bf
the hill, except whore a smali *..'.nnel-like pass gives entrance to it. In front of this paps
is the Kotila jhil, and when toil it filled with water the only road to the pass lies along
a narrow strip of land between the lake and the hill. The remains of a breastwork along
the face of the hill and across th* mouth of the pass etill exist, while on the hill above
the village is a small ruined fort. The village now belongs to Meos. Some of the buildings bear witness to its former greater importance, I have a suspicion that they are
more intimately connected than they acknowledge with the Meos, whom they seem to me
to resemble in personal appearance. They do not ordinarily intermarry with Meos, but
the Meo inhabitants of five villagea in the Firozpur tahsil profess to have been formerly
Kh4uzada8, and to have become Meos by intermarriage. Their traditions also, which
point to Sarahta as their ancient hon;e, agree, I think it will be found, with those of more
than one clan of Meos, If my supposition that the Meos are converted Mioas is correct,
I am inclined to suspect that the Khanzadas are the representatives of the noble clasi
among the aboriginal population. Tod mentions an Aeil or unmixed class among the
Minas, known as Mainas."

The KhSnz&das of Gurgaon call themselves Jddubansi by clan, and
they commonly say that this is their only got. Kh£nz£da, or " the
son of a Khan," is precisely the Musalm6n equivalent to the Hindu
R&jput or "sou of a R£ja" ; and there can be little doubt that the
Kh&nz6das are to the Meos what the R&jputs are to the J£%*.
a J&\ clan (agricultural) found in Haitian. I t traces its origin to
the Kharrals of Montgomery and Lahore, accounting for its truncated
name by a tale that once a party of Kharrals from the Lahore Bar
encamped near a field of sugarcane in Multan and cut the cane to
feed their cattle and make huts of it. When the owner of the field
complained they declared that they thought the cane was a kind of reed.
So they were diibbed khar, ' a s s ' in Persian.
KHABA, a Ja{ tribe, fouad it N£bha. It claims Chbatriya descent, and
sajs its ancestor held office at the Delhi court, but his son Khdra
became a robber and went to Khandur where he married a woman of
another tribe and so became a J&t. The Kharas believe in a sidh
whose shrine is at Khandur and there they offer panjeri, etc. They
do not use milk or curd until it has been offered at the shrine. On the
5th of the second half of Bais&kh, Maghar and Jeth special offerings
are made there. The ndh was a Khara who used to fall asleep while
grazing his cattle. One day his head was cut off by robbers, but he pursued them for aocr>* vards and the spot where he fell is now his shrine,
and though the xCh&ras have left Khandur the sidh is still worshipped.

KHAK,

a J fit clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar and in Montgomery ;
in the latter district it is Hindu as well as Muhammadan.
KHARAK, a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Multfin
KHABA,

lit. a mortar, a tribe found ia the southern part of the Rachnfi
Dofib: see Kharral.
KHABI, B. H. I., V. 278. Possibly the Khattril, q.v.
KHABIAU, apparently an offshoot of the Bajwi J6(s, descended from Kals,
one of the two sons of Raj& Shalip, the Bajju. Kals had a son by name
DSwa, whose three sons were Mdda, Wasr and Nfina, sumamed Chacbra,

KBAEAL,

*

Khmridla— KhUrral.
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apparently a synonym for, or a class of, Mfrfoi.

KHIBIXLAJ
KHABOKA,

an agricultural clan found in Shihpur.

KCAROPAH,

an agricultural clan found in Sh£hpur.

KHABOBA.—A small clan of J&fs found in N&bha. Uppal, their ancestor, ruled

at Bar£gaon, a Muhammadan village of Pat&la. When he went to pay
the revenue into the treasury he got himself recorded as its owner and
in their resentment the people 'murdered him. His wife on her way to
her father's house, gave birth to a son, on a hard piece of ground,
whence the name Kharauda or Kharora.
KHAfcOfr, a Patfi&n tribe occupying the hills near the sources of the Gunial
and the district of Wprghiin or Arghun to the west of the Sulimdnkhel
country and south by east of Ghazni. They generally arrive in the
plains towards the end of November and depart in May. Their kirrisor
encampments during the winter are located near Tink, Mulazai and
Paharpur. They are a poor tribe, and have been nearly ruined by a long
and unequal contest with the Sulim6nkhels. This feud, though allowed
to rest during their stay iu Hindustan, breaks out afresh as goon as they
re-enter the hills; though attempts h&ve latterly been made by the
Deputy Commissioner with some success to bring the two tribes to terms.
Most of the Kharotis engage as labourers and carriers like the Nasirs.
A large proportion of them are c/iarra folk. Some are merchauts, and
trade in dried fruit and madder.
The Kharoti were identified by Bellew with the Arachoti of Alexander's historians, but though they dwell in the ancient Arachosia, it is
difficult to accept that theory. .They claim descent from Tokhi, mother
of Hotak, grandson of Ghilzai, but the Tokhi themselves say they are
descended from a foundling adopted by their tribe. Bellew was probably right in saying that they and the NASIES are of different origin to
the mass of the Ghilzai.
KHABBAL.—The Kharrals wonld appear (o be a true Rajput tribe, though a
very considerable portion of them are styled Jat. The Rajput Kharrals
of Bahawalpur return their main tribe as Bhatti. The few Kharrals in
Jullundur are there recognised as Rfijputs and those of Montgomery
claim descent from R£ja Karan. The Kharrals are found in large
numbers only along the valley of the R£vi, from its junction with the
Chenab to the boundary between Lahore and Montgomery; while a
few have spread up the Deg river into the Lahore and Gujr£nw£la bar,
and smaller numbers are found all along the Sutlej valley as high up
as Ferozepor. The tribes of this portion of the R&vi, are divided into
, two classes, the Great R6vi tribes and the NIKKI or Little R&vi tribes.
Among the former tribes the Kharrals are the most northerly and one of
the most important. They are themselves divided into two factions, the
upper Rdvi and lower R6vi, the head-quarters of the latter being at
Kot Kam&lia. The two are at bitter feud, and the only tie between them
is their hatred of their common enemy, the SidI Rdjputs of Jhang. The
Kamdlia Kharrals rose to some prominence in the time of Alamgir, and
still hold remains of grants then made them, but the upper Kharrals are
now the more powerful branch of the two. The Kharrals have ever been
notorious for turbulence, and Mr. Purser's Montgomery Settlement Report
contains details of their doincrs before and under Sikh. rule, while the
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history of the family is narrated in full at pages 509/F of Griffin's Panjab
Chief8m They trace their origin from one Bhupa, a descendant of
tUja Karan, who settled at Uch and was there converted by Makhdum
Shah Jabdni&n. From Uch they moved up to their present territory.
There are now very few in the Multdn district; but the fact of their
being found along the Sutlej, though in small numbers only, lends some
bupport to the story of their having come upwards from below. Captain
Elphinstone thus described the Kharrals in his Gogaira Settlement

Report:—
" The ' Kharrals ' are the most northerly of the ' Great R i v i ' tribes. They occupy a
great portion of the land between Gogaira and the Lahore district, on both sides of the
river, and extend some distance into the Gujranwala district. In turbulence and courage
they have been always considered to escel all the others except the Kithias; but the
tract occupied by them has been gradually denuded by the rapid extension of cultivation,
of what formerly constituted their greatest strength,—heavy jungle* In case of disturbances, therefore, they hnve had at more recent periods to evacuate their owu lands on
the approach of large military forces, thus sustaining much damage by the destruction of
their villages. Their most celebrated leader. Ahmad Khan, who was killed in September
1857 by a detachment under Captain Black, headed the combined tribes, however, in no
less than fivo insurrections, which to a certain extent al! proved successful, their chief
object—the plunder of the Khatris and Hindus—having usually been accomplished at the
expense of a moderate tine itnposed on them under the name of nazarana, after the con»
elusion of peace. This success had spread his renown far and wide, and had given him
a great influence over the whole of the * Great Ravi,* as was proved by the outbreak of
1857, which appears to have been mainly'planned and organized by him. In stature the
Kharrals are generally above the average height, their features are very marked, and
their activity and endurance are remarkable. Like all the other Jatg they pretend to a
descent from the Rajputs, and like that class look down with some contempt upon men
who handle the plough. The cultivation in their villages is, therefore, almost exclusively
left to the Wasiwans and inferior castes, the Kbarral proprietors contenting themselves
with realizing their share of the produce. They only possess land in tracts inundated by
the rivers, mere well»cultivation being too laborious a task even for their dependants/*

Mr. Purser adds that they are wasteful in marriage expenditure!
hospitable to travellers, thievish, and with little taste for agriculture ;
and that they still follow many Hindu customs, especially on the occasion of marriage. In Lahore they appear to bear a no belter character
than in Montgomery ; and there is a Persian proverb : " The p o g a r ,
the Bhatti, the Waftu, and the Kharral are all rebellious and ought to
be slain." Sir Lepel Griffin wrote of them: "Through all historic
times the Kharrals have been a turbulent, savage, and thievish tribe,
ever impatient of control, and delighting in strife and plunder. More
fanatic than other Muhatnmadan tribes, they submitted with the greatest
reluctance to Hindu rule ; and it was as much as Diwdn Sfiwan Mai and
the Sikhs could do to restrain them ; for whenever an organised force
was sent against them they retired into the marshes and thick jungles»
where it was almost impossible to follow thein." In Gujr&nwfita they
are said to be "idle, troublesome, bad cultivators and notorious thieves,
their persons generally tall and handsome, and their habits nomad and
praedatory."
•

From notes collected by Mr. E. D. Maclagan in Jhang it appears
that the Kharrals in that District claim to be Punw&rs* and connected
with Raja Jagdeo, not Karn. They Gay they have been on the Kfivi
from time immemorial. They practise kareua (which accounts for their
• This accords with the Multin tradition that the Langhas are Punwiri and allied to
the Kharrals, rJarrals, Banttai and Lake i Multin Gatetteer, 1902, p. 138.
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pedigree.

being ranked M Sitf) and give wives only to Khiohis and Aw6us, but
fo.lrfl them from Chad*****™ KAmnkes. flarrals and even Si&ls. But in
me vum.»u wu-uj at any rate they do not appear to get wives inm
SiAls, and for that tribe we should read 0thw6ls in that tract, They
give 'a long pedigree which is reproduced here to make what
clea I
(Kaulra.)

Pdnwar.

i

Jagdeo.
Kfcim
Karral.
Ga&al.
aulangi.
Vimiin.
Butte.
Ainu

r

Khiva,
Kharral.
Buddh.
Gaddan.
i
Deore.
TTdratb.
Bareg.

Qinft.

t

I

i
Alladid.

r
Pira.

1

Dnllu

1

I

Panja. Fir02.

akllu.

BAJa. Bega. Fatiir.

1
Mint

»

Akfl.

I

i

Jagsin,
Kaulra.

Bhigfi.

Umar.
Yaqtt.
Rajada.
i

r
Sardid.

Jaisal.
i

Visa.
Jaissa.
Dpa.
Jaita.
8&lih.
Mill*.

Visa.

Vanim.

r
Sahi.

,

Mai.

1
Guila.
^

Jam. Bar war. Sajawal. (?)
Mai.

I

Amir.
Na

I
8attr.
Deulat KMn (at present
living in Pandnawala).

I

Ahmad Khan
(the rebel of 1857)

I

Muhammad KM i
of Jimra in Montgomery,

Of these Jaisal was the first to come west to D&nfib&d in Montgomery*
After Kharral*s time the tribe began to disperse to J&mra and elsewhere.
V&su is the head of the Kam&lia section : and Akil's descendants live
south of it. Jaffdeo was a great king with "long arms that reached below
his kuees : and he could break a tilts (staff) over his knees.
• In Shihpur also the Kharral a are classed aa Jilt (agricultural).
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Butta or Butti Sultan was a Kharral chief in the time of Mohammad
of Ghor, and was converted to Isl£m by Pir Sher Sh&h Sayyid Jalfil.
The following ballad about him was given by a mtrasi of the tribe :
When the Solgi tribo fled from fear of the
Kak
To the mighty Butte B*o,
We lived at Kikanai;
Thou art a sea, we a river, comfort us
(let awing).
We are weak, Sultfn Butta;
Do thou, who art like the gky, take us by
the arm:
We are weak, Butta SulUn ;
We have this moment come.

Kdk de dar de Solgi
Aise unchhe Butte Rd sdit
Sudd bas bandrd to Kaknai ;
Samundri sota julnhin,
Asl dhrdan, Butte Sultan;
Ambar pakar tu leiid bdhi;
Asi dhruan, Butt a Sultan.;
Aivwe he din.

The same mirdsi gave the following chap :
Kharral Rdjd Panjn&A ke,
Bdbar Jed munidd tikdnd.
Kharral led hukm Ldhaur te.
Ndl Nawdba te Jcass kamdnd,

I
|

The Kharrals are R4j4s of the Panjnad,*
And have been there since B4bar*s time.
The Kharrals rule as far as Lahore.
They draw the bow along with Naw&bs.

The Kharrals of the Sandal B&v are the most satisfactory of all the
nomad tribes in the Chen&b Colony, now included in the Lyallpur districts. Usually above the average height and good looking, with marked
features, they are at least the equals of the Si&ls in strength and activity, and the latter decline to give them an opportunity of measuring
strength at two ends of a rope. Some of their leaders are remarkably
energetic and intelligent. Once largely addicted to female infanticide,
the Kharrals have quite given up that practice and in the Colony now
number as many females as males. Like other nomads of the B&r the
Kharrals are averse to sleeping under a heavy roof and prefer a small
thatched cottage. They have a tradition that the Prophet Sulaimdn
forbade them to sleep in roofed houses under penalty of the extinction
of the family and their proverb r a n :
Kharral di paJchi, na ghun na makhi,
' 4 Kharral is free from troubles, for he lives in a thatched h u t /
The Kharrals have several clans. The Lakhera, which has its headquarters at Kot Kam&lia, an ancient tftwn refoanded by Kamfil Kb&n,
its chief in the 14th century, was never numerically strong as a clan
but it attained some importance under Sa&daty&r Kh&n of Kam&lia who
obtained Sbjaglr in the reign of Alamgir. The Lakhera were, however,
at feud with the TJpera Kharrals of the upper Ravi and succumbed to
the Si£ls even in Saddatyir Kh&n's lifetime. They regained their in-*
dependence, but only to bo conquered by the Nikk&i Sikhs and had in
recent times largely lost all'control over the B£r, only a few Baloch
tribes, with their old adherents, the Kfithidas, Baghelas and Wahniwils,
standing by them. Most of the Kharrals in the Colony belong to the
Upera clan.
Two clans, often called Chuhrera Kharrals, class themselves as
Kharrals, but they do not really belong to the tribe. These are the
Piroke and J&l&lke and they are called Chuhrera, because the famous
Chuhra dacoit S&ndal. who cave his name to the S&ndal BAr.t rafnaed to
Apparently meant for Punjab.
fFor another derivation see under Shoondal.
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allow the Kharrals to graze in it, unless they provided him with a
bride. To this degradation the Kharrals at last assented, and when ha
went to fetch his wife Sandal was received with great pomp, but he
and his companions were treacherously blown up with gun-powder con
cealed under the grass on which the feast was spread. The Kharrals
then took the Chuhra women to wife. Their descendants are the
Chubrera Kharrals and their appearance is said to give colour to the
tradition.
The Kharrals in Bahawalpur have 15 septs :—Jag-sin, Salar-sin,
Gugera, Tughera, Mamkhera, Chuharera, Sahi, Bhand&ra, Kan-sin,
Jagwera, Fa&wera, Jaswera, Darwesha, and Chahlak, andGaddan, and 4
small muhins or sub-septs Kakln, Jameka, Paropi£, and Miana.
There are two famous religious families of Kharrals (i) the Sdhib*
z£dag4n«i-Mahdrwi and Mangherwi, the descendants of Khwfija Nur
Muhammad, the Qibla-i-Alim, and (ii) the Mians of the Sahib-us-Sair
shrine. Both own vast areas, and Midn Fazl Haq, Mangherwi, pays
Ita. 10,000 a year in laud revenue,
KHABSIN,

see Gharsin.
4

KHARWAL, see GHARWAL.
KHARWALA,

a Jat clau (agricultural) found in Multan.

a J£$ clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
KHASH, KHAUSH, a class or group of Kanets found in Kullu and in the Simla
Hill States of Kotkhai, Balsan, Jubbal, Bashahr, etc. I t comprises a
number of hhels, such as the Khashta in Kanaur. The Khash takes
Kuran girls in marriage, but does not give them to Kur&ns. The
Khash is also styled Katal, q. v. In Bashahr the Khash Kanets who
hold good positions in the State service and so on observe the rites
of the Brahmans and other twice-born castes.

KHARYE,

KHASHA,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

a Path&n sept which with the Umr Khel and MaJli
Khel forms a small tribe which holds the so called Khasor hills on the
south-western extension of the Salt Range which lies on the right bank
of the Indus. The Khasor belong to the Mati division of the Path6n3
and claim descent from Ibrahfm the Loni, son of Bfbi Matp, daughter
of Shaikh Bait, Ibrahim's son Si6nai had two sons, Prdngi and Ism&il
and the former had nine sons, one of whom was named Kbasyur, the
ancestor of the Khassdrs. Ibbetson dates their settlement in the hills
of the Khassfir Afghans early in the 13th century, but it was probably
somewhat later.

KHASOB, KHA&SUR,

a tribe found in Bahawalpur.
It is an -offshoot of the
M&cbhis and its members were in the service of the Abb£si Khans.
A Khas-Kheli, Y£kub Muhammad, rose to be wazir of Bahdwal Kh6n
I I I , but after the death of Bah&wal Khan IV their influence declined
and now they have not access to the Darbar.

KHAS-KHEU,
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Khdtir-Khalik.
an occupational term used in the north of Sirsa and the Phulkiin
States for the carpenter and blacksmith (Loh£r) and generally in the
eastern plains for the carpenter, except on the Jumna where the term
used is B&rhi. Thus in Hiss&r K&thi iuclurtes the Hindu carpenter
of the south-eastern Punjab and the SUTHAR or carpenter of the
f
B£gar, who is a distinct tribe from the forme*. The 8a har too
affects a certain superiority over the KMti, as he han taken to
agriculture to a considerable extent while the KMti has not; and he
does not intermarry with him. Many Kh&tis are by sect Bishnoi,
but tbey do not intermarry with other Bishnoi castes such as the
Bishnoi J6.\a. See under Tarkh&n.

KHATIJ*

KHATfks.f—The Khatfks are only found in any numbers in the Jumna
aone, in Sirsa, in PatiAla, and the other Phulkifin States. They are
par excellence tanners and dyers of goats' skins, and claim to be
of Hindu status because they do not eat dead animals though they
use flesh and LHaor. Brahma, they say, assigned to them a goat's
skin, the bark of trees and lac—so they graze cattle, dye the skins of
goats and deer, and tan hides with bark and lac. Their priests are
Gaur Brahmans who officiate in the phera rite at weddings and in the
kiria at funerals, although the Khatfks are menials, and only Chuhras
and Cham&rs will drink water at their hands. In the B&wul nizdmat
of N&bha the B&griJ group is found which claims Khatrf descent, and
has four gots, the Jaforia named from the place whence it migrated,
and the Bairiw&l, Asw&l and Kenchf which three latter are numerically large. Khatfks only avoid one got in marriage and allow widow
remarriage. Their women wear no nose-ring. The tribe worships .
Bhairon and Sidh Masani, also known as M&t& Mas&ni. At H£jipur in
Alwar, where there is a shrine of the goddess Durga, they perform
children's first tonsure and the bride and bridegroom are also taken to
worship at the shrine. The gurus of the Hindu Khatfks arc N&nakpanthf Sikhs, yet they Observe none of the Sikh tenets. In tho Phul
and Amloh nizdmats of N6bha are found two classes of Muhammadan
Khatfks—the H&jput and Ghori Path£n groups, each of which is as a
rule endogamous.
The Khatfks are sometimes confused with the Chamrang, but the
latter tans baffalo and ox hides with lime, and does not dye leather, so
that he ranks below the Kbatf k who tans and dyes only sheep and
goat skins, using salt and the juice of the maddr (Calotropii proeera),
but no lime. On the other hand, the Khatfk is certainly below the
Cham&r because he will keep pigs and poultry, which a Cbain&r would
not d o ; and he will even act as a butcher, it is said, though this appears
unlikely as he is of so low a status. He is however possibly a
* Kbiti it defined by Platte (Hindustan* Dicty., p. 867) to be a caste of Hindus who
are generally employed at oartwrights, a carpenter. Kdth it wood or timber io Hindi
and in Molt&ni hdthi or kdth. The derivation of Khtti it obscure.
t The Khatfk it a caste of Hindustan and the name it defined hj Platte (Hdnduktdni
Dicty., p. 872) to mean a hunter, a low cast* which keeps pigs and poultry, a tanner,
i.q. Khatik. The word it used in a \ery va#ue way and probably the Hindu Kha$fk
pig-keeper of the eastern Punjab is a Porbia immigrant, while the Muhammadan Khatfk
of tbe west it a Chamir who hat takeu to tanning. But iu Nibba at any rate the Hindu
Khatfk is certainly a tanner.

£ i. c.t immigrant! from the fitgif.
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ork-butcher. He is also said to keep sheep and goats and twist their
hair into waist bands for sale. The Kha(ik appears to be by origin
a scavenger who is rising in the social scale by taking to dyeing and
tanning, but has not yet attained to the status of a worker in leather.
He is closely akin to the P&i and may even be a sub-group of that
caste.
KHATEA,

a Hindu J&t clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KHATKAJ,

a J4( clan (agricultural) found iu Amritsar.

or less correctly KHATTBI, fern. KHATRANI dim. KHATBBTA, fern, -i,
a child of the Khatri caste. Khatri appears to be unquestionably a
Prakritised form of the Sanskr. Kshatriya. Philologically Kshatriya
%
appears to be connected with Sanskr. kshatra country/ The Pers.
Kshatrapi is derived from the same root and jpi-, ' to protect/ Oxford
Dicty., 8. v. Satrap.

KHATBI,

Literature assigns various origins to the Khatri caste. According
to the Vishnu Purina, Bharata, the king whose name so constantly
crops op in various forms in the Punjab, had nine sons, whose mothers
put them to death, fearful that he would disown them as they bore no
resemblance to him. Thus left sonless, Bharata sacrificed to the
Maruts and they gave him Bharadw&ja, son of Brihaspati by Maniatd.
Bharadw&ja had four grandsons, of whom two became Brahmans while
two remained Khatris, though all continued to be of the Bh£radw£ja
gotra.
The Angiras-gotri Khatris are described as descended from Agni,
Havishmat cr Havirbhuja, as he also called, though the Havishmats
or Havismats are also said to be descendants of Angiras and the
great progenitors of the Kshatriyas.
The
bec«
Khatris

lescent from Soma and 9th from King Pururavas.
sons had a descendant Vishvamitra whose family
this gotra belongs the Khanna got of the modern

The Kausilya or Kausalya-gotri Khatris are of Solar race, King
Kausalya or Hiranyanfibha Kausilva their eponym, being 22nd in descent from Raghu.
To this gotra belong the Mihira Khatris, the Kapura got being by
gotra Kautsika.
Time was when Brahmans intermarried with Khatris on equal terms,
but this has long since ceased to be allowed. The Sarsut of Saraswat
Brahmans, who are the parohits of the Khatris,* will, however, eat any
food prepared by a Khatri, a privilege said to be denied to a R&jput.
And the true Saraswat will accept gifts from Khatris alone, in accordance with the ancient role that a Brahman shall only accept gifts from
the warrior class.
* For instance the Jetli Stout, who are descendants of Jetal, a son of
priest to Ham Chandra, are parohit* of the Mihira or Malm Khatris to this
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Kshatriya.

Rationally interpreted these historical legends say clearly enough
that the Khatri caste is made up of at least three probably racial elements, Solnr, Lunar and the Agni-kula or Pire-race. Of those races
some families became Brahmans and others remained Kshatriyas.
Others, according to the Mahibharata, became V.iisyas, Sudras or even
barbers.
The meaning of the word Kshatriya is usually said to be warrior, or at
least the Kshatriya* is described as the warrior class. But Fick has an
€
instructive passage on-this point and says* Kshatriya corresponds to
the Vedic rdjanya and is applied to the successors of t h e conquering
families under whose leadership the Aryan stocks had secured their
new settlements in the G-angetic lands, and, also, to the overlords of
the indigenous peoples who had been able to maintain their independence
in the war against the foreign invaders. The Kshatriyas then were not
by any means of one and the same race. They represented the political
power and embodied the idea of a community which stood above the
family, above the caste, the idea of the State. W e have no right to
speak of a Kshatriya ' caste' in the modern sense of that term. The
Kshatriyas formed a ruling class and were not necessarily warriors, any
f
more than the army was necessarily recruited only from Kshatriyas.
As the name of a ruling race, or as the title of several ruling families, the term Kshatriya is of great antiquity. This is not however a
place for a discussion of the problems connected with the Kshatriyas*
place in history. " T h e three great Kshatriya lines/' writes Mr.
Pargiter, " the Solar and Lunar and Y&dava dynasties, profess to exhibit
more than 50 well-remembered generations."t The following table of
descent is compiled from his article :
Manu Vaivasvata.

r
Ikshviku.
I

«!,/..
•solar Line.

Dishtha or Nedishtha.

n
Ila, his daughter
I
Pururavas.
j
Ayas.
I

VA t . \ Videha Line.

Nahusha.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Yadu.

Turvasu.

DruhyG.

Anu.

Puru.

From Yadu is descended the Yadava race which developed into two
lines, first the Haihaya, sprang from Sahasrnjit, son of Yadu, with a
branch called Talajangha,J and the second line descended from his son
Kroshtu. From Yadu's son Puru sprang the Paurava or Lunar race
which had two branches, the North Panchala, descended from Aianfdha'
which reigned in Ahichchhatra, and the South Panchala. Omitting the
* Die sociale Qliederang t'n Nordoeetlichen Indien zu Buddha's Zeit t p El
4?

encalogiet and Chr

ol

F V ? M t o T i A***"* °
°» °tv in J.R.A.8. 1010, pp. 1-66, by.
t Sprung from Tilajangha, grandson of Arjuna.
Jyimagba, the Yidava, married a Shaivya princess.
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dynasties which had no connection with the Punjab, we learn that the
descendants of Yaydti's son Aim branched oui in the north-west into
the Punjab tribes of the Kekayas, Shi vis, etc. Shivi, son of Ushinara
of this line had four sons who originated the Vrishadarbhas, Suviras,
Kekayas or Kaikayas and Madras of the Punjab.
The earliest and greatest Vishv&mitra was the son of G6dhi or G&thin, king of Kanyakubja, and his Kshatriya name was Vishvaratha.
G£dhi's daughter Satyavali was married to the rishi Richika Bhdrgava
and had a son Jamadagni, whose youngest son was Rama.
Kritavirya, king of the Haihayas, had the Bh£rgavas* as his priests
and end*)wed them with creat wealth. During the reign of his son
Arjuna, who reigned at Mandhdta on the Narrnada river, the Haihayas
endeavoured to recover this wealth from the Bb£rgavas and, failing to
do so, killed or dispersed them. This brought them into conflict with
R£ma, as Arjuna or his sons had robbed Jamadagni, the BhArgava, so
K&rna killed Arjuna, and in revenge the latter's sons murdered Jamadagni. R&na swore vengeance on the Kshatriyas, destroyed all Arjuna's
sons, save 6ve, and thousands of Haihayas ; and moreover he extended
his hostility to all Kshatriyas and exterminated them, according to the
9
legend, 21 times. But in spite of this'extermination the Haihayas
and Tiilajanghas soon after overran the whole of North India, which
was simultaneously invaded by foreign hoides from the north-west.
The curious story which connects Rama and his brother Shatrughna
with the Yidavas, explains some important territorial facts. Aladhu,
called king of the Dtfnavas,t was a Yadava and bis realm extended
from Guzerat to the Madhu-vana or forest on the Jumna. Fourth in
descent from him reigned Saltvata whose son Bhima was contemporary
with Rdma. Shatrughna killed Lavana,J Iho local Wiler, felled the forest
and founded Mathura, but after R&ma's death Bhima recovered tho
city and his son Andhaka reigned there, but Mathura continued to be
also called 8hurasena, after Shatrughna's son who had held charge of it,
7
K^ns, a descendant of Andhka, reigned there however in the Pandavas
time. Samvarana, the BL6rata, was driven out of his kingdom by the
Panchdlas and sought refuge in a fortress on the Sindhu for many
years, until a Vasishtha became his priest and encouraged him to
recover his realm. Samvarana's expulsion from it must have been
effected by Sudds, who defeated the kings on tho Parushni (Ravi),
after subduing the Lunar kingdom of the Bharafas. His conquests
stirred up against him the tribes to the west, such as the Y.ldavas,
of Mathura, th£ Shivas, or Shivis, descendants of Anu, the Druhyus,
or G&ndh£ras, apparently a tribe which gave its name to Gandh&ra (the
Peshawar valley), the Matsyas§ (to the west of Mathura), the
Turvasha, probably on the north-west of Sudas' kingdom. Samvarana's
dispossession lasted over Sahadeva's reign into Somaka's, and the story
goes that he sacrificed his first-born son Jantu in order to obtain others.
4

* The modern Dhusars, or Bh£rgava Dhusars.
t A word still found in the Simla Hills in legends of local gods, but not as the name of
a tribe.
1 Doubtless the Lau of Punjab legend,
§ We may surmise the Meos,

/
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This barbarous piece of magic apparently drove Vasistyha to espouse
Samvarana's cause, the more so in that his own sons had been put to
death by Sudds' descendants. After Samvarana came Kuru, who gave
his name to the Kurokshetr. His descendants, the Kauravas, fought
the great 6erht with the P&ftdavas and with that event nearly all the
genealogical lists of the Kshatriyas end, as if ao era of considerable
prosperity and refinement had abruptly ceased.
Whatever the
historical facts may have been there is hardly a name in the semi- •
mythical legends of the modern Punjab which does not appear in t h e
Kshatriya chronicles.
Quite apart from the resemblance of the names Kshatriya and
Kbatri the position of the Kshatriya in ancient times finds very close
parallels in his relations to the modern Hindu castes in the Punjab.
The ancient Kshatriya literature was imbued wit,h the historical
spirit. The Kshatriyas played a very great part in the early days of
Indian history and a consideration of the literature originated by
them is essential to a right understanding of those times. We have
the results of their literary aptitude in toe Epics and Purfinas,
overlaid though they be with Brahmioieal accretions. The general
trend of the ancient Kshatriya teaching was monotheistic and ethical.
It was not anti-Brahminical but anti-Brahmanist, and opposed to the
orthodox Brabmaisrn of the older Upanishads, which was mainly
taught by the Brahmans of the Madhyadesa.
The Sdnkhya-Yoga
and Bhagavata systems are both in their origins connected with a
number of Kshatriya names.
It is hardly necessary to point how modern Sikhism reproduces
in a most striking way all that is distinctive in the relations of the
ancient Kshatriya to the masses of the Hindu peoples of Northern
India. The position of the Bedi, the Sodhi and other quasi-sacred
sections of the Khattris, as the teachers and leaders of the J&ts and
other tribes, is essentially that which they occupied in the time of the
Mah&bh&rata, and it would be of great interest to investigate whether
the modern Khatri teaching is based on any literaxy or traditional
descent from the old Kshatriya literature.
Though all the names preserved in the Epics and Purdnas belong to.
pre-history, many generations after the war of the Mahdbhdrata elapsed
before the Kshatriya dynasties ended. Thus the Solar line terminates
with R&]& Sumitra, 30th in descent from Brihadhal, who was'killed by
Arjun's son Abhimanyu; and the Lunar ends with Kshemak, 25th in
descent from Arjun's grandson.
The well-known legend tells how Parasu Rama, the Brahman and the six^h incarnation
of Vishnu exterminated the Kshatriyas in 21 attacks, and not content with slaughtering,the
men he destroyed even the infants in the womb. So the Kshatriya women fled to the
#

Dr. G A. Grierson holds that there was in ancient India a long struggle for supremacy
between the Brahmans and the Kshatriyas; that the Kurukshetraor Madhyadesa was the
centre of Brahraaism, all the surrounding countries being unorthodox, their unorthodoxy
being fostered by learned Kshatriyas. Somo of these Kshatriyas found an asylum in the
tracts to the east and south of the Madhyadesa, among the Panchalas who permitted polyandry like the modern J&ts; and that the f<>ns et origo of the Mah&bharata war was the insult
offered by Drupada, the Kshatriya king of the Panchala9, to a Brahraana who sought a refuge
with the Kurus, so that in its essence the war of the Mahabha-rata was a cult war between
the Brahmaist Kurus and the Kshatriya-guided Panchilas. J. R. A. S., 1908, pp. 848-4.,
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Stout Brahmans of Kurukshetr on the Saraswati and when Parasu Rama demanded their
surrender the Brahmans declared them their own daughters. Parasu Rama in his wrath
bade them eat kacha hhojan (unlawful food) from their hands as a test of the relationship
and only when they did so did he spare the women. So their children were called Khatna
instead of Ghhatris.*.
i

The chronology of the Kshatriyas is still largely a matter of conjecture, and it is not until the period of their decadence seta in that actual
history begins. " In the Piiranic lists the earliest dynasty which can
claim historical reality/' writes M*. Vincent Smith, " i s that known as
€
the Saisun&ga, from the name of its founder Sisun^ga'—or Sheshndg."
And the first of this dynasty of wljom anything substantial is known
is Bimbis&ra, or Srenika, the fifth of his line. He ruled circa B. C. 519.
This dynasty was certainly of foreign origin and during its ascendancy
much of the Western Punjab formed the Persian satrapies of India and
Gandaria. Mab&nandin, the last of the Saisnn&ga dynasty, had a son
by a Sudra woman and he usurped the throne, establishing the Nanda
dynasty which waged wars of extermination against the Kshatriyas.
The last of the Nine Nandas was in turn deposed by Chandragupta
Manrya (321 B. 0.), who found his opportunity in the troubles consequent on Alexander's death in 323 B. C. and became master of northwestern India before he seized the throne of Magadha.
But to retrace our footsteps still further back for a moment, it may
be of interest to see whether the Kshatriyas were still existent in the
Punjab at the time of the Macedonian invasion.
It is difficult to accept the identification of the Xathroi of Alexander's
historians with the Kshatriya, though McCriudle appears to favour it.
The Xathroi lay between the Indus and the lower course of the Chenab
(Akesines). Elsewhere McCrindle identifies the Xathroi with the
K8h&tri,t a low caste quite distinct from the Kshatriya. (Ancient India,
its Invasion by Alexander, pp. 347 and 156). It is tempting to identify
Poras with Paurava, but he is nowhere described as a Xathros 6at tt
satrapes, as he would have been i^he had been a Kshatriya. M. Sylvain
L6vi identiBes Phegeus or Phegolas whose territory lay between the
R&vi and the Beas,wifch BhagalaJ—the name of a royal race of Kshatriyas
which the Gaua-p&tha classes undei: the rubric B&hu, etc., with the
name even of Taxilas, Omphis, (Sanskr. Arabia): Ibid. p. 401.
After the Christian era we find the rulers of Br&hmaur, now the
Ohamba State, bearing the Kshatriya affix Varma for a long period,
from A. D. 620 to about the end of the 16th century.§
From the debris of the Kshatriya dynasties sprang the fUjpnt families, but the exact process of the transformation is obscure. Tradition
has it that the rishie created the four Agnikul Kshatriyas, the Prahar,
Sulankhi, Panwara and Chauh&n (names unknown to the earlier Kshatriya history) to fight against the infidels. From these Agnikuls sprang
the 36 R&jput Chhatris or liajput houses of R&jput&na. But these
are T?od held, doubtless rightly, not pore Kshatriyas, but descend• P. N. Q., I, § 578.
t The Kihitria are unknown in the modern Punjab.
% Mr. Vincent Smith says Bhagala or Bhagela (whelp) q.v.: Early Hi$t. of India, 1st e&,
84.

§ Ohamba OauUssr, 1904, pp. 69 to 88. Varma waa not a Rijput, but a Kshatriya
ik, as Sharma mp a Brahman and Gupta a Vaisya affix.
.
~
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ants (at least in seme cases) of converted Buddhists, Huns and Takshaks, affiliated to the purer Kshatriya families. It is quite certain
that the R&jputs are a far later development than the Kshatriyas.
The Khatri occupies a very different position among the people of.
the Punjab from that of the other mercantile castes. Superior to them
in physique, in manliness, and in energy, lie is not, like them, a mere
shop-keeper, but a direct representative of the Kehatriya of Manu.
The following extract from Sir George Campbell's Ethnology of India
admirably describes the position of the Khatri :

" Trade is their main occupation ; but in fact they have broader and more distinguishiii^ features. Besides monopolising the trade of the Punjab and t h e greater part of
Afghanistan, and doing a good deal beyond those limits, they are in t h e Panjab the chief
civil administrators, and have almost all literate work in their bands. So far as the Sikhs
have J. priesthood, they are, moreover, the priests or purus of the Sikhs. Roth Nanak and
Govind were, and the Sodifl and Bed is of the present day are, Khatris. Thus then tbey
are in fact in the Punjab, so far as a more energetic race will permit them, all that
Mahratta Brahmius are in the Mahratta country, besides engrossing the trade which the
Mahratta Brahmins have not. They are not usually military in their character, but are
quite capable of rising the sword when necessary. Diwan Saw an Mai, governor of Multan,
and his notorious successor Mulraj, and very many of Ran jit Singh's chief functionaries,
were Khatris. Even under Muhammadan m i e n in the west, they have risen to high
administrative posts. There is a record of a Kha'ri Diwan of Badakshan or Kunduz; and
I belie re, of a Khatri governor of Peshawar under the Afghans. The emperor Akbar's
famous minister, Todur Mai, was a K h a t r i ; and a relative of that man of undoubted
energy, the great Commissariat contractor of Agra, Joti Parshad, lately informed me that
ho also is a Khatri. Altogether there can be no doubt that these Khatris are one of the
most acute, energetic, and remarkable races in India, though in fact, except locally in the
Punjab, they are not much known to Europeans. The Khatris are staunch Hindus; and,
it is somewhat singular that, while giving a religion and priests to the Sikhs, they themselves are comparatively seldom Sikhs. The Khatris are a very fine, fair, handsome race.
And, as may be gathered from what I have already said, they are very generally educated,
" There is a large subordinate class of Khatris, somewhat lower, but of equal mercantile
energy, called Kors, or Roras. The proper Khatris of higher grade will often deny all
connexion with them, or at least only admit tha.t they have some sort of bastard kindred
with Khatris; but I think there can be no doubt that they are ethnologically the same,
and they arc certainly mixed up with Khatris in their avocations. T shall treat the whole
kindred as generically Khatris,
" Speaking of the Khatris then thus oroadly, they have, as I have said, the whole trade
of the Punjab and of most of Afghanistan. No village can get on without the Khatri who
keeps the accounts, does the banking business, and boys and sells the grain. They seem,
too, to get on with the people better than most traders and usurers of this kind. In
Afghanistan, among a rough and alien,people, the Khatris a r e a s a rule confined to t h e
position of humble dealers, shop-keepers, and money-lenders; but in that capacity the
Pathans seem to look at them as a kind of valuable animal; and a Patb4n will steal
another man's Khatri, not only for the sake of ransom, as is frequently done on t h e
Peshawar and Ha%ara frontier, but also as he might steal a milch-cow, or as Jews might,
I dare say, be carried off in the Middle Ages with a view to render them profitable.
" I do not know the exact limits of Khatri occupation to the west, but certainly in all
Eastern Afghanistan they seem to be just as much a part of t h e established community as
they arc in the Punjab. They find their way far into Central Asia, but the further they
get the more depressed and humiliating is their position. In Turkistan, Vambery speaks
of them with great contempt, as yellow-faced Hindus of a cowardly and sneaking character. Under Turcoman rule they could hardly be otherwise. They are the only Hindus
known in Central Asia. In the Punjab they are so numerous t h a t they cannot all be rich
and m e r c a n t i l e ; and many of them hold land, cultivate, take eervice, and follow various
avocations.
%i
The Khatris are altogether excluded from Brahmin Kashmir. In the hills however
the Kakkas, on the east bank of the Jhelum, are said to have been originally Khatris
(they are a curiously handsome race), and in the interior of the ffangra hills there is an
interesting race of tine patriarchal-looking shepherds called Gnddis] most of whom are
Khatris. Khatri traders are numerous in Delhi; are found in Agra, Lucknow, and
P a t n a ; and are well known in the Bara Bazar of Calcutta, though there they are principall/ connected with Punjab firms.
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The Khatris do not seem, aa a rule, to reach the western coast: iu the Bombay
market I cannot find that they have any considerable place. In Sindh, however, I find
111 Captain Burton's book an account of a race of pretended Kshatriyas who are really
Binia* of the Nanak Shahi (Sikh) faith, and who trade, and have a large share of public
officei. These are ovidently Khatris. Ludhiana is a largo and thriving town of mercantile Khatris:"

Within the Punjab the distribution of the Khatri element is very
well marked. It hardly appears east of Luohuina, the eastern boundary
of the Sikh religion, nor does it penetrate into the eastern bills. It is
strongest in the central districts where Sikhism is most prevalent, and
in the R&walpindi division and Haz&ra, and occupien a fairly important
position in the western Hill States. Although the Khatris are said
to trace their origin to Multan, they are far less prominent in the
southern districts of the Western Plains, and least of all on the actual
frontier; but this would be explained if the Aroras be considered a
branch of the Khatris.
i

As Sir George Campbell remarked, it is curious that, intimately connected as the Khatris always have been nod still are with the Sikh
religion, only 9 per cent, of them should belong to it. Nor is it easy to
See why the proportion of Sikhs should double and treble in the .Thelum
and Rawalpindi districts. But the social gradations of the Khatris,
based as they appear to be upon an immemorial tradition of former
greatness, hinder their acceptance of the stricter democratic doctrines
of the Sikh faith. A Khatri, when a Sikh, is ordinarily a Sikh of
N£nak, rather than a devotee of Guru Govind, and he thus avoids the
necessity of completely abnegating his caste principles. The same
pride of birth has militated against the Rajput's acceptance of Sikh
teaching. The Khatris are probably numerous in Jhelum and Rawalpindi because the Rajput element in the north-west Punjab has always
been weak. Some are Musalman, chiefly in Multdn and Jbang where
they are commonly known as KHOJAS ; these are said to belong chiefly
to the Kapur section. The rest are Hindus.
The Khatris are essentially a trading caste, like the Aroras and
Bh&tfas, comparatively few being engaged in agriculture, but they
stand higher than either of those castes, many of them being bankers,
and they are also largely employed in the civil administration. The
distribution of these cartes is illustrated by the maps, I, If, and
IV facing pp. 80S and 308 in chapter Report of the Punjab Census
1901.
The Aroras hold the sonth-wesfc, as the Binias do tho south-east, of
the Punjab, traota in which the Khatris are hardly to be found. On
the other hand, the Bhdtia is found side by side with the Khatri in
Si£lkot, Gujr£t and Sh&hpur. The connection between these three
castes is obsoure, and indeed it is doubtful whether the Bh£ti& has any
ethnological connection with the Khntri or Arora. The two castes
indeed appear to overlap, for in Jhang the Magu and Katial sections
who deem themselves Khatris, but are regarded as Aroras by the
Lahoria Khatria. used it is said to give wives to the admitted Khatris
of the northern Chenawan country—on the upper reaches of the
Chenab—taking their wives from tho Dakbanada Aroras further down
the Indus valley. And in Bahawalpur Khatris generally take Arofa
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women as wives (bat do not give daughters to Arojas), though
regular ritual marriages odour or not does not appear.
Organization.
The Khatris are divided into three main groups, viz. ,
I—B4ri, II—Bunidhif and III—Sarin.—The Baris generally may
take wives from the Bunjahis, but do not give them daughters in
turn. If a B&ri family gives a daughter in marriage to a Bunj&bi it
ition of the
itself Bunj&hi. The exact
loses status and
nnfc sent to«ne
Bestir* is obscure. It is imp!ur.'t in more than one
that they are bypergamoua, giving daughters to the Bunjahis. In
Patina tbey used to intermarry with that group, bat infrequently,
as such alliances were not approved. In Pesh&war the Sarin claim
that the Bunjahi* used to give them daughters, which is hardly possible, for it is admitted on all hands that they are below the Bunjahis in
status, and in Delhi they cannot even smoke with the two higher
groups. Practically is may be said that they now form an endogamous
sab-caste; font there is one important exception, as will be noted
infra. Each of these three groups is further divided into sub-groups,
as described b e l o w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
9T..fc-:»ll»r.;

«

• ; ;

.-•

* k.i

Group 1-— Bari.—This group comprises 12 exogaI I I !
1
and its name is undoubtedly derived from bar ah,' 12.

sections

These sections appear to rank thus
Sections
1. Kapur.
2. Khanna.
3. Malhotra or Uekra.
4. Kakar or 8etir.
5. Chopra.
6. Talwar.
7, Sahgml.
8. Dhawan or Dhaun.
9. Wadhaun.
10. Tannan.
11. Bohra or Wohra.
IS. Maindharu.

•J

Sub-groupa (dJuimas) :

/

- - /

•

/

or senior,
».
ii.
iii.
iv.

-^

or junior.

Dhaighar.
Charghar.
Chheghar.
Baraghar or Bara-zati.

This group teem, to be yerj generally reeogniaed and there is usual
dispute as to the twelve' sections Mil
in it.
Pindi
gheb, Gabdhoke, Bahi, Wahi and Soni are 'gireo instead of"Nos Taind
12 above, so that the Ban there would appeeV to have U mJSSu
ted>

th0Ugh

£ami

of

*"?Z ^ h ^
*T
^
*J «f ite 12 s e c i e s
may be degraded to a lower group. It oontsins four subgroups b « 3
families of the Dhaighar sub-group are of the highest status and their
status depends on the f.cfc that t&y cau only gire th^rdauffhtersln
marriage » < two and a half ' {dh*i) « » * , £ ^ m i k r i y the ^nrghi?
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•

a daughter in
because they can
marriage to four (char) sections ; and so on.*
It follows from this that the families in each section are not all of the
same statue. For instance the Kapur section is mostly of Dhaighar
status, but certain families having given daughters to the Sahgal
section have fallen to B&raghar status, i. e., to the status of those who
will give daughters to all twelve sections. Other families again have
even fallen to Bunjdhi status, by giving daughters in that group.
Group II—Bunjdhi A—This group comprises, theoretically, 52 f ections,
as the name bawanjahi, from bawanja f 52/ would imply. The names
and numbers of the sections are however variously stated, and it is
clear that, all told, the number of sections in this group greatly exceeds
52. The sub-groups are variously given, but the typical grouping
would seem to be as follows :—
This group consisted of 8 sections origin,
ally, and hence it is also
known as Ath-z&tia or
Gotra.
Sections.
Ath-ghar, and these
sections are, in Rawalpindi, divided into four
Anand
>
Chandrbansi
Basinh
thamas as grouped in
the margin. Of these
Ohadha
Virbans.
the
first
three
form
exoSahni
SurajbansL
gapaous divisions, in
Suri
1
termarriage
being
Sethi
I
bidden between the two
Chandarbansi
KoU
sections in each thama
Saharwal
because t
the same
m
sections
section

Khokhrdn.

group
Thama.

1

t • •

2
3

•

4

«

•t

•

• •

•

• •

•

t»

t • •

• •

•

• •

•

• •

•

* t

•

gotra.
and

•

group
The Khokhanin wfere originally an offshoot of the Buniahis; and I
have
locality
they are as a
dogamous and thus really form a sub-c
• <

M

1

T i l

am

* '

- m

*

. •

m +m

•

Bunjdhi khd$ or kaldn.
}

Sub-group ti.—The Asli, Pukka (or • real ) or Bar i-Bunjdhi,\
prising 12 sections.

'

coin

• This explanation is advanced tentatively: for a further discussion of the meaning of
these terms see the Appendix to this Chapter.
f A Jhang account says that the Bunjahi consist of 9 section* only. vis. i—
1 Ketil (? Katiil). I 8 Mehndru.
I 6 W&san.
I 7 Chine.
2 Magun.
| 4 Dlnd-dhuna,
I 6 Bhambri.
| 8 Dhil.
(The 9th is not known, nor can its parohit be found.) These 9 sections are called phati.
At marriages the boy's father bathes and then gives 5 rupees per phali to the parohiU of
the 1* sections. This ceremony is also called phali.
% The B6ri*Bunjihi must not be confused with the B*ri group above. The Bari-Bunjihi
are a sub-group of the Bunjihi,

*
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Sub-group iii.—Bard or elder Bunjahi,
lectively Dharmdn or Dharmain.

with 40 sections, called col-

Sub-group iv.—Chhota or younger Bunj&Ai, with over 100 sections.
This sub-group is also called Ansar, or Sair, or Bunjahi-khurd or-' dm.
Of the last three sub-groups the third used to give daughters to the
second. The relations of the fourth, the Chhota Bunjahi, to the second
aod third are not explicitly stated, but they also appear to be hypergamous.
The conjecture may be hazarded that the peculiar Khatri organization reflects in some way not at present traceable the old Kshatriya
division into Lunar and Solar families or dynasties. The division into
the B&ra aud Bubjdhi groups is noticed in the Ain-i-Akbari*:
"The Kshatriya (now called Khatris) form two races, the Surajbansi and Sombansi.
*
*
There are more than 500 tribes of these Kshatriyas, of whom
52 (Bawanjai) are pre-eminently distinguished and 12 (Baraghar) are of considerable importance.
*
*
Some of their descendants, abandoning the profession1 of
II
arms, have taken to other occupations, and this class is known to the world by this name. "

The Sarin would thus appear to be of later origin than
time.

Akbar'a

Group III.—Sarin.— This group comprises a large number of sections,
and the story goes that in 1216 A. D., the group was divided into 20
grades, each consisting of 6 sections, though, as a matter of fact, 123
sections are specified. At present there are two sub-groups ;
Sub-group i.—Bara, or elder Sarin.
Sab-group ii.—Chhota or junior Sarin.
The first sub-group comprises, according to one account, 10 sections
and according to another, 13,1* but of these 13 the last two are unable
to obtain wives from the other 11 sections, to which they give wives.
The Chhota.Sarin, comprising 108 sections, used to give daughters to
the Bara sub-group, but the two sub-groups are now said not to intermarry. Generally speaking, the Sarin sections are distinct from those
of the Bunjahi and Bari groups, and it is unusual to find a Bection partly
Bunjahi and partly Sarin.
Territorial groups.—The territorial groups ei the Khatris render it
exceedingly difficult to give a clear account of their organization and
for this reason any allusion to them was excluded in the preceding paragraph. They must, however, be described and as far as possible
explained, for they are constantly mentioned in the received accounts
of the caste and, what is more important, have a place in its organization. They are indeed cress-divisions of the groups already described.
The most ancient territorial group appears to be the Uchhandi, or
c
l
Khatris of the uplands/ which may be taken to mean of the northwest Punjab/ Other territorial groups are Mult&ni, which was of
high standing, Peshawaria, and Bharochi (of Bhera in Shahpur). None
* Blochmann's Trans., Ill, p. 117.
f It would almost seem that tjio Sarin attempted or are attempting to form i Bari
sub-group, with 12 sections at the top in imitation of the Bari Bunilhi.

m
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of these seem t o be endogamous, The Lahoria and Sirhindia* intermarry on equal terms, though the former possesses an exalted
status, so t h a t " Dh&ighar (Bftri)| L a h o r i a " denotes the fine fleur oi
Khatri-ism.
In the Rialkot sub-montane there are two endogamous groups, the
Jhikli, ' of the p l a i n s / aud the D u g r i , ' of the low hills/ and in both of
these the B6ri and' other social groups a p p e a r not to exist.
gro
the Dilwdlat
(of Delhi), and Agraw&la, to which may be added a third, the Purbia,
(in the United Provinces). In the Agrawala the B£ri group does not
appear to exist but there are Dh&ighar, Charghar, Chhez&ti and K h o khar&n groups, a n d below them the Bunj&hi and Sarin groups, as in
the-central districts of the Punjab. Of these the Sarin and Khokhardn
are strictly endogamous, but the others are hypergamous. The territorial groups here a r e distinctly hypergamous, for the Agrawdlas take
wives from the Purbias and some Agraw&la families t a k e a pride in
giving daughters to the Sirhindia and Lahoria g r o u p s ; so too the
Dilwalas used to give daughters to other groups, especially to the
Agrawgl&s, though tbey are now said to be endogamous. These territorial groups however appear to be somewhat nebulous in character,
for to the K h a t r i s of t h e United Provinces all the K h a t r i s of these
(
Provinces are P u n j a b i / and conversely to the Punjab Khatris those
of the United Provinces are ' P u r b i a /
* Lahori4=*of Lahore, and Sirhindia—'of Sirkind,' i.e., of the country near Patiala,
etc. The two groups have nearly the same sections and intermarry on equal terms, but
they have different ceremonies at marriages. They are said, in an account of the Khatris
written by Rai Bahadur Piare Lai of Delhi, to be grouped thus :—
SECTIONS.

II. Seth. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
%. Of Dhiighar and (Mrghar status:— ^.
... \ \' Kaptfr.
4. Khanna.
Bahl.
Dhaun.
Chopra.
Chhezdti (i.e., of six lections)
Sahgal.
Talw£r.
Puri.
r i. Bahl.
Beri,
Sahgal.
Panjzdti {i.e., offivesettions)
in.
Wahi.
I 5 . Vij.
The sections are stated in the order given. It will be seen that Bahl and Sahgal occur
in the two latter groups while Beri is but an offshoot of Chopra. A Dh&ighar cannot give
his daughter to anyone but a Dh&ighar without losing status, and becoming Oharghar if,
for example, he gives her to a Chirghar. But he may take a wife from a Chdrghar or
Chhezitiorevenfroma Bunjihi. Charghar and Chhez&ti may also take wives from the
Buniahi. The Panjzati are said to he strictly endogamous. It will be observed that the
writer does not mention the Baris but that group is certainly found in Patiala and Lahore.
t Dilwila (Delhi-w41a) comprises:—
1 Seth.
| 3. Kapfir.
I 5. Kakkar.
2. Mehra.
I 4. Tandan.
I 6. Bohra.
feut'the last section cannot obtain w ives from the first five.
L. Pi4re Lil also notes that the Dih\ ala have ceased to smoke with the other divisions
of the caste.
•

•

•

%«t

•

• •

• • •
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The sacred sections.
The sacred sections of the Khatris. —There are tour sacred sections
among the Khatris, whos<* position must be touched upon* These are
the—
Bedi,* of the Dharnian-Bunj&hi or Chhota-Sarin sub-group.
Sodhi, of the Chhota Sarin sub-group.
Btalh °

l TtiMn

>

of t h e B a

^'

Sarin

sub-group.

These four sections became sanctified by the births of the various
Sikh Gurus to them. Thus the second Guru, Angad, was a Trihun,
and, sti'ictly speaking, his descendants are styled Bawa-Trihuns : the
third Guru, Amr Das, was a Bhalla and his descendants are, similarly,
B£w<4-Bhallas : but in each case the section, as a whole, appoars to have
acquired a sacred character by the birth of the Guru within it, and it
is not merely his descendants who possess t h a t character. Nevertheless
it is to bo noticed that this inherited sanctity has not altered the social
status of these sections in the caste. Tha Sodhist remain Sarin, but
they intermarry with the Bedis, whose status is generally said to be
Bunjahi. Further the Bedi have actually in a few cases violated the
rule of exogamy and permitted marriage within the got, it being apparently held a less evil to break that rule than to give a daughter in
r
marriage to aii) but a member of a sacred section.
Rules of marriage.—Generally speaking, t h e Khatris avoid the usual
four sections of gots, viz., those of the father, mother, father's mother
and mother's mother: b u t when the law of hypergaray narrows the
circle of alliances, this rule has to give way. Thus t h e Dhdighar
families of the Kapur, Khanna, Malhotra and Sefch sections are not
bound by this rule, and avoid only the father's got and the near relations of the mother. Further, the rule forbidding intermarriage between the desceodants of a common ancestor is not invariably observed,
for the first three of these sections are descended from three brothers,
yet their descendants are closely intermarried. The Khokhar&n again
avoid only the gots of the father and mother, because they have so few
sections to marry into. The B&ris appear to avoid both the parents'
gots and the relations of their mothers within seven degrees, b a t no
general rule can be laid down.
A common Brahmanical gotra is also said to be, as a rule, a bar to
intermarriage, but though t h e K h a n n a and Kapur sections are both
of the Kaushal gotra, they intermarry. Thus we have the unexpected
result that the higher groups are the least bound by the ordinary rules
which prohibit marriage within certain circles of relationship.
* The Nanakputra or 'children of Nanak' appear to have been Bedis. In later Sikh times
they were employed as escorts to caravans whose safety was insured by their sacred descent.
Ndnakputra is however also said to be a synonym for Udasi. Prinsep gives the following
account of the Bedis as traders in Sialkot:—* Formerly a race of Bedis from Dera B4b&
N4nak were wont to bring large herds of cattle for sale at stated periods. The arrival of
these her* or droves were looked forward to with much interest. The Bedis divided the
Doabs out among themselves, and considered the villages their constituents, to whom long
eredit was purposely allowed in order that the extra charge in the bill, in honour of the
Guru, might be overlooked, but they have given up coming regularly, and so the people are
driven to the Bar or to Amritsar fairs to purchase : \ Sialkot Sett. Rep., 1865, § 123.
t The Sodhis of Anandpur are the descendants of Suraj Mai (not Surat Mai, as printed
in 104 of the Punjab Census Report, 1892), son of Guru Hargobind and are called the
I bare mel ke Sxthi, as opposed to the chhote mel Tee Soihi or Mfna Sodhis.
*
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The ages of betrothal and marriage.—The age of the betrothal in the
case of the Khatris depends on the status of the group. For example
in Rawalpindi,*where the Khatris are proportionately most numerous,
the age of betrothal varies. I t is stated to be from 4—8 for girls
among the Khokbar&n and Biris, and 8—10 among the Bunjihis.
Marriage follows at 8—12 among the former and at 10—12 among the
latter. There is no mukldwa and married life commences at 13—15 in
all the groups. In Gurgaou the Khatris, as a body, are said not to
practise infant marriage.
The traditional origin of the groups.—The origin of the division into
the four groups called B&ri, Bunj&hi, Sarin, and Khokhrdn, is said to
be that Ali-ud-din Khilji attempted to impose widow-marriage upon
the Khatris. The western Khatris resolved to resist the innovation,
and sent a deputation of 52 (bdwan) of their members to represent
their case at court; but the eastern Khatris were afraid to sign the
memorial. They were therefore called followers of Shara Ayin or the
Muhammadan customs—hence Sarin—while the memorialists were
called Bdwanjai from the number of the deputation or of the clans
respectively represented by the members of the deputation; hence
Bunj&hi. The Khokhr^n section is said to consist of the descendants
of certain Khatris who joined the Khokhars in rebellion, and with whom
the other Khatri families were afraid to intermnrry; and the B£ri
section, of the lineage of Mehr Chand, Kahn Chand, and Kapur Chand,
three Khatris who went to Delhi in attendance upon one of Akbar's
Rajput wives, and who, thus separated from the rest of the caste,
married only within each other's families. There are however other
accounts, which vary in details, and of these the most circumstantial is
as follows :—When Ali-ud-dfn Khilji attempted to impose the custom
of widow remarriage on the Khatris, those of the caste who lived at
Delhi and Sirhind said they would abide by the decision of the Khatris
of Lahore, who in turn referred the matter to the Khatris of Mult an.
It was thereupon determined to resist the Imperial edict, but the
Khatris of the B&ri Do£b, of Ark and of Sirhind were afraid to adhere
to this resolve, and in consequence they formed the Sarin group. On
the other hand the 377 sections, called Uchandi, deputed 56 of their
number to urge their cause at Delhi, and thus the remaining 321 secLions became known as the Ansdr or supporters. Of the 56 'sections
deputed to Delhi, 52 became the Bunjahi-ZJaZcm or Khds (or senior
Punj&hi), and four became Dh&igha-. This latter sub-group was formed of the three eponymous sections, Khanna, Kapur and Mehra,
whose ancestors, at the instigation of their mother, had headed the resistance to the imperial will. To these the Seth-Kakar were affiliated.
This explanation of the origin of the Db&ighar is hardly tenable
because these sections are by no means exclusively Dhiighar. The
legend does not attempt to explain the origin of the Baii group, or of
the Ch&rghar and other sub-groups. As to the term Sarin, the deriva} }
tion from shard ain (because they adopted the shard* or Muhammadan Law), is often given, but the word is most probably a corruption
of sreni, a line, or a guild of traders. Sreni is, Sir H. Risley notes, a
common term for sub-caste in Bengal. I t also recalls the word Srenik/
the other name or title of Bimbis6ra : see p . 505 supra.
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The results of the Khatri social system.—The general principle under
lyinff the Khatri organization appears to be perfectly clear, and is that
the higher (and therefore in the nature of things .the narrower) the
circle within which a daughter may be given in marriage, the more
exalted is the social position of the family in its own group. This principle' finds full scope in the Bari group, within which the social status
of a family may constantly change, while the section, as a whole, has
no fixed status. In the two lower groups the sections appear to be
more definitely allotted, as it were, to the various groups. This however is a very obscure point and I need not pursue Jt further here. I t
is sufficient to note that bypergainy leads to its usual results, though
owing to the general complexity of the Khatri organization and to its
endless local variations it is not possible to do more than state those
results generally.
In the first place there is competition, in the lower groups, for sonsin-law, so that m a n a g e expenses are as the author of the TawarikhriQaum Khatridn says, ruinous among the Sarin, very heavy among the
Bunjdhis, heavy among the B&raghars, and very slight among the
Dh&ighars.
But this was not the only result. In 1852 Sir Herbert Edwardea,
then Deputy Commissioner of Jullundur, described how the Lahoris*
used to make away with the girl-wives they obtained from the Bunjihis
in order that they might obtain fresh brides and fresh dowries. The
B&ris, as a whole, are to this day in the same position, and however
poor or distressed a Bari may be, he is sure of getting a wife with a
handsome dower from a respectable Bunjahi family : (Pa^tela). If a
Bunj&hi wife died, when married to a B&ri, it was callously said :—
1
purdna chula, ghijadidf
or ' if the hearth be cold, the ghi is fresh/
meaning that the dead wife could be easily replaced.
As might well be expected strenuous eiforts have from time to time
been made by the lower to shake off the social tyranny of the higher
groups and these have met with some measure of success. The manoeuvres of the various groups concerned are too complicated for description here, but it may be said that the results h&ve been, in Guji4t,
to sever all connection between the B£ris and the B&ri-Bunjahis, so that
the latter are now apparently endogamous, while in Pajiala and Jullundur the object seems to be to make the B&ris reciprocate by giving
wives to the Bunjdhis, and this object is said to have been attained.
Thus, generally speaking, the tendency is to revolt against the inequitable rule of hypergamy and transform the hypergamons groups into
endogamous sub-castes. The close resemblances iu this system to the
institution known as Kulinistn in Bengal need not be pointed out.
The Khatri got names.—Folk-etymology would derive Sarin from
suriv, ' warrior/ but the derivation already given is more probable.
It is also said that Khukr&n (Khokharan) is derived from Karakhan
descendants of Krukhak, ' one of the sons of Manu/ who settled and
reigned in the North*West Punjab.
• Meaning, obviously, the Bari-Lahoria, especially the Dhaigbar.
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The got names proper are popularly derived from various titles and
so on, and are cited as proofs of the ancient military character
of the caste. Thus Bhalla is derived from bhall, a spear. Bhasin from
bhas, brilliancy, and ien. master, i.e., the sun. Bohra from buha,
a column in military array, and it is said that in the United
Provinces a buhx is still drawn and worshipped on the Dasehra day.
Dhawan, or Dhavan, is said to mean a messenger on the field of
battle. Kakkar i3 said to be originally Karkar, * strong * or ' powerful';
and Kapur to mean the moon, 'Karpur.' Khanna is even derived from
khan, a mioe and said to mean sapper. But another account says it
means that ' half ' the family became Brahman. Kochar is said to come
from havach,* armour.' Mahendru is naturally derivod from Mahendra,
f
Morel of the earth* or chief/ Mehra is also derived from Mihir,
the sun. The S£bi got declares that its ancestors were once bankers and
are styled SMhji. Sahni, Seni are both said to be corruptions of the
l
SSanskr. Sainani/ tlio head of an army or general. Seth, preshta, means
rich and also a raja. Tandan is also said to be an abbreviation of
martand and to mean the sun, but it is also said to mean warrior. A
habit describes the relations of some of the pots thus:—
Bade Baderd, Puri, pardn,—Kochar, Nanda bhu parivdn,
Sohni,'Mehtd, Edndd, Saigal,—Bhalla, Kholar, Dugal, Upal,
Tinsau Bunjdhi, Zdt Bunjahe^-Nand'ghan%
Bdnddn bardn bhde ;
Sihh-Bhunjdhi, Mol, Dharmdn,—Ndtd Kare karo paricdii.
u

The Bade Bunjahis are the highest, the Pun's are the like, the Kochars and Nand&s are
Rajas, the Sohni, etc. (the 12 tribes) and the 300 Bunjahi tribes and the Nandghan are such
tljat there is no impediment to contracting marriages with them."
The Khatris have not, as a caste, any distinctive caste customs, but
many of their sections have special usages on various occasions.
In Ambdla the Khatris cBlebrate a wife's first pregnancy by the
€
custom' called rit. Her parents send her sweets, clothes and cash.
Sati is specially worshipped on this occasion, with other deities.
The Puna of the Bunjdhi group ccok a mess of karhi, two and a
half mate* full, on this occasion, and also worship a patri or small
board like a slate. The karhi, which is made of gram flour, is distributed among the brotherhood.
In this section again on the birth of a son shira,f weighing about
1J mans kacha or some 40 lbs., is made and distributed among the
1
brotherhood. The family barber also make a goat out of it. Taking
a reed he splits it up into two or four pieces, bleating all the while
like a goat. For making this idol the barber gets 7 Mansuri pice as
his fee, and a rupee is also given to the family parohit.
The popular idea as to the origin of the devkaj is that once a
Khatr&ni with a child in her arms met the Brahman Pars R&m and
in her terror, fled, leaving the child behind her. A wild cat was about
to devour it when some kites appeared and spread their wings over
it. Now R&j& Kans, Krishna's maternal uncle, had been told by bis
astrologers that his sister's eighth son would kill him, so when Krishna
was born he was replaced by a girl-child whom R&jd Kans killed.
She was dashed upon a washerman's board, bat fell in th6 Himalayas
* Large earthen vessels.
t AJund of pudding, made offlour,sugar and a little ghi.

<
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Special got customs.
where she is worshipped as Bhajan Bashni Devi/* and it is apparently
in commemoration of that event that the mother of a first-born son
among the Chopra, Kapur, Kakkar, Khanne and Malhotra Khatrfs
leaves her husband's house, after the child's birth, and takes refuge
in a relative's house, but not in her parents' home. Thence she is
brought back by her husband as if she were a bride, and a symbolical
remarriage takes place, but without the usual Vedic mantras being
read.
The Abrola section has a tradition that a snake was once born to
one of its members. One night it fell into a pot and next night died
from the blows of the churning-stick. So Abrolas never churn or
make butter and never kill a serpent.
i

The Anand give no alms on a Sankrint, the first of a solar month.
Their women tabic ghi for the hair. The Nand appear to be the same
as the Anand.
The Bahl will not remain in Delhi at night.
the day time but must leave it before dark.

They may visit it in

The Bejal Seths, a section of the Dilwili (of t)elhi) Khatrfs observe
the following usage at a tonsure. The rite is always performed at the
door of the house, and when the family barber prepares to shear the
child's hair, two persons disguised as Mughals, one having a bow
and arrow in his hand, and the other a shoe, stand close to him. They
remain in this posture until the shearing of the child is over. The
child then enters the house, and the females of the family, when they
see him with his hair shorn, begin to beat their breasts and cry hai!
hai ! merd kin munda, fiethon jaya hin munda : " Woe ! woe ! who
shaved my son, who shaved the son of a Seth ?" They regard, or
pretend to regard, that day as an nnlucky one, and observe a kind of
pretended mourning for the next 24 hours. The daily food is not cooked
on that day, and even the lamps of the house are lighted, not by the
members of the family, but by a neighbour. Curious and laughable as
this ceremony may appear to be, it has not sprung up without a cause.
I t has its origin In the following story :—
Once upon a time the son of a poor Seth had on account of the poverty of his parents
passed the prescribed age of tonsure, and having been not properly looked after, was
suffering from lice which had grown in abundance over his head. He was one day seen on
the road, weeping and crying bitterly from the pain they occasioned him, by two Mughals,
who felt such compassion for him that, having by chance met a barber, they ordered him to
cut off the child's hair then end there. The barber knowing that the object of their compassion was a Khatri's son who could not be shorn without the formal ceremony, refused to
comply with thoir demand. The Mughals seeing that he was obstinate in his refusal
resolved to use force : one of them beat him with his shoes and the other pointing his arrow
threatened him with instant death if he failed to shave the child on the spot. The terrified
barber had no alternative left but to cut the child's hair without further loss of time.
When this had been done, the Mughals let the barber go and told the child to go. his way
home. The child accordingly returned to his house with his hair thus shorn. The females of
th« family were shocked at the child's appearance, and thought this unceremonious shearing
of his hair very unlucky. They all b*gan to beat their breasts and burst into lamentation.
It was a day of regular mourning for the whole family, f
* In the Central Punjab this girl-child is supposed to have become the lightning asd
during a thunderstorm the maternal uncle and nephew will not sit or stand or sleepin the
same room.
t From N. I.3J, Q, i n , § 447,

Khatris, Beri—BJumddri.
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The Beri are an offshoot of the Chopra and ascribe their name to the
fact that their ancestor was born under a beri tree.
Among the Bhadw&r the ceremony of putting on the sacred thread for
the first* time is thus observed:—When the boy is of an age to don
the janeo his father, with his brotherhood and a band of musicians,
goes on one day to the sweeper's house to invite a black bitch to the
feast at the ceremony ; next day, the family priest (parohit) brin
the black bitch together with the sweeper to his master's house. T
parohit performs a certain ceremony of worship to the bitch. Then
all the different dishes cooked for the ceremony are put in a large
brass dish, and placed before the bitch, and the members of the family
fold their hands before her and so continue until, she eats something
from the dish. They will even wait sitting till the*evening, if she does
not touch the food. After the bitch has eaten, the remains and a red
cloth are given to the sweeper. After that Brahmans are feasted,
and then the members of the family may eat. The origin of this rite
is said to be that the Bhadwdrs once lived towards Delhi and when the
Muhammadan rulers tried to convert them to that faith they fled from
that tract but many were murdered. One of their women who was far
advanced in pregnancy gave birth to a male child and abandoned it,
she herself escaping. The child was however carried away by a black
bitch and suckled by her, so when he grefr up he directed his descendants to adore the black bitch for ever.
Bhalla, Bahl, Hanga, Sidl, and Sabbarwal Khatris.—The bhaddan
ceremony is performed by Si&ls, Bahls and Bhallas, at the age of five
in the K&ngfa hills, by H&ndas at Item Tirth near Amritsar and by
Sabbarw&ls at their houses after 13 days of the birth of a child.
Among the Bhanddris at the birth of a child the mother is made to
sleep on the ground. Seven thorns of a kikar ovjandi tree are buried
in the earth under her pillow. Bread or anything made of corn is
avoided for the first three days, only milk being given her for food.
On the fourth day churma (a mixture of flour, ghi and sugar) is
prepared and given her to eat and what she.cannot eat is buried under
her bed. On the* 13th day she puts on a barber's shoes, leaves her
room and resumes to her household duties. No cause is assigned for
the burying of the thorns. At the bhaddn munan ceremony ajantfi
tree is cut and U kite feasted.
The mother affects displeasure and
goes to a neighbour's house, but is brought back by her husband who
gives her some ornament or cash.
The boy becomes a Sanyasi, or recluse, and begs alms of his bw
rhood. Out of the alms, which generally comprise flour, churma is
made and offered by the boy to his Brahman guru, and then distributed
amongst all the brotherhood,
Among the Bhand&rfs the janeo is generally perfotmed at 8 or 9
years of age. On the evening before, the family parohit invites a kite
to the feast next morning. Before the rite begins bread, khir, etc.,
are sent to the kite, then Brahmans are feasted, and lastly the brotherhood. Then the boy is shaved, the family parohit shaving first one
Jock of hair and receiving Rs. 5-4 as his fee, the remainder being shaved
by the barber. The janeo is put on after the boy has bathed and he

*
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Bhagre~*Cha(}4a.

then cuts a branch of ajandi tree. After him his mother, whom her
husband kicks, goes away displeased [ruskar), to her parents who
if not residents of the same place, visit it on this occasion. On his
return from cutting the jandi, finding his mother gone, the boy,
together with his father and the brotherhood go to appease and fetch
her back. Her husband (the boy's father) pacifies her and brings her
back home. Sometimes she is given an ornament or some other thing
to conciliate her.
This custom also prevails among the Mokol and other Bunjahi

Khatris
The BhancUris, like the Hondas, affect Shaikh Farid who once met
a company of them in a wilderness. They entertained him and in
return ho said: tumhdrd bhanddrd bhard rahe, ' May your store-house
remain full.' Thenceforth they were called Bhauclari. They have
three sub-sections, the Ber-p&lni : so called because an orphan was
brought up by his sister (ber-bahin)} the P&tni, from P&kpattan, and
the Bhoria, so called because its founder was brought up in an
underground room, {bhora-tah-khdna).
Weddings are celebrated by
a visit to Ba^Ua, in Gurdaspur, as that town is regarded as their
original settlement.
The Bhagre do not worship a chil but the ah> for, they say, this plaut
saved the life of B£b£ Mum&li, one of their progenitors, by feeding him
with its juice, when as a new born baby, he waff thrown away b^ his
mother, who was fleeing for her life. A J a t maid-servant known as
Bharwain M£t£, who had accompanied the mother in her flight, rescued
the child some 20 days after its abandonment, and sfieis commemorated
at weddings when 2\ J&\ females (2 adults and a girl) are fed. The
Bhagre perform the bhaddan in the Kfingra Hills, and ancestor worship
at Burj Lattan in Jagraon tahsil, Ludhi&na, on 15th Katak. They came
originally from Sirsa. The name Bhagar means corn of verv inferior
quality, and was given them by a Bh&t, because he got corn" of that
quality from one of their ancestors, who was distributing grain during
a famine, the truth being t h a t the Bh6f only came when the good grain
was all gone and nothing but bhagar remained.
The Bhalla in Hoshi&rpur always have a sweeper present at a wedding because a sweeper protected their female ancestor during Pars
Rdrn's persecution.
The Bhuchar got is said to have been originally Talwsir. One of
that got left a son without any one to protect it, but a buffalo and a
kite took care of it. His mother, who had abandoned him owing
to her poverty, found him again and called him ' Bhuchar/ as he was
well-fed and developed. This got feeds kites at weddings and it has
also preserved the buffalo's horns, one being kept by the Bhuchare of
Delhi and the other by those of Nawashabr in Jullundur.
The Chad da hold the ah sacred, because they say their forefathers
once fought with Babar near EminAbAd and all fell, save one who hid
under an ak bush. He refounded the section and it still performs the
munnan at Emin&b&d and worships the afc.

Khatrii, Cham—Dhand.
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The Cham, a got of Bunj&hi status, were really Tannan Kapurs, but
one of their ancestors accepted a cham (skin) from a Cham&r in payment of monies due to him, whence the name. Followers of Guru
R&m Rai, the Cham, have satis at Tungaheri in Ludhi&na tahsil and at
Kfratpur in Ambdla. They perform the bhaddan like a wedding in
most respects, but tht?y do not worship the chil or ak. One peculiarity
in connection with the rite is that all the food for it is cooked on a fire
produced by rubbing two pieces of pldh wood together. The fire must
also be kindled by members of the family only and until it is made food
or drink is avoided. A parohit may join in the ceremony, but no one
else can take part in it. The boy too becomes a Sany&si, but is brought
back home by his sisters.
The Chhotra got is an offshoot of the Dhirs, and worships a serpent
and a Muhainmadan mirasi because once a serpent fed B&bd. Malla,
their ancestor, with its tail, and a mirasi taking him from the reptile
nursed him, when he had been abandoned as a child by his mother
who was fleeing for her life. Chhotra is derived from chhutnd to leave,
and the section has a sati at Amargarh, in Patiala, where there is an
image of a serpent also.

Khatr
situate at Dalla in Kapurthala, by an annual, fair. By repeating his
name or legend intermittent fever is cured. His grandson, Salamat
Rai, was importuned by Mah&r£ia Ranjit Singh to pray for his recovery
from a mortal sickness. This the Baba refused to do, but he gave three
years of his own life to prolong that of his master, and in gratitude
Kanjit Singh spent a crore of rupees on the golden temples at Benares,
Araritsar, Hardwar and Jaw^lamukhi.
The Chopra are also called Chopra Raj&va, Jat(?) and Qanungo
Chopra. They claim descent from one Chaupafc R&i. Once, they say,
they lived at Benares, but incurring the wrath of Chandragupta went
to the Deccan, where Chaupat Rai, their ancestor, was slain in battle
by Sultan Mahmud. The Chopra are named after him, but are really
Surajbansi.
The Chopra and Kakkar perform a son's bhaddan ceremony in his
5th year. On this occasiou tho boy's father goes away, and the mother
too goes ruske (being displeased) to the house of a relation. Then
the boy's father, with some of his relatives, follows her there. They first
kick her slightly and then appease her and bring her back homo after
tyinc? her garment to her husband's chddar or dupatta.
The Chopras give from Re. 1 to Rs. 31 (at most) in cash as the
bride's dowry at her marriage. At a girl's marriage her mother also
asks alms for her of the women of the got; and at a son's wedding he is
given a plough. The Chopras do not use khq,n4 but gur only a t
weddings.
The Dhand got performs the jandi rite about 2 years after the birth
of a son. Three top-knots are left on the child's head and until the
bhaddan is observed no razor may be applied to it, nor may the boy
weai a shirt. The bhaddari is celebrated with much eclat, many rites
similar to those observed at weddings being performed.
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The Dhir, or ' brave/ section has a tradition that it once migrated
from Aiudhia and settled at Kandatar. Expelled thence by the Arab
Punjab. The Dhir of Kapurthala are descended from B£b£ Mahya, who was the guru of Gurfi
reverenced at Dhir weddings.
f
rhe Dhir, in Ludhidna, feast a woman of the Sindhu J&X tribe on the
birth of a son, because in a fight with dacoits, a Dhir fought on even
after he had lost his head. A Sindhu girl who saw his valour was
rebuked for standing there to watch the fight and tauntingly asked if it
was*her husband's head that she must look at it. She retorted that it
was indeed her husband's, and thereupon she became sati. So Dhir
Khatris commemorate her to this day.
The Duggal at the maunan don a tragi (a waist band to which a strip
of cloth is fastened and carried between the legs) of munj. The strip
of cloth must be red and thepagri too must be of that colour. The boy
must also wear wooden sandals and carry a fakir's wallet (bagli). He
cries Alakh (the mendicant's cry) and his kinswomen give him alms.
He then runs away, pretending to be displeased, but his sister or
brother's wife or father goes after him to conciliate him and gives him
something. The rite is performed outside the village. A goat is killed
and a drop of its blood applied to the boy's forehead. The flesh is
remains
performed at the age of 5, 7, or 9, the boy's head

be
he Gfindis are a section of the Khairis found in Gujrifc and said to
Ve the only community of the caste found in that District. They say
that the emperor Bahlol brought them from Si&lkot and established
them at Bahlolpur in Gujr . They are agriculturists and think that to
relapse into trade would be derogatory.
The H&nda perform the maunan at P&kpattan, alleging that Shaikh
Farid-ud-din Shakarganj is their patron. North of Lahore the HSnda
resort to a tank near Gujr&t town to perform the maunan, carrying
the youngsters about to undergo it in procession with drums and music.
A brick from Shaikh Farfd's shrine has been thrown into the tank there
and so made it sacred. The Hondas will not eat animals slaughtered
by jhathd (strikit g off the head at a blow) after the Hindu fashion, but
cut their throats like the Musalmdns. A B&nda bridegroom has a
piece of red silk, weighing 1£ told (half ounce), tied to the strings of his
chaphan (coat), and when he reaches the bride's house he opens it and
poto it before his mouth with the right hand like a handkerchief.
1
Among the Jaidke at the bhaddan the boy becomes a Sany&si and
is ^ ^ u g h t home by his sisters.
The Jerath or Jaret also venerate the kite [chil) because it saved the

life
jhengna (lit. a
tiresome child). The sweeper of the bride's parents makes a male
figure of wood, with clothes, and dances it before the bridegroom's
party, who give him a rupee. Halved is thrown to the kites when the
bride reaches her husband's house, and after the wedding the party
goes to worship the gods.

The

Khatr%8} Jiwar—Khanna.
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The Jiwar are Sikhs and Mtu-g&i* Khatris by origin. One of the
Murg£i8 called B&b& Dari (Dari Chak in Ainritsar is called after hiin),
was a Sikh of Guru N&nak. He had a BOD named M&nak Chand, who
came to Gojadwdl where his father-in-laws were and being a Sikh of the
Gurus, went to the third Guru, Amar D&s, who lived at Gondw&1.-The Guru bade him break the bed of the Mauli S&hib. A bdoli or
tank had been dug at Gondw&l, but owing to the hard clay, the water
level co»ld not be reached, and so M6nak Chand was ordered to break
through the level clay while others were busy in the excavation.
Through his exertions the water was reached but he himeelf was drowned and for full three days no trace was found of his body. On the
third day his mother-in-law went to complain to the third Guru, and
he came to the spot and called ' Mdnak Chand/ whereupon his body
swam out of the water. The Guru touched it with his feet and M&nak
Chand came to life again. So the Guru hade that his descendants
should be called Jiwar (from jina which means living) and none are
now called Murg&i.
The Kaijra, a got of Bunj&hi status, are really Kapure. The name
i
7
means bitter and is thus explained: ' A woman far advanced in
pregnancy became' sati and her child was born near an ah plant. It
was found on the third day after its birth sucking the tail of a serpent,
while a kite shadowed it with its wings. As the ah is a bitter plant
and the kite (chil) is considered poisonous the boy was called Kaura.
And when a twig is cut from a jandi tree, a rite performed at weddings,
a chil is feasted and food placed near a serpent's hole and also near an
ak, round which a thread too is wound when a child is teething, its
head is shaved clean only four top-knots being left. A confection
(halwd) cooked on a fire that is produced from stones, is then distributed fo the brotherhood, a he-goat made of halved having been previously slaughtered. The Kaura are followers of Guru R&m D&s, at
whose shrine the bhaddan is performed and all the top-knots ar© then *
shaved clean off.
•

The Kbanna Khatris take their sons for the ceremony of mdunan^ or
first head-shaving, to Dip£lpur, tahsil Chunian, in Lahore, owing to a
belief f o u l e d on the following legend:—A Brahman, named Laha, was
childless a^d went into the bar, or wilds of Lahore, to practise austerities, which he performed with such success as to draw upon him the
favour of Chandika (Durga), the patron goddess of the clan, who
granted him a son; b u t as he was too old to beget one, she gave him
one ready grown up called Jasr&j,t on condition that no abusiye epithet
was to be applied to him. Like all spoilt children he was wayward and
* fretful, and his adoptive mother, forgetting the warning, one day said
7
to him : Tu niggar ja} "sink into the earth/ because he would not
heed her c&U from the door to come into the house. He immediately
s&nk into the earth, and the old woman was only just able to save him
.

\

4

• Murga\* doubtless means 'teal.'
f A "variant from Kapurtbala makes the goddess SihangWj (? Hingtej), and says the
boy's name was a LRH Jasr£i. Once he was pent to the bazar for turmeric but dawdled
over the errand. When his step«mother scolded him he sank into the earth and the
Brahman in vein invoked the goddess, who declared that what had been could not be
undone, but promised that the shrine of flrtbi L61u Jasr^i phpuld t e worshipped by the
Khannas throughout all ages.
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Kapur—Mehndru.

And so Khanua boys to this day never wear a

The Kapfir, Malhotra, and Seth Khatrfs may perform the maunan
ceremony anywhere, provided there is no river or well containing water
from Dip6lpur.
At a son's bhaddan among the Khosla* (Sarin) the parohit goes on
the previous evening to invite an eagle to the feast. Next morning
before the shaving is begun, four loaves, a small quantity of confectionery (sira halwd) and two pice are put on the house for the eagle. When
these things have been taken away by an eagle the ceremony may be
performed. The eagle is feasted in the same manner at weddings
soon after the bride comes to her father-in-law's house for the first
time.
The Kochhar claim to be an offshoot of the Seth and say their founder
- left an orphan his father having been slain in battle. He was
brought up by his sister and their name is derived from kochhar, ' I a n /
The Kochhart have an interesting custom connected with a bride''s first
pregnancy. Six months after her pregnancy she deliberately feigns
displeasure with tlio members of the family and goes to some other
house. The bridegroom on hearing of her departure goes in search of
her, atter having his head, moustaches and beard clean shaved.
When he finds out where she is, he collects a few of his brotherhood
and goes to the place where she is staying. After many entreaties
he promises to give her an ornament, and then takes her back to his
own house.
The Koli or Kohli got whose original home was at Jamsher, a village
in Jullundur, worship the kite at the bhaddan rite. They eschew the
use of dry cotton plants as fuel because a snake once pot mixed
up with them and was burnt to ashes.
The Likhi got performs the bhaddan in the Kangra Hills and ancestor
worship at a sati in Dhaipai, Ludhidna tahsil. They cut a jandi
tree and worship a chil in the usual way.
Among the Mehndru—a section of the B6rbi—and the Ghands a
section of the Bunj&hi—the head of the boy who is to don the janeo
is shaved quite clean with a razor, and he is then d i s u s e d a6 K
faqir with a munj rope {tragi) round his loins, wooden shoes (Jchardn.
wan, on his feet, a wooden phdori in his hand, a deerskin under his arm
a janeo made of munj rope, one jholi or wallet in his right hand and
another under his left arm, and goes round begging alms of his assembled
kinsmen and friends. Whatever he e^ts in hi«firaf.VA^;; i»^ ~:
^ %•
guru, who gives^ him the janeo and whispers the prescribed mantra in
his ear. This rite is called the guru mantar dend or sans/bar dend
The contents of the second jholi he gives to his parohit.
Worship
on this occasion is not restricted to any particular deity.
'
* Folk-etymol _ .
Cf.
the
Khosa Jits and Baloch
t A Kochhar husband shaves his head and face. clean—as Hindus do on a fath«r
death—when his wife conceives for the first time.—(Siilkot.)
J»u*er
•

The Malhotra Khatris.
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The Mebndru perform the jandidn rite, when a child has reached
the age of 3, 4 or 5, at a pond called Suni&r&nwala. The kinsmen go
there in the morning, the father's priest carrying on his head a
brass tray full of khir. The priest walks round the pond until a chil has
taken away some of the khir, and if no chil appears for two or even
three days none of the family will eat or drink. When it has taken some
of the khir the father is congratulated. A hu-goat is also taken to the
tank and, if no chil appear, it is slaughtered at sunset. When the
chil takes away some of its flesh the father is congratulated. Blood
7,
is then taken from the goat's ear and a tika made on the boj s
forehead with it.. The goat's head and feet are sent by a barber to the
kinsmen and the flesh and khir that remain are distributed to the
brotherhood. Once, it is said, the got was all but extinct, all the
males having died of a plague. But a pregnant woman fled from
Bhera or Khush&b (the family is still called Bheru or Khushlbi) to her
father's house, the family parohit accompanying her. On the way
she gave birth to a son, and the parohit coming to know of the event
after they had gone some distance.returned and found the boy still alive
and shadowed by a chil with its feathers. The parohit restored him to
his mother assuring her that his family would attain greatness. This is
how chil worship arose in this family.
The Malhotra got observes the deokdj in tho 5tft year after the
birth of the first child, and no Malhctra can marry his eldest son or
daughter until it has been solemnized.
Both at a true wedding and at a deokdj the chil or kite is worshipped
because, it is said, one of those birds ouce burnt itself* alive in the
chitd or pyre in which a Malhotra widow was being burnt with her
husband. So the got regards the kite as itseli a sati and is worshipped
as such.
r

At a wedding when the marriage party reaches the bride's house a
goat is demanded from her parents and its ear cut with a knife, a
drop of the blood being dabbed on the bridegroom's forehead.
The Sirhindia Malhotras tako boys to Dandrata in Pat-iala for t h e
mundan rite, as their guru lived there, and after the boy's head has
been shaved his representative gives the child a jhunjhund
with a
knot at eaoh end for the first time. No Malhotra will give his son
such a toy till this has been doae, though he may give him one with
a single knot. There too the guru's quilt [gudri) is worshipped and
jhancfulds or bachelor Brahmans are fed.
A Malhotra wife in the seventh month of her first pregnancy sits in
t h e dehli or portico of the house and there removes her nosering and
laung which she never puts on again. She also gives up dyeing her
hands and feet with henna, saying thrice
Nak nath lahi, sar matti pdix asi lahi lahi.
Main lahun, meri bahu ldhey ? i
Jculi lahe.
" I take off my nosering, throw eai i on my head. As I have lakuu
it off so may my son's bride take her's off, and seven generations of
iny ohildren take it off".
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The Mengi also do uot kill the snake. It was, they say, born to
one of their ancestors and at the shaving [raaunan) rite they worship
a picture of it. At this ceremony they slice off of a goafs ear and
apply smoke to its nose to make it sneeze. They consider that no good
luck will come unless the goat sneezes.
The Merw<£ha claim Central Asian origin, and say they c&me from
Merv (Marusthal). They belong to the Sarin group, and say they
entered the south-west Punjab through the Bol&n Pass. • Their
earliest traceable settlement is, however, at Govindw&l or Gondwdl,
in Amritsar, which they say was made into a large place by one B£b£
Govind R&i, a devotee. This man was granted lands in jdgir for giving
food to a Musalman king, who came to him hungry during a hunting
expedition. Afterwards one Guru Bhala, with whom the Mcrw4has
had quarrelled, cursed them for refusing to allow his followers to drink
from the same well. Thereupon large numbers of them settled elsewhere.
The Merw&ha perform their maunan ceremony at the shrine of B£ba
Thaman, at Ramria, 16 miles west of J hang, and at Kangra.
The Mithu are goldsmiths. They have a sati at Talwandi Nfmi, in
Jagraon tahsil, in Ludniana. One of the family, on his way from his
fa&her-in-law's house, with his wife, was killed by a tiger. She became
sati with him and so the place is visited, every year in Bh£don, a;id
seven times mud is taken out of a pond near by in the neighbourhood
of Talwandi Nimi.
Among the Mokol Banj&hi when the janeo rite is performed for the
first time (generally between 8 and 10 years of age), is a goat slaughtered
(halal karnd) by a Qazi, and the parohit of the family applies (tika
lagdnd) a drop of its blood to the forehead of the boy who is to don
the janeo.* The goat's flesh is then eaten by the brotherhood; but
" they must eat it indoors and no one is allowed to take it outside. Before
the ceremony is performecl the boy is shaved with scissors, and not
with a razor. At a wedding when the party starts towards the bride's
village, the bridegroom is required to cut a branch of a jand tree
in his own village, females of the brotherhood accompanying him; and
he must not return to his own house but go straight to his father-inlaw'tf. village with the wedding party.
Among the Najjar wart \vikna is prohibited. Wafts are made of pulse
(mungi or mash). The pulse is steeped in water for a whole night.
Then it is ground fiue on a stono with a stone or stick, water being
sprinkled on it when it begins to dry. It is called pithi (from pisna to
grind). Spices are then mixed with it, and small cakes made of it by
hand and spread out on a charpdi, while they are wet, and allowed to
dry in the sun ; when dried they are kept and cooked as vegetables
from time to time. This process is called wari takna.
The Najjar trace their origin to Uch in Bahawalpur.
The Nandat worship the ah which must not be touched by the women
of the section, or mentioned by them : they worship it once a year.
* Mokol Khatrfs call in the Mullah at the janeo ddlnd, as Mullahs in old times taught
their children—(Sialkot).
The name Nanda or Nenda is derived from ntwdti, husband's sister.
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Amongst the Pasi at a maunan and a marriage the eagle is worshipped
in this wise. On the day before the date fixed for the munan or the
wedding, the family priest invites an eagle to a feast on the following
morning. Next day, the boy or the girl's father, together with the paruhit,
goes out taking with him four loaves and a confection (Jcardh
' parshdd) thereon and puts it before the eagle. Standing barefooted
with folded hands before her, they beg her to eat the meal (bhojan).
They must stand in the same position until the eagle takes away part
of it.
They then come back and perform the marriage or maunan ceremony
and feast Brahmans.
The Puris are sub-divided into three sub-sections, the Sidh Gbarmals
of thd Bist Do&b, the Malik Waziri of Lahore and Gujranwdla and
the Kasuri of Lahore, Dharmkof and the M£lwa. B&ba Sidh Gharmal
was a saiut who originally came from tbe M&lwa. At a wedding in
this got the bride's mother feigns anger and seeks refuge in a
kinsman's house, until her husband soothes ber displeasure and she is
brought back amid the songs of the girls of the kindred. In some
Puri families a mother never drinks milk after the birth of a child.
Others cut off a goat's ear with a sword at a birth, stain the child's
forehead with its blood, and then kill and eat the goat at a feast of all
the brotherhood.
The Rih&n, a got of Bunjihi status, perform bhaddan at Nangal, in
tahsil Nakodar in Jullundur, after cutting a janii twig, which is
worshipped on the Janamashtmi day. A he-goat, whose ear has been
previously pierced near the jan4'i is taken home and beheaded by the
eldest male of the family with an iron weapon. The flesh is distributed
to the brotherhood and the bones and blood buried in the house-yard.
On Sundays Brahmans are not allowed to see or use milk and curds in
a Kih&n's house. The following tale is told of the origin of this custom :—During the Muhammadan period all the women of the section,
and the wife of their parohit determined to save their honour by throwing themselves into a well, but the parohitni's heart failed her, so tbe
other women called her a Chand&lni and thus milk and curds, the best
of earthly things, have been prohibited to their Brahmans on Sundays
ever since. The taragi rite, which consists in putting a thread round
the loins, is observed a t a high mound, said to be the ruins of a village,
near Gh&lib Kal&n, in Jagraon tahsil, in Ludhi6na. The Sirire Khatris
of Delhi also visit this mound and offer a cloth, etc., there after a wedding, as it was their original home and was called Ker6riwala.
The Saonohi section of the Bunj&his has a curious rite on the Sth
audi of Asauj The arms of every male, even a new-born boy, are both
incised with razors until blood oozes from the cuts. Kunga, a red
powder, is then sprinkled on them by way of worship, and the blood is
dabbed on the forehead. An idol-shaped like a headless man is also
made and a knife placed near its right hand. It is then worshipped.
Nothing but bread and milk may be eaten on this day.
The Softi got has a sati at Raltowal, a village in LudhiAna. They
came originally from Lahore. At a tank called B&b& Hansudmi named
after one of their ancestors, children who are supposed to be under evil
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and so grow thin are bathed and cared completely. Corn
is vowed on recovery.
bhaddan in the K£ngra Hille, and that of cutting
own villages. They worship their ancestors at
aheil at the Diw61L
The Tali got is so named because its founder was being carried away
by a torrent when he
maae or grass
or reeds and shaped like a boat
By its aid he
aved and so was called
4
Uppal is said to mean stone/ and this got performs the bhaddan rite
whenever its gurus from Anandpur, in Hoshi&rpur, visit them. Each
guru gets 1£ rupees and gives *in return a small pagri. A few days
after a child's birth, its mother takes it to a sati's place outside the
village and then to the tomb of B£w£ Lsil, whom Mubaminadans call
Shih Kamal. Offerings of bagar (pounded rice) are made at both
places. The child's head is shaved at the first place and a shirt and
some ornaments put on at the second.
The Wadhera make offerings of luchis at the shrine of B&b£ Tomba,
when a hoy at the age of 1J years dons a shirt for the first time, and
regaixi it as a good omen if kites take the offerings : when a boy first
dons shoes, at the age of 6, the ear of a he-goat is cut and water
sprinkled on the anirral ; if the goat shivers it is auspicious. In either
case the spirits of deceased ancestors are supposed to be propitiated.
At 11 a boy's head is shaved and he declares that he must forsake his
home and study in the forests, but his sisters bring him back, and, in
the case of the eldest sou, the mother leaves her home, going to a relative's house, and there she remains until her husband comes with a
wedding procession and marries her again.
tribe of PajMns which ^ claims descent from Luqm&n alias Khafcak, one of the SOPS of Kodai. The Khataks, as related
in the article on Path&ns, claim themselves to be Path&ns of the Karl&rni branch. By his Urmaf wife KarlArnai had two sons Kodai and
Kakai. The former had six or seven sons, including Luqmin, and a
daughter who married a Sayyid Muhammad, and had by him two
sons, Honai* and Wardag whom Karl&rni adopted.

KHAJTAK (KUATAK).—A

The story goes that Luqmao, while out hunting with his brothers,
met four Afgh&n damsels of another tribe. Luqm&n chose the bestdressed—but she was the worst-favoured, being plain, dark and
stout. His brothers scoffed at him, saying Luqmdn pah kha\ai ldrt
4
Luqmdn is in the mud/ whence he was nick-named Kha^ak. His bride,
however, bore him two sons Torm&nf and Bol&q. Torni&n had two sons
Tarai and Tarakai, but as the former was the abler, his descendants and
those of Tarakai too are styled Taris. Hence the Khataks are divided
into main branches, Tarf and Boldq —and to the latter belongs the
Bangi Khel, descendants of Bangai, son of S&ghari, 3on of BoUq.
* Honis, descendants of Honai, were to be found round Nflib dwelling anion* the
Khataks two centuries ago. The Kaka Khel are much venerated by the Khataks as
descended from the Sayyid Muhammad, and are probably Honis. The shrine of the Kiki
8afcib belongs to this family, of which Shaikh Rahim-Yar was a member.
| The name reminds us of Torainana.
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* The descendants of Burhin are called Dilazaks and those of Wrakzai Orakzais; both these tribes reside in Tfrih
and the adjacent countries,
I
t The descendants of Utman, known as Utm£n Khels reside in Swat, Bajour, Yusafzai in the Peshawar andHazIra
Hahssan.
Districts,
I
t The descendants of Usman are called Afridis and reside in Tfrah, the Kohat and Khaiber Passes and in Bay!.
Taxman.
§The descendants of Jadrin live in Jadran, ildqa Kabul.
I
'arwesh Muhammad alias Chanj i. || The descendants of Khogiani, called Khogianfs. live in the hills to the north-west of the Koh-i-Sufed.
5f The Wazirs reside in independent territory to the west of the Khatak country.
*• The descendants of Shftak, called Shitaks, live in Dawar and Khost in the Kabul ildqa.
Akor Khan alias Malak Ako.tt
ft All the Khatak Chiefs, including the present Khan, belong to the Akor Khel family.
Jt The Zanais live in the Peshawar district and are generally said to be Mians (Kkk£ Khels), descendants of one Yasfn, son of Zanai. They live at
Ziarat K4ka S4hib in that district.
,
§§ The descendants of Mirai are commonly called Blraks. But the real Baraks are the descendants of Barak, son of Yasin.
The descendants of Amir inhabit the village of Amir in the Khwarra tappa of the Kohit tahsil.
The descendants of Tarkai reside at Dalian, Amankot, Gurgurry and Qfiaderi in the Darra circle and at Khatti Nasriti, Shiva and other villages in
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Mashirai

The descendants of Khurram, son of Battu, are called Khurrams, and those of Marwat and Nandrak, the Mahramzais. The descendants of Mandun
and Mushak, sons of Dattu, occupied the Zira and PatiaMa tappds of the Kohit tahsil.
m
t f t Saghir had six sons, the
of the remaining three
J t t Seni is said to h a v e b e l o
to inheritance. Thefle

d e s c e n d a n t s o f t h e first, s e c o n d a n d t h i r d s o n s
w h o owned three shares c a m e to be k n o w n as
nged to another tribe, but he married a w o m a n
nia are descended from him (From Major H. P

are called the Sagharis, Bhangi
Dartappis (from drethree, tappa,
f r o m the family of Bolaq, son of
. P. Leigh's Assessment Report,

Khels, and M a k o n s , respectively, and tnose
share).
L u q m * n Khatak, and thus became entitlea
1894).
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Thanks to-Babar's Memoirs and Khushhal Khan Khatak's history
of the tribe the annals of the Khataks are singularly complete.
Many years after Babar had acquired Kabul, the Khataks either taking
advantage of the confusion which prevailed in the con6nes of the
Delhi kingdom, or driven from their original seats in the Shinwal range
(in Waziristau), separated from their kinsmen the Shitak Kaiiarnis
and moved north-west, towards the Lowa-Ghar range, Karbogha, Tirait,
into Chauntra, to Ilachi (Lachi) and the Shakardarra towards the Indus!
At this time Kohat (Lower Bangash) was in the possession of the Orakzai
Pathans with whom the Khataks were at feud, and the latter in alliance
with the tribes of Upper Bangash defeated the Orakzai^ in two fights
at Tapi and Muhammadzai near Kohat town, compelling them to fall
back towards Tirah, while the Khataks themselves pushed on towards
Nilab, Patiala and Suniala on the Indus. Driving the Awans before
them the Khataks pushed their inroads as far as Sakesar, Bhera
and Khushab,'occupied Makhad aad for a considerable peri'od held
Kalabagh. In Akbar's reign Malik Akor or Akorai became - a vassal
of the emperor and in 1587 he founded Akora, on the south bank
of the Kabul, and his son Yahya seized upon the territory of the
Mandar Pathans which lay nearest to that river. This tract became
known as Tari-Bolaq from the two sections of the Khataks which held
it. They failed, however, to subjugate the whole Mandar tribe and
were only able to establish a footing on the northern bank of the Kabul
opposite Akora.
'
In 1630 the ulus or tribal levy of the Khataks joined in the
COnibined attack by the Pathan tribes round Peshawar on that fortress
although their Arbdb Shahbaz Khan was with the Mughals at Peshawar
at th e time.*" The Mughal authority was, however, soon re-established
now succeeded his father
Shahbaz in the chieftainship/!" was employed by them in an expedition
agHinst the Afridis and Orakzais of Tirab, whence he returned in J 660
After Aurangzeb was firmly established on the Delhi throne Khushhal
however, fell into disgrace and was imprisoned at Rantabhur, but he
wa« released after more than two years' oaptivity in 1666, and was
with Muhammad Amin Khan, subahddr of Kabul, at the great disaster
which befell the Mughals in the Khaibar in 1672. Disgusted with
the ungenerous treatment he received at the hands of. the Mughals
Khushhal did not accord his loyal support to the Mughal cause and his
opinion of Aurangzeb is set forth in some spirited verses.J The fief of
)en now granted
u
led *"•> •''-'-— '
w
with the tribes of Bangash, in the course of which Khushhal's son
Ashraf defeated the Kohatis. A second defeat at, th* Turkai Pass
§

exile m Hindustan and won over the Sini branch of the Khataks
iipported by the Afridis was also hampered
K

bUt

triw

agIiD sUhe^ughSl °^
* ™*> oat that the Khataks did not join this rebellion
| He succeeded his father in 164).
t Raverty's Poetry of Afghdns, p. 18.
§ Raverty dates the events which culminated in the second defeat of the Koh*tiP at
Turkai Pass, back to 1652-64, which appears too early.
*vunaw «
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by the disaffection of the Mushaks, a clan of the BolSq Khataks, and
his, Afridi allies having attacked Koh&t prematurely were repulsed.
Khushhiil sought refuge in Tirdh and thence wandered into the Yusafzai
country, but as he lamented in verse, he failed to rouse them against
the Mughal power, and his son, now nominally chief of the Khataks,
was sent in charge of a Mughal force against his fathers allies—the
Afridis. Another Mughal defeat was the result, and Khushhdl was
enabled to make another attempt on Kohdt, but deserted by the Sims
and Mushaks as before he was defeated and wounded in 1675. Two
years later Ashraf Kh<in was granted Tari-Bol6q as sarddr of the tribe,
and further misunderstanding arose between father and son. The
latrer waged war on the Malik Miri Bangash and took the for' of
Podi!-from the Sh£di Khel in 1680. Subsequently the Mughal fauj^drs
fell out with the Maliks Mirf and Ashraf Khan, when called upon
for aid againso them, compelled them to surrender Koh&t but protected
them from Mughal vengeance, and thus enabled his ^brother fiaht&m
to undermine his influence with the suhahdar of Kabul who treacherously seized him when on a visit to Peshawar and deported him to
Hindust&n.
In 1684 Afzal Khan, son of Ashraf Kh&n and now acting chief of
thv Khataks, was in charge of the road from Khair&b£d to Naushahra,
but the exactions of the Mughal officialsi or their legitimate demands
for revenue, drove him into the Khwarram. He had also to contend
with BahrAm, his uncle, whose authority was acceptable to many of
the Khataks, but on Khushh*U's death in 1688 Afzal made his peace
with the Mughal authorities and Bahrain having lost their favour, he
again obtained charge of the Naushahra read in 1692, But Afzal failed
to completely establish his authority till his father's death in 1694
made him chief of the Khataks, although Bahrain was still active.
In 1701 Amir Khdn, suhahdar of K&bul, died and Siidh A lam moved
from Multan to secure the vacant province. On his return in 1702-03 '
via Bannn and Lakki he marched into the Isa Khel country and
attempted to reach Peshawar by K&l&b&gh, but was reduced to great
straits by the Bangi Khel and other Saghari Khataks until Afzal
Khan rescued him and escorted him to Lakki- Bahrain was subsequently soized and sent to KYtbul, but he escaped and Afzal Kh&n
was employed to suppress him and another rebel, Ismail Khdn Bangash.
Afrer Aurangzeb's death Shfih Alam offered Afzal service in Hindustan but he declined it, as the emperor was unable to leave any
suhahdar over the K&bul province, and remained in charge of the
road from Attock to Peshawar. He also won over Ismail Kh&n, while
Bahrain sided with Q^bil Khan, Ismail's rival for the Bangash chiefship. Eventually the latter was acknowledged by all the ulus of
Bangash and this secured Afznl's position, Saif Khdn his. 6on becoming faujdar of L6chi, which had been the centre of Bahr&tn's power,
Q&bil, however, soon broke out agnin and the next faujdar of Lachi
Nij&bat Khdn, had to be sent against him. QabiJ secured the Muo-halft'
aid, but Afzal astutely played off All&hd6d, who held an imperial sanad
as faujdar of Bangash, against the suhahdar of K6bul (Tbrahfm Khfin
a son of Ah Mard£n Khdn), and the Mughal forces with Qdbil were
withdrawn in 1708 or 1709. Bahrain's death followed in 1712 but
the feuds among the Bangash continued and Afsal's son Said Khfin.
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now faujddr of Ldchi,* sent 8>jirga to arbitrate between tfbem, but its
members were murdered. In revenge he attacked the Bangash and
defeated them.
In 1718 Sarbuland Kh&n was appointed subahddr and sustained a
defeat by the Afghans in the Khaibar and Afzal took advantage of his
reverse to refuse to pay peshkash for Tari-Bol&q smd the Mughals with
their Bangash vassals had to resort to force to collect it. The subahddr also transferred the fief to. a brother of Afzal, who retired to
Chauntra, and subsequently declined an offer of the fief made him by
the faujddr of Bangash. In 1723-24 Sarafr&z, a descendant of Shaikh
Bah&dur, Khushh^Ll's spiritual guide, raised disturbances in L&chi and the
Khwarram, which Asadulldb, Afzal's son and faujddr of L&chi, was
unable to suppress. Afzal himself had to seek an asylum among the
Ydsufzais, but in 1725 he was able with their aid to defeat the fanatical
mullahs, tdlibs and darwesh who lost 600 killed, although he had only
3,000 men and the rebels with their Afridi and other allies numbered 7,000 or 8,000. Here the Khattak chronicles end.
The chief seats of the Khatak power were Akoja, Sh&hb&zgafh,
KsU&b&gh an<1 Makhad. The Khataks vary in physique and dress.
Those near Upper Mir&nzai resemble their Bangash neighbours, but
the Barak Khajaks are tall heavily built and stolid with shaggy hair
cut down to the level of the ear and thick beards a hand-breadth in
length. Their dress is generally of white cotton, rarely washed,
and the turban is twisted into a kind of rope. In the fields they
wear a long shirt, reaching to the ankles, of cotton or wool aud
tied with a bit of rope. Simple but sturdy and independent they are
very clannish. The Sigharis of Shakardarra are tall and spare, accustomed to a hard active life and RO smarter and livelier. I n still greater
contrast to the Baraks are the Khataks of Akora, men of medium height,
who do not clip the beard, though they shave the head. They are well
able to hold their own against their Afridi neighbours. Khatak women
dress in a blue shift with loose trousers, like the Bangash, and generally
possess few or no ornaments.
Khatak wedding customs.
A young fellow who wants to get married sends a aaUal (who may
be any one) to the patents of the girl to sound them as to the price
that he will have to pny for her. The dalldl will return with a message that the would-be bridegroom must pay Us. 800 {e.g.) in cash to
the father as the bride-price : that he must, in addition, find Rs. 40 in
cash, ten mans of wheat, a couple of sheep, Rs. 60 worth of ornaments,
one rnaund of ghi at the time of the wedding ; and that the haqq mahr
will be Rs. 200. If the young man can raise the cash down for the
betrothal, his $2ro with the dalldl, and his father or another relation go
to the house of the girl's father, who will not, however, appear himself
but will work through his 4um and his mukhtdr. The money *ill be
counted out on to the chitdi to the girl's (fum who will give it to the
girl's mother. The two dalldls will then go through what these
* Sadr Kh4n had been faujddr of Lachi, on the part of Bahrim. The date of Said
Khin's appointment is not known.
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Bannuchis call the sharai nikah, i. e.f the[ij&b-qabul, on behalf of their
clients. Menhdi is applied to the hands of all present with the intimation that so-and-so's daughter is betrothed to so-and-so,
i

Neither betrothals nor marriages take place between the two Ids.
Betrothals take place in Rarazdn but few marriages. This is on account of the fast more than anything else.
When the girl reaches puberty, if she has not already reached it, and
the bridegroom can raise the value of the ornaments, etc., and the grain
and ghi which are sent to the girl's people for the wedding banquet,
he sends his tfdm to ask if the other bide is ready. On the date fixed
at about 8 or 9 p.m. he, with the males and females of his village and
from among his relations, starts to the house of the girl. The men of
the girl's village turn out to oppose them, by throwing clods, for some
time, but at last desist. Among the Wazirs, especially in former times,
swords were brandished and injury occasionally caused. However the
boy's party enters the village, and the boy and the men go to the
chauk, while the women go to the girl's.house and sing love songs,
coming out after a while and singing to the boy to join them. He
then goes with a party of hfs men into the girl's courtyard aud stands
in the middle while 8 or 9 men lift him in the air three times, he raising his hands to show how tall he is. The girl's (turn intertwines seven
strings of different colours, each the height of the boy, and as the boy
is lifted up the ium jumps in the air swinging the cord so as to raise it
above the boy's head if he can in order to show thai the girl'* family is
superior. Then the boy is made to stand on a rezdi against the wall,
while five or six men of his party stand on each end of the rezdi. The
women of his party gather together at one end of the rezdi and the
women of the girl's party at the other. Then the women of each party
sing love songs and abuse each other for several hours, while the boy"
who keeps quiet, stands with his mouth covered with the end of his
turban. Just before dawn a female relative of the girl places patdsas in
the middle of the rezdi and these are distributed. Then a younger
sister or some other young relation of the girl comes out of the house in
which the bride is, and her sheet and the boy's patkd are tied together
by the bride's $um. She holds the knot firm. The women of the boy's
party then leave the courtyard and go to the nearest water in which
one of the husband's family dips the blade of a sword letting the wa'er
drip into a ghara. This is repeated thrice and then the ghara is fiiied
up in the ordinary manner. Then they return to the house and the
water is sprinkled in the room where the girl is. The mother of the
girl then brings curds and forces the boy to take two mouthfuls after
which the boy gives the bride's sister a rupee to untie the knot.
,The mother of the girl then presents a bed, pillow and sheet, and
puts on her the ornaments that have been bought after they have be en
weighed in the presence of all by a goldsmith. The girl is then put on
a pony with the boy's dum and the boy's party sets out none of the
girl's family going with them. On thi- Hy the village is feasted by
the boy and the girl remains for the night with his women folk. The
wedding by the mullah takes place the next night and then the pair
are left alone. The next morning, however, the girl's ^zem takes her
back to her parents with whom she remains a week or so after which

*
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she si (ids her dum to say she wants to be fetches
>he is taken to the
boy's home by dum. The dum is throughout an
ortant person and «
is fed on all occasions.
KHATTAH, KATHAE, KAHTAR, a tribe of the Attock district. The F b a z a r s
claim kinship with the Awdns, aud to be, like them and the western
Khokhars, descended from one of the sons of Qutb Shdh Qureshi,
of Ghazni. But, the Awans do not alwajfl admit the relationship,
and the Khajtars are said often to claim Rajput origin. Mr. E. B.
Steedman, however, Accepted their A wan origin, and. says that an
Aw&n admits it, bat looks upon the Khattars as an inferior section
of the tribe to whcm he will not give his daughters in marriage.
Sir Lepel Griffin, who relates the history of the principal Khattar
families at pp. 561—9 of his Panjdb Chiefs, thought that they
were originally inhabitants of Khor&san who came to India wftfc
the earlv Muhammadan invaders. But Colonel Cracroit noted that t»
Khattars of Hdwalpindi still retain marriage customs which point to i ...
Indian origin ; and they themselves have a tradition ot having be€ ••>,
driven out of their territory on the Indus near Attock into Afgh&nist£".
and returning thence with the armies of Muhammad of Ghori * .
;
Alexander Cunningham, on the other hand, would identify them *\ :
a branch of the Kator, Cidaritae, or Little Yuchi, from whom the Guj » *
also are descended. (Archaeological Survey Reports, I I , p. 80). Ti.
now hold the tract, known as the Khattar from their name, whi^h ex
tends on both sides of the Kdla Chitta Pah&r from the Indus to the
boundary of the Rawalpindi tahsil, and from Usm&n K&tar on the north
to the Khair i-Murat hills on the south, and which they are said to
have taken from Gujars mid Aw&ns. Raverty says that their seats of
authority were Bha(iot or Blia(o( and Nil&b on the Indus. They still
hold the lattor place which used to be called Takht-i-Nfl£b or 'the Throne
of the Blue Water '—the Indus. The Khattars sided with the Mughals
against the Khafaka, but although their chief Ghairat had been appointed faujddr of Attock, they met with more than one reverse at the
hands of Khushhai Kh£n and Afzal Kh&n, the Khaf.ak chiefs in 1673
and 1718. Colonel Cracroft wrote : " The Khattars enjoy an unenviable notoriety in regard to crime. Their tract has always been one
in which heavy crime has flourished ; they are bad agriculturists, extravagant in * their habits, keep hawks and horses, and are often back*
ward in paying their revenue. They do not allow their daughters to
inherit excepting in cases of intermarriage with members of the
1
family, and even then only for some special reason/
On this Mr.
a
Steedman noted : Since then they have become more civilised and less
addicted to deeds of violence. Socially the Khattars hold an intermediate place, ranking below Gakkhars, Awans, Ghebas, Jodras, and
other high class Rijputs."
i

Mr.'T. P. Ellis wroto an interesting account of the tribe which merits
reproduction here both for itself and because it illustrates the ex• According to the Rawalpindi Gazetteer of 1883-84 the Khattars claim descent from
Choh4n. youngest son of Qutb Shah, who established himself on the Indus where for many
years the tribe maintained its position. It was at least driven out by a Hindu tribe under
rUj Deo, in 1175, but its chief, Khattar F" 'n, returning with Muhammad of Ghor, recaptured
Nflib and, taking its name from him, tf e overran the open country between the Indue
and the Rawalpindi, dispossessing the
and Gtijars.

Khatiar septs,
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traordinary div
great antiquity.
The Khattars are generally credited with a Hindu origin from
Khatris * but they are themselves divided in belief as to their descent
Some admit the Hindu origin, while those who deny it claim an Arab
descent, alleging they are closely connected ,vith the Awans. They cluim
3 founders, Hashim, Abdulla and Mustafa, and say that in the time of
Hanin-ur-Rashid they camo to Baghdad, and that in his jihad thev
reached Hindustan via Baluchistan in which latter country there a™
said to be 9,000 Kha^ar Salana (houses or graves). They' allege
that they joined later in the raids of Sultan Mahnnid Ghaznavi who
settled them in Bagh Nilab whence they spread over the rocky ban-Pn
f
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In order to meet to the generally accepted belief that they were crie-in
ally Hindus, even those who claim a Mussalman origin admit that
while at Bagh Nilab they became Hindus and were reconverteT
T

6

ha

ar

.i i £ ^ s are sometimes divided into two main branches though
heyt themselves rarely speak of them. These are how the
S
Khatars and the Chitta Khattars. To the former belongs the Dhrek
family, to the latter the Wah family, though they are closely connect^
by intermarriage It 1S possible that in this division lies the true exnla
aahon of the conflicting stories as to origin, the former who are darkish
in colour being converted Hindus, and the latter of true Mussalman
iUU68alma
lescent overpowering and absorbing their predecessors.
n
The origin of the name Khatjar is ascribed by those who claim ™
i r a b descent to a mythical Khanar Khan, the word MatZ
bein*
n
lynonymous with the word zabr.
**
#
Sub-divisions.
^ Khaftar Khan is supposed to have had seven descendants, who like th«
jakkhars and many others founded as many septs with the natron™;
Klianal.J The Khattars generally intermarry, indeed Cracroft ,ttri
)uted the degeneracy of the Dhrek family to clo.e intermarria„ C a S
)n for several generations. The Wah family has also taken to it of
•ecent times, Awans both take from and give wives to Khatt-,,
11
^ h a n s , Gakkhars and Sayyids will not give t h e m 2
V
.tnct vardah is maintained. Kha^tar weddmg rites used to c l o ' s e l y Z
emble those of Hindus, Brahmans even being present but thJI 1
»o\v solemnised according to strict Muhammadan rules' Till 7
«
e
Chattars were not allowed to eat the hare. The Khattars T,»vo o • V ?
brine that of Shah Abdul Wahab at Barot where S h K h a t T
^
Jhakkars used to send the bodies of their dead for interment ^ A ?**
near Bagh Nilab was formerly regarded as the Jhriie T N U H
S K
• But the * is soft in Khatri and hard in Khattar The idenHf,p a 7nr~~Tr
WlUl K a t r
equally untenable, as Mr. W. Inine has shown in J R A 8 1911 £ ? £ £
°
t It is possible that Ihese names are territoiial and H-riv^i *™J&* X i , ^
__
name
the Kali Chitta.

is
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Khawu—Khetrdn.
m

Abdul Rahmin, but pilgrimages to this stone have now ceased almost
entirely. The only notable superstition is that if rain fails the women
of the village collect togeth3r and fill gharas with water just outside
the village. The village Kh£n is sent for and he takes hold of the
plough, and thereupon the women throw the gharas of water over him.
This is supposed to be efficacious in bringing on rain. To keep yinn* off
from the threshing floor pointed sticks are stuck on end in the various
heaps of corn collected on the floor.
KHAWAS, a R&jput clan (agricultural) found in "Montgomery.
KHBPA$,

a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.
___
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whither they migrated from t h e Lakki jungle in
the 13th century. It is also found in Ludhidna and
Amritsar. It gives the marginal pedigree and thus
claims Solar R&jput origin. Its home was Mathranagari on the Jumna, whence they migrated to
Takhar-wind in the Milwa. An attempt to settle
in Khadur was foiled by the K£ng, but eventually
the lattor tribe was defeated and the Khera settled
in their present villages in Amritsar, Khera was
the son of a Sidhu Jd^s daughter and treated his
relations-in-law harshly—whence the name
arwa

I
Manj.
Janon.

J.

Juj.

Dhor.
I
Mai.
I
Khera.
KHE?B,

a Kamboh (agricultural) clan found in Amritsar.

a tribe settled in the Loralai District of Balochist£n at the back of
the Lagh&ri, Khosa, and Lund country. Their original settlement was
at Vahoa in the country of the Kasrdni of Dera Ismdil Kh&n, where
many of them still live and hold land between the Kasr&ni Baloch
(with whom they have long been at feud) and the river. But the
emperor Akbar drove out the main body of the tribe, and they took refuge in the B£rkhan valley which is still held by the N6har sept of the
Khetrans as inferior proprietors, the Lagh&ris being its superior owners. They are certainly not pure Baloch, and are held by many to be
Path&ns, descended from Mi&na, brother of Tarin, the ancestor of the
Abddli; and they do in some cases intermarry with Pa$h£ns. But
they confessedly resemble the Baloch in features, habits, and general
appearance, the names of their septs end in the Baloch patronymic
termination dni and they
thev are now for
fnr all w
a ^ ^ o i ~«~—-— --- -** » •
practical
purposes

KHETKAN,

f

Kkewd— Khilchl
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tribe. It is probable that they are in reality a remnant of the original
J6t population ; they speak a dialect of their own called Khetr&ni
which is an Indian dialect closely allied wirli Sindhi, and in fact
probably a form of the Jatki speech of the lower Indus. They are
the least warlike of all the Baloch tribes, capital cultivator*, and in
consequence very well-to-do. Their lands are generally divided into
large blocks held by numerous sharers, each proprietor holding
shares in many such blocks? scattered about in different villages. The
tribe, as it now stands, is composed of four clans, of which the
Ganjura represents the original Khetr&n nucleus, while to them aro
affiliated the Dhariwtf.1* or Ch&cha who say thar, they are Dodai Baloch,
the Hnsani, once an important Baloch" tribe which was crushed by
N£sir Kh&n, the great Kh&n of K>lat, and took refuge with the
Khetr&n of whom they nre now almost independent, and the Ndhar
or B&har, who are by origin Lodi Pathins. Th* name, as Dames
observes, is undoubtedly derived from hhetr 'field/
KHEWA,

a boatman.

KHICHAE,

a sept of J£ts in J i n d ; see under Jaria.

a Muhammadan tribe of J6t status, found as a compact
tribe almost exclusively round Mailsi in Mult&n and in the northern part
of Gugera tahsil, Montgomery districl.t It claims Chauhdn origin and
descent from one Khichi Kh£u, a ruler in Ajmer. Driven out of
Delhi by the Muhammadans his descendants Sisan and Vachir migrated to Mult&n. The Khichis fought with the Joiyas, then paramount in those parts, and aiso say that they were sent against the
rebellious Baloch of Kh£i by the Mughals, in Multdn. In Montgomery
the Khichis say they were converted to Isl&m by Bahdwal Haqq,
wandered up the R6vi,t abandoned agriculture for cattle-breeding and
joined the Kharrals in robbery, but under the rule of Kamr Singh
Nakkdi. resumed cultivation and are now industrious peasants.

KHICHI, KHICHCAI,

(a corruption of Khizr), (I) a section of the Sen Khel, Gadaizai,
Iliaszai, Bunerwil; (2) a hamsdya section of the S^ahozai, Duraar,
Sanzar Kakar—Pa^bdns.

KHIDR KHEL

KHIDKZAI,

a section of the Razzar Mandaur Path&ns, in Peshawar.

KHitcnf, a J6\ clan (agricultural) found in Sh5hpur: see Khilji.
* Dhariwal is the name of an important Jat tribe. Mr. Bray says that in Balochistfn
three clans are recognised, via.,—Ispani, Palliat, Dhirewal or more correctly Dhara. The
term Ganjura is occasionally applied to the first two clans, or even to the whole tuman
(tribe). The Hasani and Chacha are merely septs affiliated to the Dhara, while the Nihar
(? hyaenas) are a sept of the Ispani. Folk etymology derives Dhirewal from dhtrw&l, a
shepherd, and dhara is said to mean ' heap/
t They are thus found along the lower and middle Sutlej, and on the Ravi from Multia
to Lahore, but there are aiso a few of them on the Chenab, and the e are considerable
numbers cf them in the Delhi district where they appear to be recognised as a sept of the
Chauhan. In Shahpur they are also found and in that District they are classed as J£fc
(agricultural), but in Montgomeiy they are classed as Rajputs. In the Chenab Colony most
of them returned themselves as Rajputs, but some as Jits. In the Sandal Bar they were
dependents of the Kharrals, although superior to them in status taking wives from them
but refusing to give them brides. They were, however, not counted as belonging to the
• great Ravi * tribei, and it is possible that the Khichi of the Bar and in ShahDur are reallv
y
Khilchi or Khilii, not the Chauhan Khichi of Multan.
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Khilji—Khoja.
a Mughal clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar. It appears to be
quite distinct from the KHICHI, and is probably the representative of

KHILJI,

the

KHALJ.

a tribe of J&ts found in the Pasrur and Daska tahsils of Siilkof.
Kbira was a son of Sanpdl. Like the Ghummans they are Baiw'd
Riij puts by descent.

KHIRA,

a clan with some pretensions to Rdjput origin, and locally ranking
somewhat above the J i t s , found in Jhelum. 'Like the Bharat and
Kallasit gives bride to the Jalap. The Khiwa are also found in
Sh&hpur as an agricultural clan.

KHIWA,

(1) a clan of the Soni or Suni Sarwarni Pathdns, according
to Raverty. Settled in the Khaibar in Bihar's time, they weie attacked by him and driven into the mountains in 1519. They had molested
him on his march over the pass, and in 1507 had opposed his advance
through it with the Shaind, Khel, Kharlakhi and Khogiani. This clan
appears to be extinct, absorbed or now divided into septs, the name
being forgotten or disused : (2) a minor fraction of the Mintar Khel
Muhammad Khel, Hassan Khel.. Mohmit Khel, Utrmtnzai Darwesh
Khel of the W a z i r s * See undor Khidr Khel.
^arwesn

KHIZR KHKL,

KHIZRZAI,

a section of the Natozai, Dnmar, Sanzar Kakar Pathrins.

KHO, a term applied to the inhabitant* of Turikho and Muikho, or UnDe
and Lower Kho, in Chitr&l. The Kho a p p e a r to be a mixed race and
comprise families descended from Badakhshis, Shighnis, VVafehis and
Gilgitis. Nevertheless they appear to give their" name to KhowAr
or Ohitrdli, the language of the great mass of the people in the coimtrv
drained by the Chitr&l river and its affluents, as tar down as Mirkhannf
as well as in the Ghisar valley above Pingal. It includes many loan
words from Persian, Pashtu and Urdu.
KHOD,

a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

a tribe of the KarlarA Pathrtns which at one time
occupied the whole of Khost, but is now found in Kurram. The
has fallen into disuse except in Pesh^wnr, v:here a lew Path^ns of tl °
name are found. Both the Jiiji and the Turi of KurVan^ claim ^o
be descendants of Khugiani, son of Kakai, but their Pathdji origiu is
open to doubt.

KHOGIANI,

KHOJAC fem.

KHUGIANI,

-i.
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the KhwAja of the Arabian Nights, and means simply a man of wealth
in three different sensestor a eunuch,t for a scavenger converted to Islam, and for a Muham'
madan t r a d e r . ! It is only in the last sense that the Khojas can bo
* A Dictionary oj the Pathdn Tribes, 1899, p. 109.

t Khoja also means bald. For the eunuchs see under Hijri For Ehw»ia «o & Wie s e e
unuer Khwaja. As a title Khoja appears to be used only by or of Khoiaq hv vL»
4 The Khojas of Bombay are well known for their wealth and i S r d i l ^ t o r iPm ^ fc
•
but
they do not appear to have any connection, as a caste, with thosf"of hfl P.,S?!t ^Dls'
from orthodox Muhammadanism is however everywhere well marked amnn/tlJ
*
i
.
sent
g
e Khoja3 w h o
are thus described in Burton's History of dindh'pp. 248-249
'
•'The Khwajeh (or as the word is generally pronounced Khwaio and Khn,'n\ ;.
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called a * canto/ but there does nob appear to bo any true caste of
Khojas, any Hindu trader converted to Islam being known by t h a t
name. Thus the Khojas of Shahpur are almost entirely Khatris, a n d
a Khatri now becoming a Musalmdn in that District would be called a
Khoja. The Khojas of J h a n g , on the other hand, are said to be converted Aroras ; while some at least of the Ijflbore Khojas claim Bh£tia
origin, and one section of the Ambila Khojas are Krfyaths, But in the
north-west Punjab and the northern districts of the North-West
# Frontier Province, the term Paracha i3 preferred by Hindu traders converted to Islam, so that where the Par&chas are a recognised and
wealthy caste, khoja is used for miscellaneous Muhammadan traders,
chiefly hawkers and pedlars, or at least petty traders ; while in the
eastern districts and in the Deraj&t, where the Khojas aie commercially
important, paracha is used for the Muhammadan pedlar.
These Muhammadan traders, whether called Khoja or Paracha, are
found all along the. northern portion of tlio two Provinces under the
hills from Amritsar to Peshdwar, and have spread southwards into the
central and eastern districts of the Western Plains, but have not entered
the Derajat or Muzaffargarh in any numbers. Their eastern boundary
is the Sutlej valley, their western the Jhelum-Chenab, and thoy are
found throughout the whole of the Salt Range, Probably it is hardly
tc
correct to say of them that they have " spread " or entered/'' for they
apparently include many distiuct classes who will have sprung from
different centres of conversion. They appear to be most numerous in
Lahore. An interesting account of a trade d> elopment by the Khojas
of Gujr&t and Si&lko( is given in Punjab C .eminent Home Proceedings No. 10 of March 1879. I t appears
.tfc these men buy cotton
piece-goods in Delhi and hawk them about the villages of their own
Districts, selling on credit till harvest time, and the business has now
assumed very large proportions. The Khojas of the J h a n g district
were thus described by Mr. Moncktor.: " They do not cultivate with
their own hands, but own a great many wells and car. on trade to a
considerable extent. They are supposed to have been converted
from Hinduism. Thoy do not practise cattle-3tealing, but arc a litigious race, and addicted to fraud and forgery in the prosecution of
their claims."
In spite of their conversion to Isl4m, the Khojas retain many traces
of the Khatri caste organization. Thus at Bhera in Shahpur they havo
the following sub-divisions :
1. Bahgal.
4. Kap\?r
7. Oorawala,
2. Wohra or BOHRA.
5. l)s. ,
8. MaguQ.
3. Sethi.
6. Rav zr Ror.
0. Mchndru.
Their own account >* their origin H ni.-it thoy emigrated from Persia. Probably *hoy
fled the country when the J smailiyoh ! , <v (to which they still cloavc) was so severely
threatened by Holaku Khan. They differ from the Ismailites in one essential point, viz.,
Whereas that race believes in only seven Imams, tin- Khwajchs continue the lino down to
the present day. They are thorefore heterodox Shiahs, as they reject Abubakr, Umar,
and Uaman, Muhammed Bakir and Imam Jafar-i-Sadik. In Sindh they have no mosques
but worship in a kano or house prepared for that purpose. For marriages and funerals
they go to the Sunni Kizis, but their Mukhi or head pricat at Karachi settles all their
religious and civil disputes. Under tho Mukhi, who is changed periodically, -are several
officers called Waris, and under these again are others termed Khamriya.'*
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all Khatri sections. A tenth, Matoli, does not appear to be a Khatri
section, but it ranks with the first six, and from these seven the last
three cannot obtain wives, though they give brides to them. The
Khojas of Bhera* claim to be strictly monogamous, so much BO that, as a
rule, a Khoja cannot obtain a secoud wife in the caste, even though
his first have died and he is thus driven to take his second wife from
some other Muhammadan tribe. The Khojas of Leiah have the Khatri
section-names of Kapur, Puri, Tandan and Gambhfr but as these are
no longer exogatuous and as wives may be taken from other castes, the
old rules of hypergamy and endogamy are no longer in force.
I h e Khojas of Jhang have at least four clans, Magun, Wohra,
Wadawana and Passija. The last named is undoubtedly of Arofa
origin. A t Chinio^ in J h a n g the Khojas are mainly Khatris, recruited
by some Arora sections, thus :
Khatri section.
Arora sections.
f Adal.
Tamej a.
Behrara.
Indigenous to Chiniot.
Goruw&la.
Churra.
Talwar.
Khur4na.
Immigrants from i Maggun.
Puri.
Dhingra.
Chawala.
the south-west. | Sahgal.
* Topra.
Wadhaun.
I Wihra.
The original Khatri classification into Bari and Bunj&hi groups is said
to be still preserved. Formerly the Khatri sections used not to intermarry with the Aroras, but this restriction is said to be no longer absolute, though such marriages are not usual. The Khojas in Chiniot
reverence Pir Gilsini, the descendant of Imam Hassan, and his descendants live in Kotla, Gujr&nwala district. The Khojas have a cemetery
of their own at Chiuiot called the Hafiz Diw&n.
f

The Wohra are possibly the same as the Borat of CentraJ India. In
Central India they have a remarkable colony at Ujjain, which is divided
into four rnahals under elected Mullahs. Malcolm J says they belong
to the.Hassani sect and are a progressive community. The Khojafe
Makhacl (a place on the Indus) are more usually called Par&chas. They
have houses of a peculiar structure—in fact, the Khojas' enterprise
seems to be as marked as their high standard of comfort, and in this
tkey are somewhat different to the Khatris.
JAH, a 3d\ clan (agricultural) found in Mult&u Cf. Kohj&.
KHOJf, a title of honour given to Kashmiris.
—
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Mult&n tahsil in Mughal times.
KHOHANKA, a tribe of the SAMMAS, found in Bahfiwalpur. The
Sang
branch of the Saiftmas has a tradition that in ancient times the Sammas
had two grades, one superior and genuine, the other comprising 13 inferior septs who were wazire of the Sam ID as. To these latter belonged
the Khoh&nra.
• The Khojas of Bhera have a legend that they were expelled from Chal Sana, a
ruined village in Bhera tahsil, some two or three centuries ago. They have an exte&aira
trade with Kibul and beyond, and inhabit a remarkably well-built mohalla in Bhera, wh«W
they take a leading part in municipal affairs.
'
f (?) from beoh4 as trade,
l^mmoir on Central India and AJalwa, Vol. I, pp. 91-2.
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KlfOitttAR, -UR.—-(I) a tribe, found among J&\8, Rdjputs, Ardins*,and Chuhrda
(see infra).
As a tribe of varying Rajput and 3&% status the Khokhars
are most numerous along the valleys oi the Jhelum and Chenab, and
especially in the J h a n g and Sh&hpur districts. They are also found,
though in smaller numbers, on the lower Indus jtnd the Sutlej, especially in Lahore, and also all along the foot of the hills from the Jhelum
to the Sutlej. Pind Dddan Kh£n in the Jhelum is said to have been
refounded by a Hada Rajput from Garh Chitor, named Fateh Chand,
who on conversion to Islam was re-named D&dan Kh&n.f He was R/ija
of those parts in the time of Jah&ngir, but the Khokhars had held the
tract at an earlier period for they are mentioned as its occupiers in the
Ain-i-AkbarL
They also once ruled an extensive tract in J h a n g lying
east of the Jhelum. The Khokhars of Gujrdfe and Sidlkot have a tradition that they were originally settled at Garh Karana, which they cannot identify,! but were ejected by Timur and they went to Jammu,
whence they spread nlong the hills, and the concentration oi the
Khokhars of the plains on the Jhelum and Chen&h, and their wide
diffusion in the sub-montane tract are explained by the history of
Tfmur's invasion. In Akbar's time they were shown ^s the principal
tribe of the Dasiiya pargana (in Hosliidrpur) and they now give their
name to the Khokharain, a tract which contains, some 40 Khokhar
villages, all but three of which are in Kapurthala State on the horde is
of Dasuya tahsil.§ In Kapurthala the Khokhars have four eponymourf
septs, Sajrdi, Kalu, Ber and Jaich. In Shjihpur rhe Khokhars are said
to be split up into numerous septs, among which are the NISSOWANA.
The Bhajti and Kudhan are septs found in Montgomery.

m

The origins of the Khokhars are as obscure as those of any Punjab
tribe. Tradition appears invariably to connect them with the Aw&ns,
making K h o k h a r o n e of Qutb ShriJi's sons and the Khokhar Qutb Sh&his
his descendants, who would thus be akin to the JUHANS also. But this
pedigree probably merely records the fact that the Aw&nsand Khokhars
owe their conversion to Isl&m to the saint Qutb Shah or his disciples, or
that they both accepted his teachings,|| However this may be the
Khokhars in Si&lkot intermarry with other tribes, which the A w&ns will
not do, and thus in a sense rank below them. In Gujwifc, where they
hold a compact block of villages about Mung on the Jhelum and own
some of the richest lands in the District, the leading Khokhars are called
Rdj&, as being of R&jpnt status or descent ' from Bhar^t and J a s r a t /
Yet they claim kinship with the Aw&ns and intermarry with them and
the Bha^is, giving wives to the Chibbs, but not getting brides in ret u r n . ^ Moreover the Khokhar themselves vary in status. In the east
* Punjabi Dichj.% p. 6C2. Chuhrns and N&is may be added.
t The history of this family will be found at p. 580 ft. of Griffin's Punjab Chief*.
X Kirdna Hill in Jhang cannot well bo meant.
§ There are two Khokhar r.hhatt or leading villages in the Khokharain, Tahli in
Hoshi4rpur and Begowal in Kapurthala.
|| That the Khokhars were originally Hindus appears hardly open to question. The
Khokhars in Jhelum say they used to keep up certain Hindu customs, and had parohits. who
were Datts, until recent times, but that this is no longer the case. They do not know
whether they are connected with other Khokhars of the Punjab.
1f At births, weddings, etc., they observe Jilt usages, but have no rath&chari like them
and no dur like the Gujars. Before the wadding procession starts presents are given
to 7 kamins —a Nai, Mirdsi, Tarkhrfn, Loh I
Tih&r, Dhoba and Ra(i) or Hindu. And
when the procession reaches the bride's house ..or father brings as many presents In a
thdli and they are also given to these l-amti*
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of the Punjab they marry, on more or less equal terms, with other !&&]•
puts and so rank as a R£]put tribe. But in Jnllundur they are said to
intermarry in their own tribe or with Shaikhs, Awans and the like,
rather than with their R&jput neighbours. About Find Dadan Khdn
the R£jput Khokhars are s a i l to be entirely distinct from the J&t
Khokhars, though elsewhere in Jhelum the tribe-has for the most part
become merged with the ' J £ v ' cultivators. Those of R&jput status,
however, marry into some of the best Janjua families. In Bab&walpur
the Khokhars are found in some numbers and many of them return their
main tribe as Bha^ti. They intermarry among themselves, but sometimes give brides to Joiyas. One well-known sept is called Missan, so
called because they once gave a mirdsi a loaf made of missi (gram
flour) and in revenge he satirised them.
In an article entftled A History of the Gakkhars, contributed to the
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1871, by Mr. J. G. Delmerick,
the Khokhars of the Muhammad^n historians were taken to be the
Gakkhars. The late Major Raverty, however, expressed a strong opin.
ion that the writer of the article had confused the Gakkhars with the
1
Khokhars, a totally distinct tribe, and a ful examination of all the evidence at present readily accessible, has convinced the present writer oi
the correctness of Major Raverty's position. The Khokhars were settled in the Punjab centuries before the Gakkhars, and were early spread
all over the central Districts of the Province before the Gakkhars acquired their seats in the Salt Range, to which they are and nlways have
been confined. If this thesis bo correct, it follows t h a t Farishta's description oi bliu customs oi polyandry and female infanticide, as practised
.by the tribe, apply not to the Gakkhars at ally but to the essentially
Punjab tribe, the Khokhars.
The traditional

history of the

Khokhars.*

Beor&s&hs£,t who succeeded J&mshid, King of Persia, was called
Dah£k or the ' Ten C&lumities/ On his shoulders were two snake-b'ke
tumours, whence he was nick-named M&r&n or Aydah& by the Persians,
and called Dah&k (or Zuh4k)J M£r£n, while his descendants were designated Tdk§-bansi, N&g-bansi Q? Takshak. About 1500 B. C. K&raa,
the ironsmith, aided Faridun, a descendant of Jamshid, to subdue
Dahdk, who was cast into the well of Koh Damavind, and Faridun became King of Persia. One of Dahdk's descendants, named Buslam
R&1&, surnamed Kokrd, was governor of the Punjab and had his capital
a t Kokr&n&y on a hill in the Chiuhath Dosib, but it is now called Koh
Kir4nd.|| At the same time Mihr£b, also a descendant of Zuh&k, held
Kdbul as a feudatory of Faridun.
* By a Kbokhar of Khokharain, in the Hoshiarpur district, Punjab.
t Afrisial).
% Zuhak is merely the Arabicised form of Dahak. Zuhaka was another name for Zahal,
the ancient fortified city, identified by Raverty with the Maidin-i-Rustam Koh, visited by
Babar. It was Rustam's appanage and lies on the sources of the Tochi and the Zunnat
river
§ Tik for Dah4k.
|| A singularly unsuccessful .
>t to identify the isolated Kirnna Hill, that In the Jhang
district, with Kokrana by asauming that the syllable ko. was mistaken for the Persian koh,
raouutain and dropped in the course of time—an utterly impossible suggestion.
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After acquiring the'Persian throne, Faridun marched against Dah&k'g
descendants. Bust^in fled and sought refuge in the Hill of Ghor, west
of Kandahdr, where his people ruled for generations, being called Ghori
or Ghoria and all being pagans.
Some years later Bustim was murdered and some powerful R£j& took
possession of the Sindh-S£gar Do£b, where Alexander found Takshail
(Taxiles), founder of Takshala (Taxila), now Dheri Sh&h&n in the Attock
district. But before the Macedonian invasion Kaid Jfctj, King of
M*irw£r, overran the Punjab in the reign of Darius Hystaspes, soon
after Bustam's murder. His capital was Bher& on the Jhelum district
and he also founded a forfc at Jnmmu, which he entrusted to Virk*
Khokhar, one of his kinsmen. Virk, with his own tribesmen, conquered
the northern hills, and then, in league with the hillmen of Kohdt and
the Sulaim&n Hills, drove Kaid R<£j out of the Punjab. The Khokhars,
under such chiefs as Jot, S&lb&han, l&\t Bal, Sirkap, Sirsuk, Vikrain,
Hodi, Sandi, Askap, Khokhar (sic), Badal and Kob, thenceforward held
the Punjab.
A long period after this, Bahrdm, R&jii of Ghor, left Shorsib, which
lay 100 miles from Qandahar,t and, regaining the Ko'icrdnA territory,
his hereditary province, he founded Shordb to the east of the Kokr&na
Hill. Another RiijA of Ghor, named Zamin Ddwar, founded yet another
city 3 has to the east of Shordb and called it Dawar, and this was laid
waste bv the Tartars, but the mound still exists. To the west of it lies
the new town of Dawar, which is still in possession of the tribe. Shorab
was destroyed by Sultan Mahmud, and its ruins stand at the foot of the
present Shorabwali Pah&ri Hill.
Gori£, the Kokrana Rd,ja of Sharau, was succeeded by his two sons
Badal J and Bharth§ and 11 others who were sons of handmaids. B&dal
succeeded to the upland tracts of Chiniot and Kokr£nj£,|| while Bharth
' took those east of the Chenib. The latter, who dwelt in Bharth, a
city named after himself, which lay 6 kos west of Nankdn^ village,
came, stone in hand, to aid his brother Bildal Khan in battle; but learning that he had already fallen,, he placed the stone on the ground and
marched to avenge his loss. He was, however, worsted in the conflict
and Bharfch, his city, destroyed. But the stone still lies on the hill,
South of Chiniot Bidal founded M&ri Tapp£, on a hill still so called.
• This is to account for tho existence of the Virk, a powerful Jat tribe, still numerous in
Gujrnnw41a. It also seeras to connect them with the Khokhars.
t Eight or ten miles west of Qandahar lies the village of Khokharan. The Jcaliis of the
bards record a Raja named Kokra of Garh Kokr£na\ now called Kady&na.
t Badal would appear to be a Hindu name; cf. Rai Badal of Chittor. but lower down we
find him called Badal Khan, the latter a Muhammadan title. It is curious to find Hindu
and Muhammadan names mixed up in this history without apparent sense of incongruity.
Thus below we have Ratn Pal, undoubtedly a Hindu, descended from Sanda, whose three
brothers all bore Muhammadan names, even if Sanda was himself a Hindu. Among the
Meos of Gurgaon the position at the present time is precisely tho same and the present head
of the Muhammadan Kharrals in the Lyallpur district is called Jagdeo.
§ The name Bharth frequently occurs in Punjab legends as the name of the ancestor of a
tribe, or even as a sept name.
|| It is unsafato identify places like Kolcrfin* with the Khokhars. Near Rohtak are u.w
mounds called Khokra Kot, under which lie ancient cities, but tho word Khokr4 has no
connection with the Khokhar tribe. (See Rohtak gazetteer, 1883-4. p. 1(5.)
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In the middle of the Chen&b he commenced a stone fort and a masonry
bridge which he never completed, but a wall of the fort, called the
Badalgarh, still remains. With Dini, his beloved kinsman, R&ja Badai
Kh&n (sic) was assassinated on his way to M&ri Tappd, some 3 kos from
Chiniot, and here his tomb, called Badal D£r£, still stands to the west
of the village of Amirpur.
Bharth's territory had extended as far as Gujrdt, and he left 8 sons
of whom 4 left issue. Those were S£iuK, Hassan, Ilusain and Mahmud.
Sandd built a city, Stinuar, between the Ravi and the Dek streams, the
ruins ofwhicharest.il called S&ndar-ka-tibba in the (Pindi) Bhattidn
tract. He ruled so justly that his dominion is still called the S&ndar or
Sandal B&r.* He left 4 sons, Mand&r, Ratn Pal, Bala, and Jill. From
Katn Pdl sprang the Rihidn,t a sept which has two branches, the Nissowd.n6s,J and the Bhikhas,§ found in Sh&hpar and Jhang. K&lowtfl was
head-quarters of this sept. Sultfin Mandar's descendants are now found
in Bannu where they trace their origin to Kais Abdur-R*ishid, and are
thus called Mandar (sic) Afghans. Mandar himself prospered, kept in
with the ruler of Kiibul and conquered the Kohistnn-i-Namak and the
Koh-i-Namlana. Of his twelve sons, throe wore legitimate, and of
these three Rai Singin remained in the Kohistan-i-Namak and married
his daughter to Sultdn Jaliil-nd-Din Khwiiriznii, who made his son
general of his own forces, with the title of Qutlugh-Khani. The sccon i
son Ichhar founded Ichhrii near Lahore, and the third was Mdchhi
Khan, who became R&ja of Chiniot, which wns named from Chandan,
his Bister, who built a palace on the hill as a hunting lodge for her
father. Ms-iri Tappa was not then populated, but Andheri was flourishing, and north of it lay the dhaular,\\ or abode of R&ni Chandan, which
was called Chandniot, now Chiniot. When Andherf was deserted,
Machhi Khan*[ shifted his residence to the eastern bank of the river,
Rai Singin had four sons ; Sarpal, Hast,** Vir and Dadan. Some of
Sarp&l's sons went to Afghanistan and now trace their descent to Shdh
* But a local legend, recorded by Mr. E. D. Macla^nn, says this Bar is so named afte:
one Sandal, a Chuhra, who used to commit great depredations. Another Chuhra used to
live in the Giia rock, i. e.f the rock with the ' cavern,' and cat men. The people sometimes
called the Bar, Tattar, i.e., • the Deser.t.'
f Probably the Rihans. a tribe still found in Jhang district: see the Jhang Gazetteer,
1883-4, p. CI, where they are described as rulers in old days of the Kalowal tract, which
once formed a part of the Sial kingdom; (but they are not said to be a branch of the
Khokhars).
X The Nissowanas are also still to be found in Jhang—in the northern corner of Chiniot
tahsil: Jhang Gazetteer, p. 66.
§ The Bhikhas cannot be tract'.
l
|| Dhaular, in Panjnbi = palace (lit., white house').
IT This Machchhe Khan appears to be alluded to in the following ballad, which records
the deeds of the Chaeldivi tribe of the Sandal Bar :—
Moda dc Chiniot leo no.
(After their victory over the Kharrals the
Chadra) \vith a push of the shoulder (i.e.,
with a certain amount of trouble) took
Chiniot.
Zor change>a l.''»6a ne.
They used more force.
Malik Machchhe Khan kuttho ne.
They killed Malik Machchhe Khan.
Rasr&n rok rulaea ne.
They harried and destroyed him.
Hast: a Malik Hast is mentioned in Babar's Memoir* (Elliott's History of India, Vol.
IV, pp. 230-87), but no particulars regarding him appear to be given. Raverty mentions
him and Sangar Khan as chiefs of the Janj^as and Juds.—Notes on Afghanistan, p. 365.
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Husain Ghori. Chuchak or Achu was sixth and Malik Shaikh seventh
in descent from Sarpal, and the latter founded Shaikha, a fort, and
Dhankar, a village in the hill of Bhawan/* north of Manglan, ho and his
father holding the hill-country and the tracts west of Gujrat. Malik
Shaikh^ was appointed governor of Lahore by the king of Delhi, and
Nusrat, his younger brother, opposed Timur*s invasion, with only 2,000
men, on the Beas.
t

Malik Jasrat, son of Shaikha, is a historical personage. In i442 A.D.
ho was murdered by his queen, a daughter of Bhim Deo, Raja of
Jammu, because her father had been put to d^ath by the Malik. His
descendants are found in Mari. and Shakarpur in Gujrat, at Malikwal
in Sh^hpur, at Jasrat near Chiniot, and in Dhankar iiear Khangah
Dogran.
The Tartars spared the territories of Sarpal's descendants. After
1200 A. D . t they had burnt all the Khokhar settlements on t h e Bc&s
and Sutlej. Raja Vir Kh&n fled towards Multan, but returned and
founded Kangra, 0 kos from Chiniot, east of the Chenab, butsoun moved
towards the Beas with Kalu, his kinsman, who founded lvaluwahan, now
Kahnuwan,J in Gurdaspur, on the r i g h t bank of the river. For himself
Vir chose a tract 32 kos south of Kahnuwan, and there He founded
Vairowal in Tarn Taran, naming it after his son Vairo. Bharo, another
tribesman, founded Bharowal in the same tahsil. Kulchandar, another
Khokhar, founded Mirowdl, Mard&mi, Auliapur, etc., in Sialkot. Raja
Vir Khan also founded a new Kangra midway between Kahnuwan and
Vairowal. His territory was 40 kos in length, and the town extended
5 miles along the bank of tho Be£s. At its north and south gates stood
two forts or maris ^ now occupied by Bhatti R&jputs|| and Panuan Jajs.
On tho ruins of this town now stands the small village of K&ugra,^ just
opposite to Tahli or Khokharain on the west bank of the Beas, iu
Hoshiarpur. In the village is the tomb of Ladaha Kh&n, K h o k h a r
called the Pir Ghazi, at which offerings are still made. This ghazi's
head is said to be buried at Mandi Bohr, a village in Kapiirthala, 3
miles south of Tahli, to which place it was carried by the stream when
he was killed. Ladaha Kh£n left seven sons, (i) Jago, whose descend*
ants founded Dinamdl, AkalgadhA and Kotli 8£ra Khan in Amritsar
close to BharowAl and VairosvAl; (ii) Rup Rai, whose sons founded
D&nd in Raj& tahsil, Sialkot; (iii) Bego, who founded Begow£l and J6
villages, now in Kapurthald; (iv) Dasihan, the author's ancestor, who
founded Khokharain** as his residence and 12 other villages: J h a n
who founded Balo Chak, naming it after his son Brflo, with 9 moro
villages. As these three brothers owned in all 40 villages the tract was
called the Ch&lia Khokharan. Bhogra migrated to Munidabad.
• Possibly Bhaun in Jhelum.
t c. 600 A. II.
% Which place the Khokhars are said to have held in Akbar's time.
§ Mdri in Panjabi means a lofty house of masonry, or a small room erected on tho roof
of a house.
|| Of the Bucha got, whence the present village is called Mari Buchian.
If Kangra is close to Sri Hargobindpur.
** Abo called Tahli, because one of its quarters was so called from a tdhli or chisham
tree.
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The Khokhars in the Muhammadan Historians of India *
In 399 A.H. (1009 A.D.) the Gakkhars, by whom in all probability
are meant the Khokhs-fs, then in6dels, joined the Hindus who had
collected under the leadership of Anandpdl to resist the sixth invasion
of India by Mahmud. Their number is said to have amounted to 30,000
men, who, with heads nnd feet bare, and armed with spear3 and other
weapons, penetrated the Muhammadan lines on two sides, and in a few
minutes cut down three or four hundred Muhammadans.t
The earliest distinct mention of the Kokars occurs in the Taj-uU
Ma'dsir^a, history written in A. H. 602 (1205 A.D.),J which describes
the revolt of the tribe or confederacy under the chiefs Bakan andSarki,
which occurred upon a false report of the death of theSult£n Muhammad
of Ghor having been put about by Aibak Bale, who seized Multan.S
1 he Kokars raised the country between the Sodra (Chenab) and the
Jheluin and defeated the Muhammadan governor of Sangwan, who held
a fief within the borders of Multan, but they were defeated by Qutb-udDin Aibak, and one of the sons of Kokar Rai escaped to a fort in tho
hill of J id, which was captured on the following day by the Sultan.||
The next mention of the Khokhars ocenrs in tho
Tabaqdt-i-Nasri
written about 658 A. B . (i259 A. D.).«[ It relates that Muiz-ud-Din
in 581 A. H. (1185 A. D.) ravaged the territory of Lahore, and on his
return homeward restored Sialfcfot, in which fortress he left a garrison,
but as soon as his back was turned, Malik Khusrau, tho last of the
Uhaznividcs, assembled the forces of Hindustan and a levy of the
Khokhar tribes and laid siege to Siillkot. This account is confirmed and
amplified by A History of the Edjds of Javimun, which s a y s : — " The
tribe of Khokhar, who dwelt round about Manglan at the loot of the
hills and wore subject to the Jammu dynasty, having received encouragement from the Lahore ruler (Malik Khusrau), and suie of his support, refused any longer to pay tax and tribute to Jammu and throw 0ff
its yoke." In return the Khokhars then assisted Malik Khusrau L his
attempt on Sialkot, whose garrison was befriended by the Jammu forces.**
The next notice of the Khokhars in the TabaqdU-Ndsiri
is an important one, and confirms the account of the Tdj-ul-Ma'dsir.
I t deinions on account
of tho rumour of his death, aud states that the Khokhars (and other
tribes of the hills of Lahore and Jud) broke out in rebellion in 602 H
and were defeated with great slaughter.tt
In this rebellion the
Khokhars appear to have been in alliance with the Rai Sal the ruler
is not certain that Rai S&l
himself was a Khokhar.
_

•

* The following account is extracted from Elliot's History of India cited a s O f .
RaV6rty 8 W l a t i o D
cited
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S. H. /., II, p. 447.
lb. p. 209.
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In 620 H . (1223 A. D.) the Sulttfn Jah£l-nd-Din, driven from Ghazni
by the Chingiz Kh&n, who pursued him to the Indu3, sought a refuge
ID the Pnnjab. Ho occupied Ralala and Nikala* near Lahore, and,
being too weak to advance on Delhi, sent a part of his army against
the hillJud. This force defeated the Khokhar chief, and the Sult&n
obtained his daughter in marriage, whereupon the Khokhar Rait joined
him with a considerable body of his tribe.
The Khokhars had a long standing fend with Kub&clia, governor of
iridh (which then included the whole valley of the Indus below the
SeUfe Range), and the Sultan's troops, under the guidance of the son of
the Khokhar chief, by a forced march, fell- suddenly upon KubAcha's
catiyp near Uch and totally defeated him.
The Khokhars, however, do not appear to have been confined to the
>uii ry between the Jhelum and the Chenlb, bub to have also held a
considerable tract east of the Beas (and the good horses to be obtained
l
in their ia'lwandism settlements are often mentioned), for in Q 18 A. H .
(J2-1
D.) we fiud them enlisted in the forces of the Sultana (Queen)
Razand her consort Malik IkhtiyAr-ud-Din, Altunia, but they
ab'ando i her after her defeat at Kaithal.J
After the sack of Lahore by the Mughals in 1241-42 A. D., " the
Khokhars : -id other Hindu Gabrs " seized it.§ And in 1246-47 A. D.,
the future V tan Ghiy/is-nd-Din Balban was sent against the Khokhars
into the Jud dvlhs and Jhelum.|| The Khokhars were apparently
mbjeefs of Lspdh Sihrd.^f
r'

About? this timerShet Khan reduced the J a t s , Khokhars, Bhattis,
Minis (Mhi&s), add Manddhars under his sway,** apparently in or near
h is .lot of &itn&&
Tn 647 A; H. (1250 A. D.) the upper part of the Punjab appears to
have been in the hands of the Mughals and Khok!mrs,tt bat nothino'
more appears to be he.rd of them until the reign of Muhammad Tughlaq
;
Sh&h, when they r — • began to be troublesome, and in 1342-43 A. D.
they revolted undo
:r chief, Chandar. The governor of the Punjab.
V
V - TAtar Kh&n. <,.•• to march against them, and though he was able
• * feh.eni for a time, tihey caused great disorders under the last
- •>:•; kings of DfelhilJJ
now come to the Tdrikh-i-Mubdrak
Shahi, an imperfect manurari , the history in which has had to be completed from the Tabaqdt*
•i-Aj-h<i»i, which copied from it. According to this history, the Khokhar
cl I Shaikl&§§ seized Lahore in 7S6 A. H. (1394 A. D.), and Prince
* Bankala or Mankala—E. H I., II., p. 653 ; cf. 563.
| Called Kokar Sanka\ who had embraced [slam in the time of Muhammad Ghorf—lb.
p. 66* , T. N\, p. 294.
X 7. N.. pp, 647-8, notes.
§ lb., p. 656 n.
;| lb., p. 678; E. H. I., IT, p. 317.
f T. N., p. 815.
•* 16., p. 795.
| t It., P. 822.
X± Raverty's Notes, p. 367. Farishta turns Chandar into Haidar.— Brigg's Trans., I, p. 425,
§§ Shaikha
v
^
a:-the
general
name
by
which
the
chiefs
of
the
tribes
styled
themselves,'
u
because being Hindus by descent, they had brcome converts to Islam." Hence Jasrath
if often styled Ja3rath Shaikhi.—Raverty's Note-, p. 367.
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dnmdytin, afterwards Sikandar Sk&h I, was to nave been sent against
him* b» his father, Muhammad Shah III, dying suddenly, he was too
,occuj»* i in securing the throne to set out on the expedition. Sikandar
Sh.VI however, only reigned some six weeks, and on his death Sultfo
Ma'jinud Shah II, succeeded him, but it was not for some months that
S;i?ang Kh£n could be nominated by him to the rief of Dibilpur and
entrusted with the war against Shaikha. Strang Khln took possession
of Dibdlpur in June, and in September he advanced on Lahore with
the forces of Mulran, and accompanied by the Bhattf and Main (Mini)
chiefs,t crossed the Sutlej at Tihara and the Be&s at Dub&li. On hearing of Strang Khftn's advance, Shaikha KLokhar invaded the territory
of Dib&lpur and laid siege to Ajudhan, but hearing that Sarang Kb£n
had passed Hindupat and was investing Lahore, he returned hastily to
that city and encountered Sarang Khdn at Samuthalla, 12 kos from it.
There he was defeated by Sevang Khan and fled to the hills of Jud,
while the victor took possession of Lahore. Four years later occurred
the grim interlu.ls of Timur's invasion. Shaikhii, says the historian, out
of enmity to 84rang Kh&n, early joined Timur and acted as his guide,
in return for which he received mercy and honour,t but before Timur
left I^dia he made Shaikhs prisoner, and with him all his wives and
childtwii.
•

According to the histories of Timur, however, the Khokharn played
a much more important part in the resistance offered to the invading
armies of Timur than the Tdrilch-i-Mnbdrak-Shdhi is inclined to admit.
In October 1398 A. D., Timur halted at J&l on the Be&s, opposite
Sh&hpur, Here he learnt that Nusrat of the tribe of Khokhar was
established in a fortress on the banks of a Jake. He attacked Nusrat,
and completely routed him, taking immense booty in cattle and burning
Nusrat's residence. Nusrat himself was slain. Some of his followers
escaped across the Be&s, which Timur crossed, marching from Shah
Naw£z to Janjan, afew days later.§ We next read of Malik Shaikhs or
i
Shaikh Kukar, commander of the infidels/ who was defeated and slain
by Timur in the valley of Kupila or Hardw&r.|| The Zafarndma, however, differs from this account. It mentions Ald-ud-Din as a deputy of
Shaikh Kukari, who was sent as an envoy to Kupila,^ and describes
the advance of a Malik Shaikha as being misreported as the advance of
Shaikh Kukari, one of Tiraur's faithful adherents, a mistake which
enabled Malik Shaikha to attack Timur unawares, though he was
promptly repulsed and killed. Then we hear of Timur's arrival at
Jammu on his homeward march. In its neighbourhood he captured
seven strongholds, belonging to the infidels, whose people had formerly
paid the jtzya or poll-tax to the Sultan of Hindustan, but had for a long
time past cast off (heir allegiance. One of these forts belonged to Malik
Shaikh Kukar, but, according to the Zafarndma, the owner of this
• E. B. /., IV, p. 272.
116., p. 29. Dib&lpor is fhc ancient Dcobilpur and the modern Dipilpur. Ajudhan is
the modern Pakpattan.
t E. H. /., IV, p. 35.
§ E. H. /., Ill, pp 415-16.
|| 16., pp. 455-6; cf. p. 610.
% *fc, P. 505.
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stronghold was Shaikh, a relation of Malik Shaikh Kukar* (or Shaikh a
Ktikari), which possibly makes the matter clear:—Nusrat the Khokhar
had been killed on the Beds after which his brother, Shaikhs, submitted
to Timur, and was employed by bim during his advance ou Delhi.f
The Malik Shaikh^ killed at Kupild was not a Khekhar at all, but in
Tfmur's Autobiography he has become confused with Malik Shaikha the
Khokhar. Lastly, Malik Shaikhs had a relative, probably a Khokhar,
who held a little fort near Jammu.J
After his arrest by Timur, Shaikhs disappears from history; but in
823 A. H, (1420 A. D.), or some 22 years later, Jasrath (the son of)
Shaikhs makes his entrance on the scene. In that year the king of
Kashmir marched into Sindh, and was attacked by Jasrath, who defeated him, took him prisoner, and captured all his materiel. EJated
by this success, Jasrath, an independent rustic, began to have visions
about Delhi. Hearing that Khizr Kh&n (whom Timur had left in
charge of Mult^n as his feudatory, and who had become Sultan of
Delhi in all but name) was dead, he crossed the Beas and Sutlej, defeated the Mina leaders, and ravaged the country from Ludhid-na to A.rubar
(Rupar).§ Thence he proceeded to Jdlnndhar, and encamped on the
Be£s, while Zirak Khkn, the amir of Siim&na, retired into the fort.
After some negotiations it was agreed that the fort was to be evacuated
and given up to Tughdn, the Tnrk-bacha (Jasrath's ally, who had taken
refuge in his territories), while Jasrath was to pay tribute and return
home. But as soon as Jasrath got Zirak K.h&n into his camp, he detained him as a prisoner and carried him, securely guarded, to
Ludhi&na, whence he marched to Sirhind. That fortress, however,
defied all his attempts, and the Sult&n Mubarak Sh6h, advancing, compelled him to raise the ^siege
^ and
«*^ ~*~->*
—
T
»
J
I
^
—
—
•
•
retreat on Ludhi&na, whence, having
released Zirak Kh£n, he crossed the Sutlej.
^ „then
The Sultan's _forces
m
x,v**
advanced as far as Ludhi&na, but were unable to cross the Sutlej, as
Jasrath had secured all the boats. When the rains ceased, the Sultdn
withdrew to Kabulpur,|| and Jasrath made a similar movement, whereupon the Sultdn sent a force to effect a crossing at Rupar. Jasrath
marched on a line parallel to this force, but it effected a crossing, and
the Sultdn then passed the river without opposition. Jasrath's followers
then abandoned the opposition he had chosen without striking a blow,
and their leader fled hastily to Ludhiana, whence he crossed the Be£s,
* According to the MalfuzdUi-Timurl, Malik Shaikha Khokhar was the brother of Nusrat
Khokhar, formerly governor of Lahore on the part of Sultan Mahmud of Delhi. After
Nu8rat's defeat Shaikha Khokhar had submitted to Tfmur, and had accompanied him on
his march to the Jumna, his influence being sufficient for him to obtain protection
for
his
1
subjects from pillage by Ti'miir's army. Shi\ikh4, however, obtained Timur 8 leave to
return to Lahore, where he soon incurred the suspicion of being lukewarm iu TimuYs cause
and Timdr sent orders to arrest Shaikhi, and levy a ransom from Lahore—E. H. I., Ill,
p. 473. This account is confirmed by the Zafarvdma, which calls Nusrat Kukari brother
of Shaikh* Kukari—Ib., p. 485. Raverty states that some authorities say that Shaikh* died
a natural death, while others allege that he was put to death, Jasrath being imprisoned in
Samarqand. Some years later Jasrath was released atd returned home* There ho put to
death Shahf, his brother, and, seizingr Jalandnar and Kalanaur, began to aspire to the
sovereignty of Hind.—Notes, p. 368.
t E. H. J., Ill, p. 520.
± !&., p. 467.
k k
§ E. H. I., IV, p. 54. Raverty *<*<** « «* - * " . ~ I - J ai^i~* «—* *
—
Sultin Shah Lodi and he failed t
|| Kibulpur (Raverty).

•
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the Ravi, and finally, after the Sultan had crossed the latter river near
Bhowa,* the J&ohava (Chenab). Jasrath now took refuge in bis
strongest place, Tekharf in the hiUs but Rai Bhim J of Jammu guided
the Sultan's forces to the stronghold, and it was captured and destroyed.
Jasrath's power was, however, undiminished, for as soon as t h e Sult&n
had returned to Delhi after restoring Lahore, he recrossed Chendb and
Ravi with a large force of horse and foot, and attacked Lahore and was
only driven oft after nearly five weeks' fighting round the fort. He
then retreated on Kaldnaur to attack that stronghold, into which Rai
Bhiui had thrown himself in order to relieve Lahore. After protracted
fighting round Kaldnaur, Jasrath patched up a truce with Rai Bhim
and then went towards the Ravi where he collected all the people of
the territory of the Khokhars, who were in alliance with him, but on
the advance of an imperial army from Lahore, supported by one which
advanced on the ford of Buhi, he again fled to Tekhar. The united
forces of the Sult&n now marched along the river Rdvi and crossed it
between Kalanaur and Bhoh* afterwards effecting a junction with
K&i Bhim on the confines of Jammu. These forces defeated some
Khokhars who had separated from Jasrath on-the Chenab.
p

In the following year (826 A. H. or 1423 A. D.) Jasrath defeated
' Rai Bhim and captured most of has horses and materiel. The R&i himself was killed, and Jasrath now united himself to a small army of
Maghals and invaded the territories of Djb&lpur and Lahore, b a t o n the
advance of the imperial leader he retired across the Chendb.
After this the Khokhars appear to have remained inactive for fotr
or hve years, but in 831 A. H. (1428 A. D.) Jasrath laid siege (o
Kalanaur, and on advancing from Lahore to relieve the place, his old
opponent, Si-kandar Tuhfa, was defeated and had to retreat on Lahore.
Jasrath then besieged J&l&ndhar, but he was unable to reduce it, and so
ho retreated to Kalanaur, carrying off the people of the neighbourhood
as captives. Reinforcements were sent to Sikandar, but before they
arrived, he had again advanced to Kal&naur and united his forces with
those of Rai Ghtilib of that town. These leaders then marched after
Jasrath and completely defeated hirn nt Kdngra on the B e i s , recovering
the spoils which he had gained at Jdlandhar, Jasrath again took refuge
in Tekhar.
In 835 A. H . (1431-2 A.D.), however, Jasrath descended from Telhar
(Tekhar) and marched on Jalaudhar. Sikandar drew out of Lahore to
intercopt him, but incautiously allowed his small force to be attacked
by Jasrath's superior numbers and was defeated and taken prisoner,
some of his followers escaping to Jrilandhar. Jasrath in triumph
marched on Lahore and laid siege to it, but it was vigorously defended
* Not identified ; possibly Bho*a and Bheh are the same.
t Thankar or Talhar in other historians. Farishta has BisaL but that is on the Ravi
Haverty calls it ThanJdt—IP. //. /., IV, pp. 65-6.
y
s Hint1u W
A t e £ ?i? ¥
. i4 of Jammu Rai Bhalin, but adds that he was sonin-Iiw
of A.iShah of Kashmir, against whom Zain-ul-Abidin, his brother, enlisted Jasrath's aid
fhe Khoknarfciu;"..* - r ally marehrd from Siulkot against the SulUr Ali Sfcih and
defeated him ... IOJ : im A. D. Al>oui this time the Gakkhars, under Malik Kad. vriesui
weir conquest ..-. -, inul-Abidia.

Khor—Khoreja.
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by Sikandar's lieutenants, and on the Suitings advancing to S&nfina
its relief, he abandoned the siege, but kept Sikandar in captivity.*
In 835 A. H. (1432 A. D.) Malik Alhihddd was appointed fcudatoo
of Lahore, but he was promptly attacked on his arrival at J&landhar
by Jasrath, defeated and compelled to seek a refuse in the hills of

Kothi.t
In 340 A. H. (1436 A. D.) the Saltfin Muhammad Shih sent an
expedition against Shaikhs (sic) Khokhar, which ravaged his
territories.J
In 845 A. H. (1441 A. D.) the Sultfin conferred Dib&Ipur aud Lahore
on Bahlol Khdn and sent him against Jasrath, but Jasrath made peace
with him and flattered him with hopes of the throne of Delhi.§ After
this the Khokhar power declined, owing to causes of which we know
nothing.
In the time of Akbar the Khokhars held 5 oat of 52 muhdlls in the
Lahore sarkdr in the Barf Doab, and 7 out of 21 parganas in the
Chinhath Do£b, with one rnahdll each in the Bist-Jalandhar and
Rachna Do£bs. In the Dibalpur sarkdr of Multan they held 3 out oc
10 mahdlls in the Bipt-J&landhar Doab, and one in the Berun-i-Punjnad,
west of the Indus. Raverty puts their .population then at incra
than 200,000 souls. ||
It must be confessed that the above notes leavo the question of th«
origin of the Khokhars precisely where it stood. In an account of the
KATIL Rajputs from Gurdaspur it is said that some of the (earliest)
converts to Islam became known as Khokhars, but further on it aa«s'
" One of our ancestors settled in the fort of Maogla D«vi in the Jammu
State and then took possession of Kharipur. ' Hence his descendants
became known as Khokhars," after being converted to Islam in the
time of Mahmud of Ghazni. And further on it says that Katils
do not intermarry with Khokhars, because the latter are of their blood
and are descendants of Kdtils by Muhammadan wives;
'
2
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descended fro. a
Khokhar Rajput whose son was born of his mother in hpr o-rave " u
was rescued, but as he had sucked the breasts of a corpse he was ootcasted and married the danghter of a Chfihra. Out of respect for its
ancestress the Khokhar Chuhrjis do not eat the heart of any animal.
-

Keoa, a 3&\ clan (agricultural) found in Multan.
KHOREJA,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Multari.

• E. a. I., IV., p. 74.
t
lb. p. 76.
I lb., p. 85: Jasrath must be meant.
§ lb., pp. 85-6

li Note*, pp. 366-67. The Khokharg of the Jilandhar district do nm m ,m™ T .u
but only date their settlement there from the Ume^f Se iajyid^i,?4" Mr PS.™^
uWer
(JMundur

Settlement

Rer^t,
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bakkba,, but he refers to 'u&?V&^Sw £gi£Z!S£,
t \ v fch" heTho*
khan are quite, correct y put down as descended from Jasrath, "who, will Bhar„t
S
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Khosa—Kholre.

(I) a very important Baloch tribe forming two distinct iumans—
one near Jacobab&din Upper Sindh, the other with its head-quarters at
liatil near Dera Ghazi Khan. Said to be mainly Hot by descent, they
occupy the country between the Lagh&ri and the Kasrani, their territory being divided into a northern and a southern portion by the territory of the Lunds, and stretching from the foot of the hills nearly across
to the river. They are said to have settled originally in Kech; but
with the exception of a certain number in Bahawalpur they are, so
far as the Punjab is concerned, only found in Dera Gh£zi. They hold,
however, extensive lands in Sindh, which were granted them by
Humayun in return for military service. They are one of the most
powerful tribes on the border, and very independent of their chief,
(i
and are admitted to be among the bravest of the Baloch." They are
true Rinds and are divided in Dera Qh&zi into 13 clans, of which the
Balclarii and Isiani-are the most important, the latter being an
affiliated offshoot of the Khetrans. The others are the Jangel, Jindani,
Jiuni, Janv&r, Hamalani, Tombiwal^, Mihrwarii, H&lti, Jajela,* Lashdri
and Umarani. The Khosa is the most industrious of the organised
tribes; and at the same time the one which next to the Gurchini bears
the worst character for lawlessness. In 1859 Major Pollock wrote:
" ft is rare to find a Khosa who has not been in prison for cattlestealing, or deserved to b e ; and a Khosa who has not committed a
murder or debauched his neighbour's wife or destroyed his neighbour's
landmark is a decidedly creditable specimen." And even now the
description is not very much exaggerated.

KHOSA,

There is also a Khosa sab-tuman of the Kinds of Shorda, and a
Khosa 'clan of the Lunds of Tibbi.
(2) a tribe of J &ts, said to be of Tur R&jpnt origin and to have
been expelled from Delhi by the Chauhans. The people so plundered
were called Khosas.t Tbey used to wear the janeo, but after contracting unions with Jajs they gave it up, except a t Eattiar in Moga
tahsil in Ferozepur, where the Khosas still wear it, avoiding social intercourse with other Khosas. The Khosas hold the title in reverence
because in the Sight from Delhi an eagle saved a new-born child—
in the usual way. At weddings bread is still thrown to kites. The
boy's name was Bhai Randhfrand Khosa Randhfr in Moga is named
after him. His pood in this village is the scene of a mela held there
in Wagh and all Khosas have their wishes fulfilled or fulfil their
vows there. Another special custom at Khosa weddings is that when
the bride reaches the bridegroom's house the Dum conceals the takkula
of a spinning wheel in the village dung-heaps, and the pair are made
to search for it by the common till they find it.
KHOSAK,

a Baloch clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KHO8AB,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mult&n.

an inhabitant of Khost in Afghanistan. The Khostwals are not
a tribe but include a number of Path&n tribes, such as the Jajfs.

KUOSTWAL,
KUOTEE,

a Kharral clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
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* A small clan, probably aborigines of the Jaj valley, which they inhabit.
| The more usual folk-etymology makes Khosa as plunderer, not plundered.
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a sept or family of Patbdns descended from Khudd D:ld Khdn,
son of Khizr Khdn (ancestor of the Khizr Khel), and grandson of
Sadda Khdn, founder of the Saddozais. The family is chiefly found
in Mult&n.

KHUDAKKA,

a branch of the Doozai clan of the Mandaur Pa^hdns, settled on
the Indus in Peshdwar round Panjtar.

KHUDUKHEL,

KHDGIANI, see KHOGIANI.
KHUKHRAIN, see KHOKHARAIN.

caste of Hindustan; and found only in the eastern
parts of the Punjab. His trade is dealing in and chipping the stones
of the hand-mills used in each family to grind flour; work whigh is
believed to be generally done by Tarkhans in the Punjab proper.
Every year these men may be seen travelling up the Grand Trunk
Road, driving buffaloes which drag behind them millstones loosely
cemented together for convenience of carriage. The millstones are
brought from the neighbourhood of Agra, and the men deal in a
small way in buffaloes. They also sing at fairs, and in Kuril a I work as
weavers. Tbey are almost all Musalradn.

KHUMRA (KHEMRA^.—A

one of the principal J a t clans, by position and influence in
Hoshidrpur, in which District it is found in and near Budhipind.

KHUNGA,

K RUBRA, an eunuch or hermaphrodite : see under Hinjra.
a tribe which is found in the Kahuta, Gujar Khdn and Rawalpindi tahsils of Rawalpindi, and is connected by descent with the
Dhfinds and Jasgams of the Murree Hills.

KBUTRIL,

KHWAJA, a title, especially affected by Kashmiris. It
as KHOJA, but is not used as the name of any caste

is the same word,
or otherwise than

as a title.
KHWAJAZADA, see SAYYID.
KHYUNO-PO. see CHAHZANQ.

a sept of the Midna Pajhdns, descended from Kihtrdn
one of the two sons of Shkorn, son of Midnai: Raverty distinguishes
them from the Kihtrdns or KHETRANS.

KIHTRAN, KIHTRAHN,

one of the two main divisions of the SANSIS. Also
Bheclkut, the Kikan are cattle-lifters, child-stealers, burglars,
times robbers and dacoits. They pass themselves off as
other harmless tribes to escape molestation. They will eat
buffalo meat. Sometimes they are called fihluwdlas by the
their women dance and sing rilhus, ditties or love-songs.

KIKAN,

KILCBI,

known as
and someNats and
beef and
people as

a clan of the Manj Rajputs.

a tribe of Ja(s which claims Solar Rdjput origin tnrough its
eponyiu. It migrated into the Punjab in Humdyun's time and is found
in Sidlkot.

KILLA,

KING A B, see KAN GAB.
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Kirar—KohUtanL

fern. -i, a word almost synonymous with coward, and even more
contemptuous than is the name BAnyd in the east of the Province.
The term appe *rs to be applied to all the western or Punjabi traders
as distinct from the B&ny£s of Hindustan, and is so used even in
the E&ngra bills. But the Aroni. is the person to whom the term is
most commonly applied, and Ehatris repudiate the name altogether
as derogatory. The Kirar appears as a terrible coward in the proverbs
of the countryside: " The thieves were four nnd we eighty-four; the
thieves came on and we ran away. Damn the thieves ! well done us 1 "
And again : "To meet a R<£thi armed with a hoe makes a company of
nine Kirdrs feel alone. " Yet the peasant has a wholesome dread of
the Kir&r when in his proper place. " Vex not the J6t in hiB jungle,
or the Kir^r at his shop, or the boatman at his ferryj for if you do,
they will break your head." Again : " Trust not a crow, a dog, or a
Kirar, even asleep." So again : " You cau't make a friend of a
Kir&r any mor* than a satti of a prostitute."
KIBAUNK, KARAUNK, ERAUNK, EIRAWAK, a man whose duty it is to call
people together for begdr or forced labour; also called Satw&q or
y bearer of burdens/ Lyall speaks of the Kirank as one of the nich or
inferior caste3 of Hindus in K&ngra, but it is doubtful whether it i3
not rather an occupational term, applied to any Eoli or D%i who
adopts this calling. In the Simla Hills Die term Kardwak is generally
applied to a Eoli, but in the Eoti fief of Eeonthal there are two
villages where Earawaks live and form a distinct caste, ranking higher
than the Eolis. These were originally Eanets. Once a cow dfed in a
cow-shed and there being no Digi or Koli present, a Eanet dragged
its carcass out of the hous.
The Eanets outcasted him and* hie
descendants are called Ear&waks. The Eanets do not intermarry or
dine with them. They can enter a Eanet's house but must not go into
the kitchen. They correspond to the Bajw&ls, Balabar, etc., of the low
hills and the plains.
KIRAR,

a, powerful Brahoi tribe : found also as a clan in the Mazdri
Baloch tribe. Originally a slave tribe.

E I R D , EURD,
EIBMANI,

a Sayyid clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KISBTIBAN,

a boat driver, a boatman : see under

KIZALBASH,

see QrzziLBAsa.

MALLAH.

a people mentioned in the Masdlik-wa-Mamalik and in the Ritdb of
Ibn Haukal with the BALOCH. They are described as inhabiting a
territory of IrSn Zaniin bordering on Sind and Hind, and as speakinga language different from the Baloch. Raverty identiBed them with
the Brahuis, but see Kochi, infra.

KOCB,

KOCHI,

a synonym for Powinda, q. v.

KODAN,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Mnlt&n.

I

The word literally means <nomad/

L

J4t clan (agricultural) found in An\ritsar.
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defective in a member/* more correctly Khoja.

KOHJA.—In the Jullundur tahsil, the first J&ts to become Musalmans wonld

seem to have been tho Kaujas or Kohjas who hold five villages ; one
of which is called Kauja, where the Kingra cho enters the District*
They say their ancestor was a giant who accompanied Sultdn Mahmud
of Ghazni in one of his invasions and settled down here as he liked the
country. His name was Ali Muhammad or Manju, and he was nickr
named Koh-Cha, or little mountain/ on account of his size. The
change from Koh-cha to Kauja or Kohja is simple. Six of their
septs (the Sim, Sadhu, Arak, Sin, Dhauoe, and Khunkhun) claim to
be of Arab descent, and so were originally Muhammadans. The others
were converted at various times since the reign of Akbar. The above
mentioned six septs at least intermarry on equal terms. The Kohjas
avoid the use of beef and till lately observed Hindu rites, as well as
the Muhammadan nikdh, at weddings. They sank to J&( status by
marrying Ja$ women.
KOHLI,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

a man, of any caste, who looks after the Jcuhls or irrigation
channels in Chambd. Not to be confused with Koli.

KOHLI,
KOHKI,

a Jat clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

KOK, a small clan of J&ts found in Bawal (N&bha). It derive? its name
from its first home, Kokas in the Mand&war tahsil of Alwar. The
Koks ordinarily worship the goddess Bhairon, and perform the first
tonsure of their children at Durgd/s shrine in the Dahmi ildqa of
Alwar, C/. Kuk.
KOKARAH,

a J&t clan.(agricultural) found in Multdn.

KOKRAYA,

a tribe of Jd(s.

Cf. Kuk£ra.

an inhabitant of KuTlu, and, according to Sir Denzil Ibbetson, a
distinct word from KOLI, vide p. 218 supra. The form Kol6 is
probably correct, just as LdhuU is used outside L&hul in Kullu for an
inhabitant of L£hul.

KOLA,

KOLI.—The term Koli is used in three distinct senses. First, as a territorial

term it denotes a resident of Kullu, and Lyall speaks of the R&jas of
Kullu as Koli Rajds.t He adds that tho namo Koli is applied, out
of Kullu, to any Kullu man, but KOLA would appear to be the more
correct form. He observes that they were not of pure R&jput blood,
a fact indicated by their use of tho title Singh instead of Sen or
P&l, the usual Rajput affix, and that they were probably Kanets by
origin, popular tradition making them for some time petty Thdkurs or
barons of the upper Kullu valley.J Second, it denotes the Koli§ of the
Hills, who is practically tho same as the DAGI, or in Chamba as tho
SIPPI. Third, it is used of the Cham&rs in the south-east Punjab who
have taken to weaving. The Koli of the plains belong in all probability
• Punjabi Dicty., p. 622.
f Kangra SettUmer.t Rep.. § 79.
t Ibid, p. 76.

§ Koli is often given as a Kijput sept or family.
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Koli groups.
to the great Kori or Koli tribe of the Chamars, the head-quarters
of which is in Oodh. These men are commonly classed with Cham6rB
in the districts in which they are found, but are distinguished from
the indigenous Cbamdrs by the fact of their weaving only, and doing
no leather work. Indeed they are commonly known as Chamdr Jul&hds.
Mr. Benton wrote: "The Charn&r-Jul£b£s have no share in the village
skins, and do no menial service ; but they would be very glad to be
entered among the village Chamars, who have anticipated them
and driven them to weaving as an occupation." I very much doubt
whether this is generally true. A s a rule the substitution of weaving
for leather work is made voluntarily, and denotes a distinct rise in
the social scale. The Karndl Kolis do not obtain the services of
Br&hmans.
I t is, however, very possible that the Kolis of the hills are identical
with those of the plains, or that both are really so named because
they follow the .ime callings. Thus in the Simla Hills, the term
€
Koli is supposed to be derived from Kulin, degraded from a family/
t. e., of Sudra status; and the D%i caste is said to be an offshoot of the
Kolis, which got its name from dragging away dead cattle (dangar or
daga), so that a Koli who took to removing the carcases of cattle was
called a D&gi Koli. Neither Kolis nor Digis may wear a gold ornament*
or a sihrd (chaplet) at a wedding in those Hills, but in the Siw&liks and
lower Himalayas Kolis may wear both, though Chamars may not.
Again Dagis and Chamars may intermarry, as a Dagi who makes
shoes becomes a Cham&r. Otherwise be remains a D£gi. Yet the
Kolis rank above the Chamars or D&gis and in the lower Himalayas
a Kanet will drink water from a Koli's brass vessel, but not from
any earthen vessel of his. TVeae appear to be the Sficha or ' pure *
Kolis of the following note
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Once upon a time, when the Simla Hills were occupied by Kanets, cattle disease carried
oil nearly all the cattle of the villagers. As no shoe-makers (Chamars) were available to
remove the countless dead kine, and as the villagers could take no food till the carcases
were removed from their houses, they took counsel to get out of the difficulty they were in,
and some Kanet families undertook to remove them, but these families were avoided by the
other Kanets, as they were polluted by touching the dead kine, and were termed Kolis.
Thus the Kolis are degraded Kanets. J3ut they retain their gotst so that the Koli gots are the
same as those of the Kanets, and some Kolis of the Bhandilya and Kashyap got$ are found in
these hills. Kolis do not touch beef. But they gladly eat thefieshof a male buffalo offered
to a goddess in sacrifice. They also freely eat the flash of a black bear. There are no
BachA Kolis in the Simla Hills,! but only Sucha Kolis. The PaMri word suchd means pure
or purified, from the Sanskr. Shuchi, pure, purified or clean. They are like the Jhfnwars
of the plains, and water may be taken from their hands. The Koli deity is called Khathe-

• This prohibition would appear to be due to some old aumptuary law of th* nm.
Similarly, at funerals Kolis mi* use the iholki (drum; and ,andi (ripe) but no JhS?.'
KaneU may use any musical instruments eicept the narsingha-andleven t h a I M V K L I
by permission. In the higher ranges it is customary to beat a drum at funerals but k to
lower the dafra, $ankh majhallar are used.
**«», » « m me
t On the other hand a very careful observer (Mr. W. Coldstream) wrote —
* In the lower hills (at least I have seea them in Bilispur State) there are SnrhA r A u.
from whose hands R4jputs and Mians can eat and drink/ The fact
ffSt^^£L5SS
having menials ceremonially pure has created these Sacb* Kolis, foi Jhinwar* and SJJk
mans are not everywhere to be got to supply food and drink eanfiriallv fa IKT I!H . ? «
Tto colonie, of S«c/.d Kolis I A were Efforts, a n d ^ ' J E ^ S ^ ^ S ?
carriers, etc.) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H l
wwer-
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In the Simla Hills another story about the origin of the Kolis is that
a Kanet father had two SODS by two wives and divided his property
between them, it being agreed on that who should be the first to
plough iu the morning should pet the first share. The younger brother
was the first to wake and went forth to plough.
The elder waking
and finding him gone attempted to plough the courtyard, but finding it
too narrow in a passion killed the bullock with an axe. For this he
was turned out of his caste. He had two sons, one of whom lived a
respectable life, while the other was guilty of skinning and eating
dead oxen. From the first son descended the Kolis, who generally do
no menial work, the Kanets will drink but not intermarry with them.
From the second son are descended the Dagolis who skin and eat
dead cattle. They are further sub-divided into Dagoli and Th&kur of
whom the former will not eat with the latter because they eat and
drink with Muhammadans* And between the Kolis and Dagolis come
the piims who are considered beloiv the Kolis and above the Dagolis,
and though they do not bury or eat cattle the Kanets will not drink
with thorn. They are endogamous.
In Kumh&rsain the Kolis appear to be divided into three classes,
of which two may wear gold and intermarry,* while the third is
not allowed to do so and forms a separate sub-caste, called Bashirru,
Karriru and (or) Shilu, which is very numerous in Kullu. The
Bashirrti are closely allied with the Jihotra group, but the people of
Kumh&rsain will not eat anything cooked by them, though the Kolis of
Sirmur do not appear to object to doing so.
But another account divides the Kolis of the Simla Hills into two
claeses : (i) those who do no menial work, and with whom Kanets
will drink (but not marry), and (ii) the Dagolis who skin dead kine and
eat beef. And the latter again have a sub-group called Raherf who
will eat and drink with Muhammadans and so are out-casted even by
the Dagolis, The Dums rank between the Kolis and the Dagolis.
In Kullu the Dagi is commonly styled Koli, or, in Sar&j, Betu.J
But those Kolis who have taken to any particular trade are called
by the trade name, e.g., bdrdru, basket maker; barhyc, carpenter;
daugri, iron-smelter; pumbe, wool cleaner; and these names stick
to families long after they have abandoned the trade, as have been the
case with certain families now named Smith and Carpenter in
England.§ So also Chamdrs and Loh&rs, though they have been
classed separately, or probably only DAgis (Kolis) who took to thoso
* Only those whose hereditary occupation is tailoring are allowed to wear gold -not even
those who have recently adopteH it.
f The Raher in these hills are like the sweepers or Bhangfs of the plains.
X[Bethu or baithu, a low-caste (Dagi) attendant on a Kanet (or upper class family:
Diack's Kulu Dialect of Hindi, p. 61.1 On the other hand the majority of the low castes
in Kullu were in 1891 returned as Dagis in Kullu proper (the Kullu tahsil) and as Kolis in
Saraj, and the terms appear to be synonymous though the latter is preferred as implying
no reproach. Besides the derivation from dag, cattle, Dagi is also said to be derived from
dagnd to fell. Neither dag nor dagnd is given by Diack, op. cit.
§ In Kullu the higher castes are styled Mitarki (derived from bhitar-lca, ' of the inner
circle'), while the lower are called Bark£, 'of the outer circle*. The latter include the.
Thiwi or carpenter, Darehi, ferryman, Koli or Dagi and Barehi or axeman, Lohir and
B&rra (or B41r4), an ironsmelter or worker in nirgai, and Chamir in the order given: Kullu

p. 61H
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The Kalis as clients.
trades; but at the present day other Dagfs will not eat with the
Lohars, and in come parts they will not eat or intermarry with the
Chamars. Most Ddg,s will oat the flesh of bears, leopards or
latynr monkeys. All except tho Lohars eat the flesh of cattle who
hav* died a natural death They stand in a subordinate position to
the Kanets^hough they do not hold their lauds of them. Certain
fannies of Dag.s, Chamars, and Lobars are said to be the koriddrs
te., the courtyard people'of certain Kanet families * When a Kanet
dies, his heirs call 1die kondar Dagfs through their jatai or headmen
they bnng in fuel for the funeral pile and funeral feast, wood for'
torches, play the p.pos and drums in the funeral procession, and do
other services, m return for which they get food and the kiria or
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Thus the Koli is fonnd as far west as Chainba, throughout the Miodn
States of the North-east Punjab, in Kdngra and the Siwfiliks. He
is also found in Sirraur to the eastward, and in that State he occupies
a low position, below the Lohdr, Bidi and B&jgi, but above the
Chanel and Dtimr£. He must not let his shadow fall upon any person
of high caste, and cis-Giri Kanets and Bh6ts will not even drink
water touched by him. Yet these two castes and even R&jputs will
drink freely water brought by him in a metal vessel and can prepare their
food in his house if it has been fresh plastered with cow-dung. The
9
term Koli is almost synonymous with 'serf, and at weddings JColis
go on foot or on ponies, but not use palanquins or a kettledrum
(naqdra).* Ritual marriage is indeed not solemnised among some of
them, the jhajra form being often used or merely the simple rite
of patting a nose-ring into the bride's nose.t
KOLI, a Gujar clan (agricultural) found in Araritsar.
KORA,

the term for a

KORI,

said to be in use in Simla.

Kvnki. Ove of the original main sections of the Baloch, but
not now an organised tuman.X It is found wherever the Baloch have
spread in the Punjab, and still forms a tribe in Mekr£n. Most of the
Baloch in Multin are either Korai or Rind, but they have long been,
for practical purposes, J6ts, having forgotten their old language,
disused their old costume"and intermarried freely with the neighbouring population, though they not uncommonly continue to wear their
hair long. The Ktirai form one of the five Baloch tribes represented
in the Cben&b Colony.
KURAIS, -SH, Koraishi, Koraisi, see QURAISH.
KOBII, KAUDA\

I

KOBB,
*

a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

jiiKSHf, an agricultural clan found in Montgomery.

See Quraish.

(Kw&rf is probably a misspelling for Kori). The Korfs are
Hindustani Cham&rs, but are looked on more or less as a separate
caste in the Punjab : see under Koli.

KORI, KOHBJ,

KO$YB,

a Kamboh clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

KOTXWA, see KUTXNX.

an agricultural olan found in Shrthpur.
KOTLIHRIA, a RAjput sept of the 1st grade deriving its name from the
principality of Kotfehr.
KBAMIIIH, fr. Pers. Jcamin or (according to Drew) fr. krum, work : a class
of millers and potters, most numerous in Darel, but also found in the
fertile valley of Tangir in the Indus KohistAn.
KOTLA,

a Hindu Vaishnava sect. Members of the Krishni sect properly
so called, will commence every sentence of their talk with the word
1
Krishn.' Other devotees of this hero salute oaoh other with tha wnrda

KRISHUI,

Sirmtir OatftUer, pp. 81. 84 and 86.
Ibid. x>. 80.
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Kulhdr—Ktichland.

jai Sri Kishn.—' Victory to the holy Krishna/ instead of using the
c
9
ordinary Rfim, R&m. Others will use only the words jai Qopalji,
1
1
Victory to the herdsman. And there is a sect known as the Jai*
kishni who worship none but Krishn, and are remarkable for the
combination they present of the extreme Shaiva and Vaishnava practices. They are said to have been founded by Muni Ditatre* to be
connected closely with the San&sis, or even to be a sect of the Bdmmargis, to be recruited from both sexes and to worship nude before the
image of their god. On the other hand, they aro devoted to the holy
places of the Vaishnavas, to Gobardhan, Mathra, the Goddvarx, and all
that has to do with the history of Krishn : they read the Bh&gavat
Gita ; they are scrupulous observers of the sanctity of animal life ; they
are even reported to have been originally a Jain community, and to
have only gradually adopted the ordinary Hindu customs relating to
marriage aud the like. In Lahore they are known as Bai; and their
priests wear salmon-coloured clothes and white scull-caps, with flaps
over the ears. They reverence more especially the Narbada and the
deity Chang Dev, whose shrine is on or near that river; they worship
his statue, which resembles that of Krishn and which is made of black
wood or stone, and on the head of which they keep a small stone
brought from the Narbada hills. At the time of prayer males and
females alike are said to divest themselves of their clothes and to worship thus the image which only the initiated know to be that of Chang
Dev and not of Krishn. They keep a handkerchief in their temple
which is called sesh, and with which every one who enters the temple,
wipes his or her hands. They are given to the practice of charms
and will neither reside nor eat anything near a Hindu temple.
KUBHAR,
KUBRA,

i. q. Kumh&r, in Jhelum.

a sept of Baloch. (M.).

KUCHARS,

(1) a got of Mirdsis, attached to the Malhi Jifys ; (2) a got of the

Khatris.
r

lit. brush-binder/ The term is not a generic name, but
an occupational ono. The Kuchbands settled in Hiss&r say that their
place of origin is Chitor in R£jput£na, and that, during some catastrophe, vaguely stated to have occurred some two or three centuries ago,
some tribes migrated north and assumed this designation and calling.
The Kuchband gots are— Chauh&n, Punw&r, Gablot, Kdchwa, Ban&ns,
Sulankhi or Solkhi, Surhia, Sassaud, Badgujar, and Morwfir. They
learnt brush-making from Chaugar, and their women also acquired
the art of baking toys of clay. In Hoshi&rpur the Kuchbands are
regarded as Kan jars by others, but say themselves that they are
Ghir&s; and in that District their gots are Sud, Batwdr, Bes, akarhdra,
Sankal, Baguhar and Sonri. No longer nomads they are now more
or less settled, especially in the suburbs of Delhi, and in the cantonments of Amb&la and Mathra. At Ambila they intermarry with S£neis

KUCHRAND,

* The Saniasis often trace their order to Swimf Ditatre, the Muni Dattatreya of 8anskrit
works, who is somtimis said to have hem the precursor of Shankar Acharaj, and all
8aniasis, it is said, receive the mantra in the name of Ditatre. There is, however, a
story of a contest between this Muni and Guru Qorakh N&th. which would place the former
at a date much later than Shankar Acharaj and either this Ditatre or another of the same
name is looked on as the founder of the Jaikishni sect.
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Phulki&n States, whence they came, lhey earn a
Kanja
living
g as shikaris,
si
, makers of khas-khas screens and even as domestic servants in cantonments. Their women also make and sell binnds (cushions
xor carryiuK w — -» «ae head) and cfctn&a* (nets for hanging up food, etc.,
in) aud even as prostitutes. But as a tribe they are no longer criminal.
Calling themselves Hindus, their observances are all like those in
vogue among Hindus. Sweeper women are employed as midwives,
at a fee of ennas 4 for a boy and 2J for a girl. The birth of a boy
is celebrated by the distribution of sugar.
No Kuchband may marry within his own clan, and, as the Punwir
and Surankhi stand highest in the social scale, it is considered an
honour to intermarry with them. Marriage is contracted in this
w a y At betrothal, the parents of the bridegroom present five
rupees to the bride's family j this is the whole ceremony.* At the
wedding, a pole is fixed upright in the ground and a burning coal
placed at its foot. A brother-in-law, or sister-in-law, of either the
bride or bridegroom binds the right-hand thumb of the one to the thumb
of the left hand of the other, and the couple circle round the pole seven
times and afterwards blow seven times on to the coals. Then the bridegroom takes the bride into his thatch or tent, and unties the knot, informing her at the time that it is his tent and her future shelter.
The bride returns to her parents.
The mukldwafor home-coming, is performed in this wise. When
the pakkhis are struck and the tribe starts on a tour, the bridegroom,
accompanied by a panch of two men as witnesses, goes to the bride's
residence and there presents Rs. 20 to her parents. He is then
allowed to pass one night under his father-in-law^s roof and next day
takes his bride home, the bridegroom's two witnesses exhorting the pair
on their duty towards each other. A second, or karewa, marriage is
very rarely resorted to. The bridegroom never mentions the name
of his mother-in-law.
When a death occurs, tne corpse is carried on a bier of bamboos,
shaped like a ladder, to the Hindu burning place. They do not
body
is
burnt.
Three
dayi
collect any
those who carried the bier go
burning
THA ashes are collected in one place and the milk sprinkled on them.
bearers are fed with rice and sugar
remnant
Although these Kuchbands style themselves Hindtis they will eat
food cooked by almost any caste. Cow's flesh alone is abjured by them.
Of wild animals they catch and snare jackal, lizards (sdnda), iguanas,
foxes, porcupines, pig, hares, deer, and consume the fleskof all of them.
. - Hoshiarpur two emissaries of the boy's lather go to the bride's house and are
ffWia liquor. In return they distribute two rupees worth of sweetmeats and so confirm
the betrothal. A marriage letter is sent as among Hindus, to fa the date for the
ahampooing of the pair with whatnd. The ph$rd» at the wedding are made by the boy's
mister or sister's daughter or by the girls. But the oouple blow on to the fire. When
the wedding procession has withdrawn to its halting place, the boy's sister takes him in
her arms and gets a rupee. The shawls of the pair are then unknotted, the boy salutes
his father-in law and gets a rupee, which is spent on liquor.
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Like other aboriginal tribes, the Kuchbanda extract curative oil from
sdnda lizard and do blood-letting with leeches or by the cupping process.
The Kuchband in Hiss&r worship R&m Deo and Lalta Masani. The
temple of the former is said to lie in the desert 20 miles west of
Bikiner. A fair takes place there twice a year in Bh&don and M£gh,
and on these occasions the Kuchband visit the shrine and make an
offering of one rupee each. They have no respect for other places
of pilgrimage, such as Hardwar, Jaw&laji, etc. They also worship
the cow. In the event of any one falling sick, it is customary to
invoke R£m, thus—" Rdm, we will offer one seer of grain to your
mother cow." Should the patient recover, a cow is fed. If small-pox
breaks uut the tribe visits the shrine of Lalta Mas&ni in Gurg&on. A
. promise is then made to bring up two virgins to her service; food is
given to two old and to two young women in her name, and a cocoanut
is offered on the shrine.
The Kuchband in Hoshi&rpur say they are descended from Khizr
P£l of All&hbas in the Aligarh District of the United Provinces.
There is also a Mahar&ni's shrine at Allahb&s, and at her shrine a
pig is sacrificed. The animal's forehead is daubed with vermilion and
an earring put in its ear. It is then killed by sticking a large needle
into its ribs, the head used to make a palao, while the rest of the
flesh is cooked separately and thrown into the fire with five loaves and
#
some liquor as an offering to Maharani.
Kuchbands have a dialect or at least an argot of their own and
nicknames for many tribes. The 3&% is called a Pant, the Mah&jan or
money-lender a Kapnia, the Chain&r a Namoa, the Gujar a Jhomar
and the Musalmfin a Dela.
KUDHAN, a Muhammadan clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.
'I

a small caste, nearly all Muhammadans, who work as watercarriers and are probably Jhinwars. They are found chiefly in SidlkoJ
and Bah&walpur.
KUK, a tribe (agricultural) grouped with the Mughals in Jhelum.

KUHABA

KUK, a muhin or sept of the Gil J&\. Found in strength in Hosh&rpur
where the sept have a bdiya or group of originally 22 villages.
a fanatical sect of the Sikhs. To the peaceful order of the
Ud&sis belonged one B&lak Singh, an Arora by caste, of Hazro in
Attock, who about 1846 inaugurated among the Sikhs a movement
which was directed against the participation of Brahmans in weddings,
and, generally, against their influence over the community. He
formed adherents in the Sikh garrison of the fort, and they became
known as Sagrasi or Habi&s.* On Bdlak Singh's death in 1863 his
«9>*i__ SjDgh succeeded him, retaining in the locality a certain
K&hn
Balak
uu*»*»/w* w. -Jlowers, whose doctrines are never divulged.
Singh's teaching was, however, taken up by R&m Singh, a carpenter
of Bhaini K\& in Ludhi£na,t where he built an extensive dsra and

KUKA,

- i»v explanation of these two terms appears to have been suggested,
t According to local legend Ram Singh was building a house at Hazro for a Sayyid
when he found he had cut a beam too short. The Sayyid's daughter bade him try it again,
Ho did so and found it had grown too long. From her he learnt the words of power
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maintained considerable state. He preached that he was himself an
incarnation of Guru Goviud Singh and prophesied the speedy overthrow of the British power. In 1872 the Itukas rose without any
concerted plan, and a band of about 150 invaded the M&ler Kotla State
and attacked the capital, but were beaten off. At Rurr, a village
in Pati&la, they surrendered and 49 of them were executed by the
Deputy Commissioner of Ludhiana. Ram Singh who had not
personally participated in the events was deported to Rangoon where
he died in 1S88, but his followers believe he is still alive and will
re appear. His brother Budh Siugh inherited the dttra. R&m Singh
had divided the Punjab into districts, each under an agent, who bore
the Muhammadan title of suba* and was under his direct control. His
followers were called Kufeast or " s h o u t e r s " because, unlike other
Sikhs, they fall into a state of frenzy (waid) X during their devotions
shaking their heads and shouting their prayers. The latter end with
a cry of Sat Sri Akdl} "God is True." Like many other sects they
have been accused of holding orgiastic rites. • Outwardly the Kuka is
often distinguished by the sidhi pag, a special way of tying the turban
straight, and by a knotted necklace of woollen cord the knots of which
are used like beads of a rosary. Of recent years the sect has adopted
the name N&mdhdria. The Kukas are not an order, but at the
edifice erected at Durga (near Nawdshahr in Jullundur) in honour of
Guru Tegh Bahadur the ministrants are said to be Kukas. The Kuk6s
revere the Sau Sdkhi, a book which professes to be a conversation
between Sahib Singh and Gurbaksh Singh on the sayings and doings
of Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru.§
the chief exoroists {dan denewdlds) of the Sandal B&r.
have a semi-sacred position.—See NekokAra.

KUKABA,

They

one of the three branches of the Dodai Baloch and tribesmen of
the Fateh Khan who founded the Dera of that name. The Kulachi once
held a broad tract, 20 kos wide by 12 long, in Dera Isnifiil Khfin and
gave their name to the town 6i Kul&chi, from which the tahsil of
Kulfichi takes its name. But at the close of the 18th century they
were described as once subjects of the Mirrani Baloch and then
tributary to Mirza Kb&n, the Qizzilbish, to whom they paid Rs. 12,000
a year in revenue. They appear to have accompanied the Hot, who
found Dera Ism&il Kh&n, in considerable numbers, but settled in that
tract as cultivating proprietors rather than as a military caste and
they have now sunk to the status of J£ts, Kulachi tahsil having been
overrun by the Gandapur Pa^hans who are still dominant in it%

KULACHI,

>dch
had
enabled
her
to
lengthen
the
beam.
These
were
w&h
gur&,
or
according
to
others,
11

ALldh*hu al-samad." B4m Singh's ruin was attributed to his having revealed this watchword too freely to his followers.
* These Muhammadan terms must not be taken to imply any leanings towards Isl4m on
the part of the Kuk6s who in 1870 perpetrated the murder of a number of Muhammadan
butchers at Amritsar in revenge for their slaughter of kino.
f Fr. P.fciifc,a shriek or cry,
X Arab, wajd, ecstasy. The Ktikis also practise religious dances, in which the
approaching extirpation of the heathen is symbolised by drawing the hand across the
throat.—
Maclagan, § 107,
§ Saniokh Singh, author of the B&raj Parhdsh, does not however mention this work and
its authenticity is not established. MacauliftVs Sikh Rdigion, Vol. V, p. 1.
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KULAJ,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.
I

I

_

belo

valleys; see Chitr&li.
KDLAB, a small J&t clan in Jind which has a Sidh whose samddh is in Kul&r
Kh&s. He wao killed by a carpenter, so they never give or sell ghi
or beestings to a man of that caste.
KUMAR, a Jfit tribe found in the Lodhr5n tahsil of Multan.
KOLYA,

a Muhammadan J6$ clan (agricultural) found in Montgomery.

KUMHAB, GHOMIAR, GHUMAB, KHUBAR, KUBHAR, KHOHAR, KUBHAR OR KUBAB,

fern. -f. The Kumh&r, or, as he is more often called in the Punjab,
Ghumiir, is the potter and brick-burner of the country. He is most
numerous in Hissir where he is often a husbandman, and in the submontane and central districts. On the lower Indus he has returned
himself in some numbers as J&t. He is a true village menial, receiving
customary dues, in exchange for which he supplies all earthen vessels
needed for household ose, and the earthenware pots used on the Persianwheel wherever that form of well gear is in vogue. He also, alone of
all Punjab castes, keeps donkeys; and it is his business to carry grain
within the village area, and to bring to the village grain bought elsewhere by his clients for seed or food. But he will not carry grain out
of the village without payment. He is the petty carrier of the villages
and towns, in which latter he is employed to carry dust, manure,
fuel, bricks, and the like. His religion appears to follow that of the
neighbourhood in which he lives. His social standing is very low, far
below that of the Lobar and not very much above that of the Cham&r ;
for his hereditary association with that impure beast the donkey, the
animal sacred to Sitala, the stttall-pox goddess, pollutes him; as also his
readiness to carry manure and sweepings. He is also the brick-burner
of the Punjab, as he alone understands the working of kilns; and it is
in the burning of pots and bricks that he comes into contact with
manure, which constitutes his fuel. It would appear, that he makes
bricks also when they arc moulded; but the ordinary village brick of
sun-dried earth is generally made by the coolie or Chamar. The
Kumh&r is called Pazawagar or kiln-bnrner, and Kuzagar (vulg. Kuj«
gar) or potter, the latter term being generally used for those only who
make the 6ner sorts of pottery. The Gilgar, Gils&z and Gilkar should
probably be regarded as groups of the R&j or Tarkh&n, rather than
of the Kumh&r. Grave-deggers, gorhun or gorkand, are said to be
generally Kurah&rs. In Peshawar and in Atto^k and Rawalpindi the
Kumhfir is known as the Kal&l or Kal&l. MuMni in Gurg&on is said
to denote a Kumh6r, potter's work being often done there by men from
Multfin. Phusrai also appears to be a synonym. On the frontier the
potter appears to be known as Gilgo.
both Hindus or Sikhs and Muhammadans by religion.
Hindu Kv^nhdrs
s The Hindu Kumh£r is sometimes termed, honorifically P&rjdpat or
Praj&pati, after the Vedic Praj&patis, who were lords and creators of
the universe, because they make things of earth In Kapfirthali, how

/
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ever, the title is said to be bestowed on the Kumh&rs because they trade
in grain and transport it. In Ndbha the Kuinh£r* claims descent from
Brahma as in the well-known lines :
Edmjdt hd Rdngra, Kiahnjdt kd Ahir,
Brahmmd jdt Kumhdr hai, Sheo hi jdt faqir.
u
R£ma was by caste a R&ngar, Kishen an Ahir, Brahmma a Kumh£rf
t~ »
and Shiva a faqir.
Once, runs the legend, Brahma divided some sugarcane among his sons,
and each ot them ate his piece, except the Kumhdr who put his into a
pitcher full ot earth and water in which it struck root. When the god
some days later asked his sons for the cane, they bad none to give him,
but the Kumhdr offered his to the god and received from him the title
of Parj&pat or * Glory of the World '. But nine other sons of Brahma,
ancestors of the Brahmans, also received the title.
Tradition also points persistently to the bhagat or sain!;, Kubba, as
au ancestor of the Kumh&rs. In Gurgaon he is said to have had two
wives, the first of whom ran away from her home and so her children
were called Gola. The second wife's offspring were called Mahr or
Mah&r because she was the sister of the first. Another version is that
the first wife after forsaking her husband married his servant, gola*
In these legends the Mahrs claim sunerior status to the Golas, but the
latter tell quite another story. Thus in the Bawal nizdmat of N&bha
the Golas say that Brahma had 60,000 sons whom he ordered to make
earthenware. To one of them he gave a gola (ball) for a pattern. He
made vessels like it, and a vessel larger than a pitcher and called gol
is still made in Bawal by the Kunih&rs. Hence they are called Golas.
Brahma also gave him a wheel on which to make pottery. For this
reason all Hindus at a wedding go to a Kumh&r's house to reverence
the chak}t when Brahma is worshipped.
And yet again the Golas in Ndbha claim Kubd as one of themselves
and say that he it was who made 20 pitchers a day to give away as
alms, until one day 30 sdhds came to his house ; nevertheless relying
on God's grace he bade his wife sit behind a curtain and hand each of
them a pitcher. Miraculously the 20 vessels became 30, as described
in the following version of the well-known lines;
ibd bhagat Kumhdr
Bhdndd ghartd bis.
Hi ar Oovind kirpd kar
Hue bis ke ti$.
" K&b£ was a potter and made 20 pots a day; but the Almighty was
gracious and the 20 increased to 30."
To this incident is due the custom at Hindu weddings of curtaioing
off a room in whioh sweets are placed, a Brahman, sitting behind the
curtain, being trusted to dispense unbounded hospitality. Moreovor
Kumhirs still supply ascetics with earthenware gratis.
• Or Qhurah&r, as he is1 termed, sxctpi in Bawal nizdmat with a pun on bis vocation
which involves ' turning.
'
f It t/mbolises the sMareluiu, ohakkar or di6cus of Sri Krishna.

\
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Kumhdrs.

Tho Hindu Kumhars of the south-east Punjab are divided into two
main groups Mahr and Gola, the Jatter being inferior. Mahr wives
wear no nose-ring.
The origins of the Mahrs and Golas are variously described. The
word Mahr has given rise to several folk-etymologies. One, which is
somewhat widespread in the south-east Punjab, avers that once during
a famine a KumMr woman left her home and in her wanderings lost her
infant son, who grew up and, returning home, married his own mother
in ignorance of their relationship. But the truth came out, and so
their children were called man-bar, or ' mother-stealer.' But Mahar
c
is also traced to mahr, * venerable' or chief'; and, in Jfnd, where the
Mahrs claim to be the pure descendants of Kub6 bhagat, to maur,
f
crown/
There are, however, several other groups in Gurg£on, viz., the Hanslia,
%
Tanur,* Mali and R l j Kumh&r. Of these the last named work as
masons and thus hold a superior position, the higher Bindu castes not
disdaining to drink water drawn by them. In the N6bha account are
noted a Baldia,t a HateliaJ and an Agaria group, each termed fckdnp.
In Sirmur, Naha« tahsil, we find the Mahr sub-caste only, the Golas
not being found there,§ though they are found in Paonta.
The Hindu Mahr gots\\ include one or two names of some interest.
For instance:—
According to a tradition current in Lahore the forebear of the Mahar
Kumhars had four sons; to the eldest of whom he assigned the task of
}
sifting the brick dust, whence he was called Sangroha (' sifter ) : to
the second son he entrusted the wheel with its tholepin (kila), Ayhence
Kilia : the third shaped tho wet earth and brought out the ends {noh),
whence Nokbal: and the fourth dried them, whence Sokhal, from eukh,
* d r y / These now form four gots. A RAjput of the Sarobi got brought
up a boy and married him to his daughter, but then discovering he
was a Kumhar disowned him and his wife. Sarohi is also said to mean
out-caste. So too among the Golasj| we 6nd the Jalandhrd. got which
is so called after Rupd, a bhagat of Devi, who was born irr the water
(jal). I t is the chief got of the Gola group in Lahore.
I n Kapurthala, Amritsar and, generally speaking, in the Punjab
north of the Sutlej the Mahi-Gola classification is unknown. The
principal got in the central Punjab is the Dol, but there are many
1
other sections. !!
To the Hat of Bindu Kumhar gots% may be added the Utradhi, in
Mult&n, whose females used to wear the nath. They are shop-keepers
by trade and do not make pottery. They abstain from eatiug meat.
* The Tanur gots are Khangar, Khotia, MahAw&lia and Bai Badar.
• f The Baldia are so called because they live by carrying earth on balds (bullocks). They
do not act as servants, and are not found in the N&bha State.
J The Hatelia are so called because, unlike the others, they do not make earthenware on
» wheel but by hand. They are not found in Nabha and do not act as servants.
§ 1 he Mahr women in Sirmtir wear the nosering, which the Golas do not, but the
Thera sub-caste, which is the highest of the three, also wear it. This Thera group is not
mentioned elsewhere.
|| For a full list see Appendix*
$ See Appendix.
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R&j& Sain Pdl, a Rajput
6. Haljhal ") Who became potters. Their
descendants avoid marriage
Mitrr at, because they were
7. Tak
J true brothers.

Ghuman.
Ojha.
Tatla.
Machchana.
Kahlon, who became a
thus a J4t by caste.
The Territorial Groups.
The Kumh&rs of Sirsa are divided into the Jodhputia, from Jodhpur,
who use the furnace or bhatti aod are generally mere potters, and the
Bik&neri orDesi, from Bikaner who use kilns Ipajawas), but are chiefly
agricultural and look down upon the potter's occupation as degrading.
In Hiss&r there are four nondescript groups, the Bfd&wati, Magrecm,
Nagori and Bhandia and others. All these appear to be really different tribes arfft not separate clan9 of one and the same tribe or caste! as
though all 8molr& and eat together, they will not intermarry. Of these
the first-named smoke with J&ts, and take wives from the Rugrachi,
but will not give them brides in return. Other gronps mentioned in
accounts from this District are the Gola, Maru and Mula, all three distinct and not intermarrying. But other accounts make the Gola the
same as the Marfi and the Bid6wati identical with the Magrechi.
Several of the Kumhdr tribes have abandoned pottery and taken GO
agriculture as an occupation and have thus risen in the social ecu*.
Other territorial groups of the Hindu Kumhtfra are :
1. B&gri or M&rw&ri,* q. v.
,
v
2. B&ngar(ii) a sub-caste, found in Kapurthala, originally immigrants from the B&ngar.
3. Desi*
Occupational^, the Bdgji group is also sub-divided into Kbapmartis
gricuiturist
form sub-castes,
as they do not intermarry, or eat or smoke together. They avoid fou
got* in marriage. The M&rw&ris oi the Bdgar use camels at weddings,
as they keep oamels instead of donkey**. Besides Guga, they also affect
din Devi, whose shrine *s on a hill near Jaipur. Fairs are held there
on the 8th and 9th sudi of Chait and Asauj.
The M&rw6ri-Desi groups appear to be found only in Jind, and in
1

S&lkot.
The Kumhdrs of K6ngja appear, however, to be also known as Desi,
and their women wear gold nose-rings. Their gots are Dani&l, Gangotra and Sohal. In Maler Kotla the Pajfiwagars are said to be Desi,
there being no M&rwarfe in the State, and this Desi group is further
sub-divided into Mahrs and Golas. In Jind these two sub-divisions of
the Desi group are also found, the Mahr being also called Maru.
The Occupational Groups.
The KumMrs are also divided into several occ
via
Aggaria (a synonym for Ktizgar
ftbha, where they form a bans wi
• For a full list tee Appendix.
i

'i
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Kumhdr occupations.
avoid near kin in marriage. Claiming to be of higher rank
than the other Kumh&rs, they wear the janeo and cook
their food in a chauk.
(ii) The Kundgar, or makers of kunds (troughs or tubs), in M4«
lerkotla, when they are all of one got, the Aggarw&l, and
say tbey came from Agra. They claim Rdjput extraction
and are often called Panjpire as they worship five ©ira—
Pirfci Pir, Gugd, Khwdj&jf, Devi and Nig4h£.
(Hi) The Kuzgar, found in Jind, Ndbba (where they are also
called Agaria), Kangra, Sifmur, Mult£n, and Miler Kotla
(where tbey are all S&lvdhan by got). They make Jcuzas or
small vessels and claim Chhatri origin. [See Agaria (i)
supraJ.
(iv) The Nungars or Bait-workers are found in J i n d ; and in Mult&n
where they are known as Nunfiris and used formerly to
make salt, but they now deal in charcoal.
Iv) The Paj&wagar or kiln-burners, found in M£ler Kotla where
they make bricks and have two groups—Marw£ri and
Desi.
(vi) The Shoragar, found in Jind, and in Shah pur, are makers of
saltpetre, bat hardly form a distinct group.
The cults of the Komh&rs offer many points of interest. Thus in
Delhi the Kutnh6rs worship ail the deities, and all, Hindus tod apparently, especially affect Tabar Pir, as well as the Khw&ja of Ajmer ;
and i* the amdwas of Asauj they visit the shrine of Shams Khan at
Npjjgal-dewat in Delhi, The goddess is also worshipped, her devotees
giving chdtun, etc.f to the poor in her name. In M&ler Kotla the Hindu
jfcuzegars invoke Pir Dastgir,* the Pirdn Pir, before beginning work,
making a diva or earthen lamp in his name, to ensure the safety of the
things made. In N£bha the Kfizegars again invoke Ghul£m Qadir
Muhi-ud-Din Jil&ni and other Muhammadau saints, though tbey are
Hindus. At weddings too they make offerings to pits, etc., and distribute rice cooked with sugar among Muhammadan beggars, the
brotherhood, and people of their own quarter.
In Dera Ghazi Kh&n the Kumbars, who are all Muhammadans, affect
the Tannsa Pir.
In Lahore the Kumh&rs celebrate the Holi with more enthusiasm
than any other caste. Their prinoipal shrines are those of Rim Sahai,
pir of Roneoha in (f) Lahore, and cf the pir of Najar, a village in
the district of Rinoha Ch&ranan in the Khetri fief of Jaipur State.
The Nararwil£ pit also has a shrine in Hatch, a village in (?) N&bha,
whence the Kumhirs migrated into the Amloh nizdmat of Wfibba.
When a child is 1J months old they carry it to his shrine, where they
offer 1J sers of malidd and this is also distributed among the brotherhood. The mother is then taken to a well to draw water, carrying
vith her some bakli (boiled grain) for distribution among chileIron.
* Dastgir ifi aho the pir 61 tho Kashmiri (Muhammadan) Kumbirs ia Gurdispur,
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Wben the child is 6 months old they offer sweets to the goddess aft
Ktagja. They also worship the chak at the Holi and Diw£k festivals.
The Kumh&rs in N&bha, both Golas and Mahra, affect Bhairon and
Gaga especially. And in the B6wal nUdmat they play the labia or
drum, an instrument invented by them and used by Rupisar Kumh£r,
an attendant of Devi, with whom he used to play ohess. In an
assemblage of Kumhdrs one of the caste assumes female attire, and dances
and sings while the others perform music. Kumh&re sometimes act
as bards, and as Buch associate with Bahrupias, though they consider it a
disgrace to play the drum for prostitutes. The KumhArs express joy
by a curious dance, in Lahore.
The Kumh&rs, both Gola and Mahr, of B£wal worship Sati once a
year, and also at weddings, by putting rice cooked in milk on a piece of
plastered ground, where the women bow their heads in reverence. A
bride is bound to ride on an ass at her wedding under penalty of excommunication. In Amloh the Oola Kumhfirs do not wear red clothing
at weddings. Those of other niz&mats bring the bride in a cart.
1

The Kumhirs of B&wal perform a child's first tonsure at Bhairon *
shrine at B£s in Gurgaon, and to this shrine a bride and bridegroom
are also taken with their garments tied together, to offer sweets and
cash in lieu of a he-goat.
In K/lngra the Kumhdrs have no saints of their own, except the
potter's wheel, chak, which originated in Gorakh N6th's gift to them of
his mundar or earring for a wheel. Ever since it has been worshipped
at the Diw&K, and on that day Kumbfirs cease from work, make offering to the chak in fulfilment of vows, and, if a goat is slaughtered
sprinkle its blood on the wheel. When a chak is revolved for the first
time some sweet porridge (karah) is offered to it. If a man has no
children or if they die young he vows his next child to the chakf to
which solemn offerings are made if his prayer be heard. The chak is
also worshipped by Eijputs of the higher groups.

N6nak

disciples. Thus in Amritsar the Sukhal Kumhdrs acknowledge the
authority of the mahants of Tejiwal& and Rim D6s, who are disciples
of B4b£ Budh6, Nfinak's disciple, and these mahants come to congratulate them on the birth of a son, receiving presents in retain.
The Muhammadan Kumhdrs.
The Muhammadan Kumhars also have two territorial groups—Desf
and Mnltanf in Maler Kotla, Jind and Nabha. The Deaf women
wear a gown (pahan) over the trousers, which hangs from the neck,
while the Mulfcanf women wear a petticoat. Desi women believe in
Sftla, but not so the Multanis.
In Gurd&pur the division is into Panjabi and Kashmfrf: in Sialkot
and Qajr&t into Kashmfrf and Deal.
The Muhammadan Kashmfrf sections in Gnrdaspur and Sialkot
are:—
t Chang, in Gurdaspur; Parar, in Sialkot; Sadji, in. Gurdaspur; Shall c
in Gurdaspur and in Gair*&<\ in which latter district all Ka#hra!
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Kumhdr guilds.
Kumhfirs claim to be Shaikhs and have no other flections. Aa theao
Shaikhs do not dance or sing they have to employ Desi Kumhfirs for
the purpose.
The Muhammadan Kumh&rs have no occupational groups of importance, the only one of interest being the Kul&ls,* in Gujrit, who are
professional singers and dancers by trade, giving performances at
Kumhdr weddings. Though looked down upon by thex>ther Kumh6rs
they obtain brides from them.
In Mf&nwfili, LeiajK tahsil, certain groups are alluded to but not
defined. These are :—
1. A again or ? Rangani*)
2. Baryar '
> which intermarry.
Itangam or ? Angam )

In Mi&nw&H the Kumhdrs are cultivators as well as potters, and a
few are bards or musicians to the land-holding tribes. The latter are,
however, looked down upon. In Leiah the Kumh&rs claim descent from
JaUl Bakri,t the saint, whom they invoke in beginning work ib the
prayer
Gilgu
Bhakkar

x

Luqm&n
and on beginning work he is invoked by saying:
Luqmdn Hakim
Gilgu.
Jaisi Allah hare sc ho; dhar thoha, ydni chald chak ho.

Haji

Galgu is the pir of the Punjabi (Muhammadan) Kumh&rs in Gurd&sl
pur and of the caste in Sh&hpur. In Multan H?£ji Gulgu is the priest*
of ihe Kumh£rs, and at weddings they offer Re. 1 and 6 yards of red
cloth to the jhandirs (standard-bearers§) appointed for the purpose, in
his name/
Mohammad

Daniel

Patfela
while the Desis visit the well-known shrine of Sddhaura in AmblUa
Caste Administration.
The Kumb&rs have a somewhat elaborate system of caste government. Thus in the south eastern districts, the Kumh&ro have chauntras at each large town or city, e. g.f at Delhi, || and to this plaoe all
* Kol&l (?) is said to be a contemptuous term for a KumMr in Lahore. The Kol&l is a
got of the Mir&sfs and its members are mirdsis to the Kumhirs, though they sometimes
work as Kumh&rs also.
t In Dera Ismail Khan, however, they claim descent from Mfr Ratal.
I H4ji Gilgu i3 here explained to be the perfect saint who could fulfil all desires.
§ They say the jhandirs are the khalifas of their priests.
|| The Delhi chawihri used to attend all important meetings in Gurgaon, but he ii BOW
said to have appointed (subordinate P) chandhri$ in towns and villages.
There ii also said to be a chaudhii for each group of villages.
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disputes, unless tried on the spot, are brought for trial before a
panchdyat. Each chauntra has its chaudhri, whose office is not usual*
ly hereditary! and he presides over the panchdyaL
The chaudhri visits any village in his chauntra at weddings, funerals
or other gatherings. At a wedding he receives a rapee, some ghi
and a little fruit. If the chaudhri of any other chauntra attends he
receives sweets and ghi. If not present in person the chaudhri gets
only Re. 1 in cash. This money is earmarked for the expenses of the
whole community or its panchdyaL A chaudhri can impose a fine of
Rs. 100 or even excommunicate an offender. Among Hindu KumhArs
the chaudhri gets a turban or 4 copper coins at a wedding or a hdj.
In Gurgaon he receives Re. 1 and a turban at a wedding or hdj ; and
decides disputes relating to contracts of betrothal or marriage, innovations in custom, and judges co-habitation with a woman of another
caste. As a punishment he can fine the offender or compel him to
entertain the brotherhood.
In Kdngra the KumhArs had their gaddi or head-quarters at some
place in the south, long since forgotten. Under native rule they also
had a book, called panchnatu, which prescribed the wedding rites and
in which the names of the married pair were registered! the elder
[chaudhri) receiving annas 8 as his fee! but the practice has fallen into
disuse. The chaudhri is elected and his powers are limited. He is
first consulted in regard to questions of betrothal, etc., and if necessary
he apparently adjudicates upon them.
In Jind and N&bha the office of chaudhri is either hereditary or elective, but in tho latter State the Kumhars have chiudhria of their own,
independent of Hiss&r. In Sirmur, the Mahr KumhArs of Nfihan
have panchdyats, and a chaudhri at Amb&la, but the Mahrs and. Golaa
of Paonta have a chaudhri or chauntra at Buyia, in Am b&la District,
and he is subordinate to the chaudhri at Kalait. At a funqral he receives a rupee and a pagri, but at a wedding only the bhdji (sweetmeats, etc.), is divided by (? shared with) the chaudhri nothing else
being paid him. Offences against the brotherhood are punished by
fine, the offender being summoned by the chaudhri before a panchdyat.
The chaudhri has a wazir, nominated by himself, who addresses the
panchdyat on the chaudhri'* behalf. The panchdyat* s finding is reported by the wazir to ihe chaudhri and if he concurs the matter is
settled. If not, it is again debated by the pdnehdyat. The chaudhri a
office is usually hereditary, and cannot be given to another family without consulting the chaudhri and the panchdyat.
The Multdnf KumhArs of MAler Kotla have only a loose system of referring disputes, especially those relating to marriages, to arbitration
by tho elders of the sub-caste. <~But the Desi sub-caste in this State has
an ancient system of administration. The chaudhri, who lives at Basi in
Patidla, holds a sanad bestowed on him by some ruler, which confers on
him authority to decide disputes within the caste. This tanad descends
from father to son. At weddings the chaudhri gets Re. 1 and a pagxi,
which is presented to him personally or sent to him through a mirdri.
The panchdyat system is found, more or less developed in Lahore,
\mritsar, Gurd&pur, and Gujrinwai*.
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The Kuntfdh-panthis.
In the .south-west of the Punjab the chaudhri is called mehtar, and
is elected from the family in which the office is hereditary. He
settles petty disputes in the caste and attends weddings and funerals,
receiving a doable share of the bhdji. His son as successor is installed
by the community by tying a turban on his head. In Mi£nw&li,
however, the system seems to be in complete abeyance.
West of the Indus we find the mehtar exercising a large authority
in IsA Khel.. In Pesh&war he is termed kalantar, and he decides
disputes, but his chief duty is or was to assign the tasks required of
the Kurah&rs uuder the Sikh system of forced labour.
•

Kumhar dress.
In K&ngra the Hindu Desi Kumh&r women wear a nose-ring of
gold.
In MAler Kotla the Muhammadan Multdni Kumhar women wear
a ghagrd (petticoat) and the nath, but these are not worn by the
Desi women, who wear instead an awgiti or bodice. In Nabha the
Desi women wear over their trousers a pahan, which hangs from the
neck, the upper pavt forming a bodice. The Mulfcims wear a gown.
In Maler Kotla* the Mahr wives wear the ndth, whereas those of
the Gola sub-caste do not, and in N&bha they do not bore the nose.
The Mahr women in the latter State also wear loose trousers below the
gown.
In Mulfcin the Hindu Utradhi females used to wear a gold nath.
The Muhammadan (Mult&nfs mostly) Kumhrtr females wear the
pair a han or chola through life, as a rule, but some of them, r»W»>fly
the Kalai or Kailai, who are found in Bahawalpur, replace the chuld oj
the choli after marriage.
In Mi^nwdlf tahsil girls assume the chola aftor marriage. In Leiah
Kumhdr women wear any ornament save the nose-ring and those
worn on the feet.
The Kumh&rs give their name to Kumhdrsain, one of the smaller
Simla Hill States. The State was founded by Pahdr Singh, one of
four Brahman brothers from Gayri,, who had a pet cat which was
killed by a mouse that sprang upon \her from beneath one of the
18 potters' wheels then at work at Kumh&rsain. He complained to
Koteshart Mah&deo, who is said to be the owner of the chiefship
{gaddi),&n& the god promised him redress. So all the Kumhdrs were
killed, except a pregnant woman and her descendants still live in the

State.
KtiapAH-PAKTHi. A sect, founded some 40 j e a n ago by H&kim Singh
of B&mpur, in Patiala. H&kim Singh was described as an insignificant
looking man, living in filth, and possessing a few tracts and a New
Testament in Panjabi- (which he had obtained from American Mis* And also in Jind, where the ndth is said to be of gold or silver. In this State it is also
added that the Mahrs use waggons at weddings, whereas the Golas. both men and women,
must ride asses on such occasions. Golas themselves beat drums, which Mahrs will
not condescend to do, at a wedding.
f K.oteshir or Koti deota is stilljthe god of the State and has a teraplo at Madhoii, a
?illage in Kumhirsaia-

*
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sionaries at Ludh Una), from which he used to read to his few followers;
but they soon numbered about 3,000 sonls, and included several wellto-do inhabitants of R&mpur. His preaching too underwent change,
and he taught that the British Government would shortly be replaced
by his own. Giving himself up to religious meditation as a lad,
Hikim Singh who was a J&t, wandered about for several years as a
faqir visiting shrines in different parts of the country, in the belief
that, by so doing, he would atone for his past sins and obtain merit
in the eyes of God. Then he settled down at his native village and
began to preach the worship of the Neh Kalank Avat&r* or spotless
incarnation of the Deity. He obtained some Christian books from
the missionaries at Ludhiana and declared that Christ was the Neh
Kalank, and that he was himself an incarnation of Christ; the Imam
Mahdi expected by Muhammad ana, and also the Raghnoth believed
in by Hindus. He taught his disciples to eat together and called his
sect Kund&h Panthi, Jcicnddh meaning an earthen vessel, and panth,
a sect).t He enjoined strict morality, and declared that the Satyug,
or era of truth, was about to commence. While acknowledging
Christ was the true Guru, he maintained that he himself was an
incarnation of Christ, and that it was for him to baptize.
Originally a disciple of one Thartpuri, a sddh of his own village,
for 20 years H&kim Singh did not come out of his house. Ho had
his head shaved and also those of several women. To avoid obeying
the calls of natutfe, he used to put a stick down his throat after
eating and so cause himself to vomit. This was called neuli karam.
He was believed to possess the power (called joga bhids) of being able
to hold his breath for a longtime without showing any sign of life. He
was a great-opium eater and when visitors called on hi in the first thing
he offered them was opium.
(1) A Pa^hfin tribe of the same descent as the Ni&zi. The
original Kundi country consists of a tract lying alongf the Sohali
stream below the Bhitfcani range in the T&nk tahsil ot Dera Ism&il
Kh&n. The tribe is loathe to emigrate and herds together in its old
villages, and all their eastern villages have been occupied by immigrants from Marwat. The Kundis are a Pawinda tribe, but settled in the
district about the same time as the Daulat Khel Lohani, The Kundi
are or were a lawless tribe and great robbers, and the proverb ran :
11
1
Better a dead Kundi than a live one/
(2) See also under Isperka.

KUNDI.—

*

a tribe of Jats descended from Kundu, a Rajput, who married a
Ja$ widow by karewa and so lost status. It is found in Jind tahsil,
(See under Phogit.)
KONJIANWALA, a sect oifaqirs, Baid to practise divination by means of keys.
They appear to come from Si&lko$ and are found in Jhelum. They
*r*-~
ably R&wals.

RUNDU,

KARtJNJ^i, a hawker of vegetables, kunjpi is a
purely occupational term nothing more or less than the Hindustani,

KUNJ$A, X^IURA,

M

* There is a prophecy in the Hindu Sh&atars to the effect that " Neh Kalank AvaUr
will be bora in the house of a Khatti in village Sambhal in the MoriddWd district in
Sambat 1840 A.D. 1883-84.
| So callod became they all eat in common. . tt.
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Kupchdni~-Ku8an.
as 8abzirfaro$h is the Persian, for green-grocer. The big men generally
use the latter term, the small costarmongers the former. But in no
case is it a caste. The Kunjrd belongs as a rule to one of the castes
of market gardeners which have been described under miuor agricultural tribes. I do not know why Kunjri should have been returned
under that name only in the east. It may be that in other parts of
the Province it is more usual to call the seller of vegetables an Ar&in
or B&ghb&n, as the case may be, and that the word Kunjfi is little
used. This probably is the true explanation, as the figures for Native
States show the same peculiarity.
a Baloch sept, now represented by only a few families in
Bhakkar tahsil.
Their tradition is that they fled from Persia into Balochistin,
whence they were expelled by the Marri, Bugti and K&hiri Baloch.
But they also sr v that they are an offshoot of the Qaisar&ni tribe
of Sanghar tahsil in Dera Gh&zi Kh&n whose chief is stated to keep
their genealogical tree. In the east Kachhi of Balochist&n the
Marris, Bugtis and K&hiris all say that prior to their advent into
that tract it was held by a people called Kupch&ni of J&% origin
or status. This tradition lends support to the theory that BalochistAn
was once occupied by J6js, who were driven out by the Pa(h6n, Brahui
and Baloch.

UFCHXNI,

KtfttAf, see Koraf.

Kfirai is also a Teli got.

a group of KANETS found in the Simla Hill States of
Bashahr, Jubbal, Balsan-, etc., and comprising numerous septs. KurAns
give daughters in marriage to the Khash Kanets. In Bashahr the
Kur&n is also called Rahu, q. v.

KUBAN, KORAM,

KUHAB,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur.

KUBBSHI,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur, see

QUBAISH.

KcBMi, KUMBHI (KANBI, KIHI).—A great caste of cultivators very widely
s^-ead over the eastern parts of Hindustan and the Deccan. ' Of
g i caste is the Kunbin, with hoe in hand she weeds the fields
together with her husband/ But in the cantonments of the Punjab
the Kurmis are generally occupied, like other Ptirbias, in cutting
grass, weaving ana serving as grooms;
keep pigs. They are, of course, a very low caste; lower far in social
standing than the indigenous agricultural castes of the Punjab.
KUBPALKA, an agricultural clan found in Sh&bpur.
KUBTANA,

see Kut&n£.

KUBTANA,

an agricultural clan found in Sh&hpur,

KTANAH,
KUBDNJ^LA,

a J&t clan (agricultural) found in Amritsar.

see under Kfinjra.
€

«iu
T<

A green-grocer.

(? Ka*an>, those, generally, who derive their livelihood di
V
from the soil/ as opposed to ZAMINOAB : H. Davidson: Lidhtfna
Settlement RevorL 1859, p. 29.

KUSAN

Kut—KutKrah.
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KtJT, an agricultural clan found in Shah pur.
for Kurfcana or Kurutana.—The tens for a Muhammadan Chfihra
in the south-west Puqjab and equivalent to Musalli in the north-west.
The Kurtdna are a class of sweepers, converted to Ishim, who are
settled on the bank of the lower Indus and have given up scavenging
and eating oarrion and taken to making ropes and working in
grass and reeds. The word is sometimes applied to any Muhammadan
sweeper, but, strictly speaking, only a convert who has become a
haldl-khor or eater of things permitted by the Muhammadan law, is
a Kurt&na. Some Kurt&nas even cultivate land on their own account;
and, so long as they do no scavengering, the Kurt&oas are admitted
to religious equality by other Musalmdns. Possibly the Kurt&uas of
the Indus banks are a distinct caste or people from the Chuhras, but
they return no large tribes and appear to be a caste formed from the
debris of numerous tribes degraded by function. In the south-west
the term Khoja is also applied to a converted sweeper and is thus
€
synonymous with Kurtdnas, which literally means flogger ' or executioner : see foot-note to p. 183, supra.

KUTANA,

a sept of the Bhatfis, descended from Kuthr&l, son of Bhoni,
and found in Sidlko^.

KOTHBALO,

END OP VOLUME II.
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